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PREFACE

These are the proceedings of the conference on 4-ma~1folds held at

Durham, New Hampshire on 4-10 July 1982 under the auspices of the American

Mathematical Society and National Science Foundation. The organizing com

mittee was Sylvain Cappel 1, Cameron Gordon, and Robian Kirby.

The conference was highlighted by the breakthroughs of Freedman and

Donaldson, and Quinn's completion at the conference of the proof of the annu

lus conjecture (we commend the AMS committee, particularly Julius Shaneson,

who had the foresight in spring 1981 to choose the subject, 4-man1folds, in

which such remarkable activity was imminent). Freedman and several others

spoke on his work and some of their talks are represented by papers in this

volume. Donaldson and Taubes gave surveys of their work on gauge theory and

4-man1folds and their papers are here. There were a variety of other lectures,

including Quinn's surprise, and a couple of problem sessions which led to the

problem list.

We would like to thank the contributors, almost all of whom submitted

their papers in very timely fashion, and Carole Kohanski from the AM5 who ran

the nonmathematical side of things· very smoothly, even through lOO-degree tem

peratures. Thanks also to Suzy Crumley for typing all the manuscripts.

Cameron Gordon
Department of Mathematics
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

vii

Robion Kirby
Department of Mathematics
University of California
Berkeley, California 98720
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FIBERED KNOTS AND INVOLUTIONS ON HOMOTOPY SPHERES

I. R. Aitchison
J. H. Rubinstein

1 • FIBERED KNOTS AND INVOLUTIONS ON HOMOTOPY 4-SPHERE5

This paper arises from an attempt to understand and generalize the results

of Akbulut and Kirby (AK1). We modify their techniques to investigate the

structure of an infinite class of homotopy 4-spheres constructed by Cappell and

Shaneson (C51), two of which are described in Akbulut and Kirby (AK1), and two

of which double cover manifolds known to be exotic. All these homotopy spheres

are either 54 or obtained from 54 by the Gluck construction on a knotted

2-sphere. All have an orientation reversing involution with circle of fixed

points, and thus lead to possibly interesting involutions on homotopy S2 x 02,s.

The double covers of the exotic homotopy projective spaces are shown to be

2-fold covers of S4, branched over a knotted 2-sphere. All of the above invo

lutions desuspend to Z-homology 3-spheres, and consequently the exotic nature

of Cappel! and Shaneson's projective spaces is detected by the Fintushel-Stern

invariant (FS). We give some more examples of free involutions on homotopy

4-spheres.

The main technique is handle decompositions; we exploit Reidemeister-Singer

stabilization of Heegard decompositions of 3-manifolds to show that any 4-mani

fold with fibered 2-knot splits naturally as the union of two submani£olds built

with 0-,1- and 2-handles, and such that the common boundary of these has an

induced open book decomposition with binding the equator of the fibered 2-knot.

Cappell and Snaneson1s examples involve mapping tori with fiber the punc

tured 3-torus T3-int(B3), and thus we analyze the diffeotopy group of T3•

This requires some algebraic results on conjugacy in SL(3;Z), details of

which we include in the appendix to preserve continuity of geometric arguments.

These results allow us to isotope diffeomorphisms so that they reflect the sym

metry natural to T3•

Finally we consider Cappell and Shaneson's more general modifications of

smooth, closed and non-orientable 4-manifolds to obtain exotic homotopy equiv

alences. In many situations we reduce questions to those concerning the modi

fications on Rp
4 and Rp2 x 0

2
. In this context we refer the reader to

© 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271 ..4132/84 $1.00 + $.2S per page



2 I. R. Aitchison and J. H. Rubinstein

T
3

x [-1,1]
E

lIIB

by

Akbulut's paper in these proceedings.

We recall the construction in Cappell and Shaneson (CS1): Take

Be:SL(3,Z), with det(B-l) = ±1. The linear action of Bon It
3

induces a

diffeomorphism ~B:T3+ T
3

, where T
3 = s'x s'x S' is the three dimensional

torus, the quotient of B
3

under the action of (2Z)3. Isotope ~B to a

diffeomorphism ~B' which is the identity on a ball R' T
3

, and construct
3

the mapping torus E~ of ~B by taking T x [-1,1] and identifying the ends
B

• I 1)...... 3 lIb 8 2 2 1 .Remove lnt(R x S = lnt(B x S and rep ace y x D 9 ued 1n by some

diffeomorphism of s2 x sl, to obtain a homotopy 4-sphere. Note that the
-1 -1

isotopy of ~B to WB induces an isotopy of ~B to ~B which is also the

identity on R ' •

If B is conjugate to A in SL(3,Z) then the mapping tori of ~B and

~A are diffeomorphic. So we can always replace B by a more convenient matrix

A in the same conjugacy class as B in SL(3,Z).
-1

If det(A-l) = -1, then det(A -1)· 1. Since the mapping torus of
3 3

~ - l:T + T is diffeomorphic to the mapping torus of ~A' it suffices to
A-I
consider only the case det(A-l)= 1. Any such matrix has characteristic poly-

3 2
nomial fa (x) = x - ax + (a-l )x- 1, for some a € Z.

We begin with a variation of Akbulut and Kirby's (AK1) technique, as gen

eralized by Montesinos (Mo), for obtaining handle decompositions for 4-dimen

sional mapping tori and 4-manifolds with fibered 2-knots. As regards the al

gebraic structure of conjugacy in SL(3;Z), we present the relevant results as

required deferring proofs to the final section of this paper.

2. OPEN BOOK DECOMPOSITIONS OF CLOSED 3- AND 4-MANIFOLDS

Let M
n

be a closed orientable n-manifold, V C M
n

an open ball neigh

borhood of m e: Mn
, and h:M

n
+ M

n
a diffeomorphism which restricts to the

identity on V. Construct the mapping torus En
+1 of h restricted to

n _ n n+1 ..... - 1- n-1 9. n-1 2 _ n-1 1
M

O
= M - int Vi thus aEo = avx s = s x S. Slnce a (S x D ) = S x 5,

n+1 n+1 n-1 2 .we may obtain a closed n+1-manifold E = EO U (5 x D) by glulng to-
n 1 2 n+ 1 cP cP n-1 1 n-1 1

gether S - x 0 and· EO by some diffeomorphism cp: S x S + S x S • The

image Kn- 1 of sn-1 x {a} C En+1 is thus a knotted (n-l)-sphere in En+1•
cp ~

DEFINITION. A closed manifold wn
+1 is an open book with binding 5n- 1

if it is diffeomorphic to some manifold En+1 described as above. The mani
~

fold M~ i~_~alled the page of the open book decomposition. Equivalently, we

say that K is a fibered (n-1)-knot.
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It is well-known that every closed 3-manifold admits an open book decom

position with binding 51.

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose w4 is a closed orientable 4-manifold admitting an

open book decomposition with binding s2. Then there exist orientable 4-mani~

folds ~, MO such that w4
;;; ~U 9 ~, where each of ~ and ~ is built

wi th a O-handle, k l-handles and k 2-handles, for some k £ IN J the gluing

map 9 is some diffeomorphism of 3MB :: 3M
D

, and further there is a natural

open book decomposition of a~ with binding 51 induced by the decomposition

of w4
•

~, By assumption, w4
;; E~ Ucp s2)C 0

2
where E~ is the mapping torus

of some diffeomorphism PO:M~+ ~ which restricts to the identity on M~~ 52.
4We begin by decomposing EO.

Obtain a unique 3-manifold M
3

by closing M3 with a 3-ball V, and ex-
33 0

tend Po to a diffeomorphism p:M + M by the identity on V. For some

k £ E', M
3

admi ts a genus k Heegard decomposi tion, i. e., there is a handle

presentation
k k

M
3

• h
0

U (U h ~) U (U h
2

) U h
3

i=1 1 i-1 i

with one handle each of index a and 3, and k handles each of index 1 and

2. We use sUbscripts to label a handle, superscripts to indicate the index.
k

H
B

=h
0

U ( U h ~) ::: I S
1

)( 0
2

is a genus k-handlebody, - the "base" handlebody,
i=l 1 k

and turning the 2- and 3-handles upside down, we obtain the "dual" handlebody

HD, also of genus k. Clearly P(H
B

) U P(Hn) gives an alternative Heegard

decomposition for M
3

- it is not known whether we may carry out an ambient

isotopy of M
3

carrying P(Bs) onto B
S

and p(B
O

) onto Bo'

LEMMA 2.2. Given a diffeomorphism p:M
3

+ M
3

, we may assume P ~

topic to a diffeomorphism preserving some Heegard decomposition of MJ •

PROOF. By the Reidemeister-Singer Theorem -- see for example Singer (S) --

h f :IN ( t 1 2 .. i • 1 2we may assume t at or some s £ , P HB) s S )( D 15 1sotop c to H
B

sS )( 0 •

We carry out this stabilization by adding s complementary 1- and 2-handle

pairs to HB U HD, giving a genus-(k+s) Heegard decomposition of M3• The
1images under P of the new l-handles h., j. k+l, ••• ,k+s are added to p(H

B
)

1 2 1 2 J 1 2
g~v1ng P(HB• S x 0 ) = P(HB)' 5 )( D. Isotoping P(HB's5)( D) onto

1 2 s S
Ha'sS x 0, the Lemma follows.

Thus we may assume without loss of generali~y that p preserves some

genus k Heegard decomposition M3=HB U HO• For later applications, we shall

be interested in whether certain diffeomorphisms actually preserve a given

Heegard decomposition -- there is a practical criterion for this.
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neighborhoods of C, C in H
B

, H
D

be the Heegard surface corresponding

M
3

, where we suppose P (N) () Sk = flJ

intersecting Sk in a single poin t q,

Pi and then that there is a ball neighbor-

in a single disc 0
2

also left pointwise
s '

R' of q, with RiC R, missing 0 and 0',

We may assume that R n Ha ,

H
B

, H
D

respectively. Let

n H h 0
2 n 0

2 = a= S 1o were +

A l-spine C of He consists of a bouquet of circles c,V··· VCk dis

joint except for a common intersection point, the "base" a-spine Q. Similarly

a l-spine C for H
o

consists of a bouquet of circles C V··· VC , disjoint
1 k

except for the point O. By a small isotopy, we may assume that p(C) n c= ¢,

and thus there is a neighborhood N of C disjoint from p(C). Isotoping N

onto Hn , we see that we may always assume p (C) C Ha•

LEMMA 2.3. A diffeomorphism p: M
3

+ M
3 may be isotoped to preserve any

3 -given Heegard decomposition M = HS U Hn iff p(C) , p(C) can be isotoped simul-

taneously into H
B

and H
D

, respectively.

PROOF. Let N, N be closed,disjoint

respectively, and Sk = HS n Ho ;: 'kS
1

)( S
1

to the genus k Heegard decomposition of

Sk C M
3

- int p (N UN) := #kS
1

x S
1

x [-1,'] •

3 -If Sk is incompressible in M - int p(N UN), then it is isotopic to the
1 1

standard section corresponding to ikS x S x {OJ, by a result of Waldhausen

(Wd). Since Sk separates M
3

, we may thus assume that p(HS)' P(H
O

) are

isotopic simultaneously to H
a , Ho respectively.

The only alternative is Sk compressible in M
3

_ int p(N UN). Compres

sing Sk gives a separating incompressible surface Sj of strictly lower

genus than p{aN). Hence peoN u aN) lies on one side of S. -- and one of
)

H
B

or H
O

must miss pte) u pee), a contradiction.

Now suppose p is a diffeomorphism of M3 = H
B

U H
O

preserving the

Heegard decomposition. We may further assume after an appropriate isotopy that

there is an arc joining Q and 0,
which is left fixed pointwise by

hood R of this arc, meeting Sk

fixed. Choose a ball neighborhood

and intersecting Sk in a disc in o~ (figure 1).

R n H
D

are properly containEd in the O-handles of

H' = H - R' H I = H - R' and 02= aR' () H D
2= aRt

B a ' 0 0' + a'
Clearly H~ I HD are each genus k handlebodies.

ibe mapping torus E4 of p :M
3

+ M
3

is obtained by taking the product

M3
x [-1,1) and identifying (x,-l) with (p(x),l). We have thus proved.

LEH4A 2.4. E
4

splits as the union E
4 = E~ U R' )( S

1
U E~ where E~, E~

are the mapping tori corresponding to the restriction of p to H~ and H~ ~

spectively.

. 1 k 4 4 . ') Sl Tw 1 · 1It 1S C ear that we may ta e EO = E - {lntR x • 0 C osed orlentab e
4 ..... 4 4

4-manifolds W , W containing fibeced 2-knots arise naturally from EO: By a

result of Gluck (G), up to isotopy there is only on e diffeomorphism
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2 1 2 1
a:S xS + S xS # corresponding to the nontrivial element of 1I"1(SO(3» == Z2'

which does not extend to a diffeomorphism of S2 x 0
2

• The diffeomorphism is

given by

2 [l , S1 = (0,211')a(p,S) = ('re<P) ,e) , pe S , Se 0,211' 0-2n

where 'fs is rotation of 52 through an angle e about the axis through the

North and South poles. w4 results by gluing 8
2

x 0
2 onto E4 by the identity,

w4 s2 x 0 2
0

by gluing in with a "twist", corresponding to a •

REMARKS: Leaving the arc oQ pointwise fixed, we can give the ball R

a full twist about· this axis (Figure 1)_ The mapping torus i 4 corresponding

to this choice of isotopy of p differs from E
4 - removing (intR') x 8

1

f -E4 4 · b · d b l· · 82 2 b · h · from , W 18 0 ta1ne y 9 u1ng 1n x D y 0, Slnce t e tWlst 0

a(R'x 81) ~ s2 x 81 induced by the alternative choice of isotopy may be pushed

off into s2 x 0 2 •
3The choice of Heegard decomposition HBUH

D
of M, and the isotopy of p

so that p (Ha) = H
B

, determine the splitting. Even if H
B

U H
D

is chosen as

a Heegard decomposition of minimal genus (which. may be non-unique up to isotopy

-- see Birman, Gonzalez-Acuna and Montesinos (BGM» there' are still many differ~

ent ways of isotoping p so that p(HB)a H
S

- We shall have cause to illus

trate this later.

Having chosen a handle-body preserving isotopy of p, we glue s2 x D2

onto E~ as follows: Since a(E~) = 3(R' x 8
1

) = (D
2

U 0
2

) x 8', we split

S
2 x 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . + 2 - 2 2

as (0+ U 0_> x D = o+x 0 U D_x D, addlng H+= D+x D as a 2-handle

E' 1 2 2 - 2 S1 · h f' · 4 odd f ·on B a ong o+x aD = o±x -- Wlt even raming to give W, ramlng

. -4 S'"1 1 2 2 2 · dd d ' 2 h dl 1to give w. lml ar y H = 0 x D 1S a e to ED as a - an e a ong

02 x 8' with framing determined by that of H:.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1, we must first describe a handle-de-

k
HO U(U H~)

1 i=l 1.
(-1,1]H' x

B

composition for E~ and E~. The following procedure was introduced by Akbulut

and Kirby (AK1), and described explicitly by Montesinos (Mo). Take

h~= h
O

- int R' as O-handle for H~. Then

o 0 1 1 3 0
where H1 = h1 )( [-1,1] , Hi =hi x (-1,1]. As a model for S = aH

1, we take

m3
U 00. Q x {-1 } is taken as 00, 0 x {1 } the or igin of R

3• The l-handle

H~ is attached to small balls B., a(B.), neighborhoods of points b1.. , a(b
1
.)

3 1 3 1
on the unit sphere, where a::R + R is the antipodal map. After attaching

all l-handles, a(H~ x [-1 ,1]) ~ i ks2
x 8 ' is effectively modelled by removing

k k
the interiors of the disjoint collection {Bi }i=l U{a(B

i
)}i=1 ' and identify-

ing aBi with a<aBi ) by reflection in the plane through Oe m3 , perpendicular

to the line segment b
i

• a(b
i
). (Figure 2a)
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This construction arises as follows: Denote the ball of radius r cen-
3 2 3 - 2tered at 0 £ R by B , and S = aB. Decompose S as 8

3
U S )( [+1,3] U B

1_ 3. r r [3 0 0 0
where B

r
=S - lnt Br • This gives S = a(h

1
x I) = (h

1
)( aI) U (ah

1
)( I) - the

O-handles of HB)( {-1}, Ha)( {1} are respectively 8
3

and 8
1

•

For i=1, ••• ,k choose a point b
i

£ s~ and a 2-disc neighborhood 0: of

b. such that D~nD~ =(6 if i#j and D~na(D~)=~i,j=l,••• ,k. Denoting
1 12J 2 1 J

the cone through 0i U a(Di ) with vertex 0 by C. I take as attaching tube
1 1 2

for h.)( {t} the d is joint 2-discs determined by Ci n S2_t. Thus the l-handle
1 1 J.

H
1
, of H

B
' x (-1,1) has attaching tube C. n ( US), the disjoint union of

1 r£ (1 3] r 0 1
balls B

i
and Bi = a (B

i
) · Consequently , a(H

1
U Hi) is obtained by

removing the interiors of B
i

and Bi and identifying their boundaries by re

flection in the hyperpl~ne through 0 perpendicular to b .• a(b,). Note that
2 1 k ~

aHa x {t} is given by the induced identification on S2_t - . U lnt Ci • Smooth-
1-]ing this construction gives the handle structure of Hax [-1,1 •

We take (R n Ha))( {1} to be a ball neighborhood of a £ :R
3 and

(R (lRB) x {-1) to be a ball neighborhood of in:R
3

• Also

D+ x {1} C a(R n Hal x {1} can be assumed to be a disk wi th center on the line

t (~,~,~) for t> 0, with 0+)( {-l} equal to the intersection of the cone

through 0 and D+x {1} with 3(RnHB)x {-1}.
1To identify H~)( {-1} with H~)( {1}, begin by adding a 1-handle H
11

by

its ends to (RnH~»)( {1} U (RnH~) x {-1} (Figure 2b) -- the boundary is modified

by removing the interiors of these balls and identifying their boundaries by

radial projection from OE R3
• To identify H~ x {-1} with its image in

1

HBx {1} we add a 2-handle H:
i

with attaching sphere (C
i

- (R- int R'» x

{-1} Up(Ci - (R- intR'» x {1} UA.U lJ., for each i= l, ••• ,k, where A
l
" lJ

1
.

1. 1
1are arcs running over the l-handle H
11

• Framings are determined by the annuli

Ai )( {-1} U p (Ai) x {1} U Ai x [-1,1) U lJ i )( [-1,1], where Ai is a 2-disc neighbor

hood of C
i

- (R- int R' ) (Figure 2c). This completes the construction of E~.

The manifold MB in Theorem 2.1 is obtained from E~ by adding the
2212-handle H+ along D+x S i.e. with attaching sphere a circle running around

H~l and along the line t{Js,~,IJ) from D:X {1} to D~ x {1} in the model,

and with zero framing (Figure 2d). Note that without loss of generality the

Then

3 and obtain as above- h1 '

-0
k

H~ ) U ill
k

-2E' = H1
U ( U U ( U H

ii
)

0 i=l 1 11 i=1

H'o

line t(~,Js,~) can be assumed to miss the attaching balls B, , B! •
3 31. 1

E~ is constructed in exactly the same way: Let h, = h - int R'

~ h~ U h~ -- turning the 2- and 3-handles upside down, we take
i=l 1.

-1 2-0
hi - hi ' h1
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h iiO. fie [-1,1], ii~ = Fi~ x (-1,1], and H~. identifies h~)( {-1} withw e~e 1 = 1 x 1 1 JJ 2J 1
p (fi

j
) x {1}. The manifold ~ is obtained by adding a2

along 0_ x 5, also

with zero framing, where the disks 02 x {±1} have centers on the line

t (~,~,~) with t < 0 in :R
3

•

It is clear that w4
=!\ U lIS ~, where M

B
and M

O
are obtained re

spectively from E~ and E~ by adding the 2-handles a~, a2
. with odd framing,

and ~:a!\ + a~ is some diffeomorphism.

3M = 3M is obtained as follows: Construct the mapping torus of p
B D 1 1

restricted to a(H~) = #kS x S, and perform O-framed surgery on the solid

torus o~x 5'. 3!\ is constructed similarly, but with the O~x.5' sewn back

with a twist corresponding to the framing of H~. In both cases we have an

open book decomposition with connected binding, which we may take as the circle

a = 30
2
+-
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed by noting that, in the terminology

of handle theory (see Rourke and Sanderson (RS», the attaching spheres of the

H
2 , H_2 1 f 1 h d1 1 H-12-handles + intersect the be t spheres 0 the - an es H

1
·1 , 11 re-

spectively, once geometrically, thus forming complementary handle pairs in each

case, which may be cancelled. In general, if a 2-handle 6 passes around a

1-handle d once geometr ically-, we may slide any other 2-handle 6i ' passing

around d, over 6 and thus off d, as indicated in Figure 3. Note that the

new attachinq sphere for 0i becomes the connect-sum of the old one and a copy

of that of 0 for each slide performed.

Cancellation of complementary 2- and 3-handle pairs is achieved analogously

although by the result of Laudenbach and Poenaru (LP) the attaching spheres of

all 3- and 4-handles in a handle decomposition of a closed 4-manifold are

uniquely determined up to isotopy, and thus the slidi~g of 3-handles over each

other need not be described explicitly. However, it is of interest to keep

track of the geometric intersection of the attaching spheres of 3-handles, after

sliding, with the belt spheres of 2-handles which remain uncancelled.

It is mainly in this respect that our splitting technique differs from the

following construction of w4 , Montesinos' generalization of that given by

Akbulut and Kirby: Using the same model as before, construct

3 0 k 1 k 2 3
M x [-1, 1 ) H

1
U (·U H.) U (U Hi) U (H1 )

i=l 1 i=1

where H~ = h~ x (-1,1] , H~ =h~ x [-1,1]. The attaching tubes of the 2-handles
2are obtained by fattening the attaching tubes of hi. By the result of

Laudenbach and Poenaru, the attaching sphere of the 3-handte H~, need not
122

be drawn in. Add the handles H
11

, H
ii

as before, and identify hi x {-1}

with p (h~) x {1} by adding a 3-handle a~i' i=l, ••• , k. h~ x {-1} is identified
~ 4with p(h1) x {1} by adding a 4-handle H

11
• Again, the attaching spheres of

the latter 3- and 4-handles need not be drawn. This gives a complete
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description of E4~ to construct w4
, remove int(R' x Sl) as before

equivalent to removing a 3- and 4-handle -- and sew in S2 x 0
2 by turning a

handle decomposition upside down to give s2 x 0
2 =H

2
U H

4
• The 2-handle is

again added along 0
2

x sl without a twist to give w4
, with a twist to give

w4• +

So the handle structure in

as O-handle forThis construction takes hO-intR'
1

3-handle, which is thus presumed pointwise fixed.

and R' as

this construction differs from our construction where we have effectively

introduced a cancelling 1- and 2-handle pair for R'. These require a 2- and

a 3-handle for identification in the mapping torus -- and all four of these

handles are then removed so that s2 x 0
2 can be glued in.

3. OIFFEOMORPHISMS OF T3

In order to investigate Cappell and Shaneson's construction, an explicit

description of T
3

is required: The vector space structure on R
3 defines

m3 as a Lie group, T3 being the homogeneous space arising as the quotient of

m3 under the action of its discrete subgroup (2Z) 3. Let 11': R
3• T denote

the quotient map. Taking the standard orthormal basis for E
3 , a network L

of lines is obtained by taking the image of the coordinate axes under (2~)3.

Two disjoint networks LS and LO arise by translating L by the vectors

[-~, -~, _~]T and [~,~, ~]T respectively. Let N
S

be a neighborhood of

L
B

' invar iant under the action of (271) 3, and such that N
D

= :R
3 - int N

B
is

the translate of N
B

by the vector [1, 1, l]T.
1 2

Then 1I'(NB) =TI(ND) is diffeomorphic to '3S x D, giving rise to a

genus three Heegard decomposition of T3 :

T
3

= H
S

U H
D

where H
B

= 11' (N
S

) , H
D

= 7f (No) and we have turned the 0- and 1-handles of H
o

upside down to give 2- and 3-handles for T3•

A convenient model for T
3

is provided by a fundamental domain in R3

for the action of (2Z)3: take the cube ~f of edge length two, centered at

the origin of R
3

, with faces parallel to the coordinate planes. T3 may be

considered as W with opposite faces identified by reflection in the appro

priate plane.

A l-spine C of H
B

is provided by w(L
B
), consisting of a bouquet of

circles, C
1

v C
2

v C
3

disjoint except for the common intersection point

Q= 11'(-~, -~, -~) which we take as a-spine for H
B

• The circle C
i

is the

image under 11' of the line through (-~, -~, -~) parallel to the Xi-axis, and

oriented accordingly (Figure 4a). Similarly, a 1-spine ~= C
1

v C
2

v C
3

for

H
D

is given by n(L
D
), where again the circles C

i
are disjoint but for their

common intersection point at the dual -spine Q= n(~, ~, ~). Ci is the image
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of the line through (~,~,~) parallel to the Xi-axis, but with opposite

orientation to that of Ci -

The model W easily provides the attaching spheres for the l-handles of

H
o

' viewed as 2-handles in T
3

attached to HB: denote by h~ the 2-handle

of T
3 corresponding to the l-handle h~ of H with core c.~ O. The

1 D 1

attaching sphere of h~ is given by isotoping a small unknotted circle, ji'

linking C
i

once, onto aH
B

(Figure 4). Denoting by Q
i

the class in

n
1

(H
B

) represented by the circle C
i

, the attaching spheres are given by

2 -1 -1 2 -1 -1h
1

: Q
2

Q
3

Q
2

Q
3

h
2

: Q
3

Q
1

Q
3

Q
1

3The family of lines in B parallel to the Xi-axis gives a fibering of

by circles -- by abuse of notation we shall refer to an isotopy of T3 ,

which preserves each such fiber setwise, as an isotopy in direction Xi. We

shall also denote the 2-dimensional torus in T
3 covered by the plane

x. :: k C B
3 by T

2
1 X.=k •

1

The choice of Heegard decomposition is motivated by the following observa-

tion: Parameterizing T3 as {(elan, e i ¢1T , ei",n): (e, IZS, 'iI) £ m3 }, the

involution 9 of T3 is given by

g: (e ie1T , ei¢n , ei",n) =ein(e,IZS,~) + e-in(S,~,~ =eina(e,~,~)

where a: E
3

+ R
3

is the antipodal map. Hence 9 (H
B

) =Ho ' 9 (Ho) = Hs for the

chosen Heegard decomposition. Furthermore, the eight fixed points of 9

{e i n (01 ' IS 2 ' c5 3): o. =0 or 1}
1

{ in(O,a,O) in(l,O,O) ill'(O,l,O) "" =ein(O,O,l),
q =e , a

l
=: e , CX

2
=e , ""3

in(l,l,O) in(l,O,l) in(O,l,l) Ct =e in (l,l,l)
"4=e , "S=e , "6=e , 7

lie on the Heegard surface SH= Hs n HO which is also preserved by 9 (see

Figure 5). Note that g(Ci ) = ~i' and g is orientation preserving on SHe

The restriction of 9 to SH is an involution, necessarily that shown in Figure

5, i.e. rotation about some axis. Now any diffeomorphism of T3 to itself is

uniquely determined by its action on 1f (T3 ) =~3, up to isotopy (see e.g.
1

(Wd) ) • Thus every such diffeomorphism arises from the linear action on B
3 of

a matrix A £ GL(3,~) -- the corresponding diffeomorphism ~A: T
3

+ T
3

is de

fined by

and thus satisfies 9 0 ¢A :: ¢A 0 9·

DEFINITION. We shall call a diffeomorphism ¢:T
3

+ T3 symmetric if

(i) r6 0 9 :: g • ¢

(ii) f6(H
B

)=H
B

if ¢ preserves orientation

or ¢(H
B

) = Ho if IZS reverses orientation
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(iii) . f6 (eill (t, t, t») = e -i11 (t,t,t) Vt e [-~, 1J) i.e. f6 preserves the

arc joining Q and Q pointwise if ~ preserves orientation,

or f6 (e i 11 (t, t, t») = e-i11 (t, t, t) Vt e [-~,~) if f6 reverses

orientation.

To determine whether a given diffeomorphism is symmetric, we need a can

onical form for matrices in SL(3;Z). Proofs of the following theorems can be

found in the final section:

THEOREM Al. Let X SL(3;Z) : if ±1 is an eigenvalue of X, then X

:S ::n::::::
a
:: t:L(::~~y:o Wh~ : yiI· Ii i1

:is not an eigenvalue, then

COROLLARY A3. Suppose X satisfies fa(x) =O. Then X is conjugate to

a matrix of form

Aa,A,p

-t 0 lJ- n=~(a-X)-(a-l)
mAO mp 1 + nX , 0~ A < P

n p a-X

We shall refer to such matrices as tlCappell-Shaneson" matrices (CS matrices)

LEMMA 3.1. For each Cappell - Shaneson matrix A = ~nO ~ ~J-' m>: ,
~ p a-X

X~ 0, the diffeomorphism ~A:T3 + T
3 induced by the linear action of A on R

3

is isotopic to a symmetric diffeomorphism ~A:T3+T3.
3

PROOF. It is clear that ¢A· 9 (x) =9 • ~A (x)V x e T. We isotope ¢A by

moving the images of C, C into the respective handlebodies in such a way as

to satisfy (i) at all stages: Hence it suffices to describe the isotopy of C.
Notice that

providing visual representation for the isotopy in the model W. We proceed in

stages, isotopies of T
3 induced by isotopies of R

3 commuting with the action

of (2Z)3:
3 3(a) Let ~t:T + T , t£ [0,1] denote the isotopy induced by isotoping

La (~-'E) units in direction (1, 1, 0] T, and L
D

(~- e) units in direction

T a-~ eo 1__
[-1, -1, 0] (Figure 6a). .Since A(O, 0, ~) = (~, 0, -2-)' choose l;,o

2(m+A)

-- thus the image 11 0 A 0 "'1 (!:I, ~,~) 11 (~, ~, a;" + 27:~,,)} of Q lies on a

fiber through Q in direction x3 • The images of C1 ' (:2 lie on the torus

T2 which is preserved setwise "'t' t € [0,1].
x =~

1 () Th' f C' h 2 ·b e lmage 0 3 lntersects t e torus Tx =~ at one polnt: carry

outan isotopy of T3 whose support is a small neig6borhood of the tori
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T
2 T2 leaving the images of C C fixed except for in a neighbor-
x =~' x s-~ 3' 3
h~ of th1ir respective intersections with these tori (Figures 6bc). This

isotopy rotates the torus T
2 in direction -x

3
, through a distance

xl=~

lea-A) +~ _ L) This returns the arc 0 ~ to its original position,
~ 2 2 (m+~ ) "1 • , \J

henceforth kept fixed for a suitable choice of the isotopy. We parameterize

C, = (~+s,~, ~]T, ~2 = (~, ~+t, ~]T, C
3

II (~,~, ~+u]T.

Then the images after the isotopies (a) and (b) are

C
1

+ [J:i, ~ + ms, ~ + ns] T , <=2 + [~, ~ + At, ~ + pt] T ,

T
2

(Figure
xl=-~

in the essentially unique way forced by re-

6d) •

2
Tx =~'

2
quiring that the support of the isotopy misses the tori

~3 ~[~ + u, ~, ~+ f(u)]T, where f is a function with £(0) =o.
(c) Isotope the intersection point of the image of C

3
with the torus

T
2

in direction -x
3

until it lies on the torus T
2 keeping the

. xl =-J:i X3=~ ,

torus T
2

fixed setwise. Now isotope the image of C3 ' lying on the torus
xl=-~

into the handlebody H
D

,

(d) LeaVin~ the images of C3 ' C
3

pointwise fixed, isotope the images of

C1 ' ~2 on the torus T
2

into the handlebody H
D

-- again, this isotopy is
xl=~

essentially unique (Figure 6e).

In order to construct the homotopy 4-spheres using these diffeornorphisms,

a characterization of the isotopy of a neighborhood of the fixed point

q= w(O, 0, 0) is required: For convenience we shall work in R3 •

MINIMAL STRAIGHTENING

LEMMA 3.2.
diffeomorphism

the fixed point

There is a canonical straightening to the identity for each
3 3

~B:T + T I B a Cappell-Shaneson matrix, in a neighborhood of

w(O, 0, 0). This_is called minimal straightening_

A -_ r:oPROOF. Begin with matrices of the form ~

o
~

p
~] , p>A~l.

a-A

We describe the isotopy in three steps.

(1) AlO, 1, O,lT = [0, A, P1 T
lies in the 1st quadrant of the x2x3- plane.

T
The image of the x

2
-axis divides this plane into two open sets; All, 0, 0)

lies in the same component as the (-x
3

)-axis, since detA=l and the image of

the vector [0, 0, 1] T lies in the half space R~ = {x, y, z): x~ O}. Carry

out an isotopy given by

[ 0

0

:]A m-ms A , detA 1 + s (A-1) ; 0 , S t (0,1]
s s

n-ns-s p
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leaving the images of (0, 1, O)T , [0, 0, l]T fixed and sending

[1, 0, O]T + [0,.0, _l)T.

(2) Now isotope the image·of [0, 1, o]T back to its original position,

and simultaneously straighten the image of [0, 0, l]T so that it lies along

the +x
1
-axis. This may be described by

At t [~A-:t+t 0]' t e [0,1 ] with determinant 1 + (A-1) (l-t) ~ 0 •

-1 p-pt v-vt

(3) Finally, leaving the

and [0, 0, 1] T back to their

[:1
a 1:]A

11r
0

x
2
-axis fixed, rotate the images of (1, 0, O]T

initial positions, described by

det (A
11

r) = 2r
2

- 2r + 1 , r £ [0,1] •

[O~We illustrate the procedure for the matrices

7.

a
1
1 ~1] , v£ 7L , in Figure

II. Since an arbitrary Cappell-Shaneson matrix is conjugate to one of this

form, minimal straightening of such a matrix is defined by conjugating the

isotopy at each state.

EXAMPLE. We illustrate in Figure 8 with a representative of the nontrivial

class when a= -5 i.e.,

[
: _~ _1,] [~: 0 _~] [_: ~ :] [~: 0 _~]
2 -3 -5 ·1 0 -1 -8 3 -7 -1 0 -1

REMARKS

1. It is important to keep track of the image of [1, 1, lJT during this

isotopy. For the example above, the images are given by

[2, 25- 1, 7s- 6]T , [2, 2t+ 1, 1- 4t]T , (2- r, 3- 2r, 4r- 3]T •

2. There are several choices for A corresponding to a given conjugacy

class of matrices. We may remove this ambiguity by requiring that A> 1 be

minimal, and similarly p. In case minimal straightening can be achieved by

one linear matrix isotopy, any conjugation has entries linear in the isotopy

parameter, and no ambiguity can arise.

3. An isotopy of the inverse of matrices of the type above is determined

by taking the inverses of the isotopy giving minimal straightening.
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G(a,S) (-a,B)

G(x,t) (g(x),t)

4. CAPPELL AND SHANESONtS HOMOTOPY SPHERES

Extend the straightening of a ball neighborhood of q to a straightening

of a ball neighborhood of QQ, again g-symmetrically. Denote by EA (re

spectively tAl the homotopy 4-sphere constructed by sewing in S2 x 0
2

to the

mapping torus of (T3 - int V), under this final diffeomorphism, with framing

o (respectively framing +1).

THEOREM 4.'. (i) For each A £SL(3,~) , det(A- 1) =', the homotopy

4-sphere t
A

(Eesp. tAl decomposes as the union of two copies of a homology

ball M
A

(resp. M
A

) • M
A

(resp. M
A

) has a handle-decomposition with a

a-handle, k l-handles and k 2-handles, where k is at most 2.

(ii) The homology sphere aM
A

(resp. aM
A

) is a 2-fold branched cover

of s3, branched over a knot.

(iii) The two copies of M
A

are glued together by the 2-fold branched

covering transformation gA on aM
A

•

PROOF. (i) To decompose E
A

(resp. E
A

) as in Theorem 2.1, take the

symmetric diffeomorphism ~A ~ ¢A in each case, with minimal straightening.

This gives H
B
~ H

o
(resp. H

B
;; H

D
) , and hence we take M

A
= H

B
(resp.

M
A

= H
B
). From Theorem 2.1, we may suppose that k is at most three. However,

2 1
the 2-handle "33 geometrically cancels the l-handle H,. The homology type

of the pair M
A

, aM
A

(resp. MA' aMA) is determined by a simple argument

using the Mayer-Vietoris and relative homology sequences.
3 3(ii) The involution g:T + T induces an orientation reversing diffeo-

morphism G: LA + LA (resp. G: E
A

+ t
A

) defined by

vex, t) e: E - 8
2

x D
2

A

V(a,S) E: S2 xD2

(G defined similarly). Hence G (resp. G) interchanges the two copies of

M
A

(resp. M
A

) leaving aM
A

(resp. oM
A

) setwise fixed.
2 2

The fixed point set of G is {(x,t) £ LA - S )( 0 : g (x) =x} which by

Smith Theory (see, e.g. Bredon (B» consists of a circle C
G

•

CG consists of the arcs Q j x I C T3
x I , 1~ j~ 7, joined end to end in

the mapping torus (T
3

_ V) x I/(x,t) - (~A(X),t), i.e. ~A acts as a permu
7

tation of order seven on the set {a.} '-1 '
J J- _ 1 1

The involution g:5H+ SH expresses SH = #3 S x S as a 2-fold branched

cover of s2, branched over 8 points (Figure 5). Hence the quotient of
'21(SH x~ S) under gx identity is S x S. Surgery along the standard gen-

eratorAof ttl (S2 x 5') =~ always gives 53, regardless of the framing. Hence

aMA is a 2-fold branched cover of 53, branched over the image CG= PG(CG),
3where PG: oM

A
+ S is the quotient map.
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to the surgery de-

~G as a knot K

link which gives 53.

that the relation of

in

1
Since CG lies in SH x~ 51 - VX S , CG lies in an unknotted solid

3 A
torus T

G
C S. In Figure 9a, we show the relation of T

G
scription of s3 obtained above. This enables us to view

in S3, using "Kirby Calculus" (K2) to slide T
G

off the

The construction of aM
A

is exactly the same, except

to the link description of 53 is as indicated in Figure 9b. Hence slid

as in Figure 9a, we obtain the knot KC 8
3

, differing from K by a

T
G

ing T
G

complete twist, due to the twist in TG•

That K is a 7-bridge knot may be seen as follows: G preserves each

(Sa - V) x t c aM
A

' t e: [0] and hence C
G

intersects 0
2

x {t} C 02 x S
1 = T

G
seven points.

It is not clear whether M
A

is in fact contractible -- and if so, whether

the words describing the 2-handle attaching maps give a representation of the

trivial group, trivializable by Andrews-Curtis moves (AC).

However, we observe that

0 -1 ][
0

:] [:
0

] fl
0 jAA,a,m [ m-\ X-l 1 - 1 X o -1

m+n-X-p p+2X-a-1 a+l-X 1 p (a-A) 0 -1

Hence if there is a symmetric isotopy of the diffeomorphism of T3

induced by Ax,a,m which is probable, although it would be more difficult

to describe then the homology ball resulting from the splitting as in the

Theorem 2.1 would in fact be a Mazur manifold: contractible, with one handle

each of index <2. (Mazur (M». Writing Ax,a,m as a product of elementary

matrices will probably suffice.

Simpler symmetric isotopies are possible in specific cases. We illustrate

for the rational canonical forms:

Lemma 4. 2 • For A
v [; 0 :]

ve: 7l, there is a symmetric diffeo-

morphism isotopic to such that, taking a ::;
i

where Wv*:n, (H
O

) + n
1
(~o), and the images of the Ci in H

D
are determined

analogously.
v+1

PROOF. Observe ¢v(~,~,~) = (~, 1, --2-)' ¢v(~' ~, 0) (0, 1, ~). Thus

isotoping ¢v(~,~,~) along ¢v[O, 0, _l]T, and ¢v(-~, -~, -~) along

¢ [0, 0, l]T, carries the image of the arc QQ into the cube W, linearly.
v 3 3

Let wt:T + T , te: [0,1] be the isotopy depicted in Figure lOa. The point
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q= exp inCa, 0, 0) is kept fixed at each stage and

~t exp in(x, y, z) = exp in(x, y, z + t(~- E» vex, y, Z) E LB

~ t exp in ex', y', z') = exp in (x', Y', z· - t (~- £» 'I (x', y', z·) £ L
D

15

for some small £ > o.
We parametrize c

1
:= (ls+ s, ~, ~), e

2
= (~, ~+ t, ~), C

3
= (~, ~, ~+ u).

- v+l - v+l
Then the images rzSvc, = (~, , + s, -2-)' r6v

C
2 = (~, 1 + t , -2- + t),

r6vC
3

= (u+ Js, 1, vu+ v;'), and r6v~lCl = (e, 1 + s, ~+ £v), ¢v\ll~2:= (e, 1 + t,

v + ~ + t), r6v~1C3 = (E + u, 1, ~ + V E: + vu) •

The images of C and ~ under r6v are depicted in Figure lab, where we

specifically illustrate fat v= 8 -- it will be clear that the choices of

isotopy apply to all v. After the isotopy ¢v. ~t' t £ [0, 1], the images of

C and ~ lie as in Figure 'Oc. The isotopy corresponds to winding r6
v

(Q)

around the torus T2 1 ~4 times in direction A [0, 0, _l]T, so that the
x = v

images of C1 , <=2 aE each stage lie on some torus T
2

-k ' k £ (0, ~]. £ > 0
x2- 2

is.chosen so that r6v • ~l(Q) lies almost on the torus Tx =0. Note that

llSv • 11'1 (0) = (E, 1, ~+ EV). The isotopy of C is the imag~ under 9 of that

of C.
Now isotope ¢v~1(Q) , r6v~l (Q) in direction -x2 , x2 respectively, so

that they lie on the tori T2 , T2 respectively, simultaneously isotop-
x2=~ x2=-~

ing C2 ' C2 as indicated in Figure lOde This enables the image of 00 to be

eventually returned pointwise to its original position. However, we first

isotope the images of C3 ' C3 onto the tori T2 T2 respectively,
x =-~' x =~

keeping the tori T~ =k setwise fixed at all st~ges. (Fi~ure ~Oe)

Isotope the ima~es of 0, Q back to their original positions, keeping the

images of

images of

C
1

I C
1

C and C

lying along some fiber in direction x
2

at each stage. The

may now be isotoped into the appropriate handlebodies, as

indicated in Figure 10f -- the images of C3 and C3 are kept on the tori
2 2

Tx =_~ , Tx =~ at all stages.

2 It is ~lear that this procedure may be carried out for arbitrary v €~.

For v < 0, we obtain an isotopy as depicted in Figure 109. The images of

C1 ' C2 , C3 represent the words in 1T 1 (HB) given by

~v is the symmetric diffeomorphism which follows by extending the

straightening of a ball neighborhood of q= nCO, 0, 0) to a straightening of a

ball neighborhood R of 00, again g-symrnetrically.
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Denote by tv the homotopy 4-sphere constructed from the mapping torus

of ¢v' with minimal straightening and 52 x 0
2

sewn in with a-framing.

Sewing in S2 x 0
2 with odd framing gives a homotopy 4-sphere E.

4 v
THEOREM 4.3. For each v € Z , Ev is diffeomorphic to S.

PROOF. The symmetry of ~v must first be broken: Returning to Figure

lac, instead of isotoping the image of c3 in direction -x
2

' carry out an

isotopy in direction +x2 , as indicated in Figures l1a,b for v= 0, and

Figures llc,d for v# O. Simultaneously isotope the image of c
2

, keeping it
2

on the torus Tx =_~' so that it feeds into HB first in direction +X2 '
1then +x

3
- The lmages of C and C are then fed into the handlebodies. The

image of C in H
B

is depicted in Figures lle,f, that of C in H
D

is shown in

Figures l1g,h. Mapping the latter image of C into H
B

by g, we obtain a

diagram more easily visualized for the construction of t. (Figures 12a,b)
3 v

REMARK. It is clear that the diffeomorphism of T given above is

isotopic to "'v' leaving R pointwise fixed at all stages: thus the homo

topy 4-spheres, constructed by either choice of l-spine feeding, are diffeo

morphic.

Using the model of Theorem 2.1, we construct the manifolds Ma , MD. The

attaching tubes for l-handles are balls centered at points on the coordinate

axes -- and we thus use +Hi' -Hi to indicate the 3-ball of Hi lying in

xi~ 0 , xi ~ a respectively (Figure 14a). Furthermore, we shall maintain the

same name for a 2-handle, even after it has been slid over another 2-handle and

thus has a new attaching sphere. It is also convenient to note that framings

of a 2-dimensional representation of a knot or link are changed if loops of a

component are turned over, as depicted in Figure 13. Prospective framing

changes about to arise in this way shall be placed in brackets next to the loop

crossover point in question. Non zero framings are indicated where necessary

in general, we leave inessential framings to the reader for evaluation.

The convention we have used for describing framings of 2-handles is to

take as reference -- a-framing the annulus obtained from the attaching

sphere and a push-off parallel in the plane of representation. Hence a framing

annulus for a +l-framed 2-handle twists once clockwise.

Although frarnings determined by this convention are not invariant under

change of attaching sphere representation, they ace convenient to use when

little rearrangement of a diagram is carried out.

In the diagrams we have used for representing the mapping tori of the dif

feomorphisrns 9S
A

: T3
+ T

3
, A E: SL (3, :r,) , det (A-1 ) = 1, 2-handles obtained by fat

tenning those of T3 are a-framed by the annuli of the latter used for gluing

onto the boundary of the 0- and 1-handles of T3 •
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2
The framings for the 2-handles "ii used in identifying handlebodies in

T3 with their images under ~A are determined as follows: In the universal

cover R3 of T3 , take the standard coordinate axes and push off parallel in

the direction [1, 1, l]T, to obtain three infinite strips intersecting

transversely in an arc along a ray through the origin. Linearity of the map

A:E3 .m3 ensures that the images of the boundary components of anyone of

these strips are parallel. Projecting to T
3

, the strips become annuli which

have parallel boundary components in the model we have used and we have

taken care in subsequent descriptions of isotopies to maintain this property

-- thus determining O-framing for H~ ••
11

STRUCTURE OF M
D

- (i) v= O. The diagram is shown in Figure 14a after minimal

stra~ghtening and the addition of all handles in

= iiO U ill U til U ii l u ii' U ii2
11

U ii2 U ii2 U ii2 •
MO 1 2 3 11 22 33

-2 -2 -2 -1 H-2Framings for all 2-handles are zero. Slide H
11

, H22 , H
33

off H
11

using

-- equivalent to band-connect-summing with 6 pushed off copies of the attaching

sphere of ii
2 (Figure 14b). The loops of attaching spheres protruding from

-1
the ball at to which H11 is attached pull through to give Figure 14c.

-2 -1 -2
Now cancel Hand H_ 11 to obtain Figure 14d. In Figure 14e, H

33
has been

-2- 1 -2 -1
slid over H11 at +H1 , and the loop of H

22
protruding from -H

2
rearranged.

-2 -1
Pull the loop of H3_3 at +H

2
around this l-handle and off -- Figure 14f. Can-

-1 2 -2-1celling H1 with H
11

, and pulling the loop of H
22

through H
2

gives
-2 -1

Figure 14g, where the 10~; of ~~3 at +H2 is about to slide through. This

gives Figure 14h, where H2 and H33 cancel to give Figure 14i. Cancelling the

last complementary handle pair gives M
O

diffeomorphic to B4 •

(ii) for v~ 0, the procedure is much the same -- illustrated in Figure

15a for v > 0, Figure 15b for v < 0, to ver ify that geometr ic linking does

twowhich is necessarily

not prevent any of the loops from sliding around the appropriate l-handles.

Thus for all cases, we obtain M =B4 •o
STRUCTURE OF MD. Again, a consistent procedure gives M

B
diffeomorphic to

422B in all cases, with minimal straightening. After sliding. each of H
11

, H
222 1 2 1

and H33 O,f£ H+, there is a loop of H
22

protruding from +H
2

. Sliding this
2 , 2

around H2 and off allows H11 and H
2

to cancel -- after which H
33

cancels

H~, and finally H~2 cancels H~. The procedure begins with Figures 16a,b,c

for the cases v < 0 , v = 0, v > 0 respectively.

Hence 1: is diffeomorphic to B4
U B4 ,

v
balls in dimension four are glued together in an essentially unique way.

From Table 1 we know there are many homotopy 4-spheres in the constructio~

with minimal straightening, which correspond to classes of matrices not repre~

sented by the rational form (see Appendix). However, we conjecture that all

such are actually diffeomorphic to s4. As evidence for this we prove
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THEOREM 4.4. s4 may be constructed by Cappell and Shaneson's procedure

[;
0

~1]using minimal straightening of the matrix A -1 representing

-3 -5

the abelian group structure, we isotope
2 -1 -3 -1 -3 -2

the words Q,a
3

Q2' a
2

Q
3

' Q
2

a
3

a
l

a 3 in 1r 1 (Ha). Hence when we construct

MB , H~l slides off H~l' and then off H~, leaving H~ and H~3 as a com

plementary pair. Cancelling these, the diagram is easily recognized as B4 __

hence we may expect M
O

to give B
4 also.

For convenience, take 0:0; 1l (0, 0, 0), and Q= 1f (1, 1, 1). As before, we

the non-trivial ideal class in c(~[e_5]).

PROOF. The reason for this choice of representative is the following:
2 -1 -3 -1 -5

The images of C1 ' C2 ' C
3

represent the words Q
1

Q
2

Q
3

' Q
2

(].3 and ttl ~2 Q
3

respecti.vely, \'lith respect to the base point ,sA (0) in 1r
1

(T) ;; ~3. Using

¢A so that the new images represent

isotope so that QQ is preserved -- the isotopy achieving this, and giving the

desired images for c" c
2

and C
3

is shown in Figures 17a,b. Thus with mini

mal straightening, Figure 17b is obtained.

REMARK. ~~ the dual spine C has been omitted from the diagrams, it must

be verified that Figure 17b actually corresponds to a diffeomorphism that pre-

serves the handlebodies. By fattening up the images of C" C
2

and c
3

' we

may view the image as a genus 3-handlebody. Since diffeornorphisms of such are

generated by sliding and twisting handles, we proceed to slide these around,

until we obtain an obvious image of Ha under some diffeomorphism. By staying

inside H
B

, while doing this, the image of the dual spine is forced into H
O

'

verifying that Figure 17b corresponds to a diffeomorphism of T
3

that preserves

the splitting.

The diagram for M
B

is given in Figure 17c, after sliding 2-handles off
122
H

11
and cancelling the latter with H+. The loop of H11 protruding from

+H~ pulls off around H~, leaving H~ and H~3 complementary handles, which

we cancel. Sliding H~2 off H~, using H~ l' we obtain that complementary
2 1handles H
11

and H
2

may be cancelled. That the remaining diagram represents

B4 is clear.

We leave to the reader the determination of the structure of Mol

THEOREM 4.5. For each v£ Z, lv decomposes as the union of two copies

of Mazur manifold Mv ' glued together by an involution G of aMv ' repre

senting aM as a 2-fold branched cover of 53.- v--
PROOF. Using the symmetric splitting Wv of Lemma 4.2, the diagram for

Mv =liB is shown in Figure 18a, where we have added H: with framing +1, and
1

used this to slide other 2-handles off H'l -- thus introducing a full +'

twist in the 6 strands as shown.
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33

off H
3

using

Framings may be cal-
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Now slide H

33
off H

1
using H

11
, and then slide

H~2' to obtain Figure lab, as Heegard diagram for Mv •

culated using the Kirby Calculus (K2).

REMARKS. 1. If G extends over int M , then E is diffeomorphic tov v
On the other hand, non-existence of an extension gives a counter-example

19

to the smooth s-cobordism theorem in dimension 5 -- e.f. Akbulut and Kirby's

remarks in Kirby (Kl).

2. We show in a subsequent chapter that 1
2

, 16 double cover manifolds

known to be exotici hence there is some chance they are not 54. Certainly our

splitting method has not succeeded for them.

Using the non-symmetric diffeomorphism of T
3

, as in Figures 11, 12, we

again obtain ~v as the union of two (possibly distinct) Mazur manifolds MB ,

MD. This enables us to describe 3Ma = 3MD as obtained from S3 by surgery

on a knot: we illustrate for the case v= O.

A slice of s2 x {OJ C 52
x 02 may be obtained by keeping sight of a

meridian of the attaching tube of H2 in the decomposition of E given in
+3 v

Theorem 4.3 -- we obtain a knot in S, after following the procedure indica-

ted in Figure 19 (suppressing the "framing" attached to the meridian).

E arises by removing s2 x D2 from 84 , and replacing with a twist; the
v

diagrams for Ma , M
D

differ from ~, M
O

in that H~, H~ are added with

framing +1 (after inverting the diagram for M
D

). However, if we connect sum

M
B

with ~p2, we do not change the boundary -- and choosing -1 intersection

form gives a new 4-manifold whose diagram is given in Figure 19b after sliding

H2 over the -l-framed 2-handle of «p2 (Figure 19a). We can now slide and
+

cancel exactly as in obtaining a slice of s2 x 02 in s4 -- thus it is clear that

3M
B

= a~ is. obtained from 53 by surgery on the slice of S2 x 02 (Figure

19c). Furthermore, this implies that the procedure, carried out on aMo ' gives

exactly the same knot (being the slice of s2 x {a}) and thus cannot furnish

further examples of inequivalent knots producing the same 3-manifold, as in

Lickorish (Ll). However, the ribbons naturally obtained may differ -- see (AK1)

in this regard.

Returning to the symmetric splitting, it is not too hard to obtain an ex-

plicit picture of aM as an open book decomposition: we note that
v

3 3
It is not d,ifficult to see that ¢A' ~B' 00: T + T can be isotoped to sym-

metric diffeomorphisms -- allowing explicit calculation, by iteration, of the

handle structure and position of CG in the mapping torus of wvl ' from

which aM arises. aHa
v
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the 2-handle now has framing 1. There exists a

x4j <tp2 _ int y4 with the same attaching sphere as

2-handle to y4 gives 8
4

- int B
4 =B

4
•

On the other hand, if y4 is replaced by B
3

x 5
1 = h0

U H
1

,

CONJECTURE (Gluck). If we remove a neighborhood of a knotted 2-sphere

K in 54, and glue back in by the diffeomorphism of 5 2
x 5' corresponding to

the non-trivial element of n1 (50(3» =Z2' then the resulting manifold x4

is diffeomorphic to 8
4

•

The manifolds Lv' vE: Z arise in this way: P. Melvin remarks in Kirby

(Kl) that x4 ~ S4 * (X4 # G:p2 , K # Ip!) ~ ( lp2, Ip!) , pairwise.

THEOREM 4.6. Let x4
be obtained from S4 py removing 52 x D

2 and sew

ing in by a twist. Then x4#~p2 is diffeomorphic to ~p2.

PROOF. Let N ~ 52 x 0
2

be a neighborhood of the knot K C 54 • Then

S4= y4 U H~ U H
4

, where y4= 5
4

_ intN, and H~ is a O-framed 2-handle.

Thus x4
#<cp2 can be viewed as the union of <tp2 - int B

4 and y4 U H~, where
-2O-framed 2-handle HO in

H~ in dy4. Adding this

B
3

x S1
U H~ U(<tp2 - int B

4
) H

O
U H

1
U H~ U (<cp2 - int a4

)

B
4

U {<cp2 - lnt B4}

crp2 •

There is a diffeomorphism between x4#<tp2 and <cp2, defined as follows:

y4 U -2 ;: B4
HO

4 2 . {4 -2}X #<£P - lnt Y UH
O

where

2. 4 2.-2
(a:P - lnt B ) U H

1
- lnt H

O

2. 4 2 3 1. 3 1 -2
(a:P - J.nt B ) U H

1
U B x 8 - lnt (B x 5 U H

O
)

<I:p 2_ intB4
o

421 3
B

O
= aoUS x B •

We thus obtain which gives the diffeomorphism

desired.

is a homotopy 4-sphere with an open bookCONCLUDING REMARKS. Suppose

decomposition with 52 binding.

1. Is there a Heegard decomposition of the page and an isotopy of the

monodromy p so that 1:
4

is split into E
B

U ED ' with Ea , ED homology

balls -- or more preferable, contractible?

In the latter case, can one also obtain Ea , ED with fundamental group

presentation trivializable by Andrews-Curtis moves, so that Ea U id E
B

=
E ED =54?o U id
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2. Which 3-manifolds M
3 have Heegard decompositions "a UH

O
such that

the homeotopy group .xf(M
3) contains a central element interchanging 111 and

Hn? (In analyzing Cappell and Shaneson's constructions we use such an element

in ~Slx SIx 51)). Products of Sl and a surface certainly do -- and perhaps

some other Seifert fibre spaces.

5. INVOLUTIONS ON HOMOTOPY 4-SPHERES

We consider several constructions of closed non-orientable smooth 4-mani

folds homotopy equivalent to Rp4 , real projective 4-space. Wall (Wa) has

shown there are two smooth s-cobordism classes of such manifolds, the first

example of a representative for the non-trivial class having been constructed

by Cappell and Shaneson (CS2).

CONSTRUCTION 1: The decomposition S4=o2xs2USlxB3 induces a decompo-

si tion Rp4 = D
2 x Rp2 US

1 x B
3

• We remove S
1 x B

3 and glue in its place
3 1 3 3 2

TO x¢ S, where A:R + R has det(A) = -1 and det(A - I) = 1, and the dif-

feomo~phism ¢A:T3+T3 has been isotoped to the antipodal map in a neighbor

hood R' of the fixed point q. The resulting 4-manifold represents the

non-trivial s-cobordism class of homotopy real projective spaces.
444

CONSTRUCTION 2: The decomposition S = B U a B, where a is the anti-

podal map on 53, yields the decomposition Rp4 = s4 UN( Rp3), where N( Rp3)

is the twisted line bundle over Rp3. Suppose now that N
3

is a Z-homology

3-sphere wi th free involution 1, and that M
3

= aw4
where w4

U w4
is a

• • 'T 4
homo~opy 4-sphere E

1
• Then LL has free involution wlth quotlent Q, whose

s-cobordism class is determined via

THEOREM (Fintushel-5tern (F5»: Let T be a free involution on the homo

topy 4-sphere L
T

which desuspends to an involution L ~Z-homology 3-sphere

M
3

• Then there is an almost framing $ for M
3

/-r such that

p (T) 3
+ J.a a{M

3
, -: ±1 (mod 16) if E-r /T is s-cobordantII (M l-r,#) -r) to

lRp4
and p (T) II (M

3
/-r,9) + ~ a(M

3
, 1) :: ±9 (mod 16) if L-r /T is s-cobordant to

an exotic homotopy projective space. Hence in this case L IT is exotic.
3

1

Here a(M ,t) is the Browder-Livesay invariant for the free involution

t. For details, see Lopez de Medrano (LM) • As stated, this theorem is not as

it appears in (FS), but the details may be filled in easily by the reader,

bearing in mind that Yoshida (Y) has shown that a(M
3

,T) = ~(M3) (mod 16).

Fintushel and Stern show that the Brieskorn sphere E(3,S,19) bounds a con

tractible manifold built with a single 1- and 2-handle, and has a free involu

tion which is part of a circle action. It follows that there is an exotic in

volution on 54.

We shall show that Cappell and Shaneson1s construction is a special case

of this construction:
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THEOREM 5.1. The Cappell-Shaneson involutuions on homotopy 4-spheres de

suspend to involutions on Z-homo!ogy 3-spheres. Hence the exotic nature of the

quotient is detected by the Fintushel-Stern invariant p.

PROOF. We continue with previously established notation.

(a) Algebraic preliminaries: If A GL(3;Z) has det(A) = -1 and

det (A
2

- I) =1, then A has characteristic polynomial either h
O

(x) =x3
- x+l

322or h, (x) = x - 2x - x+l. A then has characteristic polynomial f
2

(x) or

f
6

(x) respectively. Conversely, if B has characteristic polynomial f
2

(x),
2then h

O
(-B + B) = 0, and if B has characteristic polynomial £6 (x), then

2
h

1
(8 - 5B+ 21) = O. It follows that there is a unique conjugacy class in

GL(3;Z) for matrices with characteristic polynomials hO(x) and h
1

(x). Thus

LEMMA 5.2. Any matrix A as above is conjugate in GL(3;Z) to one of

[ ~ -; -~]
-1 -1 0

[: -; -~]
-1 -1 2

Hence there are only two mapping tori to consider, and we use the tech

niques of the previous section to describe a canonical isotopy to a symmetric

diffeomorphism in each case. Isotopy of the l-spine is illustrated in Figure

20. To straighten to the antipodal map in a neighborhood of the fixed point,
-1

observe that the matrices 0
0

= (-BO) and D
1
= (-B

l
) have characteristic

polynomials fO(x) and f_ 1 (x) respectively, and thus we may use minimal

straightening as defined previously. Carrying this out we obtain the symmetric

diffeomorphism illustrated in Figure 21. Let ¢ij denote the diffeomorphism

which differs from this by j complete twists about the fixed point, and denote
3 1

by M.. the corresponding mapping tori, M.. = TO)(~ S. Here i= 0,1 and
1J 1) lUij

j e; z.

To glue M.. to Rp2 x 0
2

, we note that the boundary S2)(' 5 1 has group
1)

of diffeomorphisms, modulo those isotopic to the identity, given by Z2 e Z2·

Let Pk
denote the diffeomorphism which rotates the 52 factor k times in

going around 5' , and let

Then the twisting in the gluing map and in the mapping torus may be absorbed

together and reduced mod 2,

¢~.
1)

with

Q..
1)

are

leaving us with 4 possibilities. Q .. , i,j= 0,1,
1)

Q.. :: Q..•
1) 1JO

The double cover Q
ij

of Q
ij

has corresponding decomposition

= T~ )( 2 51 U
id

S2 x 51. The spine-feeding and straightening for
¢ij

illustrated in Figure 22 in the case j=O, obtained by iterating the
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the involution G:Oij + °ij defined by

G(x,t) (g(x)tt) (x,t) £ T
3

)( 2 51
0

~ij

(-x,t) (x,t) £ 52 x 0 2

diffeomorphism ~ij- This differs from minimal straightening by a full twist,

and we see that 00j =!2 and ~ij = £6- Hence we have proved.

THEOREM 5.3: Let 04 be a homotopy projective space arising from Cappell
-4 , b . d f 4and Shaneson's construction. Then the double cover 0 1S 0 ta1ne rom S

by the Gluck construction on a knot. ~reover, 04
• E

2
~ E

6
in the nota

tion of Section 4.

NOTE: The twist corresponding to j=1 lifts to two full twists in the

boundary of s2 x 02 and thus gives a gluing map which extends over 52 x D2 •

Thus 0iO = Oil' i=O,l.
2

Since ~ij is symmetric, so is ~ij' and thus we have a decomposition

for 0l'J' as in the previous section: 0.. • W" UW ••• Here W" is a con-1J 1) 1) 1)

tractible 4-manifold, and the gluing map is the restriction to N..• aw.. of
1) 1)

G has a circle CG of fixed points in N.. , and the restriction of G to
1) 3

N, . represents N•. as a 2-fold cover of S branched over the image CG of
1) 1J

CG•

Furthermore, the decomposition described is also preserved under the cover-

ing transformation H:Qij + Qij , which is defined by

H(x,t) hIS. . (x) , -t ) )
1J

(-x,-t)

(X,t)

(x,t)

T3 sla X
f6ij

s2 x' D2 •

Hence we may equally well describe 0ij as the union of two copies of W
ij

,

glued together by the cestr iction of H to N
iJ

.• Hence 0 .. =W.. U N (N •• /H)
1J 1J 1)

where N(Nij/H) is a twisted line bundle over Nij/H, and the proof of the

theorem is complete.

in fact commute, and thus we
222

8
GH

= S x to} C S x D ,

Qij. We thus have

COnjecture. The quo-

G,HWe now observe that the involutions

have a third involution GH. This has fixed point set

which is the binding of the open book decomposition of

further counterexamples to the higher dimensional Smith
- 3 122 .tient of 0ij by GH is TO xg,s .. S Us x D I and Slnce gf6

ij
is a symmetric

diffeomorphism isotopic to ~-B 1'ith minimal straightening when j~O, and a

i - 4 --full twist when j=l, we see tnat Q.. /GH= S when j-O, and O. ./GH = E.
1) 1) -1

when j=l. Consider the case j=O. As remarked the commuting involutions G,H

and GH all preserve CG, CGH and SGH' and choosing anyone involution,
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rather than1: .
-1

..... 2
set 5GH"G= RP • Re-

as a 2-fold cover of 8
3

in 53.

4
s ·

the remaining two pass to the quotient to define the same induced involution:

we obtain

(1') G 4 ~ /G 54HO= 0: 5 = QiO H+ •

the quotient is not a manifold.

The fixed point set is eG= C<!GH, and thus

However, restr icting GO to Nio =NiO/GH,

we see Nio as a 2-fold cover of 53 with branch set CGo Hence N
iO

is a

4-fold cover of 53 wi th branch set C
G

U C
GH

•

(ii) H1 : (GH) 1:QiO/G+ QiO/Gj with fixed point

stricting to NiO/G (which is 5), we obtain 53

with branch set eGH =CGH/G. Thus CGH is unknotted

(iii) G2 = (GH) 2:0iO + QiO' with fixed point set 5GH/H UCG/H. This ex

presses NiO/H as a 2-fold branched cover of 8
3

with branch set the link

C<!H UCGH"H.

For the case Qil' the only difference is that Qi1 /GH

As the smooth Poincare conjecture remains unresolved, it is possible that

is an example of a non-standard differential structure on 54. We wouldQ..
1J

then have a counterexample to Gluck's conjecture, the smooth s-cobordism

theorem in dimension 4 (by removing two disjoint 4-balls in Q.. to obtain a
1J

homotopy 5
3

x I'), and also the smooth 5-dimensional relative s-cobordism

theorem -- cf. Kirby (Kl). TO determine which of these alternatives holds, it

would be fruitful to investigate the extension problem: do either of the in

volutions G or H, restricted to Nij , extend to a diffeomorphism of W
ik

?

Since the double of any Mazur manifold is 54 -- we offer an alternative proof

of this later -- an affirmative answer would give Q.. diffeomorphic to 54.
1J

We remark that Matumoto and 5iebenmann (MS) have shown that the TOP s-bo-

bordism theorem fails in at least one of dimensions 4 or 5.

Identification of N.. would be useful in resolving this question: our
1J

investigations offer several alternative descriptions.

(i) a surgery description on a 2-component link in 53, one of whose

components is unknotted and O-framed.

(ii) an open book decomposition, obtainable by constructing the mapping
. 3 .

torus of ~ij restricted to aHa 3HOCT, as in the prev~ous chapter.

(iii) a description as 2-fold branched cover of 53.

(iv) a description as 4-fold branched cover of 53, branched over

C
G

U C
GH

, the image of CGUC
GH

: If we branch over CG , eGH separately the

other curve lifts to a connected component. Hence CG , CGH link each other an

odd number of times algebraically. Furthermore, CGH and CGH are unknotted,

and CG is a bridge knot -- in fact, CG , C
GH

have linking number ±7.

We remark that given such a link, we can always construct a diagram as in
3 A A

Figure 23: Since H, (5 - CGU CGH ) = 7l x ll, we can take the 4-fold cover
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3 '" '"corresponding to the epimorphism 1f 1 (8 - CGUCGH) + Z2)( -2. This 4-fold

cover has covering transformation group r generated by two commuting involu

tions. Two of the involutions in r have a circle of fixed points, and the

third is free.

In view of the structure obtained for Q
ik

-- the union of a Mazur mani

fold and the mapping cylinder of a free involution on its boundary -- it is of

interest whether Rp4 can be similarly decomposed. To resolve this we pre-

sent a new proof of the well known

LEMMA 5.4. Let M
4

be a Mazur manifold. Then M4 U M4 ~ 54

M
4

id II

PROOF. has a handle decomposition

M
4 = HO U H

1
U H

2

where H
2 is attached to s2 x S

1 = a(HO + H
1

) along a solid torus C)( 0
2 wi th

1 2
C a knotted circle homotopic to the generator of ~1 (S )( S). The complement

of ex 0
2 in s3 = aH

2 is another unknotted solid torus D
2

x S
1

• Thus gluing

the two copies of M
4 together by the identity, we obtain a homotopy 4-sphere

E
4

with handle decomposition

E
4 = H

O
U H

1
U H

2
U ii2

U ii3 U H
4 •

The involution a:t
4

+ t
4

, which interchanges the two copies of M
4

, also in

terchanges the two 2-handles H2 and ii
2

• Hence these 4-balls H
2

and H2
are

glued together in E
4 by identifying the solid tori complementary in their

boundaries to the attaching tubes which glue them onto HUH' , H
3

UH
4 re-

2 -2 . 2 2 2 2 4spectively -- HUH thus glves S )( D • Remove S x D from 1::, and replace

with sIx B
3

- the result being SIx 8
3

as this procedure effectively collapses the

boundar ies of HO U H1 , H
3

U H
4 onto each other. As S

1
x B

3 unknots in

S
1

x 53, the complement is again S
1

x B
3

• Now remove S
1

)( 8
3 and replace wi th

the original s2 x 02 , to obtain

E
4

( (HO U H
1

U H
3

U H
4 us' )( B

3
) - S

1
x B

3
) U H

2
U ii2

_ (5' x 5
3

- 5 1 x B3 ) U H2 U ii2

(a(x) ,y)g(x,y)

by Laudenbach and Poenaru.

THEOREM 5.5. There are infinitely many distinct Mazur manifolds which

are characteristic submanifolds for the antipodal map a:s4
+ 54.

PROOF. Let C be an arbitrary embedded circle in 5' x 52, homotopic to
1 2 1 2 1 2

the generator of ttl (5 x S). S x S is the quotient of S x S under the

covering projection P:S' x s2 + 8
1

x 52 defined by the covering transformation

V(x,y} £ 51 x 52

where a:s
1

+ 5' is the antipodal map.
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-1 -Thus p (C) has one component C, homotopic to the generator of
1 2

n1 (5 x 5). We illustrate in Figure 24 with C given by Mazur's original ex-

ample (Mazur (M».

Let M4 be the Mazur manifold obtained by adding a 2-handle 82 to

51 x a3 with attaching circle C. M4 is thus obtained by doing (l,n) sur

gery on the solid torus ex 02 c S1 x52, where n is the framing of H2•

Take C' C a(c)( 02) a framing curve for H2• In order to extend

2 1
g:5 x S

to a free involution g: aM4 ... aM4, we require n e Z for H2 to be odd,

since 9 (C I
) n C' = ~ iff C' is the lift of a curve in a(C x 02), which

must be a (2,n) curve. The extension to H2 is then uniquely determined.

Now take two copies of M4, M4 = HOU H
1

U H2, M4 = ii2u g3 U g4, where we
1 2

have turned the handle decomposition of M~ upside down. Gluing these to-
- 4.gether by 9 on the boundary, we obtain S -- since the dlffeomorphism g

may be extended to

by putting

P(x,y)

Pea,S)

(a(x) ,y)

(a,a(e})

V(x,y) £

There is thus a free involution on

determined by Po = oP where a interchanges

P preseFves the handle decomposition of M
4

,

and restricts to

M
4 4
1 and M2 as in Lemma 5.4. As

Po preserves H2
U ii2 ~ s2 x 02,

(x,y) + (a(x) ,a(y»
2 1(x,y) £ S x S

As in Lemma 5.4, we remove 52 x D2 and replace by B3
x S

1
, extending the in

volution on a(s2 x D2) in the obvious manner to obtain a free involution X

on 53 x 5' •

Thus

from s3 ~ S1 by isotopic unknot

(HOU H'U ii3 u H4)/Pa.

~ 0
2

3 1
Again as in Lemma 5.4 we may r~move B?! S

ting to obtain B3 ~ S' = (HO UH1U fi3u H4)/x

Hence s4/Pa = a3 ~ 51 U Rp2

; RP4

COROLLARY 5.6. Let M
3

be the homology Rp3 obtained by (2,n) surgery

on an arbitrary embedded circle C C 52 x s' , with C homotopic to the gener-

ator of 1 2 and odd. Then M
3 embeds one-sidedly in Rp4 •1rl (S )( S ) n
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M~2 with involution T, defined as follows:

(x,y) € (# 5' x 52)
x~2 5'

k 0

(x,y) € s2 x 0
2

in the equator. There is thus a circle of

(t~(X),-y»T(X,y)

(r (x) ,-y»

where r is reflection of 8
2

fixed points. If M is a homotopy sphere we obtain examples of homotopy

Rp2 x n2 ,s.

On the other hand, doing the Gluck construction on the knotted 2-sphere

will give a 4-manifold with involution which is now free. This corresponds to

replacing ~ in the above ·construction of M by the diffeomorphism ~ which

differs from ~ by a rotation of n in a neighborhood of the fixed point q.

This follows immediately, since M
3

is the quotient of M
4

by aP

hence Rp4 is the union of M
4 and N (M

3
) •

1 2 1 2
If we double #kS x 0, we obtain 'kS x 5 with or ientation reversing

involution 1" interchangingthe handlebodiesand restrictingto theidentity onthe
1 2 1 2

boundaryof each. Supposenow that eS:tks x D -+ *kS x D is a diffeomorphism
1 2

which is the identity in a neighborhood of a fixed point q € ~(#kS x D ).
1 2

Then there is an induced diffeomorphism, also denoted ~, on 'kS x S

by doing ~ on each handlebody, which restricts to the identity in a neighbor

hood R of the fixed point q. Forming the mapping torus of ~2 and surger

ing Rx S
1 we obtain a manifold

Hence if is a homotopy sphere we obtain some more potentially exotic

homotopy 'Sa

asHowever, we can readily see that the quotient is s-cobordant to Rp4

follows:

Thicken the construction of the mapping torus by taking the product with
1 1

I to obtain a homology circle. Let R Ii \5 x S =D. By adding a 2-handle

8
2

x B3 along (5
1

x D) x I we obtain a homotopy 5-ball with involution

T(x,y,z) (~(x),-y,-z» on the mapping torus

(-x,-y,-z) on the 2-handle •

Flipping the I-factor ••• z+ -z ••• corresponds on the boundary to interchanging

the handlebodies of i
k

S2x 51, i.e. T. Hence we obtain the required extension

over a homotopy S-ball, which clearly has a unique fixed point (0,0) in the

2-handle, and about which it is the antipodal map.

Removing an open neighborhood of (0,0) and taking the quotient we obtain

the desired s-cobordism to Rp4 •

Clearly there are many possible choices for the diffeomorphism ~, but we

have not determined which gives the standard Rp4 as quotient. The construct

ion works because the involution T and ¢ commute. If we take some other com

muting involution T', then M3 = *ks1 x 02 U
T

, tk(S' x 02 gives a 3-manifold
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with involution, and the above construction goes through. The cappell and

Shaneson examples are exactly of this kind, and it is clear that the techniques

of the previous sections enable us to determine whether or not the quotients

are s-cobordant to RP
4

•

(a(x),J.l(y»a(x,y)

6. THE GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

Let x4 be a nonorientable 4-manifold, with embedded circle C repre-
4senting an orientation-reversing element of order two in w

1
eX). Denote by

....4 4 -4 4
X the orientable double cover of X, p:X + X the projection, and

a:x4
+ x4 the covering transformation which restricts to the antipodal map on

-1
the circle C= p (C).

1. There is a tubular neighborhood N(e) of C invariant under a, and

on which the restriction of (1 is given by

\f (x,y) € s1 x B
3

;: N(C)

).l:B
3

+ B
3 is orientation reversing, ~2= 1, and a is the antipodal

Thus S1 x B
3/0 =sl x B

3
• Since the diffeomorphism type of a bundle over

where

map_

sl depends only on the isotopy class of the monodromy, we may replace ).l by

the more convenient orientation-reversing involution a on 8
3

, which is iso

topic to ).l. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that o:x4
+ x4

restricts to

a(x,y) (a (x) ,a (u»
1 3

\f(x,y) € S x B

2. There is an unknotted embedded solid torus T C P (aN (C») _ S2 ~ S1 ,

whose core is a circle C· such that [e'] [C1 2
€ W

1
)X

4 ). Thus p-1(C 1
)

has two components Ci ' Ci c aNte), with Ci bounding a disc D in x4

intN(C) which by Norman's argument (No) may be assumed to be locally flatly

embedded. A neighborhood of D in x4 - int N(e) is a 4-ball H
2 which may be
+ -1

considered as a 2-handle attached to N(e), along the component of p (T)

containing C1' with framing some integer m. This gives

X4
(H

2
U N(C» - x4 _ B4

+

since adding a 2-handle along S' x {x} C S' x S2 C)(S' x 8
3 ) always gives B

4
,

regardless of the framing.
4 (4. ..... 4 .

3. Let Xik = X - lntN(C» U Mik = (X - lntN(C) U Mik+n •
Po Pn

4. X~k is obtained from x4
by removing N(e) and gluing in

Mik = (T
3

_ R') x~2 5' by the identity on the boundary s2 x s'. Hence
,uik

U
id
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it is the

8
2

x S
1 to

twists2k

k = 0,1.

itself, modulo isotopy, is ~2 x Z2 (see (G».

2. From the previous chapter, there are two
- 224 .....
M. aUS xD 1S orQ.o.

1, 2 2 1 4 2 2
Adding S x 0 = HUH to Mia with H attached by odd framing gives

54 -- whereas even framing gives C
iD

by Theorem 5.3. Thus

....4 -4 .....
THEOREM 6.1. If m is even, Xik - X tQ

ik
for i= 0,1 and

-4 :-....4 2 h dIf m is odd X
ik

= X, where m is the framing of the - an Ie.

PROOF. 1. We first observe that Mik differs from Mi,O by

in the boundary aR'x 51 ~ S2 x 5'. Again because ~, (50(3» ~ ~2'

case that the group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms from
.....4 ..........4

Hence Xik = Xi,o.

possibilities for

(x4 _ B4 ) U
id

(S4 _ B4 ) if m is odd
.....4 -4
X. X

ik1
(X4 _ B4 ) ..... 4

U
id (QiO - B ) if m is even

completing the proof.

If C' bounds a locally flat embedded disc 02 , p-1 (02) consists of dis-
-2 -2 -4 .

joint discs 0" D
2

in X, which may be taken as the cores of 2-handles

H2 H2 attached to N(e) along ell, C' -- with H2 having framing m e Z
+' - 2 +

as before. Hence N(C) U H2 U H2 is diffeomorphic wi th s2 x 02, since H
2

+
is attached with framing -me We may assume that H~, H~ are interchanged by

-4 2the covering transformation of X, thus projecting to a 2-handle H attached

to N(C) wi th core D
2 . The uframing tl for HZ is only defined mod 2, and is

given partly by m.

There is a locally flat embedded EP2 in x4 -- the union of 02 and a

MObius band M
2 in N(C) bounded by C'. Now there are only two non-orientable

, 2 1 2 2 1 ,
S -bundles over lRP -- S x lRP and S ~ 5; in fact removing on S

bundle over D
2, i.e. a solid torus, 5' x D

2 , leaves an 51 bundle over M
2 ,

with boundary S' x s'. This latter bundle is obtained by identifying the ends

of 51 x Ix I, i.e. 5' x I x {-,} with 51 x I x {1}, by some orientation-revers

ing diffeomorphism of 51 x I, and is thus a twisted line bundle over a torus

T (as the boundary is connected). If a,b are generators of TIl (T), then
1 2 2

~1(a(5 x D» can be assumed to have generators a,b. The boundary of the

meridian disk of 8' x 02 must be of the form b2am, since a is the homotopy

class of the fiber. Therefore for the bundle, 1f
1
=1l x 112 with generators

a,bam/ 2 if m is even, w
1

= Z with generator ba(m-1)/2 if m is odd. Note
2 1

that to obtain 5 ~ 5 = aN (C), we must take m odd.

We illustrate with the manifold ]RP2 x 02 : begin with s2 x D
2 , obtained

by adding 2-handles H2 , H
2

to S1
x B3 along curves C

1
', C

2
' in (81

x B3)
+ - 1 1 2 2

isotopic to the generator S x {x} of ~l(S x S). H+ is added with framing

+1, H
2

with framing -1. We may assume that the attaching tubes of H:, H~
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are interchanged by the involution n: s1
)( B

3 .. S
1

x B
3

n(x,y) (-x,-y)

n extends to an involution of S2 x D2
, interchanging H~ and H:, and

whose quotient is the union of B3~ 5' and a 2-handle H2 attached along the

curve C' C 52 ~ 5' with odd framing (needed to change from m odd initially to

m even). The disc bundle over ~p2 so obtained may be identified by reduc

ing the structure group to the orthogonal group -- equivalently, by identifica

tion of the boundary, an 5
1 bundle over ]RP2. We obtain :m>2 x S

1 in this

case, by taking (S2 xS l - C1Xo2
- CixD2)/n = S'x5

1
)( lin, and gluing on a

solid torus with meridian identified with the curve C· in Figure 25a.

If H~, H: are each attached with a-framing, extending n in the essen-
. 1. . 2 2. 2 1

t~al y un~que way glves IRI? ~ D as quotlent -- hence S ~ S is obtained

by gluing a solid torus onto 8')( 5' )( lin with meridian along the curve C"

in Figure 25b.

For an arbitrary such non-orientable 4-manifold x4
, it is interesting to

CONJECTURE. The curve C' C 52 ~ S
1

C x4 always bounds a locally flat em-

bedded disc in x4
- int N (C) -- equivalently, C lies on a locally flat em-

bedded mP
2

C x4
, where [C] gives an orientation-reversing element of order

2 in n 1 (X) •

If our conjecture is true, x4 contains ei ther ]RP2 x D2 or RP2 ~ 02

as an embedded supmanifold, according to H2 is attached with odd or even

framing. We have thus proved

THEOREM 6.2. 1• If C C:RP
2

x D2
C x4 , then

Akbulut (A1) has shown that the construction on

back again. Hence

4
(X

4 - ]RP2 x
2

Xik
D ) U

id

2. If CC]RP2 ~ 0
2

C x4
) then

4 (X4 _ )U)2 ~ 0 2 ) U
id

X
ik

and
.....4
X .

by +1 affects a

+2. We therefore

the covering trans

The map of S
1

x 52 = aM. k to
1 1

in traversing the 8 factor,

COROLLARY 6.3. If C CRP
2

x 0
2

C x4
, then

4 x4
•X

ik -
REMARK. Changing the framing of the 2-handle H

2
in X

change in the fearnings of the 2-handles H2 and H2
in X by

+
require a diffeomorphism from X to X which commutes with

formation and achieves this change in framing.

itself, which is two complete rotations of s2

gives tIle result of framing but it is difficult and probably impossible in gen

eral to extend this to an equivariant diffeomorphism of X.
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- 0 1 2 -2 3 4The structure of Q
iO

HUH UH
ik

U H
ik

U HUH is completely determined

o 1 2 2 od ' . 3' . k tt .«Mo» by U
ik

= H H UH.kUH'k. By c lmenSlon lsotoplC un no lng, re-
. 3 II - 1 3 1 ~, , C x B3 , bmovlng HUH = S x B from \liD is equlvalent to removlng G a tu u-

lar neighborhood of C
G

• Hence there are three commuting involutions on Uik
(a homotopy s2 x D2), obtained by restricting each of G,H and HG. The re-

strictions of G and H

of fixed points. On

are free, whereas GH has
3

C
G

x B, the involutions are

as a knotted 2-sphere

(x,-y)G: (x, y) ---+
1 3

,!(x,y) £ S x B

H: (x, y) ---+ ( -x , -y)

GH: (x,y) --+ (-x,y) •

The situation is depicted in Figure 26: U'O/GH =s2 x 0
2

, U'1/GH
2 2- _ 2 2 1 = 1 1 3

SxOit,Uik=Ul'k/G is a homotopy EPxO, and U'k=Q'k- SxB
2 2 2 1 21. -

(lRP ~ D )ik. Uik = Uik!H1 Uik/G2 is a homotopy EP x D ·

PROBLEM. How are the manifolds U
ik

' Uik ' Uik and s2 x 0
2

related? In

particular, (i) Is U
ik

standard? This would give 0iO - s4 i =0,1, and

thus there would be an exotic involution of 54 (which is known to be possible

CFS».
(ii) Is U'k diffeomorphic with RP

2
x 02? in which case we again

_ 4 1. 2 2
obtain Q

iO
= S. If not, we obtain an exotic ]RP x D, which is not con-

structed by Cappel1 and Shaneson's methods.

Fukuhara (F) has investigated involutions on homotop~ 4-spheres with a

circle of fixed points. His examples arise by gluing togethe~ two contractible

4-manifolds by an involution on the boundary, which represents the boundary as

the 2-fold cover of 53 branched over a knot K. Removing the circle of fixed

points gives a free involution on a homotopy s2 x D2
, with a natural homotopy

equivalence of the quotient to EP2
x 02• Fukuhara shows that an obstruction

to homotoping this homotopy equivalence to a diffeomorphism is given by the

signature of the knot K.

Hence we have obtained many more examples of such involutions, and moreover

on the standard 4-sphere. Fukuhara construct3 an exotic homotopy equivalence to

Rp2x 02 using the Brieskorn sphere (2,3,13), but does not prove that the

homotopy sphere constructed is 54. This can be shown to be the case using the

link calculus, an exercise we leave to the reader.

The signatures of the knots in our examples are computable, but we have

not carried out the computation. Recall that Rp2x 02 does admit exotic

self-homotopy equivalences (see Akbulut's paper in these proceedings).

Cappell and Shaneson's construction may also be applied to 4-manifolds w4

4
such that nl(~) contains an element x of order 2, which is orientation-pre-

serving in w4
• Let C be an embedded circle such that [C] =x -- then
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and there is an embedded circle C· C aN (C) '; 5
1

x 52

N (C) , and such that [e'] =x
2 = 1. Remove N (C)

bounding

and replace

with a punctured 3-torus bundle, the mapping torus corresponding to any matrix

A E SL(3,~) such that det(A-l) = ±1, and det(A+l) = ±1: the only possi

bilities for A are DO or 0~1 and 01 or D~1. Gluing T
3

_ R' Xg~.k 8
1

into

4 1 4W - intN(C), there are four possible outcomes as before, denoted W
ik

, i=- 0,1,
4k= 0,1. Assume now that x induces a non-zero element in H

1
(W). If

-4 4 -1p:W +W is a double covering projection, with p (C) connected and null

homotopic in w4 , then as before p-l (C I
) has two connected components, each

of which bounds a pl-Iocally flat embedded disc D
2 in w4 - int p-1 (N (C» ::

w4 - int S1
x B3 • 0

2 may be considered the core of a 2-handle attached to
-1 -4 - -4 -4p (N(C» with some framing mE: 7L. We again obtain Wik= W or W IQiO re-

spectively as m is odd or m i= even -- and again it is interesting to con

jecture that C lies in a p.l. locally-flat embedded Bp2 C w4 •

Examples for such a w4 are all the orientable D
2 bundles over ~2, of

which there are infinitely many.

Exotic behavior may also arise from this alternative construction.

Cappell and Shaneson have been considering their modification on Q3 x I, where

03 is quaternionic space (arising for example as the boundary of a neighbor

hood of an embedded :Rp
2 in S4). Note that the center of 1T 1 (0

3
) is an

element of order 2.

The 4-fold cover of 03 x I, corresponding to the epimorphism

3
1f 1 (0 x I) --+ ~2 x ~2

is ]Rp3 x I. As I{P3 contains a l-sided ]RP2, there are four intersecting

copies of ]RP2 in m J
x {~} permuted by the action of 7L

2
x 71

2
as covering

transformation group, and whose orientation-reversing curves are projected to

a single embedded curve C CO
J

x {~}. Using C to modify 0
3

x I by Cappell and

Shaneson's technique, any manifold X:
k

so constructed has a 4-fold covering

space the manifold obtained from RP3 x I by carrying out the modification on

the four curves in the pre-image of C. However, a neighborhood of EP
2

in

mP
3 is a twisted line bundle, whose product with the unit interval is an

orientable 0
2 bundle over ]RP2 with boundary :RP

3
I B

3
• The double cover

of the boundary is thus 51 x 82, and thus is obtained from sl)( B3 by adding
1 1two 2-handles along curves S x {x} , S x {y} with framing m=O. (Note that

here the 2-handles both have the same framing m, since the covering trans

formation is orientation-preserving.)
4 3 -

So the a-fold cover of Xik is S x 1#4 QiD ' i.e. #4QiO with two open

4-cells removed. Hence if Q
iD

is not diffeomorphic to 84 , we find that
4X
ik

is another counterexample to the 4-dimensional s-cobordism theorem. Note
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that the Cappell-Shaneson construction applied to »3)( I will also give such

a counterexample in this case.

On the other hand, if Q is diffeomorphic to 54 but x~. is not dif-
iO 1) 3

feomorphic to Q3 x I, then there is an exotic free action of rr 1 (Q) on

S3 x I, i.e. which is not smoothly equivalent to the standard orthogonal action.

This can be extended to an action of n
1

(Q3) on S4 with two fixed points.

CHARACTERISTIC SUBMANIFOLDS

Given a free involution a on a closed 4-manifold v4
, a characteristic

submanifold for 0 is a submanifold M4 Cv4 with aM4 connected, such that
4 4 4 I 4M no (M ) = aM (hence 0 3M4 is a free involution on aM) and

v4
= M

4 U a(M4 ). The free involutions on the homotopy 4-spheres considered
o

in the construction of Q
ik

and ~4 all have characteristic submanifolds

M4 built with handles of index <2. This decomposes the quotient as the union

of M
4 and he mapping cylinder of the involution restricted to 3M

4 •

Let w4 be any closed 4-manifold with H
1

(W
4

, 1L
2

) #0 -- for example, any

non-orientable closed 4-manifold.

THEOREM 6.4. w4
: M

4
UN(M

3
), where M

4 has a handle decomposition con

sisting entirely of 0-,1- and 2-handles, and N{M
3

) is a neighborhood of M
3

,

a closed connected 3-manifold l-sided in w4
• (N(M

3
) is the mapping cylinder

4 4 3 4of a free involution 0: oM ~ aM , and M = oM /a).

COROLLARY 6.5. If v4 is a closed 4-manifold with free involution a,

then v4 = M
4

U M
4

, where M
4 has handles of index <2 only, and (J induces

a free involut:on on - aM4 which is connected. M4 is a characteristic s~
manifold for 0.

PROOF OF THEOREM. 1. If H
1

(W
4 , Z2) ~{O}, there is a continuous map

f:W
4

+]Rp5 such that £*:H
1

(W
4

, Z2) + H
1

(lRp5 , Z2) is onto. This follows

from obstruction theory, since n. (mP
S) =0,2 <i <4. There is thus no obstruc-

1 - -

tion to extending an appropriate map of the l-skeleton of w4
, skeleton by

skeleton.

is two sided. Then any

However, N(M
3) = f-1

(N(m
4»

abIes this homotopy to be realized, i.e.
3 3

M .aN(A)M2• Thus by suitably homotoping

is connected.

2. M
3 is one-sided in w4: for suppose M

3

loop in N(M
3

) meets M3 an even number of times.

We may suppose that f is transverse to Rp4 c~5, in which case

£-l ORp4) is the union of closed 3-manifolds in w4• If there is more than one
-1 4 3 3 4component in f (~), let M1 , M

2
be two such, and join these in W by

an arc A with int X n f- 1
(RP

4
) =¢. The ends of f ().) lie in ]RP4, and

thus f(A) may be homotoped into mP
4• Surgery on a neighborhood of A en-

3 3 -1 4
M

1
UM

1
C f (mp) is replaced by

f, we may assume that £-1 (:RP
4 ) :II M3

since f* is onto we may assume without loss of generality that some loop in
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Finally, take

w4 is mapped to a loop in N(]RP4) meeting ]Rp4 an odd number of times.

This is a contradiction.

3. Let Q4=w
4 -intN(M3

), and suppose H
3 is a 3-handle of Q4. Then

3 3 3 3 3 3
H naN (M ) =B

11
U B

21
' where B

11
and B

21
may be assumed disjoint and project

respectively to disjoint balls p (B~1) = B~ , P (B~l) = t3~ , p: aN (M
3

) + M
3

being the

projection map. Hence p -1 (I!~) =B~ 1 U B~2' P-1 (B~) =B~l U B~2 whence B~1 ' B~2 '

B~l' B~2 are mutually disjoint 3-balls in aN(M3) (Figure 27a).

Thus there are embeddings s6.: B
3

x [-1,1] + w4
, i=l, 2 such that

1

3 3 J. 3 -3 J. 3 3
!lSi (B x {-1}) = 8

i2
' JU i (B x {a}) = Bi , Vo'i (B x {1}) = B i1 •

-3 3 3 3 3 . -3 . -3 3 2 1Let M =M U a(H U s6
1

(B x [0,1]) U szS2 (B x [0, 1] ) ) - lnt B
1

- lnt B
2
~ M #S x S

since H. =H
3

U flS
1

(8
3

x [0,1]) UflS
2

(B
3

x [0,1]) is an embedded 4-ball with boundary
-3 -3 2 4. 4 3. 3 . 3
B

1
UB

2
US x I. Now let U be a nelghborhood in Q of (aB - lntB

11
- lntB

12
)

- 2 d 1 3. 4 ( . 27 Th () 3 3 U E3 h= S x I, an et V = H - lnt U Flgure c) . us V aN (M ) =E 12 were
3' 3 3 3 3 3 12

Ell C intB11 , El2 C intBl2 and Ell' E12 are embedded 3 balls. We may

assume wi thout loss of generali ty that there is a 3-ball B3
C int B

3 such that
-3 3 -3 3

¢l tB x{1})=E11 '¢2(B x{1})=E21 •
-3 -3

H = V us6
1

(B x [-1,11) U¢2 (B x [-1,1]), and let

(Figure 27d)

Clear ly N (M3
) =w4

- int 04
is a neighborhood of the l-sided 3-manifold M?,

and 04
has exactly the handle decomposition of 04 except that the 3-handle

H
3

has been removed and replaced with the l-handle H
1

• Continuing in this

way, we arrive at a decomposition of w4
satisfying the properties desired for

the theorem.

Similarly, one can prove the following.

THEOREM. Suppose M
4 is a smooth closed 4-manifold, and p3 C M

4 is a

smoothly embedded two-sided submanifold which is non-separating. Let

04 = M
4

_ int N (P
3

) • Then we can modify p3 ..!.Q.. p3, Q
4 to 04 such that 04

has a handle decomposition with 0-, 1-, and 2-handles only.

APPENDIX

COnjugacy in SL(3,Z)

[:
a

:]1 • Let X Y e: SL (3, 7L)

f

Cx(t) Det (tI - X) = t 3 _ At 2 + Bt - 1

l.l g.c.d. {a, b, c, d, e, f, x- y, y- z}
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THEOREM (Al): 1• If ±1 is an eigenvalue of X, then X is conjugate

to

[±1 0

:]d' y'

e l f' z'

2. If ±1 is not an eigenvalue of X then X is conjugate to AI + ~y

where

y [: : :]

Hence
3

A :lmodlJ,

Cx(t) ;: Cu (t) ;: (t->.) 3mod IJ. This implies 3>.;: A, 3>. 2 ;: B,

and in particular A
2

:: 3BmodJ,l , i.e. 1.1 divides A
2

- 38. Therefore

there are only finitely many choices for lJ, relative to Cx(t) fixed.

PROOF: Case 1. Assume a,b # 0 and let A= g.e.d. {a,b}, with

cSa + Eb = y.

[
0 ~ ~] [X a b] [0 : 1] [0 Y ~] [Y 0 X] [* * *]o -£ cS dye cS - Y a 0 -£ cS * * * * .. ..
1 0 0 e f Z E!. 0 1 0 0 * * * y 0 x

Y

Now [: -~ -~] [: : :] [: -~ -~] [:: .y]
-1 0 0 y 0 x -1 0 0 .. * ..

Case 2" a = 0 = b. Then x = ±1 since det Xml

of x.
Case 3. b = 0 , a ~ 0"

and ±1 is an eigenvalue

So in all cases we are reduced to

Case 4. a= 0 , b ;:0. If b does not divide c, then g.c.d {b,e} < Ibl.
Exactly as in Case we can replace b by g.c.d. {b,e}. Eventually we ob

tain that b divides e (e.g. if b= ±1). In this case
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o

o

0] [X 0 b] [~ 0 0]o dye b 0

1 e f zOO 1
[:. : :]

e' f z

So we can assume that a = c = o. Next

[:
0

:] [:
0

:] [:
0

:] [d:e
-b

:]y y

f -1 f+y-z

[:
0

:] [d:e
-b

:] [:
0

-:] [d:e
b

Z-:-y]and a y 0 z

-1 f+y-z -d 0

By the usual argument we can replace b by g.c.d. {b,z-f-y} unless b

divides z- f- y. Similarly

o

f+y

f

As blz- f- y,

~
a

(z-f-y)
b

0 0

x 0 b

e+d+ (f+y-x) (z-f-y) f+y 0 (+)
b

e+ (z-f-y)
f f z-f

b

By the argument above, we can replace b by g.c.d. {b, (z-f) - f- (f+y)} =

g.e.d. {b,z- 3£- y}. So without loss of generality, blz- 3f- y and blz- f-y.

Therefore bl2f, bI2(z-y) follows. Dually, using x,d,y instead of z,f,y

with the matrix X in the form with a= c= 0, we obtain that bl2d, bI2(x-y)

without loss of generality. Finally using (+), we obtain that bean be re

placed by g.e.d.

{b,x- (e+ d+ (f+Y-X)b(Z-f-Y») - (f+y)}. So without loss of generality,
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But bl2f, 2(x-y), 2d, z- f- y. Hence bl2e(f+y-x) (z-f-y)bl (x-f-y) - e- d- - b

follows.

Case 5. Suppose we eventually obtain ±1 -- then we may assume b=l,

since

[-: -~ ~] [: ; :] [-: -~:] [: ; -:]
o Ole £ zOO 1 -e -f z

Then

AI + lIY as desired, with A= y, }.i= 1.

Case 6. Assume b> 1 and b 12 (x-y), 2 (Y-z), 2d, 2f, 2e. If b is odd,

then bl (x-y), (y-z), d, f, e. Hence

a

[

Y.

mb y

nib pb

0] [y+rb
a mb

1 niba

o

AI + lJY where A~ y and lJ= b.

If b is even and b I (x-y), (y-z), d, f, e, we also obtain the result. So we

can assume b,f'(x-y) or b,f'd say. Since bl (x-y+d), if b.,f'(x-y) then b,f'd.

So without loss of generality, either b,f'd, e, or f. Suppose say bId. We now

use g.e.d. {d,e} to find a new value of b and a new matrix.

[Xl 0 :']Eventually we reach d' y' where b' d, and b'l 2d', 2e I, 2£' ,
e' f' z'

2(x' - yl), 2(y'- z'). Again we can suppose b' is even, say b l = 2btl
• Then

[Xl 0 :'] [:'

0

:]d t y' - Xl modb"

e' ft Zl 0
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[:

0

:] [:' 0

:.]Therefore y - x· mod b" ~ b"1 b. But

f 0

2b"ld and (bid) =~. We conclude that bnl~~ 2b"lb. As 2b"ld, 2b"~ band

so b' < b. Eventually the procedure must terminate -- in fact, reversing the

argument shows ~Ib' = 2b" and so b'.% must be true. Hence b'ld', e l
, f',

x'- y', y'- z' follows immediately.

REMARKS. 1. Since X is conjugate to AI+ l1Y, XE AI modlJ and so

lila, b, c, d, e, f, x-y, y-z. On the other hand, if via, b, c, d, e, f,

x-y, y-z, then X= yl modv •

Hence p:: 0 mod v .. v IlJ. So

Hence AI + aJY :: y 1 mod v, i •e • )JY:: (y- A ) 1.

11 111 g.c.d. {a, b, c, d, e, f, x-y, y-z}.

We now set X= AI + pY = [:~: ~ ]. Note that 11 and A (mod p)

nlJ plJ A+qll

are invariants of the conjugacy class of X.

2. If p=l, then

o
II ](q-1)lJ

A+(q-l)p

[

A+J.I

(m+n+q-l) 11

(n+q-2)lJ

a
11 ](q-l)lJ

A+(q-2)lJ

[

A+l1

mlp

n'l1

o

Hence we can obtain O~).~ lJ- 1. In this case q,m,n are completely de

termined by the characteristic polynomial, and so all such matrices are con

jugate, with possibly a finite number of choices for A with O~A~p-l.

3. ex (tl :II det (tI-X) • det

3 232
• (t-A) - ql1(t-A) - rnpp - nl1 (t-).)
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Thus

a 3A + qlJ

b
2 2

3~ + 2qlJ~ - nlJ

A
3

+ qlJA 2 2 3
- nlJ A + mplJ

NOTE. Given A,p then q,n and mp are determined in terms of a,b.

The difficulty i-s that m,p are only given as a factorization of the numbers

mp, not explicitly.

If A SL(3 ~ Z) has characteristic polynomial 3 2
fa (x) =x - ax + (a-l) x -1 ,

we can proceed further:

By Theorem Al, we may assume A is conjugate in SL(3,Z) to a matrix

of the form

A' [~~ ~ :]
nll Pl! ~+q

lJ> 0 •

LEMMA A2: In A', we may assume lJ=l.

PROOF:

A3
+

2 3 2
1 (1)A qlJ + mpp - nlJ =

3A + q1J = a (ii)

3A 2 + 2AqlJ
2

• a- 1 (iii)- nlJ

Suppose p is even. Then A
3

:: 1 (mod 2) .. A - 1 (mod 2) from (i)

"'a - 3A :: 1 (mod 2) from (ii)

=s>a- 1 :: 3A 2 - 1 (mod 2) from (iii)

which is a contradiction. Thus lJ is odd. Taking congruences modlJ

A
3

- 1 (mod lJ) , 3A - a(modlJ) , 3A 2 - (a-1) (mod lJ)

-'3A
2 - 3A - 1 (mod lJ)

3 :: 3A3 - (3A-l)A :: 3A2
- A(mod 1J)

... 3X2 - 3A - 1 - 3 + A(mod lJ)

"2X - 4 (mod lJ)

"'2 - 2X3 - A
2 . 2A :: 4A 2 - (2A)2 - 16 (!Dod lJ)

.. 14 =0 mod 1J , and 1J = 1 or 7.

If 1J =7, A=2 (mod lJ) .. A = 7s + 2 for some s £ Z ,

gives
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a :z 3 (7s + 2) + 7q = 21s + 6 + 7q

a - 1 3(7s+ 2)2 2+ 2 • 7q (7s + 2) - 7 n

(7s + 2) 3 2 3 2+ (7 s + 2) • 7q + 7 mp - 7 n(7s+ 2)

~a - 21s + 6 + 7q(mod 49)

a - - 84s + 12 + 28q (mod 49)

- 84s + 8 + 28q(mod 49)

~a- 2 - 4 (mod 49) by (b) - (e)

=+ 3a + 1 - 12 (mod 49) by 4 (a) - (b)

~ 19 - 12 (mod 49), a contradiction

Thus ~=1, giving the following possible representatives of a given class:

o
X+p

P

o
A

p

(a->.) ~ (HP»)
(a-X)-p

NOTE. We have replaced q by a = q - 3X so trace =a •

[(m+n)+(:-2>.+P) (>'+p)
0

a- (~+P)]3
3

X+p

n+(a-2X+p) p

[-(a-2;+Pl
0

:) [m:n
()

(a-2:+
p») [(a-2;+p)

0

:)A+P

0 P a-(x+p) 0

THEOREM A3. Suppose A SL(3,Z) has characteristic polynomial
3 2

fa(x) = x - ax + (a-l)x- 1. Then A is conjugate to a matrix of form

A
a, AlP

n = X(a-A) - (a-1)

mp = 1 + nA

Further, by Q 3 we may assume O~ X< P (it is easy to obtain P~ 0).
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REMARK. We could alternatively arrange a < A < m. That m;& Ojl p follows

from

LEMMA A4.
3 2

f (x) =x - ax + bx - 1, a, b £ Z , is irreducible over ~ if

(a-b) :: 1 (mod 2) •
3 2 2 3

PROOF: Define szS: Z x 1L + Z by s6 (p,q) = p - ap q + bq p- q. Then

o (p,q) :: a (mod 2) iff p:: 0:: q (mod 2) • Suppose p,q are nonzero integers

satisfying f(E) = 0 without loss of generality we may assume p and q are
q 3

coprime. Thus szS(p,q) = q f(~) = 0, a contradiction.
q

COROLLARY AS. m" a# p in Theorem A3.

PROOF:

n>. + 1 a = A{ A(a- ).) - (a-1 » + o

and thus A t Z by the Lemma, a contradiction.

By the remark above, if Iml = 1 or Ipl = 1, we may assume A= 0, and

'lie obtain Alternatively, if A= 1, then n = 0, and

o

[~ 0 0] [1 ~a 0 ~ ] [ ~ ::] [a~1 0 _~ ]
o a-l 0 0 1 - (a-l ) a a 0 1

[-~ a~: -~] [:
o 0 -1 1 -(a-l)

*1

'Ie

2

*3

The conjugation *1 shows that considerable degeneracy occurs in this

characterization of matrices in SL(3,Z). Matrices explicitly given in

cappel! and Shaneson (CS1) are those conjugated in *2- The last equation

shows that the choice A= 1 is equivalent to the rational canonical form for

~he characteristic polynomial fa(x). We chose X= 1 in the topological con

struction previously_
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The class number of fa(x) is the number of distinct conjugacy classes

of matrices in SL(3,Z) with fa(x) as characteristic polynomial. We may

compute these class numbers using standard techniques of algebraic number

theory; as for example in Janusz (J), Borevich and Shafarevich (BS).

We may define an equivalence relation on ideals S,T of a commutative

ring R by [S] (T] ~ Ha,B e: R such that as= BT. Clearly any two prin-

cipal ideals are equivalent. The ideal class group C(R) of R is the

abelian group generated by the ideal classes, with composition given by [STl =
[S] [T], and identity the class of principal ideals. The following theorem is

taken from Newman (Ne).

THEOREM. There is a ':1 correspondence between similarity classes in

GL(n,Z) of matrices A such that f(A) = 0, and the elements of the ideal

class group C(R) of the ring R= Z[9], where f(x) is a monic polynomial

with integer coefficients irreducible over ~ and e is a root of f(x) = O.

In the particular case n= 3, the correspondence is obtained by taking

the basis {1,e,e2 } for ~[9], and considering A as the matrix of a

~-linear transformation ~(9) + ~[e]. We may thus choose an eigenvector
T 3

[xl' x2 ' x 3] ~ (<D(9» corresponding to the eigenvalue e of A, such that

xi € Z(9), i= 1, ••• ,3. As representative for the ideal class corresponding to

A we take the ideal ~A= <xl' x2 ' x3> C 1l [e) •

Given x € <D[8], there is a well-defined ~-linear transformation

r
x

: <D[9] + (0[8]

(r ».a,a.
1 J

The discr iminant ~ (a
l

' a
2

' a
3

) of {a" a
2

' a
3

} C (D (9) is defined by

def
f1(a

l
, a

2
, a

3
) =det(trace

For f(x) = a x3
+

2
i= 0, ••• ,3, and f(x) irreduc-a,x + a

2
x + a

3
, a. € 1l

0 1

ible over (D, the discriminant ~(f) of the field (0[9] is defined to be

~(f)
2

where e is a root of f(x) = O. van der Waerden- ~(1 ,e,e ), By (V)

A (f)
2 2 3 3 2 2

18aOa,a2a3= a
1
a

2
4a

O
a

2
4a1a

3 27aOa3 +

Now let R' denote the integral closure of 1l in ~[e], i.e. the sub

ring of ~[e] consisting of all elements which are roots of monic polynomials

with integral coefficients. The class number IC(R') I of R' may be calcu

lated fairly easily in some cases, and related to IC(R) I by the following

considerations:

If {Y, I Y2' Y3 } is an integral basis for R', a free rank 3 1l-module,

we may define 6R, = ~(y" Y2' Y3) which is independent of the basis chosen.
2

Necessarily !6R.1 # 1. Now for some m, O<me: 1l, f1(f) = m f1 R" and we have

the important result that R' = R if m= 1.
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When f(x) is totally real, i.e. has three real roots, we may read off

the class number leeR') I from Table 7, p.428 of Borevich and Shafarevich

(BS), in case 1t.(f>1 < 20,000. f(x) is totally real iff ll(f)~O.

FOr the polynomial fa(x), irreducible over ; by Lemma A4, we obtain

ACf
a

) = a(f-2) (a-3) (a-S) - 23 = A(fs_a )

and thus values for the discriminant occur in pairs. fa(x) is totally real

when a< 0 , a> 6. This may be seen directly: Note that fact) = -1, and

thus fa(x) is totally real if !y E: R such that y < 1 and fa(y) > O.

Observe that

43

fa(~)
1'8 (2a - 11)

fa (-~) = _1. - ~ - .! + ~ - 1 = 1 (-6a - 5) •842 8

fte may thus fill in the last column of the following Table 1 directly from

Table 7, p. 428 of Borevich and Shafarevich:

TABLE 1

a ACfa ) Prime factors R=R'? leCR') I

6, -1 49 7, 7 YES

7, -2 257 257 YES

8, -3 697 17, 41 YES

9, -4 1489 1489 YES

10, -5 2777 2777 YES 2

11 , -6 4729 4729 YES

12, -7 7537 7537 YES 2

13, -8 11417 7, 7, 233 ? 3

14, -9 16609 17,977 YES 2

0, 5 -23 23 YES (1 )

1 , 4 -31 31 YES (1)

2, 3 -23 23 YES (1 )

~e last three entries in the last column must be calculated directly.

The norm N(x) of x £ Q)[9] is defined to be the determinant of r .
x

~lven an ideal au £ R' , the norm N(JlA of tJV is the ideal in 1Z generated

='1 all N(x) , x £'W. Since 7L is principal, we may define the absolute norm

Il.t~ of 6U by ~fIlAl=m>O, where NVlA=mZ. The absolute norm is mul

~iplicative on ideals, i.e.~}f) :s~1l for ideals au,CPfCR'.
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An ideal B of R' is prime if ab £ B ~ a £ B, or b £ B. For some prime
--k

pEZ, Bnz = pZ, and ~(B)=p for some ke-JN. Every ideal in R' has

a unique factorization as a product of prime ideals, and thus the ideal class

group C(R') is generated by classes of prime ideals.

The Minkowski Bound states that C(R') is generated by classes of ideals

< .l!. 4 s IT7"'IOl{ C R' with ~) I _ 33 (-;) "IAR • I , where 25 is the number of complex

roots of f (x) = o.
Let Sa be a root of fa(x) =0, R~ denote the integral closure of Z

in (I[eal. For 0~ a~ 5, 6 (fa> is prime, and 16 (fa) I < 36. Thus

A
R

, = A(f
a

) , R~ = 1L lea] and since s = 1 the Minkowski Bound gives C(R~)

a
generated by classes ~] wi th

~)I 136 < 2 •

Hence C(R~) is trivial in each of these cases, i.e. IC(R~) I = 1.

Suppose R~ = Ra = 1L [eal: Any element rIA of C(Ra) is represented by
T

an ideal til = <xl' x 2 ' x3> where [xl' x 2 ' x3 ] is an eigenvector with eigen-

value e
a

of a matrix A representing the similarity class corresponding to

~. We take A of the form given in Theorem A3; thus

mX
l

and thus we may take [xl' x
2

, x
3

]T = [9a - A , m, 9a (Sa- A)]T. Hence

<8a-:\' , m , ea (ea - A) > (*)

is a representative of the ideal class corresponding to the conjugacy class of

A.

Since Sa satisfies fa (Sa' =0 , (Sa - A) satisfies f «9a - A) + A) ,

giving

f (:\.) ~? - aA
2 + (a-1) A - 1

-(1 + ).2(a_A) - A(a-l»

- (1 + nA)

-mp •
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In particular, if (m,p) = 1 ,vt'«9a - A,m» divides m. If <m, 9 a - A> is

?rime, p~<ea - A, rn» -'plm.

To apply this to the simplest case of non-trivial ideal class group cor

responding to a= -5, we require some more results from algebraic number

~heory. By Janusz (J), factorization of the principal ideal pR', P any

?rime number, is achieved by reducing the coefficients of f(x) modulo p,

3nd factorizing the resulting polynomial over Z/pZ. To each irreducible

:actor h. (x) of degree k there corresponds a prime ideal B. with
k1 1

~.lBi) =p. We may thus obtain all generating classes for C(R') by factori-

zation of all ideals pRe I p ~ 0, where 0 is the maximum value for absolute

~orms allowed by the Minkowski Bound.

EXAMPLE. a= -5. Let e be a root of x
3 + 5x

2
- 6x - 1 = O. We determine

which~~e structure of the ideal class group

:5 a prime, R' = R= 7L [e], and C(R)

.ith

C(71 [6]). Since f:., (fa) :: 2777,

is generated by classes of ideals B.
1

1MB1, ) I < ~ 12Ti7 < 12 •
3

3

Factorizing the ideals 2R, 3R, SR, 7R, l1R, we obtain

(x
3

+ Sx
2

- 6x - 1) (mod 2) :: x
3 + x

2
- 1 (mod 2) is irreducible

3
a prime, principal ideal with vf1B2) = 2 •

x
3

+ Sx
2

- 6x - 1 :: x
3 + '2x - 1 :: (x-2) (x

2 + 2x - 1) (mod 3)

2
3R = B

3
Bj, where V¥(B

3
) = 3 , Jt(Bj) = 3

-1
1 = (3R] = [B

3
] [Bj] ~ [Bj] = -B

3
] •

Since we know IC(R) I = 2 by Table 1, [Bj] = [B3].

x
3

+ 5x
2

- 6x - 1 :: x
3

- x - 1 :: (x-2) (x
2 + 2x - 2) (mod 5 )

-'SR = B
S

B5 ,~(B5) = 5 ,V¥(BS)= 52> 12

and 1 = [SR) = [B
S

] [BS) = [B
S

)2 •

? = 7: x
3

+ 5x
2

- 6x - 1 :: (x-4) (X
2

+ 2x - 5) (mod 7)

~7R = B
7

B7, urCB7) = ':Jf1B7) = ,2> 12

and 1 = [7R] [B6] [B7] = [B,] 2

p = 11: x
3

+ Sx
2 - 6x - 1 is irreducible (mod 11 )

.. 11 R = B
11

' principal, and """"(B
11

) = 11
3

> 12
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f(X)

-3

35 = 5.7

-2

23

-1

9 • 3.3

o

-1 -1

2

15 = 3.5

Thus (e-2)R is divisible by B
3

, and since

divides (9+1)R= «9-2)+3)R. Hence (9+1)R=B~,

(9+3)R= B
S

B
7

giving [B
3

) = [B
S

] = [B
7
].

B
3

divides 3R, B3
and (9-2) R- B

3
B

5
'

We thus consider the ideals <3, e- 2> , <5, 9+ 3> , <7, 9+ 3> •

<3, e+ 1><3, 9+ 1> =I.

Now 9(9+1)2 :I: 9
3 + 29

2 + e

(79- 39
2 + 1) + 3(9+1)2

But

<9 , 3 (e + 1) , (9+1) 2>

<9, 3 (9+1) , g2 + 29+ 1> •

69- 59
2 + 1 + 29

2 + 9 = 79- 39
2 + 1

139+ 4 = (9+1) + 4 (39+3) - 9

9
3 + 9

2
69 - 59

2 + 1 + 9
2

= 69- 49
2 + 1 = 9

2
(9+1)

and 9 = 6 (9+1) - (69-3) = 6 (9+1) - { 69 - 49
2 + 1)

+ 4 (9-1 ) (9+1 )} £ <9 + 1> •

I I. <5, 9 + 3><3, e - 2> = <5, e - 2><3, e - 2>

<15, 5(9-2), 3(9-2), (9-2)2> <15,9- 2>

9
2

(9-2) = 9
3

- 29
2 = 69- 59

2 + 1 - 29
2 = 69 - 79

2
+ 1 •

2 3 2 2 2
Further, 9(9-2) = 9 - 49 + 49 :II 69- 59 + 1 - 49 + 49

109- 99
2

+ 1

222
.. (109- 99 + 1) - (69- 79 + 1) = 49- 29 E: <9- 2>

222
... 9(49- 29) 49 - 129 + 109 - 2 = 149- 129- 2 £ <9- 2>

.. 9(49- 29
2

) 49
2

- 129+ 109
2

- 2 149
2

- 129- 2 £ <9- 2>

... (149
2

- 129- 2) + (109- 99
2 + 1) 59

2
- 29- 1 £ <9- 2>

2 2
~ 2(59 - 29- 1) = 10e - 49- 2 £ <9- 2>

(109
2

- 49- 2) + (10
2
9- 99+ 1) = e2

+ 69 -

2 2
(9 +69-1) - (9-2) := 10e - 5

( 109 - 5) - 10 (e-2) = 15 e <9 - 2>

Hence <9- 2> = <15, 9- 2> = <5, e+ 3><3, 9- 2> •

Thus we must have B
3

I: <3, 9- 2> , Bs = <5, 9+ 3> •
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2<5, 8 + 3><7, 8 + 3> :11= <35, 5 (8+3), 7 (9+3), (9+3) > = <35, (9+3 ) >

8(8+3)2 83 + 692 + 99 = 68- 592
+ 1 + 682

+ 99 = 82 + 159+ 1

92 (8+3) = 93 + 382
= 69- 58

2
+ 1 + 39

2 = 69- 29
2

+ 1

2 2 3 2 2 28 (68 - 28 + 1) :z 68 - 28 + 9 = 69 - 129 + 109 - 2 + 9 :II 169 - 119- 2

168(9+3) - (1692
- 118+ 2) = 599+ 2

16(92 + 158+ 1) - (169
2

- 119- 2) = 2519+ 18

47

(251 8 + 18 ) - 4 (598 + 2) = 159 + 109 ~ 35 == 15 (9+3) - ( 159'" 10) e <9 + 3>

.. <8+ 3> = <35, 8+ 3> = <5, e+ 3><7, e+ 3> •

By uniqueness of prime factorization and multiplicativity of the absolute

norm,

t.If"( <3, 8 + 1» = 3 , vt( <s , e+ 3» = 5 , vf'( <7, 8 + 3» 7

and so B
3

= <3, e+ 1>, B5 = <5, e+ 3>, B7 = <7, 8+ 3> •

As a representative matrix for the similarity class corresponding to

[B3) = [B
S

) = [B7], we take

o 0

-5

-8

2

3

o

-7

since by (*) the ideal class generated by this matrix is [<-5, 9- 2>]

[<5, 9+ 3>].
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A FAKE 4-MANIFOLD

Selman Akbulut1

In this paper we study 4-dimensional fake manifolds; mainly the fake Rp4

which was constructed hy Cappell and Shaneson reS]. This is a smooth closed

manifold Q4 which is simple homotopy equivalent to Rp4 bu t not diffeo-

morphic to Rp4. Feom 0
4

we construct a new 4-manifold:

THEOREM ,: There exists a closed smooth manifold M
4

which is simple

homotopy equivalent to S3 x S 1 # S2 x S/. but not diffeomorphic to it.

H 83 ,.., S1 d h' ed 3 b dl 1. 4 6 .ere x enotes t e tW1st S un e over S. Flgure • 1S a

handlebody of M
4

• This handlebody is surprisingly simple, namely: M
4

= B
3 xS 1 U

(two 2-handles) U 8
3

;<S'. Fromthis, iteasilyfollowsthat if aa
4 4. 3 ..... ') h 4. f 3,... 1 # 2 2 fM
O

=M - 1nt(B x S t en M
O

1S a ake B x S S x Sand urthermore:

COROLLARY: M~ x I ~(B3 x S 1 # 52 x S2) x I

where ~ denotes a differrnorphism. Along the way we prove that Q4 is stably tr ivial.

THEOREM 2: 04 # etp2 ~ Rp4 # <£p2

This is interesting because the connected sum of 0
4

with arbitrarily

many copies of S2 x 52 is not diffeomorphic to the connected sum of Rp4 wi th

arbi trar ily many copies of s2 x 8
2

(CS].

In Section 2 we prove a structure theorem for Q4 similar to the 2-fold

cover of 04
[AK

4
], namely we demonstrate a properly imbedded 2-disk

~2C 0
2

x Rp2 (in fact a ribbon disk) with ali 2 = S1 x (a point) such that Q4

is obtained by twisting D
2

x Rp2 along 6
2

(Gluck construction) and taking

a union wi th B
3 x8

1
• Figure 2.11 is the picture of 6.

2
• From this we obtain

a solution to a problem of Cappell and Shaneson ([K,], problem 4.14-B); namely

removing the tubular neighborhood of the nontrivial circle in D
2

x Rp
2

and
.. . 3 3 1 .

replacl.ng Wl. th a certaln (T - B ) -bundle over S does not yl.eld a fake

2 p2 .. f k 1 . f 2 2 [1D x:R :,U t 1 t glves a a e se f homotopy eqUlvalence 0 D x RP. In AK
3

the structure of the 2-fold cover Qof 0 was studied and it was shown that
4Q is an invertible homotopy sphere (in particular it is homeomorphic to S),

and Q is obtained from 54 by removing a tubular neighborhood of a knotted

8
2 and sewing it back (Gluck construction). Therefore comparing this paper to

1
Supported in part by N.S.F. grant MCS-8116915

© 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271-4132/84 $1.00 + $.25 per page

75
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(AX]] and [AK
4

) at times could be useful. We would like to thank Larry Taylor

for many helpful discussions on 4-manifold surgery. We also want to thank

R. Kirby for a happy collaboration in [AK
3

] and [AK
4

] which led to this paper.

o. PRELIMINARIES

Throughout the paper we use to denote a diffeomorphism. In this sec-

tion we discuss handlebodies of 4-manifolds. This presentation is similar to

that of [AK,] and [AK
2
], except here 4-manifolds can benonorientable. Recall

that we can present any 2-manifold as a line (a local view of the boundary of

the O-handle) along with the attaching arcs of l-handles and attaching circles

of 2-handles. For example T2 is

)

which is a shorthand for:

Similarly any 3-rnanifold can be represented by a plane (a local view of the

boundary of the a-handle) along with attaching discs of l-handles and attaching

circles of 2-handles and a 3-handle. This corresponds to the Heegaard presen

tation. For example the punctured 3-torus is:
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For a given 4-manifold M4 we draw the handlebody picture of M
4

in the

similar way. Namely we will view M
4 from the boundary of the O-handle (=s3)

and draw the attaching balls of the l-handles and the attaching circles of the

2-handles in s3. We will not indicate three and four handles in our pictures.

A pair of balls indicate an attaching sOx B
3 of an oriented l-handle.

If we imagine coordinate axes in the centers of these balls the l-handle iden

tifies the boundaries of these balls by the map (x,y,z)--* (x,-y,z)

§ §
This is well defined because the axis, which is reflected, is the axis given

by connecting the centers of these balls. In case of orientation reversing

handles we put an arc on the centers of these balls which indicates the identi

fication (x,y,z) --* (x,-y,-z)

These arcs indicate the normal direction to the plane where the reflection is

~erformed to the oriented l-handle to get this handle. We can put one of the

~alls a3
of the l-handle at the point of 00, in which case we just draw the

other ball B3
+

In the case of oriented l-handle the boundary of B; is identified with the

boundary of B: by identity (i.e. the radial map taking aB: to a8:). In

the case of nonoriented l-handle we either draw B3 as
+
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which means aB~ is first reflected across the plane perpendicular to the arc

then identified with as3 by identity; or we draw:

which means we first perform the antipodal map to as3 before identifying
+

with as3 by identity. We also denote an oriented l-handle by an unknotted

circle with a dot on it (see [AJ and also [AK1]). The dotted circle means that

we delete the thickened unknotted disc the unknot bounds in 8
4 obtaining

S1
x B3 • In other words anything that goes through the dotted circle is going

over the l-handle.

is the same as

Replacing dot by a zero on the dotted circle corresponds surgering S1
x 8

3 to

s2 x 8 2; and the vice-versa. We also use dotted ribbon knots which means that

we delete the thickened ribbon disc from 8
4 (also see (AK 2]). Since a ribbon

knot may not bound a unique ribbon disc in a4 we shade the particular ribbon

to indicate the deleted ribbon disc.

If we dontt specify the framing on the attaching knot of a two handle, it

is the one coming from the normal vector field on the surface of the paper. If

we put integers on the knot such as ... ----@--- ... it means that we add

n-full twist to the above framing_ This makes the frarnings well defined even

in the presence of orientation reversing l-handles. For example
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is the same as:

Because 2 twist becomes -2 twist having gone across the orientation reversing

l-handle.

79

Here is an example of a 4-manifold
4

M (n,m):

----e€)J--~<-@r--J)-&@J----
First of all by rotation of the ball B

3
360 0 around the y-axis we get

+
M(n,m) ~ M(n+1,m-l), and by transferring twists across the l-handle we get

M(n,m) ~ M(n-m,O).

(M(O,O) if n+m even

Hence M(n,m) ~

M( 1,0) if n+m odd

M
4

(0,O) is just 0
2

x :Rp
2 because it is the 4-dimensional trivial thickening

of the handlebody of :Rp2 which is

( >

(the other attaching arc of the l-handle is at m). Hence M4 Cl,O) is

02 ;; :Rp2 (the nontr ivial D2-bundle over :Rp2) which is the nontr ivial thick

ening of the handlebody of m 2•

11
4 2 - 2 3 - 1 2 _ 2 3 _ 1

Reca :RP =0 x EP U B x 5 hence a(0 x:RP ) ~ a(B x S ). For a
. 4 · f Id 4 ·a . 2 - 2 1 h .glven -manl 0 M contaInIng 0 x:RP we cal t e operatlon:
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oper

We slide

of D
2 x :Rp

2

M

blowing down the RP
2

• This is similar to the "blowing down [p2"

ation of [K
2
]. In practice we perform this operation as follows:

the attaching circles of the other 2-handles over the 2-handle h

until they don't link h anymore and then we simply erase the two handle of

D2 x Rp2 as in the following figure:

other 2-handles

/
®.A @~

,
e.Islide

--<D'----,-t))-(t;@r.--

A

M

1erase

G ___
j) ~.... Q

We leave the verification, that this process corresponds to the blowing down

operation, as an exercise to the reader. We call the inverse of this operation

blowing up an :Rp
2

•

If in a given 4-manifold an attaching circle of a two handle goes through

an oriented l-handle geometrically once we can cancel this pair of 1 and 2

handles by simply erasing them from the picture. The attaching circles of

other two handles which go through the l-handle has to be modified as follows

(see [AK
3
])
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-- ..

the other 2-handles

cancel a and a

".

Also if we have a trivial 2-handle 0° and a 3-handle attached onto this in

the obvious way (i. e. along 82 C 82
x 81

== a(0°» we can cancel them by simply

erasing 0° and forgetting the 3-handle.

In our figures we use arrows such as
,

/

' ....

,,,,

we ignored them, unless it indicated that we do a handle slide as shown by the

arrow in which case it means slide two handles over each other i.e.
,,

......

,,
I

" ,
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Sometimes 1-handles can be slid over 2-handles such as:
I

-

--v---')--

( ..
a 2-handlea piece of

l-handle

This is easily checked by reflecting on the definition of a dotted circle (84

minus a thickened disc this circle bounds).

Finally we will use (in Section 4) the following diffeomorphism

some 2-handles

This is because:

U
J/ ~,

I, ~,

)5r1... \.

:::ing a cancelli:9 ~ ~
pair of 1 and 2 handles .~.

sliding l-handles
over each other

cancelling a pair
of 1 and 2 handl es
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induces an orientation reversing linear mapA!) then

1

o
1

1. STRUCTURE OF Q
4

Let A =( ~
-1

A: ~3 + R3• Since A preserves the integral lattice in :R,3 it induces a
3 333

self diffeomorphism of T where T = E 171. Since A(O) = 0, A in fact in-
. h . ..... T3 T3 h T3 T3 . . (3) d 3 .duces a dlffeomorp lsm A: 0 + 0 were 0 = - l.nter lor 0 an D 15

3 ,." 3
an imbedded disc in T. Then s~nce AlaTa is an orientation reversing dif-

2 ,." 3
feomorphism of S after a small isotopy we can assume that. AlaTO is the

2 3 ,."
antipodal map of S. Let C = TO x II (x, 0) ..... (A (x) ,1) be the mapping torus of

A. Then clearly ac is the twisted 82 bundle over 8
1

which we denote· by

s2 xS1• Let 0 2 x Rp2 be the twisted 0
2 bundle over Rp2 (i t is the tub

ular neighborhood of Rp2 in Rp4). Since a(D2 xRp2) =82 xS1 we can con-
4 2- 2struct: 0 =C u (0 x RP ). This is the Cappell and 5haneson' s construction of

a fake Rp4 [;5]. We draw a handlebody picture of 0
4

by the method of
3 A-[AK

3
]: Figut'e 1. 1 is the handlebody picture of TO x I. We isotop so that

(i) A is the antipodal map on the small ball c~ntered at the origin.

-A T3
(ii) takes the l-handles of 0 to itself.

Figure 1.2 indicates this isotopy. The first picture in this figure is the

images of the coordinates axis under A. Since the opposite faces of the cube

is identified the coordinate axes are the cores of the l-handles. So the

isotopy moves the end points of the arcs to the centers of the sides of the

cube (hence into the l-handle5).

So the handlebody of C is obtained from the handlebody of 3 byTO x I

identifying with A. This identification adds a k + 1 handle to 3 forTO x I
3every k handle of TO x I. Hence we add one 1-handle three 2-handles and

three 3-handles to get C. Figure 1.3 is the handlebody picture of C except

the three handles are not drawn even though they are there. The new 1-handle is

a nonoriented 1-handle (because of (i» attached along the ball at the origin

(as indicated in the figure) and the ball at (hence not seen in the figure).

Figure 1.4 is the same as Figure 1.3 except the two handles a
2

,a
3

are

not drawn, and the l-handle a, is cancelled by the 2-handles which goes over

a 1 once. We get Figure 1.5 by cancelling the 1-handle a
3

by the 2-handle

which goes over a 3 once. Figure 1.6 is the same as Figure 1.5 except the

l-handle a 2 is indicated as a dotted circle. By further isotopies we get

Figures 1.7 and 1.8. By rotating the B3 at (where the one end of the

1-handle attached) by 180 degrees we get Figure 1.9. Hence the notation on the

l-handle in Figure 1.9 is changed.

in Figure 1.9 is S2 xS1 # 52 x S1•

We claim that the boundary of the manifold

To see this surger the l-handle (i.e. re-

place the dot w~th a zero), and then surger the two handle (i.e. put a dot on

the attaching circle of this handle) as in Figure 1.10. A further isotopygives
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Figure 1.11. If we now cancel the new l-handle with the obvious 2-handle (the

one corresponding to the circle going through the l-handle once) we get Figure

1.12. The boundary is obviously 52;; S1 # s 1 x s2.

Now here comes an important point! Recall starting with Figure 1.4 we ig

nored to draw the 2-handles Q2,a3• If we dcaw these handles and carry them

along the processes of Figure 1.4 through F~gure 1.12 a
2

, B3 will end up being

two unknotted circles in Figure 1.12 (check). This means that Q2,a
3

are

attached to trivial circles on the boundary of the Figure 1.4 and therefore two

of the three 3-handles of Figure 1.3 must be cancelling the 2-handles Q2,a3

In other words we are justified in ignoring Q2,a
3

from the picture along with

two 3-handles. So Figure 1.9 along with one three handle is the picture of C4•

Q4 is obtained by gluing 0
2 ;; :Rp

2 to c4• Hence to get 04 we must

add a 2-handle, a 3-handle and a 4-handle (upside down 0 2 ';( Rp
2) to c4

along

ac4• Since we don't draw 3 and 4-handles we only indicate the attaching circle

To check this we apply the diffeomorphism

is attached along the standard circle which goes twiceof the 2-handle y.

around S2 xS
1 = ac

1.13.

y

(see Section 0). In fact is attached as in Figure

d (C
4 ) ~ 8 2 xS1 of Figures

1.9- 1.12 to Figure 1. 13; and we see that this diffeomorphism takes y to the

'right' circle in Figure 1.12. The framing on y is any odd number; so we

assign +1 framing as indicated in the figure. Hence Figure 1.13 along with

two 3-handles and a 4-handle is the handlebody of Q4.

By doing the indicated handle slides to Figures 1.13 and 1.14 we get

Figures 1.14 and 1.15 respectively. Notice the 2-handle 0 in Figure 1.15

goes over the l-handle a
2

geometrically once (after an isotopy), hence it

cancels it. After this cancellation we will have one 1-handle, two 2-handles

(~1 and y) along with two 3-handles and a four handle left. We want to turn

this handlebody upside down; i.e. we want to draw it as two l-handles, two

2-handles and one 3-handle and a 4-handle. To do this we draw the dual

2-handles a and L, then we change the interior of the handlebody to

B3 xS1 # B
3

x S1 via surgeries and handle slides, while carrying (J and "[.

Then B3 xS1 # B3
x S1 and the 2-handles a, l' (and a thr ee and a four handle)

will be what we want.

To do this we go back to Figure 1.14 carrying along a and 1'. We then re

place the dots on the handles Q
1

and a
2

(i.e. surgery) and by an isotopy we

get Figure 1.16 (this is similar to going from Figure 1.9 to Figure 1.11).

After performing the obvious handle cancellation as in Figure 1.17 we arrive

at Figure 1.18. Then by doing the indicated handle slides to this figure we

get Figure 1. 19. If we ignore a, L Figure 1. 19 becomes just 0 2 x:Rp2 # S2 x 0 2•

Hence in order to change the interior to B
3 x S1 # B

3
x S

1
we have to
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(1) Surger the imbedded S2

(2) Blow down the Rp2

We surger 52 by putting dot on the unknotted 2-handle as in Figure 1.19. We

will blow down Rp2 a Ii ttle later (Figure 1.23 and Figure 1.24). By sliding

o over t twice in the obvious way we get Figure 1.20. We continue to call

the slid 2-handle by o. By isotopies we get to Figures 1.21, 1.22. By a

further isotopy (this time pulling the 1-handle around) we get Figure 1.23.

By blowing down :Rp2 (i.e. y) in Figure 1.23 we get Figure 1.24. After per

forming the indicated handle slides and pulling the 1-handle to the standard

into the pictureposition we get Figure 1.25. After isotoping the ball at

we get Figure 1.26 which is 0 4
- int (B

3 x S
1) •

Figures 1.27 through 1.33 give even a simpler handlebody for 0
4

- int (B
3 x

S
1
). We go to Figure 1.27 from Figure 1..24 by an isotopy, then by the indicated

is a fake 0
2 x ~p2. Figure 1. 14 wi th one

handle slides we get Figure 1.28 and then Figure 1.29. After isotopies and the

indicated handle slides we get Figures 1.30 through 1.33. Figure 1.33 is

0
4

- int (B
3 x S

1
) •

2. THE RIBBON IN D
2

x Rp2

4 4. 3,.." 1 4
Let N =Q - lnt (B x S ); N

43-handle is the handlebody of N. This is because Figure 1.14 along with two

3-handles and a 4-handle is Q4. Figure 2.1 is N
4• This is because if wecan-

the 2-handle y

y attached by

by replacing a

tubular neighborhood of the orientation reversing circle with C
4

• We will

show that v4
is diffeomorphic to D

2
x Rp2. This answers a question of

eel b with ~ we get Figure 1.14 back.

Let V
4

= N
4

minus the handles b u 3, then v4 =c4 u

attached by a-framing, but D
2

x :Rp2 =B
3 xS 1 l) the 2-handle

a-framing (Section 0). Hence v4 is obtained from D2
x Rp2

Cappell and Shaneson ([K
1
), problem 4.14-B).

To get v4
we ignore b and ~ from Figure 2.1 and add one 3-handle.

Then we do a handle slide (as indicated in Figure 2.1) to get Figure 2.2. By

another handle slide we get Figure 2.3. By cancelling the obvious pair of

handles from Figure 2.3 we get Figure 2.4 which is 0
2

x :Rp2 '# 52 x D2• The three

handle cancels S
2

x 0
2 (check) and we end up wi th 0

2
x Rp 2• Hence we have

shown that V4 =0
2

x Rp
2•

Now we go back to N
4

; i.e. we add back the handles b,& to Figure 2.1.

If we carry along the handles b,& during the diffeomorphism v4 ~ 0
2

x Rp2 (as

in Figures 2.1-2.4) we get Figures 2.5-2.8. Along the way we slide the 1-han

dIe b over a 2-handle as indicated in Figure 2.5. By isotoping the B3 at

into the picture we get Figure 2.9. After a handle slide and an isotopy we

get Figures 2.10 and 2.11. In Figure 2.11 the shaded ribbon disc is the ribbon

l-handle which 0
2

x :Rp2 is twisted along to get N4 • Reader can verify that

the 2-fold cover of Figure 2.11 gives the ribbon 2-sphere in s4 which is
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discussed in [AK
4
).

SELMAN AKBULUT

3. Q4 # <I:p 2
$:::l Rp4 # <I:p 2

Recall Figure 1.19 after blowing'down Rp2 (i.e. y) gives N
4 =04

- a
3

x 51. Because in Section 1 we have seen that the blown down Figure 1.19 along

wi th a 3-handle and a 4-handle gives 04
• To prove 04 # Cl:p 2 $:::l :Rp4 # crp2 it

suffices to show that N
4 # crp 2

1::S (D
2 x :Rp2) # <£p2.

We claim the loop p in Figure 3.1 is the trivial loop on the boundary.

This can be seen by going back to Figure 1.18 and sliding p over ~ and then

going back to Figure 1.15 and carrying p along. In Figure 1.15 p becomes

the trivial dual circle to 6. Since a and L have zero framings we turn them

into l-hanqles; they then cancel (x, and y. Aftpr cancelling ~ with a
2

p

becomes an unknot in a (B
3 x S1) •

Hence if we add a 2-handle to Figure 3. 1 along p with +1 framing it

corresponds connected summing with CLp2. We do this; and "hen by sliding (J

over p we get Figure 3.2. An isotopy gives Figure 3.3. By a handle slide we

obtain Figure 3.4. After cancelling the obvious pair of one and two handles we

get Figure 3.5. We slide +1

comes free. Then we blow down

# <Ip 2 we are done.

framed handle over the O-framed handle it be

Rp2 and obtain Figure 3.6 which is (0
2

;; Rp2)

we

4. A FAKE 53; S1 # s2 x 52

Recall Figure 1.24 is N
4

= Q4 - int (B3 x 51) • By performing only one of the

indicated handle slides (the arrow pointing up) to Figure 1.24 we get Figure4.1.

By a diffeomorphism (see end of Section 0) we get Figure 4.2. By surgering

Figure 4.2 (i.e. removing the dot) and then blowing down the obvious Rp2

get Figure 4.3. By isotopies we get Figures 4.4 and 4.5. By isotoping the
4

1-handle we get Figure 4.6 which we call MO. Since the surgery (removing the

dot) to Figure 4.2 is performed to a null homotopic loop, it corresponds to

5 2 x S2. 4 2 2 2..... 2 4taking connected sum with Therefore N # S x S = (D )( RP ) U MO.

Since Q4 # 52 x s2 is fake reS] so is N# 52 x 52. This implies that M~

has to be a fake B3 ; S1 # 52 x 52, since any self-diffeomorphism of 52 ';( 51

extends to B
3 xS1 # S2

x 5 2•
4a (MO x I) is the double of MO. This is standard because it is obtained

from Figure 4.6 by attaching two trivial (dual) 2-handles with O-framings (i.e.

an unknotted circle for each 2-handle which links it geometrically once). By

sliding the 2-handles of M~ over the new 2-handles we get

(90
o
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3 - 1 2. 2 2which is (along wi th a 3-handle and a 4-handle) S x S 'iii S )( S •

The fact that M~)( I .. (B3 ;; S1 # S2)( S2) )( I follows from 5-dimensional

surgery exact sequence:

L
6

(71, -) + 9'( X )( I, a) + [X)( 1/a;G/PL] + L
S

(1L , -)

o

87

where
3 __ 1 2 2

X=B xS # S xS. The first map is zero map (check) and IX)( I/a:

G/PL] = 0 so 9'(Xx I,a) =0 and the claim follows (see [W]).
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APPROXIMATING CELL-LIKE MAPS OF 54 BY HOMEOMORPHISMS

Fredric D. Ancel

ABSTRACT. We present a proof of FREEDMAN'S APPROXIMATION THEOREM:
A surjective map f:Sn

+ Sn lcan be approximated by homeomorphisms
if (1) S (f) ={y e: Sn : diam f- (y) > O} is a nowhere dense subset of
Sn, and (2) {f-1 (y) : ye: S (f)} is a null collection (for every
e: > 0, {y € S(f) : diam f-l(y) > e:} is a finite set). We then show
that these hypotheses can beweakened as follows. A suggestionof
R. D. Edwards allows us to r~place (1) by: f has a bald spot
(the~e is a non-empty open subset U of Sn such that
f If- U: f- l U .... U is a homeomorphism). (2) can be replaced by:
S(f) is a tame zero-dimensional subset of Sn (each point of
S(f) has arbitrarily small collared n-cell neighborhoods whose
boundaries miss S(f».

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X and Y be compact metr ic spaces, and let f : X.... Y be a map. For

e: > 0, a map g:X+ Y is within !. of f if d(f(x) ,g(x» < e: for every

x e: X. f ~ be approximated by homeomorphisms if for every e: > 0, there is a

homeomorphism from X to Y which is within e: of f. If the space Y is lo

cally contractible (for instance, if Y is a manifold), then an easily veri

fied necessary condition for £ to be approximable by homeomorphisms is that

for each ye: y, f- l (y) contracts to a point in each of its neighborhoods in

X. This leads us to the following definition. A subset of X is cell-like if

it contracts to a point in each of its neighborhoods in X. The Whitehead con

tinuum is a cell-like (but not contractible) subset of s3 of great renown.

The J.1lap f: X.... Y is cell-like if f- 1 (y) is a cell-like subset of X for each

ye: Y. We shall consider the question of whether a given cell-like map between

spheres can be approximated by homeomorphisms.

For n;' 4, the approximation theorems of [A] and [S] imply that any

cell-like map f:Sn .... Sn can be approximated by homeomorphisms. The proofs of

these results depend on techniques which are specific to dimension 3 or to high

dimensions, and which until recently had no analogues in dimension 4. M.

Freedman's August, 1981 construction of topological 2-handles in 4-manifilds

[F) changed this situation dramatically. Indeed, in July, 1982 (during the

conference whose Proceedings these are), F. Quinn used Freedman's work to obtain

a general theorem [Q) which has as a corollary that any cell-like map between

© 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271-4132/84 $1.00 + $.25 per page
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4-spheres can be approximated by homeomorphisms. Freedman's construction de

pends crucially on the fact that certain special types of cell-like maps be

tween spheres can be approximated by homeomorphisms. We call this fact

Freedman's Approximation Theorem. Its ingenious proof (which works in all di

mensions) is expounded below, along with proofs of several extensions. Thus

the general result that any cell-like map between 4-spheres can be approximated

by homeomorphisms follows from Quinn's work which in turn depends on the

special case established by Freedman's Approximation Theorem.

To state Freedman's Approximation Theorem and its extensions, we require

the following definitions. Again let X and Y be compact metric spaces, and

let f: X+ Y be a map. The singular set of f, denoted S (f) , is the set
-1{y € Y: f (y) contains more than one point}. Observe that for every € > 0,

-1
the set {y € Y:diam f (y) > €} is compact. Since

CD -1 -
S(f) =U

i
=l {y£ Y:diamf (y) ~ l/i}, we conclude that S(f) is a-compact. A

subset of Y is nowhere dense if its closure has empty interior. A collection

~ of subsets of X is a null collection if for every £>0, {e€~:diamC~E:}
---1

is a finite set. Thus, if {f (y):y E: S (f)} is a null collection of subsets

of X, then S(f) is a countable set. f has a bald spot if there is a

non-empty open subset U of Y such that flf-1U:f-1u+~s a homeomorphism.

Thus, f has a bald spot if it is surjective and if cl (f) # Y.

Let M be an n-manifold. An n-cell C in int M is collared if there is

an embedding of ae x [0,1] in M- int C which takes ac x {O} onto ac. A

a-compact subset S of int M is tame zero-dimensional in M if each point of

S has arbitrarily small collared n-cell neighborhoods whose boundaries miss S

(in other words, for every y e: S and every neighborhood U of y in M, there

is a collared n-cell C in M such that y e: int C, C C U and (aC) n S = ¢).

We shall present proofs of the following theorems.

THEOREM 1: FREEDMAN'S APPROXIMATION THEOREM•.~_Ji?urjective ma.Q f:Sn+S
n

can be ~pproximated by homeomorphisms if (1) S(f) is a nowhere dense subset of

Sn and (2) {f-1 (y) : ye: S(f)} i..S--A..D.Y.ll.-collectioo.

A suggestion of R. D. Edwards for reorganizing Freedman's proof of Theorem

leads to a proof of:

THEOREM 2. A map f:Sn
+ Sn can be approximated by homeomorphisms if

(1) f has a bald spot an~ (2) S(f) 1s a countable subset of Sn.

Finally an "amalgamation procedure" combines with a shrinking principle

due to R. H. Bing to yield:

THEOREM 3. A map f:Sn
+ Sn can be approximated by homeomorphisms if

(1) f has a bald spot and S(f) is a tame zero-dimensional subset of Sn.

Before embarking on the proofs of these theorems, we make several remarks.

First, we note that the surjectivity hypothesis in Theorem 1 would be
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redundant in Theorems 2 and 3, because the bald spot hypothesis implies that

f is degree 1 and, thus, surjective.

Second, we note that although the hypotheses of these three theorems do

not explicitly state that f is a cell-like map, they easily imply that it is.

For let y£ S(f). The tame zero-dimensionality of S(f) implies that £-1 (y)

has arbitrarily tight closed neighborhoods whose frontiers are (n-l}-spheres.

These neighborhoods must be contractible. Hence f-
1

(y) is cell-like.

In his construction of topological 2-handles in 4-manifolds, Freedman ap

plies Theorem 1 at a crucial point to a map f: 54 .5
4

• The validity of this

application depends on S(f) being nowhere dense in S4. In Freedman's con

text, S(f) is nowhere dense because its closure is a l-dimensional subset of

s4.

We close this section with some comments about the proof of Theorem 1,

including a comparison to M. Brown's proof of the Generalized Schoenflies

Theorem.

Freedman's Approximation Theorem might be regarded as a generalization of

[Br], because Brown's method of proof implicitly establishes the following:

THEOREM O. A surjective map f:Sn
+ Sn can be approximated by homeomor

phisms if S(f) is a finite set.

There is a superfi~ial resemblance between the techniques used by Brown to

prove Theorem 0 and those used by Freedman for Theorem 1. We find it instruct

ive to review the outline of Brown's argument for Theorem 0, to contrast the

two methods of proof, and to focus on the difficulties that must be overcome by

any proof of Theorem 1 which don't arise in the proof of Theorem O.

To review Brown's proof of Theorem 0, consider a surjective map f:Sn.Sn

with a finite singular set. First, one argues by induction on the number of
-1 npoints in S(f) that for each ye S(f), f (y) is a cellular subset of S

(f-1 (y) has arbitrarily tight n-cell neighborhoods in Sn). (This is a slight

oversimplification; in the actual proof, one must work with a map f:Bn
+ Sn

such that S(f) is finite and disjoint from f(aBn).) Second, one uses the

cellularity of the preimages of the points of S(f} to "shrink" these sets

independently to produce a homeomorphism approximating f. Neither of these

steps is possible under the hypotheses of Freedman's Approximation Theorem.

First, since S(f) may be countably infinite, no induction argument will es

tablish the cellUlarity of the preimages of the points of S{f). Second, even

if the cellUlarity of the preimages of the points in S(f) is given in advance,

they cannot be shrunk independently_ The problem is that a motion which

shrinks the larger preimage sets small may necessarily stretch some of the

smaller sets. The classic example of this phenomenon is Bing'S null cellular

decomposition of 53 [B2] whose quotient map is not approximable by
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homeomorphisms because its quotient space is not 53.

In Freedman's proof of Theorem 1, the cellularity of the preimages of the

points of 5(f) is never established in the course of the argument. It fol

lows only after the proof is finished as a consequence of the conclusion of the

theorem.

Freedman's proof is not a traditional "shrinking argument" in the sense of

decomposition space theory. It has a more complex logical structure. Instead

of shrinking the large point inverses of f, it uses a replication device

which makes the large point images of f disappear at the cost of complicating

the logical framework of the argument. Specifically, the replication device

forces the use of relations which are neither maps nor their inverses. In

fact, the approximating homeomorphism which is the goal of the proof arises as

the limit of such relations. For this reason, simple techniques for manipu

lating relations appear.

2. 'TWO LEMMAS

We introduce some terminology and establish two lemmas which find use in

the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.

The first lemma 1S a general position property of countable subsets of

manifolds. The following remarks about the homeomorphism group of a compactum

are included to simplify its proof.

Suppose X is a compact space with metric p. Let ~(X) denote the

space of homeomorphisms of X with the compact-open topology. (One basis for

the compact-open topology on ~(X) consists of all sets of the form

{h E: ..~X) :hC O} where 0 varies over the open subsets of Xx X.) The com-

pact-open topology on ~(X) is induced by the "supremum metric" (J which is

defined by (J (g ,h) = sup{p (9 (x),h (x» :x € X}. Although cr is generally not a

complete metric on ~(X), a complete metric l on~X) is easily produced in
-1 -1

terms of a by the formula T(g,h) = o(g,h) + o(g ,h ). For a subset A of

X, define ~(X,A) = {h E:~X) :h!A= lIA}. If A C X, then ~(X/A) is a closed

subset of ~(X); hence, the complete metric l on ~(X) restricts to a com

plete metric on ~(X,A).

Two subsets Sand T of a metric space X are separated in X if

(ctS)nT=¢= S n (&,T) (or equivalently if there are disjoint open subsets U

and V of X such that S C U and T C V).

LEMMA 1.

(1 ) If

Let M be a compact manifold.

S is a countable subset of int M and T is the union of a

countable number of nowhere dense subsets of M, then 1 1M can be approximated

by homeomorphisms h of M such that h (5) n T = ¢ and h I aM 11 aM.

(2) If Sand T are countable nowhere dense subsets of intM, then

1 1M can be approximated by homeomorphisms h of M su~ that h (S) and Tare
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separated in M and hlaM = llaM.

PROOF OF (1). Let 5 ={Si}' and let T =uj=l Tj where each Tj is a

nowhere dense subset of M. For each i ~ " let U. .1,J
{he Jr(MtdM): h(si) ¢ c1T

j
}. It is easily seen that each Ui,j is a dense open

subset of ~(H,aM). Since Jr(M,dM) has a complete metric, we conclude via the
00 00

Ba1re Category Th~orem that ni =l j=l Ui j is a dense subset of ~(MtaM).
• , 00 00

Statement (1) nowfollows because 11M can be approximated by elements of n i =lj=l Ui,j·

PROOF OF (2). Assume S={s.} and T={t.} are countable nowhere dense
1 J

subsets of intM. For each i ~ 1, let U
i

= {hEJrtM,dM): h(si) t cR.!} and let

Vi = {h £Jrf(M, aM): t
i

t h (c S)}. It is easily seen that each U
i

and each Vi

are dense open subsets of ~(M,aM). As above, since ~(M,aM) has a complete

metric, the Baire category Theorems implies that ni=~(Ui n Vi) is a dense

subset of ~M,aM). Statement (2) now follows because 11M can be approximated

by elements of n. <», (U. n V.). :::
1= 1 1

The second lemma concerns relations. It is used in the proofs of Theorems

and 2 to guarantee that the sequences of relations which are produced in these

proofs converge to homeomorphisms. In order to streamline the next lemma and

the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we now establish some notation for relations

which generalizes the usual functional notation.

Let ReX x Y; i.e. , R is a relation from the set X to the set y.

Define

R-
1

{(y,x) £ Y X X: (x,y) £ R} •

If 5 C Y x Z, def ine

S • R = {(x, z) £ X x z: (x, y) £ R and (y,z) £ S for some y £ Y} •

If x £ X, define R{x) = {y £ Y: (x,y) £ R}. Thus for y £ Y,
-1

R (y) =
{x e: X: (x,y) £ R}. If x £ X, then R(x) is called a point image of R; and

if y £ Y, then R-
1

(y) is called a point inverse of R. If A C X, define

R(A)=U{R(x): xcA} and define RIA=R n(AxY).

LEMMA 2. Let R be a closed subset of X x Y wher e X and Y are compact

metric spaces. Suppose T is a closed subset of X, € > 0 and diam R(x) < £

for every x £; X-T. 'lhen there is a closed subset N of X x Y such that

RIX-T CintN, diamN(x)<€ for every x£ X-T, and NIT = RIT.

PROOF. Let M,:) M
2

:> M
3

:)... be a decreasing sequence of closed

neighborhoods of R in X x Y such that n. <»,M. =R. We assert that if A is a
1= 1

compact subset of X-T, then for some i ~ 1, diam M
i

(x) < £ for every x £ A.

For otherwise, there are sequences {(Xi,Y
i
)} and {(xi,zi)} in Ax Y such that

for each i~', (xi,Yi ) and (xi,zi) lie in Mi and diam{Yi,zi} ~£. Since A

and Yare compact, then by passing to subsequences, we can assume that the

sequence {xi} converges to a point x in A, and that the sequences {Yi}
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and {zi l converge to points y and z~ respectively, in Y. Consequently,

diam{y,z} ~£. Also since R=ni=~Mi' it follows that (x,y) and (x,z) belong

to R. Hence y and z belong to R(x). Since diam R (x) < € , we have a con

tradiction. OUr assertion follows.

'Dlen N = n. (1)1p. ;
1.= 1.

PilA
i

= NIA
i

, then RlintA
i

CintPi{intAi C intN; it follows that

R IX-T C int N. For each i ~ 1, if x £ Ai - A
i

_
1

, then diam N(x) ::: diam N
i

(x) < e:;

hence diam N (x) < E for every x e: X-T. Clearly NIT = RI T. m

Let {Ai} be a sequence of compact subsets of X-T such that

Ai C int Ai +1 for each i ~ , , and Ui=~Ai::: X-T. Set A
O

= flS. '!he above

assertion implies that by passing to an appropriate subsequence of {Mil, we

obtain a decreasing sequence N, ~ N
2
~ N3 ~ of closed neighborhoods of

R such that n i =~Ni = R and for each i ~ 1, diam N
i

(x) < € for every x € Ai •

Set N = (i':' Ni IAi) U (RIT). We find it convenient to define, for each i ~ 1,
. i-l

a closed neighborhood Pl. of R in Xx Y by settlng P
i
= (U. , N.IA.) U N .•

J= J J 1

so N is a closed subset of Xx Y. For each i~ 1, since

is a nowhere

is a null col-

flaa
n

= 1laa
n

, S(f)
-1

{f (y): ye: S (f) }

3. FREEDMAN'S APPROXIMATION THEOREM

A map f: an -+ an is admissible if

dense subset of an , c~ (f) C int an , and

lection.

We shall now argue that Freedman's Approximation Theorem reduces to:

THEOREM 1A. Every admissible map f: an -+ an can be approximated by

homeomorphisms.

PROOF OF FREEDMAN'S APPROXIMATION THEOREM FROM THEOREM 1A. Assume Theorem

1A. Suppose f: sn + Sn is a map with a nowhere dense singular set whose point

inverses form a null collection. Let £ > o. Since S (f) is nowhere dense,

there is a collared n-cell C in Sn -cf..S(f) of diameter < £. '!he Generalized

Schoenflies Theorem [Br] produces homeomorphisms cp: an +cR.(sn - f- 1C) and

\ll: B
n

-+- cR(sn - C); furthermore \ll can be adjusted so that \VI aB
n

= f • <P I aB
n

•

Then \ll-1. f 0 cp: an -+ an is an admissible map. '!he uniform continui ty of \ll

provides a cS > 0 so that \ll carries any set of diameter < cS to a set of

diameter < e:. Theorem 1A gives us a homeomorphism g: an -+ B
n

which is wi thin
-1 -1 n -1 n

cS of ~ 0 f. cp. It follows that w. 9 0 cp : c~s - f C) -+ ct(S - C) is a
n -1 -1

homeomorphism which is wi thin € of f Icl(S - f C) • Since \ll. 9 0 cp maps

f- 1 (aC) homeomorphically onto ac, and since diam C < e: , then ~ I> 9.0 cp -1

extends to a homeomorphism of sn which is within e: of f.

The geometric idea lying at the heart of the proof of Freedman's

Approximation Theorem is a very sim~le replication device which is crystallized

in the following lemma. In this lemma, the pre-image pattern of the given ad

missible map cp on cp-1 D is replicated by a new admissible map \ll on ~-1D; and
-1 -1

the replication is wi tnessed by a homemorphism X: cp D+ lV D such that
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-1
We foreshadow the proof of the theorem to the extent of re-~. X = cp I<p D.

marking that this replication allows us to replace the map q> by a relation

R which equals
-1 and which equals

-1 an -1 0 RX on <p 0 'iJ • <p Oft - <p • rep-

resents an improvement over ~ in that it has no non-trivial point inverses in
-1

~ D. The apparent disadvantage of this procedure is that it exchanges a map

for a relation.

We need the following terminology for the lemma. Let I I denote the
n n 2 ~ n

Euclidean norm on lR ; i.e., Ix I = (1:
1
=l Xi) for x= (Xl'· •• ,Xn) € .R •

An n-cell C in I{n is round if there is a point x in It
n called the

center of C and a positive number r called the radius of C such that

C = {y € R
n : Ix-y I~ r}. Note that if C is a round n-cell in an and D is a

compactum in in t C, then a homeomorphism (]: C..,. an such that a ID = 11 D is

easily obtained by sliding along the radial structure emanating feom the center

of C.

LEMMA 3 (THE REPLICATION DEVICE). Suppose ~: an. an is an admissible

map, C and D are each the union of a finite number of disjoint round n-cells

in inta
n

D C int C ~ S (cp) (I aD= (6. 'lben there is an admissible map
n n -1 -1 -1

q,: B ..,. B and a homeomorphism x: <p D. W D such that. w. X = eplcp 0,

~(intC) = intC, q, restricts to the identity on Bn _ iote, S(lII) II aD= (6, and

seep) - 0 and Sew) - D are separated.

-. -Ir D

~
'VI>

~
X $

-,
~

n n
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C=Ui=~Ci where each Ci is a round n-cell in intB
n

• We shall

so that for each i, 1 2. i 2. k, wi c: C. ~ C. is a minatur ized replica
1 1

PROOF.

define ljJ

of ~.

Let 1 < i < k. Let D. = 0 n C. • We shall construct a homeomorphism
1 1 -1

t i: C
i

"" an such that Til Di = 11 D
i

, and S (cp) - D
i

and T i (S (cp) - D
i

are

separated. 'Ib begin, there is a homeomorphism (].: C..... an such that C1. 10. =
-1 1 1 1 1

ll D
i

• Since S(~) and (Ji (S(cp» are countable and nowhere dense, then we can

apply Lemma 1 in C
i

- int D
i

to obtain a homeomorphism A. of C. which re-
_11 1

stricts to the identity on D
i

U (aC
i

) such that Ai «(]i (S(cp» - D
i

and

S (cp) () (int C. - D. ) are separated. Since cR,S (cp) C int an, then
-1 1 1. -1

ci(A
i
-oi (5('9» C int C

i
. It follows that AiD (]i (S(cp)}-D

i
and S(cp) -D

i
are separated. The desired homeomorphism t. is obtained by setting T.

0.0 A~l. 1 1
1. 1

Define the map ~: an .... an by

on C.
1

for 1 < i < k

on an - int C

k -1
Since SeW) = U

i
=l t

i
(S(ep», it is easily verified that ~ is an admissible

map, 5 (lIJ) n aD = ¢, and S ('9) - D and S (\lJ) - D are separated.
-1 -1-1

Since $ D. = -r. (<p D.) for 1.s. i.s. k, then a homeomorphism
-1 -1 1 1. 1 -1 -1-1

X: cp D'" \II D is defined by setting xlcp D
i

= T
i

lep D
i

for 1 < i E:: k.

Clear 1y lJl. X = cp Icp - 1D. ...

PROOF OF THEOREM lA. The proof is inductive. The induction step, which

has a rather technical statement, is isolated in Lemma 4 below.

We begin by descr ibing the strategy of the proof. Let f: sn ... sn be an
n n

admissible map. Let £ > O. Set NO = {(x,y) e: B x B : If (x) - yl ~ e:}. NO is

a closed neighborhood of f in an x sn. Our goal is to produce a homeomorphism

h: an + an such that h C NO. 'lllis will be accomplished by constructing a de

creasing sequence NO:) N
1

:) N
2

:::> of closed subsets of an x an wi th the
n -1

property that for each i > 1 and every x e: B, N
i

(x) and N
i

(x) are non-empty

sets of diameter < l/i. Upon setting h =()i=~Ni we see that h: an + en is

a bijection which is, in fact, a homeomorphism because it is a closed subset of

an x an.

Before we give more details, we find it convenient to introduce one more

bi t of terminology. A relation R C an x B
n is admissible if

-1 -1 n
R =hUg 0 f If (a - in t A)

where
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(3)

(1) f: -an ... an and 9: an ... an are admissible maps,

(2) A is the union of a finite number of disjoint round n-cells in

intan such that (S(f)US(g»naA=¢ and S(f)-A and

S (g) - A are separated, and
-1 -1 -1

h: fA ... 9 A is a homeomorphism such that g. h = flf A.

-1
9 A

n

Let R =hUg-1. f I£-1 (an - int A) be an admissible relation in an x an,

where f,g,h and A are as prescribed above. We observe that R is a closed

subset of BnxB
n

• '!his is a consequence of two statements. First f,g and h

are compact because each is a continuous function with compact domain and

range. Second, the operations of inversion, composition and restriction over

a closed set all transform compact relations into compact relations. We also

observe that the inverse of an admissible relation is admissible.

We now give the details of the pr~of of Theorem 4. Set

is an admissible relation (wi th g = 11 B
n

, A = ¢ and h =rD).

R
O

=f; then R
O

The closed neigh-

borhood NO of R
O

has already been defined. We shall construct a sequence

{R.} of admissible relations in an x an and a sequence {N.} of closed sub-
1 1

sets of an x an such that for each i > 1 the following condi tions hold.

(1 ) · d · -1 1/' 1 f n hi'i Ri C lnt Ni -1' J.am Ri (y) < 1+ or every y £ B w en lS

odd, and diam R
i

(x) < 1/i+1 for every x £ an when i is even.

(2
i

) N
i

is_
1
a closed neighborhood of R

i
in a

n
)( an such that N

i
C N

i
_

1
'

diamN
i

(y) < l/i+l for every ye: an when i is odd, and

diam N
i

(x) < 1/i+1 for every x £ an when i is even.

RO and NO are already in hand. We proceed inductively. Let i > 1 and

assume we have an admissible relation R
i

_
1

and a closed neighborhood N
i

_
1

of R
i

_
1

in an x an. We obtain R
i

satisfying (1 i) via Lemma 4 below. When i

is odd: we apply Lemma 4 by substi tuting (R
i

-
1

, 1/i+1, N
i

_ 1) for (R, £ ,N) ~

then Lemma 4 produces R*, and we set R. =R._ When i is even: we apply
-1 -~Lemma 4 by substituting (R
i

_
1

, l/i+l, N
i
_,) for (R,e: ,N); then Lemma 4 pro-

-1
duces R., and we set Ri = R* •

Next we use Lemma 2 to obtain N
i

satisfying (2
i
). When i is odd: we

n n -1
apply Lemma 2 by substituting (a,B ,R. ,¢,1/i+1) for (X,Y,R,T,£); then

~1
Lemma 2 produces N, and we set N

i
= N n N

i
-

1
When i is even: we apply

Lemma 2 by substituting (B
n

,B
n

,R.,¢,1/i+1) for (X,Y,R,T,£); then Lemma 2
1
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produces N, and we set N
i

=N () N
i
_,.

-1
Let i > 2. Since R

i
is admissible, then R

i
(x) and R

i
(x) are

non-empty for every x£sn. Since R
i

C N
i

CN
i

_
1

, then (2
i

_
1

) and (2
i

) im
-1

ply that N
i

(x) and N
i

(x) are non-empty sets of diameter < l/i for every

x e B
n

• ...

LEMMA 4. If R C an x B
n

is an admissible relation, £ > 0, and N is a

close~llihborhood of R in B
n

x an , then there is an admissible relation
n n -1 n

R* C B x a ~l!~ tha!. diam R* (y) < £ for every y £ B an'! R* C int N.

PROOF. Since R is admissible, then R =hUg-1 0 f If- 1
(B

n - in t A) ,

where

tion" •

f,g,A and h are as prescribed in the definition of "admissible rela-
-1 n

Let Z = {z e: S(f): diam f (z) ~ e} - A. z is a finite subset of int B

The significance of
-1

and d iam R (y) ~ e:},

because f is an admissible map.
-1 -1 n

{f (z): z e: Z} = {R (y): y £ B

Z is that

and the latter set is

precisely the set of point inverses of R whose diameters must be reduced.

Here is a rough idea of how we proceed. We enclose Z in the union D

of a finite number of small disjoint round n-cells in intB
n

• Then we use the

Replication Device (Lemma 3) to modify the map 9 so that the preimage pattern

of f on f-1 0 is replicated by 9 on 9- 1
0. This allows us to redefine R on

f-1 0 so that it carries f-1 0 homeomorphicallyonto 9-10. In this way, the

large point inverses of R simply vanish at the expense of complicating the

structure of the map g.

There is a finite collection c1 ,C2 ' ••• 'C
k

of disjoint round n-cells in

,n h 'f U k C h C' of;-J.lntB such t at 1 C= '-1 " t en Z lntC, C n (A U C.Q.S(g») ='P, and
-1 -1 1- 1

f C
i

x 9 C
i

C int N for 1 < i < k. '!he second condi tion can be achieved be-

cause S (f) - A and S (9) - A are separated, and Z is a fini te subset of

S(f) -A. The third condition holds automatically for Ci's of sufficiently
-1 -1 -1

srrlall diameter because for each z € Z, f (z) x 9 (z) = Rj f (z) C int N.

('!he third condition will be used to insure that R* CintN.) Since S(f) is

a countable set, then for each i, 1.s. i 2. k, there is a round n-cell D
i

such

C . d l' f U k he' D d (f n ,J.that Di lnt Ci an D= i-10i' t en Z lnt an S) aD= 'P.

We now apply Lemma 3 with f in the role of ~, to obtain an admissible
n n -1 -1 -1

map \j): B -+- B and a homeomorphism x: f 0 + w 0 such that \V 0 X = f If D,

\j) (int C) =in t C, '*' = 1 on an - int C, S (~) n aD =¢, and S (f) - D and S (w) - 0

are separated.
n n

We define the map 9 *: B + B by 9* = \11 g. Since S (,*,) C C and

C (lets (g) =1>, then evidently S (9 *) = S (lIJ) U S (9) and 9 * is an admissible

map.

We set A*=A U o. Then A* is the union of d finite number of disjoint

round n-cells in intB
n

. It is easily verified that (S(f) U 5(9*» n aA*=~

and that S (f) - A* and S (9*) - A* are separated.
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on

For

Lastly, we demonstrate that
n -1

B - int C and h* =h on f A, it follows that
-1 n -1 n

R* If (B - int C) =R If (B - int C) C int N. Second, we· use the equation
1 -1 -1

g*. h* = flf- A* to deduce that h* C g* • f; therefore, R* C 9* • f.
-1 -1

1 .:. i':' k, since 1IJ (C i ) = Ci ' then g* (Ci ) g (Ci ) · Therefore ~ for

-1 -1 -1 -1-1
Since C rl(AUcR{S(g»)=f6 and 111 DeC, then g* A*=g AUg (111 D)

1 1 -1 -1
and g- 1"'- D is a homeomorphism~ Hence a homeomorphism h*: f A* + 9* A*

-1 -1-1
is defined by setting h* I f A=hand h* If 0 = 9 0 X- It follows easily

-1
that 9*. h* = flf A*_

Finally, an admissible relation R* C an x an is defined by setting
-1 -1 0

R*=h*Ug*. flf (B -intA*).
-1 -1 -1 -1 n 0

Note that R* = h* U f • 9* Ig* (B - int A*). Hence, if y E: Band
-1 -1 n -1-1

diam R* (y) > 0 then ye: g* (B - iot A*> and R* (y) f (g* (y». Z,D and A.

are chosen to guarantee that {z € S (f): diam £-1 (z) ~ e} C int A*. Since
-1 -1

9* (y) tint A*, it follows that diam f (9* (Y» < E:. Thus diam R* (y) < €.

-1- -1
R* C int N. First, since 9* = 9

1~ i~ k,

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
R*lf C

i
C g* 0 flf C

i
C f (C

i
) x 9* (C

i
) = f (ei ) x 9 (Ci ) C int N.

-1
Consequently, R*lf CCintN. It is now evident that R*CintN. Hi

4. MAPS WITH A BALD SPOT

The proofs of Theorems and 2 are quite similar, and we rely on the

reader's familiarity with the proof of Theorem 1 at several points in the proof

of Theorem 2. We feel the reader may be aided, if we pause here to draw some

comparisons between the two proofs.

The proof of Theorem 1 produces a homeomorphism by an infinite process

which alternates between excising point images and point inverses of an admis

sible relation. Successive steps in this process apply the replication device

to "opposite sides" of the relation. The ability to "switch sides" repeatedly

depends on the point images and point inverses of the relation being separated

(when viewed in the appropriate space). Disjointness alone is·not sufficient.

This separation can be achieved only because the singular set of the original

map is nowhere dense.

When the singular set of the original map is countable but not necessarily

nowhere dense (as in Theorem 2), then the replication device yields relations

whose point images and point inverses can be made disjoint but can't necessarily

be separated. This injects serious complications into the plan to produce a

homeomorphism by a process which deals alternatively with point images and

point inverses. Fortuitously, we find that we need not focus on approximating

the original map by a homeomorphism. Instead, as is shown below, in the re

duction of Theorem 2 to Theorem 2B, it suffices to approximate the inverse of
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the original map by a special kind of map, called an "acceptable" map. As a

result, we can concentrate on eliminating point inverses, and we can ignore

point images. Our inability to separate point images and point inverses will

not hamper us, because we shall apply the replication device (repeatedly) on

none side n only. (Since we wish to excise point inverses, we apply the repli

cation device on the left or domain-side of the relation.) (We shall find it

necessary to preserve the disjointness of the point images and point inverses

for technical reasons, to insure that the map which is the limit of infinitely

many left-sided applications of the replication device is acceptable.) Thus,

at the expense of adding another reduction step to the proof, we are able to

get by with repeated applications of the replication device on one side only,

and we avoid having to separate point images and point inverses. The observa

tion that infinitely many left-sided applicationsof the replication device lead

to a map approximating the inverse of the original map is due to R. D. Edwards.

It is this observation which makes it possible to replace the hypothesis that

the singular set of the original map is nowhere dense by the bald spot hypothe-

sis.

In Theorem 2, we have replaced the hypothesis that
-1

{f (y): yc S(f)} be

a null collection by the weaker hypothesis that S(f) be countable. This is

an advantage, because the countability of S(f) is the easier of the two hy

pothesis to detect and to preserve throughout the inductive process of the

proof. Furthermore, the weaker hygothesis poses no additional difficulty in

the proof for the following reason. Let f: X -+ Y

spaces, let E: > 0, and consider the compact set

be a map between compact
-1

{y E: S ( f): d i am f (y) ~ e:}.

Under the stronger hypothesis, this set is finite: while under the weaker hy

pothesis, this set is compact and countable. We must deal with such a set in

the proof of the Replication Lemma, where we must enclose it in the union of a

finite number of small disjoint round n-cells. Fortunately, this can be ac

complished for a compact countable set almost as easily as it can for a finite

set.

The notions of "acceptable map" and "acceptable relation" appear in the

proof of Theorem 2 in roles corresponding to those played by "admissible map"

and "admissible relation" in the proof of Theorem 1. A map f: Bn
-+ Sn is ac-

ceptable if f I aBn = 11aa
n

and S(f) is a countable subset of int Sn.

Theorem 2 reduces to:

THEOREM 2A. Every_~ceptab!!-map f: an -+ B
n

.can _be ap~roximated by hom

eomorphisms.

PROOF THAT THEOREM 2A IMPLIES THEOREM 2. This proof is essentially the same

as the proof that Theorem lA implies Theorem 1. In this case, to locate a

small collared n-cell C in the complement of the closure of the singular set,
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one uses the bald spot hypothesis rather than the nowhere density of the singu-

lar set.

Theorem 2A, in turn, reduces to:

THEOREM 2B. If f: an ... an is an acceptable map and N is a neighborhood

of f in an x an, then there is an acceptable map g: an ... an such that
-1geN.

Theorem 2A is proved by repeated application of Theorem 25, the output of

Theorem 28 at one stage being used as the input at the next. Thus,the essen

tial property of the map g produced by Theorem 28 is that it is acceptable.

Indeed, general principles tell us that since the acceptable map f: B
n ... an is

cell-like, it is a fine homotopy equivalence (Hl and automatically gives rise
n n -1 .to a map g: B ... a such that geN. However, this information ~s of no

use in proving Theorem 2A unless g is known to be acceptable.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2A FROM THEOREM 2B. Assume Theorem 2B. Let f: an ... an

be an acceptable map. Let £ > O. Set f
O

=f and NO =
{(x,y) £ anxBn : If(x)-yl,2 e;}. NO is a 'closed neighborhood of f

O
in

an x an. We seek a homeomorphism h: an ... an such that h C NO. To this end,

we shall construct a sequence {f.} of acceptable maps from an to itself,
1

and a sequence {N.} of closed subsets of an x an such that the following
1

conditions hold.
-1

( 1i ) fie in t Ni _ t •

(21 ) N
1
, is a closed neighborhood of flo in an x an such that N C N- 1

i i-1
and diamN

i
(x) <l/i+l for every x e: Bn .

We already have f O and NO. We proceed inductively. Let i > 1 and assume

we have an acceptable map f
i
_,: Bn ... a n and a closed neighborhood N

i
_

1
of

f i -1 in an x an • We apply '!beer em 2a to obtain an acceptable map f i: an ... an

such that f~l C in tN. 1. Since diam f . (x) =0 for every x € sn, then Lemma 2
1 1- 1

provides a closed neighborhood N of f. in a n )( an such that diam N(x). < 111+1
n -1 1

for every x e: a. Set N
i

= N n (N
i

_
1
). '!hen f

i
and N

i
satisfy (1 i) and

(2i ) ·

Clearly NO ~ N2 ~ N4 ~ is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets

of an x an. Also for every i > 2 and every x e: an, since f i (x) and f~l (x)
-1

are ,non-empty, then (2
1

) implies that N
i

(x) and N
i

(x) are non-empty subsets

of diameter < 1Ii. It follows that h =n .coD N
2

. is a homeomorphism of an
1= 1

which lies in NO. '"

As the discussion at the beginning of this section suggests, the central

geometric idea of the proof of Theorem 2 is, as before, a replication device.

This device is codified by the following lemma. Notice that the direction of

the homeomorphism X is the opposite of its direction in Lemma 3.
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LEMMA 5 (THE REPLICATION DEVICE). Suppose cp: B
n

+ an is an acceptable

map, C and D are each the union of a finite number of disjoint round n-cells

in int B
n , and T is a countable subset of int C such that 0 C int C and

Seep) n aD= ¢. '!hen there is an acceptable map w: B
n

+ an and a homeomorphism
-1 -1· -1

X: 4J D + <p D such that cp" X = liJ Iq, D, '" (int C) = int C ~ '" restr icts to the

identity on an
_ intC, and [S(~) U lJI(T)] n [aD U (S(ep) -D)] = ¢.

PROOF. C = U
i
=l C

i
where each C

i
is a round n-cell in inta

n
• As in

the proof of Lemma 3, for each i, 1 ~ i.s. k, q, IC
i

: C
i

+ C
i

will be a miniatur

ized replica of ",.

Let 1 < i < k. Let D. = 0 () C. and T. = T () C. • We begin wi th a homeo-
~ ~ 1 1 -1

morphsim a i: C
i

+ an such that a i ID
i

= 11 D
i

• Since 5 (cp) and 0 i (S (<p»

are countable, then we can apply Lemma 1 in C
i

- int D
i

to obtain a homeomor

phism X. of C. which restricts to the identity on D. U (ac.) such that
-1 1 1. -1 1. 1

Ai (a i (5 (cp») () (8 (cp) - D) = $6. rrhen Ai (0 i (5 (cp») () ao = {lS, because

S(cp) () aD = ¢ and 01' and A. fix aD. We now define the homeomorphism
n -1 1

'fl': Ci + B by T i = ai. Ai· Then 't i IDi = 1 ID. and
1 -1

't:- 1 (S(cp» () [aD U (S(ep) - OJ = flS. Since S(T-10 cp 0 T.) = T. (S(ep)}, it follows
1 -1 -1 t 1 1

that (T
i

0 cp. 't
i

) [aD U (S(ep) - D)] is the union of a finite number of

{n-l)-spheres and a countable set. Hence we can apply Lemma 1 in C
i

to ob

tain a homeomorphism ~. of C. which restricts to the identity on ac. such
1. 1. -1 -1 1.

that IJ. (T. ) is disjoint from (T i • cP 0 'T i) [aO U (5 (cp) - Ol. Consequently,
-1 1 1.

(T
i

0 q> 0 T
i

• lJ
i

) (T
i

) n [aD U (S(ep) - D)] = ¢.

Define the map 1JJ: an + B
n by

IT -:-10 q> • 't . Jl . on C.
11.1. 1.

ltJ =
1 on B

n
- int C

for 1 < i < k

-1
Since S(~) = U

i
=l L

i
(S(cp», it is easily verified that \jJ is an acceptable

map, and that [S(~) U \jJ(T)] n [aD U (S(cp) -0] =¢.
-1 -1

Since 't .• ).l. (ltJ 0.) = cp D. for 1 < i < k, then a homeomorphism
-1 -1 1. 1. 1 1. -1 - -1

X:\jJ 0+ q> 0 is defined by setting xl\lJ D
i

= T
i

0 lJil\jJ D
i

for 1 < i < k.

I 1 = ,111,1,-1 0 •C ear y cp 0 X 't' 't' .. ,

PROOF OF THEOREM 2B. The proof is inductive, and the induction step is

isolated in Lemma 6 below.

We first describe the strategy of the proof. Let f :B
n

-+ an be an ac

ceptable map, and let NO be a closed neighborhood of f in an x an • We seek

an acceptable map 9 :B
n

+ an whose inverse lies in NO. To obtain g, we first

construct a decreasing sequence NO ~ N
1
~ N

2
~ .•• of closed subsets of

an x an such that for each i> 1:
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and

(1 )

( 2)

N. r aB
n = 1 1aBn ,

1

-1N
i

(y) is a non-empty set of diameter < l/i for every y € B
D

,

(3) {x € an: diarn Ni(X) ~ l/i} is a countable set.

'Ihen we set g= (U. ON.)-l Condition (2) forces 9 to be a function from
~= 1

an to i tse~f • 9 is con tinuous because it is a closed subset of an x an •

Condi tion (1) implies that g 13B
n

= 11 aBn
and S (9) C int an. Since

5 (9) C U. 1{x e an: diam N .(x) > l/i}, then condi tion (3) forces S (9) to be a
1= 1 - -1

countable set. We conclude that 9 is an acceptable map. Obviously 9 C NO.

Before proceeding with the details of the proof we establisp the defini

tion of "acceptable relation" and several other convenient bits of notation.

Notice that in passing from admissible relations to acceptable relations, h

changes from a homeomorphism to a map and its direction is reversed. A re

lation R C an x an is acceptable if

R = h -1 U 9-1. f r f -1 (Sn - in t A)

where

f : an + an and 9; an + an are acceptable maps,

-1
9 A

nn

A is the union of a finite number of disjoint round n-cells in

inta" such that (5(£) U 5(9» n aA=szS and

(S(f)-A) nCS(g)-A)=!6, and
-1 -1 -1

h:g A+f A is a map such that feh=glg A and S(h) is a
-1

countable subset of f (int A) •

f- 1A ~(__h _

(3 )

( 1)

(2)

Let ReX )( Y be a relation. Define

oCR) = U{R-
1

(y): ye: Y and R- 1
(y) contains more than one point}

and define

'feR) = {x£ X: R(x) contains more than one point}.

Now let R C an x an be an a~ceptable relation. 'Ihen R =

h-1 U g-lo flf-1(Bn - int A) where f,g,.h and A are as prescribed in the

direction of "acceptable relation". We make four observations.

(1 ) R is a closed subset of an x B
n

(2) RlaBn
= 1 laB"

(3) oCR), t(R) and aBn
are all disjoint.
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(4) For each £ > 0, {x £ B
n

: diam Rex) ~ £} is a compact countable set.

The first observation is valid for the same reason that an admissible relation

is a closed set. Observation (2) is clear. The third observation follows
-1 -1

from the equations: a(R)=f (S(f)-A) and T(R)=S(h)Uf (S(g)-A). It

follows that a (R) U T (R) C int an. Also since (S (f) - A) n (S (g) - A) =~ and

S (h) C £-1 (A), it is clear that a (R) n T (R) = ~. 'lb prove observation

(4), note that {x £ B
n

: diarn R(x) ~ E} is the union of the two sets

} d f -1 { d · -1) } .{xe:S(h): diamh(x)~E an (ze:5(g): lamg (z ~e: -lntA). 1hese two

sets are compact and countable because 9(h) and S(g) are countable and

(S (f) - A) n (5 (g) - A) =flS.

We now give the details of the proof. Set R
O

= f; then R
O

is an ac

ceptable relation (wi th 9 = 11 an, A =~ and h =f6) • The closed neighborhood NO

of R
O

is given. We shall construct a sequence {R
i

} of acceptable relations

in a
n

)( B
n

and a sequence {N
i

} of closed subsets of B
n

)( B
n

such that for

each i ~ 1, the following condi tions hold.

(li) R
i

C N
i

_
1

, Rila(R
i

) C intN
i

_
1

and diamR~l(y) < l/i for every

y £ B
n •

(2
1
,) R. eN. eN. l' R.la(R.} CintN., N.laB

n = llaB
n

, diamN~\Y) < l/i
1 1 1- 1 1 1 1 1

for every YEBn, and {x£a
n

: diamN.(x»l/i} is a countable set.
1 -

RO and NO are given. We proceed inductively. Let i > 1 and assume we

have an acceptable relation R
i

_
1

and a closed subset N
i

-
1

of an x B
n

such

that R
i

-
1

C N
i

_
1

and Ri_1la (R
i

_
1

) C int N
i
_,. We apply Lemma 6 below to ob

tain R
i

satisfying (1 i)' by substi tuting (R
i

-
1

, l/i, N
i

_
1

) for (R,£ ,N) •

Then Lemma 6 produces R*, and we set R
i

= R._

~ obtain N
i

satisfying (2
i
), we must apply Lemma 2 twice. First, since

-1 n
diam R. (y) < l/i for every y E: B, Lemma 2 provides a closed neighborhood

1_ 1
L of R, in B

n
)( B

n
such that diam L(y) < l/i for every y € B

n
• For the

1

second application of Lemma 2, we set

T = {x e: Bn: d i am R. (x) > 1/ i} U aB
n

•
1 -

Since {x € B
n

: diam R. (x) > 1/i} is compact, then T is a closed subset of
1 -

B
n

• Also a (R. ) C an - T because T Ct' (R. ) U aB
n

• Lemma 2 now provides a
1 1

closed subset M of Bnx an such that R.la
n

_ TC intM, diamM(x) < l/i for
1

every x £ B
n

- T, and MI T = R
1
, IT. It follows that R. Ia (R. ) C int M because

1 1

a (R,) C B
n

- T, and that MI aB
n = 11 aB

n
because aa

n
C T and R. I aB

n = 11 aB
n

•
1 1

'lhus {XE Bn:diamM(X) ~ l/i} coincides with the countable set

{x E an: diam R. (x) > l/i}. We conclude that (2
1
,) is satisfied if we set

-1 1-

Ni=L nMnN i _ 1•
-1 n

Let i > 1. Note that R
1
. (y) t;6 for every yEa because R. is ac-

-1 1
ceptable. '!hus, (2

i
) implies that N

i
(Y) is non-empty and of diameter < l/i
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then there is

_~.5!.E- ever y

-1 -1 -1 n
R =hUg • f If (B - in t A)then

R eN and Rla(R) C int N,_0- -1
such~at diam R* (y) < E

n n
N. C N. l' N. I aB = 1 IaB, and

1 1- 1

is a countable set. Now, as we argued earlier, an
-1 co -l:nthat 9 C NO is specified by g = (()i=ONi ) .:::

is an acceptable relation, £ > 0 and N is a

for every y £ an. Also

{x £ B
n

: diam N. (x) > l/i}
1 -

acceptable map g :B
n

+ an such

LEMMA 6. If R C B
n

x B
n

n n
closed subset of B x B such that

~n~ceptable relation R* C an x an

YEBn, R*C Nand R*la(R*)CintN.

PROOF. Since R is acceptable

where f,g,h and A are as prescribed in the definition of "acceptable rela
-1

tion". Let z = {z £ S (f): diam f (z) ~ £} - A. Z is a compact countable subset

of intBn -A because S(f) is a countable subset of intBn - aA. The signifi-
-1 -1 n -1

cance of Z is that {f (z): z £ Z} :: {R (y): y E Band diamR (y) ~ E}, and the

latter set is precisely the set of point inverses of R whose diameter must be reduced.

We proceed as we did in the proof of Lemma 4. We enclose Z in the

union 0 of a fini te number of small disjoint round n-cells in int an. '!ben

we use the Replication Device (Lemma 5) to modify
-1 -1

natural map from g 0 to f D. We can then alter

9 so that there is a

R on f-1 0 so that Rlf- 1
0

is the inverse of this map, thereby eliminating all the non-trivial point in
-1

verses of R arising from points of 9 O. In particular, this eliminates all

point inverses of R of diameter > E:.

-1 - -1 -1
For each Z E z, since f (z) x 9 (z) = Rlf (z) C Rla(R) C int N, then

n -1-1
z has a neighborhood Uz in inta -A such that f uzxg UzCintN. We

now begin choosing a sequence C
1

' C
2

' C
3

,. •• of disjoint round n-cells in

int B
n

such that for each i ~ 1, ac
1
• () Z =siS and Z E: int C. C C. C U for some

1 1 Z

Z e: Z. Since Z is countable, we can continue to choose Ci's for as long as

some points of Z remain uncovered. However, since Z is compact, this

process must terminate after a finite number of choices, yielding a finite

collection C
1

' C
2

, ••• 'C
k

of disjoint round n-cells in int an such that if
-1 -1

C= Ui =l Ci ' then Z CintC, C () A=¢ and f C
i

)( 9 C
i

C intN for 1 < i < k.

(The third condi tion will be used to insur e that R* C Nand R* I(J (R*) C in tN. )

Since S(f) is a countable set, then for each i, l.:s.i~k, there is a round

n-cell 0i such that Di C int C
i

' and if 0= Ui=,Di , then Z C int 0 and

S(f) n ClD=¢.

We now apply Lemma 5 wi th f in the role of cp and S (9) n int C in the

role of T. We obtain an acceptable map 'IJ:B
n

+ B
n

and a homeomorphism
-1 -1 -1 n

X: 'IJ 0 + f 0 s uc h that f. X = 'IJ I 'IJ DI 'IJ (i n t C) =in t c, 'IJ =, on B - in t C ,

and [S(~) U'IJ (S (g) ()int C)] U [aD U (S (f) - 0)] =JZS. At this point, it is con-

venient to observe that since 'IJ (S (g) - int C) = S (g) - int C, and the latter set

is disjoint from both aA and S(f)-A, then S('IJ) U'IJ(S(g» is disjoint from

both a(AUD) and S(f) - (AUD). Also note that S(f) () a(AUD) =¢.
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n n
We define the map g*:B ... B by 9*= .-g. Since 8(g*) =S(.)U 1II(5(g»,

then g. is evidently an accept~ble map.

We set A*= AUD. ihen A. is the union of a finite number of disjoint

round n-cells in int B
n

• It follows from our observations above that

(8 (f) U S (g.» n aA* =r6 and (S (f) - A*) n (S (9 *) - A*) =16.
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1-1

Since g* A* = 9 A U 9 ('II D), then a map h*:g* A* ... f A* is defined
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1

bysetting h*lg A=h and h*lg (1J' D) = xoglg ('II 0). It is easy to
-1 -1 -1

check that f 0 h* = 9*19. A.. Since 8(h*) = S(h) U X(8(919 (lP D) and
-1

\II (S (9» n aD::: ¢, then S (h*) is a countable subset of f (int A.) •
n n

Now we can define an acceptable relation R* C B x B by the formula
-1 -1 -1 n .

R*=h. U 9. -f(f (B -~ntA.).

-1 -1 -1 n n
It follows that R* = h. U f • g.19. (B - intA.). Now suppose y e: B

-1 -1 n -1-1
and diam R* (y) > O. Then y E: g. (B - intA.) and R* (y) = f (9*(y». Z,D

and A* are chosen so that {z € S(f): diam f-
1

(z) ~ e} C int A*. Since
-1 -1

9.(Y) , intA*, it follows that diamf (9*(Y» < £. Thus diamR. (y) <e.
-1 -1

Lastly, we demonstrate that R.CN and R*lo(R.)CintN. Since 9. =9
n -1 -1 -1 -1 n

on B - intC and h* ::: h on f A, it follows that R*ff (B - intC)

Rlf-
1

(B
n

-intC) eN. Also the equation f o h*=9*lg:
1

A* implies that
-1 -1 -1 .

h*C9.of, from which we deduce that R*C9*of. For 1.2,i.2,k, since
-1 -1

'IJ(C
i

) =C
i

, then 9* (Ci?=g (ei ). 'Iherefore, for 1 ~i~k,

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1R*I f Ci C 9* • f I f Ci C f Ci x 9 * Ci f Ci x 9 Ci C int N

Consequently, R. If-1 c C int N. It is now evident that R* C N. Since a (R)
-1 -1

f (5 (f) - A) and a (R.) =f (S (f) - A*>, then 0 (R.) C a (R) • Thus,

-1 -1
R*lo CR.) - f C = Rio (R*) - fCC Ria (R) C int N.

-1 -1
Since R.la(R.) nf (e) C R.lf (C)C intN, we conclude that R*!o(R*) CintN.

5. TAME ZERO-DIMENSIONAL SINGULAR SETS

We shall deduce Theorem 3 from Theorem 2 by passin9 from a map with a tame

zero-dimensional singular set to a map with a countable singular set. This

transformation requires two propositions. The first is that any a-compact tame

zero-dirnensional set can be enclosed in a null collection of small disjoint

collared n-cells. This fact is established below in Lemma 7. The second is a

fundamental decomposition shrinking principle which originates in the work of

R. H. Bing, and is known as lithe Null Star-like Equivalent Shrinking Principle".

It applies here to show that a decomposition of an n~anifold determined by a

null collection of disjoint collared n-cells is shrinkable. We describe this

principle in more detail below.
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Lemma 7 captures the fundamental properties of tame zero-dimensional sets.

Before presenting this lemma, we feel it appropriate to comment on the defini

tion of Ittame zero-dimensionali ty" • Let M be a compact n-manifold. One of

the classical definitions of zero-dimensionality implies that a subset S of M

is zero-dimensional if every point of S has arbitrarily small neighborhoods

in M whose frontiers miss S. The definition of tame zero-dimensionality ap

plies only to a-compact subsets of int MJ recall that it states that a

a-compact subset S of int M is tame zero-dimensional if each point of S has

arbitrarily small collared n-cell neighborhoods in M whose boundaries miss

s. Clearly, the definition of tame ze[o-dimensionality makes sense for arbi

trary (not just a-compact) subsets of int M, and comparison with the above

classical definition of zero-dimensionaltty tempts us to drop the restriction

to a-compacta. We resist this temptation for the following reason. Originally

a subset of manifold was called "tame" if it behaved like a piecewise linearly

embedded polyhedron of the same dimension. Thus, a tame zero-dimensional sub

set should behave in some sense like a finite set of points. As the level of

understanding of tame sets rose, it was recognized that the specific properties

which tame sets share with piecewise linearly embedded polyhedra of the same

dimension are their general position properties. For a tame zero-dimensional

set, the appropriate general position property is expressed below in statement

(2) of Lemma 7. This general position property can be proved for tame

zero-dimensional a-compacta. However, it is not necessarily valid for arbi

trary subsets of int M which satisfy the defini tion of tame zero-dimension

ality. An illustration of this phenomenon is given in the next paragraph.

For this reason, we do not use the term Utame zero-dimensional" outside the

class of a-compacta.

Let 3
J = {(x, y, z) £ R : x, y and z are irrational}. J is not a ~ompact.

However J satisfies the definition of tame zero-dimensionality, because any

pr ism of the form [a, b) x (c,d] x [e, f) where a, b ,c,d, e and f are rational,

is a collared 3-cell whose boundary misses J. Let A be the Cantor set in

R
3

known as Antoine's necklace. A is a compact wild (= not tame) zero-dimen

sional nowhere dense subset of R3 with the following property. ENery

non-empty open subset of A contains a wild cantor set - in fact, a smaller

copy of A. We assert that no homeomorphism of B3
carries J off A. Thus

J does not possess the general position property which characterizes tame

zero-dimensional a~ompacta. Fbr a simple proof by contradiction, suppose h

is a homeomorphism of :R
3 such that h (J) n A = SIS. '!ben h-1 A C:R

3 - J. Since

R
3

_ J is the union of countably many flat 2-dimensional planes, the Baire

Category Theorem implies that some non-empty open subset U of h-1A must lie

in one of these planes. Since any Cantor set which lies in a flat 2-dimensional
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plane is tame in R
3

, then U contains no wild cantor sets. Hence, hU is

a non-empty open subset of A which contains no wild Cantor sets_

LEMMA 7. Let S be a a-compact subset of the interior of a compact mani

fold M. The following three statements are equivalent.

(1) S is tame zero-dimensional.

(2) If T is the union of a countable number of nowhere dense subsets of

M, then 11M can be approximated by homeomorphisms h of M such

that h (S) n T=~ and hi aM = 11 aM.

(3) For every e: > 0, there is a null collection {C
i

} of disjoint col

lared n-cells of diameter < £ in in t M such that SC l{= 1in t C
i

.

PROOF. (1) implies (2). Assume statement (1). We first establish

statement (2) in the special case that S is compact and T is nowhere dense.

Let £ > o. Since S is compact, it is covered by a finite collection

{K
i

: 1 ..::. i ~p} of collared n-cells of diameter < £ in int M such that

snaK
1
.=¢ for l~i~p. For l~i~p, let L,=K.-U.<,intK .• Then

1 1 J 1 J
{intL

i
: l~i~p} is a cover of S by disjoint open sets of diameter < €.

Let l~i~p. Set Si =snL
i

. Si is a compact subset of intL
i

• Hence,

S. is covered by a fini te collection {C. .: 1 < j < q (i) } of collared n-cells
1 l,J - -

in intL. such that s.nae.. =16 for '_<j_<q(i), and {C.. :l<j<Q(i}}
1 1 1,J 1,J --

is irreducible in the sense that no proper subcollection covers Si. For each

j, 1~ j ~ q (i) , there are collared n-cells D. . and E. . and a homeomorphism
1,J 1,J

h, . of M such that
1,J

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

E.. C int D.. C D. , C int C. "
1,J 1,J 1,) 1,J

s. n (C .. -intD, .) =$6,
1 I,J 1,J

E. . is disjoint from C, k whenever k ~ j for 1~ k~ q (i), and
1,) 1,

E. . n T = 16 •
1,)

h. ,(D.. ) ::;: E, , and h, .IM-intC.. = lIM-intC. ,.
1,) 1,J 1,J 1,J 1,) 1,)

Define the homeomorphism h. of M by h. =h. (') 0··· oh. 2 oh . 1. ~en
1 1 1,q 1 1, 1,

h.IM-intL. = lIM-intL.; so h. is within e: of 11M. Also we assert that
1 1 (') 1 1

o h.(S.)C u;Ql
1

E. ,. To prove this, let XES •• Choose j, l~j~q(i), so
1 1 J= 1., ) 1

that X £ Ci , j and X 4 Ci , k for 1~ k < j. '!ben hi, k fixes X for 1~ k < j.

Also x € Di,j' so that hi,j (x) £ Ei,j- Consequently, hi,k fixes hi,j (x)

for j < k~ q(i). It follows that h. (x) = h .. (x) £ E. .• Since each E. ,
1 1,J 1.,J 1,)

misses T, we have that hi (Si) n T = ¢ •

Now we define the homeomorphism h of M by setting hiLi = hilLi for

i2.i~p and setting hiM - Ui =1 int Li = 11M Ui ='l int Li . Then h is within

E: of 1 1M, h (5) n T = ¢ and h I aM = 1 I aM. '!bis finishes the proof of s tatemen t

(2) in the special case.

To prove statement (2) in the general case, we write S= U;=l S1 and

T= '~=1 Tj where each Si is compact and each Tj is nowhere dense.
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then C. C U.
1

For each i _> 1 and j ~ 1, let U. . = {h e3'ttM, aM): h (5. ) netT. =¢}. Since S
1,] 1 J

is tame zero-dimensional, so is each Si; hence h(Si) is tame zero-dimen-

sional for each i > 1 and every h £.1t'tM, aM) • Since each T. is nowhere dense,
J

so is each ctT
j

. '1llerefore, we can deduce from the special case of statement

(2) proved above, that each U.. is a dense subset of Jr(M,aM). Also each
1,J

U.. is evidently an open subset of ~(M,aM). Since Jr(M,aM) has a complete
1,J ~

metric, we conclude via the Baire category 'lheorem that n i =l j=l Ui,j is a

dense subset of H(M,oM). Statement (2) now follows because 11M can be ap-

proximated by elemen ts of n ~ 1 ~ 1 U. .•1= J= 1,J
(2) implies (3). Assume statement (2). One can easily choose a null col-

lection {C
i

} of disjoint collared n-cells of diameter < £/3 in int M such

that U
i
=l int C

i
is a dense subset of M. Then M -U i=l int Ci is nowhere

dense in M. Statement (2) provides a homeomorphism h of M within £/3 of

11M such that h(S) n(M-ui =l intCi ) = ¢ and hlaM = 11aM. It follows that

{h-1 C.} is a null collection of disjoin t collared n-cells of diameter < £ in
1

intM whose interiors cover S.

(3) implies (1). Assume statement (3). Let x e: S and let U be an open

neighborhood of x in M. Choose £ > 0 so that £ is less than the distance

from x to M-U. Statement (3) provides a null collection {C
i

} of disjoint

collared n-cells of diameter < E: in int M whose interiors cover S.· Hence,

X £ in t C
i

for some i > 1. Also aC
i
n 5 =,.s. Since diam C

i
< E: ,

'Ibis proves S is tame zero-dimensional. Hi

Perhaps the fundamental geometric tool of decomposition space theory is

the Null Star-like Equivalent Shrinking Principle. A compact subset F of R
n

is star-like if there is a point p in F such that every ray in R
n

emanating

from p intersects F in a connected set. A compact subset F of the in

terior of an n-manifold M is star-like equivalent if there is a neighborhood

U of F in M and an embedding e:U+ R
n

such that e(F) is star-like. Observe

that any collared n-cell in an n-manifold is star-like equivalent.

THE NULL STAR-LIKE EQUIVALENT SHRINKING PRINCIPLE. Suppose f:M + X is a

surjective map from a compact boundaryless manifold M to a compact metric

space X. If {f-
1

(y): y E: S(f)} is a null collection of star-like equivalent

sets, then f can be approximated by homeomorphisms.

This principle has manifested itself in many forms, apparently originating

in [Bl], and playing major roles in a number of significant results including

[C], [E] and [F].

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Let f : Sn + Sn be a map wi th a bald spot and a tame

zero-dimensional singular set. Let e > o. '!ben there is a collared n-cell

D in Sn disjoint from S(f), and Lemma 7 provides a null collection {C.} of
1

disjoint collared n-cells of diameter < E: in Sn - D such that S (f) C U
i

= 1 in t Ci'~
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Let X= {C. :i > 1} u{ {y}: y £ Sn - u. lC.}: i. e. , X is the quotient space
1 - 1= 1

obtained from Sn by identifying each C. to a point. Let 11': sn ... X denote
1

the quotient map; thus y £ 1T (y) for every y £ sn. We endow X wi th the quo-

tient topology. ibis makes n:sn -+ X continuous and makes X a compact metric

space. Notice that since {n-
l

(x) :x£ Self)} = {C.: i> 1}, then the Null
1 -

Star-like Equivalent Shrinking Principle asserts that n:Sn+ X can be approxi-

mated by homeomorphisms. Consequently, X is homeomorphic to sn.
Consider the map 1T' f:S

n
+ X. Its singUlar set is the countable set

{n(C.):i> 1}. Also it has a bald spot because flf-
1

(intO) and nlintD are
1 -

homeomorphisms. Since X is homeomorphic to so, Theorem 2 implies that

1J. f:S
n + X can be approximated by homeomorphisms. (This procedure, which en

closes S (f) in the null collection {C
i

} to yield a map If. f wi th a count

able singular set, is called "amalgamation".)

Let d denote the given metric on Sn, and let d' be a metric on x.
Since diam C

i
< {; for each i ~ 1, then there is a ~ > 0 such that for all

y, Z E: Sn, if d' (If (y) , n (z» < ~, then d (y, z) < £. Let 9 : sn + X and

h :.5
n

+ X be homeomorphisms such that 9 is wi thin ~/2 of n, and h is

within 6/2 of nef. We assert that the homeomorphism g-1 0 h:Sn+Sn is

wi thin e: of f. 'Ib see this, let y E: Sn. '!ben d' (n 0 f (y), h (y» < 0/2 and
-1 -1 -1

d'(n(g e hey»~, 9(9 • h(y») < 0/2. Hence d'(1f(f(y», neg 0 hey»~ < ~.

'lherefore, the choice of ~ insures that d(f(y), g-1 0 hey»~ < €. Hi
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LINKING NUMBERS IN BRANCHED COVERS

Sylvain E. Cappell* and Julius L. Shaneson*

INTRODUCTION

Let a.: Sl-.. N3 be a knot in a 3-dimensiona1 manifold and let f: N+N

denote a branched covering space of N branched along a. 'niis note sketches

a method based on a 4-dimensiona1 construction for studying invariants of N
-1and of the branch set f (ex.) C N. Our method gives a way of relating a

noncyclic branched cover of ex. to a branched cyclic cover of a different

associated knot 8, which we call a characteristic knot for Q. Here our re

sults will be discussed only for N=S3 and f an (irregular) dihedral branched

covering set; the invariant studied in the present note will be the linking
-1numbers of the components of the branch set f (a). The method can be used to

study other invariants, or other branched covers, as well. The 4-dimensional

construction itself was announced and described some 10 years ago in [CS2].

The particular interest of dihedral covering space lies in their extra

ordinary simplicity and generality. Classically, it was studied as the simplest

"non-abelian" cover of a knot and thus gave rise to the simplest "non-abelian"

(i.e. not obtained from the cyclic covers) invariants of knots [Re]. More re

cently, M. Hilden and J. Montesinos showed that every oriented 3-manifold is

such a 3-fold dihedral branched covering space of S3 branched along a knot

[Hi], [Mo]. In [CS2] we announced a formula for the Rohlin ~-invariant of any

mod2 3-dimensional homology sphere presented as a 3-fold dihedral covering

space. That formula, in terms of various linking numbers, could be extended

to all dihedral covers, provided that a certain conjecture on the linking

numbers of the components of branch sets, a conjecture apparently long familiar

to students of this subject, were verified. That conjecture is the theorem of

the present note.

Our study of Roblin ~-invariants of dihedral branched covers will be pre

sented elsewhere. For certain special classes of knots, e.g. ribbon knots,

*Work supported by NSF Grants

(g 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271-4132/84 Sl.00 + $.25 per page
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this formula simplifies. As we noted in [CS2] this can be used to show that

various (algebraically slice) knots are not ribbon. As noted in [CS2] these

methods can also be used to compute Atiyah-Singer invariants used by Casson

and Gordon [CG] in their stl1dy of ribbon and slice knots. An extensive study

of that has been made by Litherland [Li].
1 3Precisely, let a: S -+8 be a knot and p: G-+D2p a homomorphism

3 1of the knot group G=TTl (8 - a(S » onto the dihedral group of order 2p, P

odd. The p-fold irregular (respectively: regular) dihedral cover of a is
3the branched cover of S, branched along a, associated to the subgroup

-1 -1 3
~ ~Z2) (reap. t p (e» of G, for e E Z2 C DZp • Let f.: Ma -+ S (resp. ,

f: M +83) denote this covering space of degree p (resp. 2p). Consideration of
et

the diamond of subgroups of D2p

gives a corresponding diamond of covering spaces,

degree h=2

degree f=p

degree j=p

degree g=2

f=f h

where M-+ S3 is the 2-fold cyclic cover of S3 branched along a, M -+M
et ex. a

is a p-fold cyclic unbranched covering space, M is the quotient of a lift
"

a
- 1to Ma. of the covering translation of period 2 of Met •

lC1assically, one sees from this that dihedral covers of S3 branched along a
correspond to elements of order p in Hl(Ma,;Z) producing 'IT! (Ma) -+ Z
and the associated cover Ha ~ M. Recall that !be order of HI (Ra;Z) 1B just
~a(-l), for ~et(t) the Alexander polynomial of Cl. (A conceptual explanation
of 1Hi (Ma; z) I = t l:::. (-1) I was provided using 4-manifolds in [eSl].) Thus one
concluoes classically that for p odd and square-free, a has a p-fold
dihedral covering space if and only if l:::.a(-l) =0 (modp); for p prime
there is a unique such cover if !la(-I) 1. 0 (mod p2) (cf. [F1]).
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From this t we read off easily a description of the branch set, the inverse

image of a, in each of these covers. Clearly g-l(a) is a single circle of

branching index 2. Hence, i-lea) = j-lg-l(a) consists of p circles

aO,al, ••• ,ap_
l

each of branching index 2; here these circles are indexed by

the convention ~ao = a i for T a fixed choice of a generator of the covering

translation group Z of the map j: M -+ M. The covering translation ofp a a
period 2, t/J: M -+ M, is associated to the Z-fold covering space h: M -+ M .a a a a
Notice that ~ and T are just generators for the dihedral group DZp acting

as covering translation on Ma ; the action of DZp on the components of
_-1
f (n) is equivalent to that of DZp on the p verticies of a polygon with

p sides. As M = Mfaction of ~, in M, f-1 (a) consists of one circle
a a a

aO' of branching index 1, and (p-1)!2 circles of branching index 2,

a l , •.• ,a(p_l)!2; thus, M can be viewed as a 2-fold covering space of M
a_I ........ a

branched along aO with h (ai ) = a i U (lp_1 ' 1 ~ i ~ (p-l)!2.
3Fixing an orientation for S and a, the covers Ma and Ma are corres-

pondingly oriented, as are the branch curves ai and ai • When Ma is a

rational homology sphere, let Vi,j denote the linking number of ai with a j ,

i;j, 0 ~ itj ~ (p-l)!Z; when Ma is a mod 2 homology sphere these Vi~j are

rational numbers with odd denominator.

The study of the behavior of these numbers is one of the oldest topics in

topology. This is partially because these are the simplest "non-abelian in

variants" that can be used to distinguish knots. Calculations of them for this

purpose were used by Reidemeister [Re]. An early paper of Bankwitz and Schumann

[BS] stated that if a is a 2-bridge knot, then v
Oti

= ±2; their proof is

difficult to reconstruct; clear and more precise modern proofs of this were

given by Perko [Pel] and by Burde [Bl]. Note that if a is a 2-bridge knot,

by considering its Heegard genus it is easy to show that then Ma is actually

S3 [B2]. While it is not hard to develop methods for calculating the Vi,j

(cf. [Re], [F3])really efficient general algorithms were developed by K. Perko

[Pe2] and further studied by Hartley and Murasugi [HM].

'!be following was perhaps conjectured by everyone who has thought about

linking numbers in branched covers; it generalizes to all knots the classical

result for 2-bridge knots and is suggested by calculating examples. It is,

moreover, needed in understanding other invariants (e.g. ~-invariants) of

branched covers.

THEOREM I. If the p-fold dihedral branched covering space Ma is a mod 2

homology sphere, then the linking numbers of the branch curves satisfy

vi 0 = Z (mod 4), 1 ~ i ~ (p-1)/2 and vi . - 0 (mod 2), 1 ~ i,j ~ (p-l)/2, i;&j., ,J
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Counterexamples to the converse of this theorem are provided, according to

calculations of Ken Perko, by some lO-crossing knots with p = 3 [Pel].

Actually, as noted by Perko, the numbers VitO' 12.i2 (p-l)/2 determine

all the Vi,j. This follows readily from the following transfer argument.

First of all, note that as Mo. is a 2-fold branched cyclic cover of Met.' MOo

is a mod2 homology sphere if and only if Ma is. (The homology of a 2-fold

cyclic branched cover is given by the Alexander polynomial at (-1); cf. [CSl].)

Let u
j

denote the linking number of ai with ai +j
, l.::j ~p-l; this is

independent of it O~i~p-l, as the a i are permuted by the covering trans

lations. For the same reason, ui = up_i.

Standard transfer considerations show, as noted by Perko [Pel] that:

p-l ..J.
vi, j = ui +j + U Ii _j I ' 0 ~ i, j:5.- 2 ' i r j

and, in particular, vi,O = 2ui , so that

1 p-l
Vi,j ="2 (vmin(i+j ,p-i-j) ,0 + vI i-j I ,0'> ; 1 ~ i ,j ~ 2 •

and the main theorem of thisdetermine all theHence the numbers vi,O

note will follow from:

THEOREM II. If the 2p-.fold (r~lar) dihedral branched covering space

M
a

is a mod 2 homology sphere, then the linking numbers of the branch curves

satisfy

ui = 1 (mod2) , 1 < i < (p-l) •

Outline of Method

Here is a summary of our approach to this and related problems on branch

covers.

§tep 1. An effective method for studying 3-manifolds M described as branched

covers of 83 along a knot a. is to utilize a 4-manifold W4 , with aw =M

obtained by letting W be a branched cover of D4 along K2 , where

K n S3 s o.(Sl). It is easy to do this for cyclic covers; just let K be a
4Seifert surface of a pushed into D; this method of studying cyclic covers

was introduced by us in [CS2] and independently by L. Kauffman. However, it

will not work for more ganeral branched covers as the fundamental group of

D4-{pushed in Seifert surface} is Z and thus has no nonabelian covers.

For noncylcic covers, we employ instead for K a certain (non-manifold)

2-complex. This works at least for all metacyclic covers; in particular, for

dihedral covers the resulting W4 is a manifold even though K2 is not. (In

other settings, the singularity whiCh arises is readily understood and can be

resolved. )
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~. We relate questions about linking numbers of branch curves in

M3
= aw4 to intersection numbers of parts of 2-dimensional surfaces in the

branch set of W
4•

169

Step 3. We get information on these intersection numbers by relating these

2-dimensional surfaces to a kind of equivariant second Stiefel-Whitney class

of W4 and then get our result from an equivariant version of the standard

fact that in an oriented 4-manifold, w; is just the Euler characteristic

mod2.

Of course, this method can be used to study many other invariants of such

branched covers. An interesting way to view the geometrical procedure out

lined in Step 1, and carried out in Section 1 below for dihedral covers, is

that it reveals a close relationship between a dihedral (or metacyclic) cover
3of S branched along a and a cyclic cover of a characteristic knot 6 as-

sociated below to Q.

1. Characteristic knots and a cobordism construction.

Fix an orientation of 83 and adopt the unique conventions so that the

circles in Figure 1 have linking number +1.

Fig. 1

If a is a (smooth or P.L. locally flat) knot in S3, let ~a(t) denote its

Alexander polynomial.

Definition. Let a and S be (oriented) knots in 53. Then 6 is called a

~ characteristic knot for a if there exists an oriented Seifert surface
o

of a, V, av = a, so that 6 C V represents a nonzero (primitive) class [6)

of H1(V) and so that

(LV + L~) B :: a (mod p) •

L the linking pairing of V in 53. More precisely, LV(x,y) = i(f+x,y),

where f+ is induced by pushing V off itself using a positive normal, and

R. denotes linking numbers and !v(x,6) + LV(S ,x) :: 0 (mod p), all x e: HI (V).
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Note: If a is a nontrivial knot with Seifert surface V with p square-free,

and if pl6 (-1), then a has a mod p characteristic knot embedded in V.
a

(Proof: Note that Aa(-l) = ±det (Lv + L~) and use the well-known fact that a

primitive class in H
1

(V) is represented by an embedded circle.)
o

Suppose a is a knot with Seifert surface V and B C V is a mod p charac-

teristic knot of a. We proceed to construct a cobordism relating the dihedral

covering spaces of 83 with branch sets a to the cylcic cover of S3 with

branch set B.

Let ~: ~(8tP) + 83 be the p-fold cyclic branched cover of 53, branched

along B. If x £ H1(V-B), then the intersection number on V, x-a = 0; hence

LV(x,B} - LV(B ,x) x(LV - L~)8 = 0 •

Since (L+L')8:: 0 (modp), it follows that 2~(S,x) - 0 (modp). Since

det(L+L;} = det(L-L') (mod2), and since det(L-L') = ±1 by Poincare duality,

p is odd. Hence LV(B,x) =0 (modp). Therefore

~-l(V) = Vo U VI U ..• U V
p

_
1

'

7Tlvi : Vi -+ V a P.L. homeomorphism and

Let T: E +E be a generator of the group of covering translations corresponding

to a positively oriented meridional circle of 8 in 53 (i.e. Tlfiber of a

neighborhood of TI-1e is rotation by 2TI/p). Assume the indices have been

chosen so that TVi = Vi +l ' 0 .2 i ~ p-2, and TVp_1 = Vo.
Let VX[-l,l] C 83 be a neighborhood of V = vxO, and let h(x,t)

(x,-t) for x £ V and t £ [-1,1]. Then

-1
1f (V x [-1,1]) = J 0 U ••• U Jp-l = J , ,

with ~IJi: J
i

-+ V x [-I,lJ a P.L. homeomorphism and with
-1

1T (V x [-1,1]) =J is the p-f91d branched cyclic cover of

Let

h: J-+J

(nIJ), with h(VO) C Vo.

fixes precisely VO.

be a lift of h, i.e. n h = h

1 ~ i ~ p-l, h(JO) = JO' and h

Let E = E(B,p) and let

Y = L x [0,1] / {(x,l)= (h(x),l) for x E: J}

Then h(J .) C J l'
:L p-

the space obtained by identifying (x,l) and (h(x),l) in Ex I. Let

~I: Y+S3 xI!{(x,t) = (x,t) - (x,-t), XEV} 111 S3 x1 be induced by ~ x 1[0,1]"

Y is evidently an orientab1e (smooth) cobordism of L to a closed manifold,

M Q ,say, and n' is a branched covering projection with branching set B thea,J..)
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image of V x 0 U B x I

P.L. homeomorphic to

convention: a[53 x I]

in 83
x I/{ (x, t) = (x,-t), x E V}, which is canonically

v. Orient Y so that n' has positive degree. (Usual

[S3 xl ] - [53x OJ, and thus ay = [M] - [El.)

Clearly the tuple

( S3 - Int (V x [-1, 1 ] ) , a(V x [-1, 1 ] ) ,a) / { (x, t) = (x, t) I(x, t e: a(V x [-1,1])

(S3,V,a). Hence the restriction w of n'

S3 along a. Note that w-1(a) has

index 2 on (p-l)/2 of them. In fact, if

is canonically P.L. homeomorphic to

to M is a branched covering of
a,S

(p+l)/2 components, with branching

Vi denotes the image of Vi x 1 in Y (so Vi = V;_l' 1 ~ i ~ p-l), then
-1 " ,

00 (a) = avO U ••• U v(p-l) /2' and avO is the component with branching index
~1. Write a i = aVi ' 0 ~ i ~ 2

Proposition 1.1. M Q ~ 53 is a dihedral metacylcic, branched covering space
a,1J

of 53 along a.

has the3
1T 1 (S -a)Proof: Let D = {u TIl 2

=1- uP = 1 TU = u-lt}. The groupp , , ,

form (Higman-Neumann-Neumann construction)

Z * G/{ti+(X)t-1 = i_ex), x £ H}

where G is the fundamental group of 8
3 - V, H that of V, t is a generator

of the infinite cyclic group, represented by a meridian m of a, and i+ and

i are induced by pushing V into its complement along positive and negative

normal vectors, respectively.

Define p: G + D by
p

p(~) = uR,(E;,S) ,

and let pet) ~ T. Since LV(x,S) - -LV(8,x) (modp), these definitions deter

mine a homeomorphism

3
p: 1r1 (5 - a) -+ Dp

Assuming M is connected, the fundamental group of the unbranched covering
_10.,8

M - w (a.) also has an (HNN)-representation. In particular, using Van
a,S -1

Kampen's theorem (and a base point near aO),1T1(Mo.,8-w (a» is generated by

a meridian mO of 0.0 with oo(nu) =- m and elements in the image of

1T
1

(M 0 -00 -l(V». Let 00' = oolM 0_00-1(0.). Since, by construction,
a.,p a,~ 1

wlM a-w-1v is the cylc1c cover 1T1I:-'JI'- (IntVx [-1,1]), of
3 a, 3

S - Int(Vx[-!,l]) ~ S - V, it follows that M a-oo-1(a) is connected and that
a,

R.(l.Il~n,B) :: 0 (modp) for n € 1T
l

(Ma ,B-l.Il-l (V», and so p(l.Il~n) is the trivial

element. Clearly p(w~[tna]) perm]) = p(t) Z T. Thus the image of p 0 w~ is

{T,l}, which proves the result; in particular we have the following:
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Proposition 1.2. Dihedral p-fold branched covers of a are in 1 to 1 cor

~espondenc~ to equivalence classes of characteristic knots viewed as represent
ting elements of order p in the kernel of the mod p reduction of (Lv + Lv) ,

*modulo the action of Z.
P

Let F
O

be a s table framing of the tangent bundle of 53 • compatible
_, t -1

with the orientation. Let Nl - N(Va U ••• U V(p-l)/2 U IT (B) x I) be a

regular neighborhood of (~,)-l(B), meeting the boundary regularly. Clearly

Nl may be chosen so that the restriction of 1f' to a neighborhood
o

Va - Va (1 HI is a homeomorphism. Therefore the stable framing of Y - Nl in-

duced from Fax I via the unbranched covering 'IT'IY-N
1

extends to a framing

F' of y-N2o. N2 a regular neighborhood of Vi ~ .•• ~ V(p_I)/2 U n-
I

(13) x I.

Recall that given a q-fold covering map S ~ S and a stable framing of
1 2 2S that extends over D, the induced framing extends over D iff q is

odd. Therefore F' I(I: - Nl () E) extends to a fiber of the tubular neighbor

hood Nl n L of 6 in r; i.e. to the complement of a cell in E. Hence, as

'lT2(SO) = 0, it extends to all of I:. It follows easily (recall

1T' = 11" x id[O,e:) near 1:) that F' extends to a stable framing F of

Y- Vi u ..• Uv(p-l)/Z. The sole obstruction to extending FIE to all of Y
is an element

Proposition 1.3. Let

6(FIE) ~ H
2

(Y;E;Z2)

2
D: H (Y;E;%Z) -+ H2 (Y,M;ZZ) be the Poincare duality

== H (V' U2 1

isomorphism. Then

D(8(F(E» = [ViJz + ... + [V(p-l)/2]2 '

where [V11 2 is the element of H2(Y,M;ZZ) represented by (VI, aVi).

Proof: 6(FIE) is tne restriction of 6(F) £ H
2 (Y;Y-Vi u ... u V(p-l)/2; ZZ).

Hence, by Poincare duality, D(8(Flr» is the image of

ua(p_l) /2; Z2)

(p~l) /2
Using Meyer-Vietoris, the right side is of course just t!l HZ (Vi; a

i
).

Hence D(8(FII» 1s a linear combination of the classes [Vi1, ••• ,[V(p_l)/Z]2.
2 1 ~Now let (Di,Si)' i=l, ••• , 2 be the disjoint fibers of the normal tubes

of Vi •••••V(p_l)/2. respectively. Clearly n'ls~ is a two-fold covering

1
12

map; hen~e~ as noted above, F S1 does not extend to Di • It follows (e.g.

represent any element of H2 (Y;Z2) by a 2-manifold transverse to all Vi and

consider the obstruction to framing a neighborhood of this 2-manifold that

D(8(F» is as stated.
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Remark. This argument could be reformulated as an instance of the general
------ 4 f 4
principle that if P + Q is a branched covering space of orientable 4-mani-

* 2 2folds t then D(W
2

(P» c D(f w
2

(Q» + [5], where S is the subset of the

branching set in Y consisting of points of even branching degree. (This

follows from the familiar simplicial formula for Stiefel-Whitney classes.)

Corollary 1.4. The image of [Vi J2 + .•. + (V(p-l)/2]2 in H2(Y,ay;%Z) 1s

precisely Dw2 (Y). w2 (Y) € H
2

(Y;Z2) the second Stiefel Whitney class of Y.

Now having constructed a cobordism y4 of M to L it is easy to further

produce a compact manifold with I: on the boundary. In fact, we just observe

that L = ap4 where ~: p4 + D4 is obtained as in [CSl] as the branched
4 2cyclic cover of D along E, a Seifert surface, of the characteristic knot

B, whose interior has been pushed into the interior of n4. See [eSl] for

details. Then set W = Y U L Wj clearly aw a: (aY) - M.

This 4-manifold W4 can be described directly as a branched covering

space as follows. '!he maps constructed above 1f': Y + S3 x I and ;,: p
4

+ D
4

can be glued together to get a map ~: W = Y U 1: p4 ~ S3 x I U 3 n4
= n4 • This

S
map ~ is then seen to be a branched dihedral covering space. The total

branching set in n4
is a 2-complex K

2
obtained by attaching to v2

a

Seifert surface E
2

of ~ glued to V along ~ x !

V-Seifert
surface
of a.

1
2

1]

Fig. 2

434
'!his branching set in D = S x I U 3 D fails to be a manifold around the

1 S xl 4
circle e)( 2". Nevertheless, as we have seen W t the corresponding branched

dihedral covering space is a manifold.

Remark. As the branching set in D4 is not a manifold, it may seem surprising
-- 4
that the branched cover W if a manifold; we .explain this directly from

4another perspective. Consider again the branched dihedral cover W of D along

K
2

• This is clearly a manifold except in a neighborhood of the inverse of the

singularity circle B x! lying on K2• See Figure 2. Now in a neighborhood

of ax ! the pair (D4 ,K2) looks like 81
x (D3,Q) where Q denotes a

1"figure y", as can be seen near B x
12

in Figure 2. The dihedral cover of

this neighborhood of the circle B x 2 would then be just 81
x {a dihedral
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cover of n3 branched along Q}. As D3 = cone on 52, this cover will be

just 51 x {cone on the branched cover of 52 along S2 n Q}. Now 52 n Q

3 points.

Fig. 3

Last, note that the branched dihedral cover of 52 along these three points

is again 8
2 • This follows by calculating its Euler characteristic using the

fact that there the meridian about each point represents an element of order 2

in the dihedral group. Hence W has no singularity and is a P.L. manifold.

The same geometrical methods used above can be used to extend Proposition

1.4 to the following:

Proposition 1.5. Let 2
D: H (W;Z2) .. H2 (W,M;Z2) be the Poincare duality

isomorphism. Then

[ViJ2 + ... + [V(p-I)/2]2 = D(w2 (W», where w2 (W) is

the second Stiefel-Whitney class of W.

Also, we can repeat all these arguments used above for the irregular p-fold

dihedral cover for the full regular 2p-fold dihedral cover. In fact this 2p

covering space of W-+ n4 is also a 2-fold covering space of w4 branched

along Va; in particular, aw = M-+ M is a 2-fold covering space of M

branched along 0.
0

• Thus, the branch set in M (resp., W) is the union of

p circles (resp., 2-manifolds) aO, ... ,a
p

(resp., vO, ..• ,V
p

) which are dis

joint (resp., intersect in one common circle B). Here the circles are in-
i.... A

dexed by the convention T a
O

= ai' where T is the generator of Zp C D2p
regarded as the group of covering translations.

Remark 1.6. Notice that in the regular 2p-fold dihedral covering space W has

w2(W) = 0; for, it is a p-fold cyclic (branched) cover of a manifold with zero
4second Stiefel-Whitney class, the 2-fold cyclic cover of D branched along

the Seifert surface V (see [eSI]). On the other hand arguments similar to
,,4

those used above show that the Poincare dual of w
2

(W) is given by
p-l " " A.I [v.] e: H2 (W,aWj%2) which hence equals zero. (TIlis can be checked in
i=O 1

other ways.)
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2. Linking numbers and characteristic classes
4 A A4

Note that for M = aw (resp. M = aw )
a a 3

p-fold (resp., 2p-fold) dihedral cover of S

cyclic branched cover rCS 1], HI (Mci;Z2) = 0 if

this section, we assume H1 (Ma ;Z2) = 0; hence

the irregular (resp., regular)

as above, as M -+ M is a 2-fold
CL

A
a

and only if Hl (Ma ;Z2) = O. In

the intersection form

HZ (W ; %2) -+ %2

-+ [x,y]

is, by standard Poincare duality, a nonsingular symmetric bilinear pairing.

Letting T (resp. 0) denote, as before, an element of order p (resp., 2)

in D2p ' the covering translation group of if -+ S3, we introduce a new bi

linear pairing on H
2

(W;ZZ) with values in %2 [Zp] :

p-l
<x,Y> I [T- i x,0y]Ti

1=0

Lemma 2.1. This pairing is bilinear over Z2[Zp] and symmetric over Z2[Zp]

and nondegenerate.

Proof: To see that it is symmetric (not Hermitian) note that

-i
[T x,tSy]

To check bilinarity note that

<Tx,Y>

-i
[tSy t T xl

-i
[y,,sT xl

[y, ~,sx]

-i
[T y,,sx]

l [T-i(Tx),~Y]Ti

L [T-(i-l)x,~Y]Ti

I ([T- j x , ~y ] rri )T

<x,y>T

The nondegeneracy of this pairing follows from that of the intersection pair

ing.

Now we need some facts about symmetric forms over Z2[Zp J, p odd.

Proposition 2.2. Let P x P < t >. Z2[Zp] be a nonsingular symmetric bi

linear pairing on the finitely generated Z2[%p] module P. 'l11en there is a

unique element a £ P satisfying

2
<x,a> =- <x,x> , X € P

Notation. a is called the characteristic element of P.
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1/2Proof: Consider L(x) = <x,x> , x e: P. This is well-defined as ZZ[Zp] is

a product of finite fields of characteristic 2. Moreover, as L: P ~ Z2[Zp]

is easily seen to be linear, there is a unique a e: P with

x e: P •

F. ,
J

Recall that %2[%] = $F. where each F. is a field of characteristic
p J J

2 and Fa • Z2. Let e. denote the multiplication identity of F
j

; note that
1 2 J p-l

eO = 1 + T + T + .•. + T in Z2[%p]. Correspondingly, a Z2[Zp] module

P decomposes naturally as

p = -(P 8 Z' [Z ] Fj) •
2 P.

Proposition 2.3. For a E P, the characteristic element of a symmetric bi

linear form on the finitely generated %2[%] module P
p ---

<a,a> L e j rankF (P ~Z [z ] Fj )
j 2 p

This follows immediately from the corresponding fact over each field

which is easy as such forms decompose into I-dimensional forms.
A4 ~ ~ A ~ ~

We use this to study W. Let A = [VOl e: H2(W,M;%Z) = H2 (W;ZZ).

Proposition 2.4. A £ H2(W;%Z) is the characteristic element of the pairing

<x,y>.

Lemma 2.5.-----

Proof of Proposition 2.4:

<A,x>2 ( L[T-i/2x,A]Ti/2)2
2

( I [x,~T-ix]Ti/2) by the lemma

L[x,~T-ix]Ti in Z2[Zp]

i ·I£T x,~x]Tl.

<X,x>

Proof of Lemma 2.5: Consider the 2-fold covering maps gi: W~ W/~~; for

i=O, write g" gO: Vi .... (W/~TO) .. W. As in the dihedral group D
2p

,

~Ti/2 = ~/2'Ti, there is a commutative diagram:

w

IS~ 1
w

rfl2
----~)W

rfl2 1IS
----~) W
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From this there is a homeomorphism hi: W/~~"" wI" and a cODBnutative diagram

W
Ti / 2

W):

gi 1
hi

Ig
W/{JTi

) W//J

Now, as noted above, w2 (W) = 0 and hence,

[x.x] = 0

and thus

and using transfers,

[x,,sTix] [8i (x),gi(x)]
* i/2 i/2

[8*{T x), g*(T x)]

(p-l)/2
I [Vi]]

i=l

(p-l) /2
l [V.l by Proposition 1.6. Thus,

1=1 1

i[x,;T xl
(p-l)/2

[~/2x. (1~) I [Vi]]
1=1

p-1 .
[Ti/Zx, L T1 A]

i=l
p-l

But as noted in Remark 1.7, L riA = O. Hence,
1=0

[x,~Tix] = [T1/ 2x,A] .

4
Hence, [HZ (W;%z)] =.l. [Hi (G;%Z)] in R(Zp) ~ %2. Moreover

4 4 1=0

L [Hi (G;Z2)] . [Ci (G;Z2)] in R(Z) ~ %2 for Ci (G;ZZ) the cellular
i=O 1=0 P

For P a module over ZZ[%p]' let [Pl denote the class represented by

P in R(Z), the representation ring of Z over the field %2' Notice that
A PAP

G • W U aw {cone on aw} has a natural action of D2p with one fixed point,

the cone point, and satisfies, as M is a mod 2-homo1ogy sphere, mod2

Poincare duality.
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chain groups of a cellular decomposition of G. However, the action of

G is free outside a 2-manifold 1/ in Wand the cone point. Hence in

R(Zp) 8 Z2

Z onp

Moreover, as W is a 2-fold branched cover of W along Va' X(W) = 2x(W) 

x(V) is odd, and hence X(G) == 0 (mod2). Hence, [H
2

(W;ZZ)] = [ZZ[Zp]] • [ZZ]

in R(Zp) ~ Z2. Thus, from Propositions 2.4 and 2.3 we conclude that

<A,A> 1 + eO

1 + (1 + T + ... + TP- l )

T + T2 + ... + TP- l •

Going back to the definition of the pairing <A,A> this says:

Corollary 2.7. In H2(W,aW;%2) the intersection number of [VOl with [Vi]

is odd.

Proof of Theorem II: As Vi and Va intersect just in the circle B, and this

circle of intersections can be removed by pushing one class away from the Qther,

the intersection of [Vi] and [VOl is evidently given by the linking numbers

of aVi = &1 and avO = &0 in W. Thus Theorem II, and also Theorem I, follow

from Corollary 2.7.
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ATOMIC SURGERY PROBLEMS

Andrew casson and Michael Fteedman*

ABSTRACT. The surgery sequence is the central theorem in manifold
theory. In dimension four it is a giant, if improbably, conjecture
which would imply almost everything from the four dimensional
Poincare conjecture to "knots with Alexander polynoaial equal one
are slice". We have reduced the conjecture to an investigation of
certain "atomic" surgery problems. '!his leads to an equivalent re
formulation of the conjecture in terms of the classical theory of
links in the three sphere.

REVIEW

This is a preliminary draft, written and abandoned in 1976 (or 1977).

Andrew had come to visit me~ I put him to work on the non-simply-connected ver

sion of his theory of flexible handle-bodies. This writeup explores the finite

version, though we considered, but could find no use for the non-compact limit

(recently considered in Dimonski1s Ph.D. thesis). This paper is included in

the proceedings at the request of the editors, as an historical relic. TWo re

cent ideas which we suffered in ignorance of w~e: 1. It is possible (even

when nl~ 0) to concentrate on complexes which serve as substitutes for a disk

rather than ones substituting for a wedge of 2-spheres. And the related obser

vation - 2. The more symmetrical grope construction carol replace the "1/2-towers"

created here. (Bob Edwards was influential in the development of both these

ideas - a fact, I am glad to record.) The second defi~it greatly complicates

our discussion of the s-~obordism theorem. This draft was never proofed by

Andrew, has not been updated, and is probably replete with speling erorsl

o. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

Michael H. Freedman August 1983

Most efforts to construct smooth four dimensional manifolds can be regarded

as an attempt to solve some particular surgery problem with vanishing obstruc

tion. No general theory exists for compact four dimensional surgery problems

(although progress has recently been made in the non-compact case, see [Fl],

*partially supported by NSF Grants
© 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271·4132/84 $1.00 + $ .25 per page
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[F2], [FQ], and [S]) and the history of effort expended on special cases is dis

couraging. The only notable success, here, is a technique (See [eS1]) for al

tering the normal invariants of certain non-orientable 4-manifolds such as Rp4.

One is lead to suspect that many of these surgery problems do not in fact

have solutions; for if they did admit solutions why should these always be so

difficult to find? However, it is noteworthy that no counterexample is known
+to the all-encompassing conjecture A(A): The surgery-exact-sequence for

(oriented) simple Poincare pairs (X,a) is exact when dim[X,a] > 4. It is

our purpose to shed some light on this conjecture by reducing the vast diversity

of unobstructed four dimensional problems to a smaller collection of "atomic"

surgery problems.

In the orientable case a close relationship is developed between atomic

problems and certain link slicing problems. This leads to Theorem 2, an equiva

lent reformulation of conjecture A+ purely in terms of the classical theory

of links in s3.
In the cases we will consider, the Wall group surgery obstruction vanishes.

So, for us, a problem will be a degree one normal map f: (M
4

,a) + (X,a) from a

smooth 4-manifold to simple Poincare space with a(f) = 0 £ L:<n
1

X). In the case

that the boundaries are non-empty fla:aM + ax may not be a homotopy equival

ence but is required to induce an isomorphism on H*( ;~[n ,X]) the homology

induced from the universal cover X. This requirement implies that the inter

section pairing on the kernel K
2

(M
4

) ~ K
2

(M
4

) + ~[n lX) is nonsingular, the

necessary condition to define a(f). A solution will mean a normal bordism

(reI a) to a simple homotopy equivalence.

The choice of generality in this definition has been carefully made. We

remark that the problem of h-slicing a knot with Alexander polynomials ~(t) = ,
(so that n

1
(homotopy 0

4 _ slice) =~) gives rise to a bounded problem f where

fla is a ~[nlX] = ~[~] equivalence but not, usually, a homotopy equivalence.

Also this is the generality in which the stable (#n(S2 x 52» theory of Shaneson

and Cappell [CS2] applies. On the other hand, if fla were required only to

be an integral homology equivalence it is known (rCG]) through the study of

dihedral signatures that the vanishing of the appropriate "surgery obstruction"

(this time lying in a r-group [CS3]) is not sufficient to complete surgery up

to integral equivalence.

Unless specified to the contrary, constructions are to be carried out in

the smooth category; when corners arise they are understood to be rounded in

the usual way.

An important notion for us will be: a problem f "reduces to" a problem

g, written f +g, this corresponds to finding g inside f, more precisely:

We write f -to g iff f: (M, 0) + (X, a) is normally coborant (reI. a) to an

f': (M; a) + (X, a) such that:
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1) There is a (not necessarily connected) codimension-O smooth submanifold

(N,a) c interior (M), and a simple relative homotopy equivalence:

h: (X, aX) ... (X', ax) such that g= h 0 f" (X, a): (N, a) .. h 0 f' (N, a) = (Y, a) is

a problem whose target is a collared Poincare imbedding (Y, a) c XI •

2) h 0 f I is a map of quadruples:

hof'(M',N,M1-N, aM 1 )+ (X,Y,X-Y, aX)

3) The surgery kernel is concentrated in N, i.e. hOflfMi"'=N: M"=N ... X-y

is a simple absolute homotopy equivalence.

We say fl contains 9 and use script letters to denote sets of problems_

tie will wr ite iF" '(J if for each f E 6 there exist 9
1

, •• • ,9n such that

f ... g, U .. - U gn- Set 7(7+) = the collection of all (orientable) prob

lems. ~(~+) will be the~ problems (oriented atomic problems). We have

given a recipe for constructing a general a Et.JlI(or a+Ev4+).

Consider the four ways of constructing self-plumbings of s2 x 0
2

• If i
O

and i, are two disjoint product-preserving imbeddings (0
2

x D
2

) <:...+ 52 x 0
2 we

rna y iden t i f y : 1 ) i 0 (a, b) - i 1 (b, a) , 2 ) i 0 (a, b) -- i, (b I a), 3 ) i 0 (a, b) --

i, (b,a), or 4) i o(a,b) .... i
1

(b,a) to allow (i a, i
1

) to determine a self

plumbing in one of four possible ways. The first two are oriented self-plumb-
jO,j1,ko,k,

ings. Let N or just N, denote the 4-manifold wi th boundary
2 22 2 2 2 2

obtained by taking two copies of S x D , (8 x 0 ) 0 and (S x 0 ) l' and per-

forming (j£. j£ • k£ and kg) self-plumbing of types (1 ..2,3 and 4) ~n (S2 X n2
)f:'

£= 0 or', and then J01n1ng the two copies by a single self-plumbing of type 1.

f . + 1I both k
O

= k, = 0 we denote the man1fold by N
2

• N
2

co lapses to a wedge of

singular (immersed) 2-spheres, N
2
\. AvB = (8

2
x 0)0 / If 1 b' V

2 ~se -p urn 1ngs

(5 x 0) 1 ~elf-PIUmbings·
Suppose that (i O ' i,) and (jo' j,) determine self-plumbings of type

and 2 respectively (or 3 and 4 respectively). This pair of self-plumbings

determines an imbedded loop y CaN 2 as follows: Let YO and Y; be disjointly

. b dd d . [2 , (' (2 0 ll' 2 0 lJ.' 2 il' 2 ]~m e e arcs 1n S - 1nt 1
0

D x) 1, (D x) J O(D x 0) J, (D x 0»

wi th the endpoints y 0(0) = i 0 ( 1 ,0) , Yo (1) = j 0 (' ,0) , Yi (0) = j 1 (1 ,0), and

Y; (1) = i, (' ,0). y is defined by y = (yO' 1) U (Y; , ') C aN2 . Evidently there

are different choices possible for YO and Y; and therefore y. Let

Yl'·.·'Y' . k k = y~ be a disjoint collection of such y's for N
2

j call
J O+ ] 1 + 0 + 1

this a standard basis.

Here a Kinky~ (oriented kinky handle) will be a 2-handle D2
x 0

2

with interior self-plumbings (of types 1 and 2) with an equal number of types

and 2 and of types 3 and 4. (When both numbers are zero we will not cal! this

a kinky handle.)
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The symbol N
4
,i or N

4
will be reserved to denote any 4-manifold with

boundary obtained by attaching kinky handles to any N2 along an appropriately

framed standard basis.

The framing is to be determined as follows. Let y be the image of y

under the collapse N
2
~ A'IB. Let vii be a closed regular neighborhood of y

in N
2

containing y in its boundary. a~(; sl x s2 since both self-plumb

ings have the same orientation) meets AVB in a pair of circles c
1

11 c
2

as

shown in diagram 1.

Diagram 1

The circle bearing the dot represents the l-handle in s' x 52. The number

of half twists is even because the sum of the signs of the two self-plumbs are

opposite. The appropriate framing for y is -k. N4 will denote the result

of attaching (with a-framing) oriented kinky handles to an N
2

along an appro

priately framed standard basis.

Let s be the total number of type 1 self-plumbings and t be the total

number of type 3 self-plumbing in the kinky handles attached to N
2

to form

N4 ·

CLAIM 1: There is a degree l-normal map a: (N
4

,a) + «B U s (oriented

l-handles) U t(unorientable l-handles), a) = (Y,a).

PROOF: This claim corresponds to Lemma 3 [F]; the proof there applies

with little modification.

N
4

is simple homotopy equivalent to 52 82 gl,s. The inclusion map of

kernel modules K2 (N4 ; ~[nlY]) + K2 (N4 , a;~[nlY]) is given by the intersection

pairing A on K
2

(N
4

~ ~[nlY]). It is easy to see geometrically the two free

generators and check that A is represented by a[~ ~J (the kinky handles can-

S 1 0

cel all self-intersections over the group ring). n, (N4 ) + n, (Y) is an iso-

morphism so K
1

(N
4

; ~[nlY]) =0; from the long exact sequence of kernel modules

K
1

<aN
4

i ~[nlY) ~ O. It follows from a standard duality argument that:

CLAIM 2: ala:aN
4

+ ay is a simple ~[1T1Y] - equivalence. ::1
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FUrthermore the self-intersection pairing ~ is also made standard

(~(a) = ~(8) =0) by kinky handles. Thus the surgery obstruction

a(f) £ L
4

(n,Y) L
4

(Free group); Z vanishes so a is a problem.

We define ~ to be the set of all the a's we have just constructed and
A+ +
~ to be the set of all orientable a's, a: (N4+,a) + (Y,a).

1 • THE REDUCTION TO ATOMIC PROBLEMS

THEOREM 1: I' + JI and ~+ + tA +•

PROOF: Let (f:(M,a) + (X,a» e Jr. Preliminary 0 and l-surgeries may be

made to normally cohord f (reI 3) to f t
: (M;a) + (X,a) with it an iso

morphism on 1T 1 and K* (M' , Z ( 'IT 1Xl) = K* :: 0 for *~ 2.

We would like to represent a preferred basis for K
2

by an imbedding of

11 N
2

'S eM. This may be done as follows: Let (a
l

, •.• ,an ,6
1

, ••• ,6
n

) be a

symplectic basis for K
2

• Represent Q
1

by a normal framed immersion

a
l

: s2~ M wi th IJ (a
l

) = o. Using Casson's Lemma «(Fl]) we may arrange that

( 2 inc • t .. h . N t B b1T
1

(M-a, S » -----. 'IT, (M) 1S an lsomorp ~sm. ow we can represen 1 y a

normal framed immersion bl:s2~ M with ~(bl)= 0 and b
1

meeting a
1

in

one (transverse) point. Again Casson's Lemma allows us to arrange
2 2 inc.#

n, (M-{a
l

(5 ) LJ b, (5 ) ~ ~1 (M) to be an isomorphism. A closed regular
• A/ 2 2 A/ • • b dd d Pd· bne1ghborhood vr(a, (5 ) U b, (5 » = vr,C M 18 an 1m e e N

2
• rocee lng y

induction we can represent the hyperbolic pairs (~l,al)'••. ' (an,an ) by dis
n

joint imbeddings 11 ~ C M with the additional property:
n

7T (M- il Jt.)~ 'IT (M) is an isomorphism.
1 1=1 1 1

-Given an C M and aye vY as above we must find an appropr iately
n n

framed y, wi th y '- y to which a kinky handle (k, a) C (M- lL~ , aileA'..)
i= 1 1 i= 1 1

arnbiently attaches.

Recall that h"- AVB and assume that it is self-plumbings of A (say)

which are paired by y. Let B' be a framed immersed 2-sphere which meets
1

(A.VB.) only in a single transverse point pe A. Consider two y's, y and
21

1 1 2
y as constructed in Section 0 (with y ~ y and y ~ y) which differ by one

1 2 n
full turn around i o (1 ,0) in the choice of YO' • If d : (D , a) + (M - il c/f'.. ,

n . · 1
a 11 ~.) is a normally immersed null homotopy of yl there is a nb~1ally

i=1 1. 2 2 2 1 1
immersed null homotopy d of y of the form d ~ d t B

1
• Since B is framed

d
1

and d2 induce the same framing on ~~). Since yl and y2 differ by a

full twist if (avlt;c
1
,c

2
) is put by a diffeomorphism in the form of diagram

2, k will be even in one case and odd in the other. However the framings in-

duced 1 and y2 by d
1

and d 2 equal, so by selecting the correcton y are
1

that when the framing induced 1 by d
1 iscurve, say y , we ensure on y

used to trivialize a~ the number of full twists K becomes even. Adding
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trivial self-intersection in a chart enables us to change the framing d' in

duces on y by any even number, thus we may assume that k = O.

A neighborhood of d' cannot yet be used as the desired kinky handle

since the number of self-plumbing of types 1 and 2 (and types 3 and 4) may not

be equal. A relative Wall form ~(d') € ~(n,M)/I is defined; it would be

sufficient to alter d' (without altering the induced framing on y') so that

~(dl) = O. To do this it is sufficient to find an immersed framed sphere

S C (M-li Jt:.) with )J (5) = A (8) = 0 and 5 meeting d 1 in a single trans
i=' 1

d 1 1 1verse point; for then one could set new d o1d # -~(dold) (5). There is a

distinguished torus (see [F] for definitions) T C adY which meets d 1. trans

versely in a single point. 1f
1

(T)~ 1f
1

(M- JJ.. .h"i) is the zero map. It
n 1=1

follows immediately that [T] € H2 (M- llvt; ;~ [n 1Xl) and that A(T,T) =o.
i=l 1

Geometrically T may be converted into an immersed 2-sphere 8 by an ambient

surger along an immersed 2-disk whose boundary is the meridian (or longitude)of

T. As before, A(5,S) =0; also counting up self-crossings over ~[~lX] (see

Diagram 2) shows 11 (5) = 0

)

"immersed
surgery"

Diagram 2.

Again after a regular homotopy of

is an isomorphism.

we have 1
U d » .. 1f

1
(M)

We can descr ibe a regular neighborhood of (Jflu d 1 ) as Jf/ union a kinky

handle attached to an appropriately framed y. Proceeding by induction we are

able to prove:

LEMMA 1: The hyperbolic pairs (ai' b1 ) in the kernel 9roup of f',

K2(M':Zn[~lX]), are represented by disjointly imbedded 4-manifolds N4,i with

'If, (M- Jl N
4

.) --''lf
1

(M) an isomorphism. ..,
i=l ,1

Let a i : (N4 , i ' a ) ---. (Yi' a) be the atomic problems wi th dom8ins

N4,,·· ·N4 ,n which we constructed in Section o. Set (a:.N+ Y) = lJ, a i • By
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Lemma 1 N is a codimension 0 submanifold of M. Lemma 2.8 of [W] and the

remark which follows it allows us to find a manifold l~skeleton for X, that

is a simple homotopy equivalence: h:(X,aX) ---+ (X',ax) where

X· (aX U l-cells U 2-cells U 3-cells) U (H) where H is a smooth manifold
aH

with boundary obtained by attaching l-handles (possibly unoriented) to the

4-ball: 1T
l

(H) generates 1T 1 (X').

~~ imbedding: Y. ~ H, unique up to isotopy, is determined by tAe map
-1 1

a.
1# hofl

1T 1 (Yi) 'Tf 1 (Ni) • Tf 1 <.x' ) • After a homotopy of h 0 f}: N-+ X is

merely the composition i-a:N-+ Y-+ X. By alignment (Lemma 4' [F] with the state

ment generalized slightly to permit nonorientable l-handles) h f is homotopic

(reI a1 to a map of quadruples: hof: (M, M-N, N, aM) ~ (X', X'-Y, Y, ax).

Since K2(N;~(1T1X] = K2(M~~[1T1X]) a Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that

hoflM-N is a simple ~[nlX]-equivalence. Furthermore

1T (M-N) inc.i. 1T (M) it t 1T (X) ~ 1T (X'=Y) are all isomorphisms so
1 1 1 1

h f M=N ~X'=Y is actually a simple homotopy equivalence. Thus f+ a.

If f is an orientable problem f+ then the a we have constructed is

a+, also orientable. So we have also shown that f+ ---+ a+ ....

COROLLARY 1; If the problems in ~(~+) all admit solutions then all
+

prob~ems (pro~lems in ~) admit solutions.

PROOF. Let f € 1'. By the theorem there is a normal bordism (reI. a) B

from f to f' with f 1 containing some a € ~. If B' be some solution to

a then it is easily checked that BUB' is a solution to f.
domain a

REMARK 1: Theorem 1 shows that problems over free groups are sufficiently

general to capture any surgical phenomena that may be peculiar to dimension

four.

REMARK 2: Since there are few people who believe that all problems admit

solutions it is worth noting that the implication in Corollary 1 holds for the

weaker notion of A-solution. Let A be a functor from groups with an augmen

tation into Z2 to algebras with augmentation. A A-solution to a problem is

just a normal bordism (reI. a) to a simple A-homology isomorphism.

REMARK 3: There is some arbitrariness in our choice of JI and JJI+. A

little of the work of theorem one would be saved if we had settled for larger

class in which we abandon the framing assumption on the attached kinky handles

and the requirement that the self-plumbings of a kinky handle be paired. Our

choice of ~ and ~+ is motivated by the simplicity of the corresponding

link-diagrams (see [F1]). Another potentially useful feature of the N
4

'S as

we have constructed them is that they are amenable to a continued extension to

N6 'S, NatS etc •.• analogous to the M
4

, M6 , •.• of [Fl]).
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We outline this reduction.

REMARK 4: A smaller (but still countably infinite) sub class of
+ + +

JI(JI ), JI_ (JI_> can be used in place of JI(JI ). A typical problem

a E~ has its domain an N
4

constructed as follows: Begin with either
-O,j,~l,Kl 1,jl,O,k1

N
2

or N
2

Form N
4

by attaching kinky handles whi~h

have only a single pair of self-plumbings to a standard basis y y1'···' l+j,+k,·

As in the proof of Theorem bord f to f' and represent K
2

by arbitrary

N
4

'S. In a given N
4

as long as some kinky handle has more than a single

pair of double points, a pair of double points on either A or B can be

created in such a way that one sees a new collection of kinky handles on a new

standard basis with the total number of self-plumbings in the kinky handle un

changed. Diagram 3 illustrates this "un-Whitney move It

Before

After

Diagram 3

"core" of kinky handle with,
two pairs of self plumbings

path along which a sheet of A is
to be moved

new kinky handles with one
pair of self plumbings apiece
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By induction we end with an N4 in_ which all kinky handles have a single

pair of self-plumbings.

To achieve i O• 0, and k O= 1 (or i O• 1

to further bard f' by additional l-surgeries.

its effect on K2 is illustrated in Diagram 4.

and ko • 0) it is necessary

A representative surgery and

Befote

B

B'

B2 (_B t # transverse sphere
to surgery)

After

Diagram 4
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2. THE LINK SLICING PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED TO ~+

Henceforth N
4

(or just N) denotes the domain of a problem a€~+.
,a a

Tb understand the relation between a and link slicing problems it will be

necessary to produce a handle decomposition for N4 analogous to the handle

decomposition of M
4

given in Section 1 of [Fl]. The situations are quite

similar so the handle diagram for N
4

is given below without further justifi

cation.

kinky
handles

B

o~
r~J JV' ~c;A l)~

~\) 1!f
· V GtD

~ 0 : kinky handles

0Pl~c:~ ~
\~
\:~

Handle Diagram for N4

Diagram 5

Henceforth the possible repititions (represented by dots in Diagram 5)

will be omitted from the illustrations. Two diagrams, or the links which con

stitute them will be called similar if they differ only by the admission or

omission of such repititions. Using this conversion and after passing l-handles

Diagram 5 becomes Diagram 6.
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o 0

o n

Diagram 6

191

Changing l-handles to 2-handles and then manipulating 2-handles (see [K]

~ the rules of handle calculus) we get Diagram 7 representing

z

aN •
a

O-framed surgery on L ,[L ] = aN
(all up to similarity)a a a

Diagram 7
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Let La be the O-framed link (similar to Diagram 7) which gives rise to

3(domain (a»= aNa after surgery. We write: (La) = aNa-

In an algebraic sense La is very close to being a trivial link. La is

a boundary link, i.e. it is spanned by a Siefert surface Sa with
inc.,

wO(La )~ wO(Sa) an isomorphism. A particular Sa is readily visible

(half of it is lightly shaded) in Diagram 1. The Siefert matrix for Sa is

trivial, Le. it takes the form e ~ ~ .

dimensions

Thus La is "algebraically slice- in the strong sense; in the higher

(11 S4k+l~ s4k+3 . .------- , k~ 1) th1.S data would 1mply that there was

a slice i.e. a commutative diagram:

II s4k+l
L

S4k+3a •

a! a 1
11 04k+2

s
04k+4a ..

For each a&JI+ there exists an inte-
s3 and a commutative diagram

a 53

a!
Ii 0

4
H

LlL sl __......a_.....

s11 02 a__..

with [04k+4 - Sa(lL 04k+2)] ~ V 51. We will consider the consequences of

three progressively stronger assumptions, each a variant of: "There exists an

sa slicing La"·

ASSUMPTION 1 (homology-slice):
4 4gral homology 4-ball DH with aD

H

ASSUMPTION 2 (Algebraically ribbon): In addition to Assumption 1, we re-

quire that the inclusion map [La] = (3:4'(S3 U Sa(lL 0
2» -- (0:- sa (11 0

2
»

induces an epimorphism on fundamental groups.

ASSUMPTION 3 (strongly slice): In addition to Assumption 2, we require

that 04 is diffeomorphic to 0
4

and that s restricts to the standard
H a

slice on the unknotted and unlinked collection of components {x,y,x',y', and

all similar components} as shown in Diagram 7.
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PROPOSITION 1: Assumption 1 implies every oriented problem has a

A-solution where A(G) is the integers with the trivial action of G.

PROOF: This follows from Remark 2 once (D:-.A'(S3 USa <ll D
2»,

a [La] = aNa) = (0,3) is identified as the upper boundary of some B', a

A Z-solution of a. Given a framing 6' for O. The obstruction tJ to con

structing a B1 with as' = NaN~aQ Q, the isomorphism being the canonical

one given by the passage from Diagram 5 to Diagram 7, liesin the 4-dimensional
n 1 _ n stable

framed bordism of a wedge of circles F4(1~1 Si) = i!' w3 We may

arrange ~ = 0 by rechoqsing , near an imbedded wedge of circles in Q. This

constructs B' and completes the proof. HI

PROPOSITION 2: Assumption 2 implies every oriented problem has a solution.

PROOF: First construct a degree one normal map from (Q,3N), a':

(Q,aN) -(Y,o), normally bordant .(rel 3) to a. It follo~s from Claim 2

(section 0) that the kernel ka = kernel (w
1

(3N) --+W
1

(3Y» is perfect.

Assumption 2 gives commutative diagram

'If 1 (aN) • w1 (aY)

I epi I -

1T 1 (0)
t w1(Y)

From this we see that k= kernel (1T, (0) ---+1T1 (Y» is a quotient of ka and

therefore a perfect group. Thus K, (OiZ[n,Y)= O. Set K2 =K2(Q~Z[~1Y).

K
2

is the first nonvanishing kernel group and is therefore stably-free.

According to a calculation of Bass [B] KO (Z [free group]) - e. KO(Z[Zl):O
coples

so K
2

is actually free. If rank
Z

[1f
1
y]K

2
>0 there would be a generator x

and an element y, x,y £ K2 , with ~(x,y) = 1 (by nonsingularity of A). But

all inteIsection numbers must be zero when reduced to Z since H2(Q;~) 0;

so K2 == o.
By duality all the kernel groups vanish; a' is a A-solution to a where

A(G) = Z[G]. Remark 2 may now be used to find a A-solution

f":(M'-N UQ),3) ~(X,a) to any fe ,+. The following Van Kampen diagram

computes kernel [fi:~l (M") ---+1f1 (X»):

1 I
o a ker(1I',(M'=N) -+ ker(1I'1MW)
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Part 3 in the definition of f+ g yi~lds ker(TI, (M'=N) ~ 0; Assumption

2 forc~s the top arrow to be an epimorphism. The pushout ker(M") is neces-

sarily trivial. It follows that f" is actually a solution to f.

The surgery-exact+
A :Assumption 3 implies conjecture

3. THE EQUIVALENCE OF ASSUMPTION 3 AND CONJECTURE A+

It is an open question of some interest whether there is a smooth knot

k 2 4 4 . h (4 k (S2 ) ==_ fYJ d n hI" ·:8 -+ homotopy(S) = Sh W1t ttl Sh - ) ~ an nOC 1n 1nvar1ant

(k) 1 £ Z2 •

OBSERVATION 1: Assumption 2 implies the existence of a knot k with the

above properties.

PROOF: Proposition 2 allows us to solve the surgery problem (see [F1])

which constructs a simply connected homology H-cobordism C with ac= E311-t3

where !3 is the Poincare homology sphere. Let C be C with ends identi

f ied. Let C be the result of a fr arned l-surgery on the generator -of

TI, (e) ~ z. C is a homotopy 4-sphere. If the surgered circle is arranged to

meet E3 in a single point then its linking 2-sphere is clearly a knot of

RoChlin invariant = 1 in C. Furthermore TIl (C-linking sphere) ~ ttl (C-circle)

- TIl (e) ~ z. m

PROPOSITION 3:

sequence:

o
---+

is exact for oriented simple Poincare pairs (X,a) when dim[X,a] =4.

It is only necessary to verify exactness at ~ the smooth structures

(reI. d> on X, since Proposition 2 already implies exactness at the normal

maps ~.

In the proof of Proposition 1, a bordism B' is constructed. with a

little care, B' can be constructed to be the domain of a surgery problem:

----+ (03 )( 52
n

(0
4

x Sl) , ,g:(B',NUQ) q el) with g restricted to one
i=l 1

singular sphere glA null homotopic.

By a splitting argument the surgery obstruction o(g) is a collection of

signatures. Without changing aBe = aN U 3Q we are free to vary these signa

tures by an even integer. If some of these signatures are odd we can change

O(rel 3) to make o(g) = O. This is done by altering the slice S where
4 2 4 2 a

necessary by a connected sum of pairs (D
H

, Sa(llD ) • (52' k(5) where k is

the knot constructed in Observation 1. Since ~1 (S~- k(S » =~ our assump

tion 2, that n, (aQ) + ttl (0) is an epimorphism, is preserved. Thus g has

vanishing obstruction. By high dimensional surgery B' is normally bordant

trel a) to a simple homotopy equivalence:
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3 2 n 4 1
g1:(B~.N UQ) ---+ (D x S q (D x S )i' 3)

i=l

195

The proof of Proposition 2 (Section 1) enables us to represent any kernel
by

an imbedded liN. Attaching B' to B (as in the proof of Corollary 1) along

liN will kill the subkernel basis {al, ••• ,an } and do nothing else on homol

ogy with coefficients z[n,X]. The usual argument (see Ch. 10 [W]) that

L
4k

+
1

acts on ~(x4k,a) now applies. Thus it follows from Assumption 2

alone implies that the surgery exact sequence is exact if ~S(x4,a) is in

terpreted as relative s-cobordism classes of simple homotopy equivalences to

X (rel a). To complete the proof of Proposition 3 we must prove:

PROPOSITION 3 1
; Assumption 3 implies the 5-dimensional relative (oriented)

s-cobordism theorem.

The proof of the s-cobordism theorem in higher dimensions may be followed

until the following difficulty on a mid-level 4-manifold is reached.

PROBLEM: Let M be an oriented 4-manifold (possibly with boundary) and

k an integer> O. Let <a
1

, ••• ,a
k

} and <b
1

, ••• ,b
k
> be two disjointly im

bedded collections of spheres (the ascending and descending spheres) with the

intersections over Z[n,M]
k

1T, (M-li a.) ~ 1f, (M) and
i'=1 1

given by X(a., b.) = ~ ..• We know
k 1 1 1J

71
1
(M-11 b.) --+ 1f

1
(M) are isomorphisms.

i=l 1

The

problem is to find an isotopy of 11 b. to 11 b! with a. h b~ = ¢ .for
i=l 1 i=l 1 1 J

i1 j and a
i

and b
i

meeting transversely in one point for all 1 < i < k.

In the p~esence of Assumption 3 we will solve this problem, completing the

proof of Proposition 3'. The strategy is to solve the problem in a manifold

M arrived at by cutting and pasting M# k (S2 x 52), in the end M is identi

fied as the original M. For convenience we have outlined the steps as if

k = 1.

a b

d

p

Diagram 8
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Step 1: Add a copy of 52 x 52 to M. Let p,q be the new transverse

spheres in Mt S2 x S2. Corollary 2.5 [0] and the following remark provides an

isotopy of MI 52 x 52 which carries b to a sphere b' with a n b' =one

transverse point. The cost is that b now intersect p V q.

Step 2: A homological calculation (using Z [1I',M] coefficients) shows

that 11'1 (M- (a Vb U pV q» is perfect. "Casson moves· (see added in proof

[Fl]) creating pairs of double points in a n p and a n q make

'lr
1

(M- (aVb UpVq») - O. We show how to eliminate one pair of double points

of a np (or a nq, b n.p, b nq) without introducing new intersections

into these sets.

Step 3: Let d be an immersed (framed) Whitney disk [FQ] pairing an

algebraically cancelling pair of intersection in a np. Assuming

int(d) CM- (aVb UpVq) and (after Casson IDOves) that its deletion does not

change ~1 (complement). Make d imbedded by pushing out self-intersections

of d to form pairs of intersections in d np. Add a new layer of immersed

Whitney disks pairing algebraically cancelling pairs of intersections of d

Again to simplify notation, we consider the case of one disk

cancelling pairs.

and

Also

Ase.

e n (a V b U q) ) =11, e n p consists of

and 'lr
1

(M-aVb UpVq Ud Ue) ;: o.
P off the part of 3e lying on p.

to be imbedded ,

int(e) n d= ~

e

by pushing sheets ofe n p= II

we arrange

p.

with d

Now make

p is now only immersed; call it pt.

Step 4: Push p' by the "whitney trick" across e. p' will now "link"

d in the following sense. The natural Whitney disks (call one f) for kil

ling the double point pairs introduced into p (when it became pi) will

intersect d.

d
e p'

Diagram 9
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Step 5: Push pi across d by the -Whitney trick R
• The interior of f

lies in (M- a V b U q).

The intersection p' n int(f) may be arranged in pairs that cancel in the

group ring. In fact there is an f' which differs from f only by Casson

moves and an isotopy of its interior so that p' n int(f') =~. f' is found

by doing a ·singular Whitney trick n along an immersed disk. (Each double point

byis made from ppi

of the immersed Whitney disk corresponds to four Casson moves.)
+Step 6: A regular neighborhood of (piV q U fl) is an N
4

manifold,

N CM-aVb with 1I'1(M- (aVbU N» + 1I'1(M) an isomorphism). FUrthermore we

N C (52 S2 D,4 ) J.-. 51 D3 W the or 1·gl·nal s2 x 52 _ D-4may assume x - Lot x =,
copies

summand union thickened arcs. Tb see this note that

Casson moves, i.e. pushing along an are, f' is made from the newly created

Whitney disk f by more pushing along arcs. W is merely a regular neighbor

hood of (52 x 52 - 0
4

U arcs). Assume, for the sake of a canonical form, that

each arc minus 52 x 52 - 0
4 is a (nonempty) closed interval.

Step 7: Retrace steps through 6 in the proper generality; pair

a i n p
j , a i n q

j , bin Pj' and bin qj' 12.i, j~k, with dis and dnpi
and d nqi with els. The result will be a regular neighborhood,

k
N~(p!Vq! U I' 's) C M- 11 (aVb). Furthermore we will have an inclusion

1 1 i=l

k k 2 2 4 13 k
N =11 N. C 11 [( S x 5 - 0) q S x 0 1. = 11 w.::: W analogous to the one

i=l 1 i=l copies 1 i=l 1

constructed above.

Sta~ting with Diagram 7 one may arrive at the following handle-body de-

scription of any component of W-N W. - N. = [ # (S
1

x 52) x [0,1]] U 2-handles
1 1 .

coples a+
The index set counts the total number of above mentioned arcs or equivalently,

I contains an index for each curve of type x, y, x', or y' in Diagram 7. If

we let the x, y, x', y', represent the l-handles of [ #i (S' x 5
2

)71 x 1cop es
then the 2-handles are attached with a-framing to the 1-1evel along the curves

of type z and Zl in Diagram 7.

Assumption 3 provides standard slices for the x, y, x', and y'. So Q

is actually the closed complement of slices for the z and z I in # S1
x 03 •

copies

So M = (~ - N) U Q = (~- W) U (W-N U 0)

224 4
(~ - k (5 x S - 0 » U kD = M. We haye written

(M- - W) U ( # (51 x n3)
-I{ copies

~ for Mik(5
2

xS
2

) and

The 2-handles of

I s1
x 0

3
•

copies

w. - N.
1 1

fit into the missing slices so w. - N. U
1 1 can.

3N.=ao.
1 1
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k
Q for II Q

1
· This completes the proof of Propositions 3' and 3. Hi m

i=1
THEOREM 2: The surgery exact sequence of Proposition 3 is exact if and

only if Assumption 3 is true.

PROOF: By Proposition 3 it is only necessary to assume exactness and then

construct for each a the desired slices sa' (Components similar to z and z')

in q S' x D
3

•
copies

The slice sa will be found by constructing its closed complement Q.

Exactness at ~(y,a) guarantees a solution to a: (N,a) + (Y,a). Let

h: (Q, a) + (Y, a) be the resulting simple homotopy equivalence. Let T= Q U

2-handles be obtained by attaching 2-handles to 0 along small O-framed link

ing circles to the components of types z and z' in Diagram 7. aT is now dif-

feomorphic to t1 (5' x 52) and the co-cores of the newly attached handles
copies 2

constitute slice s 1<1L D) in T for the curves of types z and z' lying
a 2

on aT. n, (T-sa<ll D » =n
1

<0> - Free group so Sa' extends by adding

standard 2-handles to T to a slice s of L C s3 which is "algebraicallya a
ribbon tl

•

To verify Assumption 3 we must show that (T,a) can be chosen to be dif

feomorphic to q (8
1

x 0
3
), a) = (U, a). h may be extended (by attaching

copies
2-handles to both sides) to a simple homotopy equivalence relative the identity

map on a, hi: (T,a) + (u,a). The normal invariant

is normallyhisois signature (T) = 0

C= E
8

U C U - E
8 be

a+c a-c
with a copy of the E8-Plumbing glued to its upper and lower boundaries. Let

be an s-framed 5-manifold ae= C. Set H= e/E
8 =_E

8
• A new normal bordism

h(h; a) E:

C

s. TI
3

(G/O} e TI
4

(G/O)
COPles

cobordant relative boundary to the identity. We have

h:(B,T,U) + (Ux [0,1], UxO, Uxl), tif!' = h' xO, ifJ = idT xl. The surgery

obstruction a(h) € L
S (free group) on the normal bordism belongs to
5

H
1

( q (5
1

x 0
3
); ~) and is determined by the signatures of Il-1( * x D

3
x [0,1]).

ie:I
Let C be the manifold in Observation 1. Let

B' can be formed with a(h) = 0 by adding copies of H to B. A copy of H is

added to B by identifying a framed normal bundle of a circle y in aOB= T

with the framed normal bundle of a generator of

a (h) (y] by ±1. aOB' =T' is no longer equal

H
1

(C;Z). This changes

T but results from changing T

near a collection of circles. By general position these circles do not meet
2the slices s tell D) and change does not affect any fundamental groups. So

a 2
assume our slices Sal(ll D) lie in T'. Let hIt be the new simple homotopy

equivalence.

Since a(h fl
) is now zero, surgery on h"(rel a) produces a relative

s-cobordism of hi: (T~a) + (U,a) to the identity. An application of the
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s-cobordism theorem completes the proof of Theorem 2.

REMARK 5: A nonorientable version of Theorem 2 may be proved. However,

we would lose the close relationship to links in s3~ the corresponding

Assumption 3 would involve the slicing of certain links in nonorientable handle

bodies.

This close relationship between surgery and link theory should provide

moral support to those who study 4-manifolds through link-diagrams. It might

be hoped that information can be recovered in either field by going forward

and then backwards along the equivalence. We close with such an example.

EXAMPLE: Suppose that for all a aNa aQa for some Qa with

~1 (aQa ) + n
1

(Qa> an epimorphism and Qa Z[ TI 1Yl - equivalent to a wedge of

circles (i.e. all a are algebraically ribbon). Then all a satisfy

aOa = ao~ with Q~ homotopy equivalent to a wedge of circles. The assumption, by

Proposition 2 yields exactness at ~(Y,a); exactness at ~(Y,a) provides

Q~.
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SMOOTH 4-MANIFOLDS WITH DEFINITE INTERSECTION FORM

s. K. Donaldson

This is a summary of the lectures at the Durham conference that were de

voted to the application of gauge theory to 4-manifold topology, in the form of

the following result:

THEOREM. If X is ~~, compact, simply connected, oriented 4-mani

fold with positive definite intersection~, then~~ is equivalent

~ the integers to the standard diagonal form.

A detailed account of the proof is now in preparation so I shall attempt

here to give an easily accessible presentation of the ideas used. The first

six sections give the definitions and basic properties of self-dual connections,

and these are used in Section Seven to prove the theorem.

SECTION ONE. SELF-DUALITY

There is a local isomorphism of Lie Groups:

SO(4) ~ SO(3) x SO(3)

which gives 4-dimensional Riemannian geometry certain special features. The

isomorphism can be realized by the natural decomposition:

A
2

:R
4

:= A
2

:R
4 e A

2
:R

4
•

+ -

into the 3-dimensional eigenspaces of the *-operator, the "self-dual" and
2

It anti self-dual" parts, so that for a e: A± :

2
a A a = ±(a A *a) = ± Ia I • vol. (1)

If Y is any compact oriented Riemannian 4-manifold this decomposition

applies to each of the cotangent spaces to decompose the space of 2-forms:

n
2

(y) = o;(y) e n:(y).

The Laplacian I!l =dd* + d*d commutes with * so we get a similar decomposition

of the harmonic 2-forms:

which, by the defining property (1) and the Hodge Theory (see [8], for this)

reflects the signature of the intersection form:

@ 1984 American Mathematical Society
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202 s. K. DONALDSON

So if in particular Y= X is the manifold of the theorem, given some metric,
2

then 3t'_ eX) =o. Similarly the first order operator

(d*+d-): Ol(y) + o.°(Y) G} n:(y)

(d*adjoint to d, d the anti self-dual part of d) has

index (d* + d -) = b 1 - 1 - b; • (2)

SECTION TWO. CONNECTIONS AND CURVATURE

(3)

fdAs •+

If V is a complex vector bundle over Y, a connection A on V can be

defined to be a family of "horizontal subspaces" in the total space, or dually

by the associated differential operator

d
A

: Q O(Y7V) .. n1
(Y1V)

So in any local frame S= (Sl' ••• 'S) for V, A is represented by a matrix of
5 n s n

l-forms A: dAS i = I A.. " s.. (This definition follows [3] Appendix C).
j=l 1) J

If V has extra structure we can define connections that respect that structure

For any two connections A,B on V the defining property (3) implies that

dA- dB is an algebraic operator, so A-B

of n1 (Y;End V). Similarly the curvature
2of Q (Y;End V) given in the local frame

FS = dAs _ AS A AS

is naturally defined as an element

F(A) of a connection is an element

S by the matrix of 2-forms:

(4)

There is an obvious notion of isomorphism for connections and we shall

eventually be interested in connections up to this equivalence or, more for

mally, in the quotient of the affine space tJtI of all connections on V by the

aagauge group·a • of automorphisms of V.

The self-dual decomposition extends to bundle valued forms and combines

very naturally with the geometry of connections. If A is a connection on a

unitary bundle V the "Yang-Mills action" of A is defined to be:

(Here F(A) = F = F+ + F_>

(This was first defined in Mathematical Physics, the associated variational

equations are the Yang-Mills equations). Whereas the integral

f Tr (F A *F)

Y

is a characteristic number, a topological invariant of the bundle V. We say
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that a connection A is self-dual if it has self-dual curvature:

203

F (A) = 0 (5)

and so for such connections the two integrands above are identical. Henceforth

we will be concerned only with bundles of rank 2 and with structure group

5U(2). The topological classification of such bundles over the 4-manifold Y

is by the integer c
2

= c
2

(V) [Y], and for a self-dual connection on V we have:

2 2
1/8n IIFII =-c 2 ~ 0 •

If c
2

=0 then any self-dual connection must be a flat connection with

vanishing curvature, such are in (1-1) correspondence with their holonomy

representation

n
1

(Y) .. SU(2)

In particular if Y= X is the simply connected 4-manifold of the theorem then

any self-dual connection with c
2

=0 is trivial. We shall study the first

interesting case c
2

= -1 from now on.

SECTION THREE. THE SPACE OF l-INSTANTONS

The self-dual connections on a bundle with group SU(2) and c
2

=-1 over

the standard Riemannian 54 are all explicitly known and play an important role

in the general theory. They illustrate the fact that the self-duality equation

(5) is conformally invariant; that is, a conformal transformation f:S4
+ s4

pulls one self-dual connection back to another. Similarly since S4_{pt.} is

conformally equivalent to R
4 these solutions may also be regarded as self-dual

connections or lIinstantons" on R
4

• There is a natural SO(S)-invariant

self-dual connection coming from the "quaternionic Hopf fibration":

s7

.J- s3 _ 5U(2)

8
4

and the conformal group of s4 generates all possible solutions from this

basic one. Thus the set of equivalence classes of self-dual connections with

c 2 = -1 on 54 is parametr ized by a moduli space:

~(S4) =Conformal Group of s4/S0 (5) ~~ Under the standard conformal
4 4 -chart R + S - {p} the conformal transformations corresponding to the segment

So+p
op in B are represented by dilations:

o< X< 1

d 4 h . . h ·An on R t e lnstantons represented by this segment 1n t e modull space,

AX' say, have curvature densities:
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2
A

2
/(A

2
+ IXI 2

)

+ 0 as A + 0

+ as A + 0

for XF 0

for x:: 0

for

less than some fixed Co
a convergent sUb-sequence.

Thus we may compactify the moduli space ~(S4) intrinsically by adding on
4

as boundary and saying that a point p e: S is the limit of a sequence Ai in

vN if ~ IF(A.>1
2

tends to the 6-function at p.
8n- 1

The next three sections explain why an analogous moduli space ~(X>

the manifold of the theorem (with some fixed metric) exists. From these we

shall deduce the proof of the theorem.

SECTION FOUR. ANALYTICAL PROPERTIES OF SELF-DUAL CONNECTIONS.

A linear elliptic differential operator D defined on some open set

U C R
n has the standard property (see [8] for example) that if C < 0 and if

{f. } is a sequence with Df. :: 0, Uf i II ~ C then some sub-sequence of the f.
~ ~ :1

converge to a limiting f with Df = 0, IIf II < C. (For example, if U c a: and

if D= a is the cauchy-Riemann operator then this is the classical theorem of

Montel). An immediate consequence is that if D is defined instead on a com-

pact manifold then KerD is finite dimensional, or eqoiYalently the unit ball

in Ker D is compact.

The theorems of K. Uhlenbeck «(6],[7]) extend this standard linear theory

to the non-linear self-duality equations, with bounds on the action IIFII 2
•

Two main differences appear in the local theory for a sequence Ai of

self-dual connections defined over B
4

C :R
4
, with IIF(A.) If 2 < c:

1 -

(a) Gauge invar iance •

In a fixed frame S the AS need have no convergent sub-sequences. For
i

example even if c=o the Ai could be an infinite sequence of flat con-

nections. This corresponds to the fact that the self-duality equation:

d_AS - (AS" AS)_ 0 (cf. (4» is not elliptic. One can only hope to find B.
1

isomorphic to the A. converging I by fixing the constraint d *B~ = 0 to give
1 1

an elliptic system.

(b) Non-Linearity.

One will not achieve convergence for all values of the constant C. For

the linear theory extends and the B
i

exist and have

The limit is also a self-dual connection. The

Yang-Mills action is conforrnally invariant in dimension 4 (cf. Section 3) so the

same conclusion, with the same cons.tant CO' applies to balls of arbitrary size

If now Ai e: uti is a sequence of self-dual connections on the bundle V

over the compact manifold Y, so that:
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8 2 ( = 81T
2

- 1T c
2

V)

One may apply the local result near to any point y £ Y about which there is a

ball B Y with for large i:

<

On passing to a suitable sUb-sequence this is always possible for all but

finitely many points in Y (in fact, at most 8n
2/co points) and away from

these points the local result gives convergence to a limiting connection A

which is self-dual. By another theorem of Uhlenbeck [7] A extends over all
co

of Y, but to a connection on a bundle possibly not isomorphic to V: however

we can only "lose" curvature in the limiting process, so the only possibility

for a new bundle is the trivial one (c
2

=0) and in this case, by the remarks

above in Section 2, if Y is simply connected, for example if Y =X, Am is

isomorphic to the standard flat connection. Moreover for any ball Bey the

value of

--!....2 JTr (F A F)
an

B

is modulo ~ an invariant of Ail (this is a basic property of characteristic
aB

class integrands for manifolds with boundary), so one easily sees that there is

at most one point y £ Y over which the curvatur~ of the Ai may gather, and

either:

(a) and A.+A over all of Y,
1 00

point y€ Y.

is the trivial flat connection, and IF(A.) ,2 + 0 for some
8n2 1 y

(Thus the point appears as the Poincare dual of -c
2

(Y).)

SECTION FIVE. THE EXISTENCE OF SELF-DUAL CONNECTIONS

Self-dual connections were first studied [1] under the restriction that

the Riemannian base manifold was of a very special type. C. H. Taubes then

showed that they exist under more general hypotheses, (5]. His construction

may be roughly described thus: given a point y € Y and a scale A > 0, use

geodesic co-ordinates to identify a small ball around y with a similar ball in

R
4

• Under this identification the instanton A~ goes over to a connection

defined in a neighborhood of y which can be extended over all of Y by glu

ing on to the flat connection. This gives a connection on a bundle over Y

with c
2

= -1 and with II F_II 2 small. Taubes showed that if one took the

scale A very small, so the connection constructed had most of its curvature
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concentrated around the point y, and if one tried to modify this connection

to find a nearby self-dual connection one encountered obstructions in the
2space ~_(Y) of anti self-dual harmonic 2-forms. By the discussion of

Section 1 this space yanishes precisely when the intersection form is positive

definite~ in particular from Taubes theorem [5] self-dual connections with

c
2

= -1 exist over the manifold X of the theorem.

n.is condition on the intersection form for the existence of self-dual

connections is definitely necessary in some cases; for example, with suitable

Riemannian metrics, self-dual connections exist on a bundle over _~p2 with

c
2

= -2 but not with c
2

= -1. In general one would hope for a precise result

along the lines of the Riemann-Roch theorem for meromorphic functions on a

Riemann surface.

SECTION SIX. THE MODULI SPACE OF SELF-DUAL CONNECTIONS

The equivalence classes of self-dual connections on the given bundle V

over the manifold Y will be parametrized by a moduli space ~=~Y), just as

we saw in Section 3 for the case Y= 8
4

• It is easiest to define this ab

stractly in terms of calculus in Banach spaces.

The infinite dimensional gauge group • of automorphisms of V acts on

~ by conjugation, and by definition the set of equivalence classes of connec

tions is the quotient ~=~/5. Let us, for simplicity, assume for the moment

that cg/±l acts freely on J#; then aJ is an infinite dimensional manifold

with charts defined by transversals in v4 to the 5-orbits:

T = {A + a I d *a = 0 , II a II < £}A,E A

(This is the global version of the constraint d *B
S =0 in Section 4.) The

sub-set vf{c aJ of equivalence classes of self-dual connections is cut out by

equations: explicitly in the chart above about a self-dual A these are:

(fix i ng A+ a € TA, € )

(6)

8
More formally there is an infinite dimensional vector bundle ~ with a canon-

~
ical section s cutting out ~;

vIi= Z(s) = {[A] £ /*11 s[A] =O}

E
Suppose, for purposes of comparison, that ~ Js, M=Z (s) were analogous

B
finite dimensional objects, then one would have the standard properties:

(a) For gener ic perturbations s + a of s, M
a

= Z (s + a) is a smooth sub

manifold.
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(b) In KO (M) TM:: E - TB, hence taking 0 and l-dimensional components

in cohomology: Di~(Mal=aDim(E-TBl'Wl(Mal=Wl(E-TBlIM. So the dimension
a

of M
a

is fixed by the data and if H
1

(B;Zl.2) = 0 then M
a

is orientable.

Both (a) and (b) extend to our infinite dimensional case. This is because

the linearization of the local representation (6) of the equations is the el

liptic equation:

and it is a standard fact that elliptic differential operators over compact

manifolds give rise to "Fredholm" operators on Hilbert spaces (cf. Section 4).

The usual finite dimensional argument that is used to prove property (a) extends

to such Fredholm equations [4] so without loss of generality, we may suppose

that vii is a smooth submanifold of aJ by making a small perturbation if nec

essary. (It seems very likely that one can always make this perturbation by

varying the metric on the base space Y).

Similarly there is a well defined element in KO~ which is formally

the difference of infinite dimensional spaces ~-Tar: the situation is com

plicated by the W action, but abusing notation it is the index of the family

of operators (d~ + d~) in the sense of [2]. The Atiyah-Singer index theorem

computes the dimension of this in terms of the original data V,Y: [1)

DimJ(y) indeX(d~+d~) 8/ c
2

(V) I + 3 index (d* + d-)

In particular for the manifold X of the theorem,

cf. (2)

so

DimvK(X) =5 •

And a straightforward homotopy calculation shows that, again for our par

ticular X,V, the group WI±l is connected so, since it acts freely on the

contractible space v4 the quotient aJ is simply connected and vN(X) orienta

hIe by the generalization of property (b) above. (I am grateful to Cliff

Taubes for a correction on this point.)

Now we see from Section 4 that a sequence in J(X) can only fail to have

convergent sub-sequences if the curvature densities become concentrated over a

point of X, and from Section 5 that Taubes constructs solutions of this type

depending upon 5 parameters, a point in X and a scale A > o. Thus wi th a

certain amount of effort one proves that there is a collar tJUCvI( with

CW= XX (O,Aa) and vii-au compact, so we may compactify uI{(X) to a manifold

with boundary X just as in Section 3.

Throughout this section we have assumed that WI±1 acts freely on c.",
and we should now return and briefly describe the modifications required when

this is not the case.
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If a connection A £ JIll is fixed by a non-trivial 9 E. then 9 is a co

variant constant dAg =O. The eigenspaces of 9 E Aut V split V into a di

rect sum of line bundles V= LeL-
1 in such a way that the connection A is

induced from a connection on L, in the obvious sense.

It is very easy to check that on a simply connected manifold there is a

unique connection on a line bundle (up to equivalence) having any prescribed

curvature form within the set of representatives of 2.i c
1

(L), so on X

there is for any line bundle L just one self-dual connection with curvature

the harmonic form in~~. Then the condition for such a line bundle L to

appear in a splitting of V is:

2
-c

1
(L)

Thus the number n of such Abelian reducible connections in the moduli space

~(X) is determined by the intersection form Q:

n =n (Q) = ~ I {a £ H
2

(X: 1L) I Q (<J) =1} •

-1
(the ~ coming from the choice of factor L,L ). The stabilizer in • of one

of these reducible connections is a copy of 51, corresponding to a constant

rotation of each factor, and this gives ~ a quotient singUlarity; a neighbor
3 1 2hood in ~ of any such point has generically the form £ /S = cone on EP •

SECTION SEVEN. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

By using the Gram-Schmidt diagonalization procedure one easily sees that

for any positive definite unimodular form 0:

n (Q> ~ rank (0) (7

with equality if and only if Q is equivalent to the standard diagonal form.

But the moduli space vN(X) of Section 6, with its singular points removed,

gives an oriented cobordism between X and n(Q) copies of ~p2: hence

Rank(Q) = T(X) ~ n(Q)

so combining this information with (7) we have n(Q) =rank(Q) and Q is the

standard form.
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THE SOLUTION OF THE 4-DIMENSIONAL ANNULUS CONJECTURE (AFTER FRANK QUINN)

Robert D. Edwards

After Freedman made his startling breakthrough in August-September 1981,

establishing that 6-stage Casson towers contain flat spanning discs, it quickly

became clear that in order to derive the most significant consequences using

this technique, one should go back to Casson's original tower construction and

attempt to refine it a bit, in order to achieve some control on the size of

towers. For example, Freedman himself toiled ceaselessly throughout that

September, seeking enough control to be able to prove the proper h-cobordism

theorem and hence the topological 4-dimensional Poincare conjecture. He finally

succeeded by means of a fairly intricate adaptation of Siebenmann's method for

proper h-cobordisms (see [F
2

, Sec. 10J).

The sort of control that Freedman achieved can be regarded as I-dimensional

- one merely had to control the wandering of points out toward infinity, or in

from infinity. There remained an entirely new layer of results to be estab

lished, using techniques already successful in higher dimens ions, if only one could

impose additional degrees (dimensions) of control. Such control finally was

achieved almost a year later by Frank Quinn, who made his clinching discovery

and dramatic announcement of success at this conference.

This article is a discussion of that work. In its proper generalized set

ting, Quinn's work is a maze of £'s, o's, homotopies, intersection patterns,

et cetera, which is as difficult for a novice to wade through as Freedman's

original work. But when stripped to its core, Quinn's work becomes much more

tractable (but still far from easy). In this article we present this core,

using as a target the theorem that is probably the best known corollary of

Quinn's work, the 4-dimensional Annulus Theorem. Alternatively, and a bit

easier perhaps, one could keep in mind as the target theorem the 5-dimensional

proper h-cobordism theorem (say the finite ended case), which originally was

proved in [F2, Sec. 10] by the somewhat specialized argument mentioned above.
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At its heart, Quinn's work amounts to an ingenious reorganization of

Casson's construction, making full use of the great triumvirate of moves in

this subject, namely Whitney's~ Casson's and Norman's moves. It is remarkable

how careful one has to be to achieve even the slenderest amount of control, but

once achieved, the payoff is substantial.

This article is written so that a fledgling student of geometric topology

should be able to follow most of it. To this end, we have included in Sections

2 and 3 a summary of the more important, previously used constructions that will

come up. Hence, anyone already comfortable with Casson's work can proceed i~

mediately to where Quinn's work begins, in Section 4.

There is nothing new in this paper itself, in the sense of new theorems or

new constructions that haven't already appeared. However, there is some novelty

here in the presentation of this work, primarily Quinn's but also Freedman's,

and with this different perspective we achieve some modest economy and (hope

fully) clarity.

The sections of this article are:

1. Preliminary matters and ever present hypotheses.

2. Whitney moves, Casson moves and Casson's Surface Separation Lemma.

3. A few words on towers and their framings.

4. Quinn's Transverse Sphere Lemma.

5. Multi-applications of Quinn's Lemma.

6. A preliminary Separation Proposition.

7. Quinn's construction.

8. The proof of the 4-dimensional Annulus Theorem.

Appendix 1. Casson's Imbedding Theorem via Quinn's Lemma.

Appendix 2. Freedman's Big Reimbedding Theorem via Quinn's Lemma.

Appendix 3. Quinn's Disc Deployment Lemma.

Appendix 4. Some remarks on non-simply connected developments.

1. PRELIMINARY MATTERS AND EVER PRESENT HYPOTHESES

All surfaces and manifolds in this article are always assumed to be

oriented, and everything is smooth, except where Freedman's work is applied at

the end. Since we work in noncompact manifolds, we often deal with infinite

collections of data (usually surfaces), but we will always assume that all such

data are locally finite. Surfaces are not necessarily connected. but all com

ponents are always compact (or perhaps relatively compact), unless clearly in-

dicated otherwise. By component of an immersed surface we mean component in

the manifold sense, and so components may intersect. We write S· T to denote

the homological intersection number e ~ between two compact (oriented) sur

faces Sand T immersed in a 4-manifold. Reference to S· T presumes that

(as n T) = ~ (8 n aT), or else that there is a preferred way of achieving
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this. If we write S- T = 0 for noncompact surfaces S and T, this meansthat

Sa- TB = 0 for all components Sa of S and Ta of T.

All intersections/meetings of arcs~ surfaces~ etc. in the ambient 4-mani

fold are assumed to be generically positioned~ subject to the constraints im

posed by the hypotheses. For example, if a disc is attached to a surface~ then

near the attaChing curve their union locally looks like

R2 x 0 x 0 U R1x 0 x [0,00) x 0 in R4 , unless the curve has self-intersections,

in which case at such points their \D1ion locally looks like

R2 x Ox 0 U R1x 0 x [0,00) x 0 U Ox Rlx (-00,0] x 0 in R4 •

Invariably the union of a collection such as {C} is denoted by its
y

Roman letter C, and we will abusively make statemeRts like "the collection

C = U C ," confusing the collection {C} with its union C. This seems to
y y

make statements more readable. A similar abuse occurs when we speak of a

"regular homotopy of C.;" by this we mean a regular homotopy of the (aba tract
J

manifold) components of C, and not of the set C itself (so e.g. crossings

in C may disappear). Finally, we are constantly moving sets like A,B,C,

etc., without renaming them, to keep the notation simple.

The operation of~ is Used repeatedly in the subject, to de

singularize immersed arcs in surfaces and immersed discs in 4-manifolds:

~Pi~o one branch
v p~g 'Yj)
~ the other branch C-)

We note that there is always a choice involved in piping, namely the choice of

which sheet or branch to pipe. Furthermore, in the case of a disc, there 1s

the choice of which boundary point to pipe toward. In what follows these

choices are immaterial, unless explicitly specified. Also, one can often re

place piping with its inverse motion, which desingularizes the arc or disc by

shrinking it smaller:

~
shrinking
one side

sh~e
other side

However, for custom's and consistency's sake~ we maintain the language of the

former point of view.

At various points in ensuing discussions, careful attention must be paid

to certain framings. However, these discussions are invariably technical, and

are definitely peripheral to the central issues; the first-time reader in

particular should not dwell on these points.
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Definitions in the paper are made where they are first needed. For con

venience, we list the major ones, and where they occur:

Section 2: Whitney move, Casson move (= finger move = anti-Whitney move),

pre-Whitney loop, pre-Whitney disc, correct framing (as a Whitney disc).

Section 3: tower, correct framing (as the base of a tower).

Section 4: transverse sphere, Norman move (= Norman trick), double sur-

gery.

Section 5: transverse collection of spheres.

2. WHITNEY MOVES, CASSON MOVES AND CASSON'S SURFACE SEPARATION LEMMA

In this section we recall the basic facts about Whitney moves and Casson

moves. A convenient model for these moves is as follows. In the 2-cell D2 ,

consider the intersecting arcs a and 8 together with the spanning 2-disc W

in intD2 shown below in Figure 2.la.

T"~ vo.~'o~~ a/~ \~ ) 1)£1

Figure 2.1

where I = [-1,1], let A = Ct x I x 0 and

are unknotted 2-cells in n4 which intersect

In the 4-cell D
4 = D

2
x I x I,

B = B x 0 x I. Then A and B

transversely in two points. They can be isotoped to be disjoint, moving only
4points close to W (= W x 0 x 0) in intD , by the familiar Whitney move

which uses W as a guideway.

Suppose there are additional 2-cells Cl, .•• ,Ck present of the form

C
i

= Pi x I x I, where Pi € intW (In the model k =1 case, the boundary

circles aA, aB and del comprise the familiar Borromean rings in an4 ; see

Figure 2.lb). Initially the Ci's are disjoint from A U B, but after the

Whitney move there will be intersections. The Cas~~i~~~move (or anti

~itney move) can be described as follows: for each i, befor~ moving A U B,

we isotope Ci off of W by piping Pi = Ci n w off of either of the two

edges aw n A or aw n B of W (which edge depends upon the context)t

dragging the rest of C
i

along, so that it looks as if a finger has been poked

into Ci - This makes Ci disjoint from W before A U B is moved, at the

02..
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expense of creating two points of intersection between Ci and either A or B

(depending upon the choice of edge above).

This motion of C
i

, toward A say, can be regarded as an inverse Whitney

move between A and C
i

, for one is creating intersections instead of cancel

ling them. Indeed, one can see appear a Whi tney disc Wi for the two newly

created intersection points between A and Ci , with aWi C A U Ci and

win W= aw i n oW = one point. (We note for future use that if B is now

Whitney-moved across W to free it from A, it will wind up intersecting

int Wi in one point; alternatively, if Wi is first moved off of W by

piping the arc awin A along and off the end of the arc 0 W n A in A,

then this motion creates an intersection point between int Wi and B.) In

case the reader has not yet done so, he might find it worthwhile to play with

the simple, model Borromean ring situation where there are three discs A, B

and C=Cl as described above. The point is, using Whitney moves and Casson

moves, any two of these three discs can be made disjoint, but the third disc

will always intersect one of the other two.

It was Casson who first showed how to profitably exploit Whitney moves

and Casson (finger) moves in combination [el. These moves occur over and over

again in the subsequent work of Freedman and Quinn.

We now describe how the above process typically is applied in the interior

of a 4-manifold M. Suppose in M one has surfaces A and B which are con

nected and imbedded (or, for example, one has imbedded portions of immersed

surfaces), having two (transversal) intersection points of opposite sign, p

and q say (recall everything is assumed oriented). Let a and 8 be paths in

A and B, respectively, joining p to q, and suppose W is an immersed disc

in M whose .boundary is attached to a. U t3. Assuming every thing is gener

ically positioned, then W may have self~intersections in its interior and

also in its boundary, but not between them. Such a W is called a

pre-Whitney disc, and Ct U S (= aW) is a pre-Whitney loop_

We wish to use W as a Whitney disc to separate A and B. But first we

must rectify its possible shortcomings. They are, in the order that they will

be dealt with: (1) ex and B may have self-intersections, (2) the "framing" of

W may be wrong, (3) int W may have self-intersections, and (4) intW may

intersect A U B (and also int W may have unwanted intersections with some

other surface C).

To deal with (1), we simply pipe the self-intersections of a and a off

of their respective ends (either ones), keeping a. in A and B in B, dragging

W along as we do so. This will create additional intersections between

intW and A (if B is not embedded) or between intW and B (if a is

not imbedded), but they will be dealt with in time (see (4».
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To deal with (2) ~ we first explain what we mean by the framing of W.

Since W is immersed, there is an immersion W:D4~M of our model 4-ball D4

(described above) onto a neighborhood of W, 'carrying the model W onto W
A

(We will for the moment use's over the model discs.) lhen W has the

correct framing (as a Whitney disc) if in addition we can make y carry A
into A and B into B. Either one or the other of these containments is

easily arranged, but there is a potential obstruction to achieving both simul-
-1 4taneously. For example, if we look at the pre-image circles 11' (A) n an and

-1 4 4
Y (B) () an, their lUlion may look twisted in aD, even though both of

these circles are unknotted there, and their algebraic linking number is 0

(see Figure 2.2; for future use, we let t E Z denote the number of apparent

full twists in these pre-image circles).

Figure 2.2

To remedy this "framing mismatch", we are forced to alter something. The

most convenient change to make is to spin W at (some arbitrary point of)
!

aW - {p,q}, as suggested by the familiar sequence of pictures in Figure 2.3

(here we are working near an arbitrary point a € inta; we could just as

easily work instead near b € intB).

Figure 2.3
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This spinning operation is to be regarded as a reimbedding (via isotopy. if you

wish) of W reI aw. during which A and B are left fixed. Each single spin

has the effect of changing the above twisting number t by ±l, at the

expense of introducing a new intersection point between int Wand A (or,

alternatively, B). Having done such spins we can assume that there is no

twisting, and hence that the above immersion K now carries A into A and

~ into B, as desired.

To deal with (3), we simply pipe the self-intersection of int W off of

its boundary, either at the A side or the B side, at the expense of creating

two additional intersection points of int W with A (or B) for each initial

self-intersection point of int W. This operation, achieved by regular homo

topyof W, does not affect the framing coherence established in (2).

(Actually, for many purposes this step (3) is unnecessary, but there is no harm

in doing it.)

To deal with (4), we again use piping, this time to move A and B off

of int W. Depending upon the particular context at hand, we will either pipe

the A intersection points off of the A-edge of W, and the B intersection

points off of the B-edge of W, or vice versa. In the former option t which

is used most often, we create self-intersections in A and in Bt but no

intersections between them, whereas in the latter option the reverse is true.

As for getting rid of possible unwanted intersections of int W with some

other surface C, they can in similar fashion be piped off of either edge of

W, at the expense of making C intersect either A or B.

Finally, having rectified (1)-(4) as above as best we can, we can use our

newly imbedded Whitney disc W to get rid of the two original intersection

points p and q between A and B by moving either A or B across W in

the usual manner.

Since the above operation is used so often, we make a formal statement of

it, in the generality that we need. The data in the following lemma may well

be unbounded, and are subject only to the ever present hypotheses listed in §l.

CASSON'S SURFACE SEPARATION LEMMA. Suppose A and B are surfaces (not

necessarily compact or connected) immersed in a 4-manifold, with A· B = 0, and

suppose W is a union of pre-Whitney discs for all of the intersections be

tween A and B. (As usual, we suppose each disc contains just two points of

A n B, and these points are disjoint from the other discs.) Then there is a

regular homotopy of A U B, supported arbitrarily close to W, which makes

A and B disjoint. (However, new self-intersections may be introduced in A

and also in B.) Furthermore, if C is any other surface intersecting lnt W,

then C can be kept free of A or B (but not both).
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ADDENDUM. The regular homotopy can be -bounded (in the distance it moves

any point) by the maximum diameter of any individual pre-Whitney disc, plus

€, for some arbitrary € > o.
Proof. The proof is just as described above for the single disc case,

except that additional care should be taken to make all of the resultant

Whitney discs disjoint, which is easily arranged using piping as in operations

(1) and (3) above. To achieve the Addendum as stated, strictly speaking one

should think in terms of inverse piping instead of piping, as described in

Section 1.

3. A FEW WORDS ON TOWERS AND THEIR FRAMINGS

The goal of this article is to construct towers, just as in Casson's work,

but this time with control on their ultimate size.

Recall that a (finite) tower is a finite union CUD U E U ••• of

stages of discs immersed in a 4-manifold, where the first stage C is a single

disc, the second stage D is a collection of disjoint discs attached to C

to kill its fundamental group (which arises from its self-intersections),

with each disc of D going through just one crossing point of C; the third

stage E is a collection of disjoint discs attached to the discs of D to

kill their fundamental groups, etc. See [C] or [F2] or [G-S]. In this paper,

the first stage C will be attached to a union A U B of two imbedded

surfaces, just as a Whitney disc would be attached, so that C n (A U B) aC.
At this point the question of framing arises again, and it is worth a few

words, for there is a subtle distinction, often misunderstood, between the

situation in the previous section and the situation here.

We wish to describe what it means for C to have the correct framing as

the base of a tower. In short, this means that it is possible to attach 2

handles (abstractly) to a regular neighborhood of C to make it into a 4-ball

so that in its boundary 3-sphere, the two circles arising from its intersection

with A U B are geometrically unlinked, i.e., they span disjoint discs there.

In terms of framings, this can be described formally as follows.

Let N be a regular neighborhood of C reI ac; we think of N as an

immersed normal disc bundle over C. Let N
a

, Na and Na = N
a

U Na denote

the induced subbundles over a = A n C, B = B Ii C and ac = a U B. We

can assume that AnN is an interval subbundle of N, and similarly for
a

B n N. These subbundles induce a natural framing on Na' i. e., they provide
2a natural product structure, which we denote by Na = ae x D. The question

of framings here concerns the linking number, call it i, of the circles

ac x 0 and ac x *, * € n2 - 0, as subsets of aN. (Recall that aN is

homeomorphic to n copies of 81
x 82 connect-summed together, where n is

the number of self-crossings of C. Both ac x 0 and ac x * are null-
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M~ = So\\d 1:1A.~e..

,~ ~~ (r..~t\'! ~,,~,)

\'( - Lf- cl,....'\ ':>0\\.\ hA"A\~\. •.l'S
Y\e"Cl" 'oo~ "'001 o~ C

Figure 3.1

homotopic in aN.) If i ~ 0, then no matter how 2-handles are attached to

N to make it into a 4-ball, the circles a(A tl N) and a(B rt N) will be

geometrically linked in its boundary (even though algebraically unlinked).

It turns out that t -must be 0 before we can even hope that the tower

construction will eventually lead to producing a Whitney disc.

This number i is not to be confused with the twisting number t

encountered earlier; t is measuring whether the above product structure on
2 2No = ae x D extends to a product structure C x D on N. In fact, we

have in effect here an example of the well-known relationship between the

euler number tt the homological self-intersection number i and the al

gebraic number (call it i) of transverse self-intersection points of a

closed 2m-dimensional immersed submanifold of an ambient 4m-manifold (every

thing oriented): ~ = t + 2i. We can change t by multiples of 2 by

inserting little kinds in int C (pictorially: ----~ -5t-- ; this

is not a regular homotopy operation), but this does not change i. (Neverthe

less, it is sometimes convenient to arrange that t = ~ by arranging that

i = 0 by inserting such kinks; this is a comforting assumption to make

throughout all constructions.) On the other hand, the piping operation

described earlier, where self-intersections of int C are piped off of the

edge of C, changes both t and i, but not t, whereas the spinning

operation described earlier changes both ~ and t, but not i. It is

this latter operation, followed by some clean-up motions, which will be used

to make i = 0 during the heart of the proof (Sec. 7).

There is a similar discussion for later stages of the tower, i.e. one

must arrange that i = 0 for each of the immersed discs, collectively called

D, that will be attached to C to kill its kinks, and likewise for the

layers of discs E, F etc. The only minor difference is that now the framing
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over each component of an (aE, etc.) is determined by a single immersed

disc cODling from C (D, etc.), rather than two intersecting imbedded

discs coming from A and B. (Actuallys it has been pointed out by Quinn

that framing considerations for later stages can be relaxed, but this is too

subtle a point for consideration here.)

To close this discussion, we make ~ parenthetical remark about another

method that one might be tempted to use to change framings (called to my

attention by Ric Ancel). Returning to Step 2 of the W, A, B discussion in

Section 2, one could alternatively change t by putting a kink in A say (or,

alternatively, B) , leaving W fixed, as shown below:

Figure 3.2 (compare to Figure 2.3)

Although this method can sometimes be used, it has the disadvantage of putting

a possibly undesirable self-intersection point in A, and also it changes the

euler number of the normal bundle of A. One can correct the latter by insert

ing nearby a kink in A of opposite sign t and then one can go one step further

and try to cancel these kinks of A by regular homotopy. Interestingly, if

one does so~ making A imbedded again, then one is forced to make A inter

sect intW, and the whole process reduces to the spinning operation described

earlier.

4. QUINN'S TRANSVERSE SPHERE LEMMA

In this section, the most basic of the article, we discuss Quinn's funda

mental construction. It was first presented in [Q2' Lemma 3], and a bit more

explicitly in [Q3' Section 3.1]. Our description is intended to be complemen

tary to Quinn's; it will be presented in a symmetrized fashion. In this form

Qui'nn '8 move bears a striking resemblance to a move used by Stanko twelve years

ago in his fundamental taming theorem [St]. As noted at the end of this sec

tion, Quinn's construction can be regarded as a variation of Casson's basic

1T
l

-Lemma.

Before beginning, we need the notion of transverse sphere. Suppose C is

a connected surface immersed in a 4-manifold. A transverse sphere for C is

an immersed sphere ~ which intersects C transversely in a single point.



get rid of these intersections we can pipe them along C over to

connect-sum these resulting fingers of A with copies of ef,
to A = A II #C.l, which misses C (where n = the number of

n
points of A with c; see Figure 4.1).
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It is occasionally required (in Sections 6 and 7; not in Sections 4 and 5) that

such a C~ have homological self-intersection number O. This is equivalent to

its normal bundle being framed (i.eo., a product; perhaps we should really say

"framable U
) t provided that the number of self-intersection points of ~ is

algebraically 0, a feature which can easily be arranged by adding little kinks

in cl. On the other hand, every c! produced in this article has homological

self-intersection number o. Hence, for simplicity of exposition we will al

ways assume that transverse spheres have this property (and leave it to aficio

nados to detect where this hypothesis can be relaxed). We note that Quinn, in

his references to "framed immersed 8
2 ,s", is tacitly assuming only that such

2-spheres have even homological self-intersection number. Allowing additional

kinks, these two hypotheses (framed; even self-intersection) become equivalent,

and are really all that is necessary for many applications.

Transverse spheres are useful for getting rid of unwanted intersections.

Suppose C is some connected immersed surface in M having a transverse sphere
1

C, and suppose some surface A intersects C transversely (in severalpoints,

perhaps). To

ef, and then

changing A

intersection

A= A* -tw. c.ot'es 01
"-..

Figure 4.1

This connect-summing operation has come to be known as the Norman trick or

Norman move [N]; it is used repeatedly in upcoming sections. Note however that

if cr is not imbedded, then the new A picks up self-intersections from ef.
The following lemma presents the fundamental construction of this article.

QUINN'S TRANSVERSE SPHERE LEMMA. Suppose in the interior of a 4-manifold

M one has immersed connected surfaces C
l

and C
2

which meet only transversely,

equipped with transverse (immersed) spheres ~ and c: such that
1 1 1 1 2'

Cl n C2 ~ Cz n C1 (hence Ci n Cj 0ij points). Suppose at one of the
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intersection points p e: C
l

n C
2

one has an imbedded disc W which is

attached to C
1

U Cz in standard fashion like part of a Whitney disc, with

aw changing sheets from C
1

to C2 at p. Suppose that for i = 1,2, F
i

is a surface, perhaps disconnected, which meets ct transversely in some

f ini te number of poi.nts • For i = 1,2, let Ai be an arc in Ci joining

p to qi = C
i

n ct· Then, after making finger moves between F1 and FZ'

which are supported arbitrarily close to X:: c± U Al V AZ lJ ct, but are

disjoint from C
I

l) C2 ' one can find a transverse Z-sphere wi lying

arbitrarily close to X, with wi· wi = 0, such that w.L n (C
I

U C
2

U

Fl lJ F2) =~. (Recall our convention that F
l

and F2 denote the

repositioned surfaces here.)

The data for the Transverse Sphere Lemma

Figure 4.2

There are several important technica+ addenda to this lemma, but they

are perhaps best disregarded until the construction has been digested.

ADDENDUM 1. To be precise, we should assume that F
i

consists of a

finite number of small discs which are normal to C+. Furthermore, we wish
1

to allow some (or all) of these discs of F. to lie in C+ (and also C+>,
1 1 J

in case ci has self-intersections (or intersections with CT>' so that we

can produce wl so that w.L n (ct u ct) = f/J if we wish, at the expense

of doing finger moves to ct u ct. (Indeed, the most powerful applications of

the Lemma are obtained this way; however, this is definitely not the case to

ponder first.) In a similar vein, if W (') C±:F~, we should require that Fi
contains W Ii N(CI> , where N(CI> is some small neighborhood of ci, in

order to be able to produce a wi which really does intersect W in only one

point. See the remarks on all this at the end of the proof.
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ADDENDUM 2. As a special case, one can in fact assume that Cl = C2
(= C~ say), in which case p is a self-intersection point of C, and also

one can further assume that ci = c; (= cl). In this case. then. assuming that

F
1

and F2 each contain discs of cl U W as in Addendum 1, one can conclude

that J misses cud-.
ADDENDUM 3. The finger moves between F1 and F2 are in fact supported

arbitrarily close to ;1 U Al U "2 U ;2 ' where ;i is a union of arcs in

~. one for each point of ~ n Fi • joining these points to qi (indeed it

seems most natural, and symmetrical, to make the finger moves of Fi be sup

ported arbitrarily close to t i U Ai' as is done below.) The total number of

these double-finger moves performed is the product IF1 n cil·IF2 n c;l. each

move resulting in the creation of two new intersection points between F
l

and

F2 • Furthermore, these are the only new intersections created among the given

data in the proof. so that for example the interse.ction (C1 U C2>n (S u c;>
remains two points. even if SU C; is moved as part of Fi •

Proof of the Lemma. Perhaps one should first note that if either F
l
= ~

or F2 = r/J (say for concreteness that FI =r/J), then the proof of the Lemma is

easily accomplished, without moving F2 , as follows (see Figure 4.3). One

starts with a small IIcharacteristic torus" T for the surfaces C
I

and C
2

lying near p. (Recall that T is the natural torus in aN ~ 53 separating

the linked circles C
l

n oN and C
2 n aN, where N is some small 4-ball

neighborhood of p; if we write N as N = B
I

x B
2

, where Bi is a small 2-

cell in C
i

centered at p, then T = aB! x aB 2 c aN.) Let E
1

be a natural

spanning disc for T in aN on the C
l side. of T, such that E

l n T = oEl
(hence E1 n C = iJ, but E1 n Cl one point; in the above model, we can2
take El as E = '* x B

2
, where * is some point in aB

l
C C

l
). Let1 1 1

T (= So)( SO _

Lf ~o\",T~) he~e)

Constructing wi if F
l

~

Figure 4.3
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E
l

El I CI denote a disc gotten from E
1

by applying the Norman trick to

El' using C±~ That is, El is gotten from El by tubing E
l

over to at
following along the route of ).1' and then connect-summing E

l
to ~ via this

tube, so that E
1

n C
1
=~. (Technical note: strictly speaking, for future

1
considerations, we should connect-sum El to a parallel copy of C1 ; see

the technical point near the end of the proof.) Finally, let wi be gotten

from T by doing surgery on Tusing El - In other words, wi consists of

T minus a small band about dEI(=aEl ), plus two parallel copies of E1 whose

boundary circles are glued to the two boundary circles resulting from this dis

carded band. This sphere wi is immersed, and has 4k self-intersection

points arising from the k self-intersection points of ci- Also, ~. wi =
T • T = o. This completes the trivial case.

The simplest nontrivial case of the Lemma is the case where all of the

individual surfaces Cl , CZ ' ci and ~ are imbedded (actually, one always

has without loss that C
1

and C2 are imbedded, since one only needs subsur

faces of them containing the arcs ).1 and ).Z)" and furthermore ci n ~ = ",
and each F. is a single disc meeting ~ transversally. Schematically, these

1 1

data are summarized:

The data for the simplest nontrivial case of the Lemma

Figure 4.4

Understanding this case represents at least 90% of the proof, so we will concen

trate on it.

To begin, we describe the immersed sphere which will serve as wi in this

W
i 1

model setting. This is somewhat similar to the W- constructed above for

the trivial Fl =~ case of the Lemma. However, here we are going to synnnetrize

the construction, so that instead of obtaining wi by doing a single surgery

along the curve 3El in T, now we will obtain wi by doing a sort of double

surgery to T, simultaneously along the intersecting curves dEl and aE2 in

T, where ~2 (and likewise EZ = EZ #~) denote discs constructed exactly

as El and E1 were constructed earlier, replacing the subscript I by 2
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everywhere. Note that EI and EZ lie on opposite sides of T in aN. If

wL were constructed b~ using El and E2 to Burger Tt instead of E1 and

E2t it would" look as in Figure 4.5. After doing these intersecting surgeries,

the ~art of T which remains to become part of ~ is a union P = Pa U Pb

of two squares glued together at their corners, where Pa = Al n AZ and

Pb = r 2 - int(AI U A2), and where in turn Ai is an annular (band) neighbor

hood of aEl in T. As far as T itself goes, we think of the first

surgery (along oE
I

say) as removing int A
l

from T, and the second surgery

(along oE2) as removing lnt AZ' but replacing the surgery overlap Al rJ AZ

(In our model, where N = B1 x B2, we can let Al = II x oBZ and

A2 = oBI x 12, where Ii is a small interval neighborhood of *1 in oBi

Then Pa = 11 x 12 and Ph = (oBI - int II) x (oB2 - int"I2).) So we can

write Y1. as wi = Pa U Pb U E1,l U E1 ,2 U E2,l U E2,2' where Ei,l

and E
i

,2 denote two parallel copies of E
i

whose boundaries coincide with

aA•• Note that wi can be constructed arbitrarily close to
:Lc-t U Al U A2 U CI' and that wi n (C1 U C2) t/>. (Also note that

under our present trivializing assumptions on C
1

and C
Z

' wi is imbedded.)

"
E211. ./

A. ve.rt, ~CtJ

c.~o~~ ~ec...t'e~
\b.~~ \\U1

E1 ) "e..-e)
I....--.""".-......~ A

E2. (,.. E2. \..t.t"e)

+
~ h.~,~.,,-t...\
e.~., ~~ ~.c..ti."

\.o~~ \\\e."

Doing double surgery on the torus T to get the 2-sphere wi
Figure 4.5
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the

F'
2

and

Fi
",The final positions F1

I-dimensional slices

I

Figure 4.6

34.
The slice H of M conta1ning

the data shown

We now consid~r how to move Fl U F2 off of wf by finger moves of Fl
and F

2
. These moves can most easily be described using a 3-dimensional slice

H of M, chosen to contain almost all of the relevant data; but disjoint from

Cl U C2" This slice H, obtained. from a neighborhood of r2 U El U E~ in aN
by rerouting it to follow El and E

Z
instead of El and E

2
(so H ~ S - two

points, say), is shown in Figure 4.68; it contains all of T, E1 , E2 and if-,
and it contains I-dimensional slices of F

1
, F

2
and W, denoted Fi, Fi and W' •

Producting H with an interval (-E,e) produces an open subset of M, with

each subproduct F~ x (-£,E) becoming an open subset of F
i

, and likewise for

W' x (-£,£) c w.
I •

A ~1. • F2., n H-......·
E2. '= h,,..\
zc",t..\
d'\c..

In this 3-dimensional model H the finger moves of F1 and F2 show up as

finger moves of the intervals Fi and Fi (see Figure 4.6b). Each Fi is

moved (by isotopy) in the plane of the disc E. (in which it is natural to
J

assume that Fi originally lies; here j = 2 if i =1, and vice versa). At

some intermediate time, just before these moves end, we can assume that Fi

and Fi intersect in a single point~ say (for symmetry) the point

* = (*1 ' *2) = dEl () dEZ £ T. The moves of F
1

and F
2

arise from this

3-dimensional model by damping these moves of Fi and Fi back to the identity

in the transverse direction, i.e. in the fourth coordinate. That is, if F~1,t
denotes the image of Fi at time t, wh~re say starting time = 0 < t < £/2 =
finishing time, then the final position F

i
of F

i
in the 4-dimensional model

Hx (-e:~E) is the set F =U{F' x tJ-e: < t < £, s=E/2- t}CHx (-E,e:),
i i,s

where it is understood that F' = F~ F' if s < O. Hence the two newly
i,8 1.,0 "i

introduced points of intersection between F
1

and F
Z

are the points (*,±o),

for some 0, 0 < 0 < E/2.

To ensure that, after these moves, we have if- n (F
l

U F2) = iJ, we must

require a certain modest compatibility relation between the construction of wi
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" A

and the construction of FI and F2 - Namely, we must assume that the bands Al

and A2 in T (in the construction of wi) have been chosen sufficiently thin,

or reciprocally we must assume that the final I-dimensional fingers Fi
(= Fi,E/2) and Fi (= FZ,e/Z) have been chosen sufficiently thick, i.e. wide

(as opposed to long), so that F~ n Ai = ~ (see Figure 4.6b). Hence

F~ () T (= two points) C intAz- AI' and similarly Pi () T

(s two points) C intAI - AZ• Consequently (Fi U Fi) n (Pa U Pb ) = 6, and so

(F
l

U F2) nwi =~. This completes the discussion of this most elementary non

trivial case.

In one sense, the above operation is an elaboration of the following fa~

iliar process. Let G be ~ small 2-cell neighborhood in T of the point

T n W, and let Q be a 4-cell regular neighborhood of the contractible set

(T- intG) U El U E2 U Fl U F2 reI 3G U aFI U aF2 , thinking of the Fi '8 as

discs. Then in the 3-sphere aQ, the three boundary circles look like:

Before finger move; F1 n FZ = f/J After finger move; FIn F2 2 points

F1 U F2 in the 4-cell Q

Figure 4.7

That is, aG is a commutator in the complement of the unlink aFI U aF
2

. In

order to be able to span aG with a disc in Q which misses PI U F2 , we do

finger moves to FI U FZ to make them intersect so that the fundamental group

of their complement becomes abelian. This disc spanning 3G, unioned with G

itself, becomes the 2-sphere wi.
For the general case of the proof, where ci and c; (and hence the discs

EI and EZ) have self-intersections and mutual intersections, we still have a

model slice H and product H x (-E:, E:) as above, but these sets are no longer
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III

imbed~ed in our 4-manifold, only inunersed. Nevertheless, the motions described

above still make sense, because they can be transferred from the model to its

immersed image; in fact, the finger motions of F
l

and F
2

can each be 180

topies, since the path of each finger move can be chosen to avoid the

double-point patches in the immersed 4-dimensional model. (Aside: the para

graph after next is relevant to this assertion.)

In the case where each F
i

consists of several disjoint discs (recall

that in effect this is the most general Fi ), we choose the model slice H so

that F
i

n H shows up as several parallel copies of our originally described

interval Fi, all lying without loss in the plane of E
j

(see Figure 4.8;

j = i±l).

The picture when F
1

and F
2

have several sheets.

Figure 4.8 (compare to Figure 4.6)

The motions originally done to Fi are now done to all of these parallel copies

as a bunch, making sure as before that when done the resultant parallel copies

of Fi miss Ai' ensuring thereby that all components of the newly positioned

Fi miss wi. Note that all of the components of F1 have been made to inter

sect all of the components of F
Z

•

Before we finish, there is an important technical point to be made about
" ,.

positioning E
1

and E2 above, and how this relates to Addenda 1 and 2, in which

we allow Fi to contain subdiscs of ci U ~ in order that ci U c; winds

up disjoint from wl. Actually, to properly deal with this situation, one
=-1

should in the construction above, take each E
i

to be E
i

# C. instead of

Ei /I ci, where c~ denotes a parallel copy of ci, meaning ~ copy of 5
which has been general positioned with respect to ci. Hence, this new Ei
meets ci transversally (as well as Fi >. so it makes sense to allow that

some of the discs in Fi be subdiscs of ci U c;. We note that the finger

moves of Fi are a result of intersections of Fi with c~ (not with ci>, and

that these moves take place arbi~rarily close to arcs lying in Ei (not arcs
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in Ci U ci>. Hence, for example, if none of the discs of Fi lie in ci U c;
for both i=1,2, then in fact all finger motion during the construction is

bounded away from ci U c; (but of course it takes place nearby).

In closing, here are two simple illuminating cases to ponder, in which one

wants to construct wi so that wJ- (1 (ct u ct) = ;,.

Two simple cases to ponder

Figure 4.9

Case 1 (see Figure 4.9a): Suppose each ct 1s imbedded. but or (,. ct =

one point. Let each Fi be a disc in ot+l containing the intersection

point. Here the resultant finger moves of- ct and ct will leave them each

imbedded, but will create two additional intersection points between them. The

resultant wi will have four self-intersection points.

Case Z (see Figure 4.9b): Suppose ci n c; a~, but suppose each ~'has
a single self-intersection point. Let each Fi consist of two subdiscs of ci
centered at the crossing point, lying in the different sheets (e.f. the pre

ceding technical point). Here the resultant ci and c; will each be left with

a single self-intersection point (the original ones), but the finger moves done

on ci U C;, namely two fingers being pushed from each, will create eight

intersection points between ci and C;, situated near the point C
1

n C
Z

' The

resultant w! will have eight self-intersection points, in two groups of four,

each group lying near one of the self-intersection points of ci or c;.
This completes the proof of the Lemma.

Wistful note: One could get carried away with Addenda 1 and. 2, and ask Why in

fact could one not allow ~ to have additional intersections with. Ci • hoping

nevertheless to construct WL missing Ci ' by making C~ part of Fi . But

this seems to lead nowhere useful. For example, if one lets

CI = R
2

xO C R
4

::::>OxR
2 '"' C

Z
' and W= Ox [O,oo)ZxO, and one lets ~ be a

small 2-sphere intersecting C
i

in two points, then the construction leads to
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1. The initial setup with the dual 2. Let E
l E1 #~ and

1
torus T and spanning discs E

l
and

E
Z

= EZ
~

EZ-
# °2·

3. Do double surgery to IT to get wi. 4. Do finger moves to F
l

and F2
to get them off of wi.

Schematic summary of the proof of the
Transverse Sphere Lemma

Figure 4.10

the following unproductive situation, in which one has constructed an imbedded

transverse sphere wi at the expense of making two additional points of inter

section between C
l

and C
2

(see Figure 4.11)_

To close this section, we note that Quinn's Lemma above can be regarded

as a geometrized version of Casson's original ~l-Lemma, applied in a special

context. Recall that Casson's ~l-Lemma ([e, p. 3]; see [G-S, Lemma 2.1.1])

asserts that if S is a surface immersed in a I-connected 4-manifo1d M
O

and
dif S has an algebraic1y dual class, i.e., there is a surface S such that

S'· Sd = I, then one can do finger moves to S to make M
O

- S I-connected.
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~
apply the

construction

Figure 4.11

The main point is, if some ~l element w in MO - S (in this case a

meridian ~ of S) can be expressed as a product of commutators of conjugates

of meridians of surfaces (in this case the meridians are all the same ~),

then t w can be killed by doing finger moves to the surfaces (in this case S).

Now in Quinn's setup (above), letting the ambient manifold be MO = M - Cl U C2
and letting S be W U of1 U F2' then the linking circle w of W is the

commutator of the linking circles of C
l

and Cz (that is evidenced by the

torus T), which in turn are products of (conjugates of) the meridians of F1
and F

Z
(evidenced by ct and C!). Hence, Casson's ~l-Lemma asserts that

by doing finger moves between Fl and F2, one can make ~ null-homotopic

in M
O

- S, which immediately provides the desired complementary sphere wi.

5. MULTI-APPLICATIONS OF QUINN'S LEMMA.

In this section we state the Transverse Sphere Lemma in the actual form

that it will be used. Since we no longer wish to distinguish the separate sur

faces Cl and Cz' or ci. and S' or F1 and FZ' we are combining them to be

come c,2- and F. Hence, C may be an unbounded (but locally finite) im

mersed surface of many (manifold) components (for us the components will al

ways be compact, of uniformly bounded size, either cells or spheres). The col

lection C~ will always be understood to be a transverse collection of spheres

for C, which means that for each component C of C there is an (immersed)

sphere component ~ of ~ whose intersection ~ith all of C is just a single
y

point q e: C. Thus C n Cl- = U (C n C.l) = {q }.
y y y y y y

QUINN'S TRANSVERSE SPHERES LEMMA. Suppose C, C~ and F are surfaces (not
necessarily connected) immersed in a 4-manifold M, where ~ is a transverse

each disc W
~

PlJ' at which aw~ changes sheets of C, with no other disc of W passing

through p. Suppose It = UA , where each It is a union of paths in C
~ 1 y y y

joining the point C n C to all of the points of {p} which lie in C.
y y ~ y

Then, after doing finger moves to F (to create self-intersections), which are

collection of (immersed) 2-spheres for C, and F 1s a collection of discs
1

normal to c. Suppose W is a union of Whitney-like discs attached to C,

associated to (at least) one distinct crossing point of C, say
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supported arbitrarily close to A U ct, one can find a transverse collection

~ of immersed 2-spheres for W, lying arbitrarily close to A U ct, with

~ •~ = 0, such that ~ n (C U F) = ~.
ADDENDUM. As in our earlier Addendum 1, in order to be more exact, we

should say that the discs of F may include subcliscs of ct in case that ct
has self-intersections, to ensure that ~ n cf = ~ if desired. Also, F

should include subdiscs of W in case that Wn ct ~~, to ensure that ~
has no unwanted extra intersections with W. The other comments of the pre

vious Addenda 1,2 and 3 also apply here, suitably adapted.

Note: It is possible, and indeed likely, that the different components of

~ will intersect each other. However, if we iterate the Lemma, to produce a

sequence wi, ~, ... of transverse collections of spheres, then this sequence

will be disjoint, provided that with each iteration F is chosen appropriately.

Namely, with each application F should contain subdiscs of (both sheets of)

ct containing the self-intersection points of C
1

, so that ~ will miss ct,
and also as usual F should contain subdiscs of W containing its intersection

points with ct. (Aside: If the reader is perplexed by the choice of the

words "containing" here, he should ponder the technical point near the end of
1

the proof in Section 4.) Hence, under this iteration, C and Ware constantly

being moved, but each ~ so produced is disjoint from cud-, and ~ need

not be moved when the subsequent W:'s are produced.
J

The most powerful applications of the Lemma are obtained in this manner.

Proof of Lemma. The proof is the same as before, except that now one works

on all of the discs in W simultaneously, keeping all of the data generically

positioned as much as possible. The only motions required in the construction

are the finger moves, which are supported arbitrarily close to I-dimensional

sets which can be chosen disjoint from each other and from other 2-dimensiona1

data. Hence the finger moves can be done disjointly, without disturbing other

data. As noted above, the resultant spheres of ~ certainly may intersect

each other.

6. A PRELIMINARY SEPARATION PROPOSITION

The basic problem which confronted Quinn was to find a way to maintain

bounded control in Casson's construction when working in a noncompact manifold.

As part of his analysis, Quinn had to determine exactly what sort of geometric

input was required to accomplish a certain separation step in Casson's work.

One result was the following Proposition (implicit in [Q3,Section 3.2], and

referred to there as the Group Separation Statement). Although it is finite in

nature, it plays a key role in the noncompact main construction in the next

section.
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other in many unspecified points.

the core of the Proposition.

W initially may intersect C U rf and each

Dealing with these unwanted intersections is

SEPARATION PROPOSITION. Suppose C = Cl U •••U Cn is a union of compact

connected surfaces immersed in a 4-manifold M such that Ci - C
j

= 0 for

i ;. j , and suppose that rf .. ci u ... u ~ is a transverse collection of

(immersed) 2-spheres for C (as in Section 5). Suppose W is a union of

pre-Whitney discs for all of the intersections between all pairs Ci ,Cj t i #: j

(i.e. the intersection points are paired, and there is one disc for each pair).

Then the Ci's can be made disjoint, by regular homotopies which are supported

arbitrarily close to W U A U rf, where A = iQI Ai' and Ai is any union of

paths in Ci joining the point Ci n ~ to all the points of Ci n j~i Cj •

ADDENDUM. Furthermore, the newly positioned C can be provided with a

(newly positioned) transverse collection rf which lies arbitrarily close to

the original union A U rf.
We note that the discs of

Proof of Proposition. Let W
ij

, i < j, denote the union of the discs in

W which are associated to intersections between C
i

and C
j

_

First note that if n=2, the proof is easy; it is a direct application

of the Surface Separation Lemma (Section 2), and we don't even need ci and C;.
If n~ 3, the goal in effect is to reduce this general situation to a

collection of disjoint n-2 situations, which then can be separately finished

off as above. That is, our primary aim is to achieve the following

Goal: For each i ,j (i < j) t we wish to arrange that

Wij n ~ =;, unless k =i or k = j , and also that

Wij n Wkt = ~ unless (i,j) = (k,~).

In other words, we want each Wij to intersect only Ci and Cj among all of

the Ck'St and we want all 0(n-1)/2 of the Wij's to be disjoint. One might

observe that the second condition is easy to arrange at the expense of the

first by means of piping intersections among the Wij's off of the edges of

the Wij's, but this turns out to be the wrong way to proceed_

Instead, as a preliminary step toward ·the Goal we first use the Norman

trick to get rid of all intersections between int W and C, using rf to re

route the various discs of W. Thus, we can assume that int W n C := (,. Also,

we assume that the Wij ' s have been reposi tioned (via piping along awe C as

in Section 2) so that their boundaries are all disjoint.

1he remainder of the Goal, namely getting the int Wij 's disjoint, is

achieved using the Transverse Spheres Lemma in Section 5. By means of

n(n-1)/2 successive applications of it (see the Note there), each time letting

F be all of (the possibly repositioned) cf UW, say, we can find a sequence

~2,J13,···,Jl ,i23 ,···,J2 ,···,J 1 of n(n-l)/2 disjoint" ,n, ,n n- , n
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For

Wki ·

they

fact

transverse collections of spheres for W. (Actually, each collection ~j
need only be a transverse collection for Wij , consisting therefore only of

one sphere for each disc in Wij . But there is no profit in trying to be eco

nomical here.) The spheres in each collection ~j may intersect each other,

but no ~j intersects (the finally positioned) C U~. Note that during the

finger moves required for all of this, new self-intersections are created in

c1 U w, but no new intersections are created between ~ U Wand C, and

also C is not moved. (For a mild variation here, see (2) below.)

Now we use the ~j'S to achieve the Goal (we no longer need ~).
each distinct pair (i,j) < (k,~) (lexicographic order, say), we use the

Norman trick to reposition WkR. to iniss Wij ' by using ~j to reroute

The newly positioned Wki's may have additional self-intersections, but

no longer intersect each other. Hence we have achieved the Goal (and in

we also have that intWij n (ei U Cj ) =~, but this has no significance).

At this point, the discussion in the first two paragraphs of the proof

applies to finish the proof.

As for the Addendum, we note that it was not automatically 'achieved by

the above construction; it may well be that the (finally positioned) Wij's

intersect ~, and hence that when the Ci's are separated, they are made to

intersect ~ in additional points. There are two natural ways to remedy this

both involying constructing one additional layer W;:
1) One could carry the construction of the wij's one step further, pro

ducing a last collection ~ which is transverse to all of W, and then at

the end of the proof one could use this final collection to get rid of inter

sections of cl with W by means of the Norman trick.

2) Alternatively, at the start of the proof, right after the preliminary

step, one could make a preliminary application of the Transverse Spheres Lemma

(Section 5) to produce an initial transverse collection W;, finger-moving

cl U W to do so, and then one could use W; to get rid of the intersections

of c1 with W via the Norman trick. Now when the subsequent collections

{~j} are produced, they do not require moving W. and so W remains dis

joint from ~, and so c! remains geometrically complementary to C.

This method (2) is used at several points in Section 7.

It is interesting to note that, although the preceding Proposition will

be instrumental in achieving control of motions in the next section, neverthe

less during the proof above a point may wind up being moved the full diameter

of cud- u W.
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7. QUINN'S CONSTRUCTION

In this section we will present Quinn's full construction in a specific

context, to make it more concrete and more digestible. It will be the situation

that arises, for example, in the proof of the 4-dimensional Annulus Conjecture,

as explained in the next section. O~, changing a phrase here and there, it is

the situation that arises in showing that a manifold proper homotopy equivalent

to R
4 is in fact homeomorphic to R

4 (which in turn trivially yields the

topological 4-dimensional Poincare conjecture). As for the appropriate gen

eralized setting for this section, which is more complicated only in appearance,

we refer the reader to the relevant parts of [Q3] and [Ql].

Everything in this section is smooth, except for the brief discussion sur

rounding (*1) and (*2) below, where we invoke Freedman's work.

We assume in this section that we are presented with a certain smooth non

compact 4-manifold M = R4 # (S2 x S2) , that is, M is gotten from R4
by connect

summing R4 with some loc~llY finite
a

collection of S2 x S2,s. Given in Mare

four distinguished locally finite, transversally intersecting collections of

disjoint imbedded 2-spheres {~}, {A~}, {Ba } and {B:}. This Mwill be like the

middle level of a 5-dimensional proper h-cobordism built on R
4, in which there

are only handles of index 2 and 3, which have been paired in some appropriate,

controlled manner, with the B 's (respectively, the A's) representing the belt,
a a

i.e. ascending 2-spheres of the 2-handles (res.pectively, the attaching, i.e".

descending 2-spheres of the 3-handles), and with the Bd,s and Ad,s being re-
a. a

spective duals for them. In Section 8 we describe exactly how such an M arises

in the proof of the 4-dimensional Annulus Conjecture.

Presenting our hypotheses on M more carefully, let {D4} be a locally
Or

finite collection of small round balls in R4 each of diameter < 1, say, and

let M be gotten from R4 by connect-summing R4 with a collection {( S2 x S2) }
22 4 4 2 2 ex

of S x S 's at the Dt"tl' s (f bId h D C (S S)~ or purposes e ow, we regar tat a. x a

also). Since we will want to talk about boundedness in M, which ultimately

is to be related to boundedness in R4 , we assume that M is provided with a

(topological) metric which on R4 _ U int n4 C M agrees with the euclidean
a a

metric, and such that under this metric each subset (S2 x S2) - int D4 of M
a a

has uniformly bounded diameter, say < 2. (For example, one could build M
445from R = R x 0 working in R, and take the inherited metric.)

The collections of spheres listed above are as follows. For e~ch a,

Aa U A: is a spine of (S2 x S2)a - intn:. So Aa and A~ intersect once,

transversally, and each has a product normal bundle neighborhood. Similarly,

for each a we assume that the spheres Band B
d

intersect once, transvers-
c£ c£

ally, and each has a product normal bundle neighborhood. In addition, we

assume that the B' sand B
d 's have uniformly bounded diameter (but the bound

a a
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may be huge), and that for each pair a,B, we have Aa • BS = 0aB (kronecker
d0). Consequently, each pair B v B lies within some uniformly bounded

distance of A v Ad (although(Xit d~es not necessarily lie in (52 )( 52) _ D4).
a a d a a

The model situation is that each Ba v Ba is a "parallel" copy of Aa v A~,

but with the order of the factors reversed, as in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1

As noted already, we explain in Section 8 how such an M might arise ia

practice; suffice it to say here that if we take the union along M of the two

surgery traces (i •.e., the 5-dimensional cobord1sDlS gotten by doing two sets of

surgeries to M, one set of surgeries on the Aa.' s (I'to one side of MU ), and

the other set on the Ba.'s ("to the other side of M"; see Figure 7.2), then

this 5-dimensional union is a proper h-cobordism having only 2 and 3-hanrlles t

with its middle level being M, one end being R
4 , and the other end being a

proper-homotopy R4 (in fact it can be any preassigned, possibly exotic, smooth

proper-homotopy R4).

S""-c1 ~~e~~~o~~ \
~~o~G..'"

'-'- CO ~O'f C\,~'w\

Figure 7.2

It will turn out that this cobordism is topologically a product, based on the

work to be done in this section.

The goal of this section is to establish:

<*1): There is a (uniformly) bounded (topological) ambient isotopy of M,

which remains the identity on some open subset of M, and which re

positions B = U Ba so as to remove all excess intersections between it

and A = U Aa (i.e. it achieves Aa n Be = caB points).

The isotopy which gets rid of these excess intersections will be gotten
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caB points, and similarly2) For each pair a,S,
d

Ba n BS = caB points.

by means of the usual Whitney process, once suitable Whitney discs have been

found. Recall that Freedman has shown that 6-stage towers are as good as

Whitney discs, in that neighborhoods of such towers contain topologically flat

spanning discs. Hence, it suffices to establish:

(*2): There is a locally finite, disjoint collection of (smooth) 6-stage

towers in M, of uniformly bounded size, their bases attached to A U B

in Whitney-like fashion, one tower for each pair of excess intersections

between A and B.

(Actually, before achieving (*2)' a preliminary isotopy of B may be required,

which creates additional pairs of intersections with A, but it is understood

that <*2> is providing towers for these, too.)

The remainder of this section is devoted to Quinn's proof of (*2). From

this point on, everything is smooth. Furthermore, all isotopies and regular

homotopies of M and its subsets will be assumed bounded, even if not

explicitly so stated. Of course, as usual all maps, subsets, etc. will be

assumed to be generically positioned, subject to the restrictions at hand.

For convenience at this point, we list all of the intersection properties

(algebraic and geometric) of the four locally finite collections of imbedded

spheres that we will use.

1) For each pair a,S, Aa n AS = ~ = Ba n Be (if a+B), and

Aa - Aa = 0 = Ba • Ba and Aa - Be caS.

Ad n A
a S

However, we note that for all a,S, the intersection numbers Ad - Ad
ex B

Bd - Bd Ad. Bd Ad. B and A • Bd are immaterial.
a a' ex B' a B ex B

Several of the steps which follow are, as one might expect, similar to

those used by Casson and Freedman in their analyses of h-cobordisms. Among

these is the

Preliminary Setup. In this step, after perhaps isotoping the Ba's , we
I I I 1

find new transverse collections A = U An and B = U Ba of immersed spheres

of uniformly bounded size, such that the combined collection Al U B1 is

see Section

(In fact, we

We show how to produce

transverse to the combined collection A U B (i.e., for each a,

A
1 n (A U B) = Al n An = one point, and similarly for each B

1
a ex a

5), and such that for each a we have Al • Al = 0 = B
1 . B

1
•

1 I I 1 a a ex ex
ge t A • A = 0 = B • B, but t hat is no t nee de d • )

AI. (Technical note: the construction which fol-

lows is a mild variation on the one used in [FZ' Lemma 10.1] (derived in turn

from [C, III, Lemma 1]), for we make A~ from a parallel copy of B
a

, not

from Ad )
a ·
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The construction which follows amounts to an application of Casson's

Surface Separation Lemma (Section 2). 1et P be a parallel copy of B, so

that P n B = 0 (recall B· B = 0; here then P = U Pa is a locally finite

union of disjoint imbedded spheres). Since Pa • AS = 0ae' we can pair off

the excess intersection points between P and A and choose for them a union

W of pre-Whitney discs of uniformly bounded size. After getting aw imbedded~

we can arrange that intW n A = ~ by doing the Norman trick to intW, using

Ad. Still, intW may intersect B (but its other intersections, for example

those with P, Ad, Bd and itself, we don't care about). These points of

intWn B are piped off of the A-edge of W by isotopy of B (creating new

pairs of intersections between A and B, but that is acceptable). Now we can

use W as in the Surface Separation Lemma to regularly homotope P to get rid

of its excess intersections with A (making sure that if we spin W to correct

framings, we do so at its P edge; here intersections of intW with P and

with itself lead only to self-intersections in P). The newly positioned P is

our desired ~. Note that Al • Al = p. p = 0, since Al has been obtained

from P (hence B) by regular homotopy.

In a similar fashion, starting with a parallel copy Q of A, and inter-
I

changing the roles of A,B, etc. above, one produces the desired B. (Actually,

one can get B
I

more quickly simply by starting with B
d

and getting rid of

its intersections with A by means of the Norman trick, using for this the

new collection AI. This requires appealing to some of the "immaterial"

intersection properties of B
d

mentioned after (2) above.) III

At this point, having completed the preliminary setup, we are ready to be

gin what amounts to an induction, which we will cycle through six times, con

structingone tower layer each time (more on this later). Before beginning, how-

ever, we wish to relabel our new collections of spheres, and make some of them

discs, to make this first quasi-induction step more like the later ones. So,

for each a, choose a distinguished point Po. e: Aa n Ba , and remove a small

open round ball from M centered at pcx. Calling the resultant manifold M
O

' we

henceforth denote by {~} the entire resultant collection of (properly tm-
o

bedded) discs in M
O

' i.e. the holed A 's and B IS, and we denote by {Ai} the
1 a 1 ex a

entire transverse collection {A~} U {Ba } of (immersed) spheres in MO pro-

duced in the Preliminary Setup (thus the indexing set for a is two copies of

the index set for a). Now the goal (*2) can be restated thus:

(*3) There ~s a locally finite disjoint collection of

(smooth) 6-stage towers in MO' of uniformly bounded size,

one tower for each pair of intersections between the ~a's.

For convenience, we list the intersection properties of the imbedded dtscs
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and the immersed spheres which are used henceforth.

(1£1) For each pair (1 ~ T, with (1 f: T, we have

l!.a • l!.T = 0, and also Ii~' Ii~ 0 (even here would do,

instead of 0).

(2£1) The collections are complementary (transverse), i.e.,

for each a, l!.~ () l!. = r¢r () l!.a 1 point.

In particular, then, the intersection numbers

(J +T.

6
1 • ~1 are immaterial for
cr T

We break the inductive part of the proof (i.e. achieving (*3» into eight

bite-sized steps, which we will cycle through a total of six times. We call

attention to the summary table which appears later in this section.

The overall purpose of this first induction round (= the first eight steps)

is to construct a collection C = U Cy of immersed discs attached to ~ which

will serve as the bases of our desired towers. Thus, the C 's are to be disy
disjoint from ~ (which, incidentally, isjoint, with int C (= U int C )

y
never moved here) and with ac (= u aC) imbedded and properly framed.

y

~. Selecting and initializing the C '8. Here we find a collectiony
C = UC y of (immersed) pre-Whitney discs of uniformly bounded size, for all of

the (paired) intersections among the ~a's. These Cy's will become the bases

of our towers. We want the C 's to have the following properties (for now):y
(i) the boundaries of the Cy's are imbedded and disjoint,

(i1) the framings of the C 's are correct as bases of towersy
(relative to the way they are attached to ~), as ex-

plained in Section 3,

(iii) for each y, int Cy n /:). = t/J, and

(iv) for each pair y,o, y:;o, we have Cy • Co = 0

(one can interpret (ii) a~ saying that C • CO).
Y y

To begin the construction, suppose the intersections among the ~a's have

been paired, and let C = UC be any collection of pre-Whitney discs fory
these pairs. The discs may be assumed to be of uniformly bounded diameter,

from the geometry of MO and the boundedness of the components of ~. This

property will be maintained throughout, and nothing further will be said about

it. As we modify these discs to produce the desired collection of Step 1, we

will continue to denote them by

tion.

c = UC Y, to minimize notational prolifera-

The Cy's initially may have none of the desired properties (i)-(iv)

above. We will work to correct these defects, much as in the proof of the

Casson Lemma (Section 2), but here we must work a bit harder, since the desired

repositioning is a bit more delicate. The method to be followed here is basi-
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i.e. ,

cally Casson's (from [C, Lecture I]), with some minor variations to make it

more geometric t as presented for example in [F2, Section 3].

To arrange property (i), one works just as in Section 2, desingularizing

the various attaching paths by piping their inte"rsections off of their ends.

Regarding property (ii), initially we arrange it to hold only modulo 2.

That is, we arrange that

the framdngs of the C 's are correct modulo 2,y
the framing mismatch is even.

This is achieved as usual by spinning Cy at acy , as explained in Sections 2,3

(as earlier, we may spin at either arc of dey; it doesn't matter which. Of

course, at most one spin is required).

Next, property (iii) is arranged, by means of the Norman trick, using

~l to get intC off of~. In effect each Cy is replaced by some linear

mb .J/. ~ Alco ination Cy " ~ny,o u cr • The self-intersections of these new Cy's agree

mod 2 with the original self-intersections, because ~l • 61
= 0 (of course- a a

even would do here), and so property (iie ) is maintained.

Before achieving property (iv), and property (ii) on the nose, we note the

existence of a certain collection Cd = U Cd of immersed spheres, withy
Cd • cd 0, which are algebraically dual to the collection C (i.e.

d
Cy • Co 0yo) and are disjoint from 6.. To get them, start with a collection

of (small imbedded disjoint framed) tori T
d = UT~ dual to C, as explained

at the start of the proof in Section 4 (the distinguished tori, in the language

of [F2]). Do (single) surgery to each T~ to turn it into a homologous im-
d I

mersed sphere C, using ~ and the Norman trick to avert intersections with
d Y d

6.. As T had the desired algebraic properties, so does C. (However t we

note that Cd n C may have extra pairs of points. One could use Section 5
Y 0 1

here to construct Cy's, but they would be of no additional help at this

point.)

Now, returning to properties (1i) and (iv), observe that they can be

achieved by connect-summing each Cy with appropriately many copies of the

various ~IS. For example, assuming the subscripts {y} are ordered in some

sequence, we can replace each C by the multifold connect-sum
d y d

Cy # l (-Co· Cy)Co # (-Cy • Cy/2)Cy . This completes Step 1. 1//
o<y

We pause a moment here to remark on how Quinn's construction is about to

depart from Casson's. The goal for Casson/Quinn at this point is to get the

C 's disjoint from each other. For Casson, everything was finite, and so hey
was able to proceed one Cy at a time, making it disjoint from all of the pre-

vious ones, before proceeding to the next Cy. In the infinite case, however,

this process .breaks down, for the usual reason that a point may wind up getting
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moved an infinite number of times, right out to infinity. Thus the natural

question was, how could one reorganize Casson's procedure for the infinite case

into infinitely many disjoint collections of finite procedures. This is what

Quinn is doing in the steps which follow.

Quinn's idea at this point is to partition the Cy's into finitely many

groups, each gr~up itself consisting of infinitely many disjoint finite sub

groups of C 's. Within any given group, the sub~roups are to be quite
y

isolated, separated from each other by some distance much larger than the size

of any disc or sphere yet encountered in the proof. The motivating analogy is,

i£ we think of the C 's as tiny, microscopic cells in 4-space t then we want
y

to take a medium-sized handle decomposition of 4-space, and let all of the

C 's which intersect the O-handles comprise one group, with the subgroups
y

being engendered by the individual O-handles; let all of the remaining C 'sy
which intersect the (disjoint) I-handles comprise the next group, etc. In the

next step, this is formalized (and should be skipped by those familiar with

such details).

~. Partitioning the Cy's into groups. To begin, we need a covering of

R4 by some finite number. p say. of closed subsets Kl •...•Kp (thinking of

each K
i

as an infinite, disjoint union of cubes), where the components of

each Ki are uniformly bounded in size, and yet the distance between any two

components of any single Ki is at least t, where t is some number much

larger than the size of any sphere or disc yet encountered in the proof. (The

smallest possible choice for p is 5. However, for p=24 one has the

natural checkerboard collection of cubes obtained by letting t for each subset
4

~ C {l,2,3,4}, K~ be the union of cubes in R with edges parallel to the

axes, of edge length i» 0, centered at points of the form (tzl, ••• ,~z4)

where zi E 2Z or zi e; Z-2Z according as i £~ or i t~ .) These subsets
4{Ki } of R give rise to a collection of subsets of M, still denoted {Ki },

having the same sort of properties, say by assigning each (82
x 82) in thea

definition of M to the lowest indexed Ki that D~ intersects. Using

these Ki's we can partition the Cy's. Let Cl be the union of those Cy's

which intersect K
I

, and in general, let Ci be the union of those Cy's

which intersect Ki but not any earlier Kj'S. III
The individual C 's are going to be separated in two steps. First the

y
different groups produced in Step 2 will be separated (Steps 3 and 4). The

motion here will be small compared to the large distance between individual

subgroups of any given group, and so these subgroups will remain bounded far

apart. Next, one prepares to separate the Cy's within the individual groups.

This requires some auxiliary data, namely some pre-Whitney discs Wand some

transverse spheres ef, which are to be constructed for each subgroup (Steps
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5-7). Finally, in Step 8 the individual disjoint groups-plus-auxiliary-data

can be worked on separately, and the individual C 's made disjoint.
o y

As we will see in upcoming steps, ~1 is sort of the backbone of the

proof, for we are always returning to use it to produce lots of different

layers of cl's. To this end, the following step is an example of a useful

general principle: It is desirable to keep ~l separated from as much of the

other data as possible, so that when it is to be used again, these other data

needn't be moved.

1
Step 3. Getting the ~cr's off of the Cy's. The goal here is to arrange that

/].1 n C = f/J. This will be achieved by regular homotopies of C and ~l •

To begin, apply the Transverse Spheres Lemma of Section 5 to obtain a

transverse collection d- = U C
1

of immersed spheres for C, so that
1 y 1

C n ~ = f/J. Here we are applying the Lemma with the sets C, C;, Wand F of
1

the Lemma being respectively the sets ~,~, C and subdiscs of C here, and

so the proof entails moving C by regular homotopy. (Aside: This unfortunate

mismatch of notation was bound to occur somewhere in the proof, inasmuch as the

Lemma is applied in several different places.)

Having produced d-, we can now use the Norman trick to get rid of the
1 1

intersections between ~ and C, by connect-summing the ~a's with

appropriate Cl , as needed. (This happens to be a regular homotopy of /].1
y s, ,

as each ~ is regularly null-homotopic by construction. After this, this

C
1

is no longer of any use, although fresh ones will be needed later.) /1/

~. Getting the groups of Cy's disjoint. First we construct p-l dis

joint transverse collections of spheres ci, c;, ... ,~-l for C so that

C~ n (~ u ~l) =~. This is achieved by p-l successive applications of the

Transverse Spheres Lemma (Section 5; see its Note), with the sets C, d-, w
1 A1and F of the Lemma being 6,~, C and subdiscs of u here, for i=l to

p-l, producing ci at the ith step, making sure at each step that one stays

away from the previously constructed ~'s. Note that C (as well as /].)
1 J

needn't be moved here, only ~ (repeatedly).

Now we can use these ci's to make the different groups {Ci } disjoint.

Starting with Cl , using S to move each Cj off of Cl , j > 1, via

the Norman trick. Next, use c; to move each (newly positioned) Sk off of

(the new) C
2

, k> 2. Continue in this manner. Note that when done, the

initialization accomplished in Step 1 still holds, and similarly it remains

true that 81 n C =~. The above ~IS, being useful no longer, are dis-

carded. /11

Having separated the groups of Cy's, we now must provide the individual

?roups with some additional data. The first of these are some pre-Whitney
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discs.

Step 5. Selecting W, and making Wn (~U ~l) =~. For each group C
i

, let

Wi be a collection of pre-Whitney discs for all of the intersections between

different cells of C
i

(which, recall, only occur between cells of the same

subgroup). Let W = UWi (we needn't ini tialize the framings of W in any

manner, at this point).

Using ~l, get W off of 6 by means of the Norman trick.

~L () W=~. To do so, construct a transverseWe next arrange that

collection c1 to C which misses ~ UW (but there is no need to make it

miss 6
1

), by using the Transverse Spheres Lemma (Section 5) with the sets
1 1

C,C , Wand F of the Lemma being ~,~ ,C and subsets of W here; this may

require regularly homotoping W, but not C (nor ~ and ~l), as ~l n C = ~.

Given ef, we can move !J.l off of W first by piping 6
1

off of the edges

of W, and then getting rid of the resultant intersections of ~1 with C by

using the Norman trick with respect to cf. So now we have Wn (~U ~l) =~,
and we have retained that ~L () c =~. The above C~ is no longer

needed. III
At this point, we must separate the members of W which are attached to

distinct groups of C.

Step 6. se~rating the groups {Wi}. As before, this is accomplished using

layers of '8. Using the Transverse Spheres Lemma p(p-l) times in succes-

~,j ,
and

sion, construct p(p-l) disjoint collections of immersed 2-spheres

1< i,j < p, i~ j, where for each i, c: j is transverse to Ci ,

1 . n (~ u ~1 U w) = ~ (the sets c,d-., ~w and F of the Lemma are
1,J 1

b.,~1 ,C. and subdiscs of ~ here, making sure as usual that when con-

s tructin~ C;:,j' one stays away from other St 's , and away from previous ly

constructed ~ i's). Only ~l need to be moved here (repeatedly).,
Now, for each i,j, to get

off of Wi by piping it off of

means of the Norman trick, using

W
j

off of C
i

U Wi (j~i), first move W
j

Wi edges, and then move Wj off of Ci by

'~,j. When done, we have

(C
i

U Wi) n (C
j

U W
j

) = ~ for all i+j. Since these motions are small with

respect to the distance between subgroups of groups, we now have that any in

dividual Cy or W~ intersects any other individual Co or Wv (four pos

sibilities here) only if these two intersecting cells belong to the same sub-

group of the same group. Finally, we note that all of the properties arranged

in Steps 1 through 5 remain true. The above C;:,j'S are no longer needed. III
The last data to be provided for the subgroups are some complementary

spheres for the C's.

~. Providing groups of ef's. Once again we appeal to the Transverse
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Spheres Lemma, this time constructing p disjoint collections ci, ... ,~ of
lIP

immersed 2-spheres, where c-: is transverse to C
i

, and C
i

n C
j

= j, for

i;&j , and d: n (1'1 u i u w) 1.= (,. 111is is accomplished just as in Step 6,
1 1

moving only Ii (repeatedly). As before, it follows from distance considera-

tions that any two different cells in this entire collection ~ = u d: will
i

intersect only if their mates (i.e. duals) in C belong to the same subgroup

of the same group. III
Finally, we are in a position to complete our separation of the individual

C 's.y

Step 8. Separating within the subgrouP!'. At this point, each subgroup consists

of a finite number of Cy's. their associated ~'s produced in Step 7. and

a union W* of pre-Whitney discs produced in Steps 5 and 6, one disc for each

pair of intersections between distinct C 's of the subgroup. Furthermore,
y

all of these data for distinct subgroups are disjoint. Hence we can apply the

Separation Proposition (Section 6) separately to each subgroup of each group,

as we have just the data we need. Consequently, we can make all of the C 's
y

disjoint. As noted in the Addendum (Section 6), we can leave ourselves with a

transverse collection C
1

for C, for use in the next induction round (or we

could just make ~ using 6
1

). 1/1
The C '8 are now positioned to serve as bases of towers. That is, they

y
are disjoint from each other, with imbedded boundaries, and their interiors

are disjoint from 6, and they are correctly framed. Furthermore, they are

equipped with a transverse collection of spheres ~ (whose members, however,

may intersect quite badly, but as usual are bounded). The next round of

induction proceeds to construct a disjoint collection D of discs to serve as

the second stages of the towers, just as C was constructed above. Hence, in

this second round, C and ~ play the role of 6 and 6
1

in the first round

(note that they satisfy the analogues of properties (16) and (26) listed

earlier, the only properties used). The only difference is that now the in-

dividual DAts are attached to individual Cy's instead of to pairs of Cy's,

so this requires changing a few words in Step 1, but otherwise all the

operations remain the same.

Concerning distances, note that in Step 8, there is no bound on how far

an individual Cy may move within an individual subgroup, other than it stays

close to the subgroup. Hence, if the diameters of these subgroups are bounded

by some constant d
l

, then this number serves (approximately) as a bound for

all motions of the first induction round. For the second round, then, we

must greatly enlarge our scale, for example grouping the

vidual subgroups are much further apart than distance d1

D's so that indi
4(but still p=2 ,
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SUMMARY TABLE OF THE EIGHT INDUCTIVE STEPS OF SECTION 7
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C = U c I layers of eL's
y (always transvers(~ to C)

At the start

Step 1: Selecting
and initializing
the C 's.

y

Step 2: Grouping the
C IS.

Y

Step 3: Making

~l..nc=0.

Step 4: Making the
groups Cl, ..• ,C

p
disjoint.
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p
'
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Used during the
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the individual C 's

y
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I I I 1 ~ U'll~ U w. 1 I~
~
t1
~
~

Now cycle through Steps 1-8 five more times, as explained in the'text,
to build disjoint 6 stage towers.
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or even p=5 groups will suffice). Nevertheless, everything remains bounded,

and in fact the bound is simple function of the original diameters of sets.

Cycling through the induction process six times, producing 6-stage towers

T = CUD U E U F U G U H, completes the goal (*3) of this section.

It is interesting to note that as one builds successive layers of the

towers, the duals of these layers spread out further and further, intersecting

more and more distant duals.

We note in Appendix 3 a few technical differences between the above con

struction and Quinn's.

8. THE PROOF OF THE 4-DIMENSIONAL ANNULUS THEOREM

The n-dimensional Annulus Conjecture (AC
n

)

morphism h:Rn
-"R

n such that h(Bn ) C intBn ,

BO - h(intBn ) is homeomorphic to the annulus

asserts that for any homeo

the closed difference

Sn-l x I. This conjecture is

3)

intimately related to the n-dimensional Stable Homeomorphism Conjecture (SHn) ,

which asserts that any orientation preserving (= o.p.) homeomorphism h:Rn~ R
n

is stable, that is, can be written as a finite composition of homeomorphisms

h = hm hZhl where each hi is the identity on some open set. There is a

rich collection of facts and consequences surrounding these conjectures,

which we will not go into here; see for example [B-G]. But for our present

purposes we recall:

1) SH
n

=> ACn for any given n.

2) An o.p.-homeomorphism h of Rn is stable if

a) it is a composition of stable

homeomorphisms, or

b) it is differentiable at some

point, with non-singular de

rivative there, or

c) it is uniformly bounded, i.e.

{l!h(x>-xIIIXERn
} is bounded.

SH is true for all nf: 4 (classical for n=l,
n

from [R] for n=2, from [M] for n=3, and [K]

for n~5 5.
We will discuss the following

THEOREM (Quinn): SH4 (hence AC4) is true.

Consequently, the Stable Homeomorphism and Annulus Conjectures are finally

established for all dimensions.

The proof of this theorem follows the lines of a remarkably prescient

proposal of Connell and Hollingsworth [C-H, pp. 161,179]. In short, they
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noted that given an o.p.-homeomorphism h:R°-+Rn , if one knew that

h x id:R
n

x R
l

-+- R
D

x R
I

were stable, and if one could establish a certain sort

of controlled (n+l)-dimensional h-cobordism theorem, then one could deduce

that h was stable. This they presented as one possible application of many

that would follow if one could carry to conclusion their ideas and conjectures

about "geometric groups" set forth in [C-H].

When in 1968 Kirby established the stable homeomorphism conjecture for

dimensions ~5, but not 4, then the Connell-Hollingsworth proposal grew in

credibleness. Finally in 1977-78 Quinn succeeded in supplying the missing

algebraic details of the Connell-Hollingsworth program. But as expected, the

resultant controlled h-cobordism theorem (for example) could be established

only for dimensions >6. The critical S-dimensional case eluded Quinn, for

the usual 4-dimensional reasons prevailing in the middle level of the cobordism

(see below). However, Freedman's work offered new prospects, and a year after

Freedman's breakthrough, Quinn succeeded in establishing the S-dimensional con

trolled h-cobordism theorem, obtaining the Annulus Theorem as one particular

consequence (of many). This is what we have been aiming toward in this expo

sition.

We give now the details of the Connell-Hollingsworth-Quinn program that

reduce the 4-dimensional Stable Homeomorphism Conjecture to Quinn's result es

tablished in Section 7. (We note that as an alternative to this route, one

could instead apply Kirby's original argument directly in dimension 4, using

Quinn's work to complete the discussion of 4-dimensional homotopy tori, but

there seems to be no clear advantage in proceeding that way.)

Suppose, ~hen, that h:R
4

-+R
4 is an o.p.-homeomorphism. The idea will

be to express h as a composition h = gf of two homeomorphisms, where f is

bounded (defined above) and g is a diffeomorphism on some open set. Hence,

h will be stable (see Fact (2) above).

To start, we use h to put a certain, possibly nonstandard, smooth

structure on R4 x [0,1], as follows (we use I I here to emphasize the

underlying topological space). It will be described in terms of two coordinate

charts ('PO ,UO) and ('Pl,Vl) , where as usual Ui is an open subset of

IR
4

x [O,lll and <Pi:Ui ~ I'(U
i

) c R
S

• Let U
o

= IR4 x [0,2/3)1 C IR4
x [O,lll

and let <PO = inclusion: Uo C R
4

x R
1

= R
S

• Let U1 = IR
4

x (1/3,lll C IR
4

x ro,lll.

We will choose <PI so that <pl!IR4xll= h:R
4

xl .... R
4

xl and (see Figure 8.1)

<Pl<P~11R
4

x (1/3,2/3) is smooth, i.e., <P1 'R
4

x (1/3,2/3) is smooth. To get

'PI' we apply Kirby's 5-dimensional Stable Homeomorphism Thereom [K], together

with Connell's Smooth Approximation "Theorem [Co] (as established in dimension 5

by Bing [B]), to find a diffeomorphism tJ;:R4 x (1/3,2/3) -+ R4 x (1/3,2/3) which

approximates h xid as close as we like, even in the majorant sense, i.e.,
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Figure 8.1: Defining W

this new smooth manifold whose underlying space is

is an h-cobordism. If we could show that W is

nw(x) - (h x id) (x) II -+- 0 as fast as we like for x -+- end in °R4 x (1/3,2/3).

Then we can define )"1 to be h x inclusion on IR4 x [2/3.1Jlcu
1

• and 1jJ

IR4
x (1/3.2/3) I CUI.

We denote by W
4

R x [0,1]. Clearly W

on

smoothly a product in some reasonably well controlled sense, then we would be

done. For example, suppose we could establish

(*) For some k > 0, there is a diffeomorphism
4

G:R x [0,1] -+- W such that 1TG is k-close

to 7T, where 1f:R
4

x [0,1] = Iwl -+- R4 is

vertical projection.

Granted that (*) holds, and assuming without loss that G(R
4

x 1) = a w=

I
4 4 4 +

the1-endof W, then let g=~lGR xl:R xl~R xl and let

f = (G IR4
x 1)-1. Regarding Ia+w I. R

4
x 1 and R

4
as being identified in the

obvious manner (to avoid a clutter of maps), we get that gf=h, where f is

hounded and g is smooth, and hence h is stable, as noted above.

Unfortunately it turns out that (*) not only is unknown, it is in fact
4false for arbitrary smooth structures on R x [0,1], because of the existence

of exotic structures on R4. However, Quinn establishes the following weaker

statement, which 1s sufficient for his needs here.

(**) For some k > 0, there 1s a homeomorphism

G: R4
x [0, 1] -+ W, with GIu x [0, 1 ] a dt f

feomorphism for some open set U C R4 , such

that nG is k-c1ose to n (n as above).

Granted that (**) holds, then the argument that h is stable is the same as

above. So it remains to discuss (**).

To prove (**), one attempts to prove (*) using the methods that do in

fact work in higher dimensions J and finds that by using the work presented in

Section 7 together with Freedman's work, one can at least deduce (**).

We offer an outline of this argument. We will confine ourselves to the

specific contest of (**), although it should be remarked that the full-blown
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controlled h-cobordism theorem differs from the following discussion only de
tail, not in spirit.

We are given W, a smooth 5-manifold whose underlying topological space

is R
4

x [0,1]. Following the lines of the proof of the customary compact

h-cobordism theorem, we divide the discussion into three steps': (I) establish

ing the existence of a bounded handlebody structure on (W,d_W), (2) trading

o and S-h~ndles for 2 and 3-handles, and trading 1 and 4-handles for 3 and 2

handles, respectively, and (3) cancelling the 2 and 3-handles, all the time

maintaining boundedness control (or even £-control, if you wish, but that isn't
required here).

We elaborate these steps. We emphasize that everything is smooth here.

Step 1: Imposing a bounded handlebody structure on (W,d_W). Letting
--4
d_W = R x 0 C W, a handlebody structure on (W,d_W) is a filtration

W_l CWO C··· C Ws = W of W by 5-dimensional submanifolds of W, closed as

subsets, such that W_ l is a collar of d_W, and Wi is obtained from

Wi _l by attaching (disjoint) i-handles to d+W
i

_
l

= oW
i

_
1

- a_we The collec

tion of such handles may be infinite, but it is presumed to be locally finite.

This handlebody structure is bounded if all handles and all fibers of the collar
4are uniformly bounded in size (using say the standard metric on R x [0,1]).

It is a routine matter to get such a bounded handlebody structure: simply

take an ordinary handlebody structure which starts with a thin collar, and then

subdivide the handles to make the new handles small t isotoping the attaching

maps as required in order to make handles be attached only to unions of handles

of lower index.

Step 2: Trading handles into the middle dimension. One does the following

argument first for O-handles and then I-handles, and dually for 5-handles and

then 4-handles. Let i be 0 or 1, and assume that the i = 0 case has

been done if i = 1. In particular, we can assume that any i-handle is

attached to d+W_I (which, when i = 0, means nothing). Focusing on an

individual i-handle H, it is traded for an {i + 2)-handle H by introducing

a trivial i + 1, i + 2 (complementary) handle pair G
i
+1 , Gi+2 and then

isotoping G
i
+l to be in complementary position to H, so that it and H can

be cancelled, leaving behind the repositioned G
i
+2 = H_ In more detail, the

topological product structure on W provides a predictably bounded homotopy

of core H reI its attaching region into o+W_1 - After some general posi

tioning we can assume that this homotopy hits no handles of index> i + 1,

i.e. lies in Wi +l (this motion is bounded because the handles are bounded).

After some further general positioning, we can move the homotopy off of
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c_W U the cores of handles of index 3. i + 1 and hence into d+Wi +l , so it

becomes a homotopy in d+Wi +1 carrying a parallel copy of core H (lying in

the belt region of aH) reI its attaching region into 3+W_ I n a+w i +l • Now

introduce a small trivial i + 1, i + 2 handle pair Gi+l , Gi +2 attached to

a+wi +
1

but missing the i and i + I handles (so in fact it is attached to

d+W_
l
), and lying somewhere near the image of the homotopy. Using the homo

topy, and the fact that for 0 and I-dimensional submanifolds of a 4-manifold,

homotopy gives rise to isotopy, one verifies that the attaching map of G
i
+

l
can be isotoped in o+Wi +1 so as to put Gi +l in complementary position to

H, as asserted. All motions here come from bounded homotopies, and so are

uniformly bounded. (For higher dimensional cobordisms, this argument must be

presented a bit more carefully; see [Ql' Thm. 6.1] following [W).)

?tep 3: Cancelling 2 and 3-handles. At the end of Step 2, having gotten rid of

all of the 0,1,4 and 5-handles, we can write our cobordism W as

W = d_W x [0,1/3] U U{H2 ,S} U LJ{H3,aJ U d+W x [2/3,1], where d_W x [0,1/3] and

(for symmetry's sake) d+WX [2/3,1] are collars for the two boundary components

of W, having fibers of uniformly bounded size, and {~2,B} and {H3,a} are

locally finite collections of 2-handles and 3-handles, all of uniformly bounded

size.

Figure 8.2: The cobordism W.

This is the place in the ordinary h-cobordism theorem where one must

use some algebra. So it is here, and in addition, some control is reqUired.

Namely, what we would like is that

(#) after some (2,3)-handle pair introductions, and some 3-handle

slides of uniformly bounded size, the 3-handles {H
3

} can be
,a

put in 1-1 correspondence with the 2-handles {HZ,S}' so that

for any pair a,S, Aa · Be = 8ae (kronecker 8), where Aa
is the attaching (descending) sphere of H3,a and Be is the
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belt (ascending) sphere of H
2tB

, and this intersection is taking

place in the middle 4-manifold level M = a+w2•

Forgeting size for the moment, in the finite simply-connected case, establishing

(#) requires only elementary algebra, being nothing more than the fact that an

integer matrix of determinant I is reducible to the identity matrix by (say)

row operations. But in this infinite controlled setting this is another matter,

and in fact this is the problem addressed in the earlier work of Connell and

Hollingsworth. Inasmuch as that program was successfully brought to conclusion

by Quinn in 1977-78, we consequently can presume that (/1) above holds. (Inter

estingly, Quinn [Q1] deduces his main results, namely the Connell-Hollingsworth

conjectures, by starting from the fact that when suitably cast in a manifold

setting, they can be established by using the torus trick, in the same spirit

as Kirby's original work).

We take the liberty at this point of describing a variant manner of es

tablishing (#), which amounts to a geometrization of Quinn's argument in [QI]'

making direct use of the previously known theorems upon which Quinn modeled his

proof. The key point is, (0) is a condition which lends itself to stabiliza

tion-destabilization (of dimension W). To be precise, let V be the 6-dimen

siona1 relative cobordism gotten by crossing Wwith I (see Figure 8.3),

I
V

\-e.~\0" o~

2.- g ~-".,,1\4l!.

Figure 8.3. The cobordism V = I x w.

letting a V = I x a W and oV = aI x W_
1

, where we recall W_l is some collar

of a W in W, and then letting d+V = cl(aV- (d_V U oV), as usual. The key

observation is that, starting with the subset I x W-1 of V'J the stabilized

handles {I x H
2
,aJ and {IX H3,a} provide a handle decomposition of V based

on IXW_1. These handles are of index 2 and 3, as earlier. Now, in dimen

sion 6 we know, using the Product Structure Theorem of Kirby and Siebenmann

[K-S], that V is a smooth product, and in fact one can perturb the topological
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structure an arbitrarily small amount to make it smooth. ConsequentlYt the

above handle structure can be changed by the usual handle operations (births ~

deaths, and slides) to become trivial (so, for example, thinking Morse-theo

reticallYt one can construct a Cerf diagram). Furthermore~ since the Product

Structure Theorem can be applied locally, in bounded patches, one can argue

that all of these handle operations can be done' in bounded fashion.

Now, if only handles of index 2 and 3 appear during this transition, then

this would immediately provide a solution to (#), for that is exactly what (#)

is saying. In general, however t handles of other indices may be appearing,

disappearing and sliding over each other. Nevertheless, one can make a

Cerf-theoretic argument that all handles not of index 2 or 3 can be traded for

handles of index 2 or 3 (as for example in [H-W]). Thus (#) is established.

In short, we are saying that (#) can be achieved in dimension 5 because it

can be. achieved, geometrically in fact, in dimension 6.

Assuming now that (#) holds, we return to our discussion of the cobordism

W, showing how to establish (**) by using the work of Section 7. By our de

scription of W, we see that the middle level M = d+W2 is obtained from
4d_W = R by performing a locally finite collection of I-surgeries. Since the

surgery circles in R
4 are necessarily unknotted and unlinked and uniformly

4bounded in size, we can regard M as being obtained from R by connect-sum-

ming with infinitely many copies of S2 x S2 at a locally finite collection

{D4} of uniformly bounded balls in R4 In M we make note of each resultanta ·
subset (S2 x S2 - intn4)a by labeling a spine of it, say Ba U B~, consist-

ing of two transverse imbedded 2-spheres, one of them the belt sphere Ba of

the handle H and the other some dual B
d for it. (Since the 2 and 32,a a

handles have been paired by (#), we now use the same index set {a} for both

sets of handles.)

We can make the same sort of discussion at the other end of W, to see

that M is obtained from d+W by connect-summing with S2 x S2,s at a locally

finite collection of uniformly bounded balls in d+W. As above we mark each

S2 x s2 of this collection in M via a spine Aa U A~. i.e. a wedge of im

bedded 2-spheres~ where Aa is the attaching 2-sphere for the 3-handle H
3
,a'

and Ad is some dual for it in M
a ·

At this point we are ready to apply the discussion in Section 7, where the

sets M, Aa , A~ • Ba and B~ correspond to the sets above. Condition (#)

above is exactly what is hypothesized at the start of Section 7, and further

more all considerations of boundedness prevail. Hence, by Section 7 we can

find a disjoint locally finite collection of topological Whitney discs for the

excess intersections between the A 's and the B 's. These discs can be useda a.
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to perform (topological) isotopies in M, to be regarded as (topological)

isotopies of the attaching maps of the 3-handles of W, to make the 3-handles

geometrically complementary to the 2-handles. So the handles can be cancelled,

leaving W with a product structure. One routinely checks that, as the only

non-smooth part of the proof is the preceding repositioning of the 3-handles

and subsequent 2-3 cancellations, there remains an open subset U of d_W (which

can be made dense if you wish) over which the product structure can be made to

smoothly agree with that of W. Hence (**) above is established, and the

4-dimensional Stable Homeomorphism and Annulus Theorems follow.

APPENDIX 1. Casson's Imbedding Theorem via Quinn's Lemma. The preceding

material has imbedded in it a proof of Casson's original theorem, but it may

not be apparent. Indeed, if one is willing to grant the Transverse Spheres

Lemma (Section 5) and the sUbsequent Separation Proposition (Section 6), then

Casson's construction can be presented quite succinctly. We do this here. We

begin by recalling

CASSON'S IMBEDDING THEOREM ([C], mildly paraphrased).

Suppose CI, ••• ,Cn are immersed 2-discs in a simply-connected 4-manifold

M, with the aci's imbedded disjointly in aM, such that C
i

• C
j

= 0 for

i" j • Suppose there exist Bi E: H2 (M), l~ i ~ n, such that 81 • 81 is even

and 8i • C
j

= a
ij

. Then the Ci's can be regularly homotoped to be disjoint,

and one can build disjoint (infinite) towers Tl, ••• ,Tn in M whose bases are

these separated C. 's.
1

Proof. Casson's original construction proceeded a disc at a time fixing

up the first layer C = UC
i

of discs for his towers, then a disc at a time

through the second layers, etc., all the time having to spend repeated effort

to recover the necessary working hypothesis that the complement of the union of

most 2-dimensional data at hand be simply connected. However, with the aid of

the Transverse Spheres Lemma, basically one can proceed an entire layer at a

time. We give the argument in summary fashion, presuming that only experienced

hands have gotten this far. As in Casson's proof, we are immediately entering

an inductive procedure.

Let cd = UCd be a union of immersed 2-spheres representing the classes
i

[~i]' provided by the ~~rewlcz isomorphism theorem (i.e., Burger the surfaces
drepresenting the 8

i
's). To begin, we regularly homotope C, as well as C,

to make Cd into a transverse collection cf= u~ of spheres for C. This

can be done all at once using Casson's Surface separation Lemma (Section 2),

taking C as A and Cd as B, and finding the necessary pre-Whitney discs

W as a consequence of the I-connectivity of M.
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Let W (unrelated to the preceding W) be a collection of pre-Whitney

discs for all of the intersections between all pairs Ci , Cj ' provided by the

I-connectivity of M and the hypothesis that C.· C. = O. Applying the
~ J

Separation Proposition of Section 6, we see that the Ci's can be regularly

homotoped to be disjoint, and furthermore (by the Addendum) the resultant

union C can be provided with a transverse collection of spheres, still de

noted Cl. Thus the C.'s are now separated, and we will not need to move
1

them any more.

We now begin to construct the next layers of the towers. Let D = UDj
be a collection of immersed discs in M which are attached to the ei's to

tlkill their kinks". We wish to make certain preliminary improvements to these

D
j

• D
k

= 0 for all j,k by

connecting-summing each Dj with appropriate copies of the various D~'S.

Now, to formally complete the induction process, we regard the D.'s as
J

being attached to a small regular neighborhood NC of C. So in the simply-con-

nected manifold MD = M- intNc we are back in the same sort of situation in

which we started, now with Dj'S in place of Ci's. So we can cycle through

the induction again, separating the Dj's and providing a new layer of 1k's,
etc. Continuing, one can produce towers T = CUD U E U..• of arbitrary

discs, just as we did to the C 's in Step 1 of Section 7. First (i) we make
y

the dDj'S disjointly embedded, and then (iie ) we spin the Dj'S at their

boundaries to make their framings correct modulo 2 (as second stages of towers,

as in Section 3). Next (iii) we get intD off of C by means of the Norman

Trick, using ~. Before proceeding further, we observe as in Step lof Section

7 that the Dj'S have algebraically dual immersed spheres {D1} disjoint from

C, obtained by surgering the small dual tori of the D.'s, using ~ to keep
d d J

the surgeries off of C (note that D
j

• Dk = 0 for all j,k, even if

c1 • Cl~ 0). Now, we can arrange that (ii,iv)

length, as desired.

APPENDIX 2. Freedman's Big Reimbedding Theorem via Quinn's Lemma. The first

formidable aspect of Freedman's work is his sequence of Reimbedding Theorems,

of which the most intricate by far is his 5-stage Reimbedding Theorem. In this

appendix, we note that Quinn's Transverse Spheres Lemma ( = TSL; see Section 5),

once mastered, substantially eases the hard technicalities of Freedman's proof,

for example rendering unnecessary any discussion of triangular bases. Quinn

himself recognized there was room for improvement in Freedman's argument [Q2];

our discussion carries this another step further.

Since [G-S] 1s so close at hand, we refer to it for notation and state

ments of theorems (notational exception: we leave initial data unsuperscripted,
o 0writing e.g. T3 or C

4
in place of their T

3
or C4 , but we (as they) do use
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1 1superscripts for later cbpies, e.g. T3 or C4). In particular, our discussion

is presented in the context of their one-stage improved versions. The relevant

'Ibeorems there are 3.3 (= 6.0 = the Little Reimbedding Theorem) and 4.0.0

(= 6.1 = the Big Reimbedding Theorem). Bence our goal here is to describe how,

given a 4-stage tower T4 , to reimbed a new 4-stage tower ~ into T
4

, with

agreement on the first two stages, so that the new imbedding is trivial on 'lT
l

,

and also is 1Tl -negligible in the customary manner.

We present the ar~ument in five steps _ In brief, the idea is that in

Steps 1 (= the Little Reimbedding Theorem) and 4 we work inside of the first

three stages T
3

, using Quinn's Lemma to produce first one and then lots and

lots of disjoint transverse spheres for the third stage (we will assume for

simplicity of language throughout that the third stage has only one component,

i.e., each of the first two stages has just one kink each). In Step 5 the

Norman trick is applied, using these transverse spheres to change the fourth

stage kinks into kinks coming from the transverse spheres, which lie in T3
and hence are null-homotopic in T4 - The intermediate Steps Z and 3 are neces

sitated by the fact that in Step 1 kinks were introduced into the original

third stage, and so they must be provided with their own fourth stage kinky

discs, which need to be correctly positioned, requiring some argument.

In more detail, the five steps are as follows:

Step 1. Do the Little Reimbedding Theorem t i.e. , regularly homo tope the orig-

inal third stage C3 to become Cl so that Cl has a transverse sphere
1 3 3

C3 C T3
which misses the first two stages C1 U C2• This gives rise to a

1
transverse sphere C2 C T3 for the second stage.

Some details (originally in [F1 ]). Letting T be a small distinguished dual

torus for the third stage located near the self-crossing point of the second

stage, Freedman noted in [F
I

] that the two natural generating circles of T,

which are meridians of C2 ' are null-homotopic in T3 missing Cl U CZ

Hence, if one does double surgery on T (as in Section 4) using these two i~

mersed null-homotopy discs to produce an immersed sphere c; missing Cl U C2 '

at the same time doing finger moves to the intersections of the original third

stage C
3

with these discs as described in Section 4, then we can produce

a newly positioned third stage c; with transverse sphere C;. (It is ob

served in [G-S] that the above finger moves need not link the first stage CI ,

i.e., nl(C~) ~ n
l

(T
3

- Cl ) is trivial; this will be used later, to avoid

having to glue on an additional earlier stage.) Using ~ and Freedman's ob

servation above one can get a transverse sphere S to the second stage so

that Sn ci-3 - Sn C2 = 1 point (recall ci-3 = Cl U C2 U C~).
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Step 2. Exhibit fourth stage discs for all of the third stage kinks. and get
1their interiors off of the union of the first three stages C
l
-

3
.

Some details. During Step 1 some new self-intersections (=kinks) arose in
1 1constructing the new third stage C3. Since C

3
C T3t these kinks are

null-homotopic in T4t and furthermore by Gompf's observation (see Step 1),

these null-homotopies can be chosen disjoint from the first stage C
1

. Using

c; and c; produced in Step 1, we can make these nu11-homotopies disjoint
1also from the second and third stages C2 U C3. Hence these null-homotopies,

1together with the original fourth stage C4 , give us a new collection C4 of

fourth stage discs (not necessarily disjoint) for all of the kinks of c;,
1 1

with intC4 () Cl - 3 = /J.

Step 3. Produce a new transverse sphere

which misses c; as well as C~_3"

(and from it lying in T3

c;"
Ste~ 4. Construct lots of disjoint transverse spheres c; l' ~3 2' ~3 3'···'

1 2 1 1 ",
all lying in T3 , with CJ i n Cl - 4 = C:3 i n C3 - 1 point, without moving

2 1 2' ,
Cl - 4 (; Cl U C

2
U C3 U C4) , using the Transverse Spheres Lemma repeatedly.

direct inspection, or by observing that
2off the attaching boundary of C
4

,
1making extra intersections of the null-homotopy with C3' which are then

gotten rid of like all of the other intersections by connect-summing with

Some details. The new fourth stage C~ may well intersect the transverse

~phere S produced in Step 1 (Aside: c; needn't intersect the original

fourth stage c~, but this fact isn't used.) However, we can use Quinn's

Transverse Sphere Lemma (Section 5) again, more or less repeating the con

struction of Step 1, except this time using c; to provide the null-homotopies

of the second stage meridians, to produce our new C;. To be precise, we
1 1 1 1

apply the TSL with C, C , W and F there being C2 t C2, C3 and C4 he re . The
1finger moves of this operation will put extra kinks into C4 , turning it into

2C4 (all of these kinks, both old and new, will be dealt with in Step 5).

Finally, use the newly produced c; to produce a new transverse sphere c; as
1 1 2 1

at the end of Step 1 so that Cz n (el U Cz U C3 U C4) = CZ n C2 = 1 point.

To see that one can arrange that c; n C~ =" here requires checking that
1 1Freedman's null-homotopy of a meridian of C2 in T3 - C1 U C2t where T3 is

1a small neighborhood of C1 U C2 U C3, can be chosen to miss the collar
1 2T3 n C4 , but this is clear, either by

any such intersections could be pushed

Some details. The point is, we new have at our disposal a transverse-sphere

making machine, whose basic components are a distinguised torus L dual to
1

the third stage C3 (just as in Step 1), together with the transverse sphere

~ produced in Step 3 which can be used to provide nul1-homotopies of the
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natural generating circles of T (= meridians of C2), these null-homotopies

missing ci_4' To be precise, we apply the TSL with the sets C, cl, Wand F

there being C2'~' C~ and ~ here, producing a (the first) transverse

sphere ~ I' at the same time finger-moving S so that when done

~ () ~,l ~;,. Ihen the TSL can be applied again to make a ~econd transverse

sphere c;,2 disjoint from the first, again leaving a repositioned ~ dis

joint from it. This process can be reiterated as long as desired. The C;,i'S

so produced have more and more kinks as i incr~ases, because each inherits

kinks from the current ~, which itself is getting more and more complicated

because of the finger moves repeatedly being performed on it. The total number
1 . 2

of C3,i's required is the total number of crossing in C4 , plus one more,

as we will see in Step 5.

Step 5_ Apply the Norman trick, using the transverse spheres {cS,i} to

transform the kinks of the fourth stage C2 into kinks which lie in T
3

, and4
hence are null-homotopic in T4, thereby producing the desired new T

I
C T4 -4

2
Some details. For each self-crossing of C4 , choose one of the sheets and

push it along the other sheet and off the edge of C2 in the usual manner,
1 4

making for the moment two intersections with C3' and then get rid of these

intersections via the Norman trick, using one of the ct,i'S (you can use the

same one for both intersections). This is the same idea as in Freedman's

original argument. Since the ct,i'S lie in T3 , it is clear that the new

4th stage C~ so produced is null-homotopic in T4• Letting T~ be a small

regular neighborhood of CI U C2 U C~ U c~. we .have our desired reimbedding.

Note that T~ is WI-negligible in the usual desired sense (i.e.,
Inl (T4 - T4) + n1(T4 - C1) is an isomorphism) because of the last unused

transverse sphere ct, •.

This completes the proof of the Big Reimbedding Theorem.

As a variation in the above argument, one could have not bothered pro

ducing c; from ~ in Step 3, and could have in Step 4 produced many disjoint
2transverse spheres to (the various disc-components of) C
4

, instead of to

c~, these transverse spheres lying in T3, using the TSL with C, cf, W and

F there being c~,~, (various components of) C~ and ~ here. This vari

ation is perhaps marginally more efficient than the one presented.

APPENDIX 3. Quinn's Disc Deployment Lemma. A significant portion of our ex

position above of Quinn's work (primarily Section 7) was tailored to a specific

use, namely the proof of the Annulus Conjecture. But in fact the same proof

works to yield what Quinn calls the thin h-cobordism theorem (= £-h-cobordism
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theorem = controlled h-cobordism theorem, meaning an h-cobordism theorem in

which distances are controlled); the only change required concerns the dis

cussion of distances. On the other hand, if one wishes to prove a controlled

surgery theorem in dimension four, then the proof in Section 7 requires a mild

strengthening, to what Quinn calls the Disc Deployment Lemma. It is to be re

garded as a controlled analogue of Casson's Imbedding Theorem. For purposes

of discussion, we recall only a special case of the Lemma (see [Q3' Section

3.2] for the general statement, which requires too many definitions to be given

here). It should be compared to Casson's Imbedding Theorem in Appendix 1

above.

Quinn's Disc Deployment Lemma (special case). Given a 4-manifold M,

and given £ >0, there is a <5 >'0 such that if C = U Cy is a locally fin

ite collection of 2-discs immersed in M, with boundaries imbedded disjointly

that Cy • Co = 0 for y'; O. and if d- = u ~ is a transverse

immersed spheres for C, with cf· cfy = 0 (even would do),Y --
Cy and each ~ has diameter <0. then there is a collec-

of disjoint 6-stage towers in M attached to the curves ac
tower Ty has diameter < €.

Note: Throughout it is understood that if M is not compact, then e; and 0

are continuous functions from M to (Otoo).

The idea of the proof is just as in Section 7: first one uses a series

of steps like those in Section 7 to regularly homotope the Cy's to be dis

joint, so that the ey's can serve as the bases of the towers; then one con

structs a new layer D of disjoint discs to serve as the second stages of the

towers, etc. But there is one important differences between the setup here

and the earlier discussion of Section 7: here we are missing the preceding

layer IJ. and its complement {11. Thus, we cannot produce disjoint transverse

collections cit c;. etc .• whenever we wish.

The manner by which Quinn proceeds amounts to shifting the construction
1

of Section 7 by one notch, so that in effect 6 and ~ there become C and

d- here, C and d- there become W and J here, and W there becomes X

(say) here. In other words, to prove the above Lemma, one starts by selecting

a collection W of pre-Whitney discs for all of the intersections between dif

ferent cells of C, and one goes through Steps 1 through 8 of Section 7, now

working with W in place of C (and C, cf in place of 6, fj,l), to get

intW off of C and ultimately to get the discs of W disjoint (without

ever moving C). After doing so one can use W to regularly homotope the

Cy's to be disjoint, and then one can begin the whole process over to get the

second layer D. In applying Steps 1-8 above, one will,for example in Step 2,
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put the W 's into different groups; in Step 4 get the groups disjoint using
11

disjoint transverse collections wi, w}, etc.; in Steps 5 and 6 provide

disjoint collections Xl' X2, etc., of pre-Whitney discs for the different

groups of WlJ's, and finally in Step 8 separate the individual Wp's.

We note that the only reason we didn't present Quinn's proof in this

fashion in Section 7, where for purposes of concreteness we were interested

only in a very specific h-cobordism theorem, was that such a presentation

would have called for an additional layer of discs, namely the above X,

which seemed unwarranted in a proof which is already taxing enough.

APPENDIX 4. Some Remarks on Non-simply Connected Developments. In Freedman's

extension of his work to the nonsimply connected setting, accomplished during

the Fall of 1982, the most important consideration was to come to grips with

what was happening on the fundamental group level when one did finger moves

such as those discussed in Section 4. Here we describe Freedman's key

observation, in the context of the constructions presented in Section 4.

spanning

then one

N

is by itself imbedded, say B
I

,

to produce an imbedded disc in

,.. A

El or E
fTo using E1

Naw, if either

can do surgery on

aTO"

Suppose Tn = TO lJ E1 lJ E2 consists of a punctured torus TO (with

circle boundary, i.e. TO = T2 - int B2), together with discs E} and E2
attached to a figure eight basis in TO' as in Section 4. Suppose

4
f : Tn~ M is a generically positioned immersion of Tn into a 4-manifold

4 -1 4 ,.
M, with f (aM) = aTo' such that f extends to an immersion f: N + M

of a regular neighborhood N reI aT, of T, C R3 c R4 in R4• (Aside:

this extension condition is not really necessary, but it subs~antially simpli

fies the ensuing discussion, and also in applications it can invariably be

arranged without loss of generality. We leave it to the reader to ponder the

more general situation).
"" ""

We suppose that the singularities of f lie only in lnt E
1

lJ int E2 ,

where Ei = f(E
i
), so that in particular TO = f(TO) is an imbedded copy of

TO. In other words, the image Tn =To lJ El lJ EZ and its regular neighbor

hood N- f(N) are in effect obtained from Tn and N by introducing self

crossings at points of int E
I

lJ int E2 (note that int El may intersect

int E2).

A-

In general, however, both E
1

and E
Z

may have self-intersections, as

well as mutual intersections. The simplest nontrivial case to consider is

where each of E
1

and E2 has just one self-intersection, and there are

no mutual intersections. In other words, each disc has just one kink, period.

Then 1T
l

(N) is free on two generators £1 and £2' say, arising from these
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respective crossing points. (We will suppress discussion of basepoints

here~ although any proper discussion should address this issue. As Freedman

points out t the entire surface TO can be treated as a basepoint t since it is

null-homotopic in N.) As above, one could do surgery to TO' using either

E
l

or E2~ to produce an immersed disc Dl or D2 spanning oTO in N
(each D

i
would have four self-intersection points), in which case the image

of n
1

(D
i
) in ~l(N) would be the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by

£i. However, Freedman observed that there is a third possible way to proceed.

Namely, one can produce an immersed disc 0 in N spanning orO by doing

double su~gery to TO using both E1 and EZ' at the same time doing finger

moves to the self-crossings of E
l

and EZ to produce self-intersections in

D (eight of them. which will occur near the point £1 () EZ)' just as A

described in Section 4. In this case it turns out that the image of nl(D)

in n
1

(N) is the infinite cyclic subgroup generated E.I. the product element
* '* A * -1£1£2 in wl(R), where each £i denotes either £i or £i (your choices,

for i = 1 and i = 2) depending upon which sheet at each crossing point is

pushed along which sheet. Verifying this key observation is a matter of

examining carefully the construction discussed in Section 4.

More generally, suppose E
l

has p > 0 self-intersections, giving rise to

elements al, ••• ~a in n1(N), and suppose 12 has q self-intersections,
p ~ A

giving rise to elements 61 , •.. ,Bq in n1(N) (hence ~l(N) is freely

generated by al, ••. ta , Bl , .•• ,6). If one produced an immersed ~isc Dl
A P q " ~

or D2 as above by doing (single) surgery to TO using El or E2, .then

the ±mage of ~1(D1) in ~l(N) would be the subgroup freely generated by

a
1
•..••ap• and likewise the image of V

1
(DZ) in V

1
(N) would be the sub

group freely generated by 61 , ..• ,6. However, if one produced an immersed
q" "A

disc D as above by doing double surgery to TO using both E1 and EZ'

at the same time doing the usual finger moves t producing 8pq self-crossings

in n, then the image of nl(D) in ~l(N) would be the subgroup generated

* * *by all of the products aiB j , 1 ~ i ~ p and 1 ~ j ~ qt where each a i is
-1either always a i or always a i (i.e., the superscript * on each occurrence

of a i is always the same superscript, independent of j, but possibly varying
* -1with i)t and similarly each B
j

is either always 6
j

or always Sj (so

there are p +- q choices to be made here, again determined by which of the

two sheets is finger-pushed at each of the original p + q crossings).

In the most general situation, both E
1

and E2 have mutual inter

sections, as well as self-intersections. Suppose these r mutual intersections

give rise to elements Y1' .•• 'Yr in ~l(N). Now t at each of these inter

sections, when one does the double surgery and associated finger pushing to

form n, one may finger push either the E2 sheet to follow (an arc in) EI ,
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A

or alternatively one may push the E1 sheet to follow (an arc in) E
2

•

Suppose that at the Yl' ••• 'Ys crossings (0 ~ s ~ r) one does the former

type of push, whereas at the Ys+l' ••• 'Yr crossings one does the latter type

of push. Then it turns out that the image of ~l(D) in Wl(N) is the sub

group generated by all products of precisely two elements of nl(N), where

* *the first element of the product is one of {al,···,a ,y1, ... ,y}, and the
* * p s

second element of the product is one of {Sl, ••• ,8q ,ys+l ' ••• 'Yr } (so there

are (p + s) • (q + r - s) products of this form), where as earlier the *'8
are each ±1 according to choice of sheets.

Finally, it is important to note that, when producing D by doing double

surgery in this manner, one has the option at each crossing point of doing

no finger-pushing at that point. In such a case, that particular fundamental

group element (e.g. ai' or respectively Bj or Yk) would remain represented

in the image of ~l(D), but it would not appear as the first term (respectively,

the second term or either term) in any of the product elements described

above. All in all, then, this gives one a lot of options in deciding exactly

which elements of Wl(N) are to be represented in the image of Wl(D).

To illustrate Freedman's application of these ideas, we outline briefly

how he used this construction in the case where the ambient 4-manifold M had

finite (nontrivial) fundamental group. Consider first the model case where

nl(M) - ~/2. Suppose that in the immersed image TeN eM, that when one

forms the immersed disc fi, one does ~ finger pushing at crossings of T

representing 0 E ~/2, but one does finger pushes (along either sheet) at

all crossings representing 1 E ~/2. Then it turns out that all the resultant

self-crossings of D will represent 0 £ ~/2, because in the product elements

mentioned above, both the first and second factors will represent 1 £ ~/2 ,

and hence their product will represent 0 £ ~/2 •

More generally, one could proceed as follows. Suppose g E ~l(M) is

any preselected~ fixed nontrivial element. In the immersed image T eN eM,

choose labels so that al, ••• ,at (0 ~ ~ ~ p); 81 , ••• ,Bm (0 ~ m~ q) and

yl, ••• tYn (0 ~ n ~ r) all represent g E ~l(M), whereas all the other ai's,

Bj's and Yk'S represent elements of ~l(M) - {g}. When producing fit
suppose one does finger pushes only at these crossings representing g,

-1 -1choosing sheets so that one gets all products of the form a i 8
j

and Yk~j ,

where 1 ~ i ~ 1, 1 ~ j ~ m and 1 ~ k ~ n (so in particular at the Yk

points one pushes the E2 sheet along the El sheet). Then all of these

d f the form gg-l d h iiI H h i fpro ucts are 0 an ence are tr va. ence t e mage 0

nl(O) lies in ~l(M) - {g} C~l(M).

If nl(M) is finite, it ~urns out that one can use this idea repeatedly

-to ultimately produce a disc D such that ~l(D) represents trivially in
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wl(M). One must t in order to do this t start with a finite 2-sided tower of

imbedded surfaces t capped off with a single layer of immersed, possibly inter

secting discs, with the tower being of height at least IW1(M)1 - 1 (in the

above discussion, the height was 1). (In any 4-dimensional surgery or 5

dimensional s-cobordism problem, Freedman has shown that one can construct

such towers of arbitrary finite height~ using constructions from the elementary

side of the theory.) Then, one applies the preceding construction for each

nontrivial element of w1(M) in turn, each time sacrificing one layer of

the tower, producing a new tower which no longer carries that element. In

the end, then, one has produced an immersed disc D carrying no nontrivial

elements of W1(M). In this manner Freedman was able to extend all of the

appropriate simply-connected theorems to the corresponding finite-wI settings

(and with another clever idea or two, to the poly- (finite or cyclic) settings).
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A ~-INVARIANT ONE HOMOLOGY 3-SPHERE THAT BOUNDS AN ORIENTABLE RATIONAL BALL

Ronald Fintushel' and Ronald J. stern2

In this note we show that the Brieskorn homology sphere E(2,3,7) bounds

an orientable rational ball Q. It is known that the ~-invariant of E(2,3,7)

is one as it bounds the plumbed 4-manifold w4

2 2 2

2

2 2 2 2 2 2

Note that w4 has an even intersection form with signature CJ (W
4

) = 8 and

rank 10. Thus M
4

= 0 U w4 is a closed orientable 4-manifold with even in-
E

M
4tersection form of signature 8 and rank 10. (Note that cannot bea

spin 4-manifold.) As a corollary we have the following recent theorem of

N. Habegger [1]:

COROLLARY. Every even unimodular symmetric bilinear form F with

Irank(F)/O(F) I ~ 5/4 can be realized as the intersection form of a closed

orientable 4-manifold.

THEOREM. E(2,3,7) bounds an orientable rational ball 0
4•

PROOF. First we attach a 1-handle and a 2-handle to E(2,3,7)x I to ob

tain a rational homology cobordism W, between E(2,3,7) and a 3-manifold

K
3

which has the inte~ral homology of L(4,-1). Then we describe an integral

homology cobordism W
2

between K
3 and L(4,-1). Since L(4,-1) bounds a

rational ball w3 ' we let Q= W1 U W2 U w
3

• This is done as follows.

It is well known that E(2,3,7) is obtained by +1 surgery on the figure

eight knot.

E(2,3,7) to

Attach a l-handle to
2 1

1;(2,3,7) # S )( S :

E(2,3,7) x I to obtain a cobordisrn from

1
Supported in part by NSF grant MCS 7900244A01.

2
Supported in part by NSF grant MCS 8002843A01.
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oo ---+

slide +1
over 0 >

Now attach a 2-handle

o 0

C§J
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This describes the cobordism w1• To see that it is a rational homology co

bordism note that the attached 2-handle kills 4 times the generator of "1

which was introduced by the 1-handle.

Now the link

is ribbon concordant to the link

(§§)
by means of the ribbon

Thus K
3

is integral homology cobordant to

+2 +1 -2

(§§)
-4

o
i.e. to L(4,-1). Hence we have w

2
•

Finally L(4,-l) bounds a rational ball w3 • To see this att~ch the fol

lowing 2-handle to L(4,-1) to obtain S2 x sl:

-4

bI_OW_dow-....n)-1
o

o
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QUESTION. Does there exist a closed orientable 4-manifold with definite

even intersection pairing and signature 8?
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ANOTHER CONSTRUCTION OF AN EXOTIC 5
1 ~ 53 # 52 x 52

Ronald Fintushel
1

and Ronald J. stern
2

This note was motivated by Selman Akbulut's talk at this conference. (See

(A].) As Akbulut pointed out, if one could construct an exotic twisted
3' 4 1 3S -bundle over S, with a homotopy equivalence g: N + S x S, then if a

transverse preimage of an 53-fiber is a homology sphere H
3

: we must have

~(H3) # O. But splitting N
4 along H3 yields an acyclic 4-manifold whose

boundary is H3 t H3 • Thus searching for an exotic 5' ~ 8
3

is an approach
3

toward finding the long sought after element of order 2 in 9H.

Akbulut's construction is suggested by the fact that the complement of a
2 2 4" 1 3 ""dtubular neighborhood E(RP) of RP in RP ~s S ~ B. H1S 1 ea was to

look for an Rp2 in 04 , Cappel! and Shaneson' s exotic Rp4 ( reS) }, such that

111 (Q4 - JU>2) =:ll, and then form Q4 - E ( Rp2) u S
1 ~ B

3
• Unable to find such an

~p2 embedded in 04 , Akbulut was nonetheless able to find an ~p2 in

04 # S2 x s2 with 11 (Q4 # s2 x 52 - Rp2) =Z and he was then able to form
1

04 # 52 x 52 _ E( Rp2} U 51 ~ B3 an exotic S' ~ 53 # s2 x 52.

After seeing Akbulut's talk we decided to see if one could construct an

exotic 51 ~ 53 # 52 x s2 using the techniques we promoted in [FS
1

) and [FS
2
].

As we show this is quite simple to do and the invariant p of these papers can

be used to detect the fact that the construction is exotic. Instead of viewing

S1 83 51 3 S1 3 . . . f . f'x as ~ B u ~ B, 1 t 16 more convenlent rom our pOlnt 0 Vlew to

think of S
1 ~ 53 as 52 x MB US 1

x 83 (MB =Mobius band). For our construction

we start with K3 a Seifert-fibered homology 52 x 51 obtained by surgering an

exceptional fiber of E(3,5,19) and form x4
, the mapping cylinder of the

free involution contained in the 51-action on K3 • If we could show that K3

bounded a homotopy B
3

x 5
1

wi th IT 1 mapping onto, we could take its union

wi th x4 and thus construct a fake S1
x 53 • We cannot do this, but we are

able to show that K3 bounds a homotop; B3
x S1 # 52 )( s2 and thus we are able

4 1 3 2 2 4to form M, a homotopy S ~ 5 # s x S. As in [F5
1

] we can show that if M

were s-cobordant to S1 ~ s3 # 52 x 52 then

1
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2Supported in part by NSF grant Mes 8002843A01.
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lJ (K/ 7L 2) - 1. a (K, 1l )
2 2

2 1 1 2 1
lJ (8 x S ) - '2 a (S x S , 7l

2
) o (mod 16)

for some almost framing of K/1l 2- However a(K;7L 2) =0 and the two lJ-in

variants of K/7L 2 are both 8 (mod 16); so M
4

is exotic. Finally, we are able

to show that the double cover M is standard, i.e. M is diffeomorphic to

S1 x 53 • 52 x 52 # 52 x s2.

We now proceed with the construction of M
4

• Let K3
be the homology

52 x ~1 which is the boundary of the plumbing manifold

-3 -1

-3

-2

-4 -4

Then K is Seifert fibered with Seifert invariants «1,1), (3,-1),(5,-2),

(15,-4»; so the involution contained in the 51-action on K is free_ Let

x4 be the mapping cylinder of the orbit map K + K/7L 2- As was shown in our

ear lier paper [FS2, Lemma ,). 1) there is a 7L 2-equi var iant map K+ 52 x 51 which

induces isomorphisms on homology. (The involution on 52 x S1 is identity x

antipodal. ) Tak ing mapping cylinders there is an induced map f: X" 52 x MB

which induces isomorphisms on homology.

We have the following Kirby calculus picture for K:

(cf [F5
1

; p. 362).

Now construct a cobordisrn y4 from K to

following 2-handles to Kx I:

~

a+Y= K by attaching the
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4.-__

~-4
We claim that f extends over these 2-handles to a map:

2 2 1 2 2
f: X U Y + 5 x MB U (5 x 5 x 1#5 x 5 )

271

To see this follow the 2-handles back through the Kirby calculus argument in

(F52 ; p.361-362]. The attaching circles are kO with O-framing and k
2

wiLh

2-framing:

-3

On K-(exceptional fibers), f preserves 51-fibers and is a 15-fold cov

er ing. The image of f (see (F5
2

; Lemma 3. 1]) is 52 x 5
1

:

In 52 )( S1 , f(kO) is nullhomologous (in the above diagram we see that f(k
O

)

bounds a genus 1 surface) therefore f(k O) is nullhomotopic in s2 x 5
1

• 50

there is a homotopy in s2 x S1 of f(ko) to a trivial knot. By the homotopy
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extension property this extends to a homotopy from the identity of 5
2

)( S
1

to

a map 9 of S2 x S
1

to itself which takes f (k
O

) to a trivial knot. We can

also easily arrange that 9(f(k,» be a meridian of g(f(k
O
». Composing f

wi th the above ambient homotopy, we extend f: X U K x I + 52 )( 5
1 )( I so that

2 1
f IK)( {1} + S x 5 x {1} maps tubular neighborhoods of k, and k

2
onto tubular

neighborhoods of the components of a tr ivial Hopf link in S2 x S
1

x {1}.

For some framings a
1

on f (k 1 )( ') and a
2

on f (k
2

xl) I f will ex-
2 2 2 1 2 2

tend over Y =K x I U h (k
1

) u h (k
2

) + S x 5 x I U h (f (k
1

» U h (f (k
2

) ) • Be-

cause flK induces isomorphisms on homology the naturality of the

Mayer-Vietoris sequence and the S-lemma imply that the intersection form of

these two manifolds is the same. Th~ intersection form of Y has matrix

and therefore is even unimodular with signature O. Hence the same is true for

the intersection form

of 52 x 5' x I U h
2

(f (k,» U h
2

(f (k
2
». This means that this intersection form

is the same as the intersection form of 52 x s2 • Hence

s2 x s1 x I U h 2 (f(k
1

» V h2 (f(k
2
)) =. 52 x 81

x 1# 52 x 52.

'" 2 1Another 5-lemma argument shows that f IK+ S x 5 induces isomorphisms on
"homology. K is:
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But the link

=

4

=
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in 53 is concordant by the ribbon move shown to

Hence there is a homology cobordism Z from K to 52 x S1 ::

wi th 1T 1 (K) ... 1T 1 (Z) and 1T 1 (82
x S

1
) ... 1T 1 (Z) onto. Let f: 52 x S' ... S2 x S1 be

a diffeomorphism inducing on homology the same homomorphism as (fIK)*. (Here

we identify H* (K) with H* (52 x 5') using the homology cobordism Z.) Then

by obstruction theory f ui extends to f: Z ... 52 x 5 1
x I. Since f extends

over B3 )( 81 ... B
3 )( 51 we obtain a homology equivalence

f: M = X U y U Z V B
3

x 8
1

... 8
2

x MB V S2 )( S 1 x I # 52 )( S2 u 52 x S
1

)( I U B 3
x 5

1

= S1
x 53 # 82

x 52

Using Van Kampen's theorem one checks that 1f 1 (M4 ) = ~ and hence f induces

an isomorphism on fundamental groups. Let f: M... 81
x 83 it 82

x S2 # 52 x 52 be the

induced map on oriented double covers. As f is degree one, the induced homo

morphisms on homology with ~[~J coefficients split [Wi Lemma 2.2]. However,

all homology groups are free and in any dimension are the same rank, so i,
hence f, induces an isomorphism on homology with local coefficients. So f

is a homotopy equivalence. It is easy to compute that p(M) =S(mad 16) (see

[FS
2

; proof of Prop. 5.5]); hence M is not s-cobordant to S1 ~ 53 # 82 )( 52 .

We now show that the double cover M is standard. Note that M is ob

tained by gluing together two copies of Y V Z U B
3

x 5
1

by the involution

t:K'" K. Since t is contained in an 81 action, t is isotopic to the

identity_ Hence M is the double of Y U Z V B
3

x 8
1

. A handle decomposition

for Y U Z u B3
x 8

1
consists of a O-handle, two l-handles, and three 2-handles.

(The cobordism Z is constructed by attaching algebraically cancelling 2 and

3-handles to KX I.) So the framed link picture for M is obtained by adding

a meridional circle labelled "0" to each circle representing a 2-handle.

Using these it is easy to slide 2-handles to obtain

o
x

OJ
o 0 0 0

(0JCO
o

o
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ON FREEDMAN'S REIMBEDDING THEOREMS

Robert E. Gompf and SUkhjit Singh

ABSTRACT. An improvement of Freedman's 3-Stage Reimbedding Theorem
is given and its consequences are studied. In particular, an analogue
of Freedman's 5-Stage Reimbedding Theorem is proved for 4-stage towers
instead of 5-stage towers. Consequently, the second untwisted double
of the Whitehead link is TOP slice (by flat disks). This appears to
be new. Quite a bit of this paper is devoted to the exposition or
the formalization of the techniques involved in proving the various
Reimbedding Theorems; this is an elementary and complete account of
these theorems.

o. INTRODUCTION. M. Freedman [Fl] has proved some remarkable results for top

ological4-manifolds. In particular, he has solved the ubiquitous 4-dimen

sional topological Poincare conjecture (which roughly states: a homotopy

4-sphere is a sphere). A considerable portion of this work of Freedman (see

also [F2]) deals with what he calls, "Reirnbedding Theorems". These theorems

have proved to be an indispensable tool in the "exploration" of a Casson

handle, see [F1). It appears that these theorems or their variants may also

be useful in solving some other problems. It is our impression that these

theorems, by themselves, are an important contribution of Freedman [F1,F2].

The main concern of this paper is these reimbedding theorems. The main

innovation presented here is an "Improved 3-Stage Reimbedding Theorem" which is

due to the first author. Consequently, all the reimbedding theorems of [F1]

which come after the "3-Stage Reimbedding Theorem" require one less stage.

These theorems are carefully summarized in Section 6 for the convenience of

reference. As an application, we observe that every 5-stage tower contains a

topological 2-handle with the same attaching curve; see Section 5. Consequentl~

the second double of the Whitehead link is topologically slice; see Theorem

(5.3.2) for a specific statement.

This paper is also written with an intent of exposition, axiomatization,

and formalization of the techniques involved in the proof of these theorems.

e 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271-4132/84 $1.00 + $.25 per page
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An effort is made to distill together the best features of [Fl] and [F2].

Furthermore, we have tried to complement or supplement the detail or exposition

available there; we give alternative proofs, discussions, etc., wherever pos

sible.

We assume familiarity with Casson's important Lecture I of [C] and some

general knowledge of Freedman (F2]. The portion on the reimbedding theorems

given in [F1] and this paper may be read simultaneously.

We wish to thank both M. Freedman and R. Kirby for their encouragement

and other help. We first learned about this subject from Rob Kirby's course

[K2]; we thank him again for nis inspiring lectures. The second author wishes

to thank U. C. Berkeley, Mathematics Department, for their hospitality during

1981-82; in particular, he thanks Emery Thomas.

1. NOTATION, TERMINOLOGY, AND OTHER CONVENTIONS. Most of the notation and

terminology is standard; we have followed [C,Fl,F2,Kl] for these matters when

ever convenient. Here is a brief discussion of some other conventions.

The word map should be interpreted as a morphism in a suitable category

which will be clear from the context, e.g., a map between groups means a homo

morphism. An unlabelled map IT1A+ TI1X will be understood to be induced by the

inclusion of A into X (i.e., A is a subspace of X). All homology groups

will be with integral coefficients unless otherwise stated.

Suppose A is a subspace of X. We denote by lnt A or R the inter ior

of A in X. It is often convenient to abbreviate commonly used words and

phrases, e.g., regular neighborhood =reg.nbd., TIl - negligible or 'IT 1 - negligi

bili ty:: 7T 1 - neg., etc. We prefer to wr i te 7T lA rather than Tf 1 (A), i. e., we

get rid of the (cumbersome to type) parentheses whenever this does not cause

confusion; we also do this for other functors.

Sllppose c is a simple closed curve (circle) contained in a space X.

We often think of c representing an element of TflX as follows: if

h: S 1 .. X is an imbedding wi th h (8 1
) :: c, we consider the homotopy class of h

as an element of TI1X (where the base points are appropriately chosen). The

choice of h will be either unimportant or clear from the context. Although

we explicitly state the general position or transversality condition on sub

spaces of a manifold~ assume this is the case whenever there is any doubt. A

closed or open reg. nbd'. of a subset in a manifold M, whenever defined, will

be denoted by N(A) or ~(A), respectively.

Suppose Al ,A 2 , ••• ,An are subsets of a set X. By A. n A. = 0.. we mean
1 J 1.J

that AJ1A. is empty when i # j and a singleton set otherwise. The infini te
1 J

cyclic group will be denoted by Z. The free product of two groups G and H

is denoted by G * H.
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~~ algebraic~ .!!. and

to a 1fl-~~ immersion

2. PRELIMINARIES.

(2.0) A LEMMA OF CASSON: THE SIMPLY CONNECTED CASE. We assume familiar

ity with [C] and we follow [Cl for notation and terminology wheneverconvenien~

Let W denote a smooth 4-manifold with non-empty boundary aWe

(2.0.0) DEFINITION. A map f:S + W, where S is an oriented surface

with (possibly empty) boundary, is called a normal immersion if

a) f is a smooth immersion;

b) £(8) meets aw in embedded f(aS);

c) f is a transverse to aWl and

d) all self-intersections are transverse double-points in IntW.

It is often convenient to forget the map and say I· S = f (5) is a normally

immersed surface in Wit .

In the sequel, the surface S will usually be either a disk or a disk

with one hole (annulus); we refer to s, in this case, by a normally immersed

disk ~ annulus, respectively.

(2.0.1) DEFINITION. Suppose f:S+w is a normal inunersion of an or

iented surface S into a simply connected 4-manifold W. An algebraic ~~

of f is an element f3 of H2W such that the intersection number f· a= 1.

(Note that B can bp represented by an immersed 2-sphere.)

This definition is interesting only when W is simply connected; see

Definition (2.1.0) when W is not simply connected. Although Definition

(2.1.0) includes the simply connected case, we have treated the simply con

nected case separately, which, we hope, will motivate and clarify thenon-simply

connected case.

(2.0.2) DEFINITION. A map f:X+ Y is called 1fl-negligible (abbreviate:

1f 1 -neg.) in Y if the inclusion Y- f (X) + Y induces an isomorphism on 1T 1

A subset of Y is n1-neg. ~ y if its inclusion into Y has this property.

with this terminology, we have a lemma from [C):

(2.0.3) LEMMA. Suppose £:D 2 + W ~ ~~ immersion of ~~ D2

into ~ simply connected 4-manifold W. Then: f

only if f ~ be regularly homotoped reI aD 2

g:D 2 +W.

(2.0.4) REMARKS. This lemma is proved by altering £ (or d=f(D 2 » by

"Casson moves" or "finger moves" to kill certain commutators in lT 1 (W-d): see

[C) for details. ~~ Casson~~ be~~~~ preassigned

2-complex. ~, ~~~ lemma remains~~ ~ normally immersed

annulus (~~~ arbitrary surface).

(2.1) A LEMMA OF CASSON: THE NON-SIMPLY CONNECTED CASE. The discussion

below is essentially what appears in Freedman (F1], see Section 3. Let W

denote an oriented smooth 4-manifold with non-empty boundary which mayor may

not be simply connected (the interesting case is when W fails to be simply
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connected) • Suppose f: S + W is a normal immersion. Put s = f (5) • In this

setting, we have the following:

(2.1.0) DEFINITION. An algebraic dual of f (or s) is an immersed

2-sphere

for each

and

z in W meeting s in points X,X 1 'Yl,X 1 'Y2, ... ,X
n

'Y
n

such that

i, 1~i.:.n, the points xi and Yi are paired over W, i.e., xi

have opposite signs of intersection and there is a Whitney circle c
i

'

L~e union of an arc on S and an arc on z joining x. and y. , which
1 1

is called a Whitney disk. An alge-

geometric dual if it meets 5 in

bounds an immersed disk d. in Wi d.
1 1

braic dual for 5 (in W) is called a

exactly one point.

The following lemma of Freedman [Fl] replaces Lemma (2.0.3) in the

non-simply connected case:

(2.1.1) LEMMA (1I 1 -LEMMA). .!!!.! normally immersed surface 5 (~ !!!.!
normal inunersion f) in W ~ be regularly homotoped reI boundary to ~

normally inunersed surface s' (or ~~ inunersion fl) which is Til-neg.

in W .!!.~ only if s (9!. f) has ~ algebraic dual.

Since Freedman [Fl] gives a (formal) proof, we merely give an informal

sketch of a proof. It is useful to carefully understand the basic ideas of

this proof, since they are needed later on.

PROOF OF wI-LEMMA: AN INFORMAL SKETCH. It suffices to prove that fl

exists when s has an algebraic dual. Let Z,X,Xl'Yl, ••• ,Xn'Yn,Cl,dll ••• ,cn,dn

be as in Definition (2.1.0). The proof is finished if n=O. Suppose n= 1

until further notice: see Figure (2.A) for a schematic drawing.

Casson Moves on s to Remove Intersections with Intd 1 • Suppose sand

the Whitney disk d 1 are transverse. Consider the case when the intersection

of sand Intd 1 is non-empty. For each point p in sand Intd 1 , use a

Casson move to push s along an arc in d 1 from p to a point in (sn d 1 )

until it falls off ad1n s; see Figure (2.B). Do these Casson moves simul

taneously along disjoint arcs. This introduces new pairs of intersection for

s. Observe that we have regularly homotoped f or 5 to obtain a new im-

mersion f' or st.

w z

Figure (2.A) Figure (2.8)
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s

I 1
, r singulari ty
~ due to framing" .

" "

Figure (2.C)

Singular Whitney Trick on z. Use the "singular Whitney trick" to push

z across d 1 to cancel the points X 1 'Yl- Thus we obtain a new immersed

2-sphere z' which is a geometric dual of st. For more details see [F1).

Figure (2.C) gives some idea of this push of z. Now s' is ttl-neg. since it

has a geometric dual (every meridian bounds a disk). Hi

(2.2) Kinky Handles. A 2-handle is a pair (0 2 x 0 2 , aD 2 x n2 ) where

a0 2 x 0 2 is called ~ attaching region, D2 x {a} is called the~, {O} x D2

is called the~, and aD 2 x {O} is called the attaching~. A kinky

handle (k,a-k) is a 2-handle with a finite but nonzero number of self-plumb

ings. Our Figure (2.D) represents a kinky handle (k,a-k) with one self-plumb

ing (or one kink). We often write k instead of (k,a-k).

Core

c'
( plumb \

[I] _8 ]) -

a-k

Figure (2.0)
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Let ,,:0 2 x 0 2 + k denote the identification map used to produce a kinky

handle k. Now a-k = 1T (3D 2 X 0 2 ) is called !.!!! attaching region for k. We

call 1f(30 2 x {a}) ~ attachin~~~ k with a framing which is dis

cussed in (2.2.2).

Equivalently, a kinky handle can be identified with a regular neighborhood

of a normally immersed disk C in a 4-manifold W, see Figure (2.E).

A kinky handle can also be described by Kirby calculus [Kl], see Figure

(2.F).

Figure (2.E)

attaching curve~

p positive plumbings

n negative plumbings

Figure (2.F)
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0 2 )( 0 2 corresponds to a transverseObserve that every self-plumbing of

double-point of the core disk 0 2 x {OJ which inherits a + or sign when

D2 x 0 2 is given the standard orientation. Notice that a kinky handle k has

a cor e C cor respond i ng to the cor e of 0 2 )( 0 2 i. e. , k collapses to C,

where C is a normally immersed disk in k and ac= the attaching curve for

k. For further information see [Fl,F2].

(2.2.1) A Standard Family of Curves. Suppose (k,a-k) is a kinky

handle with n kinks (= number of self-plumbings). Casson [C, p.6] describes

a family of pairwise disjoint framed (curves) circles {c1' ••• ,c} in a+k
n

such that if k is constructed by (abstractly) attaching a 2-handle along each

of these framed circles, the resulting pair (k,a-k) is diffeomorphic to the

handle (0 2 x 0 2 , aDZ x 0 2 ). We can draw a link picture of k, as in Figure

(2.F), in which these circles appear as zero-framed meridians of the dotted

circles. We also require, as in [C], that each c
i

meets exactly one dis

tinguished torus in exactly one point. Any family of framed curves

{cl,· •• ,c
n

}

of curves.----
which fits the above description will be called a standard family

There are several different isotopy classes of such families, due

to nontrivial self-diffeomorphisms of k fixing a-k.
(2.2.2) The Standard Framinq for the Attaching Curve. In order to attach

a kinky handle (k,a-k) to the boundary of a 4-manifold (as we do with

2-handles), we define a standard framing for a-k. Capping off a standard

family (as above) turns (k,a-k) into a 2-handle, whose attaching region is

also a-k. The standard framing for this 2-handle (i.e., the product struc

ture on its attaching region a0 2 x 0 2 ) gives us the desired framing for a-k.

This definition is independent of the choice of standard family, for it is a

"homological" invariant in the following sense: Suppose we attach a 2-handle

to k along a-k with some framing, obtaining a manifold k with H2 k= z.
Then the intersection pairing on H2k is zero if and only if the 2-handle was

attached via the standard framing of a-k. (This may be verified by capping

off a standard family on k k, obtaining a disk bundle over 52.) This is

equivalent to the following characterization (see [Fl]): If we.push a "para

llel" (normally displaced) copy (CI,aC') off of the core disk (C,aC) in

(k,a-k), with ac' displaced from ac via the standard framing on a-k,

then the algebraic sum of the (signed) intersections of C and C· is zero.

Note that the standard framing is not the one induced by the normal

bundle of C (i.e., the one obtained from a0 2 )( 0 2 via the map n of

(2.2.0». In fact, these framings differ by exactly twice the number (Self C)

of self-intersections of C (counted with sign). This is a consequence of the

following formula for a closed (oriented) surface F in a 4-manifold: The

homological intersection number [F)· [F] = X(v) + 2 Self F, where X(v) is the

normal Euler number of F.
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- union ofT as the rnt T with
n n

for T ) - A Casson handle eH is then ------
of towers T7 + T~ ... T; + ... with the

We now observe the following important fact: the standard framing is pre

served by Casson moves. More precisely, suppose we have an" imbedding

(k,a-k) + (M,aM) of a kinky handle into a 4-manifold. Suppose that the core

C of k is altered (reI boundary) by Casson moves, to obtain a normally

immersed disk C. Taking a regular n~ighborhood of C, we obtain a new kinky

handle (k', a-k'), wi th a-k' = a-k. We claim that the two induced framings

on a-k will agree. This follows easily from the homological interpretation

of these frarnings. (Glue a 2-handle h onto M along the circle ac in aM,
and note that the immersed spheres C ucore(h) and C' U core(h) represent

the same (nonzero) homology class~)

(2.2.3) Tbwers. A l-stage tower T 1 is a kinky handle k 1 • A 2-stage

tower Tz is obtained from T1 by attaching a kinky handle to Ti along

each member of a standard family of framed curves by matching the frarnings.

Recall that the attaching region for a .kinky handle is always framed as in

(2.2.2). By the second stage of Tz we mean either the collection of all the

kinky handles attached to T 1 to obtain Tz or the union of these kinky

handles (the precise meaning will always be clear from the context). Suppose

an n-stage tower Tn has been constructed. We define a standard family of

curves for T as the union of a standard family for each nth stage kinky
n

handle. We construct an (n+l)-stage tower by attaching a kinky handle to

each curve belonging to a standard family for Tn.

(2.2.4) A Casson Handle. Suppose T1 + T2 +T, + ••• are inclusions of

towers constructed as above. Define

a-Tn = a-(the first stage kinky handle

union of the corresponding inclusion

direct limit topology. It is a deep theorem of Freedman that any (CH, a-Ttl

is homeomorphic as a pair to the standard open 2-handle (D 2 x B2, aD 2 x B2) •

(2.2.5) Link Pictures for Towers. It is often useful to draw a link

picture for a tower Tn- We have already drawn a link picture (see Figure

(2.F», for an arbitrary l-stage tower Tie Figure (2.G) is a link picture

·of a 2-stage tower T2 having exactly one kinky handle with exactly one kink

at each stage.

Figure (2.H) is a link picture of a 3-stage tower T3 • The first stage

of T, is a kinky handle with two kinks, the second stage has a kinky handle

with one kink and a kinky handle with two kinks, and the third stage has two

kinky handles each with one kink and a kinky handle with two kinks.
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stage 2

Figure (2.G)

285

attaching ---.
curve

stage 1 stage 2 stage 3

Figure (2.H)

(2.2.6) COres for Towers. We have already defined core for T1 or a

kinky handle; see (2.2). Observe that every tower Tn has a 2-complex as a

strong deformation retract. This can be seen by collapsing each kinky handle

to its core C and observing that each boundary ac traces an annulus under

the collapse of the previous stage: the union of all these cores together with

annuli is this 2-eomplex which is denoted by and called a core of T •
n

Figure (2.1) shows C
l

- 2 for

core --..

tower

Figure (2.1)
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~re generally, we denote by Cp-q ~~ of stages p to q in Tn ; we

identify C as a subset of C
1

to which the union of the pth stage,
p-q -n

(p+l) th stage, ••• ,qth stage, or briefly Tp-q' collapses.

3. THE 3-STAGE (-LITTLER) REIMBEDDING THEOREM

(3.0) LEMMA. Suppose d .!!..!. normally immersed~ £!: annulus (.!!!.

annulus is diffeomorphic ~ SIx I) .!!!.!. 4-manifold W, !E2. T .!!.!!!.!!.
~~.!!!. w~~ d transversely.!E. ex~ctly ~~,~

~ .!!!!. inclusion T + W induces~~~ 'Jr 1 T + 1'1 W.. Then: d can be

regularly homotoped ~ ~ normally inunersed disk d' ~ boundary Ex Casson

~ such that d' is wI-negligible ~ WI'

PROOF. Pick a basis for 11'11' consisting of [0] and (6] where a and

B are simple closed curves which meet exactly once. Now [a) and [6] are

trivial in 1I' 1W by hypothesis. We "singularly surger'· l' along a to ob

tain an immersed 2-sphere S as follows. Let D denote a normally immersed

disk bounded by (I. Now D may intersect T and d. Push a copy D' off

D which is transverse to D. Let o' denote the boundary of D'. We require

that a ~s carefully pushed to obtain a' such that a and a' constitute

the boundary of an annulus A contained in T, where A is traced by a

and Y
i

with opposite signs are

and Y
i

is exhibited. The

d
i

since it is homotopic to B.

is obtained from xi by the push,

when paired in this way~ OUr proof

during the push. Let S equal the union of D,D', and (-r - Int A).

(3.A) shows that S is an algebraic dual of d.

torus T~

Figure (3.A)

In Figure (3.A), a pair of points xi

shown, and a Whitney circle c i through xi

circle c
i

bounds an immersed Whitney disk

We emphasize that xi and Yi ' where Yi

always have opposite signs and trivial c
i

Figure
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is finished by observing that each point of intersection of d with D gives

a pair of this typef see Lemma (2.1.1). In

(3.1) Some Lemmas. Recall that Tn denotes an n-stage tower and C,_m

denotes the core of the first m-stage subtower Tm of Tn. The following is

the main lemma of this section:

(3.1.0) LEMMA. 1r 1 (T
n

-C
1

_
m

) ~ Z*F whenever 1~m<n, where F is

!!?!.!!!!.~ generated £l:.! standard family ~ ~!5?!.. Tn (i.e., for

!!?! nth stage of Tn)' ~ Z !!. generated ~ !. meridian ~~~ stage

~ C
1

• .!!!. particular, the inclusion (Tn - C1- m) + (Tn - C1) induces an

isomorphism of ~ fundam~ntal groups~ 1 < m < n.

This decomposition Z * F of 1fl (Tn - C, - m) will' be called the canonical

decomposition.

The following sublemma is a technical prerequisite for the proof of Lemma (3~O) :

(3.1.1) SUB-LEMMA ("BACKING-UP LEMMA"). If N is the subgroup of

11 1 (Tm- c1- m) normally generated .!?Z !.. standard family of ~!5?!.. Tm, then

the quotient 'If 1 (Tm- C1-m) IN !!. isomorphic..!£ z .!!!!!.!. z i!. generated E.x.
.!h!. meridian 2f c,.

The following is immediate from the Seifert-Van Kamp~n Theorem.

(3.1.2) AN OBSERVATION. SU5??se X !!.!. connected space containing'!.

~~ T. Suppose (k, a-k) !.!!. kinky~. Construct!. space Y P.I
attaching k !E. X !?I. identifying a-k with T. Then: '"lY ~ 1I' 1 X/N * 1f 1 k

.!!!!!.!. N i!.!!?! subgroup 2!. 1r 1X normally generated !?I~~ 2!.~~
torus. (Use the fact that the core is null-homotopic in k.)

PROOF OF SUBLEMMA (3.1.1). We will demonstrate our method in the special

case of the following 3-stage tower.

Figure (3.8)
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Figure (3.8) represents a tower Ts with the first stage a kinky handle

with one kink, the second stage a kinky handle with two kinks, and the third

stage two kinky handles. (The one inside the box B1 has two kinks and the

one inside B2 has one kink.)

Consider the 3-manifold MS = aT, - lnt (attaching region). The 4-manifold

T, - C1- S is M' up to homotopy (T, is a regular neighborhood of Cl - 3 ).

The link picture (see Figure (3.B» now describes MS as a a-framed surgery

in 53 on each component of this link other than the attaching curve, followed

by the removal of the interior of the attaching .region. (Note that dots are

replaced by zeros.)

Let L denote the link consisting of all the curves of Figure (3.B). Now

lf1M' is the quotient of 1T 1 (S3 - L) by some "surgery relations" which are in

one-to-one correspondence with components of L other than the attaching curve.

At any rate, we have a presentation of 'If1M', whose generators are the

meridians of curves in L.

We want to prove that this presentation of 1f)M
3 reduces to <y:¢>

after adding the relations c 1 =C 2 =C s = 1 • (Recall that by defini tion a

standard family can always be represented by meridians of the top stage dotted

circles in an appropriate link picture~ see (2.2.1).) Consider the box Bt •

We show that after adding the relations c 1 = C 2 = 1 we have a =b =1. The

equali ty a = 1 follows from the handle relation aQc~ (c7 1
) Yc ~ (c'2 1

) E: = 1 cor

responding to the component E, where a, ••• ,E are some elements of nlM3

and aa denotes a-1aa. The relation b(a-l)Ax(a-1)~x-la2=1 corresponding

to D and the relation a = 1 implies b = 1. Now proceed wi th box B2 in a

similar manner. This allows us to "back-up" and apply the procedure to the

box B: We call this method the backing up technique. It is now clear that

adding the relations c I ' C z and c 3 kills all the meridians except y. This

proves our result.

The backing up technique can now be used to handle the more general case

of (T
m

- C,l-m). (Observe that we must apply the procedure given above to all

of 'the boxes in a given stage before backing up to the previous stage.) This

finished our proof.

PROOF OF LEMMA (3. 1.0) • We first consider the case n =m+1. Put

Xl =Tm- c
1

- m• Let (k I , a-:k I) ,. • • , (ks ' a-ks ) be an enumeration of the kinky

handles attached to T
m

to produce Tm+
1

• Put Y 1 equal to Xl with k l

attached. By (3.1.2), 1T 1 Y1 Sl:$ TfIXI!N 1 *FII where NI and F I are as de

scribed in (3.1.2). Put Yz equal to Yl with k 2 attached. By an applica

tion of (3.1.2), we have that 'IfIY Z SI:$ 1f 1X1/N 2 *F 1 * F 2 , where F1 and F I

are free groups generated by the standard curves on k 1 and k 2t respectively,

and Nz is normally generated by the attaching curves for k l and k 2 •
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Proceeding in this manner we have Ys - 'l'm+1 - C'_m and F- F 1 • ...... Fs • The

subgroup N- N
s

of 'lf1X l is normally generated by the standard family of at

taching curves for T
m

, and 'IT1Y
S

• 'IT1X 1 /N* F. Since 'IT 1 X1 /N.- Z by

Sub-Lemma (3.1.1), our proof is finished for all (m+1)-stage towers.

We now consider the case n = m+2. It is similar to the previous case.

Observe that by (3.1.2) the free factor generated by the standard family of

curves in (T
m

+
1

- C, -
m

) vanishes in T
m

+
2

- C
1

_m' It is replaced by a free

group F' generated by standard families of curves at the (rn+2)th stage. Thus

'IT 1 (Tm+
2

- C
1
- m) tI::S Z * F'. The general case when n • m+t follows in a similar

manner. m
(3.1.3) PROPOSITION. Let (k,3-k) !!!.!. kinky~ belonging ~ the

jth stage of Tn with 2~j~n. ~ 't C a+k ~!. distinguished~

in k. If m<n, ~~map 'JJ'1't+1fl(Tn-C1_m) induced~~inclusion

is trivial.

(3.1.4) REMARKS. Observe that the map 1fl~ + 1f 1Tn induced by the in

clusion is always trivial for T as above. The conclusion of Proposition

(3.1.3) becomes false when m:l: n, or when 1: is a first stage distinguished

torus.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION (3.1.3). By rc, see page 7), each of the two

standard generators of W1 1: is a meridian of the kinky handle k. By Lemma

(3.1.0), such a meridian is nullhomotopic in Tn - C1- m when m< n. This

finishes our proof. III

We now have all the ingredients to prove the following theorem of

Freedman [Fl].

(3.2) 3-STAGE REIMBEDDING THEOREM. Every 3-stage~ T~ contains

tinguished torus for k., and let d.
1 1

the annulus. By Proposition (3.1.3), for each

11'1 T. -to 11"1 (T: - CO ) is trivial.
1 1-2

Pu t W=T: - a(C ~ _ 2) I d =d1 {) W, and T =T 1 • By Lemma (3. 0) I £ ind a

normally immersed disk d' such that d' is 11'l-neg. in Wand d l misses

another 3-stage~ T~ satisfying:

a) (agreement) C~_2 = C;_2 and

b) ( 1r 1 -neg • ) 1r 1 (T ~ - T:) + 'IT 1 (T ~ - C~ ) ,

~ equivalently, ~l(T~ - T:> + 1r 1 (T: - C~_2) is ~ isomorphism.

PROOF. Let (k 1 ,a-k 1 ), ••• ,(k ,a-k) denote the third stage kinky
n n

handles attached to T: to obtain T:. Let ~i denote the second stage dis-

denote the core of k
i

together with

1~ i ~ n, the map

(d 2 OW)"",(d OW). Put d 1 equal to d' union (d1-W).
n

is 11't-neg. in (T: - C~_2).

Again , pu t W=T: - § (C ~ _ 2 lJ d1)' d· d 2 () W, and t =T 1 •

1T t -neg. in (T: - C~_2)' it follows that the inclusion ~ ... W

Observe that d 1

Since d 1 is

induces the
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d1, •.• ,d whose union is
n

to find a normally immersed disk d z
TO _ (Co

lJ d1 ) I and d 2 misses
3 1-2

is now clear. We continue in this

trivial map on ~1. We proceed as above,

in w satisfying: (a) d 2 is nl-neg. in

(d s n w) , ••• , (d n W) • The inductive step
n

manner and obtain disjoint normally immersed disks

1r 1 -neg. in T~ - C~ _ 2

It is easy to see that a regular neighborhood of C~_2 ~J d1 U ••• U d
n

is a tower T~ inside T: satisfying the required properties, since Casson

moves do not change the standard framing of a kinky handle (see (2.2.2». ;::

(3.3) An Improvement of the 3-Stage Reimbedding Theorem. The proof of

Theorem (3.2) requires that we make Casson moves on each d. (recall d. is a
1 1

core of a third stage kinky handle together with annulus). It was discovered

by the first author that the requ~red Casson moves on each d i can be made in

a controlled manner such that they do not link the core C~ of the first stage

kinky handle. More precisely, the following conclusion (c), in addition to (a)

and (b) in Theorem 3.2 holds:

c) (no linking C~) !E.! im~ge Im[1rlC~ + n l (T: - C~)] ~.!E..!!:!.! image

Im(1T 1C: + 1Tl(T:-C~)], ~ C~ denotes !b.!~~!b.!~stage ~ T:.

Note that the latter image is precisely the factor F of the canonical

decomposition 1f 1 (T: - C~) =Z * F. The conclusion (£) will prove useful in re

ducing a stage in subsequent reimbedding theorems of Freedman [Fl]~ a complete

summary of these matters is given in Section 6.

We next prove this "Improved 3-Stage Reimbedding Theorem" by giving an al

ternate proof of Theorem (3.2) and keeping track of the Casson moves, which we

call "careful Casson moves".

PROOF. We begin with the link picture Figure C3.C) which represents a

3-stage tower T: where the exchange trick has been applied on the third stage.

We shall prove our claim for this particular tower; the general case will follow

from the pattern of this proof.

Figure (3.C)
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Let L denote the link in 5' given in Figure (3.C), consisting of all

the components except the attaching curve. The boundary of T: minus an open

regular neighborhood of the attaching curve is a 3-manifold M'. Note that

M' is also obtained by performing O-framed surgery on each component of L

and deleting a regular neighborhood of the attaching curve. Observe that

M' )( I .. T: - i(C~_I). Figure (3.C) will represent M' or Ma x I in the follow

ing discussion.

We note that in 1T 1 (M' x I), b l equals a product of conjugates of a 1 ,Q2

and their inverses. This follows from the surgery relation
-I). -1)J -1 2b l (a 1 ) x(a 1 ) x a 1 = 1 (from the link component A), together with the

relation that a 1 is conjugate to azal (from component B). It follows that

there is a singular punctured 2-disk K 1 bounded by b 1 and copies of a 1

and a 2 • In fact, K1 is determined by a homotopy between b l and conjugates

of a 1 ,a 2 , and their inverses. Similarly, we obtain a singular punctured

2-disk K2 bounded by b 2 and copies of a,.
Now consider TO - CO • Let d1 , d2 and d3 denote the cores of the third

3 1-Z

stage kinky handles together with annuli. In the sequel, we will alter dl ,d 2

and d 3 to obtain d 1 , d2 and d 3 by· "careful Casson mov~s" in lnt (T: - C~ _ 2) •

We will choose these Casson moves to miss the 2-complex K1 union K2 , and so

that each ai' i= 1,2,3, bounds an immersed disk in X= (T:-C~_2 minus d 1 ,

d 2 , and d 3).

We now indicate why this suffices to prove Theorem (3.2) (conditions (~)

and (~». The loops b i and b 2 are nullhomotopic in X, since the punctures

in the punctured disks KI and K2 can now be filled. Thus, the generators of

the second stage distinguished tori are trivial in niX, since the loops b l

and b l are meridians of the two second stage kinky handle cores. We singularly

surger these tori in X (see proof of Lemma (3.0» to obtain geometric

spherical duals of d1 , d2 and ds which provide specific nullhomotopies (in X)

of a meridian for each d.• This proves that the union of d1 , d 2 and d's is
1

1T l -neg. in T: -C~_z. Hence, if we let T: be a regular heighborhood of C~_2

union with d l , d 2 and d s ' our proof of Theorem (3.2) is clearly finished.

There are now two tasks remaining. We must construct "careful Casson

moves· which allow for each a
i

to bound a disk in x, and we must verify

that (£) is satisfied. At this juncture, we let the proof bifurcate into a

geometric argument given in (3.3.l) or an algebraic argument given in (3.3.2);

the reader may choose either of these two depending on his or her taste.

(3.3.1) Continuation of Proof: A Geometric Argument. We consider the

circle a l and the core (with annulus) dli see Box B1 of Figure (3.C).

Figure (3. D) shows ell bounding a punctured disk ~ 0 in W= M3 x I ~ T: - N(C~ _3)

wi th two punctures whose boundaries are denoted by Band B'. Let ~ 1 denote
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a disk with nine holes (four due to framing) as shown in Figure (3.E).

Figure (3.D) Figure (3.E)

Figure (3.F)

t
t~

Observe that 61 is, as drawn, a subset of the complement of L in S3. The

boundary component 6 1 of ~l bounds a disk ~2 in M3
, since the curve 61 is

obtained from the link component D by pushing a parallel copy via the framing.

Let 63 equal the union of 61 and ~2. Push a "parallel" copy 6; of 6. (of

course, 6; may intersect 6, in isolated points). Join a,a' to 6 3 ,6; by

tubes t,t', respectively, as shown in Figure ~.m. Let 6 denote the singu

lar punctured disk in W obtained as the union of 60 , t,t', 63 , ~;. (We

assume that 6- a l is normally immersed.)
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The singular punctured disk ~ has 16 holes whose boundary curves

293

d1 of the

i,

6'. is
1

the cocore

Ol,011,···,a8'0~ are paired such that for each i, 1~i~8, a. is a curve on
l.

~, , °i is a curve on ~'3 , and o. is parallel to a'.• We consider
1 1

01' a'l·' ••• ,08, a~ in M' )( {O} as a subset of M' x I. Let 6 1 , fj,'l , ••• ,6. , fj,~ be

disjoint disks in T: -C~_2' wi th boundaries a 1 ,a'l' • •• ,a 8 ,a~, respectively,

such that each disk is a fibre of a normal disk-bundle for the core

third stage kinky handle (see box 8) in Figure (3.C». For each

1~ i ~ 8, thicken fj,i to a 2-handle hi attached to W such that

contained in hi' 6 i is the core of hi' and hi meets d1 in

t i of hi; see Figures C3.G) and (3.H) for schematic drawings. We also re-

quire

Figure (3.G)

A~ !:J .. h.
1 1 1

CIlt·-- -- 1 - ~~-~
x~ X..

1 1

Figure (3.H)

that the handles hll ••• ,h e are pairwise disjoint. Define WI as the union

of W, h ll ••• , and he. Proceed in a similar manner to construct Wz and Ws

by using az' box Bz , and as' and box Bs ' respectively. Let W be the union
"of WI' W2 and W!J. Observe that 1f 1W .. 'IT l(T~ - c~ _2) is an isomorphism.

As above, we shall only discuss what happens inside the box 8 1 ; a similar

discussion for the boxes B2 and B., which can be simultaneously carried out,

will remain implicit.
'" "Construct a singular disk \5 from ~ in W by capping each C1 i ' CJ'i by

Ai ' Ai' respectively, where 1 < i < 8. Observe that the points of inter

section of 6 and d 1 come in pairs with opposite sign. This is due to the

fact that ~3 and &\ are parallel (with opposite orientations), in fact, a

typical pair xi ,xi is obtained by intersecting Ai' Ali with the cecore t i ,

respectively. For each pair xi ,xi' 1~ i.s. 8, we construct a Whi tney circle

Ai and a Whitney disk wi- Figures (3.1) and (3.J) show Ai and wi-
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(Figures (3.F) and (3.H) combined)

h.
+ 1

A.
1

Figure (3.1)

parallel
to 03

Figure (3.J)

/

The Whitney disk wi is constructed by first constructing a punctured disk

whose puncture is a meridian of link component C, and then running a tube

around C from this puncture to a suitable singular 2-disk in W. This disk

is constructed by pushing a "parallel" copy of 03 and filling in the punctures

in W such that it is transverse to &.
Suppose i is fixed, 1 < i < 8. By construction, Intw

i
meets t

j
,

1~ j ~ 8, in exactly one point. We make a Casson move as in Lemma (2. 1 • 1) on

each reI boundary, to remove this point of intersection.
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By
A

W precisely in the union of

Observe that we make eight Casson moves for wi. Thus, we make 8 x 8 Casson

moves in total. Note that these Casson moves can be made inside an arbitrarily

small neighborhood of the union of wi, ••• ,wa, and can easily be arranged to

miss the 2-complex K 1 u K 2 •

Now recall d 1 intersects

making the above Casson moves on each t i as a subset of dl , we have turned

dt into the desired d l • By the same procedure in boxes B2 and B 3 we obtain

d2 and d. from d 2 and ds ' respectively, where d 2 and ds denote the cores

with annuli of the other third stage kinky handles.

we now verify that d 1 , d 2 and d s have the desired properties. Consider
A

d 1 , along with the singular disks 0 and w. defined above. Proceed as in
1.

Lemma (2.1.1) to push the singular disk 6 across each wi (by the singular

Whi tney trick) to obtain a singular disk '6 in T: -ft(C~_2)' bounded by a 1 ,

which is disjoint from d l , d 2 and d s • Similarly, we find singular disks

bounded by a 2 and as in the space X =T: - C~_2 minus d 1 , d 2 and d3. This

proves (~) and (~) (i.e. Theorem 3.2» as explained in the paragraph preceding

(3.3.1).

Finally, we must verify that (£) holds. Note that the Whitney disk wi

as in Figure (3.J) can be drawn entirely within the box B l of Figure (3.C).

Since the Casson moves are made within a small neighborhood of the Whitney

disks, they also lie in the box B 1 and, in particular, they cannot link the

attaching curve. (They do, however, link the link component B as a determined

reader may verify.) Since d t minus the Casson fingers lies in the top stage

of T~, it follows that the image 1m [tr Id 1 + 'If 1 (T~ - C~_2)] is contained in

F where Z * F is the canonical decomposition of 1f l (T~ - C~-2) (see Lemma

(3.1.0». m

We now give an algebraic argument which may replace (3.3.1) in the above

proof. (This argument was in fact constructed by carefully observing the Casson

moves and null homotopy of (3.3.1).)

(3.3.2) Continuation of Proof: An Algebraic Argument. We will show that

"careful casson moves" can be made on the core d 1 , after which at is null
~

homotopic. Similar arguments can be made for d 2 and d s to complete the

proof.

We will show the existence of these Casson moves with the following fact

(see [Cl, Lemma 1): making Casson moves corresponds to killing certain commuta

tors. Specifically, suppose d is a disk normally immersed in a 4-manifold W,

with a meridian z in 1fl(W-d). Choose an arbitrary w in 'If 1 (W-d). If we

obtain d by making a Casson move on d "along a loop representing w", then

tr1(W-d) 1T 1 (W-d)/N, where N is the subgroup normally generated by the com-

mutator [z,zw]:: z(w-1ZW)Z-1 (w-lzw) -1.
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In our case, we work with the group 'Jr1(T:-Ci_s) $::S 11' 1M!. Consider Figure

(3.K), an enlargement of box B 1 of Figure (3.C).

o
#1

Figure (3.K)

- -l
I Box 8 1

I
I
I
I
I

- - J

Let ml, ••• ,m~ denote the pictured meridians of d l • It is sufficient to ex

hibit commutators of the form [m.,m~] in ~lM3, with w a loop lying within
1 J

the box B 1 , such that a l dies when these are all killed. For In. and m. are
1 J

conjugate (via a loop in box B 1 ) for i,j: 1, ••• ,4. Thus the above fact shows

that we have killed at by Casson moves which never leave the box B1 , and

hence cannot link the attaching curve.

We now use some relations evident in Figure (3.K).
-1

No te tha t (Y, 1 = ~ .. .2. 3 •

Thus, it is sufficient to force the relation .t 3 = t ..

group. But by examining crossing #1, we see that
.2. 2need to force 1.. = tit. Next, notice that 1 1 = 1 2 ,

to hold in the quotient
1 2.2. 3 = Jt .. , so that weonly

since these meridians

bound a punctured 2-sphere (which encloses link component 0). From crossing
b l b 1#2, we now infer .t It = .t 1 : t 2 • Finally, we examine the surgery r elation for

the link component D. This relation expresses Jt 2 as a product of conjugates

of the mils and their inverses. Specifically, we have
.. -1 -I -1 -1 -1 -I ..

1 2m
1
m

2
(Yl ml Yl)m .. (Y2 m3 Y2) = 1 (where the m1 factor is due to the framing).

We write this relation as 1 2 = 6. e ••• -a e , where each 6
i

i.s in the set

-1 Y Y
{m l ,m 2 ,m .. ,m t 1 'm3 2} which we will call I.

We now exhibit the 25 commutators which we will kill. For each pair of
b 1elements B,yof I, we kill the commutator [B,y ]. (These represent the

same Casson moves which we constructed in our earlier prqof, although we have

eliminated some redundancy.) Note that these commutators (or conjugates of

them) all have the correct form, wi th w=b 1 up to roul tiplication by y i . It

is immediate that in the quotient group 1f 1 (T: - CO )/N (N normally generated
b l

-
3 b

by the above elements), we have the relation (y 1) B = Y 1 whenever Band y
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8
II

i=1
Now

hence

bea

are in t. This tells us how we can~ the exponent 6.

It is now easy to show that R.. 1tR.,2 = 1_, which completes the proof, as
b lt .. = R.. 2. By the surgery relation, t 2 =

(Recall the identi ty (ab) C =aCbc ; also

stated above.

where the third equality follows by successively "erasing the exponents H

B1 , ••• ,B e • HI

4. THE flBIG" REIMBEDDING THEOREM

(4.0) Statement and Motivation. This section is devoted to the "Big n

Reimbedding Theorem, which is essentially Freedman's "5-stage" reimbedding

theorem except that it uses one less stage. We have used the word "big fl in

stead of tl4-stage" to avoid conflict with the existing usage in [F1], although

the latter is more appropriate. This reduction of a stage is made possible by

the Improved 3-Stage Reimbedding Theorem (3.3).

(4.0.0) THE BIG REII-1BEDDING THEOREM. Every i-stage~ T: contains
I

another i-stage~ Tit satisfying:

a) (agreement) C~_2 = C~_2

b) (wI-neg.)

c) (nulli ty)

1f 1 (T: - T~) + 'If 1 (T: - C~) is an isomorphism; and

1TIT~ + TfIT: is the ~~.

(4.1) Motivation of the Proof. The proof of (4.0.0) is rather lengthy

(although not intrinsically difficult), so we begin with a sketch of the main

ideas involved. A detailed proof will be given in subsequent sections.

The main conclusion of this theorem is nUllity. The proof centers on

arranging this, that is, cons true ting the tower T
1 in such a way that the
It

nontrivial loops of its top stage lido not get caught in the top stage of TO n

a. '

i.e., are trivial in ~lT:. To ensure this, we will do most of our construc

tions within the subtower T: consisting of the first three stages of T:.

{Recall that WiT: + 1f i T: is the zero map.)

(4.1.0) Key Idea: The "Singular Norman Trick." First we consider the case

where the fourth stage of T: has only one kinky handle (k,a-k), with a

single kink. Recall (2.2.6) that the core CI_ It of T~ includes an annulus a

connecting the core of k to the core C~_3 of T~. Suppose that a had a

geometr ic dual in T~ - C:_ 3 , i. e., an immersed 2-sphere s in T~, called a

"Norman sphere lt
, meeting CO in exactly one point, on the annulus Cl. We

1-It

could then obtain nullity by a singular version of the Norman trick, as indica-

ted in Figure (4.A). Specifically, we could eliminate the self-intersection of

the core of k by tUbing one sheet of this down to the Norman sphere s. This
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gives nullity by destroying the essential loop in c~_~ (at the expense of in

troducing inessential loops from s). We will prove this in (4.3.9).

Figure (4.A)

Now consider a general T:, with a total of n kinks on the fourth

stage kinky handles. We would like to apply a similar "Normal trick" to obtain

nullity in this case~ Clearly, we need a total of n Norman spheres, paired

with the annuli in correspondence to the kinks of the fourth stage. Further

more, it is crucial that the spheres be pairwise disjoint, or else nullity will

fail.

(4.1.1) Setting Up for the Norman Trick. Unfortunately, life is not this

simple. Notice that the existence of a single Norman sphere is equivalent to a

TIl-neg. condition on the corresponding annulus. Thus, we need to preface our

discussion by making the union of the annuli TIl-neg. in T:-C~_3. (This is

dealt with in Lemma (4.2.2) below.) This is a Casson move argument similar to

the proof of Theorem (3.2). In particular, it requires that the the third stage

cores C: be n1-neg. in T~ -C~-2. This condition, however, is false. Fortu

nately, we are rescued by the 3-stage reimbedding theorem. In particular, we

T:, such that the third stage is 1T l-neg.

R1 = T~ - ~~, we can find a Norman sphere, as

imbedded in

in T: - C~ _ 2. Now in the "room"

indicated above.

In general, we need n disjoint Norman spheres. We cannot accornplishthis

are given a tower

in R1 • We remedy this by beginning our proof with n successive applications

of the 3-stage reimbedding theorem, obtaining imbeddings n n-1
+ T:.T, + T, + ...

We have our spheres, one in each room i i-l ~i .now n R =T, - s' 1~ 1 ~ n.

(4.1.2) Capping the Extra Kinks. The 3-stage reimbedding theorem causes

more trouble. Wi th each reimbedding, extra kinks are introduced in the third

stage, adding new members to any standard family of curves. If we want T~ to
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Clearly,

jth column is the geometric intersection number of c. and t.
1 J

is triangular with lis along the diagonal.points inc. () t.),
1 )

every standard family is a triangular family (after forgetting the framings).

be the first three stages of a 4-stage tower, we must cap off these additional

circles with kinky handles. We have several basic lemmas «4.2.1) and (4.2.3)

below) for such a purpose. Clearly, however, we cannot do this unless the
o noncircles in ques tion ar e nullhornotopic in T3 - T3 • Now IT 1 (T 3 - T3) = Z * F, and

by the improved 3-stage reimbedding theorem we can assume that all of the

circles are in F. Unfortunately, most of the circles will represent nontriv

ial elements of F, so we cannot cap them off. We will instead settle for

capping off a "triangular" family of curves (defined in (4.2.0». We will do

this carefully, obtaining ~l-neg. in each room R
i

, so as not to lose the

existence of Norman spheres.

(4.1.3) Concluding the Proof. The above constructions (Reimbeddings,

cappings, and the Norman trick) give us a manifold v~ inside T:, which is

almost a 4-stage tower. It is not quite a tower, as the top stage is attached

via a triangular (not standard) family, and we have also been careless with

frarnings. Nevertheless, the Norman trick has given us nullity, the key result.

A simple construction now gives us an honest tower T~ inside V~, which is

null inside T: because V~ is. This is our required tower, as the other

conclusions of Theorem (4.0.0) follow immediately from our construction.

(4.2) SOME LEMMAS. We now prove three similar lemmas. Two of these'are

for capping off circles on imbedded towers (as in (4.1.2) above), the thirdpro

vides the wl-neg. condition for annuli (as in 4.1.1».

(4.2.0) DEFINITION. Let T1I ••• ,L
k

denote the distinguished tori from

the top stage of an n-stage tower T. A family of (unframed) circles
+ n

{C 1 ' ••• 'Ck} in a Tn is called triangular if

a) they are transverse to the tori,

b) f or each j, 1 < j < k, c. () T. = {one point }, and
- - J J

c) c . n T. is empty wh en j > i.
1 J

Note that the definition of triangularity assumes that the curves and tori

are appropriately ordered. The k x k matrix, whose entry in the i th row and

(= number of

Note also that a triangular family of curves for Tn generates fflTn.

Throughout the following, we suppose that Tn is an n-stage tower con

tained in a 4-manifold M wi th aM n T = aT.
n n

(4.2.1) LEMMA: (THE CAPPING LEMMA). Suppose Tn and M ~ given ~

above. Suppose the meridians of the nth stage~ C
n
~ all trivial in

1Tl(M-~n). Let {ci } be!. SUb-family of!. triangUlar family of~ in

~~~ c i is trivial in 1T 1 (M- .<tn). Then: there exists ~ family

{d.} of pairwise disjoint nor·mally immersed disks in M- ft satisfying
1 - ---- n

T
n
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in M- S1-.
n

exactly

By hypothesis, c 1 bounds a normally inunersed disk

intersects the corresPonding distinguished torusNote that d 1

a) the boundary 2!.~ d i is c i ' and

b) the union £f.~~ is 1f 1 -neg. in M- 'l-n e

Moreover, ~~ arrange~~ to~~ arbitrary 1f1-neg. 2-complex in

M- T •
n

PROOF.

once. The standard generators of 1I 1 T 1 are meridians of C
n

, hence trivial

in 1fl(M-~) by hypothesis. By Lennna (3.0), we use casson moves (rel bound
n

aryl to convert d 1 to a 1fl-neg. (normally immersed disk) d 1 in M- ff •
n

Put W= (M - T ) - d 1- '!he curve c 2 bounds a normally immersed disk d 2
n

in w. This is clear, since c 2 is.tr i vial in 11' 1 (M - Sf) by hypothesis, and
n

d1 is 11" I-neg. in M- sr. Now use the argument given above to find d2' by
n

replacing T 1 by T 2 and M- sr by W. The general inductive step is now clear.
n

m

(4.2.2) LEMMA: (THE ANNULUS LEMMA). Suppose Tn and M ~ given ~

above. Suppose _that!!!!. meridians S?! Care trivial in M- It. Let {a.}
n - n ~

!?! ~ family ~ pairwise disjoint normally immersed ~.!!!. M- q.n ~ that
+ . heach a

i
has ~ boundary component a a

i
~ aM, ~ l...!.~ boundary ~-

ponent a-a. in a+T. Suppose {a-a.} is a sub-family of a triangular family
1 - n 1 -- -------

of~ in a+T
n

• Then: ~ exists !. family {ail ~ pairwise disjoint

normally immersed~ in M- Sfn ~~

a) ~ a i is obtained~ a i ~!.~~£f.~~

(reI boundary), and

b) the _union of the ~i!!. {a.} is 1T 1 -!!!:.2.- in M-IJ.
1 n

PROOF. This is similar to the proof of Lemma (4.2.1). Let T 1 denote

the distinguished torus corresponding to a aI- As before, the map

Tf 1 T 1 + 1f 1 (M - ¥-) is tr ivial, since the standard generators of 1f I t I are
n

meridians of C
n

• By Lemma (3.0), we make Casson moves on a l , missing the

union of the other annuli, to construct a 1f 1 -neg. aI- Our proof is finished

by an easy inductive argument. Hi

(4.2.3) LEMMA: (THE TOWER EXTENSION LEMMA). Suppose Tn and Mare

given !!. above. Suppose M admits ~ spin structure (in particular~~
+

when M is ~ ~). Let anTn =a (top stage of Tn). Suppose

1f 1 (dnTn )+ 1T 1 (M- Sl-n) .!!.~~ map (!£E. 2.!.!.~ points). Then: ~ is .!
standard family of~~ {c

i
} bounding!. family {d

i
} of pairwise

disjoint normally immersed~~ union is lf 1-!!.!2.·.!.!!. M- ~n' such~

the following property holds:

(*) For~ i, ~ kinky~ (ki,a-k
i

) obtaine9 ~~ regular

neighborhood 2f d
i

in M- ¥-n ~ the property~~ standard

framing~ a-k
i

agreeswith~framing~ c
i

.

(~: This lets us extend Tn ~ (n+l)-staqe tower in M.) ,
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in
A

SinceH2W.

t. (and push it slightly
1

in W representing the

REMARK. The use of spin structures can be avoided; see [Fl], addendum to

Theorem (3.2).

PROOF. Put a spin structure on M. By [e], see p. 6, Addendum with

W=M-~n' we choose a standard family {c
i

} of curves compatible wi th this

spin structure. Note that each c. is tr ivial in M- ~ , and 1T 1 L + 'IT 1 (M - ~ )
1 n n

is trivial for any top-stage distinguished torus t in Tne This follows

since 1r 1 (a T ) ... IT 1 (M - ~) is tr ivial. The proof is now identical to that of
n n n

Lemma (4.2.1), except that we insert one additional step: each time we find a

normally immersed disk d
i

we immediately modify it, reI boundary, (as willbe

explained below), to get a new normally immersed disk d
i

such that the fram

ing is correct, i.e., d. satisfies (*). Now return to the proof of Lemma
1.

(4.2.1), and modify d. by Casson moves to obtain the required d.. Note that
1. 1

obtaining d. fixes up the framing while Casson moves on d. make d. nl-ne~.
11.1

Recall that Casson moves preserve the framing: see (2.2.2). The resulting

family {d.} is what we want. The following discussion shows how to construct
1

d
i

with correct framing.

We change d
i

to d
i

as follows (recall: d
i

is a normally immersed

disk in M- ~n with boundary C
i
). Let (k

i
, a k

i
) be a kinky handle (reg.

nbd.) in W= M-~ with core d. and attaching curve c.. The problem athand
n 1 1

is that the standard framing on a-k. may differ from the given framing on c.
1 1

by, say, m twists. We first prove that m is even. Attach a 2-handle to

W along c
i

with its given framing. Let Wdenote the resulting manifold.

Now d
i

U (core of the 2-handle) is an immersed S2 in W representing some

a in H2W. Note that a· a = m (of course, the framing is correct if

a • a = 0 ~ see (2.~. 2) ) • Since the framing of C i is compatible wi th the spin

structure of W, W is spin. Thus, the intersection form must be even. This

proves tha t m is even, say, m=21.

We now modify d. to d. so that the number corresponding to m is zero.
1 1

Consider the class [li] in H2W represented by the distinguished torus T
i

.

Clear1y , ( 't i] • ['t i) =0 and [ 't i] • a = 1 with a

TI1L i + lT1W is the trivial map, we singularly surger

into IntW) to get a normally immersed 2-sphere s

class [Til. Now tube ~ copies of s (with reversed orientation if ~ is

positive) to d. to obtain the normally immersed disk d.. Let 6 denote the
1 1

element in H2W represented by d. union the core of the 2-handle. Then:
1

a = a - t ['t i ], and a· a = (a-R. [Ti ]) • (a-! ['t i ) = a • a - 21 a • ['t i) + ~ 2 [L
i
]· [L i]

=21 -21+0 = O. Hence, the framing of the kinky handle obtained as a reg.nbd. of

di agrees wi th the given framing of c
i

as desired. ...

(4.3) THE BIG REIMBEDDING THEOREM: PROOF. Since the proof is rather

lengthy, we organize it into various titled sub-sections as we proceed.
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(4.3.0) A Repeated Application of the Improved 3-Stage Reirnbedding

Theorem. Let k;, ... ,k~ denote the kinky handles attached to T: to obtain
o

T~. For each i, let n
i

denote the total number of kinks (not counted by

sign) in k~. Put n =n 1 + n 2 + ••• + n
m

• Apply the Improved 3-Stage Reimbedding
n n-l 1 0Theorem (3.3) n-times to construct a nest T
3

+ Ts + ••• +. Ts + Ts of3-stage

towers (i.e., the maps are the inclusions). More specifically, this nest is

inductively constructed by requiring that T~+l be found inside T~

the

k~ is
1.

by using the structure of the regular

agrees with C: except near a finite

O~i < n, satisfying the conclusions of Theorem (3.3). For each j,

o < j..s. n, the "room" T~-l - sr~ is denoted by R
j

•

(4.3.1) Immersed Annuli in the Room R1
• We now describe a family

{a ~: 1 < i < m}
1 --

upper boundary

of embedded annuli in the room Rl
• For each 1~ i ~m,

a+a~ of a~ is the curve along which the kinky handle1. 1.
attached to T:. Collapse T: to C:_

3

neighborhood on T:. Recall that C:

number of smooth arcs in T:. we use the general position of points and arcs

in a 2-disk, and arcs and annuli in the room R
l

, to conclude: for each i,

1 < i < m, a+a ~ traces an annulus a ~ which can be assumed properly imbedded in
- - 1. 1.
1 - 1 1R, whose lower boundary a a

i
is contained in aT

3
• Observe that these

annuli are pairwise disjo1.nt. By the Annulus Lemma (4.2.2), we find a family

and

a-a~ = c~. There is a (standard)
1 1

which is the union of the family {c ~: 1 < i < mo } and
1 --

of curves, where the latter family comes from the

{a~: 1~ i ~m} of normally immersed pairwise disjoint annuli in R
l

such that

the union of these annuli is TTl-neg. in R
1

, a+a~ = a+a~ , a-a~
1. 1. 1.

each a~ is obtained by applying Casson moves to a~.
1. 1.

(4.3.2) Immersed Disks in R
l

• By Theorem (3.3), each loop in the third
1 0 1stage of T:I is in F, where 1f 1 (T 3 - T3) has the canonical decomposi tion

Z * F (see Lemma (3. 1 • 0) ) • Pu t m0 =m and

family of curves for T;
_1

a family {c .: m < j < ml }
J 0 -

Casson moves (in fact, ro l - mo = twice the number of Casson moves). Not all the
-1 0

curves in {c
j

: mO<j~ml} are nullhomotopic in T,. This difficulty is over-

come as follows. We obtain a family of curves {c
j

: roo < j~ml} through modi

fication of the curves in {c ~: mo < j ~m1 } by the curves in {c ~: 1 < i < m }
1 . J 1 --0

such tha teach c j , m0 < J';' ml' is nullhomotopic in T: • The family of curves

{c ~: 1 < i < m} fails to be standard for T
3

l , but it is a tr iangular family
1 - - 1

with ordering induced by the index i. For now, assume this has been done; the

details appear in (4.3.3).

By Capping Lemma (4.2.1), there exists a collection {d;: mo < j ~m.} of

pairwise disjoint normally immersed disks in R1 such that their union is

1f l -neg. in Rl
, for each j, mo < j~ml ' ad~ =c~, and each d~ misses the

J J J
union of the immersed annuli in the family {a ~: 1 < i < mo}.

1 --.
(4.3.3) A Triangular Family of Curves: Given {c i : 1~i~mo} and

{cj: rn o < j~ml} as in (4.3.2). Let CP:1TIT~ + '''IT: denote the map induced by
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the inclusion. Observe that niT: is the free group F, where

1f 1 (T: - ~~) - Z * F as in Lemma (3. 1.0'). Now F is generated by the subset

{cp(c
i
): l~i~mo}. Throughout these discussions we assume that the curves are

carefully connected to the base point; the details are easy and we omit them.

Let x equal c~ for some j, mo < j ~mi. Then <p (x) equals a reduced word
1 1 J 1 1-1

W(cp(c
1
), ••• , (c » in the generators <p(c~). Put y=x[W(c 1 , ••• ,c ») •

mo 1 mo
o Ql 1 1

Note tha t cP (y) is tr i vial in 1T 1 (T 3 - T 3 ). We us e x and c 1 ' • • • , em 0 to

carefully construct a circle c~ in aT; representing y, using its represen-
1 1 -1 ) 1 -

tationas x[W(c
1

, ••• ,c») such that c. ()-r.=o .. , where t. is a dis-
mo -1 ) 1 1J 1

tinguished torus corresponding to c
i

with rn o < i~ml. Thus, the family of

curves {c ~: 1~ i ~mI } is tr iangular wi th respect to the order ing induced by

the index i.

(4.3.4) Immersed Annuli in the Room R
2

• Consider the triangular family

of curves {c~: l~i~ml} given above. Proceed as in (4.3.1) to find a family
1

{a ~: 1~ i ~ml} of normally immersed pairwise disjoint annuli in the room R 2

1 2 + 2 1
such that their union is 1T 1 -neg. in R and a a i =c i •

(4 •3. 5) Immer sed Oi s ksin th e Room R2 • Pu t c ~ = a-a ~ , 1 < i < mi. As be-
l. 1 --

fore, there is a (triangular) family of curves for T: which is the union of

the family {c ~: 1 < i < mI} and a family {c ~: mI < j ~m2} , where the latter is
1 - - J

a subfamily of some standard family for T:. We proceed as in (4.3.3) to modi-

fy {c~: ml < j < m2 l by the family {c~: 1 < i < ml } to obtain a family of
J - 1 --

curves {c ~: mI < j < m2 } such that for each j, mI < j _< m, I c ~ is nullhomo-
J - J

topic in R 2 , and the collective family {c~: 1<i<m 2 } in T: is triangular.
1 --

(Note that {c~: 1 < i < ro 1 } is (up to homotopy) a triangular family for T I •
1 - - 3'

hence it generates niT: as required.) By The Capping Lemma (4.2.1), there

exists a family {d~: ml < j < m2 } of pairwise disjoint normally immersed disks
J -

in R 2 such that: their union is' nl-neg. in R2
; for each j, m! < j~m2'

2 2 23d
j

=c
j

; and each d
j

misses the union of the immersed annuli in the family

{ai: 15-i~ml}·

(4.3.6) Immersed Annuli-Disks in R
k

• Proceed inductively, as above, to

find families of immersed annuli and immersed disks in the rooms R', ~~, ••• ,Rn.

Here is what happens in a typical room Rk : there exist families

{ k . } d {dk < . <} · ..a i : 1~ 1 ~mk-l an j: mk- 1 J _mk of palrwise d1sjolnt normally immersed

annuli and disks, respectively, such that the union of the members of these two
k k k

families is n I-neg. in R, and d. () a. is empty for any i, 1~ i ~m
k

_
1

'
k-l J_ + ~. .

and j, mk- 1 < j~mk. Also, {c i - a a
i

. 1~1~mk_l} is a triangular family

in Tk,-l. The union of the families {c~= a-a~: 1 < i <m
k

1} and
1 1 - - - k

{C~ = ad~: m
k

- 1 < j ~m
k

} is the triangular family {<: 1~ i ~m
k

} in Ts' All

of this can be drawn in a systematic diagram. Figure (4.5) shows this with

n = 3.
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(4.3.7) AFamily of Immersed Disks in T:. For each i, 12.i~m, let

denote the core of the kinky handle

a+a~. For each i, l~i~m, let
1T: -tr':in

k~ (see (4.3.0» with boundary equal
1

0i denote the normally immersed disk

obtained as the union of d~, a~ ,a~ , ••• ,a~. Similarly, for each
1 1 1 1

k, 1~ k ~ n I and each i, rn
k

_
1

< i ~m
k

, let 0i denote the normally im-

mersed disk in T: - tr': obtained as the union of d~, a~+1 , ••• ,a~. Thus we

have a family of normally innnersed disks {e5 i : l~i~mn} in (T:-~~) (as in

dicated in Figure (4.B)).

d?
1

to

(4.3.8) A Singular Norman Trick. The disks in the family {cS
i

: l~i~m}

(recall: rn=m o ) are not acceptable, since they contain loops which are essen

tial in T:; these loops come from the disks d ~, corresponding to standard
1

families of curves in k~. We have all the in9r~ients to overcome this dif-
1

ficulty. The details are as follows. Recall that 6 1 is the union of

dO,al,a~,••• ,a~ where the annulus a~ is contained in the room R
i . For each

i, 1~i~nl I let s~ denote a geometric dual of a~ in IntR
i

which lies

in the complement of all the remaining immersed annuli and immersed disks con-
i i

structed as in (4.3.6). (Recall: Sl is an immersed 2-sphere which meets a
1

i
in exactly one point.) As in (4.1.0), we refer to Sl as a Norman sphere as-

isociated with a
l

• The existence of these Norman spheres is clear since the

union of all the immersed annuli and immersed disks in a given room R
i is

d~
1

7t'l-neg ••

Consider ~ 2. Proceed as above to find for each i, n 1 < i ~ n 1 +n 2 a

i a 1
2
' lnt Ri

Norman sphere S2 associated with in the missing all the remain-

ing immersed annuli and immersed disks in R
i . Continue in this manner to

handle 03,o~, ••• ,om.

Observe that there is exactly one Norman sphere in each room and, there

fore, the n Norman spheres are pairwise disjoint. Also, there are n
i

Norman spheres associated with 0i so that the n
i

self-intersections of

can be removed by the singular Norman trick; see (4.1.0) and [F2: p. 189].

For each i, 1 .:: i.:: mI let Li
i

denote the immersed disk obtained from

0i by suitably performing the Singular Norman trick n
i

times.

(4.3.9) A "Phony" Tower v... Define V as a reg.nbd. in T: of the
n

union of T3'~1,••• ,6m' 0m+l, ••• ,om. Note that V.. is not a tower in the

usual sense, since the top stage is ~dded along a triangular family of curves.

This difficulty is overcome by finding an honest tower inside V... We first

observe that n1V.. + niT: is the trivial map, because of the singular Norman

trick. To see this, note that the Norman spheres are all in T:, and

nlT~ + niT: is the trivial map. Since the Norman spheres are pairwise dis

joint, we can now see that any loop in V.. can be pulled into V~ minus the

Norman spheres by a homotopy in T:. We can then pull the loop into T:; hence

it is null homotopic in T~.
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(4.3.10) The Desired Tower T~. Apply Theorem (3.3) to find a 3-stage

tower T~+l inside the 3-stage sub-tower T~ of the phony tower v
4

• Note

f . f n+1 .that any loop in the boundary 0 the thlrd stage 0 T a maps lnto the part

f h . 1 d . . n un+1 B h' fF 0 t e canonlca ecomposltlon lT l (T 3 - 'I'3 ) =Z * F. ut t e lmage 0 F
n un+l un+l

under the map lT 1 (T 3 - '1'3 ) -+- 1f l (Vif - '1'3 ) is trivial, since Vif is obtained

from T~ by attaching immersed disks along a triangular family, which gener

ates F.
n+1

By the Tower Extension Lemma (4.2.3), we can now extend T
3

to obtain

the desired 4-stage tower T~. Observe that lTIT~ + lTIT: is the trivial map

since it factors through the trivial map lTIV~ + TIlT:. This proves nullity.

The agreement CO C1 is immediate, since we have not altered CO
l

_
21-2 1-2

throughout the proof. The TIl-negligibility condition also holds, i.e., the map

TI 1 (T: - T~) + TI 1 (T: - C~) is an isomorphism. In fact, T~ is already TI I-neg. in
o 1 n+ 1 0

V4 - C1 • This is because the maps IT 1 (V 1+ - TIf) -+ 'IT 1 (V It - T3 ) -+ 1T 1 (V If - C1) are

isomorphisms (recall: T~+l is the first three stages of T~). The first

isomorphism follows from the Tower Extension Lemma; the second is from the con-
n+1 1

struction of T
3

via the 3-Stage R~irobedding Theorem. Thus T~ satisfies

all of the necessary condi tions, completing the proof. '.'

(4.3.11) REMARK. Our only uses of the Improved 3-Stage Reimbedding

Theorem (3.3) were as in the beginning of (4.3.2). We could have avoided this

by adding a stage at the bottom and consequently obtaining a proof of Freedman's

S-Stage Reimbedding Theorem [Fl]. We use a similar trick to prove Theorem

(5.1) •

5. APPLICATIONS

(5.0) INTRODUCTION. In this section, we prove the last of the

Reirnbedding Theorems, the Mitosis Theorem. We also discuss other applications

of these results.

Throughout this section, we will use the following notation: when dealing

wi th an n-stage tower Ti we let Ti 1 _< m_< n, denote the union of its first
n ' rn '

. f h' i o.im stages. For ~<m, the un10n 0 stages ~ throug m (l.r., T
m

-'1'i_1)

iwill be denoted by T
i

_
m

• This is a disjoint union of (~-1+1)-stage towers.

(5.1) THEOREM. Every 5-stage tower T~ contains ~ 6-stage tower T~

satisfying:

~) (agr eement)

£} (1T 1 -neg.)

PROOF. Step 1.

C~_3 = C~_3 and
o 1 0 0

TT 1 (T s -T
6

) 1TI(Ts-C1) is~isomorphism.

We apply the Big Reimbedding Theorem to each component of

T~_5 to attain a new 5-stage tower T~. Specifically, for each component T of

T~_5' we obtain a new 4-stage tower T inside T with the same attaching

curve. Note that the first stage kinky handles of T and T induce the same

framing on this circle, as their cores coincide. Hence, the union of the~e new
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towers, together with T:, form a 5-stage tower. We obtain T~ from this

tower by shrinking its first stage away from a+T~ (i.e., we want T~ to be a
o

small regular neighborhood of the core ell.

Step 2. We enlarge T~ to a 6-stage tower T; via the Tower Extension

Lemma (4.2.3). In order to do this, we need to check that the map
+ 1 0 0.1 • • h 1cp:1T 1 (a T s ) + TTl (T s - 'l's)' induced by the incluslon, 1S the zero map. T e at-

ter group has the canonical decomposi tion Z * F, since the top few stages of

T~ are TTl-neg.. The fifth stage of T~ is contained in T:_ s ' so the image

of cp lies in the factor F. (This is why we need five stages. It seems im

possible to avoid the Z factor in a four-stage setting.) Now the nullity

conclusion of the Big Reimbedding Theorem tells ~s that the map ~ is trivial,

as required. This enables us to construct our T;, which clearly satisfies

the conclusions of Theorem 5.1.

(5.2) THEOREM (MITOSIS). ~y 5-stage~ T~ contains an 11-stage

~ T~l satisfyin9:
o *~) (agreement) C
1

-
3

= Cl _
3

and

~) (TTl-neg.) TTl(T~-T:l) lTl(T~-C~) is~isomorphism.

PROOF. Use Theorem (5.1) to obtain a 6-stage tower T~ inside T:. Next
1

apply Theorem (5.1) to the 5-stage towers composing T
2

_
6

, obtaining a

7-stage tower T; inside T:. (Use the method of Step of the previous proof:

T: is T~ union a 6-stage tower for each component of T~_6.) Continue in

this manner with T:_
7

Aft~r s~veral more iterations, we obtain a nest

T~l + T: o "". ~ T: ~ T~.. Let T~l equal T~l. ...

(5.3) Other Applications. Note that the number 11 appearing in the

Mitosis Theorem is arbitrary; we chose it because of its convenience for

Freedman's applications [Fl]. The same method of proof would give us a tower

T~ inside T:, for arbitrary n> 5. In fact, letting n increase without

bound provides the following:

(5.3.0) THEOREM. Every S-stage~ Ts contai.ns ~~~~

~~ (~) attaching~ ..

In conjunction with Freedman's theorem (every Casson handle is homeomorphic

to an open 2-handle), we have:

(5.3.1) THEOREM. Every 5-stage~ Ts contains ~ topological2-handle,

i.e.,~ is ~ topological imbedding (D 2
xD

2
, 30

2
x0

2
) + (T s ' a-T s ) which

maps aD
2

x {O} ~ the attdching~ of Ts •

In particular, there is a flat topological imbedding (0
2

, a0
2

) +~s I

attaching circle), i.e., the attaching circle is topologically slice in Ts •

Thus, to put topological 2-handles or slice disks into 4-manifolds, it is suf

ficient to construct S-stage towers. As an application, we prove the following

result: Let L denote the second untwisted double of the Whitehead link.

(Recall that in the notation of le f Lecture II], the Whitehead link is denoted
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o~h ; L is then Do/2h. )

(5.3.2) THEOREM. L is topologically. slice. (That is, _the~ compo-

nents of L in S3 = aD
4

bound disjoint, flat, topologically imbedded 2-disks

in D
At
.) Furthermore, one slice disk~ be~ to be~ and unknotted

in 0
4

•

Sketch of Proof. Let Ts be a 5-stage tower with exactly one kink at

each stage. Then T s is diffeomorphic to SI x D 3
• This may be explicitly seen

via Kirby calculus: Draw the link picture of T s I and cancel handles from

the first stage up through fifth, leaving a single I-handle represented by a

circle c wi th a dot. This presents S 1 X D3 as DIt minus a regular neigh

borhood of an unknotted disk d, with ad =c in 53. If we trace the attach

ing curve c' of Ts through the above pictures, we find that c and c' form

the link L in 53. Now Theorem (5.3.1) gives a topological slice disk d'

for c' in Ts =D
lt

- §(d). The disks d and d' slice L. ...

REMARKS. (a) Theorem (5.3.2) appears to be stronger than any previously

known result.

(b) OUr Big Reimbedding Theorem also supplies a missing ingredient in the

proof of Theorem (8) of [F1].

6. A SUMMARY OF THE REIMBEDDING THEOREMS

For the convenience of reference, we restate in this section the main re

sults of this paper. More specifically, Theorems (3.3), (4.0.0), (5.1), and

(5.2) are restated below as Theorems (6.0), (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3', respec

tively.

(6.0) THEOREM: (THE IMPROVED 3-STAGE ("LIrrTLE It
) REIMBEDDING THEOREM).

Every 3-stage to~ T~ contains another 3-stage tower T: satisfying:

~) (agreement) C~_2 = C~_2

E.) (7f 1 -n eg. ) 'IT 1 (T ~ - T:) -+ IT 1 (T ~ - c ~ ) i s ~ i somor ph ism; and

£) (no linking C~) the image 1m ( 11" Ie: -+ 1f 1 (T~ - C~) ] lies in

th e imag e 1m [ 1f 1 C ~ -+ 1T 1 (T ~ - c ~ ) ] ·
(6.1) THEOREM: (THE BIG REIMBEDDING THEOREM). Every 4-stage~ T~

contains another 4-stage tower T~ satisfying:

~) (agreement) C~_2 = C:_ 2 ;

E.,) (1fl-~·) 11"1 (T: - T~) -+- 1f 1 (T: - c~) .!!. ~ isomorphism; and

£) (nullity) 'ITIT~ + 'flIT: is the~ map.
o 1

(6.2) THEOREM. Every 5-stage tower Ts contains ~ 6-stage~ T 6

satisfying:

_a) (agreement) CO = C 1
.; and

1-3 i-3

~) (1f l -neg.) lTl(T~-T;) + 'ITl(T:-C~) is an isomorphism.
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(6.3) THEOREM: (THE MITOSIS THEOREM). Every S-stage~ T: contains

*an 11-stage~ Til satisfying:
o *~) (agreement) C l _ 3 = C l _ 3 ~.

~) (1f I -neg.) nl(T:-T~l) + 1Tl(T:-C~) ~~ isomorphism.

(6.4) Concluding Remarks. Theorem (6.0) may be compared with combined

Theorems (4.1) and (4.2) of [F1). Also, Theorems (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) may be

compared with Theorems (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.
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Let r. rn
g,r

F • Fn of genus
9,r

is ~o(A) where

feomorphisms of
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THE HOMOLOGY OF THE MAPPING CLASS GROUP

AND ITS COh~ECTION TO SURFACE BUNDLES OVER SURFACES

John Harer

be the mapping class group of a connected orientable surface

9 with r boundary components and n marked points. r

A is the topological group of orientation-preserving dif-

F which fix 3F and the n points P" ••• ,Pn. This paper

is a survey of progress towards computation of H.(r}.

SECTION 0: MOTIVATION

(1) Let r· 0 and suppose.Al" is the moduli space of isometry classes
9 n

of complete hyperbolic metrics on F - {p" ••• ,p }. vii is the quotient of
n 9

Teichmuller space ~ by the properly discontinuous action of f.

sf • 869-6+2n and t~e codimension of the fixed point set of r increases with
9

9 so

"kcr:;I) • "~;I) for all k and

H
k
(r:;~) =H~;Z) when 9» k.

Furthermore, Mumford [Mu] shows that

H2 (r;~) = Pic (vI(), n· 0,

and conjectures this group is Z. This is proven for 9 > 5 in Theorem 1 below.

(2) Consider smooth fiber bundles F+ w4
+ x2 with; a closed oriented

surface. Call two such bordant if they cobound a smooth F-bundle over an

oriented 3-manifold; bordism classes form a group Q2(F) under disjoint union.

The usual classifying space arguments show

the latter group being the 2-dimensional bordism group of the classifying space

SA. Homology and bordism agree in low dimensions and Wi (A) • 0 when i > 0,

9 ~ 2 (E-E) , hence

C> 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271-4132/84 S1.00 + $.25 per page
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SECTION 1: RESULTS

THEOREM 1: H
1

(r) = 0 , 9~ 3; r,n ? 0,.

This was proven by Powell [P] for r =n = o. We sketch a simple proof

[H
1
]: According to Dehn [D], r is generated by Dehn twists {tel on simple

closed curves in F. One first checks that for g ~ 2 only non-separating

curves are needed. In that case, given C
1

, C
2

, there exists f € A with

f (e
l

) = C
2

; one finds

so that H
1

(r) is cyclic. The proof is then completed by finding on

F 9>3, a relation equating a certain product of four twists to anotherg,r, -
product of three twists.

THEOREM 2 [H,]:

{

n+1
1L g~5

7l e z / (2g-2)

r+n>O

g~5 r=n=O.

To interpret this result observe that a bundle

canonical sections sl'··. ,sn: X + W. Define

F
n

-+ W -+ X has
g

n

__ cp n+1
H

2
(r) = n

2
(F) -+ 7l by

a (w) 2 2
'P(n) =(-4-' [sl(X)] , ••• ,[sn(X)] )

where cr is the signature of W and [~. (X)]2 is the self-intersection
1

number. cp is a surjection for 9~ 3 [Me], [H1]; Ker (ep) = 0, r + n > 0 and

re= 1l/(2g-2)71, r=n=O. Thus if W is clo~ed and a(W)=O

(2g-2)

Sketch of the proof: The proof is based on work of Hatcher and Thurston

[H-T]. They construct a 1-connected 2-complex X2 admitting a natural action

of r, using this to give a finite presentation of r. Briefly, X has a

vertex for each cut system on F, i.e. each isotopy class of collections

~= {Cl, ••• ,Cg } of disjointly embedded simple closed curves in F such that

F - ~ is connected. Edges are added between vertices for cut systems ~, ~.

when, say, C
j

= Cj for j > 1 and C1 () Ci is one point. Finally one adds

2-cells for three configurations of curves (see (H,T]). The proof that X
2

is

l-connected uses Cerf theory [C].

We proceed by adding 3-cells to X
2

for certain configurations of cut

systems, the result is X3 and it too admits a cellular action of r. Form

the fiber product of X3 with Er, the universal covering of the K(r,l) Br
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and consider the projections:
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x
3
/r B r •

P2 is a fibration with fiber X3 so H2 (Z) surjects to H2 (r). The cell

structure of x
3
/r allows direct computation of H

2
(Z) for the proof of the

theorem.

For the final theorem consider two maps m-F +F
T· g, r g+1 , r - 2 '

'i':Fg,r + Fg+1,r-1' cp is obtained by gluing two boundary components together,

~ by gluing a pair of pants (52 _ three disks) to two boundary components of

F. ~ and ~ induce maps of mapping class groups.

THEOREM 3 (H
2
): Using homology with ~coefficients,

CP.:Hk (rg,r) + Hk (rg+1 ,r-2)

cp*:Hk(rg,r) + Hk (rg+1,r-l)

and

are isomorphisms for g» k. COmbining these we find H
k

( rg , r) ;c Hk (rg+ 1, s)

for all r , s, 9» k.

Sketch of proof: Stability theorems require r-complexes whose connectivity

increases with g, we construct two such complexes X and AX. X is the

realization of the partially ordered set whose elements are subsets of cut

systems with partial ordering given by inclusion. For AX choose a point

p £ aF and consider loops a based at p with a n aF = P and a F-aF an

embedded arc. ~ systems are collections {a" ••• ,a2g }, defined up to iso

topy r where a
i

n a
j

=p for all i, j and F - {(x, , ••• , a
2g

} is connected. De

fine AX then as the realization of the poset whose elements are subsets of

arc systems, partial ordering again given by inclusion.

PROPOSITION: X:= V s~-l ,
J J

AX ~ V s~9-' .
J J

To prove this for X we write it as a nested union of finite subcomplexes

Xl C··· C XnC··· • Each Xn admits an embedding CPn into the projective

lamination space p~ ~ s6g-7+2r , ~n simplicial with respect to a certain

piecewise linear structure on p~ described using a finite number of recur

rent train tracks [T]. Any simplicial map f:S k ... Xn gives rise to CPno f
k+1

which extends to ~n:B ... P~ , k < 6g-7+2r. The structure of train tracks

. th 1 d t b' Af k+1 d' f h k'1S en ana yze 0 0 taln :B + X exten lng w enever < 9- •

For AX a similar analysis is made, this time using the space P~l whose

elements are projective classes of closed subsets of (F-aF)~) {p} which are
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measured laminations in F-aF.

The proof now follows a standard pattern ([Q], [W], [V] and others): r

acts on X via

g. {C" ••• ,C
k

} = {C" ••• ,C
k

}·

The map q>:F -+ F induces a map X(F ) +
g,r g+1,r-2 g,r

a spectral sequence converging to zero with

E
1 = H ( rP • rP )p,q q g+1 ,r-2' g,r

and there is

where rP denotes the stabilizer of a p-cell in X of the form

{C } c {C ,C
1

} C··· c {C , ••• ,C}. By inductively assuming q>* is an iso-
o 0 0 p

morphism for all t < k one finds H
k

(r ,r 1 2) * H (r r) Ag,r g- ,r+ k g+1,r-2' g,r •
diagram chase then proves ~* is an isomorphism on Hk •

A completely analogous argument works for AX.
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ROCHLIN INVARIANT AND a-INVARIANT

Akio Kawauchi

This paper is a condensed version of the author's recent works ([10],

[11], [12]) connected with the problem: how does a cyclic action on a

z2-homology 3-sphere contribute to the Rochlin invariant of the z2-homology

3-sphere? This problem clearly reduces to the problem for a cyclic action on

a z2-homology 3-sphere in the following four cases (1)-(4): (1) Free cyclic

action of odd-prime order, (2) Non-free cyclic action of odd-prime order,

(3) Non-free involution, (4) Free cyclic action of an order which is a power

of 2. A great difference between the first three cases (1)-(3) and the case

(4) is that the orbit space is also a z2-homology 3-sphere in the cases (1)-(3),

but not in the case (4). In each case, we shall establish a congruence in

Q/z containing the Rochlin invariant and the Atiyah-Singer a-invariant of the

action.

In Section 1 we introduce a notion of the slope with a value in

Q/Z u {~} of a knot in a 3-manifold. We also generalize this notion to a link

there. A geometric meaning of the slope is useful for our purpose. In Section

2 we shall discuss two mutually related invariants (i.e. 0o-invariant and o-in

variant) of a proper link in a z2-homology 3-sphere, generalizing an invariant

of a classical knot by Robertello [16) or a knot in a Z-hornology 3-sphere by

Gordon [5]. The 0o-invariant is in general an oriented link type invariant,

but the o-invariant is an unoriented link type invariant. The arguments of

Sections 1-2 give a novel approach to the calculation of the Rochlin invariant.

In Section 3 some results of the calculation are given. In Section 4 we shall

discuss the Atiyah-Singer a-invariant of a cyclic action on a closed oriented

3-manifold. It is well-known for a free cyclic action. We shall also define

it for a certain semi-free cyclic action on a closed oriented 3-manifold. In

Section 5 the desired results of the cases (1) and (2) are given. Section 6 is

concerned with the case (3), and Section 7 with the case (4). In Section 8 we

shall give some results on the o-invariant and 0o-invariant of the fixed point

set of a cyclic action on a z2-homology 3-sphere when it is a proper link and

the order of the action is prime.
© J984 American Mathematical Society
0271·4132/84 $1.00 + $.25 per page
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neighborhood

T such that

(1 ) [P]

(2) P

The link P,

bounded by P

COnventions: Spaces and maps are in the piecewise-linear category. Mani

folds are orientable and oriented suitably. Actions on manifolds are orienta

tion-preserving and faithful. For an oriented manifold X, -X is the same

manifold as X but with the opposite orientation. In case ax~~, ax is

oriented by the orientation induced from X. Let Xx [-1,1] have an orienta

tion such that the natural injection X +X )( 1 C a(Xx [-1 ,1] ) is orientation-pre

serving (namely, X +X x (-1) C a\ x x [-1 1 1 ] is orientation-reversing). The orbit

space of a space Y with an action is denoted by x.
All necessary definitions for our arguments of [10] and [11] are included

here, but no proof is given. Full information of [12) is not given.

1. THE SLOPE OF A KNOT IN A 3-MANIFOLD

Let k be a knot in a 3-manifold M with a tubular neighborhood T= T(k)

An m.1. pair of T (or k) is a pair (m,t) of a meridiam m and a longi-

tude t of T intersecting in one point such that the intersection number is

positive on aT. (A longitude R- of T is oriented so that t is homotopic

to k in T.) A link P in M is parallel on T (or k) , if peaT and any

two (oriented) components of P are isotopic en aT. For a link L in M, the

order of the homology class [L] £ H1(M~Z) is called the order of the link L

and denoted by 0 (L) • If [L] =0, define 0 (L) = 1.

LEMMA 1.1 ([ 10] ). Given a knot k C M of finite order with tubular

T, there exists exactly one (up to isotopy) parallel link P QQ

=o(k)[k] in H,(TiZ),

bounds a compact oriented surface in E =M - Int T.

any component K of P and any compact oriented surface in E,

are called the characteristic parallel ~, the characteristic

knot and a characteristic surface for the knot k, respectively. In case

o(k) =1, P is a longitude of T and we see that k bounds a surface in M,

obtained by extending any characteristic surface for k, called a Seifert

.surface in the classical knot theory.

COROLLARY 1.2 ([10]). The characteristic parallel link P (up to the

or ientation) is determined uniquely by the space E =M- Int T.

Let K be the characteristic knot of a knot k of finite order. write

[K] =arm] + b[R,] in H, (aT;Z) for any m.t. pair (m,R:) of T. Note that

b> o.

DEFINITION 1.3 {flO]). The fraction alb (mod 1) is called the slope of

a knot k of finite order, and denoted by s(k). If s(k) = 0, then we say

the knot k is flat. When o(k) =~, we say the slope of k is infinite and

denote s (k) = 00
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A flat knot has properties analogous to those of a classical knot. For

example, any flat knot has a unique m.l. pair with the longitude being the

characteristic knot. For each element S E: OIz we can ~ave coprime positive

integers a, b such that s =alb (mod 1). This fraction alb and the denomin

ator b are called a~ presentation and the denominator of the element

s £ O!z.
The following shows that the complement M-k never contributes to the

slope s(k).

PROPOSITION 1.4 «(10, Proposition 1.5, Remark 1.6, Corollary 1.7). Let

E be a compact oriented 3-manifold with 3E, a torus. Then for each

s E: Q/z U {OD} there exists a knot k.!E. M with s (k) s: s such that

M- lnt T(k) = E. !'k>reover, if s = CIO, the homeomorphism type of M is uniquely

determined by that of E.

Let 'tH
1

(M) be the torsion part of H
1

(Hi Z) • Let cp: 'tH
l

(M) x TH
l

(M) .. OIz

be the linking pairing_

LEMMA 1.5 ([10]). For any knot k C M of finite order we have

s (k) = - cp ([kl , (k]) •

By this lemma, we can generalize the slope of a knot to that of a link.

DEFINITION 1.3' ([11). The slope of a link L M, denoted by s(L) is

defined by the following:

seLl ~ -cp([L),[L]) (if o(L) <co) or (if o(L) = co).

If s (L) = 0, then we say the link L

ponents k i ' 1 =1 ,2 ••• , r (r ~ 2) • Let

oriented bands in M attaching to L

is flat. Let

B1,B2,···,B
r

_1
as l-handles.

L be a link with com

be mutually disjoint

If we obtain a knot k

from L by surgery along such

obtained from L by ~ fusion.

der, the total Q-linking~

B, , B
2

, • • • , Br _
1

, then we say the knot k is

If each component k
i

is a knot of finite or

A(L) € Q of L is defined by the identity

k be a knot obtained from

is of finite order, then
I

A(L) = l LinkM(k.,k.).
i>j 1 J

When r =1, we understand that A(L) =O.

LEMMA 1.6 ([11, Lemmas 1.2,1.3). Let

a fusion. !h!!!.. s (L) =s (k) • If each k
i

s(k}= E~=1 S(k i ) - 2 ~(L) in Q/Z.

2. A GENERALIZATION OF THE ROBERTELLO INVARIANT OF A CLASSICAL KNOT

Let M be a closed oriented 3-manifold with H1 (M;Z2) =0. Each component

of M is a z2-homology 3-sphere. The Rochlin invariant (or ~-invariant),

~(M) of M is defined by ~(M) =-5ign W/16 in Q/Z for any compact oriented

spin (w2 =0) 4-manifold W with aw =M. (The well-definedness follows from
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the Rochlin theorem (17].) Let S be a z2-homology 3-sphere.

DEFINITION 2.1 ([16), (11). A link L with components k
i

, i. 1,2, ••• ,r

in S is~, if the mod 2 linking number, Links (k
i

,L-k
i

) 2. 0 for all

i, 1~ i ~ r. (We understand a knot to be a proper link.)

Let W be a compact oriented 4-manifold. Let F be a locally flat,

oriented (possibly disconnected) surface of (total) genus 0 in W. We say such

a pair Few is admissible for a link L C S, if S is a component of aw,
+

aF= L, H
1

CaW;Z2) = 0 and [F2] e: H2 (W 7Z2) is characteristic, i.e.
+ 2 +[F
2

] ·x=x for all xe:H2 (W;Z2)' where F2 is a (mod2) cycle obtained

from F by attaching (mod 2) 2-chains c i in S with aC
i

I: -k
i

, i = 1,2, ••• ,r.

LEMMA 2.2 ([11]). For any proper link there exists an admissible pair.

DEFINITION 2.3 ([11]). Let L be a proper link in s. Then we define

°
0

(L) = ([F~) 2 - sign W)/16 -\I (aWl

+in O/z for any admissible pair Few for L C S, where F
O

is a rational

2-cycle obtained from F by attaching rational 2-ohains c~ in S with
1

ac~ = -k. , i =1,2 , ••• , r •
1 1

This invariant was defined by Robertello (16) for a classical knot and by

Gordon [5] for a knot in a Z-homology 3-sphere. In their cases, it takes the

value 0 or 1/2, but in our general case, it takes more value depending on the

slope of the proper link. The well-definedness of Definition 2.3 also follows

from the Rochlin theorem (cf. [13]).

DEFINITION 2.4 ([11]). Two links L
i

C 8
i

, i = 0,1 I are said to be

cobordant in~~~ if:

(1) There exists a compact oriented 4-manifold W such that

aw -sou 51 and H.(W,Si;Z2) = 0, i = 0,1,

(2) There exists a locally flat, compact oriented (possibly disconnected)

surface F of (total) genus 0 in W such that aF = -LOU L,.

The following is a generalization of a result of Robertello (16, Theorem

2] •

THEOREM 2.5 ([ 11]) . If proper links L
i

C 5
i

, i = 0,1, are cobordant in

the weak sense, then 6o (L
O

) = 00(L1).

By ~roposition 1.4, we can obtain from the exterior of a knot k in S a

unique closed connected oriented 3-manifold M such that H1 (MJZ)/odd torsion

; Z, called a z2-homology handle. In [8] we defined an invariant e:(M),

being 0 or 1, of M, calculable from the z2-Alexander polynomial of M.

THEOREM 2.6 «(11, Corollary 2.8]). Let L be a proper link in S. Let

M be the z2-homology handle of a knot k in S, obtained from L by a fusion.

Let alb be a normal presentation of the slope seLl with a odd. Then we

have
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in Q/z, where K is the characteristic knot of k in S.

DEFINITION 2.7 ([11]). For a proper link L in S we define

319

6(L) = ~o(L) + A(L)/8

in O/Z, where A(L) is the total Q-linking number of L.

When r= 1, 6(L) = 0o(L). The following gives an important property of

the invariant o(L).

PROPOSITION 2.8 ([11]). The invariant ~(L) is an unoriented link type
invariant of L in S. That is, it is independent of any particular choice of

the orientations of k
i

, i =1,2, ••• ,r.

3. SOME RESULTS OF THE CALCULATION OF THE ROCHLIN INVARIANT

Let T
i

be oriented solid tori with m. i.. pairs (rn
i

, 1
i
), i =1,2. Let

h:aT, + aT
2

be an orientation-reversing homeomorphsim such that

h.[m
1
1 = a[m

2
] + b[12) (b~O). The adjunction space T

1
U

h
T

2
is the lensspace

-L(b,a) = L(b,-a) = L(-b,a). The following is obtained from Theorem 2.6 (with

L being a knot).

LEMMA 3.1 (Reciprocity Law)«(10]). For coprime odd a,b>O,

lJ (L(a,b» + lJ (L(b,a» c (1 - ab)/16

in Q/Z.

Using that L(b,a) =L(b,a') if and only if
±1

a • a' :: 1 (mod b) , one

THEOREM 3.2 ([10]).

obtained from a knot k

can compute from Lemma 3.1 the ~-invariant of any lens space L(b,a) with b

odd.

~ k I be a flat knot in a Z2-homology 3-sphere S· ,

~ z2-homology 3-sphere S so that

S' - IntT(k') =5- IntT(k)

and

[m' ] q [m] + d [1] ,

[ J.. ' ] [K (k)] a a [m] + b (1], ad-be == .. 1,

in H1(aT(k)1Z) for m.t. pairs (m,t), (m',t') 2!. T(k), T(k'), respectively.

~ b is odd and

~(S') = ~(S) + p{L(b,a» + d6(k').

The following is a generalization of a result of Gordon [5].

COROLLARY 3.3 ([10]). ~ k
i

be a flat knot in a z2-homplogy 3-~

Si with an m.R,. pair (m
i

, R,i) 2!l T(k
i

) such that 1
i

= K(k
i
), i· 1,2. I&.t.

Sill 51 - lnt T(k, )U h 52 - lnt T(k2) be the adjunction space obtained by an
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orientation-reversing homeomorphism h:aT(k1) + aT(k
2

) such that

a["2] + b(m
21,

c["2] + d[m2J, ad-be = -1.

Suppose S is a z2-homology 3-sphere ..~ b is odd and

4. THE ATIYAH-SINGER a-INVARIANT OF A CYCLIC ACTION ON A 3-MANIFOLD

First we consider a free Z -action on a closed connected oriented 3-mani-
n

fold M. It is well-known by casson-Gordon (2) that M is the equivariant

boundary of a compact connected oriented 4-manifold W with a semi-free

Zn-action such that the fixed point set F=F(Zn'W) is ~ or a locally flat

closed orientable surface.

DEFINITION 4.1. a (Z ,M) =-sign W + n sign W - [F] 2 (n2- 1)/3, where
n -

[F] 2 = 0 ifF = tzS.

It follows from the Novikov addition theorem of signatures and the

Atiyah-Singer G-signature theorem (cf. (6]) that a(Zn,M) is an invariant of

the equivariant orientation-preserving homeomorphism type of (Zn,M). Two

kinds of finer invariants but depending on each t e: Zn are widely known. One

is the Atiyah-Singer a-invariant a(t,M) (cf. [6, p. 72]) and the other, the

casson-Gordon invariant, say a(t,M) (cf. [2, p. 42]). From these defini

tions, we see the following:

4.2. a(Z ,M) = E a(t,M) = 1: a(t,M).
n t(~l) e: Zn t(~l) € Zn

When n = 2, a (Z2,M) = a (t,M) = a (t,M), t'F 1, is an integer and called the

Browder-Livesay invariant (cf. [6]).

Next we consider a closed connected oriented 3-manifold M with semi-free

Zn-action such that F (Zn,M) =L ~ ~. Note that L is a link in M. We shall

define an analogous invariant a(Zn,M) of the equivariant, orientation-preserv

ing homeomorphism type invariant of (Zn,M) only when each component of L is

~~ of~~. A difficult point is that a(Zn,M) should not depend

on any particular choice of the orientations of the components of L.

LEMMA 4.3 ([10). Let M be a closed oriented 3-manifold with a semi-free

or free z -action. Let
n

component of L= F(Zn,M)

and only if k is 80 in

k be a Z -invariant knot in M such that k is a
---n

2E. L n k =tzS. ~ k is of finite order in M if

M. Further, in this case, we have ns (k) =8 (~) (if

k C L) 2!. 8 (k) =ns (~) (i f L n k =tzS) •

Thus, for example, if Hl(~;Q) =0, each component of L is a knot of

f inite order in M. We assume the components, ki ' i = 1,2, ••• , r , of

L=F(Zn,M) are knots of finite order in M. Let W be a compact connected
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oriented 4-manifold with semi-free ~n-action such that a(Zn'W) = (Zn,M) and

F=F(Zn'W) is a locally-flat, compact proper orientable surface. Such a

4~anifold always exists (cf. [10]). Orient F and then k1,k2 , ••• ,kr so

that aF=L. Let F~ be a rational cycle in W obtained from F byattach-

· t · 1 2 h' 0 0 0, M . th a 0 k . 1 2 Let109 ra 10na -c a1ns c
1
,c

2
""'Cr 10 Wl c i = - 1,1= , , ••• ,r.

A(L) be the Q-total linking number of L in M.

DEFINITION 4.4 ) [10).

a (Zn,M) = -sign w+ n sign!! - ([F;12 + 2>' (L» (n
2

- 1)/3.

The well-definedness for L with a fixed orientation follows also from the

Novlkov addition theorem of signatures and the Atiyah-Singer G-signature

theorem. Then one can check that a(Zn,M) is not altered by any change of the

orientations of k
i

, i =1,2, ••• ,r.

REMARK 4.5. Let S(L)2 be the double branched covering space of a

z-homology 3-sphere S, branched over a link L. Then we have a(Z2,S(L)2).

-a(L} - A(L), where c(L} is the Murasugi signature of L, i.e., c(L) =

sign(A+A') for a link matrix A associated with a Seifert surface for L. It

follows that a(L) + A(L) is an invariant of the unoriented link type of L,

since a(Z2,S(L)2) is such (cf. [14),[7]).

5. THE CASE OF A CYCLIC ACTION OF ODD-PRIME ORDER

THEOREM 5.1 ([10]). l&!. S ~ z2-homology 3-sphere with free Zp-~

for an odd prime p. ~ S ~ z2-homology 3-sphere and we have

lJ(S) =
{

9a(Z3,S)/16 + 3~(~)

a(Z ,S)/16 + PlJ(S)p .....

(p = 3)

(p> 3)

Let S ~z2-homOlogy 3-sphere with non-free

p. ~ k"k2 , ••• ,kr be the components of

z2-homology 3-sphere, and for a normal presentation

i = 1,2, ••• , r , we have

in O/Z.

THEOREM 5.2 ([10]).

Z -action for an odd primep
L= F(Z ,S). Then S _isa

p ---
2a

i
/b

i
of the slope s (k

i
) ,

(p= 3)

(p> 3)

r

{

9Q(Z31S)/16 + 3lJ(~) + 3 Ei=,ai/bi
II (S) 2 r

a(Z ,S)/16 + putS) + {(p -1)/24} t. la,/b.
p - 1= 1 1

in Q/Z. [Note that (p2_ 1}/24 is an integer for p>3.]

The key to the proofs of these theorems is the following lemma:

LEMMA 5.3 «(10]). ~ W be a compact oriented 4-manifold with free or

semi-free Zn-action such that n is odd and F =F(Zn'W) is f6 or a locally

flat surface. Then W is spin if and only if ~ is spin. [Note that W is

~ 4-manifold.]
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REMARK 5.4. When n is even, this lemma is not true even for the case of

a free Zn-action (cf. [1 OJ).

6. T~E CASE OF A NON-FREE INVOLUTION

Let S be a Z2-homology 3 sphere with non-free z2-action. Since the

action is assumed to be orientation-preserving, it follows from Smith theory

that k =F (Z2' S) is a knot. Note that ~ is also a Z2-homology 3-sphere.

THEOREM 6.1 ([10]). For any normal presentation alb of the slope s(k) of k = F(Z2' S)

such that ab:: 1 (mod 4) we have

~(S) = a(Z2,S)/16 + 2~(S) + (ab + alb + a 2-3)/16

in Q/Z. In particular, if k is flat, then

S be a z2-homology 3-sphere with semi-free

is a knotJ Let b be the denominator of the

COROLLARY 6.2 «(10]). Let

z2n-action such that k= F(Z2n,S)

slope s(k). Then

n
b~(S) = ba(Z2n,S)/16 + b2 ~(~) •

The following generalizes a result of Contreras-Caballero (1) (cf. [9],(18).

COROLLARY 6.3 ([10]). Let S be a z2-hornOlogy 3-sphere with z2-~

such that k= F(Z2'S) is a knot • .!!. ~C ~ is amphicheiral (i.e., S an

orientation-reversing homeomorphism of S onto itself sendin9 k to ±~), ~

lJ (5) = O.

is a z2-homologys*Note that

Let alb be a normal presentation of the slope s(k) of k= F(Z2'S) with

a odd. Let (m,l) be an m.l. pair of a z2-invariant T(k) such that m is

z2-invariant and tl n R. =¢, t(#l) £ Z2' and [K(k)] =arm) + bel] in

H
1

(aT(k)iZ), where K(k) is the characteristic knot. Construct a 4-manifold

W= S x [-1,1] D
2

x 0
2 identifying T(k) x 1 with aD

2
x 0

2
so that m)( 1 =

222
P x aD and 1l, x.1 = aD x q (p,q E: aD ). Then the z2-action on S extends to a

D
2

x 0, a disk. This action in-z2-action on W with F(Z2'W) - k x [-1,1]

duces a free Z2-action on S* = aw - s x (-1).

3-sphere since a is odd.

THEOREM 6.4 ((12]). Lel alb be a normal presentation of the slope s(k)

such that ab~l (mod 4) and cS(K(k»= (a
2
-1)/16 !.!!. O/z. Then there exists a

compact connected oriented 4-manifold w* with z2-action fixing only one point,

say x, such that cS(Z2'W*) = (Z2's*) and ~*- {x} is spin. For any such

w* we have

2 2
lJ(~) = -a(z2,S)/32 - (ab+a/b+a -3)/32 + (ab+a -2 - signw*)/32

in o/Z. {Note that (ab+a/b+a 2-3)/32 (mod 1) does not depend on any choice of

a normal presentation alb of s (k) such that ab:: 1 (mod 4) .]
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7. THE CASE OF A FREE CYCLIC ACTION OF AN ORDER WHICH IS A POWER OF 2

Let S be a z2-homology 3-sphere with free Z n-action. Let k be a

Z -invariant knot in S. Let b be the denomina~or of the slope s(k). In
n

[iO] it is shown that ~(K(k» + (b
2-1)/16 £ {0,1/2} C Q/Z does not depend on

any choice of a Z -invariant knot k, where K(k) is the characteristic knot
2
n

of k.

DEFINITION 7.1 ([10]). For any Z -invariant knot k in S
2

n

~(Z ,S) = ~(K(k» + (b
2-1)/16

2
n

in Q/Z.

4(Z n,8) is an invariant of the equivariant homemorphism type of

(Z ,8).2 Next note that the slope s(k) of a knot k in S with [k] ~O in
n -

H1~~JZ2) =Z2 has a normal presentation of type a/2
n

b with odd a,b. Let

(m,l) be an m.l. pair of T(k) such that [K (k)] -= a [m] + 2nb [1] in H, (3T(k) I

Z). Construct W-= S)( [-1,1] lJ 0
2 )( 0

2 identifying T(k) x 1 with 3n
2 )( 0

2

- 2 2 2such that m)( 1 :: P)( 3D , 1)( 1 :: D x q (p, q e aD ). aw - s x (-1) is a Z -homol-
- - 2 ~ogy 3-sphere. Denote it by ~(k,-2nb/a). The knot k =0)( aD C ~(k,-2 b/a)

with orientation specified by K(k) = K(k) is called the.~~of k in

~ with respect to the normal presentation a/2nb of s(k}. Note that

s (k) I: -2nb/a. Let k' be another knot in S with [k') ~ 0 in H1 (~, Z2) I: Z2 '

and a t /2nb' be a normal presentation of s(k').

LEMMA 7.2 ((10]). For n=.1 lJ(S(k',-2b'/a'» -p(S(k,-2b/a» if
- - 2- 2

a 'be :: ab (mod 4). For n = 2 lJ (~(k' ;-4b' /a' ).) c lJ (~(k;-4b/a» if a 'b' r' :: abr

(modS), where r, r' are the numbers of the components of the characteristic

parallel links p,P' of k,k', respectively.

It follows from Wall [19] that there is an element e e H1 (S,Z) of order

2n such that f (e,e) = _u/2n , where u· 1 (if n=l), or 3 (if n-2), or ±1 or ±3

(if n~3), and that the integer u is uniquely determined by·the linking pair

ing cp on S. We shall use this integer u.

DEFINITION 7.3 ([10]. Let n-1. Then we define P(Z2'S) -·p(~(kJ-2b/a))

for any knot k in S with [k) ~O in Hl(~,Z2) and any normal presentation

a/2bof s(k) with ab=l (mod4). Let n=2. ThenwecJefine 11(Z4'S).

p (~(k;-4b/a» for any knot k in ~ with [k) ~ 0 in 81(!,Z2) and any normal
2presentation a/4b of s (k) such that abr :: u (mod 8), where r is the number

of the components of the characteristic parallel link P of k.

THEOREM 7.4 ([10]). We have the following congruences in OIz:
(1 ) '" (8) • a(Z2,S)/16 + 2p(Z2'S) + a(Z2'S) (n - 1)

(2) peS) = a(Z4,S)/16 + u/8 + 4p(Z4'S) + 6(Z4'S) (n. 2),

(3) ~ (S) = a(Z ,8)/16 + v(n,u)/18 + ~(Z ,S) (n ~ 3),
2n 2n
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where
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-u (n=3, u =±1)

u/lul (n=3, u = ±3)
v(n,u) 3u (n>3, u = ±1)

-u (n>3, u = ±3) •

REMARK 7.5. In gen~ral, a(Z2,S)/16, 2~(Z2'S} and ~(Z2'S) have the

forms m
1
/S, m

2
/4 and m

3
/2 for integers m1,m2 and m3, respectively. We

can show that for any integers m1 ,m2 and m3 there exists a z2-homology

3-sphere S with free z2-action such that a(z2,S)/16 = ml/S, 2p(Z2'S) = m2/4

and &(Z2'S) =m3/2 in Q/z. Therefore, the invariants a(Z2,S)/16 (e Q!Z),

2p(Z2'S) and &(Z2'S) appearing in Theorem 7.4(1) are mutually independent

(cf. [10]).

Special cases of (Z2'S) produce variations of the congruence of Theorem

7.4(1). FOr example, the congruence peS) =a(Z2,S)/16 in Q/Z for any Z-homol

O9Y 3-sphere S with free Z2-action (cf. [20]) and the congruence p(L(b,a» =
- a(Z2,L(b,a) )/16 in Q/z (cf. (15), where ~(b,a) =L(2b,a), are consequences

of our congruence (cf. (10).

THEOREM 7.6 ([10]). For any two z2-homology 3-spheres S,S' with free

Z2-actio~, ~(Z2'S) = ~(Z2'S') if and only if there exists a compact connected

oriented 4-manifold W with free z2-action such that o(Z2'W) = (Z2'S'U -5)

and W is spin. In this case, we have

in Q/Z for any such 4-manifold W. Further we can take W so that

H
1

(W iZ
2

) =o.
Analogous arguments have been made by Cappell-Shaneson [3] and

Fintushel-Stern [4] to find a fake p4 and an exotic free involution on s4.

8. THE ~-INVARIANT OF THE FIXED POINT SET.

Let S be a z2-homology 3-sphere with semi-free Zn-action such that

L= F(Zn'S) is a link. First we consider the case n = 2. Then by Smith theory

L is a knot. Let L =k.

THEOREM 8.1 ([11). Let 2a/b be a normal presentation of the slope

s (k). 'Then

8(k) = ~(~) - (alb - ab)/8

in Q/Z. In particular, if k is flat, then ~ (k) = ~ (~) •
Next, to consider the case that n is an odd prime p, we remark the

following:

LEMMA 8.2 [11]). L is proper if and only if L is proper.
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L have the induced orientation. For a

seLl, we define s*(L) :a/b (mod 1)

L. [This is well-defined, since b is

THEOREM 8.3 «(11). Let L be a proper link in S with components

ki,i= 1,2, ••• ,r. Let n be an odd prime p. Let 2a i /bi be a normal presen

tation of the slope s(k
i
), i = 1,2, ••• ,r. Then

2 r
6(L) = p6(~) - {(p -1)/8} t

i
_1a

i
/b

i

in Q/Z.

Now we orient L suitably. Let

normal presentation 2a/b of the slope

and call it the half-slope of the ~ink

odd. ]

THEOREM 8.4 ([11]). Assume L is proper. Let n be an odd prime p.

Then we have

2
6o (L) = P6o(~) - {p -1)/8} s*(L)

in Q/Z. In particular, if L is flat, then
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COBORDISM OF SATELLITE KNOTS

R. A. Litherland

O. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study the Casson-Gordon invariants of satellite knots.

Other cobOrdism invariants of such knots have been studied by various authors:

the (ordinary) signature [23J, the Tristram-Levine signatures [15] and the

Milnor signatures [10]. In fact, in the last reference the Blanchfield pairing,

and so (implicitly) the algebraic cobordism class, of a satellite is determined.

See also [17]. The most striking feature to emerge is that the algebraic co

bordism class of a satellite depends only on the constituent knots and the

winding number. It is intuitively clear that this is not true of the geometric

cobordism class, and one motivation for computing the Casson-Gordon invariants

is to verify this intuition, which we do in Theorem 3.

We also apply our results to Kawauchi's group of a-cobordism classes of

homology 5' x 52 ,s [9]. The homomorphism from knot cobordism to algebraic co

bordism factors through this group, and we show that the first factor has kernel

containing a C ~oo •

w we mean

w with K.

K of winding~

having linking number

1 • TERMINOLOGY, AND AN EXAMPLE

All manifolds will be oriented. Our statements may be interpreted in the

PL or the smooth category, according to taste.

Let K be a knot in 53. By an axis for

an unknotted simple closed curve A in 8
3

_ K

Let V be a solid torus complementary to a tubular neighborhood of A, with

K contained in the interior of V. There is a preferred generator x for

H1 (V), specified by the condition Lk(x,A) = +1. For any knot C in 53 there

is an untwisted, orientation-preserving embedding h:V+ s3 taking V onto a

tubular neighborhood of C so that C represents h.(x) in H
1

(hV). We say

that the knot S= h(K) is a satellite of C with~ K, ~ A and

winding~ w. (In [17], the term "embel'lishment" is used where we use

"orbit".)

The knot S is determined (up to isotopy) by C and the link K U A. We

write S=~(K,C:A). We also denote the set of all satellites of C with orbit

C> 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271·4132/84 S1.00 + S.2S per page
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K and winding number w by ~w(K,C). Thus we can rephrase the qualitative

result on the algebraic cobordism class mentioned in the introduction by saying

that (for given K, C and w) the image of .9'w(K,C) in the algebraic cobordism

group consists of a single element. We remark that the original examples of

non-slice, algebraically slice knots [1] show that there are some ~(K,C) con

taining knots from mor~ than one cobordisrn class. Take K to be the n(n+1)

twist knot, for n> 1, and C to be the torus knot of type (n,n+1). Then

~(K,C) contains the n(n+1)-twist double of C, which is slice (Casson, un

published; see [16] for a proof). But ~(K,C) also contains K itself, by

taking a trivial axis A, i.e. one such that K U A is a split link. It was

proved by Casson and Gordon in [1] that K is not slice. If one disallows

trivial satellites, it is still easy to construct an element of ~(K,C) co-

\ bordant to K, by using for instance the axis shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1

2. ALGEBRAIC COBORDISM

In some cases, our formula for the Casson-Gordon invariants of a satellite

involves the algebraic cobordism class (Corollary 2) and for this it is neces

sary to put the two kinds of invariant on a similar footing. This we shall do

in this section by giving a "Casson-Gordon typed definition of the algebraic

cobordism class. That this can be done is probably well-known to the experts.

We denote the ring ~[t,t-1] of Laurent polynomials with rational coef

ficients by r, and its field of fractions ~(t) by Of. The involution

f(t) + f(t- 1
) of r or or will be denoted by J. The (multiplicative) infinite

cyclic group is written as C~, and we assume that a generator t is fixed

once for all. Let (M,cp) be a closed 3-manifold over c ·
00 '

that is, M is

a closed 3-manifold and ~ is a homomorphism H
1

(M) + c~. Suppose that M has

the rational homology of Sl xs2. Since G
3

(K(Coo ,l»=O, we have (M,cp) = a(W,~)

for some compact 4-manifold (W,w) over Coo.
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REMARK. We do not assume that q> is onto, and it may be that cp=- O. In

that case we always take W so that H, (M;~) + H, (W;~) is injective and

'iJ =O. Note that the injectivity is automatic if cp" O. Here cp. 0 means

that ~(x)· 1 for all XI in general we write Hom(A,B) additively even when

B is multiplicative.

We define twisted homology and a twisted intersection pairing just as in

[1]: if W is the infinite cyclic covering of W determined by ~, then

C*(W;~) is a complex of r-modules, and we set

t ,.,.
C*(WiQf) = C*(W;~) Or Qr ·

t
The homology of this complex is written H*(W;Or). There is a pairing

t tH
2

(W;Or) x H2(W~Qr) + Qf, Hermitian with respect to J, given at the chain

level by

<x " f, y " g>
i iI (x· t y) t , x, Y £ c

2
(W;(I), f, 9 £ Qr •

i=-oo

Here i
x • t y is the ordinary intersection number. The pairing is non-singular

and so represents an element t{W) = t~(W) of the witt group W(Qf;J). For

~F 0 this is because the Milnor exact sequence for the infinite cyclic cover
ting of (M,cp) [19] shows that H1 (MiQf) =0 (even if cp is not onto). If

t t
cp =0, we have H1 (M;O f) = H, (M;(D) ~(D or and H1 (W:Q r) = H1 (W:Q) ~<D Q f, so

t tthat H, (M:Qr) + H, (w:Qr) is injective. (See the remark above.) The ordinary

intersection form on H2(W;~) is also non-singular: let to(W) be its image

in W{Qf;J). Define

a (M,<p) = t (w) - to (w) £ w (Qf~J) •

The proof that this is well-defined is just like that for the Casson-Gordon in

variants (for which see [1]).

REMARK. If ~= 0 then ~=.o so t~(W) = to(W). Hence a(M,O) =o. Our

reason for being careful about the "trivial" case is that we have to deal with

4-manifolds over Coo of the form (W 1'w,) U (W2'~2) where one of Wl'~2 may

be zero.

Now let K be a knot in 83 • The manifold MK obtained by a-framed sur

gery along K comes with a preferred isomorphism ~K:Hl (MK) + C~ determined

by the orientations of 53 and K. We write a(K) or ClK for a(MK'~K). It is

not hard to see that a
K
=a if K is slice; together with Theorem 1 below

this shows that a induces a homorphism

a :<tf3 , 1 --+- W(Qf jJ)

where ~3,1 is the knot cobordism group.

We now indicate why this invariant is equivalent to the algebraic cobordism

class. Let (MK'~K) = a(w,~). Under the boundary homomorphism
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a:W(Qr;J) ~ W(Qr/r;J)

of the localization exact sequence for W(Qf;J), to(W) dies and t~(W) is

sent to minus the witt class of the Blanchfield pairing on H
1

(MK;I), where

M
K

is the infinite cyclic covering of M
K

• According to Trotter (25) the

isomorphism class of the Blanchfield pairing determines the rational S-equiva

lence class of a Seifert matrix V for K. It follows that aa
K

determines the

(rational) witt class of V, which is to say, the algebraic cobordism class of

K. (Recall that the homorphism from the integral algebraic cobordism group

WS(Z) to the corresponding rational group WS(~) is injective [12]). In

the other direction we have:

PROPOSITION 1. If V is a Seifert matrix for K then a(K) is repre-
- -1 T

sented by the matrix (l-t)V+ (l-t }V.

Here vT is the transpose of V. Actually it can be shown that there is

an isomorphism W(Qr;J) ;; Ws(Q) $ W(Q) under which a(K) corresponds to

([V],O); an account of this will be found in Appendix A.

Before giving the proof we describe an additivity property that we shall

need frequently. Recall that if W, and W
2

are 4~nanifolds with

and W is the closed 4-manifold W, Ua W
2

then the signature of

by

aw ;; -3W
1 2

W is given

sign(W) = sign(W
1

) + sign(W
2

)

(Novikovadditivity). However, if W, and W
2

are glued along only part of

their boundaries, this may fail. This situation was studied by Wall [28].

Suppose that 3W 1 ;; M, U MO and aw2 :: M2 U - MO' where for i = 1 ,2, Mi and MO
are 3-manifolds meeting only in their common boundary, and let W=W1 U

Mo
w

2
•

Let F = elMO = 3M
1

= aM2, and let Ai = ker (H
1

(F1(D) ... H
1

(M
i
;~» for i =0,1 ,2.

Wall showed that the failure of additivity is measured by the signature of a

bilinear form on

A. () (A . +A
k

)
1 )

(A.nA.)+(A.nA
k

}
1 J 1

{i,j,k} {1,2,3} •

In fact, this holds on the level of the Witt classes of the intersection forms,

and for twisted homology as well. We shall need only the special case in which

at least two of A
O

,A
1

,A2 are equal, when additivity does hold. We shall re

fer to this as Wall additivity.

We remark that Wall's result can be derived from Novikov additivity (or

rather, the easy generalization to the case of gluing along some whole boundary

components) by decomposing W, UW
2

into three pieces as indicated in Fig. 2.

The "correction term" is the intersection form of the 8-shaped piece.
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Figure 2
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a spanning surface for K giving the

Seifert matrix V. Let F C 0
4

be obtained by pushing int F into int 0
4

•
4 ,.. . 2

Set W1 = D - (F x lnt D) and let ~1 :H, (til) ----to C
co

be given by linking

number with F. We shall show by a cut-and-paste construction of the infinite

cyclic cover W
1

that t(W,) is represented by (l-t)V + (l_t-l)VT~ c.f.

[8] Section 5, (27) Section 5. Let Fx [-1,1] be a bicollar of F in 53.

Cutting W1 open along the trace of the push yields 04, and the faces exposed

by the cut are Fx (-1,-1/2] and Fx [1/2,1]. Thus. W1 is obtained by taking

copies t i
0

4 of 0
4 for i£ Z and identifying t1(Fx [-1,-1/2]) with

i+1
t (Fx [1/2,1]). It follows that H2(W11;) = H1(F~;) Q; r. If x is a cycle

on F, let c±x be the cone on x x ±1 in 0
4, and let

a 2-cycle in w,. This represents the element of H
2

(W
1

; (0) corresponding to

[xl Q 1. If e is the Seifert form on Hl(F~Q) it follows easily that

<Sx,Sy> (1-t)9( [x], [y]) -1+ (l-t )9«(y],[x)

This gives the result claimed. Note also that the ordinary intersection form

on H2(W1;~) is identically zero.

Now let H be a solid handlebody with aH = FUE2, where E2 is a disc,
2

and let W= W1 U 2 Hx ao. Then '11
1

extends to ~:Hl (W) -to Coo' and
Fxao t 2

a(w,~) = (MK"K). We have H2 (Hx ao ;Qr) =0, and the intersection form on

H2 (Hx aD
2
,;) is identically zero. Finally, Wall additivity applies to

W= Wl Hx 30
2 in both ordinary and twisted homology (in this case, all three

kernels are the same) to complete the proof. Hi

Our next aim is to determine the algebraic cobordism class of a satellite

knot. Although this follows from the results on the Blanchfield pairing in

(10] and [17), we include a proof because it seems particularly simple from the
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point of view introduced above, and because it serves as a model for the proof

of our theorem on the Casson-Gordon invariants. Before stating the result, we

must discuss induced homomorphisms of W(Qr;J).

Suppose f:(r,J) --+ (F,JI) is a homorphism of rings-with-involution,

where F is a field. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over or

with a non-singular Hermitian pairing ,:Vx V + or. For any r-lattice L in V

let

LI = {x E: VIcP (x, y) E: r for all y e L} •

We can choose L so that L < L' • Make F into a r-module via f. Then we

have an induced Hermitian pairing 'fo on the F-vector space L gr F, namely

J'
CPf(xQ a, yQ B) = as fcp(x,y), x,y £ L, a,S £ F •

In general, CPf may be singular. However, one can show that the set of ele

ments of W(Qr~J) represented by (V,~) for which L can be so chosen as to

make non-singular forms a subgroup Def(f.), say, and that the assignment

is a well-defined homomorphism f*:Def(f.) ~ W(F~J'). If (J £ Def(f.) is

represented by a matrix A over r then f*(a) is represented by f(A), pro

vided this is non-singular. Clearly Def(f.) = W(Qr;J} if f is injective:

the same is true if f(t) = 1. (See Appendix A, where Def(f.) is determined.}

If f(t) =x and Q £ Def(f*) we shall also write a[x] instead of

In particular, we shall sometimes write an element a of W(Qr~J) as

For ~ € W(QriJ) and ,€ s1, a['l E W (~, conjugation> is defined for

all but finitely many,. We define a~(a) to be the signature of cir,l when

ever possible, and elsewhere to be the average of the one-sided limits. (These

signatures were introduced in a slightly different context by Casson and Gordon
1

[1].) This gives a step function a.(a):S + ~, all of whose discontinuities

occur at points where a[,] is not defined. In view of Proposition 1, for a

knot K, a~(QK) is equal to the Tristram-Levine signature of K at " except

perhaps at finitely many points of 51. We abbreviate o~(aK) to 0K(~)'

THEOREM 1. Let S be a satellite of C with orbit K and winding num

ber w. Then

We shall need the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let (M,cp) be a closed 3-manifold over CCD' and suppose that

M has the rational homology of sl x s2. Then

a (M,wcp) [t]
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for any integer w. In particular,

a(M,cp} [1] • 0 •

333

PROOF OF THEOREM 1, ASSUMING LEMMA 1. Let (WK'~K) and (Wc'~c) be compact

4-manifolds over C such that
00

and

3(WK'~K)

a(We' 'i-'c)

Let Uc C Me be the surgery solid torus, and let

neighborhood of the axis of K used to form S.

UK C MK be a small tubular

We can construct

so that a(ws'~s) = (MS'~S). Wall additivity applies to (1) in both ordinary

and twisted homology, since the kernels corresponding to the two pieces of

aWe are the same. Therefore

a(MS"S) a(MK'~K) + a(Me'W~c)

W
:= a(MK'~K) + a (MC'<PC) [t ]

by Lemma 1. This is the assertion of the theorem.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let (M,<p) = 3(W,W). First suppose that w~ O. Let

W , W be the infinite cyclic coverings of W determined by 'i-', w~ re-
lV ww

spectively. Since t (w) [tw] = t (W), we need to show that
o 0

t (w) [t] t
w

(W) [t
w

]Ww
But this is easy, since Ww'iJ consists of Iwl copies of W\!J;

copies cyclically, with t W acting on each copy like t on W\IJ'

It remains to prove that a(M,cp)[l]=O. We may assume that

t permutes these

t t
H*(W;or) = H*(W;r) Qror •

tThe intersection pairing on H*(W70r) comes from a pairing
t tH
2

(W;r) x H
2

(W;f) ~ r by tensoring with or. This pairing induces one on

L = H~(W;r)/r-torsion,

t tand L is a r-lattice in H
2

(W;Or). Now H*(Wir) is just the ordinary

rational homology of the infinite cyclic covering W, regarded as a r-module.

By doing surgery on W we may assume that ~1 (W) =C~. Then W is simply

connected. Also H, (M) ~ H1 (W) is onto, so H3(W:~). O. From the exact
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sequence for the covering W+ W [19] we therefore have

t l-t t
a + H

2
(W;r) ~ H

2
(W;r) ~ H

2
(W;;) ~ 0

exact. Thus H2(W:~) =H~(W;r) Qr~ note that the intersection form on
t t

H2(W;~) comes from that on H2 (W;r) by tensoring with ~. Also H2 (W;r) has
t

no (l-t)-torsion, so H2 (W;f) Qr~ - L Qr~. Therefore t~(W) [1] = to(W),

proving that a (M, cp) [1] = o. ...
REMARK. We could have defined a(M,~) without the assumption that M

has the rational homology of 5' x 52, since this was only used to ensur.e non

singularity of the intersection forms and any Hermitian form over a field gives

rise to a non-singular form on the quotient by its radical. However, the cas.e

w= 0 of Lemma 1 would no longer hold. For instance, if M is the manifold

obtained by a-surgery on both components of the Whitehead link, and if ~ sends

the meridians of the components to t and 1 respectively, then a(M,~) is the

rank 1 form <1>.

There is a related result that we shall need. In [6], Section 13 an in

variant a(M,~) £ ~ is associated to any closed 3-manifold (M,~) over em' the

finite cyclic group of m'th roots of unity.

LEMMA 2. Let K be a knot, ~ m be a power of a prime, and let

g:CCl) + em be a homomorphism. Let l; =9 (t). Then elK [C] £ W(I:; conjugation) is

defined and

aK(t) = O(MK,gCPK) •

PROOF. That elK[t] is defined follows from Proposition 1 and the fact

that, if A is the Alexander polynomial of K, A(t)# 0 since t is a prime

power root of unity. (See (24], Lemma 2.5.) The second assertion follows from

the identification of a(M,~) with an eigenspace signature ([1], pp. 5-6),

Lemma 3.' of (2] and Proposition 1. m
We conclude this section with a remark on surgery presentations of a knot

K. In [22], Rolfsen shows how such a description gives rise to a presentation

matrix A(t) for the Alexander invariant of K. This matrix satisfies

A(t)T = A(t-1), and A(l) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ±1. It

is evident from the definition that A(t)
tH
2

(WJor) for a certain 4-manifold (W,~)

is obtained by attaching 2-handles to a4

represents the intersection form on

over Ceo with a(W,~) = (MK,CPK); W

as specified by the surgery descrip-

tion, and removing a neighborhood of an unknotted 2-disc spanning K. The in

tersection form on H2(W;~) is represented by A(l), and so

Q
K

= [A(t)] - [A(l)]

where [ •• ] denotes Witt class. (That the Tristram-Levine signatures of K

can be computed from A(t) was observed in [14], Section 12.)
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3. THE CASSON-GORDON INVARIANTS •••
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In this section we set out our notation for these invariants and prove a

technical lemma. If (M,~) is a closed 3-manifold over Cmx C~, there is an

invariant T(M,<p) E: W(<l:Ct) ,J) 9
Z

<D defined as in (6), Section 13. (The in-
J - -1 3

volution J of ~(t) is given by f(t) = f(t ).) Let K be a knot in S.

Let L= L be the n-fold branched cyclic covering of K, and let M= MK,n
. K,n

be obtained from L by O-surgery along the lift K of K. Thus MK,l is the

manifold M
K

of the last section, and MK,n is an n-fold cyclic covering of

M
K
,l. We identify H, (M) with H,(L) e C~, where the generator t of t~e

C~ summand is represented by a meridian of K. Let ChnCK) = HOm(H1 (L), ~ )

be the group of characters of H, (L). We shall always assume that n is a

power of a prime, so that L is a rational homology sphere, and any X E ChnCK)
+

takes values in em for some m. Define x: H, (M) ---+ Cmx CQ) by

and set

+
X (x,y) (X(X),y) , XEH

1
(L), y€C~

+T(K,X) = "['(M,X ) .

(In [6] it is assumed that m is the order of X, but it is easy to see that

the choice of m is immaterial.)

Linking number gives a non-singular symmetric pairing

Lk:H1 (L) x H,(L)--+;{Z, which yields another such pairing on ChnCK), also

denoted by Lk. We shall always think of Chn(K) as carrying this form, and

-Chn(K) will denote ChnCK) with the form -Lk. The theorem of Casson and

Gordon ([11,[6]) is that if K is slice then (for any prime power n) ChnCK)

has a metaboliser ~ such that T(K,X) =0 for all Xt~ of prime-power order.

(A metaboliser is a subgroup which is equal to its orthogonal complement.) The

case n= 2 has received most attention; ~n Section 5 we shall have need of odd

primes. We remark that the above makes sense for n='; in this case there is
a:only one character, 0, and "['(K,O) is the image Q
K

of Q
K

in W(<l:(t),J) ~~.

(If On is the zero of Chn(K), "['(K,On) may be non-zero for some n> 1 as

well; it is determined by the algebraic cobordism class of K. See Appendix B.)

If K is a composite knot K1 # K
2

, Chn(K) may be identified with the

orthogonal direct sum Chn(K,) e Chn (K2), and then

This is proved in [5J, Proposition 3.2 for the case n= 2; it is a special

case of Corollary 1 below.

Induced homomorphisms on W(~(t),J) are defined just as for ~(t) in

Section 2.
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LEMMA 3. Let K C s3 be a knot. ~ X£: Ch
n

(K) take values in em'

and suppose that m~n are both powers of primes. ~ xeCmxCQC) CG:(t).

If x has finite order suppose further that n= 1. Then T(K,X) [xl is defined

and

where f:Cmx Ceo --+ Cmx Coo is defined by fey) = y

PROOF. By T(K,X)[x] we mean the image of

W(~(t),J) Q ; ~ W(~(t),J) Q; induced by

for yec
m

and f(t)=x.

L (K, X) under the homomorphism

'" -1f:<t[t,t ]

lea) = a

f(t) = x

ct(t):

a e ct,

'"If x has infinite order, f is injective, and the proof is similar to the

case w~ 0 of Lemma 1. we leave this case to the reader. Suppose then that

x has finite order, i. e. x e C
m

• By assumption n = , , and so
+ +

X :Hl(MK)~CmxcQC) is given by X (z) = (l,cp(z» where q>=CPK:Hl(~)"""Coo

is the canonical isomorphism of Section 2. Define g:CQC) --+C
m

by g (t) = x.

Choose a compact 4-manlfold (W,~) over em such that a(W,~) = r(MK,gcp) for

some r > O. Let j :C
m
-.. C'1l A Coo be the inclusion. Then a(W, j~) = r (M, fX+)

over ern x Cco. Now the em x Cco covering of W determined by j\l1 is a trivial

infinite cyclic covering of the em covering determined by ~. It follows

that T(M,fx+) lies in the image of W(<t, conjugation) Q; and has signature
~

a (MK,g<p). On the other hand, T (K,X) = a
K

• By Lemma 2, aK[x] € W(a:, conjuga-

tion) is defined and has signature a(MK,g~). The result follows (remembering

that signature gives an isomorphism W(ct, conjugation) == 7L). ...

4. • ••• OF SATELLITE KNOTS

First we identify the character groups of a satellite.

LEMMA 4. Let S be a satellite of C with orbit K and winding number

w. ~ n be a power of a prime, and set h= h.c.f. (n,w) and k= nih. !E.!E.

with the linking form on Chn(S) being the orthogonal sum of the forms on the

summands.

PROOF. We prove the corresponding statement for the dual groups H, (L_,n).
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Let A be the axis of K used to construct s. In LK,n A is

covered by h curves A" ••• ,~ • Let u" ... 'Uh be disjoint tubular neigh-

borhoods of the Ai- Let LU be the unbranched k-fold cyclic covering of

s3
c,k

less an open tubular neighborhood of c. Let x- L - int(U1 U t
•• U Uh )·K,n

We can construct Ls,n by gluing a copy of L~,k to X along each au! via

an appropriate gluing map. A Mayer-Vietoris argument gives

It remains to determine the linking form. First let x belong to the 1 ' th

copy of H1 (L
c

,k)' Then x can be represented by a cycle t which lies 1n

L
u i 1 f U - bc,k and represents a tors on e ement 0 H1 (Lc ,k)· H1 (Lc ,k) e Z. Let 0 e

a 2-chain in L~,k with aD=s rt , r> O. For any ye H1 (Ls,n ) represented by

a cycle 0,

Lk (x,y) = r (O·n) mod 1l •

It follows that each H1 (Lc ,k) is an orthogonal summand and inherits the cor

rect form from "1 (Ls,n)'

Finally, if x e H
1

(LK,n) I represent x by a cycle t missing

U
1

U···U Un' and let D be a 2-chain in LK,n with aD= rt , r> 0, and

transverse to the Ai. We get a 2-chain 0' in Ls,n with aD' =rt by replac

ing each component of D nU
i

with a 2-chain in a copy of Lc,k. It follows that

for y € H1 (LK,n) we get the same value of Lk (x,y) by working in LK,n or Ls,n'

THEOREM 2. Let S be a satellite of C with orbit K, ~ A ~

winding number w. ~ n be a power of a prime, h=h.c.f.(n,w), k=n/h.

~ xi £ H, (LK,n) be represented by the i'th lift of A, iz 1, ••• ,h. Identify

Chn(S) ~ Chn(K) e h(Chk(C» as in Lemma 4. Let Xs • (X K,X 1"",Xh ) &

Chn(S) be of prime-power order. Then

h w/h
T (S,x

s
) [t] = T(K,X

K
) [t] + l T (C,X

i
) (xK(x.)t ].

i=l 1

NOTES. (1) The terms under the summation sign are defined by Lemma 3,

since either w~ 0 or Xi £ Ch
1

(C).

(2) It is understood that the i'th lift of A corresponds to the itth

copy of Ch
k

(C) •

The two extreme cases of this theorem embodied in the following corollaries

are probably of most interest.

COROLLARY 1. In the situation of Theorem 2, suppose that n is coprime to

w. Then Chn(S) = Chn(K) e Chn(C) and for Xs = (X K, Xc) E Chn(S) of prime

power order we have
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If w= 1 this is always the case, and the Casson-Gordon invariants are

the same as those of K # C. In general, if n is copr ime to w, the in

variants associated to Ch
n

cannot distinguish between elements of ~(K,C).

PROOF. In the situation of Theorem 2 we always have x, + ••• + X
h

=O. In

the present case, h = 1 and so xl = o. HI

COROLLARY 2. In the situation of Theorem 2, s~ppose that n divides w.

Then Chn(S) = Chn(K) and for x€ Chn(S) of prime-power order we have

n
t (S,x) [t] = t (K,X) [t) + I

i=l

be the order of XS ' and regard

Cm· Take compact 4-manifolds (WK'~K)'

such that

Ch
1

(C) = {a}PROOF. Here Chk(C)

W(a:(t) ,J) ~ G). ...

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let m

X
K

,X 1, ••• ,Xh as taking values in

(W, ,$,), ••• , (Wh'~h) over Cm x CO)

and t(C,O) is the image of a
c

in

+
r (MK,n ' XK )

+
r (MC,k ' Xi) i = 1, ••• ,h

h
U W.

i=l 1
u(2)

for some r> O. Note that X;(X
i

) (XK(x
i
), t

w
/

h
) for i= 1, ••• ,h. Recall

that Mc,k is obtained from Lc,k by a-surgery on the lift of C. Let

U C M k be the sur~ery solid torus, and let V. C M be a tubular neigh-c, 1 K,n
borhoad of the i' th lift of A, with V1 , ••• , V

h
disjoint. For i = 1, ••• ,h

and j= 1, ••• ,r, let U.. be the copy of U in the j'th boundary component
1)

of Wi' and let Vij be the copy of Vi in the j'th boundary component of

WK. We can construct

where each U.. is glued to V.. , so that awS = rMs,n· Define
1J 1J w/h

f. :c x C ~ C x C by f i (Y) = Y for y£ C and f
i

(t) = (X K(xi) , t ) •
1 m co m co m

Then $K 1H1 (Vij ) and f. \IJ. IH
1

(U .. ) agree under the identification, so we can
1 1 1)

combine ~K and the fi$i to give ws :H, (Ws ) ~c x C , and thenm co

Wall additivity applies to (2) in both ordinary and twisted homology, since the

kernels corresponding to the pieces of the aw. are the same.
1

Therefore

But

+ + h +
'f(Ms,n' Xs ) • 'f(~,n' XK) + i!/(MC,k' fix i ) •

+ w/h
or (Mc , k ' f i Xi) = t (e , Xi) [XK (Xi) t ) by Lemma 3,' completing the proof.
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some factor n

tiona. Let A

Let L= L ,
K,n

We say that A

n-generating if

In this section we shall prove:

THEOREM 3. Let w£ Z be given. There exist knots K and C such that

~ (K,C) contains r > 2 knots representing linearly independent elements of

~,1 erovided that at least 2r - 1
- 1 distinct erimes divide w.

Note in particular that for w~ ±1 the condition holds wi th r = 2.

Further, if w= 0 then r can be any integer. On the other hand, we know

that the algebraic cobordism class and all the Casson-Gordon invariants are

consistent with a positive answer to the following:

QUESTION. Is every member of a; (K,C) cobordant to Ki C?

Combining Theorems 1 and 3 we have the following result of Jiang (7].

COROLLARY 3. The cobordism group of algebraically slice knots contains a

free abelian group of infinite rank.

We are going to use Corollary 2. To get any mileage from this we need

axes for a knot K whose lifts represent different elements of H
1

(LK,n) for

of the winding number. This motivates the following defini-

be an axis for K of winding number w, and let n divide w.

and let x
1

, ••• ,xn £ H, (L) be represented by the lifts of A.

is n-trivial if Xi = 0 for i= ', ••• ,n, and that A is

x1 , ••• ,xn generate H, (L). Note that, for any factor n' of

n, if A is n-trivial then it is n'-trivial and also (since

H, (LK,n) --+ H, (LK,n') is onto) if A is n-generating then itis nt-generating.

Given K, wand n it is easy to find an n-trivial axis for K of winding

number w. In order for K to have an n-generating axis it is necessary for

H
1

(L) to be cyclic as a Z(t,t- 1 ]-module. It is not hard to see that this

is also sufficient, but we shall not make use of this, as we now give specific

examples of n-generating axes. If K is a torus knot of type (p,q) then K

has two obvious "standard" axes A and A of winding numbers p and q re-p q
spectively. (The satellite 9'(K,C;A ) is the (p,q)-cable of c. )

q

LEMMA 5. Let K be a torus knot of type (p,q), ~ p,q> 1 , and let

n be a factor of q.

(i) H, (LK,n) :: (n-1) (?LIp) •

(ii) The standard axis Aq is n-generating.

PROOF. Let L= L , and let Al, ••• ,A
n

be the lifts of A to L, rep-K,n q
resenting x1 , •.• ,xn £ H, (L). Let A' be the single lift of A

p
• Let U be

a small tubular neighborhood of K, and let LU C L be the n-fold cyclic
. f 3 . ucoverlng 0 S -lnt(U). Let Y,' ••• 'Yn' y'£H,(L) be represented by

Al, ... ,An , A', respectively. The decomposition of 53 _ int(U) into two solid

tori with cores A and A lifts to a decomposition of LU into (n+1) solid
p q

tori. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence yields
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- z e (n-1) (Zip)

(q!n)y', i= 1, ••• ,n>

since p and q/n are coprime. Hence H, (L) = (n-1) (~/p). Since Y
i

maps

to xi' and Y' to 0 in H, (L) I xl' ••. IXn generate H, eL) • HI

PROPOSITION 2. ~ K be a torus knot of type (p,q), ~ p,q>'.

Let q= q'q" be a factorization of q into coprime integers, and let w be

a multiple of q. Then there is an axis for K of winding number w which is

q'-generating and q"-trivial.

PROOF. Let L' = LK,q'
K of winding number q;for

and L" = L
K

II Let An, be the standard axis,q
it is both q'-generating and q"-generating by

Lemma 5(ii). Modify A"' by winding it locally around K as in Fig. 3 to

give an axis A" of winding number q'. Because the modification

New axis
~ ~AxiS

( 'I
/ )

Figure 3

lifts to L' to give an isotopy of each lift of Am, A" is also q'-genera

tinge On the other hand, A" is covered by a single, null-homologous curve

in Lt' • Now let A' be a (1, q" ) -cable about A"; A' is an axis of wind ing

number q. Since each lift of A'to L' is homologous to q" times the cor

responding lift of A", A' is still q'-generating (by Lemma SCi»~. Each lift

of A' to L" is homologous to the single curve over A", and hence to zero;

i.e. A' is q"-trivial. Finally use the modification of Fig. 3 again to give

an axis A of winding number w. This time the modification lifts to both L'

and Lit, SO A has the desired properties.

The whole process is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case p=5, q=6, q'=3,

qll=2 and w=12.
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In order to avoid calculating T(K,X) when applying Corollary 2, we want

that term to be swamped by the contributions from c. The next lemma enables

us to arrange this.

LEMMA 6. Given an integer N and a neighborhood U of in s', ~

n is so large that

T will do if n is
n

will certainly suff ice. HI

is a knot C such that ac(l;) ~ N for r;;t U.

PROOF. There are several ways of constructing such knots. For instance,
n 2ttix

the torus knot Tn of type (-2,3) has aT (e ) > 2 for

1/2 - 3n < x < 1 - 1/2 • 3
n

• (See [15], propositiSn 1.) Thus we can take C to be

the connected sum of M copies of Tn' M~N/2, where

e 2ttix
€ U for Ixl < 1/2-3

n
• In fact a single copy of

large enough; e2~ix-E U for Ixl ~ N/4 .3n- 1 +1/3n- 1

We also need a simple piece of linear algebra.

LEMMA 7. Let F be a field and V a vector subspace of FV
• Suppose

that any element of V has fewer than ~ non-zero coordinates, for some fixed

1J. Then dim V < 1J.

PROOF. Let

i:::l, ••• ,v. Then

1T. , ••• , 1T. for1, ld
'IT. (v)::: 1 for
1.

J

tt.:V+ F be the restriction of the i'th coordinate function,
1 *'1Ti' ••• 'wv generate the dual V, so we can pick out a basis

V, where d = dim V. There is an element v of V such that

j=l, ••• ,d, so d<lJ.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. First observe that if K is a torus knot of type

(p,q) (p,q> 1) then, for any knot C and any multiple w of q, each satel

lite S£~(K,C) maps to an element of infinite order in Ws (7l;). This is be

cause as(~) = aK(~) if ~w::: 1 (by [15I Theorem 2, or Theorem 1 above), while

OK (e2~i/q) ;. 0 (by [151, Proposition 1 ) •

Now let wand r be as in the theorem. Choose distinct primes qI

dividing w, one for each non-empty subset I of {1, ••• ,r-1}, and let p be

any prime distinct from all the qI.

knot of type (p,q). Set

Let q= rrq
I

, and let K be the torus
I

where X ranges over UCh (K). For the definition of arT, where
I qI .,

'! € \i(<r(t) ,J) ~ Q), see [1] or [6], Section 13.) By Lemma 6, we can take a knot

C so that

q= qiqi where qi = I:fe:I qI and

axis Ai for K of winding number

Let S. =9'(K,C;A.). We claim that
1 ,..-3 11

elements of ~' •

It remains to choose r axes for K. For i=l, ••• ,r we have a factorization

qi I:rtI qI· By Proposition 2 there is an

w which is qi-generating and qi-trivial.

S1' .•• 'Sr represent linearly independent
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Suppose they do not. Any non-trivial relation can be written in the form

(3)

1 t

I S.
k=l J k

use the t-invariants associated to Ch • Let
n

R, R,
(jJf= I Ch (S. ) e L (-Ch (5, » .

k=l n lk k=l n J k

where tI_" means "is cobordant to", R, > 0, 1~ i
k

, jk~ rand i
k
~ jk' for

any k,k'. Since all the Si map to the same element of infinite order in

Ws (1L) , we have l' = 1. Let 1== {i
k
Ik=l , ••• 1}; I is non-empty and we may

assume (by switching the sides of (3) if necessary) that r t I. Set n =- qI

Note that Ai is n-generating if ie I, and n-trivial if not.

We snall

Since nlwI Lemma 4 gives

Ch (S , ) = Ch (S. ) = Ch (K) ,
n lk n J k n

which is isomorphic to (n-1) (Zip) by Lemma 5(i). In particular, ~ has

prime-power order, so the relation (3) implies that (jJf has a metaboliser vi{

such that

(4)
1

L -reS. IX· )
k=' lk lk

1

I 'r (5. IX. )
k=l J k Jk

whenever For any S.
1

and X £ Ch
n

(K), Corollary 2 gives

0l T (Si'X) = 0l T (K,x) + r 0c(X~(i»
s-1

h (i) - (i) H (L ) t d b h l' ft f If l' J Iwere Xl I • • • , X n £ 1 K, n are represen e y tel s 0 Ai - "

this simplifies to

CJ,t(Si'X) = CJ 1'r(K,x)

(Ai being n-trivial). Therefore (4) gives

(5)
i.

I (CJ 1'r(K,X. ) - 0l T (K,x i » ~ 2R,N
k=l Jk k

for (x.) e (x. ) evM. Now for any
lk J k

X(x)p = 1, so either CJ c (X (x»> 4N or

for which some is

and x e: H1 (LK,n) we have

Thus (5) implies that there
(i )

X' x k ~,_ Since A.
lk S lk

xe: ChnCK)

X(x) = 1.

s=l, ••• ,nfor

k~1 values ofare fewer than

n-generating

Thus we have shown that if (X.) e (X. ) £~ then X. is non-zero for fewer
lk J k 1 k
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than ~1 values of k.

Write CN' as ~ e~, where ~= E Ch (5. ) and ~= E(-Ch (5. »).
n lk n J k

Let vf(, be the projection of.At into ~ and let vlt
2
=J{n~ , so that

~ =vIt/tAt2" Identify Chn (K) with (n-1) (ll/p) , and hence identify ~ with

1(n-1) (ll/p). Under this identification, each element of ~ has fewer than

~l(n-l) non-zero coordinates, so by Lemma 7

or

Hence

~I > t~I~.

But cAl2 is a self-annihilating subgroup of ~2' so this is impossible. This

contradiction establishes the independence of S1 ,oo • oo, 5
r

in <if3 " • ...

6.. HOMOLOGY HANDLES ..

In [9], Kawauchi defined a group O(Sl x S2) which fits into a commutative

diagram

~3" ~O(Sl)( S2)

\ J
and which may be described as follows. A homology handle is a 3-manifold with

the integral homology of S' x 52, and a special homology handle is a homology

handle M together with an isomorphism ~:H, (M) + C~.. (In comparing this with

Kawauchi's definition, remember that all our manifolds are oriented.) Two such

objects (Ml'~')' (M2'~2) are H-cobordant if there is a compact 4-manifold

(W,w) over C~ such that

and

t
H*(WiQr) = 0 ..

The elements of g(S1 x 52) are the H-cobordism classes of special homology

handles. The group operation will be described later; the zero is represented

by 51 x s2 (with either ~), and the inverse of [M"l is (-M,~]. The

homomorphism eftl' '-+-0(5
1

x 52) is given by [K] ---+ [MK,<PK]OO

Now if (Ml'~l) and (M2'~2) are H-cobordant, it is clear that
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which is zero by Lemma 1. Therefore we have a commutative diagram

346

fit3 ,1 --JL... G(S')( S2)

a~ la
W(Qr,J)

1 2
It can be shown (see below) that a:O(S x S ) --+ W(Qr,J) is a homomorphism.

It can also be shown, exactly as in Section 2, that it is equivalent to the

homomorphism "(S
1

x 8
2

) --+ Ws (71) defined by Kawauchi.

We now define operations on 0(S1 x S2) analogous to forming satellite

i=l,2,

knots. Let

an integer ..

(Ml'~l) and (M2'~2) be special homology handIeSt "and let

Choose embeddings

. Sl 2J
i

: )( 0 -... M
i

w be

U
i

1
(x):j2(X)

x£sl xao2

such that it is orientation preserving, i 2 is orientation reversing and

'l i l*[Sl)( OJ t
W

CP2 j 2* [5
1

)( 0] = t

Define a special homology handle (M,,) by

M = (M
1

-"j,(S'X intC2 »

We write

The case w=l was considered by Kawauchi, who called it circle union. This

construction is not well-defined, since in general (M,~) depends on the choice

of j1 and j2. However, we have:

PROPOSITION 3. (Kawauchi [91 in case we l). ~ w~ o. Then the H-~

dism class of (Ml'~l) Ow (M2'~2) depends only on those of (M1'~1) ~

(M2 ,CP2)·

PROOF. (cf [9], Lemma 1.6) For i= 1,2 let (Wi,t
i

) be an H-cobordism

from (Mi"i) to (Mi"i)' and let

j i: 5
1

" D
2

- Mi

be embeddings as in the definition of o .
w

Let
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constructed using ji' ji respectively. We must show that (M,~) is H-cobor

dant to (M·,~·). Let W be obtained from the disjoint union w, ~ W
2

by

making the identifications

j, (x) :: j2 (x) , j 1(x)

Define ~:H, (W) ~ C~ by

, 2
- j2(X), xe:5 xO

K and C and any non

0(S1 x 52). Together

Then

a(W,~) = (M,~) l;J (-M',q> I) •

tThat H.(W,Qr) =0 follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. (Note that, ex-

panding the notation for twisted homology to indicate the twisting homorphism,

a;«w
2

,WW
2

);Qf) = 0 because the infinite cyclic covering of W
2

determined by

w~2 consists of lwl copies of the one determined by ~2. This fails for
tw=O; H. «W

2
, 0) ; Qf) = H. (W

2
; (0) "(I Qr.) ::;

Thus we have, for each wF 0, a well-defined binary operation Ow in

n(5
1

x 8
2

) • The addition in Q (8
1

x 52) is 0,.

The next result if immediate from the definitions.

PROPOSITION 4. Let S be a satellite of the knot C with orbit K and

winding number w. Then

(MS"S) = (MK,CPK) Ow (MC'~C) • ...

Observe that the proof of Theorem 1 actually shows that if

(M,~) = (M,"') Ow (M2'~2) then

(even for w=O). The case w=l justifies our earlier claim that a induces

a homomorphism 11 (5' )( 52) -.. W<or ;J) •

From Propositions 3 and 4 we see that for any knots

zero integer w, ~(K,C) maps to a single element of

with Theorem 3 this gives:

THEOREM 4. The kernel of the homorphism e:~" --+ 0(51
x S2) contains

a free abelian group of infinite rank. :If

Of course, whether or not this is really stronger than Corollary 3 depends

on whether 11(S' x S2) --+ Ws(Z) has kernel or not, which is an open question.

APPENDIX A. The Witt group of Hermitian forms over a function field.

AO. PREAMBLE. Let k be a field of characteristic different from 2,

provided with an involution x+ x (which may be trivial). Let the involution

J of the rational function field k(t) be given by f(t)J = f(t-'). We study

the Witt group W(k(t),J) of Hermitian forms over k(t), and prove a version
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of Milnor's exact sequence for the Witt group of symmetric forms (20]. If the

involution of k is trivial then Milnor's proof can be carried over virtually

unchanged, because the fixed field of k(t) is k(t+t-'). In ~he general case

this does not work~ our approach was suggested by Trotter's proof that the

Blanchfield pairing of a knot determines its Seifert form. As special cases we

obtain the isomorphism W(~(t),J) z WS(~) e W(~) mentioned in Section 2, and a

computation of the group W(~(t),J) used by Casson and Gordon.

At the heart of Trotter's proof is his "trace" function (D(t)/O[t,t-']

~~([25],[26]). We use a slightly different function which has a nice geo

metric interpretation, given in Section A4. We also give a new proof of a

result of Matumoto [18).

Al. GENERALITIES

We recall the definitions and elementary results on Witt groups that we

need. General references for this are [21] and [3] • In what follows, r is a.
PID with involution J, char r # 2, Qf is the field of fractions and f is

the group of units. Also (k,-) is a field-with-involution, char k # 2, and
-1

is given involution f(t)J= f(t-'). The case of trivial involu-k[t,t ] the

tion is allowed.

Let N be a r-module with an involution, also called J, such that
J J J

(yn) = y n for y € r, n € N. If M is a r-module and cp:Mx M+ N is a sesqui-

linear pairing (linear in the first variable, conjugate linear in the second) we
* * J Jdenote by cp the pairing cp (x,y) = cp (y,x) • Let u £ r have form uu = 1. If

cp =ucp * then cp is said to be u-Hermi tian. We have the adjoint homomorphism

adcp: M ---+ HOm (M,N)

ad cp (x) (y) = cp (x, y)

where Hom deno~es the module of conjugate-linear maps. We say that cp is

non-singular if ad cp and ad cp * are isomorphisms.

We need four kinds of Witt groups; we now list the objects from which they

are formed.

(a) wu(r,J) for u£ f of norm 1. The objects are u-Hermitian spaces

(V,q»; i.e. V is a· finitely-generated free r-module and cp:Vx V+ r is

u-Hermitian and non-singular.

(b) W(Qr/f,J). Torsion forms (M,cp); i.e. M is a finitely-generated

torsion r-module and cp: Mx M---+ QrIr is Hermi tian and non-singular.

(c) W_(C~;k,-). Skew-isometric structures (V,cp,t), i.e. (V,cp) is a

skew-Hermitian space over k and t is an isometry of (V,cp). Here a metab

oliser is required to be t-invariant.

(d) WS(k,-). Seifert forms (V,~), i.e. V is a finite dimensional

k-vector space and 9:Vx V~ k is sesquilinear and non-singular, with

~-~ also non-singular.
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REMARK. The last group was defined by Levine [12] for the case of trivial

involution, with two differences. Namely, he did not require that ~ be non

singular, but did require ~+~ to be so. As to the first, it is shown in

[13] that every witt class has a non-singular representative. It will follow

from Section AS below that the second change does not affect the witt group

either.

If VE: rand <p:Vx V --+r is u-Hermitian then vep is (uV/vJ)-Hermitian

and we get an isomorphism v:wu(r,J)--+ Wuv/vJ(r,J). By Hilbert's Theorem 90

this gives:

PROPOSITION Al.

to if
is trivial and u = -1

Wu(k,-) -
W(k,-) otherwise m

is generated by rank 1 forms, the same is true of Wu(k,-).
Jwith y= uy we denote the corresponding rank 1 form, or its class

in wu(r,J), by <y>.

The following remarks apply to both (b) and (c). In case (b), let (M, <p)

be a torsion form over

structure over k. Set

r. In case (c), let (V,<p,t) be a skew-isometric
-1

r= k[t,t ], and think of (V,t) as a finitely gen-

erated torsion r-module M. If we restrict M to be -torsion, where

symmetric J) prime ideal of r, we obtain witt groups W(Qr/r,J)

is a

and

of r letW_(C~;k,-). For any prime ideal

of M. Then M is the orthogonal sum of M

# J, and the latter summands are metabolic.

phisms

M denote the -torsion part

for J and M ~ M J for

This gives canonical isomor-

(Al)

(A2)

W(Qr/r ,J) -

W (C ;k,-) =- ~

J W(Qr/f,J)

We denote by wO(Qr/r,J), Wo(C ik,-) the sum of those terms on the right-hand- ~

side of (Al), (A2) (respectively) for which # (t-l).

One can further show that any element of W(Qr/f,J) or W_(Cm;k,-) can

be represented by a form for which M= O. In case (e) it follows that

W_(C~;k,-) (t-l) can be identified with W (k,-). In particular, if the invo

lution of k is trivial, W (C ;k) = wO(e ;k). In case (b) it follows that
- CD - m

the summands of (Al) are (non-canonically) isomorphic to groups of type (a).

For let w be a generator of Then w
J = uw for same u£ r·. Since ,

takes values in (!r)/r, we have a pairing
w

J
1r If: Mx M -+ r/
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Regarding M as a r/ - vector space, this is a non-singular, a-Hermitian

form, where denotes reduction modulo It can be shown that
J

(M,cp) --+ (M,n <p) (for M- 0) induces an isomorphism.

J
'Yr.: w(or/r,J) -+ Wa(f/ ,J) •

Finally, we recall the "localization" exact sequence and deal more fully

with the subject of induced homorphisms treated in Section 2. The sequence is

i. a
o ---.. W(r,J) --+ W(or,J) - W(or/f,J) •

The first homomorphism is induced by the inclusion r -+ or. (Homomorphisms

induced by injections cQ~se no problems, of course.) The definition of the

second runs as follows.. Let (V, f) be a Hermitian space over Qr. If L is

a r-lattice in V with L< L' (definition as in section 2) then 3[V"J is

represented by the torsion form

cp ': L'/L x L t /L -+ Qf/I' ~

cpt ([xl, [y]) :: cp(x,y) mod r •

We denote the composition of a with the projection to W(Qr/r,J) by a ,
and if is a generator of write a for

J
:W(Qf,J) -+ WG(f/ ,J).'Jf we '11'*3

1f
JNow W(or,J) is generated by <y> for y £ or , y. y • We may assume that

y £ r and that either y is coprime to 1f or y. 1f~ with c5 coprime to 1'.

Computation shows that

an<y> • 0 for y coprime to 1T ,
a <11'c5> = <6> for 0 coprime to Tf •n

(cf. [21], Chapter IV, (1.2).)

If L< L# we obtain a Hermitian pairing cp on the r/ vector space

by setting

is non-singular if and

J ,..
cp (x~ a,ye 13) = a13 cp(x,y) , x,y e L, a, e £ r/

PROPOSITION A2. We can choose L so that ~

only if a (V,cp). o.
PROOF. Identifying L# with Homr(L,f) we have an exact sequence

adCD - f
0+ L~ HOmr(L,f) ---+ L /L -+ 0 •

Tensoring with rl gives an exact sequence

t ad,
(L'/L) 8 rTorr(L IL/r/)-+L ---+ iiOiil r/ (L ,r/ ) ---+ r/ ---.. o.

Thus , is non-singular iff L'/L has no -torsion. If this is the case,

be any lattice withcertainly 3 (V,~) = O. For the converse, let

L 1 ~ L~. Set M= Ll/L~ , and write M= M

M with torsion coprime to

where M is the part of
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This is an orthogonal sum. If a [V,,] = 0, M. has a metabolizer
i -1p:L
1

+ M be the quotient map. Then L=p (N) is a lattice with

Li = p-l(N~) = p-l (N $ M ) ,

so L< L# and LI/L ~ M has no -torsion.!!!

It is now not ha~d to show that one can define a homomorphism

ker a -+ w(r/ ,J) by (V,,] --+ [L I cP ], where L is chosen so that cp is

non-singular. If f: (r,J) --+ (r',J') is a homomorphism of PID's-with-involu-

tion and ~ ker f, one gets an induced homomorphism

f.: ker a ....... w(r/ ,J) ....... w(r l ,J') •

Thus ker a is the subgroup called Def (f.> in section 2. If r • k [t,t-1)

we use the notation T[X) = f.(T) introduced in Section 2.

A2. THE LOCALIZATION SEQUENCE FOR A FUNCTION FIELD

For the rest of this appendix, (k,-) is a field-with-involution,
-1

char (k) ~ 2, r = k [t It ], or is the quotient field k (t) and J is the in-

volution f(t)J = f(t- 1
) of r or or.

LEMMA A1• The sequence

i* ao --+ W(k,-) -+ W(Qr,J) -+- W(Qr/r,J)

is exact, where i* is induced by the inclusion k --+ or.

PROOF. This amounts to showing that the map W(k,-) -+W(r,J) induced by

inclusion is an isomorphism. It has a left inverse n given by neT) =t[l],

so it is enough to show that n is injective. First we show that keren) is

generated by forms of rank 2. Let (L,,) be a Hermitian space over r, and

suppose that ~(L,,] = o. This means that (L,~) becomes metabolic upon ten

soring with k, so there exists a non-zero x in L such that ,(x,x) =f and

f(l) =o. without loss of generality we may assume that x is primitive, so

there exists y in L with ,(x,y) =1. Let W be the submodule of L spanned
~

by x and y. Suppose that z£W fiW, and let z= ax + by, a,b£ r. Then

o = cp(z,x) = acp (x,x) + b

and

o = cP ( z , y) = a + bcp (y , y) •

It follows from the first equation that b(l) =0, and then from the second
J.

that a (1 ) = O. Hence z = (l-t) z' wi th z' £ W(J W. Since this process can be
~

repeated indefinitely, z must be zero, and we have wnw = o. Therefore
~ LL L~

L=W $ W and ~Iw is a rank 2 form representing an element of ker{~).

By induction, , is a sum of such forms.

Now consider a rank 2 form (L,cp) representing an element of ker(~).

Let A be a matr ix for cp. Then det A(1) = -a;; for some a E: k • • Since , is
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.
non-singular over r, det A £ k, so det A = -aa. Changing basis, we may

assume that det A = -1 • Let the corresponding basis of L be x,y. Set

f = cp (x,x) , 9 = cp (x,y) and h = cp (y,y) • If h = 0, cp is metabolic. If not,

let z= hx + (l-g)YF o. we have

2 J J J
qJ ( z , z) h f + h ( 1-g ) 9 + h ( 1-9) 9 + (1-9) (1 -g) h

h
2

f + h(l_gg
J

) J
o since fh - 99 II: det A = -1 •

Thus cp is metabolic in any case, and so ker ('If) == 0 as claimed. Hi

The formula (Al) and the discussion following it show that the computation

of W(Qf/f,J) reduces to the computation of the Hermitian Witt groups of

finite extensions of k. These are known if k is a finite extension of the

rationals (Landherr [11]), or Ror~. Below we determine the image of a and

show that the sequence splits, which determines W(Qr,J) = W(k(t),J) in these

cases.

J to f*.

A3. A TRACE FUNCTION, TORSION FORMS AND SKEW ISOMETRIC STRUCTURES

r* be theWe are going to define a k-linear function X:Qr/r + k. Let

r-module of all Laurent power ser ies I a. t i, a
1
, £ k, and extend

, 1
1=-00

There are two fields

a, e: k}
1

and

r
n

= { L i,i =-CXJ bit n £ Z , b i e: k}

inside r*.

r+ n r_ = r,
canst: r* ... k

(canst) j.

These give rise to two r-linear embeddings i+,i_:Of+ f*. Since

i+ - i induces a r-linear embedding j:or/f+ r*. Let

be given by const(ta,t
i

) =a, and let X be the k-linear map
1 0

The properties of X that we need are:

PROPOSITION A3.

J -
(i) X(x) = -X(x) for x£ or/r I

(ii) X*:Homr(M,Qr/r) -. Homk(M,k) is an isomorphism for every torsion

r-module M.

Part (ii) says that X is a universal element for the functor Homk(-,k) of

torsion r-modules.

PROOF (i) This follows from the observation that

. J) l'_(f)Jl+(f = for f e: Qr •

(ii) First we show that X* is injective. Note that if N is a r-submodule

of r* and const (N) =0 then N=o. Let cp £ ker x*. Then const (jcpM) = 0,

so jf9M= 0 and since j is injective cpM= 0, i.e. cp= O. If M is finitely

generated then Homr(M,Qr/r) and HOmk(M,k) have the same finite dimension
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over k, so X. is an isomorphism. The general case follows because M is

the union of its finitely generated submodules. Iii

Let M be a finitely generated torsion r-module. We claim that there is

a bijection between Hermitian forms

~:Mx M+ k with the property that

cp:Mx M --+ or/r and skew-Hermitian forms
-1

~(tx,y) = ~(x,t y) for x,ye M, given by

'+ x,. To see this, let M denote M with the conjugate action of f. Re-

gard forms of the first type as elements of Homr(M grM , or/f) such that

commutes, where a switches the factors. Similarly, forms of the second type

are elements of HOmk(M Qr M,k) such that

M i: M -L i
a

M &r M -L k

commutes, where a(x) = -x. The claim follows on using Proposition A3. More

over, ~ is non-singular if and only if X~ is, as one sees by regarding them

as elements of HOmr(M,HOmr(M,Qr/f» and HOmr(M,Homk(M,k» respectively and

using the universal property of x. Therefore if (M,~) is a torsion form

over r then (M,X~) is a skew-isometric structure over k. Further, (M,~)

is metabolic if and only if (M,x~) is. (Use the universal property again for

the lIif" part.) Thus we have:

LEMMA A2. The trace function X induces on isomorphism

This isomorphism respects the splittings (Al) and (A2): in particular it takes

WO(Qf/r,J) onto W~(C~;k,-). Recall the homomorphism a:W(Qr,J) -+W(Qr/r,~).

Let forget:W_(C~;k/-) -+W_(k,-) be the homomorphism which forgets the action

of t.

LEMMA AJ. X*(Im 3) ~ Ker(forget).

and

PROOF.
J

y= y •

Consider an arbitrary generator

We may assume that y£ r. Then

.
<y> of wcor ,J) , where ye or

a<y> is represented by a form

on a cyclic r-module M of order y, where for a generator x we have

cp(x,x) _ l/y mod r

Let y
n
I a . t i where a .

. 1 -1
1=-n

a
i

and an # o. Then as a k-vector space M
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has a basis
i

t x, -n~ i < n, and

i' t i - j
X,(t x,tJx) • X(----) •y

GO. -n
Now i+ (Vy). I b;t

1
, i (l/y)· I b:-t

i
for some b;, b~ c k, and so

i-n i=-~ 1

j (l/y) = I b. t i with b." 0 for -n < i < n. It follows that
.11
1=-00

In particular,

xcp (tix, tjX) = 0 for Ii-j I < n •

n-lx,tx, ••• ,t x span a metaboliser for xcp (considered just

as a skew-Hermitian form over k). III

Consider the splitting

(AJ) w(or/r,J) =wO(or/r,J) • W(or/r,J) (t-l) •

Since the restriction of forget to W_(Coo,k,-) (t-l) is an isomorphism it £01-
a 0

lows that (1m3) n W(Qr/r,J) (t-l) =0, so if we let a :w(or,J)--+ W (or/r,J)

be the composite of 3 and projection on the first factor in (AJ), we have

proved:

LEMMA A4. The sequence
o

o -. W(k,-) --+ W(Qr,J) 1...... wO
(Qr/r,J)

is exact. III

A4. A KNOT-THEORETIC INTERLUDE

In this section the base field k will be the rationals. Let K C s3 be

a knot. The rational Blanchfield pairing B of K represents an element of

W(or/f,J), while the skew-symmetric Milnor pairing ~ defined in [19], repre

sents an element of W_(CGO'~). It can be seen by computing matrix representa

tives in terms of a Seifert matrix for K that Xs. -~ (cf. Section A6, this

is also true for Trotter's trace function). We give here a direct geometric

proof of this; in fact this suggested our definition of X in the first place.

We first recall the definitions of B and~. Let M- Mx' the result of

O-surgery along K, and let M be the infinite cyclic covering of M. Let

H- H1 (M; (1», a finitely generated torsion r-module. Let x be a (rational)

1-cycle in M. There exist f £ r, f ~ 0, and a 2-chain C such that ac. fx.

Then one defines
ClO

lJ ( [x] , [yJ) • t I (ticoy) t- i

i--aD

an isomorphism a:H;<M;I) -+H1 {M11) where H:

chains. The desired pairing ~ is the composite
3-1 x id GO_

HxH • H
2

(MJI) x H -+ ~

where denotes ordinary intersection number. The Milnor pairing arises from

is homology based on infinite
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where the final arrow is the ordinary intersection pairing. To see ~ geo

metrically we need the definition of a. Let £+ (respectively €) be the
-- iend of M such that for x € M, t x + E: + (respectively £ _) as i + +co

(respectively -co). The chain complex C:(M;~) has sUbcomplexes C*(M,€+;~),

C*(M,£_;~) consisting of those chains whose support lies outside some neigh

borhood of £_, £+ respectively. There is an exact sequence

0+ C*(M;(R) --+ C.(M,£+,(R) e C*(M,£_;~) --+ C:(M;(D) + 0 •

to be the connecting homomor-

phism in the long exact homology sequence. Thus given (finite) 1-cycles x and

REMARKS. (1) There is lots of scope in this area for conflicting sign

conventions. The one we use means that for a fibered knot ~ is the same as

the intersection pairing on the fiber.

(2) Milnor [19] used the dual cohomology pairing.

THEOREM A1. If 8,~ are the Blanchfield and Milnor pairings of the knot

K, then ~= -XB. In particular, x*aaK = [~] in W_(Cco;~).

PROOF. Note that if 6 E: c. (M;(J) and y€ r there is a chain
1 +

y6 £ C. (M,£ i(J) and a(y6) = ya6. Similarly if y£ r_.
1 +

Let x,y be (finite) l-cycles; and choose f and C as in the definition

of B. Then we have

x •

Hence

~([x], [y) = {(i_(l/f) - i+(l/f»C}· y

- I a <ticey)
. i
1--CO

where i+ (1/f) - i_ (1/f)" I a. t
i

. On the other hand,
i:::a-co 1

XB ( [x) , [yll • X{I I (ticoy) t -i}
i=-co

L a
i

(tic.y) •
i=--co
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That is, xB ( (x] , [y) = -l! ( [x] , [y] ) • Hi

355

AS. SKEW- ISOMETRIC STRUCTURES AND SEIFERT FORMS

Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over k. There is a 1-1

correspondence between skew-isometric structures (V,~,t) such that l-t is

an automorphism of V, and Seifert forms (V~, given by the formulae

cp =9-1J1*: Vx V+ k

t = (adlJ')-l ada' *: V+ V

and

(A4)
-1

9(x,y) = ~«l-t) x,y) , x,ye V •

Moreover a subspace W of V is a metaboliser for 9' iff it is at-invariant

metaboliser for cp. (We leave it to the reader to supply the easy proofs of

these assertions, which are straightforward generalisations from the case of a

trivial involution.) Thus we have:

LEMMA AS. There is an isomorphism

o
A: W_(C~;k,-) -+WS(k,-)

given by the formula (A4).

Note that if (V,cp,t) and (V~) correspond as above then

-1 *(l+t) = (a~) ad(9'+9' ) •

Thus 9'+9'* is non-singular if and only if (l+t) is an automorphism of V.

If the involution on k is trivial then W_(C~;k) (l+t) : W_(k) =0, so we can

always assume that l+t is an automorphism. This justifies the assertion made

in Section Al that it does not affect Ws (k) if we insist that 9'+9'* is

non-singular.

A6. DETERMINATION OF W(or,J).

THEOREM A2. (cf. [20] Theorem 5.3). The sequence

O+W(k,-) ~W(or,J) Lwo(or/r,J)+o

is split exact.

PROOF. In view of Lemmas A4, A2 and AS, it is enough to produce a homo-
o

morphism V:WS(k,-) -'W(Qf,J) such that AX*a v is the identity of WS(k,-),

where A is as in Lemma AS. Let O£ Ws(k,-) be represented by a matrix 5,

and define veal to be the element of W(Of,J) represented by

St = (l-t)S + (1-t-1)S* .

Note that deteSt) = (1-t)ndet (S-t-1s*) if S is nx n, and since

det(S-S*)~0, St is non-singular. It is straightforward to check that v is

a well-defined homomorphism. The proof that Ax*fv = id is a simple matrix

calculation. First, av(a) = 3(St] is represented by a form , on the
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r-module M presented by St' and t¥ is given by

- - -1 *cp(x,y) : xS
t

y moor

where x,y are the images in M of the row vectors

S = (l-t) (S-t-1s*) and det(S-t-1s·) is coprime to
t

sented by the restriction cpo of ~ to MO= (l-t)M.

MO is S- t-1s*, and relative to this presentation

x,y. Since

l-t, aOrst] is repre

A presentation matrix for

cpo is given by

° - - -1 -1 *cp (x,y) - (l-t) (l-t )xS
t

y

_ (l-t-1 )x (S-t-1 S*) -1 Y* mod r .

Making a change of basis we see that MO also has a presentation matrix

tI~ s·s-l, and the corresponding representation of cpo is

,o(i,~) _ (1-t-~(t-1XS) (S_t-1s·)-1(t-1yS)·

_ (l-t) x (s·s-l - tI) -1 S·y* mod r

Thus as a vector space over k, MO has dimension equal to the size of 5,
* -1and the automorphism t has matrix S S • In other words, if S represents

the Seifert form 9', t = (ada') -1 (ad;). (The order is reversed since matr ices

act on the right of row vectors.) If t and n are row vectors over k we

have

x{(1 -t) t (S*S-1 - t I) -1 S*Tl *}

const { (1 -t ) E; ( I {s*S-1 ,-(i +1) t i) S*n*}
i=-=

= E;(S-S*)n*

Comparing this with Section AS we see that

We have isomorphisms

as claimed.

w(or,J) =W(k,-) e wO(Qr/r,J)

e W(k,-) e W~(C~;k/-)

so that r :a ~ [t, t -1 ]

f : S1 .. Z wi th aOf= ~(t). By a balanced function we mean a functionand

=W(k,-) e Ws(k,-)

ADDENDUM TO THEOREM. Let K C s3 be a knot with Seifert form a,

Blanchfield pairing B ~ (skew-symmetric) Milnor pairing ~. Under the

above isomorphisms with k=(D, Q K corresponds to (O,[-B]), (O,h.tl) and

(0, [e}) respectively.

PROOF. By Theorem Al, it is enough to show that v[8] = QK- But this is

Proposition 1. Hi

A7. THE GROUP W(~(t),J).

In this section we take (k,-) = (~, conjugation),
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finite number of discontinuities such that (in an obvious notation)
1

f(t) = 1/2(f(t+) + f(t-» for all t~ S. Recall that for ~c WCQr,J) and

te 81, atT is defined to be sign(T[tll whenever T[tl exists, and for the

remaining t it is defined to make a.T:s1•• a balanced function (see (1).

Thus we have a homomorphism a. from wCQr,J) to the group of balanced func

tions.

We can also associate signatures to an element

equivalent ways. The symmetric prime ideals of r

we have

u of Weor/f,J), in two
1

are (t-t) for t e S, so

and isomorphisms

W(or/f,J) - W(Of/r ,J) (t-t)

---... w -2 (a:, conjugation)
-t

__i.t_... W(G:, conjugation)

Denote the image of the t'th component of 0 in W(~, conjugation) by Ute

Then we have the signatures sign(u
t
).

Secondly, we have

W_(C.J~, conjugation). 1 W_(C.,I, conjugation) (t-t)
teS

and each summand is isomorphic to W_(~, conjugation) by forgetting the action

of t. Denote the t'th component of X*~ by (x.v)ta We claim that

(x.o't = -iUt~ It is enough to check this when u is represented by the form
1

cp on a cyclic r-module M of order t-F;, t e S, given by

~(x,x) = it/(t-t) moor

where x generates M. For t" t we have u~· Oa (X.u) t ' while

<1>

itex. u) r ::I <x (--) > • <-i> •
~ t-t

Thus we can define

0cO = Sign(u~) • Sign(i(x.u)c)

REMARK. In [18] Matumoto studies two families of signatures associated to

a Seifert matrix S over ~. These are essentially the same as the signatures

of v[SJ and avES] defined above. Thus our next result, which says that the

signatures of aT are the jumps in O.T, ~£ W(Qf,J), is just that part of
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Matumoto's theorem which does not consider the value at a discontinuity. Our

proof is a trivial computation.

THEOREM A3.

!2!. -r £ W(ct(t) ,J)

(Matumoto [18])
1!!!2. l; e: S we have

a t - 0 t = 20 (a t ) •
t+ t- t

PROOF. It suffices to consider the cases

~ = <y> , y£ r coprime to (t-r;)

and t = «t-r;)<s> <Se: r coprime to (t-r;)

In the first, (at)r; = 0 so t[~l is defined and both sides of the asserted

equality are zero. In the sec~nd, for te 51 close to r; we have

whence

o +T = sign(±ic6(C»
1;-

On the other hand

(at)l; : <il;~> = <ic<s(r;»

Combining this with Theorem A2 we have:

COROLLARY Al. The map cr. is an isomorphism from W(~(t),J) to the

group of balanced functions.

One can deal similarly with the cases k= R or k an algebraic number

field. In the first case, W(B(t),J) is isomorphic to the group of balanced

functions f for which f(t) = f(t). In the second, W(k(t),J)/torsion is

determined by the functions o. associated to the involution-preserving embed

dings of k in ct.

APPENDIX B. RELATIONS BETWEEN CASSON-GORDON INVARIANTS.

Let K be a knot, and let nand N be powers of the same prime with

n<N. Let p:LK,N + LK,n be the covering projection. Each XE: Chn(K) gives

rise to XP* E: ChN(K). We show how T(K,X) determines t(K,XP*). The main

purpose of this is to shed some light on the multiplicative behavior of a(K,x)

for certain K noted in [2]. In fact, we show that T(K,X) has the same

behavior, and identify the properties of the knots responsible. Throughout,

r= ~[t,t-11, and for ye: r we write ylx ~nstead of y(x).

THEOREM 81. In the above situation, let v= N/n. Then we have

0r;;t(K,XP*) = I 0tt(K,x) - I 0K(w) + \I I 0K(l"l)
t:tV=1; w:wN=l n:nn=l

REMARK. This determines t(K,XP*) by Corollary Al.
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COROLLARY Bl. In the situation of the theorem, suppose further that K

is algebraically slice and that T(K,X) is in the image of W(~, conjugation)

8 I. Then

REMARK. By Theorem (3.5) of (5], the last hypothesis is satisfied when

n= 2 and K has genus 1. This is the case in (2].

COROLLARY B2. Let K be a knot and v a prime eewer • ~ 0v ~

the zero of Chv(K). Then

a T(K,O ) =
1; v

Let P denote also thetake values in C.
m

we haveprojection Mx,N + MK,n

PROOF. In the theorem take n= 1 I N= V, and recall that T (K,Ol) • a:. HI

REMARK. Of course, one is only interested in t(K,X) for K alge

braically slice. However, if K is a sum of two non-algebraically-slice knots

then this result shows that some care must be taken. Note however that

0lT(K,Ov) is always zero.

PROOF OF THEOREM B1. Let X

+ + H, (MK,N)X p. = (XP.) : + C x C
m co

Choose (W
4

,$) such that

+a(W,"') = r (MK,n' X ) r> 0

There is a v-fold cyclic covering q:w
v

+ W such that

+a(wv ' ~q*) = r(MK/N ' X p.)

From the approach to knot signatures via branched covering spaces (see [4) or

[15) it follows that

1(si9n (W ) -r v sign (W»· I GR(w) - v I 0K Cn )
w:wN~l nlnn=l

and hence that the desired result is equivalent to

(B1 )

In what follows, wand n will be variables ranging over the v'th roots of

unity. Let e,ew:r+ Or be the injections given by

e(y) = ylt
V

, ew(Y) = ylwt

We show that
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from which (B1) follows upon taking at for some vth root t of t.

Let L= H~(W;r)/torsion and L.= H~(Wv;r)/torsion, which are r-lattices

in H~(W;Qr) and H~(Wv;Qr) respectively, with L~Lt, L*~L!. Now the

C x C covering Wof W determined by w is also the covering of W de-m CD 'V

termined by Wq. ' so as CC-vector spaces

t t -H2 (W l r) = H2 (Wv:f) = H2(WJ~) •

t tFor X€ H
2

(W 1 r), let x. be the corresponding element of H
2

(Wv,r). The

r-module structures are related by

v
t· x. = (t x)." •

."
Then L and L are related in the same way. Further, the intersection forms

~". on L,L. are connected by the formulae

(82)

for x,y £ L.

noted by

and

Qr
e

Let

Qr
w

by

Qr with the f-module structures induced by e,e
w

be de

Then e.t.q.(Wv) is represented by (L. 8 Ore'~e) where

J v
'e(X. 8 y,y. 8 ~) = y~ (,*(x.",y.) It ) ,

where

J
~w(X 8 y,y 8 6) = y~ (~(x,y) Iwt) •

tV. Therefore L. 8 Qre
is the wt-eigenspace of T.

There is an isometry T of (L. 8 Ore' ~e) defined by

and TV is multiplication by

direct sum e E where E
w w w

by showing that

splits as an orthogonal

The proof is completed

(Ew' 'eIEw) = (L 8 af
oo ' '(0) •

Define homomorphisms aw:L* 8 Ore -+ L 8 orw and Sw: L 8 Qrw -+ L. 8 Ore by

1
0w(x* 8 y) = ;v= (x 8 y) I

S (x 8 y) = ~ I (wt)-iTi(x* 8 y) •
w ., v imod v

We leave it to the reader to verify that these are well-defined and satisfy

B (L 8 or ) < E
(a) W W

° 8 {:d if 11 =w ,
Tl f.I)

if Tl # w ,

I Ba id •
w w w
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Thus 6
w

maps L 8 Qr
w

isomorphically onto E •
w

Finally, we have

I (lIIt)j-i !pe(x. 81, Tj-i(y. 81»
i, j mod v

From (B2),

'P
e

C6
w

(X 8 y) , 6
w

(y e 6»)

6
J

=1.
v

J k k v
• yS ! (wt) ('. (x.' (t y).) It) •

kmod "

so

,ex,y) I
kmodv
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COMPLEX STRUCTURES ON 4-MANIFOLDS

Richard Mandelbaum

Suppose Vn is a smooth compact manifold. When does V admit a complex

structure? If it does admit a complex structure how many different structures

does it admit and what can be said about the space of these structures? These

two basic questions have been the source of much of the most beautiful work in

mathematics in the past hundred years. Yet, even in the simplest cases, n=2

and n=4 we are still very much in the darkl Recently the work of Thurston

[T] exploring the relationship between the space of complex structures on

2-manifolds and 3-dimensional topology has broaden~d the interest in understand

ing this space. Similarly the new work of Taubes [Ta] and Donaldson [D] explor

ing the closely related question of different differential-geometric structures

on 4-manifolds promises to stimulate interest in this area also. In this paper

we will briefly and broadly survey some of what is known about the existence of

comlex structures· on 4-manifolds and its relationship to the smooth topology of

4-manifolds.

Returning to our first question of when does V admit a complex structure

it is easy to see that first of all n must be even and secondly V must be

orientable! We can thus set n a 2m and begin by examining the case of mel. We have

THEOREM 1 Let R be a smooth compact orientable connected 2-manifold.

Then R admits a complex structure.

This is a classic theorem essentially due to Riemann whose proof can be

found in any text on Riemann Surfaces. See, for example (8). Riemann also

studied the question of different complex structures on the underlying manifold

and claimed that there were "39-3 complex parameters which controlled the com

plex structure", where g is the gen~s of Rand 9 > 1• This question, the

modulii problem, was not returned to until the later work of Teichmuller,

Ahlfors and Bers which clarified precisely what is meant by saying that 3g-3

complex parameters determine the complex structure. For further details on

~ulii problems see [A].

We now turn to m=2. Here the existence problem is much, much more com

plicated. We can begin to approach it by noting that if v2n has a complex

structure, then its tangent bundle TV also has the natural induced structure

@ 1984 American Mathematical Society
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(p,q) e: 1L x z. When does there exist a complex
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V ~ c
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(V) =p, c
2

(V) =q? (!!!!!.!!. c
i
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of a complex vector bundle. That is we can reduce the structure group

GL(2m,:R) of TV to the group GL(m,~).

Conversely if ~m is a smooth manifold such that TV can be given the

structure of a complex vector bundle, we say that V has an almost complex

structure. Clearly a necessary condition for V to admit a complex structure

is that it admit an almost complex one!

Looking at 54 it can be shown that it doesn't even admit an a:most com

plex structure! More precisely we have

THEOREM 2 (See Ehresmann [E 1, WU (W]). 82m admits an almost complex

structure iff m=l or 3. (Actually 52 admits a complex structure while the

case of 56 is as yet unsettled!) Thus 54 cannot be made into a complex

manifold and life at m=2 promises to be much harder than at m=l. However,

we can pursue the question of almost-complex structure rather fully for m=2

to obtain

THEOREM 3 (Ehresmann-Wu I see [E ). Let V be a smooth compact or ientable

4-manifold and suppose h e H2 (V,Z). Then there exists an almost complex struc

ture on V with first chern class c 1 (V) =h if and only if

1) w
2

(V) is congruent to h mod2 (i.e.:!'.!:!!.. mod 2 reduction of h,
2(h)2 € H (V,Z

l
) equals the second Steifel-whitney class w2 (V).)

2) h • h = 30' (V) + 2e (V) !!!!!.!!. h· h = hUh (Y] is the cup-product

of h with itself evaluated on V, a (V) is the signature of

V and e(V) is its Euler-Poincare number.

(Note that if V is almost-complex c 2 (V) = e(V». Thus we have a complete

solution to the question of almost-complex structures on 4-manifolds. We can

now reformulate and extend our basic existence question as follows:

QUESTION A Suppose

(almost-complex) 4-manifold

i
th Chern-class of V).

In the almost-complex context one can see as a consequence of work of

Milnor on cobordism theory (see (M]) that p+q =0(12) is a necessary and

sufficient condition for the existence of a ~ot-necessarily connected almost
2

complex manifold V with c 1 (V) = P and c
2

(V) = q. A more explicit answer is

however provided by the work of Van-de-Ven.

THEOREM 4 (Van-de-Ven). see [WI). For every pair of integers

(p,q) £ Z x Z with p+q = 12d for sane d E: Z there exists a connected almost

COJ1lplex surface V ~ c~ (V) = P, c 2 (V) = q.
2 ':=2 2

Furthermore if P= CP, 0= CP, R= F2 )( 5 (~F2 is a surface of

genus 2) ~ wt,m,n lPI mot n:R then every realizable pair (p,q) ~

realized by some w1 ,m,n-
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Suppose M is a complex manifold realizing (p,q). ~ (p,q) e Os.
2

There exist almost-complex manifolds with (C 1 ' C2) & 02 which do not

We note that if q~ 2d-l ~ 1 then (p,q) can be realized by the simply-con

nected almost complex 4-manifold w2x+l,y where x- d-1 and y. q-1-2d. (A

straightforward calculation shows that c2
1 (w ) • 9-24a+l0b-c,2 2b+1,c,2a

c 1 (w2b ,c,2a+1) • -8-24a+10b-c, C2 (W2b+1,c,2a)· 3-12a+2b-c, C2 (W2b,c,2a+,)·

-4-12a+2b+c, and we can realize any admissible (p,q) by some choice of non-

negative (a,b,c).)

Thus the almost-complex problem is solved. The complex situation is a bit

more subtle. It was already noticed by Van-de Ven in £VVD that there exist

almost-complex manifold not admitting complex structures. He showed that in

fact p~8q was a necessary condition for an almost-complex manifold realizing

(p,q) to admit a complex structure. Thus for example Pi 2(5
1

x S3) is an

almost-complex manifold which doesn't admit a complex structure.

More precisely let 0= {(p,q) £ 7L )( 7L I p+q =0 (mod 12) • For any n t z+

let Dn =D () {p~ nq} Then we have:

THEOREM 5 [Van-de-Ven]

1) Suppose (p,q) £ °
2

- Then there exists a complex manifold realizing

(p,q) •

2)

3)

admit complex structures.

In particular

a) S2)( 52 • 2 (81 )( S3)

b) (2k+l )V
4

(with k> 0 !!!2. V
4

' the Kummer Surface,) are almost-complex

manifolds which do not admit complex structures.
2Van-de-Ven's necessary condition was improved by Bogomolov to cl~4c2

and by Miyaok~ and Yau to C~~3c2' This last condition is best possible as by

[Mit Y] if G is a proper discontinuous group of hyperbolic isometries of the
2 2unit Ball B a then BIG is a compact complex manifold with c 1 • 3c2 and

there are an infinite number of such groups.

Summarizing we state:

THEOREM 6 (Miyaoka, Yau)
2

~ M be a complex manifold. ~ C 1 (M) ~ 3C2 (M) with equality if and
2 2only if either M- CP ~ M is the quotient of the unit ball in ~ Ex-!

group of properly discontinuous transformations.

We pause to draw some ~lications from the above.

1) X realizes (p,q) £ D2 if and only if a(x)~o.

PROOF:

By Theorem 3

Thus

2
01 (X) • 3a(X) + 2C2 (X)

2
so a(X)~O .... cl~2c2.
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Then

and

2) Suppose X is a simply-connected complex manifold with w2 (X) m o.
X is homeomorphic to ±a(X)V

4
~ heX) (S2 x 52) where a(X)· 10(X)/161

1
b (X) = -r:2 (X) - 11 a (X) - 1.

PROOF:

As a consequence of Freedman's results [F it suffices to show that

where 6
2

(X) is the second Betti Number of X. To do this we only need the

fact [ ] that if X is a simply connected complex manifold with w
2

(X) =a
then C~(X) ~ a except if X:= s2 x s2. Since the statement is trivially true

X:= S2 x 52 without loss of generality that 2
for we assume Cl(X)~O.

Now we have 2 cases.

thenx # nQ
9

2
~: a (X) < O. Then 30 (X)+2c

2
(X) = c

1
(X) ~ o. So 2c

2
(X) ~ -30 (X) =

3Ia(X) I_ SO 86
2

+16 ~ 11 jo(X) I + lo(X) I- Since w2 (X) = 0 we have by Rokhlin

16 10(X). So 882 ~ 1110(X) I as desired.
2Case II: o(X) ~ o. Then c, (X)-3c 2 (X) = 3a(X)-c 2 (X) < O. Thus

3Ia(X) I = 3a(X) ~ c 2 (X) or 24 a(X) ~ a62 (X) + 16. Clearly then

8 6
2
(X)~11Io (X) I.

3) We note that the realization of (p,q) £ 02 is quite coarse. In fact
2

if Xg = F2 x Fg' where F j is a 2-manifold of genus j. Then c
1

(Xg ) = a (9-1 )

C
2

(Vg) 4(g-1). If Xg,n

C2 (X ) = 8{g-1)-n
1 g,n C

2
(X ) = 4(g-1)+n •g,n

Setting g = p+q - 1 and n = 2q-p > 0 we see that if p+q _> 12
12 3 -

2
c

1
(X ) =P c

2
(X ) = q •g,n 9,n

then

can

By using other combinations Fp1 x Fp2 it is easily seen that all (p,q) £ 02

can be realized.

4) The question of which connected sums admit complex structures is an

intriguing one. It is a standard fact in algebraic geometry that if M is a

complex surface, then so is M# 0 CO= CP2 as before). Conversely the theorem

of Castelnuevo-Kodaira [Kl] says that 'embedded O's' can be 'excised' from

complex surfaces still leaving complex manifolds. More precisely 0- 02

be thought of as a tubular neighborhood of an embedded sphere with self-inter

section -1 (i.e. a (-l)-Hopf-disc-bundle over 52). The Castelnuevo-Kodaira

theorem then states that if N is a complex surface and L is a holomorphic

ally embedded 2-sphere with self-intersections -1 in N then there exists a

complex surface M and a holomorphic surjection ~:N+ M with ~IN-L a biholo

morphic isomorphism and ~(L) a point in M. In this case N- M#Q. This

process is called 'blowing down' while the reverse process of going from M to

Mt 0 is called 'blowing up t •
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We note that 2c
1

(N)

C
2

(N)

2c
1

(M) - ,

c
2

(M) + 1

though

A complex surface M which haa no nolomorphic embedded {-l)-spheres is called

a minimal surface.

There are no known examples of simply-connected minimal surfaces which are

diffeomorphic to connected sums, and an attractive conjecture is:

CONJECTURES (1) ~ N be a simply-connected compact smooth 4-manifold

which is diffeomorphic to a connected sum AI B of smooth manifolds. Then

either N does not admit a complex structure or N= MlrQ for some complex

manifold M. In addition,

(2) Simply-connected minimal complex surfaces do not admit smooth connected

sum decompositions.

By the work of Freedman, this conjecture is of course false in the top

ological category where such decompositions do of course exist. The 2nd con

jecture is false if we do not restrict ourselves to simply-connected surfaces.

In (Ka] Kato shows that the Inoue Surfaces of [In], which have ~1 =Z,

minimal, are in fact diffeomorphic to blow-ups of Hopf-Surfaces.

If we restrict ourselves to minimal surfaces we can ask more precise

questions about the realizability of points in D
3

• We shall further restrict

ourselves to surfaces .V

to demanding that V~ Cp2

state:

of general type.
2and c, (V) > o.

For our purpose this is equivalent

Under these added hypothesis we

is called the complex EulerXCV)

THEOREM 7 (Bombieri) [B]

Let V be a minimal surface of general type. Then

2 c
2

(V)-36c, (V) > 5

It turns out that it is generally, more convenient to work with
2

c, (V)+c
2

(V)

than with c 2- We set xCV) = 12

2
c,+c2
-12- rather

Characteristic. Then restating Theorems 6 and 7 in terms of X we obtain:

THEOREM 8 Let V be a minimal surface of general type. Then

More exactly, if

~,

2
2X(V)-6 < c, (V)

2c, (V) is even, then

< 9X(V) •

2
c

1
(V) ~ 2X(V)-6, while if 2c, (V) is

2c, (V) ~ 2X-S •

If equality holds on the lower end then by work of Horikawa [H] V must be

simply-connected. Thus in terms of the 2 invariants the admissibleeX,c l ) re-
•gion is sketched below. We shall henceforth denote it by D in Fig. 1. We

now ask again
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QUESTION Which points in the admissible region are in fact realizable

by minimal surfaces of general type? What can be said about 11'1 of those sur

faces?

There is a tremendous difference in the quality as well as quantity of our

surface

y 1 8x-k for k £ {1, 2,3,5,6, 7 ,9, 11 , 13, 15, 19 } ,
- 2

V with X(V) = X, c
1

(V) = y. Furthermore if y:::' 8 (X - 130X) then

is realizable by a simply-connected minimal surface of general type.

vided

(x,y)

results depending on whether a < 0 or CJ > O. We note that a (V) ~ 0 ~
2c, (V) ~ 8X(V). Restricting ourselves to these surfaces we obtain:

*THEO~M 9 (Persson) [P]. Suppose (x,y) € D and y~ 8x. Then pro-

(x,y) is realizable by a

Looking at Fig. 1 we remark that

1) Double coverings of CP 2 and hypersurfaces of Cp3 have invariants

which tend to the line y=4X

2)

3)

7X (V)

Complete intersection surfaces tend to the region 6X< y< 8X

Persson has shown that if V admits a genus 2 pencil-th: c~ (V) <

and he conjectures that

CONJECTURE (Persson)
2

(A) If X admits a hyperelliptic pencil then c 1~ ax.
2

(B) If X is simply-connected then c
1
~ ax.

We now turn to Complex Surfaces with Positive Signature. Here much less is

known!

1. In [Z] Zappa conjectured that there does not exist a family of alge

braic surfaces with arbitrarily large positive signature. This was disproved

by Borel in ~o] where he constructed infinite families of groups r of

analytic isomorphisms acting on the unit ball B2C E
2

These give rise to in

finite families of complex surfaces V= B2/r with C~(V) • 9X(V) apd a(V) +~.

Recently, partially as a result of Yau's work, interest in these types of sur

faces has been reviewed and new examples have been found by Mumford, Hirzebruch

and others (see [Mum, Hz2).

2. In the region 8X(V) < C~(V) < 9X(V) or equivalently 2c2 < c~ ~ 3c 2
until 1979 the only known examples were F91-bundles over F92• These were

originally constructed by Kodaira [K2] with extensions by Atiyah and Hirzebruch

[At] [Hz!]).

3. In 1980 l«>stow and Siu [MS] gave .new examples of a completely different

class of'positive signature surfaces. They constructed infinite families of

groups r acting freely on bounded domains Be ~2 which were notbiholomorphic

to the unit ball in ~2. These then give rise to surfaces VS sir with in-
a 2

variants satisfying a 11 XCV) ~ c 1 (V) ~ 8.727X(V) or equivalently

2 f C 2 (V) ~ C~(V) ~ 2.942c2 (V). Their surfaces admit Kahler metrices with

negative sectional curvature and are thus also counterexamples to the conjecture

that all such surfaces have Un!versal Covering Surface biholomorphic to the
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unit ball.

All of the previously mentioned examples are obtained either as bundles of

2-surfaces over 2-surfaces or as quotients of groups acting freely on a 4-cell.

In particular, they are all K(n,l)'s. In~2] Van-de-Ven asked whether all
2

minimal surfaces of general type with 01 > aX were K(n,l) 's? Recently, we
2have shown that there exist infinitely many families of surfaces with c
1

> aX

which are not K(n,2)'s. In order to explain our construction we first review

the Kodaira-Hirzebrvch examples.

The basic idea of the construction is to construct surfaces of positive

signatures as branched covers of simpler surfaces. The G-signature theorem

says that if X.... V is an n-fold branched covering of surfaces with

ramification divisor E C V then a (X) = no (V) - (n2
-1) /3n (E· E) • The key

step in constructing branched coverings with positive signature then turns out

to be finding divisors E C V with E· E < 0 and such that E is "divisible"

in the sense that as a homology class [El = n [D) for some integer n> 1 and

homology class [D] £ H
2

(V) •

Given such an E we can in a straightforward fashion construct the n-fold

cyclic branched cover of V over E and if [0]2= -d then

d 2
o(X) = 3 n(n -1) + na(V)

which will be positive provided n is sufficiently large.

The problem with this approach is that divisors with negative self-inter

section are 'rigid' in complex surfaces and usually are not divisible.

In the Kodaira-Hirzebrvch examples we begin with a compact Riemann-surface

(compact smooth 2-manifold with complex structure) R
o

of genus 9(R
o

) > 1 and

construct a 2-fold unramified covering R+ R
o

with involution T (R/T = R
o

).

We then let T! R be the universal H
1

(R,Zn) covering of R. This is

a regular n
2g

(R)-fold covering of R. We now let r
f

be the graph of f in

Tx Rand r'[f be the graph of Tf.

It can then be checked that

n 2g (R) • (2-29 (R» < 0 •

2) If [E] rf - rTf then looking at [E] as a class in H, (TxR, Zn)

we see [E) - o.
Thus n I [E] as a class in H

1
(TxR). Furthermore E- E =2n29 (R). (2-29 (R) ) •

3) Since R+ R
o

is an unbranched cover, T has no fixed points and so

[E] has a non-singular representative E.

We can now construct the n-fold branched cover X+ (TxR) ramified over E,

which will be the desired surface of positive signatu~e. It is clear that S

is an F -bundle over F where F = T and F is an n-fold cyclic cover
9, g2 92 9,
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over R ramified at 2 points.

Thus setting g=genuS(Ro )' so g(R)=2g-1 and X=X(n,g), we find

9
1

=genus (F )9, n (2g-1 )

4g-2
g2=genuS(F ) = 2n (g-l)+l

9 2

o(X(n,g» = 8/3 (n2_1)(9_1)n49-3

2 4g-3 2
c 1 (X{n,g» 8n (9-1 ) [n (49-1) - (2n+1)]

c
2

(X (n,9» 8 [n 2
(29-1) - nJ (g-l) • n49-2

2 49-3 2
X(X(n,g» = 3" (9-1)n [2n (3g-1) - (3n+1)]

We note that

2
2 2

+ .1-( n - 1 ] 2 [ n - 1 ]c,/x 8 c
1
/c

2
2 +

3 2 2(2n (3g-1) - (3n+1 ) ) n (29-1)-n

so that

Lim
2

8 + _2_ . 2/c,/x Llm c 1 X = 8
n+c:o 3g-1 9+0)

while ,
+--

2g-1 Lim c
2
,/c2 = 2

9+0)

The 'smallest' such example is X(2,2) which is a bundle of genus 6 curves

over a genus 129 base with

0(2,2) = 4.64
2c, 92.64 x = 11.64 •

In order to modify this construction and produce surfaces which are not

simply fiber bundles we recall the classic construction of the Kummer Surface.

The Kummer Surface is constructed by letting X = T2 x r 2 be the product

of two tori and letting a= ixi be the product of the canonical involutions

on them. We then let Y= X/a. Since a has 16 fixed points, Y has 16 points

where it is not a manifold but rather a cone C on Rp3. We then 'resolve'

these singularities by replacing the CiS with disc-bundles which have Rp3 as

boundary. This can be done in a complex analytic fashion and we wind up

with the Kummer Surface V, a simply-connected complex analytic manifold which

is certainly not a K(lf ,1) ..

The basic idea is therefore to use quotienting by a non-free group action

to introduce singularities. Resolving these singularities thus produces a

manifold which is not a K(n,q). This construction is carried out in [Man].

Whole new families of minimal complex surfaces, as with positive signatures,

are constructed, none of which are K(n,q)'s. The smallest such example
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2
X(3 , 1 , 1) sat i sf i es a (X) = 90 c 2 (X) = 21 06 c 1 (X) = 44a2 x(X) = 549. All of

these surfaces while not being F -bundles over F mimic the Kummer Surface
. .. 9, 9 2 . . .

in being slngular F flbratlons over on F • The slngularltles can be con-
9, 92

structed to be sufficlently complex to kill all of the lT
1

coming from the

fiber so that n, (V) = 1T
1

(Fg ), while the resolution of the singularities in

troduces non-trivial element~ into lT 2 •

These new surfaces though not K(lT,q)'s still have infinite fundamental

c 2 2 c 2
group and all lie in the sector 8 <~ < a- or equivalently 2 <:..l. < 2 1/3 •

X - 5 c
2

-

We thus still do not have a single example of a minimal complex surface
. th' . t . h' h . 2 1 2 2 2 .W1
2

lnva~lan s aW1t ln t e reglon 3 c 2 ~ c, ~ 3 c 2 (equlvalently

8 5"X ~ c, ~8 IT x). Which is not a K(1T,l). In addition every example of a

minimal surface of general type with posttive signature has infinite fundamental

group. We can thus ask whether any such surfaces with finite 1T
1

exist?

Lastly, it is still of immense interest to determine just how closely the

positive signature region is packed and what are its 'smallest' elements.
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GOOD TORUS FIBRATIONS

Yukio Matsumoto

1 • INTRODUCTION

Fiberings over surfaces with fiber the 2-torus, which admit certain singu

lar fibers, have been studied by several authors. Thornton [Th] defined such

singular fibrations (with fiber any dimensional torus) and Zieschang [Z) stud

ied their homeomorphism types. The singular fibers they considered were essen

tially the multiple tor'i (in the terminology of Section 3). Moishezon [Msh]

studied Lefschetz and Kodaira fibrations of 2-tori, and Harer [H] generalized

them to fibrations with fiber an arbitrary surface. Sakamoto and Fukuhara [SF]

dealt with T2-bundles over T2, one of the exceptional cases which Zieschang

[Z) did not treat.

In a previous note [Mtl], the author introduced torus fibrations with more

general singular fibers. The only restriction on singular fibers, there, was

that they should locally look like a 'cone' over a 'multiple fibered link'. The

following is proved: Let M be a closed smooth 4-manifold which has a special

handle decomposition without 1 and 3-handles, then there exists a torus fibra

tion over the 2-sphere f:M+S
2

• (For the proof, see [Mt2] .. )

unfortunately, the singular fibers of our torus fibrations are too compli

cated in general to attack directly. Thus a natural program would be: First

to set up a reasonable subclass of torus fibrations with 'easy' singular fibers,

and then to develop certain deformation theory through which general singular

fibers are simplified.

In this paper we are concerned with the former step.

Following Neumann [N], we say a torus fibration is good if the only singu

larities of the singular fibers are normal crossings. The purpose of this

paper is to study some basic properties of good torus fibrations, having the

following problem in mind: Classify all closed, oriented smooth 4-manifolds

that admit good torus fibrations, up. to orientation preserving (but not neces

sarily fiber preserving) diffeomorphism.

In Sections 2 and 3, we classify all possible types of singular fibers of

good torus fibrations. In Section 4, we describe their monodromy matrices. In

Section 5, it is proved that a homology 4-sphere that admits a good torus

© 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271·4132/84 $1.00 + $.25 per page
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fibration without multiple fibers is diffeomorphic to s4. In Section 6, we

discuss some replacement techniques of singular fibers. A theorem proved in

Section 7 would be worthwhile to state here:

THEOREM 7.1 Let M be a closed, oriented, smooth 4-manifold which admits

a good torus fibration without multiple fibers. Suppose that H, (M~Z) = {OJ

and that the intersection form H2 (M) ~ H
2

{M) + Z is positive definite. Then

M is degree (+l)-diffeomorphic to aP2#···#~P2.

This result illustrates the Donaldson theorem [D) in the class of good

torus fibrations. In Section 8, we give a theorem which generalizes Kas' clas

sification of regular elliptic surfaces.

2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR FIBERS

First we give a precise definition of good torus fibrations.

DEFINITION. Let M and B be oriented 4 and 2-dimensional smooth mani

folds, f:M+ B a proper, surjective, smooth map. We call f:M+ B a good

torus fibration (GTF) if it satisfies the following: (i) at each point p E: Int (M),

the germ (f,p) is smoothly (+)-equivalent (in other words, is conjugate via

orientation preserving diffeomorphisms) to the germ at m= (0,0) of the com-
m n -m n 2

plex valued functions z,z2 or z,z2:[ +E, where m and n are non-negative

integers, not necessarily coprime, satisfying m+n > 1; (ii) there exists a
-1 -1

set of isolated points, a in Int(B) so that flf (B-o):£ (B-o) +B-o is a

smooth T2-bundle over B-a, where T
2 =5

1
x S

1
•

We call f/M and B the projection, the total space and the base space of

the GTF, respectively.

Those points pe: Int(M), at which the exponents of the germ of f satis

fy the inequality m+n ~ 2, make a nowhere dense subset ECM. We assume

f (E) = a and call a the set of singular values.

Let f:M+ B be a GTF.

DEFINITION. The fiber is called a general or singular fiber

according as x £ B-o or x £ a.

If

Let

6 > 0

D6 (x) be a 2-disk of radius 6 > 0 in Int (B) centered at x e: Int (B) •
-1

is small enough, N6,x =f (0
6

(x» is a regular neighborhood of the

fiber F.
x

Let F
x

be a singular fiber. It is easy to see that F
x

is connected.

F
x

is written as a union Fx = 9
1

u···u as of its irreducible components,

each of which is a smoothly immersed surface, (cf. [N,p.33?]). The mutual and

is aN~,XThusself intersections between the components are transverse.

plumbed manifold, (cf. [N).

LEMMA 2.1. The fundamental group w
1

(F
x

) is isomorphic to either I$Z,

Z or {1}.
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PROOF. Let F be a general fiber in N-S,x. We have .1 (F) =.e Z. It is

shown that the image of w,(F) under the homomorphism induced by the inclusion

w
1
(F). w,(N~,x) ~ w1 (Fx > is a subgroup of finite index (see [Mt2]). This to

gether with the fact that w,(Fx) is isomorphic to a free product of Z's and

surface groups prove the lemma. HI

COROLLARY 2.1.1. All the irreducible components of F
x

except one at most

are smoothly embedded 2-spheres. The exceptional one, if any, is either an

immersed 2-sphere with a single transverse self-intersection or a smoothly em

bedded 2-torus.

Since the total space M and the base space B are oriented, the general

fibers and each irreducible component of a singular fiber are naturally

determines a basisoriented. In particular, the components 91, ••• , as of Fx
[811, ••• ,[9s1 of H2(N6,CiZ). If F is a general fiber in

[F] = m
1

[8
1

] + ••• + IDS (e
s

] £ H
2
(N6,x~~) ,

we have

where mi~l. We call m
i

the multiplicity of 8
i

, see (N,p.337].

In what follows, singular fibers will be classified by the weighted graphs.

They are essentially plumbing diagrams, but instead of the self-intersection

number, the multiplicity is attached to each vertex. (The vertices are in one

to one correspondence to the irreducible components of the singular fiber F
x

in question.) Each edge is assigned the sign t (+1 or -1) of the correspond-

ing intersection. If a vertex corresponds to a component which is T2, we

has any.)vloop if

attach [1) (the genus) to the vertex.

LEMMA 2.2. If a vertex v with multiplicity m is the common end point

of the k-edges as shown in Fig. 2. 1, ~hen the component e corresponding to
k

v has the self-intersection number [a]· [a] -( L E.m.)/m. (We disregard a
i=1 1 1

Fig. 2.1

The proof is well-known: Let F be a general fiber in N6,x. Since F

doesn •t intersect any ir reducible component of Fx ' we have
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fibration without multiple fibers is diffeomorphic to 54. In Section 6, we

discuss some replacement techniques of singular fibers. A theorem proved in

Section 7 would be worthwhile to state here:

THEOREM 7.1 Let M be a closed, oriented, smooth 4-manifold which admits

a good torus fibration without multiple fibers. Suppose that H,(M;Z) = {OJ

and that the intersection form H
2

(M) 9 H
2

(M) + Z is positive definite. Then

M is degree (+l)-diffeomorphic to aP2#···#rP2-

This result illustrates the Donaldson theorem [D) in the class of good

torus fibrations. In Section 8, we give a theorem which generalizes Kas' clas

sification of regular elliptic surfaces.

2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR FIBERS

First we give a precise definition of good torus fibrations.

DEFINITION. Let M and B be oriented 4 and 2-dimensional smooth mani

folds, f:M+B a proper, surjective, smooth map. We call f:M+B a good

torus fibration (GTF) if it satisfies the following: (i) at each point p e: Int (M),

the germ (f,p) is smoothly (+)-equivalent (in other words, is conjugate via

orientation preserving diffeomorphisms) to the germ at m= (0,0) of the caro-
m n -ffi n 2

plex valued functions z1z2 or zlz2:~ +E, where m and n are non-negative

integers, not nece~sarily coprime, satisfying m+n> 1; (ii) there exists a
-1 -1

set of isolated points, a in Int(B) so that flf (B-a):£ (8-a) ~B-a is a

smooth T
2-bundle over B-a, where T

2 =S
1

x S
1

•

We call f,M and B the projection, the total space and the base space of

the GTF, respectively.

Those points p e: Int (M) , at which the exponents of the germ of f satis

fy the inequality m+n ~ 2, make a nowhere dense subset ECM. We assume

f (2:) = a and call a the set of singular values.

Let f:M~ B be a GTF.

DEFINITION. The fiber is called a general or singular fiber

according as x e: B-a or x £ a.

If

Let

0>0

DO (x) be a 2-disk of radius 0 > 0 in lnt (B) centered at x e: lnt (B) •

-1
is small enough, N c5 ,X =f (Do (x) ) is a regular neighborhood of the

fiber F.
x

Let F
x

be a singular fiber. It is easy to see that F
x

is connected.

F
x

is written as a union F
x

= 8
1

U ···u as of its irreducible components,

each of which is a smoothly immersed surface, (cf. [N,p.337]). The mutual and

self intersections between the components are transverse. Thus Nc5 ,X is a

plumbed manifold, (cf. [N]).

LEMMA 2.1. The fundamental group 1T,(F
x

) is isomorphic to either I~Z,

Z or {1}.
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PROOF. Let F be a general fiber in N6,x. We have 1f1 (F) • ze Z. It is

shown that the image of w
1

(F) under the homomorphism induced by the inclusion

w
1

(F) + w,(N6,x) ~ w1 (Fx) is a subgroup of finite index (see [Mt2]). This to

gether with the fact that w,(Fx) is isomorphic to a free product of Z's and

surface groups prove the lemma. HI

COROLLARY 2.1.1. All the irreducible components of Fx except one at most

are smoothly embedded 2-spheres. The exceptional one, if any, is either an

immersed 2-sphere with a single transverse self-intersection or a smoothly em

bedded 2-torus.

Since the total space M and the base space B are oriented, the general

fibers and each irreducible component of a singular fiber are naturally

determines a basisoriented. In particular, the components 91, ••• , as of Fx
[91], ••• ,[9s ] of H2 (N6,c;Z). If F is a general fiber in N.s,X' we have

(F) = m1 (91] + ••• + msles] € H2(N~,x: 1l) ,

where m
i
~ 1. We call mi the multiplicity of 6

i
, see [N,p.337].

In what follows, singular fibers will be classified by the weighted graphs.

They are essentially plumbing diagrams, but instead of the self-intersection

number, the mUltiplicity is attached to each vertex. (The vertices are in one

to one correspondence to the irreducible components of the singular fiber F
x

in question.) Each edge is assigned the sign E (+' or -1) of the correspond-

ing intersection. If a vertex corresponds to a component which is T2, we

at tach [1] (the genus) to the ver tex.

LEMMA 2.2. If a vertex v with multiplicity m is the common end point

has any.)vloop if

of the k-edges as shown in Fig. 2. 1, !.hen the component e corresponding to
K

v has the self-intersection number (e] e, [8] -( E t.m.)/m. (We disregard a
i=1 1 1

Fig. 2.1

The proof is well-known: Let F be a general fiber in N6,x. Since F

doesn't intersect any irreducible component of F
x

' we have
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o :;I [F] • (9) = (rn(e] +m [6 ] + ••• +m [9 ] + ••• ) [9]
k 11k k

= m(e) [9] + t &.m.•
i-l 1 1

Thus the lemma follows.

LEMMA 2.3. Let r be a chain as in Fig. 2.2(i). Then we have

god (rno,m
1

) • gcd (m, 1m2) • ••• =gcd (mv_1 ,mv ) • If r is a linear branch as in

Fig. 2.2(i1), ~ gcd(mO,m,) =••• =gcd(mv_1,rnv) -mv•

m1
m

2
(1)

£1 £2 £
\)

Fig. 2.2
,,

tna m
1

m2 m
(11)

, \),
~ ...... ~ .. •• £1 £2 e:

v

REMARK. In Lemma 2.3 we assume that the vertex vi with mUltiplicity

m
i

is labelled no index of genus, (1), l~i~v. Therefore, the corresponding

irreducible component e i is a 2-sphere for 1~ i ~ v.

DEFINITION. Fbr a linear branch r, define a positive integer per) by

per) = rnO/rov •

Before proving 2.3, we introduce some notation. Let I(F
x

) denote the

set of the intersection points between different irreducible components of a

singular fiber F
x

• Let

in which the projection

pe: I(Fx). Choose 'local complex coordinates' zl,z2
m n -m n

f:M + B is written locally as f == zl z2 or f· zl z2.

Choose 6, £ small enough so that 0 < 6 < £.

Define ~&(p) by A&(P)· {(Zl,Z2) Ilfl ~~, Izil ~ £, is 1,2}. Then Ac$CP)

1s a smooth 4-submanifold of Int(M) with corners along the boundary. ~~(P)

is PL homeomorphic to the 4-disk. Let e be an irreducible component of Fx
and let I (e) denote e n I (F

x
) • We denote the punctured surface

e - p'tI(e) Int(6~(p» by e and finally we denote the connected component
<tI v

of closure (N4,x - P~I(9)Ac5(P» whic~ contains a, ~r N6,x(9). Note that

N
c5

,x(8) is a tubular neighborhood of 9. Now N
c5
,x=f (DeS(X» isdecomposed

as follows:

N
c5

(8.»U (U ~c5(P»,,x 1 PE:I(Fx )

see Figure 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3

forr

is a 2-disk. Thus m
"aF(V) =- F Cv ) n 3fl

o
(pv)' that is gcd (m

v
_

1
,m

v
). HI

DEFINITION. A removable linear branch (RLB) is a linear branch

PROOF OF 2.3. Let e
i

be the irreducible component corresponding to the

vertex vi of multiplicity mi , O~i~v. For l~i.iv, we assume that 9
1

is a 2-sphere. Let {p.} = e. 1 n e .•
1 1- 1, "

For a nearby general fiber F, F(l) FnN
c5

(9
i

) is an m.-fold covering

space over ei which is an annulus for 1~ i ~ ,,-1. Thus F(d is a disjoint

union of annuli. Let r. be the number of the components. Since

F(i).::: (F(i)na6 (p.» x
1

[O,ll, r. is equal to the number of the connected
~. 1 1.

components of F 1) na~o(P.). This intersection is a torus link defined by
m. 1 m. m. 1m.

Z11.- Z21. =const. (or Z,1.-1 Z ~ =const:) • Thus r i is equal to gcd (m
i

_
1

,mi ).

Similarly, from the fact F~1);; (F(1) ()36.s(Pi+l» x [0,1), it follows that

r. =gcd(m.,m,+,). This proves gcd(m. J,m.) =r. =gcd(m.,m.+,) for l~i~v-l.
1. 1. 1. t- 1 1 1. 1

In the case of linear branch, F\" consists of m 2-disks, because e
" v

is equal to the number of the components of

which per) =mo/m" = 1.

For a linear branch r as in Fig-. 2.2(ii), define the neighborhood N6 (r) by

" v v
N ~ (r) = ( .U 1 N.f (e. » u (~Ul ~ .f (p. » ,

v 1,= u,X 1. 1= u 1.

see Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4

F
x

changes toF •
x

be a GTF, F a singular fiber.
x

Suppose that the weighted graph for F has an RLB, r.
2 2 x

aNtS (r) is diffeomorphic to a (0 x 0 ). By removing

and filling in the hole with 0
2

x 0
2

, we have a new GTF

THEOREM 2.4.

Let f:M+ B

Then the boundary

IntNtS(r) from M

f':M ' +B. The singular fibers do not change except for

F~ whose weighted graph lacks just the RLB, r.
The diffeomorphism types of M and M' are related as follows:

,.. 2 2 2 2
ADDENDUM. M= MI' ±G:P2#··· # ±«:P2 ~ M~ M' # S x s # ••• # s x S according

~ N\5(r)" is a spin manifold or not. Moreover, e(M)=e(M') + v anda(M) =
a (M') - I: €., where e and (J denote the euler number and the signature,

i=l ~
respectively.

The first assertion of the addendum follows from (NW]. The numerical rela-

tions are proved by standard calculus on plumbing diagrams, see [N].

PROOF OF 2.4. Let r be the RLB, F a general fiber in No,x.

ASSERTION. FnNo(r) is diffeomorphic to a disjoint union of m" 2-disks.

PROOF. Clearly we have

" v \)
FnNo(r) = (U FnNo ,x(8i » U (ild1 F n6 o (Pi» •

i=l

(see the proof of 2.3).
m. 1 ffi.

Z 1.- Z 1 (or
1 2

it consists of m annuli.
v

FnN
6

(r) is ob-

off the boundaries

. v
F nN.1' (8. ) consists of m -annuli, for 1~ i~ v -1 ,

u,x 1. V

F'n6
cS

(Pi) is essentially the Milnor fiber for the function
_m i - 1 mil
zl z2' (see [Mil). Since gcd (ffi i _1,m i ) = m" '

Finally, FnN.1' (8) consists of m 2-disks. Therefore,
u,x v "

tained by pasting these annuli successively and then capping

by m" disks. This proves the assertion. I::

Let DF=FnNc5(r) be the disjoint union of mv disks. To see aDF , let

us take local complex coordinates zl,z2 around Pl in which A6 (Pl) is de

fined as before. The boundary aDF appears in the solid torus
v m m

TcS=Ac5(Pl)nNo,x(80)· TcS is given by Iz11 Olz2 1 1 ~ c5,lz21 =£, and in
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T
6

' aD
F

is a torus link defined by

ma m,
z1 z2 ~ const., IZ2 1 • ~, or

_mO m,
z, z2 = const., Iz2 I·e,

381

according as £ 1 =+1 or -1.

Here we make use of the assumption that r is an RLB, thus mO· m
v

• Then
k rnO

mOlm1, and let k=m
1
/mO• The above equation becomes {zlZ2) = const. or

(z Zk)rno = canst., and Iz21 = £.

1 2 2 2 21
Take D x D {(Zl' Z2) £ e I Z1 1~ 1, IZ2 1~ 1} and define a diffeomor-

phism h:D
2

x (aD2)""T~ by

i9
h(Zl,e ) or

rna k -1 ike i( ;r- 7£ z,e , £e )

according as £1=+1 or -1, where i=/=1'.

Let N.s,x=closure (N.s,x-N.s(r) U 02 xo2. Then a GTF £:N.s,x+0.s(X)
his defined by setting

flclosure (N6 ,x-N~ (f» =f Iclosure

£ID2
x D2

= .sz~O.

and

It is not difficult to see that
- 2 2morphism h: a (D x D ) + aNo (f). Also

f I aN,r : aN~ .... aD,r (x) are isomorphic
u,X u,X IJ

(M-IntN,r )UN.1' is a GTF over B.
IJ,X u,X

construction. HI

h extends to a fiber preserving diffeo-

£1 aN.&' : aN.l' + a0.r (x) and
2 u,x u,x u

T -bundles. Therefore, M'.

Now Theorem 2.4 is clear by the above

3. CLASSIFICATION OF SINGULAR FIBERS
-,For i = 1,2, let F

i
= f

i
(xi) be a singular fiber of a GTF f

i
:M

i
+ B

i
.

F, and F2 are said to be equivalent if there exist neighborhoods 01'02 of
-1 -1

x
1
,x

2
and orientation preserving diffeomorphisms H:f, (0,) +f2 (02) and

K:D
1

"" D
2

, so that K(X,):I x
2

and K f 1 • f 2 H.

THEOREM 3.1. Singular fibers of GTF's which are free from RLB are classi

fied up to equivalence into the following six classes:

(i) ~ mla (multiple tori, that is Seifert's fibered neighborhood
1 m

x S, [Th) ) • The i r graphs are ['1] , m~ , ,

(ii) class A in which the graphs are cyclic
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(iii) £!!!! B in which the graphs are of the form

D •4

(2)

1
t,.

(2). • _. - --f--- ----(2)

.,
t

(2)

gcd(ol,n2)

gcg(nv_1,n"

(2)~

, ..

;(2)

,

''''.(2) v> 0

(iv) class E6 with m:. 3, P, • P2 =P3 =3,

(v) class E7 ill.!! m=4, P1 =2, P2 =P3 =4,
(vi) £!!!! ES with m= 6, P1 =2, P2 =3, P3 =6,

where in the last three classes the graphs are of the form

(PI) --- -- ..... ----l•.---I---4I·~·- -. --.(P3)
m1 £1 m £3 m3

£2
:m2.
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F
X

are smoothly embedded

--------- A
--------- mlo,A.

Case (1-2) No branch point

Case (II) a e. +embedded s2
1

Let F be a singular fiber.x
Case (I) • All the irreducible components of

and the number in the parentheses at the end of a linear branch is the number

p(f) defined before. The weights must satisfy (a) the properties stated in

~ 2.3 and (b) the divisibility mlE£imi required by Lemma 2.2 at each

~.

Moreover, each graph in (i) - (vi) can be realized as the graph of a singu

lar fiber if its weights satisfy the above conditions (a), (b).

REMARK. Closely related classifications of diagrams are done in Scharf

[Sch] and Neumann [N]. However, their classifications differ from ours in some

points. They are mainly studying boundary 3-manifolds, while we are interested

in GTF structures on 4-manifolds. Scharf considers only those diagrams for

which, in our notation, each £i is +1.

PROOF OF 3.1. We will proceed along the following scheme:

Case (I) e i embedded s2 Vi

Case (1-1) 3: branch point

f Case (1-1-1) 2 type (iii) or (iv) • E6 , E7 , Es ' 04
t Case (1-1-2) all branch points are of type (ii) ----. 05 v> 0)

+v =

2-spheres.

In what follows,. the notation is as introduced before the proof of 2.3.

Let eO be an irreducible component of Fx • Suppose that ICeO)={Q1, ••• ,Qk}.

The number k is called the valency of eO or of the vertex va correspond

ing to 6 0• Let 6 i be the irriducible component which intersects 9
0

at Qi'

with sign £1' ( = ±1). Let m. be the mUltiplicity of e" i=O,l, ••• ,k.
1 ~ 1 v

Take a nearby general fiber F. The intersection F= F()N(e) is a punctured
v Oy

surface and is an mO-fold covering space over eo. We call F the punctured
v v

surface at the vertex vO. NC ea) is a tubular neighborhood of 6
0

• Let 0
v '1/ '1/ ttl U

denote the 2-disk fiber of N(eo) ---.... 60 over u£ eo. D
u

intersects ~F in

mO points sitting on a circle C Du centered at u. As u moves on eo
along a loop y, the positions of the m

O
points on D

u
change continuously

and when u comes back to the original point, they are affected by the

'monodromy' " .
y v

LEMMA 3.2. Let y(i) be a small loop on eO which goes around qi once

in the positive direction. Then the monodromy "y(i) is the rotation on 0
u

through the angle -21f£imi / mO.

This follows from the fact that the intersection

link of type (mO' - £imi)' (see the proof of 2.3).

is a torus
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"Since 90 is a punctured sphere, a product of the loops y(1), ••• ,y(k)
v

in a certain order must be null homotopic on 9
0

• Thus by Lemma 3.2,
k
I (-2~t.m./mO) is an integral multiple of 2~.

i=l 1. 1.

COROLLARY 3.2.1. rna divides I€imi.

This divisibility has appeared in Lemma 2.2. This is a necessary and
k v

sufficient condition for the neighborhood N(aa) = (U ~(q.» UN(eo) to be
2 i=l 1.

'singularly fibered' over 0 C Int(S) with general f1ber a punctured surface

=F and wi th singular fiber a 2-sphere 9
0

pierced by k 2-disks e i () ~ (qi) ,

i=l, ••• ,k.
v

The number of the components of aFnaA(qi~ is equal to gcd(mO,mi ).

Thus the number of the components of 3F is 1: gcd (mo,m. ) • Let F be the
i=l 1.

v
closed surface obtained from F by capping off the boundaries with 2-disks.

The euler number e(F) is given by
k

e(F) = m
O

(2-k) + t gcd(mO,m.) •
i=l 1

e(F) must be non-negative, for F is a codimension 0 submanifold of a torus

F.

(*)

Putting Pi =mO/ gcd (:DO ,m
i

) , we have
k

(2-k) + I (1 / p.) ~ 0 •
i=l 1.-

We call (Pl, ••• ,Pk) the!Xe! of the vertex vo corresponding to eO·

LEMMA 3.3. All the possible types of vertices are as follows:

(iii)

(i)

(ii)

(Pl) , k = 1

(Pl , •• • ,P
k

) (p,p,l , ••• ,1) , k ~ 2 , P ~ 1 ;

(p1 ' • • • , Pk ) (3,3,3, 1 , • • • , ') , (2, 4,4, 1 , ••• , 1 )

(2,3,6,1, ••• ,1) , k~3 ;

(iv) (p" ••• ,Pk) = (2,2,2,2,1, ••• ,1) , k~ 4.

In fact, the inequality (*) produces these combinations plus five extra

ones: (Pl,P2,1, ••• ,1), Pl +P2; (2,2,P3,1, ••• ,1), P3~2; (2,3,3,1, ••• ,1);

(2,3,4,1, ••• ,1); (2,3,5,1, ••• ,1). However, it is shown that these extra cases

contradict Oor. 3.2.1.
v

Observe that the punctured surface F at a vertex of type (i) is a dis-

joint union of disks. At a vertex of type (il), each component of F is a

punctured sphere, for e(F) >0. At a vertex of type (iii) or (iv) we have

e (F) =0, and F is proved to be connected, thus it is a punctured torus.

Since a torus F cannot contain two or more punctured tori, the weighted

graph has at most one vertex of type (iii) or (iv), and if it contains one, the

graph has no cycle.

A vertex v0 is said to be a branch point if the valency k~ 3.

case (1-1). The graph contains a branch point.
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Thus ki = 3, Pi • 2

Each branch point

~ (1-1-1). The branch point, Vo say, is of type (iii) ~ (iv).

In this case the graph is a tree. First assume that Vo is of type (iii).

We will show that the valency k· 3. Suppose, on the contrary, k~4. Then

the corresponding irreducible component eo would have an intersection point

qi for which Pi = 1. The branch r i (of the graph) attached to eO at qi

cannot be linear, because a linear branch~with Pi· 1 is an RLB. Thus r
i

contains a branch point v
1

• v
1

is no longer of type (iii) or (iv). Thus it

is of type (ii), and a branch r with p= 1 is attached to v
1

• r is not

linear (not being an RLB), thus r contains another branch point v
2

of type

(ii), and so on. This argument continues endlessly_ This absurdity shows that

k = 3.

Likewise we can show that the three branches attached to Vo are linear.

Thus the graph is in one of the classes E
6

, E
7

, E
S

-

In case Vo is of type (iv), a similar argument shows that the graph is

in °4 •

~ (1-1-2). All the branch points are of type (ii).

Let {v
1

, ••• ,v
n

} be the totality of the branch points.

Let k
i
(~3), mi be the valency and the multiplicity of Vi' respective

ly. The euler number of the punctured surface at Vi is equal to m
i

(2-k
i

) <0.

Let r be a linear branch, if any, attached to Vi. r is not an RLB,

thus p(r)~2. By Assertion in the proof of 2.4, pnN(r) is a disjoint union

of mi/p(r) 2-disks. We have e(FnN(r»=mi/p(r). The branch point Vi

has the type (Pi,Pi,l, ••• ,l). Thus there are at most two linear branches

attached to Vi' since an RLB (p(r) =1) is prohibited. Therefore, consider

ing the sum of the euler numbers of the punctured surface at Vi and of

F N(f) for all the linear branches r attached to vi' we know that the

sum does not exceed mi (2-k i ) + 2 (mi / Pi) • Since k i ~ 3 , Pi'?' 2, the latter

sum is non-positive.

Note that the punctured surface at a non-branch, non-terminal vertex is a

union of annuli, thus the euler number is equal to O.

Now we obtain
n

o 2 e(F) = t {m. (2-k
i

) + 2(m. / p.)} < 0 ,
i=1 1 1 1 -

which implies mi (2-k
i

) + 2 (mi / Pi) = 0 for 'ii = 1, ••• ,n.

for Vi = 1, ••• , n, and vi has exactly 2 linear branches.

has the form:
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,. (2)

(1) +-_ ~'
gcd • mi .••.

'\.(2)

Since the graph is connected, n = 2. The graph must be of the form:

,/(2)

/
I

I

~ --gccf:'-;- - ---<:
, ,

I ,

/ '
~/ ~

(2) (2)

Inspecting more closely the constitution of the general fiber F, we see

that the number of the connected components of F is equal to m/ 2. However,

F is connected. Thus we have m=2. The graph is in the class 65+V(V~O).

~ (1-2). The graph has no branch points.

The graph is either linear or cyclic. Considering the euler number of F,

a linear graph is impossible. Thus we obtain a graph in the class A.
~ (II). There exists an irreducible component which is an embedded torus or

an immersed sphere with one self-intersection point.

By the euler number argument, there is no branch point. Also we can show

linear branch attached to the 'exceptional' component is an RLB. This contra

dicts our assumption. Thus the graph has only one vertex. The graph is now in

the class mIa or is a special case of A.
We have classified all the possible graphs. The existence and the unique

ness (up to equivalence) of the singular fibers that realize these graphs are

clear from our constructive argument. HI
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REMARKS (1) The singular fiber consisting of an immersed s2 is a special
+ -case of A. If its multiplicity m=1, we denote it by 1
1

or I, according

as the sign € of the self-intersection is +1 or -1. It is well-known that

the monodromy around I; or I~ is GUor ~ -U ' (see section 4).

(2) In case all the intersections have sign +1, the above singular fibers

reduce to Kodaira's ones or their blown ups [Kol) according to the rule:
- * - * -mIo.+ mIO' A + I b , 0 + I b ,* E6 + {IV blown up, IV}, E, + {III blown up,

III }, Ea + {II blown up, II }.

4. MONODROMY

By the monodromy around a singular fiber Fx is meant the monodromy of

the T2-bundle over 8', 3N~,x(Fx) + aD~(X). Choose a positive basis (p,A) in

a fiber with l.l. A = +1. Then the monodromy is represented by a 2 x 2 matrix

A: (h(ll), heAl) = (l.l,A)A, where oN.r (F) ~ T
2

x [0,211') I (t,2n) - (h(t),O),o,x x
h:T2 .T2 being an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. A is unique up to

conjugation in SL(2,7}.

THEOREM 4.1. The monodromy matrices are given as follows (with the same

mi ' n i ' £ i as in Thm. 3. 1) :

Class monodromy matrix

mIO Gn
A

G ~
where b:z ( £ 11 n, n2), + (e 2 I n2n3) + ••• + (e: \>lnvn 1)

and ni =mi 1 gcd (m" ••• 1 m,,) •

is °4 ~' no -1

i5
~' -~v+s o -1

where b= (£O/n,)+ (£, In,n2)+ ••• + (£\>_l /nv_,n\»
(v~O) + (e: 1 n ).v v
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E
6 [-~ -~] or [_~ _~] according as €3m3 - -1

(mod 3) or €3m3 = 1 (mod 3) •

E7 [~ -~] or ~~ ~] according as €3m3 - -1

(mod 4) or £3m3 :: 1 (mod4) •

E
8 [~ -~] or [_~ ~] according as £3m3 - -1

(mod 6) or £3m3 := 1 (mod6) •

This theorem is proved by looking at the GTF structure of N~,x(F) +D~(X),

closely. The details are omitted.

REMARK. Note that the trace Tr(A) characterizes the class of the sing

ular fibers:

Class fRIO or A 5 E
6

E
7

Es

Tr CA) 2 -2 -1 0 1

5. HOMOLOGY 4-SPHERES.

is called a multiple fiber
s
L m. e.

i=l 1 1
F

x
A singular fiberOEFINITION.

if gcd (ro1 ' • • • ,ms) > 1•

F
x

can be a multiple fiber only if Fx is in the class mIO or A (see

[Kol t Lemma 6.1], Thm 3.1). The study of torus fibrations with multiple fibers

seem to require a deeper theory, (cf.(Ko2}). In this paper, we will confine

ourselves to GTF's without multiple fibers.

THEOREM 5.1. ~ f:M+ B be a GTF without multiple fibers. If

H.(MJ1t) =H*(S4;7L),,~ M is diffeomorphic to the 4-sphere s4.

PROOF. From the fact H
1

(M, 7l) ={O} it follows H1 (B; Z) = {O}, and B is

a 2-sphere. A GTF over 82 has the abelian fundamental group (which is

generated by 'lf 1(general fiber», thus 'lf 1 (M) =81 (M) = {Ol, and M is a homotopy

4-sphere.

If M= M' I ±~P2' ••• (Addendum to Thro. 2.4). This is impossible. There

fore no RLB appears.

The euler number e(M) (=2) is the sum of the euler numbers of the singu

lar fibers te(F
i
). There are two possibilities:

Case (1). M has only one singular fiber Fa with e(Fo) = 2.

Case (2). M has two singular fibers F1 ,F2 with e (F,) =e (F2) =1.

In Case (1), Fa has the following graph (Thm. 3.1),
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By Lemma 2.2, the self-intersection number of the 2-sphere corresponding

to the m1-vertex is equal to -(€,m2+£2m2)/m,. Since H2 (M1Z):a to}, this

must be o. Thus E: 1 + £2 =O. F0 is not a multiple fiber, thus gcd (m, ,m2) • 1•

~~e call such a singular fiber (wi th e 1+ £ 2 :a 0, gcd (m1' m2) • ') a twin singular

fiber, because its regular neighborhood Nd,O(FO) is a twin in the sense of

Montesinos (Mo].

By Thro. 4.1, the monodromy of FO is trivial, and we have the decompo-
2 2 4

sition: M= N
6

,O (F
O

> UT )( D. Now M; S follows from [Mo, Cor. 5.6].
4 2For an explicit construction of a GTF:S + S, see Section 3 of [Mt1).

+ -In Case (2), the singular fibers F
1

,F
2

are of the types 1
1

,11• The

total monodromy around F
1

,F2 must be trivial, thus one of the two singular

fibers, say F1 , is of type I~ and the other F
2

is of type I~. Let 0

be a 2-disk on B which contains xl = f (F1) and x2 = £ (F~) in tnt (0) •

LEMMA 5.2. One can deform the GTF structure of fl£- (D): £-1 (0) + D

~h~tering it in a neighborhood of the boundary 3(£-1(D», so that the
-1resulting GTF f':f (0) + D has a single singular fiber of the type

+
~1, i.e.~.

By Lemma 5.2, Case (2) is reduced to Case (1). Theorem 5.1 is proved. iiI

PROOF OF 5.2. Divide D into the two disks 01,D
2

as in the figure:

Fig. 5.1 D

Let 1= D1 ('l °2 - Then f -1 (I) ;: T2 )( I. Choose a basis (lJ1'~1) (or
-1

(ll2' ~2» of H
1

(f (I) 'Z) with which the monodromy around xl (or x2) is rep-

resented by ~ U (or ~ -u bea 2)( 2 matrix defined1 ). Let A by

(lJ 1 '~1) • (lJ 2 ,A 2 )A. Then, since the monodromy around aD is trivial, we have

A-1
~ -DA ~ D- ~ TIFrom this, A· ±G ~, and ll1 • ±ll2 ' "1 • bll 2 ± ~ 2•
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-1Being a regular neighborhood of F1 , f (D1) is obtained by attaching a

round l-handle RH == (5' x D~ x [0,'] to a 4-ball ~4 along a (+) -Hopf link

L+ in 3A4 • The attaching place is RH n ~4 = (51 x 0
2

) x {O,l}. In order to

extend the fibering structure of the fibered link L+ to the T2-bundle
-1 -,f If (aD, ) : f (aD,) + aD" we have to choose the framing -1 • See Fig. 5.2.

1 2 , 1 2 2
Let, RH

2
= (5 1x 02) x [O'r] U (5 x 0 ) )( [3,1], and

RH = (5 x 0 ) x [3"' 3] -
4We call a URH+ the upper half (UH) and RH the lower half (LH) of

-1f (°1), respectively. (Fig. 5.2). Also we call RH+ nRH_ ==

1 2 1 2 -1
(S x ° ) x {I' ')} the mid-level. We decompose f (02) similarly.

Fig. 5.2

-1 .
Each (singular or general) fiber of f:f (0,) + 01 intersects the mid-

level in a longitudinal circle. These sections make a foliation of RH+nRH_
+with every leaf a circle. By inspecting the monodromy of 11, we see that we

-1
can take one of such sectional circles as a loop representing ll, t H, (f (I) 1 ~).

Also we may assume that Xl is represented by a loop which transverses RH once

and intersects 111 transversely in a point. The same remark applies to

(1l2,A 2 )·

Recall that ll, == ±11
2

' Al = ±A 2 + b1l 2- Thus the pasting of £-1 (0,) and

f-1 (02) along f-1 (I) can be arranged so that it preserves the mid-level.

Turning f-1
(D

2
) upside down, if necessary, we may assume that the UH

(resp. LH) of £-1(0,) matches LH (resp. UH) of £-1 (02) through the pasting

above. Note that the union of the UH of f-1
(0,) (resp. of f-1 (D2» and the

LH of f-1 (0
2

) (resp. of f- 1 (01» is diffeomorphic to the UH of f- 1 (0,)
-1 -1(resp.o£ f (D

2
». Therefore, f (D) is obtained by gluing the two UH's of

-1 -1
f (D,) and f (D

2
) along the mid-level under a certain orientation reversing

diffeomorphism g which preserves the foliations by sectional circles_
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One can deform g through diffeomorphisms which preserve the sectional

foliations to obtain a new diffeomorphism g' which sends the section of the

singular fiber F, to that of F
2

• This is possible because all the leaves

of the foliation are parallel longitudinal circles in the mid-level.

It is easily seen that the new GTF of f-
1

(D) obtained by sewing up the
+

halves of fibers via g' has a single singular fiber of the type c::> 1.

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. iii

Schematically, the deformation of Lemma 5.2 is described as

Twin

6. REPLACEMENT OF SINGULAR FIBERS

Let p,q be positive coprime integers. Let f:N(p,q) + D
6

be a regular

neighborhood of a twin singular fiber with mUltiplicities p,q. If

f':N(m,n) + 06 is another such neighborhood, we can replace N(p,q) in a GTF

M+ B by N(m,n). This is because aN(p,q) + a0
eS

and aN(m,n) + 30
c5

are both

trivial T
2-bundles over a circle.

However, this replacement might change the diffeomorphism type of M.

~ 6.1. There exists an orientation preserving diffeomorphism

qt:N(p,q) + N(ro,n) with cpl a: aN(p,q) + aN(m,n) preserving fibers, if and only

if p+q = m+n (mod2).

PROOF. This follows from the three assertions:

(1) .!!. p+q:: 0 (mod2), then there exists such a diffeomorphism

N(1,1)+N(p,q).

(2) l!. p+q:: 1 (mod2), then there exists such a diffeomorphism

N(l ,2) + N(p,q).

(3) There is no such diffeomorphism N (1 ,1) + N(1 ,2) •

The proofs of these assertions are based on Montesinos' extension theorem

p,q of a twin singular

without affecting the

of a diffeomorphism of the boundary of a twin, [Mo, Theorem 5.3].

By Lemma 6.1, we can replace the multiplicities

fiber by 1,1 or 1,2 according as p+q:: 0 or 1 (mod2) ,

diffeomorphism type of M.

us
I!I
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Next we will study general singular fibers of type A:

LEMMA 6.2.

multiple fiber.

Assume that a singular fiber of type A ( ~ m. e.) is not a
i=l 1 1

Then at least one of the following situations occurs:

(1) there exists a component 9
1

with [9
i

] • [e
i

] =0,

(2) there exists a component 9
i

with [9
i

] • [9
i

] = ±1 ,

(3 ) m1 =m2 = •-• =IIIV = 1 and £ 1 = £ 2 = ••• = £ V •

>
PROOF. First assume v =3. By Lemma 2.2, we have

[911 • (9i ] =- (£ i-l mi-l + E i mi +1 ) / mi , where the indices i are understood by

modulo v. Assume that 1[8 i 1 • [9i) I ~ 2 for all i, then m
i

_
1

+ m
i
+

1
~ 2m

i
·

If m
1

< m
2

, then m
2

< m
3

, since m
1

+ m
3
~ 2m

2
• Similarly, m

2
< m

3
implies

m
3

< m
4

, and so on. This is absurd, thus m
1
~ m

2
- However, m

1
> m

2
is also

impossible. Thus we have m
1

= ••• =m
v

= 1, because the singular fiber is not

a multiple fiber. The assumption I [8
i
l • [8

i J I ~ 2 implies that E, = •• - =.E
V



The case v ~ 2 is treated similarly. III

If the situation (2) in Lemma 6.2 occurs, we can blow down the component

6
i

with [6
i
]· [6

i
] =±1. If (3) occurs then through the deformation indicated

by the scheme below (inverse to the deformation of Lemma 5.2), the singular

fiber splits into v number of I~'S (or v number of I~'S).

~ 1~'6+~

~ y t i i

If (1) occurs and if v~ 3, we can simplify the singular fiber by 'cutting

off • O:P2 • a:p2 or 52 lC 52 from M as follows:

Suppose that [8
i
]· [8

i
] = o. This implies m

i
-

1
=m

i
+

1
(= P, say) and

E:
i

-
1

+ £i =O. We want to replace the part of the singular fiber .,"- 1"1. II'
by '--!./. ~
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This replacement is explained by the picture:

p
Tcut out and

paste the
remainder

10 1

°i_1+01+

Fig. 6.1

The 'upper half l of 81_
1

and the 'lower half' of 6
i

+
1

are pasted to

gether to form a new irreducible component 'ei _
1

+ e
i
+

1
I. In the section of

a regular neighborhood of 8i _
1

, the sections of fibers make a foliation whose

'general' leaves are torus knots of type (p,-m). Similar sectional foliation

for the section of a regular neighborhood of 8i +
1

has torus knots of type

(p,m) as 'general' leaves. These are sewn together via an orientation re

versing diffeomorphism to give a GTF structure on the regular neighborhood of

'8i - 1 + 8i +1 I.

Let Nand N' be the regular neighborhoods of the old and new singular

fibers, respectively. Then in terms of framed links [Kil, we have

,

<0 x+y

(5: x
x+y

N handle handle
sliding sliding QO

~S)y
--.-,. ~

.0
uy

,
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where x= [e~_l)· [6,_,], y= (9.+,]. [8.+,].
~ _1 2 2 1 _ 1 _

Therefore, N= N' # S x S or N= N' # CP2 # CP2 according as y= 0 or 1

(mod2) •

Summarizing the above argument and Lemma 6.1, we have

THEOREM 6.3. Let M+ B be a GTF which contains singular fibers of type

A. Then by cutting off some copies of ctP2 ' ~p2 and/or 5
2

)( 52 !!2!. M, we

obtain a GTF M' +B, in which each singular fiber of type A is either
+ +

1
1

' I, or a twin 1 <::::- 2.

7. POSITIVE DEFINITE INTERSECTION FORMS

As an application of Theorem 6.3, we show

THEOREM 7.1. Let f:M+ B be a GTF without multiple fibers. Suppose that

H
1

(M; 14 = {a} and that the intersection form H
2

(M) 9 H2 (M) + 1l is positive

definite. Then M is degree (+l)-diffeomorphic to ~P2t ••• t ~P2.

FROOF. By cutting off a finite number of [P2' ~P2 and/or s2 x 52 from

M, we may assume that each singular fiber does not contain RLB. (Since M

has the positive definite intersection form, the manifolds cut off are in fact

~P2IS.) we need a lemma.

LEMMA 7.2. Let F:M+B be as in 7.1. Then it has no singular fibers of

~ 0, E6 , E7 ' Ea.
~. First, note that a non-multiple singular fiber admits a local

cross-section. In fact, a singular fiber of type Dr E6 , E7 or Ea has an ir

reducible component with multiplicity 1 (corresponding to a terminal vertex).

A local cross-section is found so that its image is a 2-disk intersecting this

component transversely in a point. For a singular fiber of type A, one can

find a (continuous) cross-section whose image is a cone over a torus knot with

cone-vertex an intersection point of irreducible components.

Now H, (M~ S) = {O} implies that B= 8
2

• Remove all the singular fibers

from M+ 82 to get a T2-bundle over 52 - a. S2 - a has the homotopy type of

a l-complex, and T2 is connected. So there is a cross-section

82 - a + M-f - t (a) •

By rechoosing the diffeomorphisms which sew back the regUlar neighborhoods

of singular fibers, we obtain a new GTF M' + s2 that admits a global

cross-section s:s2+ M, • Note that the intersection numbers satisfy:

[F] • [F] = 0, [F]· (s (52)] = ±1, where F is a general fiber. This means that

M' has not a positive definite intersection form. Clearly, e(M' ) =e(M) and

by the Novikov additivity, (J (M') = (J (M).

Now suppose that M+ S2 contains a singular fiber of type 5, E6 , E, or

Be ' wh ich is necessar ily 1-connected. Then M' is also 1-connected. There

fore, e(M')=e(M) implies b
2

(M')=b
2

(M).
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We have b
2

(M) = b
2

(M') > laCM') I = la(M) I. This contradicts the positive

def ini teness of M. The lerruna is proved. ,..

By Lemma 7.2, the only singular fibers of M+ 52 are in class A. By
-- 2 2

Thm. 6.3, we can cut off a f ini te number of «:P2' l%P2 and/or S )( S from M to
2 + -obtain a GTF M+ S whose singular fibers are 1" 1, and/or twins. (By the

positive-definiteness of M, we have only to cut off ~P2's.) The following

signature theorem is essentially due to Harer [8]:

THEOREM 7.3 (Harer). Let a,b,c be the numbers of singular fibers of
+ - - -2--

types I,' I,' twin, in the GTF M+ S, respectively. Then a-b ii 0 (mod' 2)

and we have r:J (M) :: - (2/3) (a-b).

Now e (M) =a+b+2c. Since H, d4: iI) ={O}, we have b2 (M) =a+b+2c-2. From

the positive-definiteness of M, we have a+b+2c-2= -(2/3) (a-b). This to

gether with a-b:: 0 (mod12) implies (a,b,c) = (0,0,') or (',' ,0). In both

cases, M is a homology 4-sphere, thus a natural 54 (Thro. 5.'). We obtain

54 by cutting off ~P2's from M, so M must be diffeomorphic to

Q:P2 # ••• # CCP2 • ::r

8. A THEOREM OF KAS

Kas' classification of regular elliptic surfaces [Ka] can be extended in

the class of GTF as follows:

THEOREM 8.1. ~ f. :M. + 52 , i = 1,2, be GTF's over 52 with at least
1. 1.

+ -one singular fiber. Suppose that each singular fiber is of type I,' I, and

that a (M,) # o. Then M, is diffeomorphic to M
2

if and only if a (M
1

) =a (M
2

)

and e (M, ) = e (M
2

) •

REMARK. If a (M
1

) 1 0, then M, is l-connected. (cf. [Msh, Part II,

Section 2]

Our proof simply follows Moishezan's approach [Msh] to the Kas theorem.

For this, we slightly generalize Livne's theorem on modular groups and

Moishezon's complement to it.
3 2 2 2 -1

Let G=<a,bla =b =,>. Put sO=a b, s,=aba, s2=ba, So =ba,
-1 2 2 -1

s 1 =a ba , s 2 =ab.
-1

THEOREM 8.2. Let 9" ••• ,9n £G be conjugates of sl~51 such that

g, ••• 9
n
=,. Then, by successive application of elementary transformations in

the sense of [Msh,p.223], the n-tuple (g1, ••• ,gn) can be transformed into an
-1 -1 -1

n-tuple (h" .•• ,hn ) with each hi £ {sO' s" 52' So ' 8, , s2 l.

THEOREM 8.3. ~ Y" ••• 'Yn £ G ~uch that each of Yi is equal to
• -1 -, -1

one of the elements sO,s,, s2' So ' s, , 8 2 and y, ••• Yn =,. Then by suc-

cessive application of elementary transformations, (Y" ••• ,y
n

) can be trans

formed into (Zl, ••• ,Zn) such that at least one of the following holds:
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(1) n is even and (zl,···,zn) = (51' 8
2

, ••• ,5
1

, S2);

(2) is and
-1 -1 -1 -1

n even (zl,···,Zn) = (s2 , 5, , ••• ,8
2

, 5, );
(3) there exists j such that Z j Zj+l:;; 1.

As a corollary of Theorems 8.2 and 8.3, we have

Y. Matsumoto; A topological study of torus fibrations, (in prepara-

-1
COROLLARY 8.4. Let g" ••• ,gn £ G be conjugates of 51 £!".. 51 such that

9
1
9

2
••• gn = 1. Then by successive application of elementary transformations

(9
1

, ••• ,9
n

) can be transformed into (h
1

, ••• ,h
n

) such that one of the follow

in9 holds:

(h
1
,···,hn )= (h 1 ,

-1
h

3
,

-1 -1
(1 ) h 1 ' h

3
, ••• ,h

k
, hk ' 8

1
, 8 2 ,···,sl' 52)

(h
1
,···,hn ) = (h

1
,

-1
h 3 ,.

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
(2) h 1 ' h

3
, ••• ,h

k
, hk ' s2 , s, , ••• ,s2 , 8, )

To prove these results, one has only to follow Moishezon's arguments in

[Msh] almost word for word. Details are omitted.
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4-DlMENSIONAL ORIENTED BORDISM

*Paul Melvin

In 1952 Rohlin [4] (see appendix) outlined a proof of the following re-

suIt:

THEOREM. Every closed oriented smooth 4-manifold- M of signature zero

is the boundary of a compact oriented smooth 5-manifold.

Two years later Thorn [6] gave a proof using stable homotopy theory as part

of his general program for computing the oriented bordism groups. Although his

methods are of fundamental importance, the proof is unnecessarily complicated

in this particular case.

In a lecture at IHES in 1976, John Morgan proposed a more geometric proof

of the theorem. (A sketch is given in Remark ,.) Morgan's proof followed

Rohlin's outline, but used a fact not known to Rohlin: a simply connected co

bordism of dimension >6 has a handlebody structure which reflects its homol

ogy structure [5].

We present a new proof of the theorem, also following Rohlin's outline.

Our proof partially incorporates Morgan's (step 2 below) but avoids the handle

body theorem by using the Whitney immersion theorem and a transversality argu

ment (steps 1 and 3). This is perhaps closer to what Rohlin had in mind.

The author wishes to thank John Hughes for his valuable suggestions during

the preparation of this paper.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We shall work in the smooth category.

Observe that M is bordant to a simply connected manifold, obtained for

example by surgery on a set of normal generators of the fundamental group of

M (2]. So we may assume that M

STEP 1. Find a submanifold

By a theorem of Whitney [7]

is simply connected.
7

M
1

of S which is bordant to M.

M immerses in s7 with singular set con-

sisting of double circles at which the sheets of M meet transversely. Each

double circle C may be eliminated at the cost of a surgery on M, as follows.

Since M is orientable, C is the image of two circles C, and C
2

in M

(rather than one circle by a double cover). As M is simply connected, C,
bounds a disc D missing the rest of the singular set, so in fact 0 is

*
Supported in part by NSF Grant MCS82-05450
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embedded in 57. D has a tubular neighborhood D x B
S

in 57 which intersects

M in tubular neighborhoods D x (B
2

x 0) of D and aD x (0 x B
3

) of C
2

• Now re

move aD x (0 xB
3

) from M and replace it with D x (0 x oB
3

). See Figure 1.

Figure 1

This leaves a simply connected 4-manifold bordant to M and immersed in 57
3

wi th fewer double curves. The bordism is across the 2-handle D x (0 x B ).

Continuing in this way we obtain M
1

bordant to M and embedded in s'.
STEP 2. ~ N be a tubular neighborhood of M

1
.!!!. 57, ~ W =s7 - int (N)

Find a submanifold M2 ~ aw which is null homolpgous in W and is diffeo

morphic to M
1

I n~p2 (for some integer n).*

We shall denote by [Q1 the class in H
4

(W) represented by a closed

4-manifold Q embedded in aWe The null-homologous condition above means that

[M21= o.
The geometric key to this step is the following observation of Morgan.

LEMMA. Let p:E -+ B be the trivial s2-bundle over a 4-~ B. Then the

image of any partial section s: aB -+ E bounds a submanifold K of E which is
2

diffeomorphic to k~P - (open 4-ball) (for some integer k).

PROOF. Using a trivialization, identify p:E+ B with the projection map
424

P1:B x S -+ B •

Let h: 53 -+ 52 be the Hopf map. Observe that the image of the partial

section 83 = aB4 ~ B4
x s2 given by x ~ (x,h(x») bounds a Hopf disc bundle

H = {(tx,h (x» : t e: [0,11 , X £ 53}

3 2
Now let k be the Hopf degree of the map P2s: S + S, where
422P2:B x S + S is the projection map. We may assume k > O. (If k < 0 then

the argument is analogous, and if k =0 then s extends to a global section

t:B4
+ 84

x 82 and so we may take K= t (B
4).) Let B. (i=l, ••• ,k) be disjoint

4 4 2 ~14-balls in B. Choose trivializations Ti:B x S -+ P, (B
i

) covering diffeo-

morphisms t. :B
4 ~ B.. Then s extends to a partial section

1 1

*If n > 0 then nM denotes the connected sum of n copies of M. If n < 0
then nM = (:n)J-M), where -M is M with the opposite orientation.
Finally OM = S •
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t:B
4

- ( U int(B.»
. 1
1

with P2T;lt(tiIS3) = h for all i. Each 3-sphere t(&Bi ) bounds a Hopf

bundle Hi = Ti (8) in B
4

x S2. Set

K • im(t) U ( U H.) •
. 1
1

401

PROOF OF STEP 2. A straightforward computation shows that the Euler class

of the bundle

p:N .. M
1

is zero [3,§11.4]. It follows that there is a partial section

S:M, - int(B) + aN

where B is a 4-ball in M
1

K= k~p2 - (open 4-ball) of

[3,§12.5]. The lemma provides a submanifold
-1

p (B) n aN with 'boundary scaB). Thus

is a submanifild of

L = im(s) U K

aN =aw diffeomorphic to See Figure 2.

Figure 2

If [L] = 0 in H4 (W) then we may take M2 = L. So assume [L] ~ 0 • Con

sider the isomorphism d:H4 (W) + H
2

(M1) defined by the commutative diagram

H4 (W) d
H

2
(M

1
)+

a t t Thorn isomorphism

7
H

S
(8 ,W) + Hs(N,aN)

excision

Represent d([L) by an embedded surface F in M,- B.

as the intersection of M1 with a 5-cycle bounded by

(One may think of F
. 7L 1n 8.) To get M

2
,
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we shall modify L near s(F).

Let D be a 4-ball in M
1

- B which intersects F in a tr ivial 2-disc.

Set M
O

=M, - int (D) • Then Fa = F () M
O

is a sur face wi th boundary, proper ly

embedded in M
O

(Figure 3).

Figure 3

As Fa is homotopy equivalent to a l-cornplex, it has a tubular neighbor

hood F
O

XB
2

in MO' and N restricts to a trivial bundle over FOX 8
2

•

Pick a trivialization (FoX B
2

) x B
3

(we suppress the map) so that
3 2

5 (x,y) = (x,y,n) (n = the north pole of 8) for all (x,y) in F
O

x 8 •

Define a partial section

x 8 2 .... ~Nt:F
O

Q

by t(x,y) = (x,y,f(y»), where £:82
+ s2 wraps 82 around 52 (i.e.

f(aB2
) = n, f(O) -n, and flint(B

2
) is an embedding). By the lemma, there

2 -1
is a 5ubmanifold J j~P - (open 4-ball) of p (D) () aN with boundary

t (aD). Set

2 2
M

2
= (L-S(FoxB U D» u t(FoxB) U J.

M
2

is a submanifold of aw diffeomorphic to M
1

• (j+k)~p2.
-1

It remains to show that [M
2

) =0 in H
4

(W). Put NO = P (MO) and
-1 3

C = P (D) • Let X be the union of the straight line segments in each B
2

fiber joining s(x,y) to t(x,y), for (x,y) in FOxB.

X can be extended across C to a 5-cycle Xin N whose boundary repre

sents [Ll-[M2] in H
4

(W). FUrthermore X intersects M, in F, and so

d([M
2

) = delL]) - d([LJ-[M
2

]) = [F]-[F] = 0 in H
2

(M
1
). Thus [M

2
] = 0 in

H
4

(W).

As X is perhaps hard to visualize, we provide an alternative algebraic

argument that [M
2

] = o. Consider the isomorphism C:H
4

(W U C) + H
2

(M
O

,aM
O

)
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defined by the commutative diagram

H
4

(W U C)
c

H
2

(M
O

' 3MO)...

a t t Thorn isomorphism

7
H

S
(N

O
,3NO)HS(S ,w u C) ... .

excision

403

oM
2

= oM
1

+ n (by

M
2

is bordant to

One readily verifies that X represents the element of HS(N
O

,3NO) correspond-

ing to {Ll - [M
2

] in H
4

(W U E). Since X and M
O

intersect in FO'

c( [L] - [M
2

] ) = [Fa]· It follows that d( [L] - [M
2
]) = [F] , by the commuta-

tivity of the following diagram

H
4

(W U C) ... H
2

(M
O

' aMo) H
2

(M, ,D) •
c excision

Thus [M
2

] =0 by the same argument as above.

STEP 3. Show that M
2

bounds as-manifold v.
This will prove the theorem. For then OM

2
=o. But

step 2) and oM, = oM =0 (by step 1), so n = O. Thus

M, and so M bounds.

To prove that M
2

bounds, first construct a map

f:W ... <tpn

(for large n) with f m~pn-l and f- 1 (<rpn-l) = M. For example, define f
2

on an open tubular neighborhood U of M
2

in aw to be the classifying map

U ... <I:pn - x of the normal bundle of M
2

in aw. (Here x is a point in <l:pn,
n n-1and so <I:P - x is the canonical complex line bundle over <l:P .). Extend f

to aw by mapping aw- U to x.

The only obstruction to extending f to a map

F:W ... <cpn

lies in

secting

3 n n 1
H (w,aW;n2 (<l:P ». Since ~2(a:P) = Z is generated by a <tP inter-

n-1 ~
<I:P transversely in one point, this obstruction is Poincare dual to

[M
2

] e: H
4

(W). Since [M
2

] = 0, F exists.

Now homotop F(rel aWl transverse to <I:pn-l and set

V = F-1 (<I:pn-l) •

The proof is complete.
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REMARK 1. Morgan's proof follows the same three step outline, but the

proofs of steps 1 and 3 are different. Here is a sketch.

To achieve step 1, first embed M in s8 by the Whitney embedding theorem.

Using a normal vector field, push M out to the boundary of a tubular neigh

borhood N. Set W=s8 - int (N). Since M may be taken simply connected (as

in step 1 above), H*(W,aW) vanishes except in dimensions 3, 5 and 8. Build

W as a handlebody on aw with handles of index 3,5 and 8. M misses the

attaching 2-spheres of the 3-handles by general position, but may meet the at

taching 4-spheres of the 5-handles in circles. Surgery on M (as in the proof

of step above) produces M1 missing these as well. Thus M, lies in the

boundary s7 of an 8-handle.

step 3 is similar to step 1. The only difficulty is in pushing M
2

off of

the attaching 2-spheres of the 3-handles. But there is no algebraic obstruction

to doing this since M
2

is null homologous in W, and so the Whitney trick

applies. Finally we have M
3

(bordant to M2 after pushing past the 5-han

dIes) lying in s6. A standard transversality argument shows that M
3

bounds.

REMARK 2. There is also an immersion theoretic proof of the theorem,

worked out by Kirby and Freedman [1].

We conclude with a problem.

PROBLEM. (D. Ruberman) Modify some variant of Rohlin's proof to give a

topological computation of the 4-dimensional oriented spin bordism group.

APPENDIX

For the convenience of the reader, here is an English translation of the

French translation by L. Guillou and V. Sergiercu of Section 2 of Rohlin's

article [4]:

THEOREM. M4 bounds if and only if o(M
4

) = 0 •••

[M
4 is an oriented, closed smooth 4-manifold of signature a(M

4
).] This fol

lows from:

LEMMA A. For every there exists an integer s such that

[- denotes "is bordant to"]

LEMMA B• .!f M
4

""N
4

, ~ C1(M
4

) = o(N
4

).
2

LEMMA c. C1(s~P) = s.

PROOF OF A. One shows easily that M
4

- M~ C R
7

• On M~ one can find a

normal vector field with isolated singularities of index ±1. We seek
4 4 2 4 7

M
2

- M, + nctP , M
2

C R , having a nonzero normal vector field. To achieve

this, form the connected sum about each singularity with a ~p2. Let L
7

be

f . cod f 4. s7 d u5 bethe complement 0 a tubular nelghborh 0 M2 1n , an the gen-
7 7,." 7 4,." 4) d . db' . f

e~ator of HS(L ,3L ) = HS(S ,M2) = H~(M2 eterm1ne y the or1entat10n 0

M
2

• Among the cycles representing U one can find a manifold whose boundary
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4 2is bordant to M
2

+ m~P

2 2
(m+n)~P - -(m+n)~P •

for some integer m.
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A NEW PROOF OF THE HOMOTOPY TORUS AND ANNULUS THEOREM

Richard T. Miller

o. INTRODUCTION

It is a remarkable fact about Haken 3-manifolds that each one contains a

Seifert fibered submanifold into which any sufficiently non-trivial map of a

torus deforms. This is the content of the celebrated Homotopy Torus Theorem

proved originally by Jaco and Shalen [6] and independently by Johannson [7].

The analogous theorem for proper maps of annuli is the Homotopy Annulus Theorem

of the same authors. I consider the original proofs of these theorems nothing

short of stupendous. They are long and hard. In this paper I offer proofs

that are considerably simpler owing principally to a focusing of effort ob

tained by imitating the general form of Stallings proof of the Loop Theorem.

Unknown to me, Cannon and Feustel [1] used similar techniques and obtained

partial results.

Scott [10] has also, previously, reworked this material getting both

theorems in their entirety.

I benefited greatly from conversations with many people. Discussions with

Bus Jaco played what was obviously a unique role. In historical order, Marko

Kranjc, Bob Edwards, Ulrich oertel, Ray Lickorish, and Michael Handel all made

very significant contributions to the final substance and form of this work. I

am extremely grateful to them. In addition, I would like to thank the members

of the topology seminars at the University of California at Los Angeles, Santa

Barbara, and Berkeley, and at Michigan State University for the enthusiastic

and critical hearings I received from them.

1. THE TOOLS AND THE THEOREMS

We begin this section with some definitions. After that we state our main

theorem and discuss its proof a bit. Finally we list the tools we shall need

to use.

Throughout this paper, I, D2 , A2, T2 denote the interval, the disc, the

annulus, and the torus respectively. If Y is a subset of X,Y and Fr(Y) de

note its closure and frontier. If M is a manifold, aM is its boundary and

~ its interior. A submanifold means a locally-flat submanifold. We assume

that immersions of one manifold in another are likewise locally-flat.

e 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271 ..4132/84 $1.00 + $.25 per page
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At a crucial point in our argument we have to work with manifold triads.

This being unavoidable, we find it expedient to work entirely in that category.

A triad (MiP,W) is a manifold triad if M is a manifold and P and Ware

top-dimensional submanifolds of aM which intersect precisely in a top-dimen

sional submanifold of each of their boundaries. If (X;Y,Z) is another such

triad, we call a map f: (X;Y,Z) + (M;P,W) proper if f(~i~,2)C (~;~,a). We

abbreviate (M;P,~) or (M;~,P) by (M,P) and call this object a manifold pair

A strip is a surface pair homeomorphic to (12
, Ix aI).

Homotopies of maps of pairs or triads shall always be through maps of

pairs or triads.

Let M be a 3-manifold and let F be a surface such that either (F,3F)

is properly embedded in (M,aM) or F lies in aM. We say F is compressible

in M if either F= S2 and F bounds a 3-cell in M or if there is a disc

embedded in M whose interior lies in M- F and whose boundary lies in F

and does not bound a disc in F.

Note that a properly embedded disc in (M,3M) is always incompressible.

Let (M,P) be a 3-manifold pair, and (F,3F) be a surface prope~ly

embedded in (M,3M), or such that (M;P,F) forms a manifold triad. We say

F is boundary compressible in (M,P) if F is a disc in the boundary of a

3-cell in M the rest of whose boundary lies in P, or if there is a disc

embedded in M whose interior lies in M- F and whose boundary is a two-point

union of two arcs, one lying in F and the other in P, and if the arc in F

is not the frontier of a disc in F the rest of whose boundary lies in P.

It is convenient to extend the above definitions slightly by allowing the

pair (M,P) to be a surface pair and F to be embedded in M with Fn aM

(= aFnaM) a l-submanifold of aM and aF. In this case we must of cou~se re

lax the condition that the interior of the compressing disc misses F.

A 3-manifold M is irreducible if every sphere in M is compressible.

Let M be a compact, oriented, irreducible 3-rnanifold. If each component

of M contains a non-empty two-sided incompressible surface, M is a Haken

manifold. If M is connected and aM#¢, M is Haken since it contains a

properly embedded disc; such discs are always two-sided and incompressible.

In particular, the 3-cell is a Haken manifold; the 3-sphere is not Haken. If

M is Haken, it is not hard to show that M is a K(n,l) and that n
1

(M) has

no elements of finite order.

A manifold triad (M:P,W) is Haken if M is a Haken manifold, if P is

incompressible in M, and if the components of (W,Wnp) are strips that are

essential in (M,P).

A 3-manifold is Seifert fibered if it is foliated by circles each of which

has a saturated neighborhood foliated as the mapping torus of a periodic rota

tion of the disc. The reader can find out about Seifert fibered manifolds in
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the books by Orlik (9) and Hempel [41.

We say a Haken triad (X,Y,Z) is seifert if for each component

(Xo ' xon y, xon Z), which we abbreviate (xo ' Yo' Zo)' either Xo is a

Seifert fibered manifold, YO is a saturated submanifold ofaxO ,and

zO=¢' or (XO,Y
O

) is an (I,aI)-bundle pair and Zo is saturated by

I-fibers.

Observe that the components of
222(I ; 1)( aI , aI x I), (A ; 3A , f6) , or

fundamental surface~.

If (C;E,F) is a fundamental surface triad, we say a map
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f:(C1E,F) + (MjP,W) is essential if the induced homomorphismsf*:~l(e) + ~l(M),

£.:1(1 (C,E) + 1(1 (H,P); and f.:11
1

(C,F) .. 1J
1

(M,W) are all monomorphisms.

In our work, embeddings of Seifert triads in Haken triads will be very

important. We say that a seifert triad (X;Y,Z) embedded in a Haken triad

(M;P,W) is essential if

(i) Each component of (ax- YUZ: aY=Z, az:y) lies properly in

(MJP,W) or equals a component of (aM-PUW; ap-w, aw-p).

(ii) For each component (XO; YO' zo) of (X;Y,Z) there is a map of a

fundamental surface triad into (XO~ YO' zo) that is essential

in (M;P,W).

The first condition is not very important. We include it to improve the

statements of the subsequent theorems, where it has the effect of allowing us

to make desired moves of Seifert triads by ambient isotopies of (M;P,W)

rather than just by isotopies. The second condition is more meaningful. It

insures that the Seifert triads with which we deal are homotopically more com

plicated than essential embedded circles or essential properly embedded inter

vals in (M,P). These latter objects are too common in 3-manifold triads, they

exist anywhere there is non-trivial first homotopy or relative first homotopy.

Essential Seifert triads, as we shall see in subsequent theorems, can occupy

only very restricted positions in Haken triads, and it is this exclusiveness

that makes them so important to us.

We can put a partial ordering on the set of Seifert triads (X;Y,Z) in

(M;P,W) by defining (X;Y,Z) ~ (X'iY',Z') if (X;Y,Z) is contained in a

regular neighborhood of (X',Y',Z') in (M;P,W). A maximal essenti~l Seifert

triad in (MJP,W) that is strictly larger than any proper subcollection of its

components is said to be characteristic for (MiP,W).

We can now state the main theorem of this paper.

THEOREM 1. ~ (Lit,O) be a characteristic triad for the Haken triad

(M;P,W). ~ (C~E,F) be a fundamental surface triad and let

f:(C;E,F) + (M~P,W) be an essential map. ~ f homotops into (t;t,n).
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If (CJE,F) = (T2,~,~) this is the Homotopy~ Theorem; if (C7E,F).

(A2,aA2,~) it is the Homotopy Annulus Theorem: and if (C;E,F) = (I2;Ix aI,

alx I) we get what we call the Homotopy Disc Theorem~

We shall prove Theorem 1 by proving these last named theorems in reverse

order, each proof using the previously proved result. We do this in Sections

4, 5, and 6.

In the rest of this section we layout the tools we shall use in proving

Theorem 1. Foremost among these are the characteristic triads themselves. To

see that they exist at all, we first establish the fact that each essential

Seifert triad in (M;P,W) can be enlarged until its frontier components are

all essential. This is done by checking the handful of cases that arise if

one of the frontier components is not essential. We leave this to the reader;

it is a good warm-up exercise. From there the existence of maximal Seifert

triads in (M;P,W) follows from the famous theorem of Haken (see Jaco [5,

111.20) easily modified to encompass triads) that if (M;P,W) is a compact

manifold triad, there is a upper bound on the number of disjoint, non-parallel

surface triads incompressible in (M,P) and (M,W) that can be properly and

simultaneously embedded in (M;P,W). We obtain a characteristic triad by

eliminating any extraneous components from a maximal Seifert triad.

The next theorem implies, among other things, the uniqueness, up to am

bient isotopy and possible change of structure, of the characteristic triad

(I:t,O). It is our principal tool. It is also due to Jaco-Shalen (6) and

Johannson [7]. Hatcher [3] gives a nice proof in a special case.

THEOREM 2. Let (I~t,n) be a characteristic triad for the Hake" triad

(M;P,W). Let (X:Y,Z) be an essential Seifert triad in (M:P,W). Then

(X:Y,Z) ambient isotops into (E;t,Q).

We briefly outline a proof, primarily to show the sorts of things that go

into it, and incidentally to give the reader interested in filling in the de

tails a moderately difficult exercise to work over. Subsequent arguments in

this paper will be much les~ sketchy. By the discussion three paragraphs back,

we might as well assume that (X;Y,Z) is also maximal Seifert in (M;P,W).

In particular, this makes its frontier essential. Move (X;Y,Z) to eliminate

as many components of Fr(X;Y,Z)n Fr(E;t,g) as possible; do this by the usual

innermost circle and edgemost arc arguments, and then make further reductions

using the fact that a fundamental surface triad properly and essentially em

bedded in a Seifert triad either ambient isotops so that it is saturated or is

parallel into the boundary of the Seifert triad. A little imagination is

necessary in setting up these last moves. At this point Fr(X;y,Z)n Fr(E1t,n)

=~, for otherwise, after a possible change of Seifert structure, either

(X;y,Z) or (E;t,n) could be extended to a strictly larger Seifert triad. By a
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further application of the fact stated above we can arrange that Fr(X;Y,Z) is

saturated in (t;t,n) and that Fr(E~t,n) is saturated in (X;Y,Z), so in

particular (X;Y,Z) n(E;t,n) inherits a Seifert triad structure from both X

and E. Finally, without loss, we can suppose that among all seifert triads

in their ambient isotopy classes in (M;P,W) having this last property,

(X;Y,Z) n(t;t,O) has the fewest components. In that case we discover that

the structures on (tJt,n) and (X;Y,Z) can be chosen to agree on

(X;Y,Z) n (E:t,n). That makes (XiY,Z) U (E;t,G) an extension of (I1.,n), so

the union, and therefore (X;Y,Z) must lie in a regular neighborhood of

(t:t,O) in (MJP,W). This clearly implies the theorem.

Theorem 2 yields a nice characterization of maximal Seifert triads

which we give in Appendix A.

We shall use the next theorem in an important way in our proof of Theorem

1•

THEOREM 3. If (M;P,W) is a Hake" triad with characteristic triad

(tit,O) and if p:M' +M is a double covering, then (M';p-l (P),P-'(W» is a

Hake" triad, and a subcollection of the components of p-l (IJt,n) is charac

teristic for it.

In Appendix B we offer a proof that uses the characterization of maximal

essential Seifert triads established in Appendix A. Theorem 3 was known to

Jaco-Shalen [6]. Scott [10] has given a more recent and more general proof.

The next theorem is due to Nielsen [8] except in one special case where

his argument was flawed. The general result is part of Thurston's classifica

tion of surface homeomorphisms [2]. The theorem in the case of a torus was ap

parently known to Poincare.

THEOREM 4. Let (5 I U) be a compact or ientable sur face pair-, where S is

either a torus or a hyperbolic surface. Let T be a self-homeomorphism of

(S,U). ~ i? be a finite collection of non-trivial homotopy classes of maps

of circles and arcs into S with the ends of the arcs going into u. Suppose

T preserves ~. Then there is an incompressible, boundary incompressible sur

face (S',U,), in (S,U) and a homeomorphism T' isotopic to T such that

(S',U') contains a representative of ~ and the restriction of t' to (S',U t
)

is periodic.

In our proof of the Homotopy Annulus and Torus Theorems, Theorem 4 will be

used to set up an application of the next result.

THEOREM 5. Let (S,U) be a compact orientable surface pair and let

h:(S,U) + (S,U) be a periodic homeomorphism. Then the l-dimensional foliation

induced on the mapping torus of h by the product foliation on (S,U) x [0,1)

is a Seifert fibering.

We outline a proof. In this case, filling in the details is easy. To be
gin, by taking a suitable finite covering of the mapping torus, establish that
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the leaves of the mapping torus are all circles which have saturated solid

torus neighborhoods. Then show that periodic homeomorphisms of the closed disc

are either the identity or have just one fixed point, and all other points

have exactly the same period. This can be done by showing first that all

points on the boundary of the disc have the same period as a boundary point

having mi;~i~al period. And then, unless the result sought is true, taking an

appropriat~ power of the homeomorphism on the disc to reduce to one of the

cases illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The period of h is k.

I,
I

, - ... , y ,
I • , • J

I 'X ,_ ....,
I
I

Case 1. Both x and y fixed by the homeomorphism h

while oD undergoes a non-trivial periodic rotation.

" \. ,
,/,

/
/

/
I,

--
.'1

Case 2. The point x is fixed. as is the entire boundary 0

There is a non-fixed point y.
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represented by the

the restriction of

identity. This con-

In both cases the homotopy class in (D-xUy, aU.')

restriction of the dashed diameter mod its endpoints under

hk is not the class represented by the restriction of the

tradicts the assumption that h is periodic of period k.

Finally, our work is made easier by a little knowledge

surfaces. What we need is listed in the next theorem. Its

of the geometry of

proof is classical.

THEOREM 6. Let (M, P) be a compact connected or iented surface pair. Let

B be a compact l-manifold. If X(M) < 0, there is a hyperbolic metric on M

in which aM is totally geodesic. If £:(B,3B) + (M,P) is a map, there 1s a

unique minimal length geodesic map 9 homotopic to f. 1£ £ is a proper em

bedding, then f ambient isotops so its image consists of e-parallels of the

components of the image of f. (Note that in a hyperbolic metric, an e-para

l1e1 of a geodesic is a geodesic only if £=0.) If the image g(B) is con

nected and is not just a single embedded circle or arc, then the image feB)

is connected.

If X(M) =0, there is a euclidean metric on M for which all the above

properties hold except the uniqueness of the geodesic representative. In this

case there is a whole family o£ geodesics representing a given map, but they

are all parallel.

2. AUGMENTED REGULAR NEIGHBORHOODS

We shall need to jazz up regular neighborhoods in compact orientable sur

face pairs ar~ in Haken triads. In both cases we use essentially the same pro

cedure to obtain a particular sort of manifold neighborhood. However, because

of the very different properties of the ambient manifolds in the two cases,

the close similarity in construction is not paralleled by as striking a re

semblance in the properties of the neighborhoods. We define the neighborhoods

immediately below for surface pairs followed by propositions displaying the

properties we use later on. After that we do the same for the neighborhoods in

Haken triads.

Let (M,P) be a compact orientable triangulated surface pair and let

(J,K) be a polyhedral subpair in (M,P). We iteratively define a (n, as we

shall see, finite) sequence of surface subpairs (MO,PolC"'C (M
j

, Pj)C •••

where Pj • N.n P. We begin with a regular neighborhood (Ho,fa) of (J,X) in
J A

(M,P). Suppose M. 1 has been defined. If there is a disc D in M whose
J-

frontier in M is a properly embedded l-mani£old pair in (M,P) consisting

either of the entire boundary of D or of a single arc in aD whose complement

in aD lies in P, if Fr (D,M) is contained in M
j
_

1
, and if 0 is not

contained in Mj _ 1 , then define M
j

=M
j

_
1

U D. If no such 0 exists, term

inate the sequence with (Mj _1 , Pj-1).
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Since the disc 0, if it exists, contains each component of M-M. 1
J-

that it hits, and since it must hit at least one component, we can conclude

'"that M - M. has fewer components than
J

that the sequence we obtain is finite.

'"M- M
j

_
1

• In particular, this means

We define the last pair in such a se-

quence to be an augmented regular neighborhood of (J,K) in (M,P).

PROPOSITION 1. Let (M,P) be a compact, orientable triangulated surface

pair and let (J,K) be a polyhedral subpair of (M,P). Let (M,P) be an

augmented regular neighborhood of (J,K) in (M,P). Then

'"(i) The components of M- M are a subcollection of the components

each component of Mn aMJ;'"P intersects(ii)

'"of M- MO.

Each component of

intersects J.

(iii) (A,p) is incompressible and boundary incompressible in (M,P).

(iv) If each component of J is homotopically non-trivial in M,

In that case incl*:1T 1 (J) + 1T
1

(M) is surjective.
'"Property (i) follows from the fact that the components of M-M.

J
Property (ii) holds for components

'"then each component of M contains precisely one component of

J.

PROOF.

are a subcollection of those of M- M. 1.
J-

of P
j

since it is true for PO' and is clearly not lost at any stage of the

construction s~nce ~j - ~j-l is contained in an arc in P
j

whose endpoints at

least are in P
j

- 1 and so is connected through them to J. The argument for

Mrl aM is analogous. If (iii) were to fail, we could extend the sequence be

yond (M/P). As for Property (iv), the first part holds since it does for MO '

since at no stage does the construction add new components, and since if two
"M

j
, one of them would lie

The second part of (iv) holds

'"components of M
j
_, were in the same component of

in D, making a component of J trivial in M.

since for each j, 1T 1 (D, Fr (D,M» =0 and Fr (D,M)C M
j

_1 •

PROPOSITION 2. Notation as in the hypothesis of Proposition 1. Suppose

in addition that each component of J is homotopically non-trivial in M. If

(N,Nnp) is a surface pair neighborhood of (J,K) in (M,}?) that is incompres

sible and boundary incompressible in (M,P), and such that each compOnent of

N contains a component of J, then (N, Nn P) ambient isotops to (M, P) in

(M, P) fixing (J, K) • In particular this means (N,N n P) is an augmented

regUlar neighborhood of (J,K) in (M,P).

PROOF: By the hypotheses of this proposition and by (iv) of Proposition 1,

we need deal only with the case that J, N, and M are connected. By (iv) we

have that inclusion*: 1T, (N) + n, (M) is onto. From this it follows by

Van Kampen's Theorem and the classification of surface groups that each com

ponent of M- N is ei ther a disc D that hi ts N in the whole boundary of D

or in a single arc in aD, or is an annulus that hits N precisely along one
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(i) The components of

of
A

M- Mo.

(ii) Each component of

of its boundary circles. We can eliminate the first possibility since by hy

pothesis N is incompressible in M. Thus M-N is a collar neighborhood of

Fr (N, M) in M.
From the hypothesis that (N,Nnp) is boundary incompressible in (M,P),

it follows that no disc component of M-N can hit P in the entire arc B

in its boundary that is complementary to its arc of intersection with N.

By Property (ii) of Proposition 1, we can conclude, since N contains J,

that in fact P intersects B, if at all, in a regular neighborhood of one or

both points of aB in B. Similarly for aMnB. Together with the conclusion

of the previous paragraph, these facts imply that (N,Nnp) ambient isotops

across the collar to (M,P) in (M,P).

We now turn to augmented regular neighborhoods in Haken manifolds. Let

(M1P,W) be a triangulated Haken triad and let (J;K,L) be a sUbpolyhedron of

(M;P,W) such that JnW=L and (L;LnK) isadisjointunionofproperes-

sential arcs in (W,Wnp). We construct an augmented regular neighborhood

(M;P,W) (= M;Mn p,MnW) just as we did for surfaces, except in this case 0

is a 3-cell whose frontier in M is either the sphere aD or a single disc

whose complement in aD lies in P.

PROPOSITION 3. (M;P,W), (J;K,L) and (M;P,W) as above. Then

M- M are a subcollection of the components

P intersects J; each comwnent of Mn aM
intersects J; the components of (w,Wn P) are strips that

are essential in the strips (W,Wnp).

(iii) M is irreducible and P A

is incompressible in M. Together

with the last assertion in (ii) this makes each component of

(M;P,W) a Haken triad.

(iv) If each component of J is homotopically non-trivial in M,

then each component of M contains precisely one component
"of J. In that case, incl*: n

1
(J) + n

1
(M) is surjective.

PROOF. Except for the last assertion of (ii) the proof is precisely the

same as that of Proposition 1. The proof of the exceptional assertion is triv

ial from the hypotheses.

3. DOUBLE COVERINGS AND AUGMENTED REGULAR NEIGHBORHOODS

Let J be a connected complex and M be a simplicial Haken manifold.

Let f:J+M be a simplicial map. We define the complexity of f, c(f), to be

the number of pairs of distinct simplexes in J, the f images of whose in-
"teriors intersect in M. If M is an augmented regular neighborhood of f(J)

in M it is easy to find a simplicial structure on Mwhich extends that on

f(J). The map f:J+M is therefore simplicial. Of course the complexity of
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f is the same whether its range is Mor M.

THEOREM 1. Let f:J + M be a simplicial map. Then unless

f.:H1 (J~Z2) + (H1 (M;~2) is surjective, there is a connected double covering

p:M' + M and a lift f':J + Nt that is simplicial into the lifted structure on

M and that has lower complexity than f.

The proof of Theorem 1 is just part of Staillngs proof of the Loop

Theorem.

PROOF: Consider the commutative diagram

H
----+-

H
---to H

1
(M;~2)

II
f t (H1 (J; 1L

2
» • G --~---+ 1L

2

where the horizontal maps Hare Hurewicz homomorphisms and the vertical maps

are induced by f. The homology group H1(M;~2) is a finite dimensional

1L
2

- vector space, so it decomposes into f
t

(H
1

(J;1L
2
» and a complement G.

Suppose f
t

is not surjective. Then G~O. This allows us to define q to

be a non:trivial projection whose kernel contains f.(H,(Ji1L2». Thus

q H:n
1

(M) + ~2 is a non-trivial homomorphism whose kernel is of index 2.in

n
1

eM) and contains f.(n
1
(J». It follows that M has a connected double

cover ing p:M' + M, and f lifts to a map f' :J + MI
• Clearly f' satisfies

the hypotheses of the theorem. It remains to show that c(fl) < c(f). Clearly

C(fl) ~ off) since ft is a lift of f to the covering space M' of M. We

now argue that c (f) ~ c (f I ) • Otherwise the map p 0 incll f' (J) : f I (J) + f (J) is

a homeomorphism: In that case we would have the following commutative diagram:

incl.
1T

1
(f' (J» ----+

if I(p • incl.)

incl.
1r 1 (f (J) ) (O'ii'tO')

The lower horizontal map is onto since that is a characteristic of augmented

regular neighborhoods, and the vertical map on the left is an isomorphism since

it is induced by a homeomorphism. That forces p. to be surjective. This is

only possible if p is the trivial covering projection. This concludes the

argument that c(f) > c(f'), and the proof of Theorem 1.
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We need to recall the following result.

LEMMA 2. If M is a compact 3-manifold, and if incl.:H1 (3M,S) + H,(M;1i:)

is the induced homomorphism, then

with Z2 coefficients, Ker(incl.) splits off as a direct summand having half

~imension of H
1
(aM;~2).

The proof of Lemma 2 is a standard exercise in'the use of duality.

4. THE PROOF OF THE HOMOTOPY DISC THEOREM

PROOF. In broad outline, the proof of this theorem and those of the

Homotopy Annulus are Torus Theorems are all the same. Without loss, the map

f is assumed to be proper and simplicial. The proofs ar~ by induction on the

complexity of f. They all end by showing that f homotops through proper

maps into a connected seifert triad which can be trivially modified to miss

3M- PUW and therefore satisfy condition (i) in the definition of essential

Seifert triad in (MIP,W). Since the Seifert triad contains f, condition (ii)

is also satisfied, so it is essential in (MIP,W). Then by Theorem 1.2 the

essential seifert triad ambient isotops into (tJ.,Q) carrying f with it.

If the complexity e(f) -a, f ~s an embedding, so its regular neighbor

hood in (MIP,W) is already an essential seifert triad, and the theorem fol

lows immediately.

We specialize to the Homotopy Disc Theorem. We suppose that c (f) > O. By

the discussion in Section 2 and at the beginning of Section 3, there is an
~ ~ ~ , 2

augmented regular neighborhood (M;P,W) of £(1 , Ix aI, a1x I) in .(M,P,W) tri-

angulated so that f is simplicial into (M;P,W). There are two cases, de-
2 ~

pending on whether f.:H, (1 ,1Z
2

) + H,(MJ1Z 2) is surjective. Suppose f. is not

surjective. Then by Theorem 3.1, f lists to a map
2 ~~" ~ D ~

f':(I, Ix aI, alx I) + {M',P',W') where M'~ M is a double coveringf
~ -1 " " -1 " " " ~P' = P (P) and W' = P (W). By Theorem 1.3, (M';P',W') is a Haken triad

-1 ~ " " " A ~with characteristic triad contained in p (t,.,g) where (I;.,Q) is charac-

teristic for (M;P,W). The map f' satisfies the hypothesis of this theorem

and c(f') < c(f). By induction on the complexity, we can homotop f' into
-1 ~ A A " ~ ~

P (t;.,g). This homotopy covers one taking f into (t;.,g). We finish the

proof as indicated above.

Now suppose £, is surjective. Since 312 ~ _, we know 3MI' _. From
~ ~ 2 ~ M~

Lenuna 3.2, H
1

(aM;Z2) = 0, so aM- S. Since M is Haken, is a 3-eell.

The conditions placed on P and W by the fact that (NIP,W) is a Baken triad

imply that the components of Pand Ware all discs, and that each disc in P
hits each disc in W if at all, in precisely one interval. The hypothesis of
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the theorem that f is essential implies that the components intersecting

£(312) are precisely two discs in P and two discs in Wthat alternate to
'"form an annulus in aM (see Figure 1). Consequently, there is no difficulty

in homotoping f to an embedding and then finishing the proof as in the case

e(f). o.

Figure 1. Case ff is surjective:

5. THE PROOF OF THE HOMOTOPY ANNULUS THEOREM

PROOF. We set up the proof and complete it as described in the first

paragraph of Section 4. The proof here is identical to that proof up to the

case that f. is surjective •
.2 '" A

We suppose f.:H, (A J~) + H1(MJ~2) is surjective. H
1

(M;1l
2

) cannot be

zero since that would make M a 3-eell which in turn would force f to be in

essential. Thus f, is an isomorphism. TOgether with Lemma 3.2, this implies

that aMa T2•

Since P is incompressible in M and since each component of P must

contain a component of f(3A2) (this last since (M,P) is an augmented regular

neighborhood of f(A2,3A2) in (M,P», P is either all of 3M or it consists

of one or two parallel annuli representing a non-trivial homotopy class in the
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,..
torus aM.

With no loss of generality we can suppose that aM is equipped with a

euclidean metric and that the frontier of P in aM is totally geodesic.

By Lemma 3.2, we know that the kernel of the map on ~-homologyby the in

clusion of aM into M has a single generator which, however, may not be in-
,..

divisible in the homology of aM.
By pulling that generator back into H2 (M,3M) by the homology boundary

homomorphism, then taking it into H1
(M) by duality and finally interpreting

Hl (M) as a class in [M,S'] we get a map of Monto 51, transverse to a

point * in 81 for which the total preimage of * is an oriented surface
,..

properly embedded in M whose boundary represents the original generator of
,.. ~ 2 1

the kernel in H
1

(3M). Since aM= T, by a homotopy of the map of M to S ,

we can arrange that the intersection of the surface with aM consists of para

llel geodesic circles that all inherit the same orientation from the surface

when viewed in aM. Compress the surface in M, and eliminate a maximal union

of components whose boundary represents the zero class in H1 (3M). A connected

incompressible surface V remains. We call it the kernel surface.

Since the frontier of P in aM is also a collection of parallel oriented

geodesics, it is easy to check that regardless of the form of P, any arc in

P with endpoints in av and interior missing av that begins and ends on the

same side of V is inessential in (p,pnav). This means that V is boundary

incompressible in (H,P), since the intersection of any boundary compressing

disc with P would be an arc of the sort just described except that it would

be essential in (P, Pn aV) •

We begin to homotop f to improve its situation in (M,P). Without loss

we can suppose f is transverse to V and that among all maps homotopic to it,

f-leV) has tne fewest components. We claim that f-
1

(V) is non-empty, and in

fact, that f-1(v)()a+A2~~, where 3+A
2 is a component of 3A

2• otherwise

the ~t-a1gebraiCintersecti~n of f (3+A
2

) with V would be zero. But since

f (3+A) generates f I (H1 (A ; ~2» and (V, 3V) generates H2 (M, aM; 1l
2

) and

since the dual pairing between H
l
(M;~2) with H2(M,aM;~2) is given byalge

braic intersection, this is impossible.

By the usual innermost circle argument, using the fact that V is incom

pressible, we find that f- l (V) contains no inessential circles; by the edge

most arc analog, using V boundary incompressible in (M,P), there are no in

essential arcs. There must be arcs, since we found at least one endpoint

aboveJ these arcs are essential. Finally, since there are essential arcs,

there can be no essential circles.
,..

We now eliminate the case that V is a disc. If it were, aM would be

compressible in M making M a solid torus; (M,P) would then be seifert

fibered and we could skip immediately to the usual ending. We can also assume
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"-
that V is not an annulus, since because M is orientable, the boundary of

"-
such an annulus would be homologically trivial in aM. Thus, we can assume

that V comes equipped with a hyperbolic structure of the sort described in

Theorem 1.6.

un-Finally, we can suppose that f has been homotoped leaving £-1 (V)

changed so that flf-
1 (V) is geodesic in the hyperbolic structure on V.

We cut the Haken pair (H,P) along V, obtaining the manifold triad

* * * *(M ;V ,P). See Figure 1. Since V is two-sided, V consists of two dis-

* * *joint copies V and v+ of V. The manifold M is clearly irreducible and
* * *aM #~, so it is Haken. The surface·v is incompressible in M since V

is incompressible in M.

Figure 1.

It is es
*V. If

* * *If P;' 3M, then each component of (P,P n V) is a strip.
* * ~sentia1 in (M,V) since its ends are in different components of

~ * * *p= aM, clearly the components of (P,P n V ) are annulus pairs. They, too,
*are essential since their ends are in different components of V.

Let (w,wn P) be an augmented regular neighborhood of aVUf(f-
1

(V» in

(v,vnp). Of course wnp = V()P. By Theorem 1.6, we can arrange that the

frontier of (W,Wn P) consists of geodesics and e-parallels in (v,vnp). Let

* *W CV be the surface obtained from W in splitting M along v.
Cut (A2,aA2) along f- 1 (V) obtaining the disc triads

2
(8.;K. ,H(l3A ), j = 1, ••• ,n. '!be H. are ordered cyclically around the annulus
2] J J_ + + J

A.; K
j

= K
j

U K j where K
j

and K
j
+

1
are the result of splitting the component
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of f-'(V) that lies between H 1 and H. in the cyclic ordering_ Let
2 n ~- J 2. • *

(H;K,H n SA ) • U (Hj;Rj,H j II SA ). Let g. fl: (H,K,Hn SA ) + (M ,W ,P ).

j-1 2 *.
The homomorphism g.I'fr,(H,anaA )+'"'1(M,P) is monic on each component since

2 2 ~ ~ • *£*:1T
1

(A ,&A ) + 'If, (H,P) is, and 9*:"', (H,K) + 11'1 (M ,W) is monic since other-
-1wise the number of components in f (V) could be reduced by a homotopy, this

makes 9 essential.

Here we come to the heart of the proof. We shall produce a usually dis

connected and not necessarily Seifert (the strip condi.tion may fail) product
* * ." * *I-bundle triad in (M;V,P) that contains 3M -V and whose corresponding

* ." *aI-bundle pair coincides with (W,W n P). We shall also produce a homotopy
2 * * ."of g: (H:K,HIi 3A ) + (M ;W ,P) fixed on K that takes g(H) into this prod-

uct I-bundle triad. During the construction we make use of auxiliary homo

topies that move glK.
." ." * 2

Using the produce structure on (P,P n V ), homotop gl (H,K) n 3A to an
* * *embedding in (P,P n V). By the construction of W, this homotopy can be

2 • * * *made to extend to a homotopy of g: (HJK,Htl3A ) + (M ,W ,P ). Let 0 be the
2 * ." ." *regular neighborhood of the homotoped g(HnaA) in P. Note that (M,W,Q

is Haken. By the Homotopy Disc Theorem, g further homotops to h mapping
* * '" ** ** *'"into the characteristic triad (fIX,!) of (M ,W ,0). Let (r IX ,A ) be

the union of the components of (r'X,A) that actually intersect the image of

h. These components are necessarily product I-bundle triads since they each

** *have components of X in different components of W.
** * * *. ..Notice that r must contain aM - V and X must contain av, for

** *. .* * *otherwise we could enlarge cr ~X,A by adjoining a collar of aM-V
•fibered so that Q is saturated in it, thereby violating the maximality of

** •• .*(r IX ,A ).

in a connected set.
*We now show that each component of W contains precisely one component

**X Clearly, it contains at least one component.

First of all, if the images of the restrictions of 9 to two components

*of (K,aK) have an endpoint of each in a common component of av then the

h images have the same property. This of couse means that the union of the
11

two h images with the component(s) of av they intersect is connected. If

the two 9 image restrictions do not have an endpoint of each in a common com
*penent of 3V, but if the two 9 images intersect, then the h images must..

also intersect. From these two observations and the definition of W, it

• *Since each component of g(K)uaV contains at least one component of av,. ..
since the components of av are homotopically non-trivial in V (otherwise

•V would be a disc), and since W is the augmented regular neighborhood of
.. * *g (K) U av in V, we can conclude from Proposi tion 2. 1 (iv) that g (K) U av

•hits each component of W

of
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*follows that the intersection of h(K)U av with each component of

connected set. Since the union of h(K) with those components of
**h(K} intersects lies in X , we conclude that each component of

**

'*
W is a
•av that

'*W con-

tains just one component of X
** .* * • *. '* * * •

Now we move (X IX ti P) to (W ,W tiP) in (V ,V tiP) fixing av.
* * *We do this in two steps. First, working inside (W,W n P), we ambient i80-

** ** *top (X ,x n P) so that its frontier consists of geodesics and e-parallels

contains a component of

we have that each component of

is

this move can be chosen to

Finally, by the discussion preceding
* * *Theorem 1.2, Fr(f:x,A) is essential in (M:W,Q). In fact, in the present

* * *situation the maximality of (rJX,A) in (M ,W ,0) implies a bit more, namely
** ** *. * * •that Fr(r,x,A) hence Fr(r iX ,A ) is essential in (M;W,P). We con-

** *. *clude from this that (X ,x n P) is incompressible and boundary incompres-
* * *sible in (W,W n pL Thus the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied and

•we get our second move. This move fixes g (K) U av •

previous paragraph we saw that each component of.* *component of X Since each component of W
* **9 (K) U av, and this latter set is now in X

.* *X contains a component of 9 (K) U av •

of geodesics. The important feature of this move is that if £ is chosen suf
•ficiently small and with the correct sign, after the isotopy, g(K) uav

** * **contained in X We note that since av c X
'*fix av. The first move sets up the second move, which is effected by an ap-

plication of Proposition 2.2. It is only necessary to check that the hypotheses

of that proposition are satisfied, which we do now. We saw two paragraphs back
* •that each component of g(K)U av is homotopically non-trivial in V. In the

*W contains precisely one

Let , denote the composition of the two ambient moves. Let
* * * ** ** ** 2(r IX ,A ) =- <p<r iX ,A ). Note that the homotopy taking gl (K,K naA) to

2 * * *cp hi (K,Kn aA) lives in (W,W () p ), and so by the usual collaring argument

we can modify the homotopy taking 9 to cp

K, and draw the weaker conclusion that cp

h so that it is actually fixed on

2 * * •h (H7K,Hn aA )C (f ;W ,P ). We sup-

pose thi.s has been dcne.
* * * *We now reglue (M 1V ,P) along V regaining the Haken pair (N,P). As

* • *things are now arranged, the components of (r IX ,P) glue up to a 3-manifold

pair (X, Y) where Y=P. 'I'he collection of disc triads (H;K,Hn aA2) reglues
2 2to the pair (A ,aA), and the homotopy from 9 to cp h becomes a homotopy in

AA A 2 2 AA

(M,P) of f to a map f: (A ,aA ) + (X,Y).

Next we identify (X,Y) as a Seifert fibered pair. We begin with the
• * *fact that each component of (r iX ,P) is a product I-bundle triad.

*Since heH) intersects each component of r, CX,Y) is connected.

Since (X,Y) is obtained by gluing product (I,aI)-bundles end to end with no
* * * A Aends left over, all the components of (X,X n P) are homeomorphic, and (X,Y)
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is the mapping torus of some self-homeomorphism ~ of (wO,won P) where Wo
is a component of W in V.

A A-1
We can discover the effect of T on the homotopy classes f If (Wo,w

O
n P)

by· sliding each such relative class along £1 (A
2

,aA
2
), in the direction of

A-1 A
the cyclic ordering until it again lies in £ A ~~q'WO n P). It is clear that

this procedure preserves the set of classes flf (WO,wOn Pl. Of course T

preserves the classes represented by avn Wo• Since (Wo'wo() P) is an aug-
A A-1 A A

mented regular neighborhood of f (f (Wo,W
o

n P» u (avnw
O

) in (V,Vn P), we

can apply Theorem 1.4 to conclude that T isotops to a homeomorphism ~ that

is of finite order on (wO,wOnp). The mapping torus of T is Seifert fibered

by Theorem 1.5.

We now complete the proof of this theorem as outlined at the beginning of

Section 4.

is*W

6. THE PROOF OF THE HOMOTOPY TORUS THEOREM

The proof is much· the same as that given in Section 5. Here we follow

through that proof, commenting on differences as they appear and making addi

tions when necessary. If anything, the proof in this case is easier since the

image f(T2) and all the characteristi~ submanifolds stay away from aM. We

first suppose aM~~. The proof to the case f. surjective is identical to

that of the Homotopy Annulus Theorem. If f. is surjective, aM may be more

complicated than a single torus: it could be two tori or one two-holed torus;

but as long as it is not empty, the construction of the kernel surface V goes

through as before. After homotoping f to minimize the number of components

in f- 1 (V) we can still conclude that f-'(V) ~~; here we argue that at least

one of two embedded circles in T
2 that generate H

1
(T

2
;Z2) must intersect

f- 1 (V). There can be no inessential circles in f- 1 (V).

The kernel surface V cannot be a disc because f is essential. It may

be a annulus; if so, put a euclidean metric of it. Otherwise equip it with a

hyperbolic metric. In any case arrange that the boundary is totally geodesic.

Homotop f so f I£-1 (V) is geodesic,. Let W be the augmented regular

neighborhood of f(f- 1
(V» in V. CUt Malong V obtaining the Haken pair

* * * * * 2(M IV)I W is w split along Vi (M,W) is a Haken pair. Cutting T

along f-1 (V) yields a collection of annulus pairs (Hj,K
j

) where K
j

• aHjo

Define g as before; g homotops to h, but here we quote the Homotopy

Annulus Theorem instead of the Homotopy Disc Theorem. The characteristic pair
* * ** **for (M,W) is (f,X). The components of (r ,x ) may at this stage be

(I,aI)-bundle pairs or Seifert fibered pairs.

The proof bifurcates here depending on whether any component of

an annulus. We first work under the assumption that there are no annulus com

ponents. Then the construction of , works just as before. It follows that
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is an (I,al)-bundle pair. If none of these is

twisted, we proceed just as in section 5 and conclude that X is seifert

fibered.

* * * *If some component, say (ra,xa), of (f,X) is twisted, then in par-
*ticular, Xa is connected. It follows that there is precisely one component

* * * * * *(f
1

,x1) of (f ,X) adjacent to Cfa,Xo) in the sense that after regluing one

of its x* components is identified with Xo*.
* * * *If (f 1,x1) is also a non-trivial (I-aI)-bundle, then fa and f

1
glue

* * .... * * * *along Xo and Xl to form X. Let CfO',xO') + (fO'XO) and
* * * *

(f1 ',x1 ') + (r1,x1) be double coverings associated with the orientable cover-

* *ings of the base spaces of fa and r1 re~pectively. It follows that
* * * * * *(fO',xO') and (r1 ',x1 ') are product (I,aI)-bundles. The gluing of Xo to Xl

* * ....induces a gluing of XO' to Xl' that produces a double covering X' +X. The

map f:T
2 +X lifts to x' since its image in X~ (and in X;) is orientation

preserving. In fact it has precisely two lifts, f·,l-:T2 +X·. We can now

proceed as in Section 5, using both lifts to when setting up the application of

Theorem 1.4, and conclude that X' is Seifert fibered. Once we know this,
A

Theorem 1.3 tells us that X is Seifert fibered.

* *If (r1,x1) is a product (I,aI)-bundle, then the object obtained by glu-
* * * *ing it to (rO'XO) is bundle equivalent to (rO'xO). It has a single compo-

'I\' * *
nent of Xl for its associated aI-bundle. Choose (r2,x

2
) to have a compo-

* *nent of X2 glued to the free component of Xl. This process eventually stops
* *when we encounter a non-trivial (I,aI)-bundle component of (r ,X), and that

returns us to the case settled above.
*It remains to deal with the case that some component of W is an annulus.

* *Note that if Wo is a component of W that merely contains an annulus C
*with frontier properly embedded in Wo I and if h(K) n Fr (C) =fl) but

h(K)n C~~, then since the geodesic representative of hlh- 1 (w~) is connected,
*it must be a single embedded circle. This makes Wo an annulus.

*We now show that if W has an annulus component, then all its components
* * * *are annuli. Let (r.,X.) be the component of (r 'X) that contains h(H.,K.).
] J *_ *+ J J

Of course, it is possible that r
k

= r., k#j. Let W. and W. be the com-
* J + J J

ponents of W containing h(K:) and h(K.) respectively. We can suppose that
*_ J *J

w
1
_ is an annulus. The component of Xl containing h(K~) *is*contained in

W1 and is therefore also an annulus. This implies that (r
1
,x

1
) admits a

*seifert fibering. So all the components of Xl are annuli; there are no tori

*since V has boundary. By the argument of the previQus paragraph, we conclude
*+ *- *+that W1 is also an annulus. Now W2 is homeomorphic to W1 ' so it too is

*an annulus. Continuing in this fashion, we find that all components of Ware

annuli.
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*Since each component of W is an annulus f the components of X in each

of these must be parallel essential annuli. This means that every component of

(r,X) admits a Seifert fiberin9. Since (r,X) is characteristic and there-
*fore maximal, we conclude that each component of W contains precisely one

*component of x. Thus W is a regular neighborhood of x. As in the pre-
* * *vious cases, there is an ambient isotopy of (M,V) that makes X.=W. Upon

* * *regluing (M IV) along V, the components of (f,X) glue up to the mani-

fold X. The seifert fiberings on the components of (f,X) induce a Seifert

fibering on X. Again, the reglued homotopies carry f into X.
From here, the proof in the case 3M# ~ ends in the usual way.

Now suppose aM=~. Since M is Baken, there is a connected, two-sided

incompressible surface V in M. If f homotops off V, cut M along V,

returning to the case with boundary just done. If f does not homotop off V,

there are two cases depending on whether V is a torus. Suppose not. Then

we again return to the above proof, using this V rather than constructing one

as a kernel surface.

If V is a torus, and if W is an annulus in V, the appropriate case

of the above proof again does the trick. The only other possibility is that

* *W=V. If this happens we shall show that (r ,X) consists either of a single

product (I,aI)-bundle over the torus or of two twisted (I,aI)-bundles over the

Klein bottle. We first note that these are the only (I,aI)-bundles that could
* ..appear as components of (r,X), since they are the only ones with torus

boundary. Since both these bundles also admit Seifert fiberings, we know that
* *all components of (r,X) admit Seifert fiberings. Now, in order for the

*components of W to be tori, it is necessary that no matter what Seifert
* * * ..fibering we have on a component CrO'xO) of (f ,X), for some j, at least

one map hlK~ or hlK~ must homotop transverse to that fibering.
J J *. 1 2 2We shall show that (fO'XO) is either the product S -bundle over (A ,aA )

1 .. II * *or the twisted S -bundle over (MOb, a Mab). First note that (rO'xO) cannot be
122

a product S -bundle over (D ,30) since the restriction hi (H.,K.) could not
* * J J

be essential in that case. This means that (rO'xO) is sufficiently complex

that it contains a properly embedded saturated essential annulus pair (A,3A).

Without loss we can suppose that hIK-
J
. homotops transverse to the fibers of

* *(rO'xO) and choose A so that one of its boundary components, 3A-, lies in
•the same component of *xO as h(K-).) and so necessarily hits h(K:). Homotop

.J 1
hi (H.,K.) to a map h that is transverse to (A, 3A). Then (h) - CA) # ~ and

J J
by the usual methods we find that it is, in fact, a finite disjoint union of

essential arcs in (A,3A). These arcs cut (A,aA) into rectangles. Cut
* * v vCrO'XO) along (A,aA) obtaining another Seifert fibered pair (fO'xO). Each

of the rectangles cut from A maps properly into (r~,af~) under the restric-
* v v vtion of h and implies the compressibility of ar0 in r0' making r0 a solid
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vtorus. Since the four sides of such a rectangle map alternately into Xo and
v v v var
O

- X
O

' we can conclude further that aro - Xo consists of either two annuli

whose winding numbers in r~ are both one, or of a single annulus whose wind-
v v v v

ing number is exactly two. Regluing (ro'xo) along arO - Xo I we find that
* *(fO'XO) has one of the forms claimed at the beginning of this paragraph. No-

tice that these Seifert fibered pairs can also be fibered as (I,aI)-bundles with

torus boundary.
* * *There are only enough components in V :II W = X for one product

* * *(1,31)- or two twisted (I,al)-bundles. Upon regluing (M,V) along V we

obtain X containing a homotoped image of f. X is Seifert fibered just as

in the case aM~~ and W having no "annulus components. The usual ending com

pletes the proof of the present case and with it the proof of the Homotopy

Torus Theorem.

APPENDIX A - A CHARACTERIZATION OF MAXIMAL ESSENTIAL SEIFERT TRIADS

Given the Existence and Uniqueness Theorem for characteristic triads, it

is not hard to get a useful characterization of maximal Seifert triads in terms

of a sort of engulfing of spines of some very simple Seifert triads. As will

become apparent in the proof, the spines we use are the least complicated ob

jects that insure the sufficiency of our characterization. We call the spines

"spectacle triads".

A sp!ctacle triad is either a pair formed by identifying the boundary com

ponents of a~ annulus fibered by circles with interior fibers of one or two

fundamental surface pairs fibered by circles, or a triad formed by identifying

the boundary fibers of a~ strip fibered by essential intervals with integer

fibers of one or two fundamental surface triads fibered by intervals.

A spectacle triad embedded in a Haken triad (M;P,W) is essential if its

corresponding fundamental triads are essential in (M;P,W), if they are either

properly embedded in (M;P,W) or equal to a component of

(aM - P UW; ap - w, "iM'"='P), if the interior of the core lies in the interior of

M, and in the case of a core strip, if its ends lie in P.

THEOREM 1. ~ (M;P,W) be a connected Haken triad, and let (X;Y·,Z) B!.
a non-empty essential Seifert triad in (M;P,W). ~ (XJY,Z) is maximal if

and only if these conditions are satisfied:

(i) Each component of Fr(X~Y,Z) in (M;P,W) is essential in (M;P,W)

(ii) !f (C;E,F) is an essential spectacle triad in (M;P,W) - (X;Y,Z)

hav-ing the property that each fundamental triad of (C;E,F) ~

is also a component of Fr(X)Y,Z) inherits the same fibering from

both C~ X, then (C;E,F) lies in a regular neighborhood of

Fr (X ~ Y , Z ) in (M; P, W) - (X; Y , Zj •
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Note that condition (ii) implies (but is not implied by) the same condition

where (C;E,F) is taken to be a single fundamental triad.

PROOF. The necessity of the conditions is obvious, for if any were to

fail, (X~Y,Z) could be extended to a strictly larger Seifert triad.

As for the sufficiency. Let (t;t,O) be a characteristic triad for

(MJP,W). We shall show that after an ambient isotopy, (t;~,n) lies in a

regular neighborhood of (XiY,Z) in (M;P,W). That will be enough. We begin by

using the Uniqueness Theorem to find an ambient isotopy of (M;P,W) that moves

(X;Y,Z) into (E;~,n); in fact, with almost no more effort we can move

(X;Y,Z) into the set-theoretic interior of (L;t,n) in (M;P,W). At that point

(X;Y,Z) is essentially embedded in (E;t,n) in the sense of Section 1. Be-

cause of the following lemma (whose proof we leave as an exercise), we can

suppose that the Seifert triad structure on (L;t,n) extends that on (X;Y,Z).

LEMMA 2. If (EJt,n) is a Seifert triad, and if (XiY,Z) is a Seifert

triad embedded essentially in (E;t,n), then there are (generally new) struc

tures on these triads with respect-to-which (X";Y,Z) is a Seifert subtriad of

(E7~,O) •

We shall complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that each component

(Q,R,S) of (E;~,n) - (X;Y,Z) is contained in a regular neighborhood of (X;Y,Z)

in (M;P,W).

First observe that no component of ao - RU S intersects aM. If one did,

by condition (i) in the definition of essential Seifert triad and by the defi

nition of (Q;R,S), it would coincide with a component of (aM- X) - PUW. On

intersecting the closure of that component with the triad (M;P,W) we would

obtain a fundamental surface triad. If it were inessential in (M;P,W), since

it lies in aM, (L;t,n) itself would be inessential in (M;P,W) (compare the

exercise in the third paragraph after the statement of Theorem 1.1). By the

note just after condition (ii) in the definition of spectacle triad (this appen

dix), our fundamental triad would lie in a regular neighborhood of Fr(X;Y,Z)

in (M;P,W) - (X;Y,Z) as well as in aM, which is impossible. Thus,

(aQ-RUS;~, as-:R" equals the frontier of (OiR,S) in (M;P,W).

Next notice that each component of Fr(QiR,S) in (M;P,W) is a component

of either Fr(X;Y,Z) or Fr(I;t,n) in (M;P,W) and hence is essentially

embedded in (M;P,W). FUrther, each of these components of Fr(Q;R,S) is

either properly embedded in (M;P,W) - (X;Y,Z) or coincides with a component of

Fr(X;Y,Z). Finally, since the Seifert triad structure on E extends that on

X, for those components in Fr(QiR,S) that are also components of Fr(X;Y,Z),

the Seifert triad structures induced by Q and X agree.

We must now deal with three possibilities depending on the number of com

ponents of Fr(Q;R,S). First suppose there are two or more. If that happens

we can connect two distinct components by a saturated properly embedded annulus
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or strip obtaining a spectacle triad (C;E,F) in (M;P,W) - (X;Y,Z). In light of

the discussion in the previous paragraph, it satisfies the hypotheses of con

dition (ii) and so it lies in a collar neighborhood of Fr(XiY,Z)O in

(M:P,W) - (X;Y,Z), where FC(X;Y,Z)O is a component of Fr(X:Y,Z). Notice in

particular that this means no two components of Fr(O;R,S) can lie in

Fr(X;Y,Z). Since the fundamental triads in (C;E,F) are essential in

(M;P,W) - (X~Y,Z) and lie in the collar neighborhood of Fr(X;Y,z)o' they are

in fact parallel to Fr(X;Y,Z)o. At least one of them separates the other from

the part of (M7P,W) - (X;Y,Z) outside the collar of Fr(x:y,z)O' which means

since Q is connected that 0 lies in the collar of Fr(X;Y,z)o.

Second we consider the case that Fr(Q:R,S) has just one component.

Again we construct a spectacle triad (C;E,F) this time by adjoining to the

single component Fr(OiR,S) a saturated annulus or strip. By condition (ii),

(C;E,F) lies in a collar neighborhood of Fr(X;Y,z)O' and as before

Fr(QiR,S) is parallel to Fr(x:Y,z)o in that collar. If Q lies between

these two surface triads we are done. If not, we can at least conclude that

(M;P,W) - (X;Y,Z) - (Q;R,S) is precisely the part of the collar between the two

triads. Now unless Q is a solid torus and R is a single annulus whose

winding number in Q is precisely one, or (O,R) is an (I,aI)-bundle over the

disc and S is either a single disc or is empty, we can choose the core of

(C;E,F)' so that (C;E,F) is not contained in a collar neighborhood of

Fr(Q;R,S) in (QiR,S). But then since (M;P,W) - (X;Y,Z) - (QiR,S) is a collar

of Fr(X;Y,z)O' (C;E,F) is not contained in a collar neighborhood of

Fr(X;Y,z)O in (M;P,W) - (X;Y,Z) either, which contradicts the conclusion of

condition (ii).

The exceptional cases listed in the previous paragraph do not arise since

they would cause FrCQ:R,S) to be inessential in (MJP,W).

Third and finally, Fr (Qi.R, S) can be empty only if Q = 1: =M and X=~.

We have ruled out this case by hypothesis.

APPENDIX B- DOUBLE COVERINGS

We start with an easy exercise.

LEMMA 1. Let (M;P,W) be a manifold triad and let (C;E,F) be a surface

triad prOperly embedded in (M~P,W). Let Mt~ M be a finite covering.
-1 -1

~ (M' ;P' ,W') :: p (M;P,W) is a manifold triad and (C' :E'F') :: p (C;E,F)

is a surface triad properly embedded in (M' ; P' ,W') • If M is compact and

orientable, then M' is compact and orientable. If, in addition, (C,E) is

two-sided, incompressible and boundary incompressible in (M,P) then (C',E I
)

has these properties in (M',P').
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coincide, and since their

from the fact that

know that piD' U On is in
2

pis •

THEOREM 2. .!!. (M,P,W) is a Haken triad, and if M' -f-... M is a double

covering, then (M';P',W') is a Haken triad.

PROOF. In light of Lemma and the obvious fact that the lift of an es-

sential strip in (M,P) is an essential strip in (M' ,PI) it is only neces-

sary to check that M' is irreducible.

Accordingly, let 52 be a sphere embedded in M'. If plS2 is also an

embedding, then P(52) bounds a 3-cell in M. This 3-cell necessarily lifts

to two disjoint 3-cells in M-, and one of them is bounded by 52. Thus to

prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that 52 ambient isotops so that

its projection into M is an ~din9. we begin by moving 52 so that

pls2 is in general position. ~, since p is a double cover, pls2 is an

immersion and its singularities ~e all exactly double points which occur along

a finite disjoint collection of circles. The image of these circles is a dis

joint collection of embedded circles in M. A priori, it is possible that a

singular circle y might cover its image in M, but that would imply first

that the image circle would nee be null homotopic in M, and then, since y
bounds a disc in s2, we would know that the image circle would be precisely

of order two in w1 (M). But thi, is impossible since Haken manifolds have no

elements of finite order in thetc fundamental groups.

Thus the singular circles~ in disjoint pairs, each pair projecting to

a single circle in M. We work by induction on the number of singular circles,

supposing that any sphere that pto:jects with fewer singular circles bounds a

3-cell in MI. Figure 1 illustcates the following discussion. Let y be a

singular circle that is innermost on s2(that is, one which bounds a disc D in

s2 whose interior contains no singular points). Let yl be the companion

singular circle to y (that iS r p(y) :p(y'», and let D f be a disc in s2

bounded by y' that misses D. Notice that plD is an embedding, so in par-
-1

ticular p p(O) consists of two disjoint discs. Let On be the one that is

not D. Then D1 U 0" forms an embedded sphere in M' since 0' and 0" are

each embedded in M', since t~it boundary circles

interiors are disjoint. (The l ..t assertion follows
o 0 0 0

p (D' ) () P (D") =P (0' ) n p (D) = ~. } tainee D n D' =f6, we

general position and has fewer ••ftgular circles than

By induction, 0' U 0- t>eu-'a a 3-ball B in M'. We claim that B n 52 =0' •

Since p(S2 - 0' - D) n p(D) .~, .. A~ (S2 - 0' - D) n 0" =9J, which implies

since D () 0" =~ that (S2 - D' ) n pw =SZ'. Since s2 is embedded,

(S2 - 0 1
) n 0 1 =~. Hence (S2 - Do") n 3B =)21. Now we can suppose that (52 - D')

is not contained in the 3-ball B since otherwise the entire 2-sphere 52

would lie in B, making it co~,ssible and cutting short our task. It follows

immediately from (52 - D') n as =~, (S2 - DJ) fL B and the fact that 52 - D' is

connected that (S2 - 0') nB =rzt.
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We can therefore ambient isotop 52 along B to just beyond on. Doing

so removes at least two singular circles and adds no new singularities. This

completes the induction step and the proof of the theorem.

---

cJl("<t?r ;,e~~~.sJ,;~f

/h~er;,.,~..r;LJ-

s~ /..5 cS,.{()~/) ..sche.4h~J(j

dJ d Clft;/(!. the fYt!. ~/

~ /.$- cfAdt:le~

Figure 1

COROLLARY 3. If (X;Y,Z) is a Seifert triad, and if X'~ X is a

double covering, then (X';Y',Z') is a Seifert triad.

PROOF. The only non-trivial question is whether (X',Y',Z') is a Haken

triad, and that is settled by Theorem 2.

Tb this point we have worked on lifting information up a double covering.

Now we start reversing that process. The reader will see that our technique

was previewed in the proof of Theorem 2.

LEMMA 4. Let (M';P',W')~ (M;P,W) be a double covering of HakeD

triads. Let (C'iE',F') be a compact surface triad essentially and properly

embedded in (M':P',W') whose components are fundamental surface triads. Then

(e'iE',F') ambient isotops in (M',P',W') so that its projected image in

(M;P,W) is a saturated subset of an essential Seifert triad.

PROOF. By a small move in (M'iP',W'), we can suppose that pi (C';E',F')

is in general position and consequently that its singularities, sing(plc') is

a disjoint union of properly embedded arcs and circles in (C';E',F'). Since

the components of (W',W' np') are strips that embed under covering projection,
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S in9 (p IC') n F I =~. If there is a circle y in 5 ing (p IC) that is inessential

in C't bounding, say, the disc 0, it cannot double cover its image under

p just as in the proof of Theorem 2; hence it must be paired under projection

to another circle y' in Sing(pIC'). This circle is also inessential in C',

for otherwise the lift D" # 0 of p(D) would violate the incompressibility of

C' in M'. Starting with an innermost such circle, the procedure in Theorem 2

produces an ambient isotopy of (M',P',W') guided by an embedded 3-ball B

that removes at least one pair of singular circles. In the present case, we

can not in general choose D' such that D no' =~. The other possibility is

that onD' =D. It is illustrated in Figure 2. If that happens, we must para

llel displace 0 1
• a small amount so that D'U On projects in general position.

Displacing to the correct side insures that pi 0' U 0 1
• has fewer singular cir

cles than pls2
• We can then continue the argument in Theorem 2.

The case 0' n D= D.

Figure 2

No induction is needed in the current proof since we now know that M' is

Haken. We also know that no component of C' is contained in B since C'

is incompressible in Mt
• Iteration of this procedure removes all the inessen

tial circles from Sing (P IC' ) •

Similarly we can remove the inessential arcs of Sing(pIC'). Inessential

arcs must be paired with one another or the boundary incompressibility of

(CI,E') in (M',P') would be violated. Pairs of inessential arcs can be re

moved, starting with one with an edgemosc member, by just "half·' of the pro

cedure used for inessential circles, half in the sense that the objects involved
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are cut in half by pt. One must keep in mind that pi is incompressible in

M' •

Thus we can suppose that sing(pIC') consists entirely of essential cir

cles and arcs in (C',E'). Consequently, all those in a given component of

(CI,E') are of the same sort and, in fact, parallel. If we foliate each com

ponent of (C',E') by arcs or circles parallel to these, it is clear that by

projection we obtain an incipient Seifert triad structure on p(C'~E',F').

This extends to a real Seifert triad structure on the regular neighborhood of

p(C';E',P') in (M'iP',W'). The incompressibility and boundary incompressibility

of (C':E',F') in (M';P',W') together with the properness of the embedding im

plies that the Seifert triad is essential.

We now call attention to a result that is easy to prove, but which is cen

tral to understanding the structure of Seifert fibered manifolds.

PROPOSITION 5. 11 M is a Seifert fibered manifold whose orbit space is

a disc with fewer than two exceptional points, then M is a solid torus. If

the orbit space is a disc with precisely two exceptional fibers, then aM does

not compress in M.--
An (admittedly involved, but standard) corollary is

PROPOSITION 6. ~~ (M,P) be a Seifert fibered Haken pair. Then, unless

the orbit space of M is a disc and the number of components of P union the

exceptional fibers is less than two, or the orbit space of M is a sphere with

exactly three exceptional ¥bints, there is a saturated properly embedded essen

tial torus or annulus in (M,P).

The a~alogous proposYtion for I-bundle triads is trivial. We state it be-

low.

PROPOSITION 7. ~ (M;P,W) be an I-bundle Seifert triad. Then unless

the base space of the bundle is a disc and P has fewer than two components,

there is a saturated, properly embedded, essential disc triad or annulus pair

in (M:P,W).

The next theorem deals with an annoying special case.

THEOREM 8. If p:M' +M is a double covering of Hake" manifolds, and if

M' is Seifert fibered over 52 with three exceptional fibers, then M is

Seifert fibered.

We would like to have an easy geometric proof of this fact, but do not.

Jaco-Shalen [6, Section 6] give an algebraic proof of the generalization of

Theorem 8 where p is allowed to be an arbitrary finite covering and M' is an

arbitrary Seifert manifold.

The next proposition completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.

PROPOSITION 9. If (M:P,W) is a Haken triad with characteristic triad
p -1

(1:; ~,o), ~ M'~ M is a connected double covering, then p (l:;t,O)

is maximal for (M';P~W').
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PROOF. We prove the proposition by showing that tbe bypotheses of Theorem

A1 are fulfilled by p-1 (t,t,Q). Let (t',t',Qt) be characteristic for

(M' ,P' ,W t ) • If I'. g) there is nothing to do. If not, and 1f M'. t' 1s

Seifert fibered over s2 with three exceptional fibers, then by Theorem 8, M

is Seifert fibered. Since E' ~~, there is an essential map of a torus into

M'. The composition of that map with p is essential in M. Since M is ob-
-1

viously maximal Seifert fibered in itself, t=M. So' t and p (t) are

non-empty. In any other case Ct' is still non-empty), by Propositions 6 and

7, (M';P',W') contains an essential, properly embedded torus or annulus whose

projected image, by Lemma 4, is contained in an essential Seifert triad in
-1

(MiP,W). So, again, t and p (E) are non-empty.

Property (i) is immediate from Lemma 1.

As for property (ii), let (C';E',F') be a spectacle triad embedded in

(M';P',W') _p-l (~it,Q) so that it satisfies the hypothesis of (ii). Then we

can apply Lemma 4 to the fundamental triads of (e'iE',F') to move them so

their projections lie in an essential Seifert triad in (M;P,W), and conse

quently, by Theorem 1.2 in a collar neighborhood of (IJt,G) in (M;P,W). It

follows that the fundamental triads of (C',E',F') lie in a collar of

p-l (Eit,Q) in (M'iP',W'). Since they are essential, each component is parallel

to a component of Fr(p-1 (t:t,O». Using this fact, we can move them in

(M':P',W') _p-l (E;t,~) so their projected images precisely parallel the cor

responding components of Fr(t;t,O).

Now there are two cases depending on whether a bounding fiber of the core

of ce',E',F') ambient isotops in its fundamental triad so that its projection

is an embedding- Suppose it does. (This always happens for I-fibers.) Then

by the construction of Lemma 4 applied over (MiP,W) - «E;t,O)U (N,OtR),

where (NJQ,R) is a small regular neighborhood of the projection of the funda

mental triads we can move (C';E',F') in (M'iP',W I
) _p-l(t:t,O), leaving the

fundamental triads fixed, so that the singularities of the projection of the

core are all fibers, which means that p(C';E',F') has a seifert triad neigh

borhood in (M;P,W) - (I;.,Q). This Seifert triad is essential since the funda

mental triads of (C';E',F') are. By Theorem 1.2, it lies in an outside collar
-1of (I;.,n) in (M;P,W), so (C';E',P') lies in one of p (tit,g) in

(M' iP' ,W').

If a bounding fiber cannot be moved so its projection embeds, it can be

moved so its projection precisely double covers its image. The same can be

done to the other bounding fiber. Consequently, it is easy to arrange that in

a small collar neighborhood of the projected fundamental triads, the projected

image of (C;E,F) is as illustrated in Figure 3a. Consequently, after the

moves prescribed in the proof of Lemma 4, the image of the connecting annulus
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is precisely the set drawn in Figure 3b.

?jr~ ~/
~~ ~~jeL-~

Ae"~ nt I1H~~ (

~;~e/
/i".~ D/ ~e
~·~c~'ee"..e

~e. ~,t ¥ 7Ke. /':/.~~~~./
Cere. If:'~f-s~€. .~ -'J~4'#'-£DN

0/ -"*"~ /'3/t!c-M~Hddhtt!"t~./
~;J

The regular neighborhood of the projected annulus in (M;P,W) is therefore of

the form A2 )( I with a 3-cell missing from its inter ior e. The boundary of the

3-cell lies in (M;P,W) - «E;t,O) U(N;Q,R». Since M is irreducible, so is

the last triad, so the 3-cell can be filled back in, yielding an A2
x I neigh

borhood. The union of this neighborhood with (N;Q,R) is clearly Seifert

fiberable, so the result follows just as in the previous case.
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This completes the proof of Proposition 9 and of Theorem 1.3.
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FlBERED KNOTS IN 84 - TWISTING, SPINNING, ROLLING, SURGERY, AND BRANCHING

Steven P. Plotnick*

o. INTRODUCTION

One of the best known and most geometrically appealing ways to construct

knots in the 4-sphere is to twist-spin classical knots. This process was dis

covered in 1965 by Zeeman [12] who proved the beautiful theorem that the re

sUlting knots are fibered. Several years ago, Litherland [6J gave a reformula

tion of twist-spinning which allowed him to extend the motion to a more general

class of deformations. Those which he called "untwisted" again yield fibered

knots, provided one twists as one deforms. In this paper we reformulate

Litherland's construction in order to extend it to a much larger class of knots

again, as long as one twists a non-trivial amount, the resulting knots are

fibered.

Let K be a smooth knot in 83• Removing an unknotted ball pair (B_,K_)

leaves a knotted ball pair (B+,K+).

K

Rotating B+ through Sl, keeping dB+ fixed, yields' 84
• If, during this

process, K+ does not move, we have the classical spin of K. Zeeman twists

K+ about itself k times as B+ is rotated through 81 to define the

k-twist-spin of K. Litherland absorbs this twist into the knot exterior X:

Let T be a diffeomorphism of X, fixed on ax and with support in a collar

*This work was partially supported by NSF grant MCS-82-0l045.

e 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271-4132/84 51.00 + 5.25 per page
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of ax, that induces conjugation by a meridian. Let Xx 51 be Xx I/(x,O)
or

(l(x),l). Litherland constructs the exterior of the k-twist-spin of K by

gluing K x ao2
x 8

2 to X)( 5
1

• To roll, he replaces T by a diffeomorphism p,
- T

fixed on ax, that induces conjugation by a longitude. The a-roll,

k-twist-spin of K is constructed by gluing K x ao2
x 8

2 to X x S
1

•
pCLork

Now, there are two natural 2-spheres above - the one produced by spinning

K+ through 51, keeping 3K+ fixed, and the one pictured, oB+_ They intersect

in two points, aK+. Hence, a regular neighborhood of these spheres, which we

call P, can be described as the result of plumbing two copies of 52
x 0

2 at

two points. Montesinos calls P a twin. The meridians to these spheres are
2 2

pictured above: e, = aD , e
2

= aB -
Litherland's construction, then, involves attaching P to X aX k Sl to

p T

produce 54. However, since p and T are isotopic to the identity, we can

un-roll, un-twist the bundle to a product, absorbing the rolls and twists into

the attaching map. Specifically, we attach P to X x 51 by sending e
1

+ m,
k a 5'e

2
+ m hl, where h generates the factor. The third generator of

H
1

(oP=T3
) is glued to 1, so we can describe the construction by the matrix

G~ n
It so happens that these same ingredients are present in the context of

5
1
-actions on homotopy 4-spheres. Fintushel [1] showed that all 51-actions on

homotopy 4-spheres are constructed as (S1,I: 4
) (S1 ,PUXx 51), where X is

the exterior of a knot in a homotopy 3-sphere, and the gluing is equivariant for

an appropriate s1-action on P and the obvious one on Xx 5'. In the above

language, the gluing is given by (P
-y
o

k 0) ,a .0
o 1

ky + pB == 1.

Pao used this description and geometric arguments to show that, if E
4/s 1 =53

or B
3 then E4 = 54 [8].

OUr starting point is the determination of all gluings P U Xx S1, equi

variant or not, that yield homology 4-spheres t. This we do in Section 1, de

riving an element A€ GL(3, Z). In Section 2 we descr ibe several simplifications

of A, originally used in the equivariant case by Fintushel and Pao, which

allow a simple description of E (Theorem 2.5). The construction produces in

finite families of homotopy 4-spheres; we are able to show that roughly

two-thirds of them are smoothly 54 (Corollary 2.7). Section 3 extends the

construction to include deformations g of X, P U(Xx 8'), as in [6]. Inter-
9

estingly, it turns out that to carry out the simplifications of Section 2 in

this context, we need to assume the deformation is untwisted, the same condition

Litherland needs to show his knots are fibered.
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In Sections 4-7 we turn our attention to the knots determined by the cores

of P. Section 4 describes fundamental groups. In section 5 we give the gen

er.aliza~ion of Litherland's theorem - namely, if the construction involves an

untwisted deformation and also twists a non-trivial amount, the resulting knot

is fibered (Theorem 5.1). We then specialize to the case of a trivial deforma-
1

tion, P ~ Xx S, and explicitly describe the fibering in terms of branched

covers (Theorem 5.6). The general matrix we consider is

A
(
-: : ~) , ky+pB = 1 ,

-ay+pb a6+bk

a,b arbitrary.

Roughly speaking, k

corresponds to l/b

determines twisting, a

surgery on K C 53 , and

gives rolling, b

p determines branched covers -

hence the title of this paper. Section 6 considers those knots of Section 5

that we can show live in 8
4

• Many new examples arise here, and we include

several remarks concerning knots in 8
4 with the same fundamental group.

Finally, Section 7 describes cyclic branched covers. Surprisingly, it turns

out that most of these knots are themselves cyclic branched covers, so that mos·t

of them provide counterexamples to the higher-dimensional Smith Conjecture.

Many of these ideas originally appeared in my thesis. At about the same

time, Montesinos independently discovered some of these results [7]. His em

phasis is somewhat different. He considers the general problem of surgery on

twins in s4, while I restrict to those twins whose exterior is Xx 81 •

NOTATION.

knot in 53,

We work in the smooth category. K

with exterior X = s3 - K x B2
• We let

will be a smooth, oriented

m and 1 denote a meridian

and preferred longitude to K, lying on ax. X
b

denotes the homology 3-sphere

obtained by lib surgery on K - attach a solid torus to ax so that mib

bounds a disk.

We follow [6] for bundle notation. Given a diffeomorphism g:X+ X, write

X x 5
1 for the space

9

x xRj(x,e) -- (g(x), 9+1) , X £ X, e E: R •

Equivalently, Xx 8
1

is Xx I/(x,O) - (g(x) ,1), a fiber bundle over s1 with
9

fiber X and characteristic map g. The equivalence class of (x,S) in Xx S1
9

is written xx S. When the bundle is trivial, we simply write (x,9). Finally,
1

the covering :R" S = :B/e - 9+1 is written e .. e.

1. A CONSTRUCTION OF SOME HOMOLOGY 4-SPHERES

We describe a construction from [9]. Let K be a smooth, oriented knot

in 53, with exterior X. Let P be the manifold obtained by plumbing to

gether two copies of 52 x 0
2 at two points. Both Xx S1 and P have a
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3-dimensional torus as boundary, and we seek all gluings of P to Xx S1
that

produce homology spheres. We first give an explicit parameterization of

that we can describe a gluing by an element of GL(3, 1L).

We can write

p 52 x 0 2 U S
1

x I x 0
2

•
sOx02xs1

p so

We use coordinates ( (111,9) , (r, cp) for 8
2

x D
2

, where (+,9)

coordinates, (r, <p) are polar coordinates. For 5
1

x 1)( 0
2

are spherical

we use

Defineas basepoint.

(<p,t,(s,e», -l~t~ 1, O~cp.5.21r, (s,9) polar coordinates. To build P, we

identify «1I',9},(l,cp» = (,,±1,(/2 sinv,9», with ~£ (O,w/4] U (31r/4,1J),

0<9, <p < 21f, and we use +1 if 11' E: [0,11"/41, -1 if 11' £ [31T/4,n). The sphere

s2x {OJ~ s2 x 0
2 is a core of P. The other core is «+,0), (r,<p» U S1

x I x{O},

o< r < 1, 0 < <p < 2 .... , 111:: 0, .....

- -PiCk ~o~, (1,0» £ 3(Sl x Ix 0 2 )

{(0,O,(1,9)}:

(,,0, (1,0»:

{ «~,O) , (1 ,0) ) :

a generator of

O.:s. 9~ 21f}, a meridian of 51 x {OJ x 0
2

0< cp < 21f}, a longitude of 51 x {OJ x 0
2

11'4" 2 +~ 3lr/4}U{(O,t,(l,O»: -1~t2'}'

1T 1P =Z

These curves form a basis for H, cap). The curve e
1

is a meridian of the

solid torus lying over the equator of one of the cores of P. The curve e 2 is

the unique longitude of the solid torus which, when isotoped past a plumbing

point, becomes a meridian of the solid torus lying over the equator of the

other core.

Pick a meridian m and preferred longitude ~ for K (oriented so that

ik(m,K) = 1). Let h = * x S1
C Xx S

1
, where * is a basepoint on ax. Then

m and h generate H, (X x S1) :; 7Z 2.

Suppose we glue P to Xx S
1

by a diffeomorphism 9 to obtain E4• The

Mayer-Vietoris sequence yields

i* 1
~ H

1
(Xx s ) e H

1
{P) ---+ Hl(E) ----+ 0 •

It HI
7l (m) e 7l (h) e 7l (e

3
)

To insure H
1

(E) =0, we must be able to pick a basis {x,y,z} for H
1

(ap) so

that, in the above sequence, i*(x) =m, i*(y) =h, i.(z) =e
3

- This means x and

yare null homotopic in P, so we have
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k -p
y e

1
e

2
-6 -yx = e 1 e 2
r s ±1

z = e, e2 e 3

To describe g, we must include ~:

ky + pS = ±1

r,s arbitrary.

b a ±1
g (x) =rot , 9 (y) =h1 , 9 (z) = R, I b and a

arbitrary integers. This allows us to specify 9 by a matrix

A

m

h

p

-y

k

a

e
3

-rp-sk

ry-sS

The manifold t A is unchanged if we replace the third

r s ±1 +1
In finding A we assumed the signs in z= e,e2e3 and g(z) = 1- were the

same. There is no harm in doing this, since P admits a self-diffeomorphism

taking e3 to -e3•

It is straightforward to show that these matrices in fact yield homology

spheres EA [9]. The fundamental group is given by

1T 1 (1:A) == <1r 1XI 1 =mt b • ( R. a I x] , V x e 1f 1x>

which we will write as <1r1XI 1. mtb I t CX central>.

2. SIMPLIFICATION OF A

We want to simplify A, without changing EA, by self-diffeomorphisms of

either P or X)( S
1• There are three such.

COlum~2::) :R~OS(ijO~:

PROOF: In (1, Lemma 3.3], Fintushel shows that there is a diffeomorphism of
-r -8

P which takes e 1 + e, , e2 + e 2 ' e3 + e 1 e 2 e3 , for any r, s. Essentially, we

cut P open along the solid torus lying over an equator, define an isotopy in

a collar of one resulting copy of 81
x D

2 that starts at the identity and flows

S
1

x 02 around -r -s d 1 U' f he 1 e2 , an reg ue. slng I we ave

p ::> 3P

II

P ::> ap B
~ so that
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B

k

B

a8+bk

o
o proving the proposition. ::1

This is analogous to the situation in dimension 3, where different frarnings

of 5' x 02 allow us to ignore where the longitude goes in a surgery. The diffeo-

morphism f is analogous to a Dehn twist about a meridian. Here we are doing

surgery on P, and the various frarnings provided by f allow us to ignore

where the "longitude" e
3

goes. Notice also that f preserves both cores of

P.

The second simplification, due to Pao(8) in the equivariant case, exploits

the kernel of w, (50(2» + n, (SO(3». Given an integer i, define a diffeo

morphism f of P by the following:

p 52 x 0 2 U 5')( I x 0
2

1 i1 1
(ep,t, (s,9»

f

1
p S2 x 0 2 U 5 1

x
2 (qJ/t, (s,9+2i,»

I x D

where f is as follows. On aC5
2

x D
2
), f«(\lJ,9),(1,,») = «($,9+2icp), (l,cp».

I

This represents 2i £ Z = ~, (50(2», so is in the kernel of

n, (50(2» + ttl (50(3» and is isotopic to the identity. Do this isotopy in a

collar of the boundary, and extend to the rest of s2 x 0
2

by the identity.

Notice that f preserves one core of P, narnely 5
2

)( {O} C 52 x 0
2

, but

alters the other one. (The two disks of the other core, which are {north pole,
2 2 2 are altered by the belt tr ick.)south pole} x D in S )( 0 ,

G
2i nIt is easy to see that the effect of f on £e

1
,e

2
,e

3
} is 1

0

Altering A by f gives

(2.2) PROPOSITION: The homology spheres constructed using

( P
k

~) ( P
k+2ip 0)

A -y B and B = Af = -y B-2iy a are
-ay+bp aB+bk -ay+bp a(S-2iy) 1

+b(k+2ip)

diffeomorphic. HI

We can vary the above f. Reverse the or ientation of s2 x D
2

by flipping

0
2

, and also flip the S
1 in S

1
x I x 0

2
• This reverses e

2
, so that

( ~l 2_01,· O~)f = changing B accordingly. Notice that this changes the

sign of ky+pB.
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f.

Of course, we could equally well hav)e used the other core of P to define

(

±1 0 0
This would change f to 2i 1 0 , and change p,y accordingly.

001

The third and final simplification takes place in Xx S1.

(2.3) PROPOSITION: Given j £ 7l,

morphic to 1:
B

' ~

the homology sphere E
A

is diffeo-

B
(

P
-'Y~pj

-~(y-pj)+(b-aj)p

k
B+kj

a(B+kj)+(b-aj)k
and the diffeomorphism

preserves both cores of P.

PROOF: Let 1f:X+ S' be a projection for K, and let j:Sl + s' be the

j-fold cover: e.. jS. Define a diffeomorphism J: X x S
1

+ X x S
1

by
...,. - hjeR,k(o,K)
](x,S) = (x, j1f(x)+e). on 1f

1
, j induces 0+0 , ot 'If 1X, h+h. Thus,

we have

P ::> ap~ Xx 51

II II ! J
p ::> ap --!-.. X x S

1
I

with B: JA = (3 ~ g) A as above. Since we use the identity on P,

o 0 t
cores are preserved. This proposition is essentially [1, Lemma 3.4].

both

REMARK: These various simplifications were originally used by Fintushel

and Pao in studying 51 actions on homotopy spheres. As described in (9), when

a= 0 we can always put an sl action on P so that the gluing is equivariant,

where we use the natural s1 action on Xx S1. Orbits are matched via
k -p -8 -Ye
1
e

2
+ h. The curve e 1 e

2
is a section to the action over a meridian. The

quotient of this action is the homology 3-sphere X
b

obtained by lib surgery

on K, and by a meridian we mean a meridian in Xb (= m~b in X). We can always

alter a section by adding multiples of an orbit, which amounts to changing

B,y by multiples of k,p. The above proposition, then, asserts that the choice

of section is irrelevant, if a =o. When a ~ 0 the gluing is "non-equivariant",

and from (2.3) we see that b changes by multiples of a. This implies that

n 1 (E
A

) only depends on lal and the equivalence class of b(moda). In fact,

we will~ prove (Theorem 2.5) that the manifold itself only depends on

lal and b(moda), up to a framing question.

(2.4) We now use the above results to simplify A. First of all, if we

modify A by the map Xx S1
+ Xx 51 that flips S1, we change the sign of a,

so we can assume a > o. (The map also changes the signs of B, y, but we will

see that this is irrelevant.)
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that interchanges e
1

and e
2

GL(3,~), isomorphic to ~,

generated by the matricesLet F be the subgroup of GL(2,7l)

(~~ ~) as in (2.2), plus (~ ~)
\.;L (3, 7l) via the natural inclusion. The

self-diffeomorphism of P

Let J be the subgroup of

We identify

( O~matrix

F
1
o
o

2i)
±1

with its image in

~) comes from the

(interchange the cores).

given by the matrices

G
JAF.

o
1
o
nof (2.3). We seek a "simplest" representative of the double coset

We can

A procedure fork+p and e+y.

GL(2, 16),in3

are coset representatives, and the coset to which

has index

to one of these three, derived from [8], is the following:

F

A

belongs is determined by the parity of

and (~

(-~ :)
reducing

unchanged.

Given A, examine the left coset AF. Since elements of F leave a,b

unchanged, we just indicate the (_~ :) part of A. Observe that multiplying

A on the right by a generator of F leaves the parity of both k+p and B+y

the matrices (~ ~), (~ ~),

This changes B+y to 8+y+j(k-p). Since

AF is unchanged. Multiplying by an appro-

A to

(~
0

:)a+b

assume p> o. Given (k,p) = 1, we can find 0 < k' < P with either k':: k (modp)

and (k-k') /p :: a (rnod2), or k':: -k (rnodp) and (k+k' )/p :: 0 (mod2) , so that we

can use (2.2) to modify A, arriving at a new A satisfying 0 < k < p. Now

reverse the roles of k,p and reduce p. Continuing in this fashion, we

eventually arrive at {k,p}= {O,l} or {1,1}. Further use of (2.2) will now re

duce Band y, and we eventually arrive at one of the three possibilities

listed above. These facts are also proved in [7, Corollary 2.5, Proposition

2.6] via continued fractions. In fact, Montesinos shows [7, Theorem 5.3] that

the elements of Fare precisely those autornorphisms of ap that extend to

P, so no further simplifications of A can be achieved using self-diffeo

morphisms of P.

Multiplying A on the left by an element of J, as in (2.3), allows us

to assume 0 ~ b < a (unless a=O). This may change the coset AF, however.

There are several cases. Let A be as usual, and let j be the unique integer

with O~b= b+ja < a. (We assume ex> 0.)

CASE I: p+k even

Using (2.3), we change b to b.
the parity is unchanged, the coset

priate element of F, we simplify
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CASE II: p+k odd

even

We now

As in Case I, we simplify A

6+y odd: Changing 6+y to S+y+j(k-p) does not change parity.::)
B+y even: As above, we reduce A to ( 0 0 )

a:5 a ~
use (2.3) to change this to ( 0 0)

a:5 a ~

j

(i)

(ii)

1 •

2. j odd

(i) 6+y odd: Changing B+y to B+y+j(k-p) changes parity. Thus, A

reduces via F to which simplifies to

(ii) B+y even: As above, we reduce to

It is not hard to see that this reduction process is unique. The point of

this procedure is explained by the following.

(2.5) THEOREM: Let A

o.::. 5 = b+ j ~ < ~. Then EA

i = 1, 2,3 I wi th

be as in (2.1), a> 0, and let j be such that

p ~ Xx 8
1

is diffeomorphic to one of ~A'
i

according to the procedure in (2.4). E
A
~ the result of doing surgery on the

~ h1
a

in x~ x 51, with the natural
1
framing induced from the product struc-

ture in X-
b

x S. E is the result of surgery on hl
a !u Xs x S' with the

A2 1
other framing. EA 1S the result of surgery on hl

a
in X(s+~)x S, with the

natural framing. 3If a= 0, we have A
1

£!:.. A
2

, with b instead of 5.
PROOF: It only remains to show E

A
is as stated. Consider A

l
• We

construct LA by first gluing 5 1
x I x i D2 along 5 1

x I x S1 accordi ng to

e ... m~5 e ... lh~a, e ... ~ and then adding 52 x 0 2 . With coordinates
1 2 3'
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is similar

This theorem corrects t~e overly optimistic footnote in [9,

LA •
1

REMARK:

to

(cp,t, (1 ,e», the map is (cp,t, (1 ,e» """ (e,ep, be+ acp). For fixed CPO' we glue
1 6

{CPo} x Ix 8 to m~, which amounts to doing l/b surgery on K and deleting

a ball. We do this for each CPO' and note that the balls we remove form a

neighborhood of h.ll,a. Gluing in 8
2

)( 0
2 then accomplishes surgery on hR,Ct in

X6 x s1, and it is easy to see that we use the natural framing.

Adding the s2 x 0
2 with the other framing means simply that e

2
goes

where e, + e
2

used to go, i.e. we use A2• The description of LA

3

framing. Then

Et - E• .ll b, - b
2

(moda)a,b
1

a,b
2

L
a,b, - I: a,b

2
if b

1 - b
2

(mod2a)

page 399]. Of course, it may be true that the LA ' i=1,2,3, are diffeo

morphic, but it cannot be proved by the methods her~.

(2.6) COROLLARY: ~ La,b be the homology sphere obtained by surgery on

hi
Ct

in X
b

x 8' with the natural framing, and let r t be obtained by using
a,b

the other

(2.7) COROLLARY: t • - 54
a,b

Ea,b - 54

if b :: 0 (modtl)

if b == 0 (mod2a)

PROOF: By (2.6), these manifolds are the result of surgery on hi
a

in

Xo x S
1 = s3 x 8

1
, hence 5

4
• ...

Corollary 2.7 leads to new classes of fibered knots, which we describe in

Sections 5 and 6.

REMARK: If bi 0 (moda), one does not expect, in general, LA to be

simply-connected. Using calculations of [9, Section 3], we can always find

torus knots so that TI1L
A

~ {1}. Of course, for certain knots and certain a,b,

one might end up with a homotopy sphere. Examples where this occurs, again

u~ing torus knots, are in [9, Section 3]. The examples are all smoothly 54.

3. OEFORMATIONS

We now allow the additionalcomplication of a deformation (see [6]). Let
3 3g: (5 ,K) + (8 ,K) be a diffeomorphism which is the identity on a neighborhood

of K. Such a 9 is called a deformation of K. Litherland considers two de

formations equivalent if they are pseudo-isotopic, relative to some neighborhood

of K. Homolog ically, X x S
1

is ident ical to X x S
1

, so we can cons ider
g

P }( X 9 S" • St' 1 2Just as 1n ec 10ns ,.

Both (2.1) and (2.2) apply unchanged. Proposition (2.3) requires an addi

tional hypothesise Following Litherland, call a deformation untwisted if there
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is' a projection 1T: X..... S
1

so that 1T 0 (g I X> = 1T_

(3.1) PROPOSITION: ~ g be an untwisted deformation of K, and let
,.,. 1 1

j e: 7L. Then there is a diffeomorphism J:X x S ..... X x S inducing
9 9

a ..;. ah j • lk (a , K), (J e: 'if 1X, h ..... h.

PROOF: As in (2.3) define j (x x 8) x x (j n (x) +9) • This is well defined

since 9 is untwisted, and induces the required map on 1T
1

• iii

Thus, when g is untwisted, all simplifications of Section 2 apply (ex-

is the result of

cept that we cannot assume a>O. The analogue of Theorem 2.5 is

(3.2) THEOREM: The homology sphere I: =P U Xx s1 is diffeomorphic to
A A 9

one of EA.' i=l ,2,3 ~ (2.3), where 0 ~ b+j~ <l<ll· I: A
1 1

sur2ery on hl
a

in X
b

9 5' with the natural framing, and similarly for E
A

,
2

When

true, since

b:: 0 (modex), we have homotopy spheres. The analogue of (2.7) is
31_ 3 1

(5 -ball) x S = (5 -ball) x S, by the Alexander trick (see [6,
9

Lemma 1. 2] ) •

4. THE KNOTS - FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS
1

In P 'i (X 9S ), the two cores of

4-spheres. Consider the core given by

P determine knots in homology
1

{ ($,0), (r, cp)} U S x I x {O} , 0 ~ r ~ 1 ,

o~ cp ~ 2n, $ =: O,lT. We wtite this knot as (A,g)K, or simply as A(K) when

g= identity.

The exter ior of (A, g) K is obtained by gluing 1)( ao2
x B

2
, along

I x an2
x aB

2
, to Xx S

1
, where e generates (I aD

2
6

2
) d b d9 1 IT 1 x x an e 2 oun s

B
2

. Note that e, is a meridian to (A,g)K. (To build the exterior corres-

ponding to the other core, reverse e
1

and e
2

-)

By using (2.2), and possibly reversing orientation of the knot, we can

assume ky + p6 =: +1, 0 < k. This assumption will be made throughout the rest of

the paper.

By Van Kampen's theorem,

ande -k = hR..(X
1

x

B b
9* (x), e 1 =rot , x e: n 1X> •

x

1

There is another useful presentation. One verifies that
a be 1 = rot, which leads to the following isomorphism:

-1
<n 1X, hi h x h = g * (x) I

Ik -a I -
x e

1
R..

-k -0. ex k
<lT

1
X, e

1
Ie , txt e

1
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If 9 = identity, and a = b =0, then

(-:
k

~)K1T, 8 = <1f
1
X,hlh central, 1 =m

k
h

8 >

0

<1flx,elle~ B
- central, e 1 =m> •

B= 1, <1f
1
xlm

k
central>, the group of the k-twist spin ofWhen we get K.

When B " 1 , we have a branched cover of the k-twist spin of K. The k
th

power

of the meridian is central, but does not correspond to the meridian of K.

Non-zero values of a and b correspond to rolling and other variations, which

we will explain in Sections 5,6.

5. FIBERING THE KNOTS

We generalize Litherland's theorem [6, Theorem 2.4J as follows:

(5.1) THEOREM: Consider 1: = P U (X x S
1
), ~ g is an untwisted deA g

formation of K, k> O. Then the knot (A,g)K is fibered.

We need the following result of Litherland:

(5.2) LEMMA [6, Lemma 3.2] : Let k be non-zero. If q:Y.5
1

is a map

onto 51, and if R acts on Y so that q(t· y) = q(y) + kt, t € lR, ye Y,---
then

1 is a fiber bundle with characteristic map given by the action ofq:Y+ S

-(11k) € R.

PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1: Define q:xxs
1

+s' by q(xx<p) = Bn(x)-kq> where
9

1T is a projection for X, wi th (1T 0 9 I ) = n. This is well-defined since 9
1 X .....

is untwisted. Let R act on XgS by t· (xx cp) = x x (cp-t). Then

q (t • (x x cp) ) Bn(x) - kcp + kt = q{xxcp) + kt

(5.2) that
1

+ S
1

is a fiber bundle.so shows q:Xx S
9

3D
2

x B~ ,Now, we construct the exterior of (A,g)K by gluing Ix along

Ix 30
2

)( 3B
2

, to a(X)( S
1

) via the map
9

A{y,9,<p) = «Y+ (-ay+bp)9 + (a6+bk) CP, p9+ kcp), -ye + Bcp) •

Here our coordinates in a(X x S
1

) are «l,m) ,h). The composite qA sends
9

(y,e,~) to S(Pe+kf> - k(-ye+a~) = 9, i.e. projection on the 30
2

factor.

Thus, q extends over I x 302
x B2 to give a fibering of the knot exterior. m

REMARK: (1) Our proof essentially starts in the middle of Litherland's

proof (6, Theorem 2.4]. For him, twisting is part of the deformation, and he

first "untwists·, i.e. writes X : s1 z xa s1, thereby twisting the gluing.
tg

For us, the twist has already been accounted for by A, so we do not need to

do this.

(2) The proof shows that the fiber is the interior of

q-l CO) = Ix {OJ x B
2

U {x; cpISn(x) = kq>} •
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Equivalently, the fiber is punc(M) = M- {pt}, where

M = 5
1

)(B
2

U {XXcpIS1T(X) = kcp} ,
A'

foro

A':

-.. (y + (aB+bk) cp, kcp) x Scp •

2 2 1
(5.3) Off of A(Ix aD x B ) U a(xx 5 ) x I, the characteristic map is

g
given by the action of (-11k). Extending over the rest of the fiber is some-

what complicated - the action of -11k may not extend over the attached ball,

and the form of A forces us to build an inner automorphism into the charac

teristic map. Rather than do this in complete generality, we will assume

9 = identity, in which case the fiber is more understandable.

For the rest of this section, then, assume 9 = identity. Then

q-1 (0) n (Xx 51) is just {(x,cp) IS7f(x) = kcp}. This is the pullback of

51

~ k

X ~ 51 ! 51 , recognizable as the k-fold ~yclic unbranched cover of X. The

action of -(11k) £ R corresponds to a certain power of the canonical covering

transformation, which we compute as follows (see also [7, Section 10]):

Let Mk denote the k-fold cyclic unbranched cover of X, and let Nk de-

note the corresponding branched cover. Let a be the canonical generator of

the group ~k of covering transformations, i.e. a induces rotation by 2ff/k

about the branch set. Suppose ky+PS. +1, k > O.

Since aP is a covering transformation of order k, there is a natural

free circle action on Mk
x s1 with quotient space X, so that Mk

x 81 is
crP crP

a principal S1-buncle over X. The action is given bye· (x x;) x x k9+cp.
2 k 1 1Since H (X) =0, the bundle is trivial, so that M x S z Xx S. We must

crP
compute the correspondence on the boundary.

We choose generators for H1 (a (M
k

x 5
1

) ) as follows. Let R be a
aP

meridian (so R to k in X). Let L be a longitude, i.e. a lift of themaps m

longitude in X. Let 5 be the unique curve so that an orbit of the above

action corresponds to skR-p. Note that 5 maps to the oriented generator of

H
1

(51) via the bundle projection.

Let Q be a section to the Sl-action over a meridian in X. We can select

Q so that Q= SSRY• These selections will look familiar to anyone acquainted

with Seifert manifolds. The picture below is drawn for k =5, p:l -7, S =2,

y= 3:
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-7
a

h

1

o

R

(

orientation conventions:)+ x x·y = 1

The choice of S may look somewhat strange. One might expect it to instead

look like @ This would be the case if O<p<k. For other
I I values of P, S changes by multiples of R.

With this selection, the following is easy:

(5.4) LEMMA: Let ky + pa =1 , 0 < k. There is an S1_ bundle equivalence
1 -k--l - k -p B y

A:XxS .. M x S taking h+S R , m+S R , R,+L.
(JP

PROOF: The bundle equivalence matches orbits, hence h + skR-P. Since

SaRY is a section over a meridian, we can arrange for the equivalence to match

m+ SBRY. (Changing the section by multiples of an orbit will change ~,y by

multiples of k,p, not surprising in light of (2.3).) Finally, t+ L, since
1 1

these generate the kernels of H, (aX x s ) + H1 (x)( S) and

H
1

(3 (M
k x S

1
)) + H

1
(M

k x S
1
). HI

oP aP
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(5.5) The projection q used in the proof of (5.') takes a meridian a
times around 51. The map Xx s' .. M

k
x 5' above, followed by the natural

aP
projection to s1, does the same. The only difference is that, in the proof

of (5.1) we let R act via t (x,~) = (x,<p-t). This gives the opposite circle

action to the one in (5.4). In other words, the following diagram commutes:

X x S
1 id xfliP. X x 5

1 Ii
M

k
5

1
•--+ x

~
aP

~ 51

m ..

We have shown, then, that we can replace

Mk )( 51 + 5' under the correspondence:
a P

Xx 51 2 5'

h + 5- kRP

SaRY

R. .. L •

in (5.1) by

It is now fairly straightforward to explicitly describe the fibering. Let

3Mk x 1= s'x s'x I be a collar of aM
k in-Mk

, with L~slx {O}x {O},

R= {a} x 51 x {OJ.

(5.6) THEOREM: Let E= P U Xx 5', ky+ pe = " k> O. 'rhe fiber of A(K) is
k k

A
punc «N )a6+bk)' where (N )a8+bk is obtained by l/(aS+bk) surgery on the

branch set. The characteristic map is given by

«ay-bp) (1-5)+8, (ps/k)+cp,s)

x

PROOF: We construct the exterior by attaching I x ao2
)( B2 along

Ixao2 xaB2 to a(XXS')~a(Mkxsl) via e +mPh-YR.-a.y+bP+ SL-ay+bP ,
aB+bk . . oP 1 2ke

2
+ RL , uSlng (5.5). Thus we see that the fiber is 1)( {O})( BUM

k e 2
punc «N ) as+bk) •

We now modify Define an isotopy K k
G

t
: M + M , 0 < t < 1 by

= {( (a.y-bp) t ( , -5) +x8 , (-p (1-s ) t/k) +cp , S )

Gt(X)

x= (8,;,5) 0<5< 1

Then GO = identity, G1 0 oPI a.t = identity. The isotopy provides a diffeo

morphism G:Mk xs 1
+ Mk xs1 that "straightens" 5, i.e. takes it to the 51

aP G100P
k 1 k 1

factor in a (M x 5) = aM )( S • The attaching map followed by G
1

isg1ven by
Gl 0 oP
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1)( (02 )( 3a2
------+ a ( M

k
x S

1
) aM k x S

1

G oaP
1

(y, e, q>) • (y+ (aB+bk)q>,~,e)

around the diagram

P Mk
The characteristic map G

l
o a on now matches nicely with the identity on

1)( {a} x B
2

, and the result follows. m

(5.7) REMARKS: (1) Suppose for the moment that a=O. Then, as described
~1 1in the remark following (2.3), LA admits an ~ action with LA/S = Xb •

kThis suggests that we should regard M as the unbranched cover of a knot in

X
b

- Letting K' denote the core of the solid torus added in lib surgery on

C 3 • 02 X b 'd' K" ml)b h f XK S, X
b

- K x D =, ut a mer 1. lan to 1S}(., W en seen rom •

Let (~)k be the k-fold cyclic unbranched cover of (X
b

, KI), and let
k 1 f k 1 .

~,~,~ be the analogues, in (~) x S , 0 S,R,L in M x S. Traclng
a P aP

2 1
(X

b
- K' x B ) x s

II

(~f x 51 ,

crP

we find the bottom correspondence to be S++SL-
pb , R++RL-

bk
, L++L. The

- 2 2 k- 1
knot exter ior, then, is constructed by gluing I x an x a to (M) x S via

-b aP
e

1
~~, e

2
-rt'~. It is not hard to see that we can completely dispense with

the isotopy G
t

in (5.6). The rotation induced by a P extends over the

attached ball. The fiber is the punctured k-fold cyclic branched cover of

(X
b

, K'), and the characteristic map is crP,

When b=O, these are the examples discovered by Pao fa] - the p-fold

cyclic branched cover of the k-twist spin of K. His result, that these

branched covers are 54, follows from Section 2 (see(6.1». Indeed., these ex

amples motivated much of this work. When b~O, we simply have the analogue

of twist-spinning to knots in homology 3-spheres.

In aFO, we can still make the above identifications. This simplifies

the gluing somewhat, but we are still forced to modify oP by an isotopy.

Since little seems to be gained, we will not do this.

(2) The characteristic map involves conjugation by powers of M that de

pend on P/k. Using (2.2), we can first I'normalize" the gluing so that

-k<p< k. That is, we can use the matrix

p+2i k

-y+2i6

-a(y-2iB)+b(p+2ik)

k

B

aB+bk

o

o

for appropriate i. This normalizes the section S of (5.3) to either
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or

(ii) p+k:: 0

(iii) p+k:l

(iv) p+k:l

but does not change the knot type. In the description of the fibering, notice

that the characteristic map "loses" conjugation by 2i meridians, but "gains"
.. 2' k) 1 · d S' -1 aB+bk h ·conJugatlon by 1 (a6+b ongltu eSt Ince M =L , t ere 1S no

change. If we are just interested in the knot exterior, as opposed to the

knot, we are free to alter p by odd multiples of k. This change is induced

by a f~aming change in 1)( aD
2

x B
2

taking e 1 ++ e 1 + (21+1) e 2' e 2 ++ e 2 , and

has the effect of replacing A(K) by its "Gluck companion". See Section 6.

Using "unnormalized" values of p makes the computation of carta,in cyclic

branched covers of A(K) particularly easy. See Section 7.

6. NEW FlBERED KNOTS IN 8
4

The results of (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) I (5.6) give many fibered knots in 8
4

•

We collect these results in the following

(6.1) COROLLARY: Consider the knot A(K), k> 0, kY+P6 = +1, where either

(i) a=b=O,

(mod2), b=O (moda),

(mod 2), B+y: 1 (mod 2) , b=O (mod2a), or

(mod2), 6+y=O (mod2), b:O (moda), b/a:l (mod2), aFO

Then A (K) is a fibered knot in 84• ...

EXAMPLES: (1) A = (: : :), so b=a=O. From (5.5)', the fiber is

k
punc(N). By Remark (1) of (5.7), the characteristic map is a. This is the

k-twist spin of K.

(-;
k

:)(2) A a The fiber is k the characteristic mappunc(N ),

0

is P This is the p-fold cyclic branched cover of the k-twist spin of K.a •

This is the matrix arising from Litherlandts
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a-rolled, k-twist spun K

The characteristic map is

[6,p.323]. See Section o. The fiber is kpunc «N ) }
a

a(x) X £ M
k

- (dM
k

x I)

(e , s /k + tp , s )

where j is even if k is even.oo(4) A

Notice that, for k=l, the fiber is punc(x
a

), and the characteristic map is
-a thjust conjugation by m= t [6, Corollary 5.3]. In general, the k power of

-a. k
the characteristic map will be conjugation by L in punc«N let). The funda-

k a
mental group is given by <~lxlm 1 central>.

k 0

jet a+jak

k h' I k a (1 +jk) .The fiber is punc«(N )a(l+jk»). T e group is <TI,X m 1 central>, lS0-

morphic to that of the a(l+jk)-rolled, k-twist spin. The characteristic map

of this knot differs from that of the a(l+jk)-roll, k-twist spin, however, by

an additional conjugation along L
ja

•

Let k=l, and let a(j+l) = a.. Then the knot determined by

A o

ja a(l+j)

o

o has the same group as the a-roll, l-twist spin_ The

o j a -a ( , +j) __ fl -a ,
characteristic map is conjugation by ~ ~ so its {j+l )st power

gives the characteristic map for the a-roll, l-twist spin. The fundamental

group is isomorphic to n
1

(X
a

) x ~(h), with a meridian corresponding to t-ah.

This generalizes [6,Cor. 5.3]. For each divisor of a, then, we can construct

a knot as above. All fundamental groups are isomorphic, but all meridians are

different. In general, we expect these knots to have distinct ~~l-module

structures on w
2

- (The fibers are all punc(Xa ), so all n
2
's are identical

as abelian groups.) In [10], I used branched covers of twist-spin torus knots

to produce arbitrarily many examples of knots in 54 with the same ~1 but

distinct u
2

- The examples here show that the phenomena is quite widespread.

Unfortunately, these only yield finite collections. In (11], an infinite family

is given. The construction is similar to the above, but the elements along

which the conjugations are performed are general "weight elements", not powers

of

are

1 as above, so we are unable to conclude the resulting homotopy spheres

54 without resorting to Freedman's proof of the Poincare conjecture.
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(5) The examples of (4) work more generally. Fix k,p,8,y, and now vary

a and b = ja so that aB+bk remains constant and j satisfies the requirements

of ·(6.1). This will give a (finite) collection of knots in 54. The groups

and fibers are the same, but the characteristic maps differ by peripheral con

jugations.

Given a knot in 54, a "Gluck construction" [31 means that we remove a

tubular neighborhood of the knot and replace it by a twist coming from the gen-

It is easy to see, for our examples, that this amountserator of ~1 (SO(3».

to replacing A by

A' = (~:::
+ay+aB!bp+b k

k

B

as+bk

Using (6.1), a case-by-case analysis

gives

(6.2) COROLLARY: A Gluck construction on A(K), kY+PB=l, yields s4 if

either

(i) a=b=O

(ii) p+k even: yodd, Beven, b=O (mod2a),

y even, S odd, b=O (modCt), b/a:: 1 (mod2), a#O,

(iii) p even, k odd, b=O (moda),

(iv) p odd, k even: y even, b=O (moda), b/a. =1 (mod2), a~O,

y odd, b:O (mod2u) • m

EXAMPLES: (1) a=b=O. A Gluck construction on the p-fold cyclic branched

cover of the k-twist-spin of K yields S4, as proved 'by Pao [8], and, when

p=l, by Gordon [5).

(2) This says nothing for the a-roll, k-twist-spin.

Notice that a Gluck construction on the k-twist spin yields

(±' + (2i+l)k)-fold cyclic branched cover of the k-twis~theC
±1+(2i+l)k

2i+1
spin, while an even framing charge, i.e. one that preserves the knot, gives

±1 + 2ik. See (2], [4]. For the special case k=2, -1 + 1 -2 = 1, so these covers

are all the same knot. Hence,

(6.2) COROLLARY: ~2-twist-spin of any knot is determined by its comple-

This has also been observed by Litherland (see[5,footnotep.595)) and

Montesinos [7, Corollary 9.2].
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7 • CYCLIC BRANCHED COVERS

Suppose we take a cyclic branched cover of the knot A(K) in (S.6). In

order to insure that the result be a homology sphere, the order of branching

must be prime to k.

Let q> 0, (q,k) = 1. It is easy to see that the q-fold cyclic branched

Cover of A(K) can be written as p U x x s 1 , for some A • An easy way to
Aq

q
find A is the following:

q
p' k t 0

Let A -y' at 0 k'y'+ptB' 1 • The character-q

-a'y'+b'p' a ' 13'+b' k'

istic map of the q-fold cover of A(K)

map for A{K). Using (5.6), this gives:

th
is the q power of the characteristic

k I k

pi qp

a'B'+b'k' = aa+bk

-a'y'+b'p' = q(-ay+bp)

k • y I +p •6' :: ky+pB = 1

above, with k';k, p'=qp, a'=qa, b'=b+a(By'-B'qy).

Solving these yields

(7.1) PROPOSITION: The q-fold branched cover of A(K) is given by A
q

EXAMPLES: (1) a=b=O. These are just the k-twist spin of K, dnd n-fold

covers as mentioned earlier. Here is an examp!@: Let k be an odd prime, let

p be even. When is this the q-fold cover, (q, k) = 1, of a knot in s4, say

the one given by k and pI? By (7.1) and (2.2), we must be able to write

i so that q I(p-2i k) • Wr ite kx + qy = 1 •

p-2ixk = p-2i (l-qy) =q(1+2iy). If q is

is even, and then p- x(2i+l) 1< = q(1+y+y2i).

for some i, i.e. findqp' = p-2ik

If q is even, q = p-2i, so that

odd, q = p-2i-l, we can assume x

Summing up, we have shown

(7.2) THEOREM: Let k be an odd prime. Let p be even, (p,k) = 1. ~

the p-fold cover of the k-twist-spin of any kno~Kcs3 is the fixed point set

of a semi-free 7l - action (which embeds in an s'- action) on s4 , for any q
q

such that k %q. ...

For k=2, p=l, the analogous statement is due to Giffen [2,Theorem 3.5].

Gordon produced knots in sn, n~ 5, which are the fixed point sets of 7l -actions
q

(that embed in S1_ actions) on sn, for all q such that k I q, k a given

prime (4,Theorem 3). This example settles the question, raised in [4,Section 4,

Remark (2)J as to whether n can be lowered to 4.
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(2) Let A =( :

.ja a(j+l )

o

o as in example 4 of Section 6. The

so that a' = (j+l)a, b' =o. If j is even,o

a(j+l)

j

(j+l)ja

(j+1)-fold cyclic branched cover is given by

j+l 0

j is even, this is the same knot as the one determined by

we have s4; if j is odd, a Gluck construction on A
j
+1 (K) gives

1

o

o a(j+l)

o

the a(j+1)-roll, 1-twist spin of K. This shows that there is a ~j+l-action on

s4 with fixed point set the a(jT1)-roll; l-twist spin of K, as long as j

is even, so we have more c?unterexamples to the higher-dimensional Smith con

jecture.

Consider the general problem of deciding whether a knot A(K) is the

q-fold cyclic branched cover of another knot A' (K). Assume A is as usual,

p' k' o

and let A' -y' o In view of (7.1), we let k'=k,

-et'y'+b'p' a'l3'+b' k'

qa'=Ct, (q,k) = 1. Then the q-fold cover of A' (K) is determined by

(~'
k

:)AU = y" ai- where ky"+qp'a"=l,

-ay"+b"qp' as"+buk

b"=b'+~(l3·Y"-8"qy'). In order that A" gives A(K), we must be able toq
find i,j so that

(1 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

SU + j k = a
qp' + 2ik p,

_y" + jqp+ 2ia =-y,

as" + bilk = aB+ bk,

-ay" + b"qp' + 2i (aB+ bk) =-ay+bp.

From (2), p' I: (p-2ik)/q. Equations (1), (3) , (4) give

S" S-jk

y" y+2iS+jp-2ijk

bll b+ja.
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Substituting these values above and simplifying, we find

(6 ) b' = b - <x' a' (y+ 2 i a) - ay I a •

In other words, we first let k' = k, p' = (p-2ik)/q, k'y' + p'a' = a' = a/q,

and then let (6) define b l
• Now take a q-fold cover of A' (K). OUr selections

insure that (1)-(4) are satisfied; (5) then follows automat~cally. We have

proved:

(7.3) THEOREM: Let A(K)

( P

k :).A -y B

-ay+bp aB+bk

be the knot determined by

ky + p6 = 1, k > O. Let q > 0, q Ia, (q, kJ = 1 • If

there is an integer i so that ql (p-2ik), then A(K) is the q-fold cyclic

branched cover of At (K), where A' is determined as above. In particular,

A(K) is the fixed point set of a 7lq- action on E
A

- _,.

REMARK: A slight extension of Example (1) above shows that we can always

find an i so that ql (p-2ik), except when p is odd, q is even. In gen

eral, if a is divisible by many primes that don't divide k, then A(K) is

the fixed point set of many different 7l - actions. If a=O, a is divisible
q

by all primes so A(K) is the fixed point set of infinitely many ~ - actions.
q

Examples (1) and (2) above follow from the proof (and procedure) of this

theorem. Almost all of thE knots in 54 provided by (6.1) are counterexamples

to the higher-dimensional Smith conjecture_
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THE EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR TOWERS

Frank Quinn t

The purpose of this note is to give a proof of M. Freedman's (1] embedding

theorem for towers of immersed disks in a 4-manifold: a 7-stage tower can be

embedded in a neighborhood of a 6-stage tower. This is a principal ingredient

of his proof of the 4-dimensional topological Poincare conjecture.

The proof given here does not use the calculus of links. Instead it de

pends on a more complete development of transverse spheres. The idea here, as

in [1] is to use connected sum with a transverse sphere to pull sixth stage

self-intersections down into a lower stage. This gives homotopy classes of

discs for the seventh stage. Then transverse spheres are used to make them

disjoint from everthing else. We work in the smooth category, since a neigh

borhood of a PL or topological tower can be smoothed.

Circles and discs (from (2)). Suppose A is a surface immersed in a

4-manifold with transverse self-intersections. A Whitney~ is a circle in

the image which passes through exactly two intersections points, changing

sheets at each one. We also require that the intersections have opposite sign~

A Whitney dis~ is an immersed disc with boundary a Whitney circle, and such that

the framing of the disc when restricted to the boundary agrees with the framing

determined by the surfaces. An accessory~ is a circle which passes

through exactly one self-intersection point (changing sheets). An accessory

disc is an immersed disc with boundary on accessory circle. There are no fram

ing restrictions on accessory discs.

DEFINITION. (Towers). A l-stage tower is a collection of disjoint discs

immersed in a 4-manifold with boundary in the boundary. An n-stage~ is an

n-1 stage tower union nth stage immersed discs. The intersections in the n-1

stage discs are arranged in pairs, and the nth stage discs consist of a Whitney

disc and an accessory disc for each pair. The nth stage discs are disjoint ex

cept for the necessary points of intersection (where Whitney and accessory discs

t Partially supported by an NSF Grant, VPI&SU, Blacksburg, VA 24061-4097,
January 1982.

@ 1984 American Mathernatical Society
0271-4132/84 51.00 + $.25 per page
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THEOREM. Suppose C,,6C Mit ~6-stage tower. Then there is a 7-~

contained in a regular neighborhood of C,,6' with the same first

Sl'··· 'Sn of the Whitney circles.

.. C1 ,jU aM, i = 1, ••• ,n such that a. (51) is disjoint
1

i < k, it passes through exactly one of the intersection

pass through the same intersection points in the n-1 stage).

tower Ci ,7
four stages.

The first step is to generalize towers slightly, by allowing an inferior

type of accessory disc. These appear temporarily during the proof.

DEFINITION (errant accessory circles). Suppose C
1

.C M is a j-stage
,J

tower, and suppose Whitney circles are given for some of the intersections in

the jth stage. Then an~col1ectio~ of accessory circles for these

Whitney discs is:

1) an order ing

2) maps cti:S 1

from Sk if

points of Si' and does not pass through a j-stage intersection point

not on one of the Sk-

Thus errant accessory circles can intersect earlier Whitney circles, and

can go down into lower stages and out into aM. Henceforth "tower" means a

tower with errant accessory discs. We say a tower has~ kth stage if the

accessory circles in the first k-stages are not errant, and accessory circles

in higher stages do not intersect the kth stage. A pure tower is therefore a

tower in the sense of the first definition.

The first two lemmas give some homotopy information about neighborhoods of

towers.

LEMMA 1. Suppose AC M is an immersed disc with aA CaM, and suppose

immersed discs D* are attached to aM UA. Let D" ••• ,D
j

be the ones

attached on curves passing through a self-intersection point p ~ A (discs

listed once for each passage through p). Let N be a neighborhood of A.

Then a product of the linking circles of D" ••• ,D
j

is a commutator in

TIl (N-A U D*).

PROOF. A small ball about p has boundary a 3-sphere, which intersects

A in two linking circles. It intersects the D* in arcs joining the circles.

The homotopy to a commutator in the complement of AU D* is seen in the pic

ture.

linking
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LEMMA 2.

disc, j~2,

Suppose C
1

. C M is a j-stage tower wi th only one first stage
,J

and whose accessory discs do not intersect aM. Let N be a

regular neighborhood of the first j-l stages, C, . 1. Then the image of,J-
'IT 1 (N - C1, j) + 'IT 1 (M - C" j-l) is cyclic, and is generated by the linking circle

of the first stage.

PROOF. Let M denote the manifold obtained from N by attaching 2-han

dles to the attaching regions for the top stage of C, ,. This is the same as
,J

a neighborhood of C
1

. except without intersections in the top stage. There
,J

is therefore a map M+ M which is an isomorph.ism onto a neighborhood of e" j ,

except in the top stage. This gives a factorization of the homomorphism of the

lemma through 1T 1 (M - c, , j) • We will show that this is cyclic, generated by the

first stage linking circle.
,..

In M the topmost Whitney discs are embedded. Use these for Whitney

moves to remove intersections in the j-1 stage, and denote the result by

Ci ,j-l· The Whi tney move shows that M- C, , j is isomorphic to the complement

of C;,j_l union some arcs (where the Whitney discs used to be) union the ac

cessory discs.

Whitney disc

accessory disc after Whitney move delete arc and disc

The accessory discs which used to go through the intersection points now go

across the arcs. Since the accessory discs are errant (at worst), the arc left

by the last Whitney disc has only one accessory disc passing through, and only

once. The union therefore collapses to the object obtained by deleting that

arc and disc. The collapse can be done ambiently, so the complements are the

same. Now the next to the last arc intersects only one disc, so it can be

is

M- C,' . l',J-
is a regular neighborhood of c,' . ,.

,J-
has no intersections in the top stage, so the argument

Continuing we see that the complement is the same as

el' , 2,J-
Continuing we eventually get down to the first stage, and the statement: M

The tower C', , j-l
above applies to show it has the same complement as a smaller tower

and that

collapsed.

a regular neighborhood of an embedded disc, and M- (disc) ~ M- C,I .• Therefore
,J

'IT, (M - Ci,j) is cyclic, generated by the linking circle of C1-

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
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The first application is to combine Lemmas 1 and 2 to get a vanishing re

sult (commutator in a cyclic group).

COROLLARY. Suppose C1 .C M is a j stage tower, j~3, whose first
,J

stage is pure. Let 02, j C M- C, be the j-l stage tower of discs attached

to one of the second stage discs of C1 ., and let W be a regular neighbor, )

hood of D2,j-l in M- C1· Then ~1 (W-02,j) + ~1 (M-C1,j_l) is trivial.

PROOF. Let P be a neighborhood of D2 . in M - C1. Then the horno-. ,)

morphism of the lemma factors through tt,(W-D2,j) + ~1(P-D2,j-l). According to

Lemma 2 the image of this is generated by the linking circle.of the bottom disc

02. It therefore suffices to see that this element is trivial.

If D
2

is a Whitney disc, then since the first stage is pure there is no

other second stage disc passing through one of the intersection points. Lemma

1 applied at this point shows that the linking circle is a commutator in

'If 1 (N - C1, j) , where N is a neighborhood of C" j-l. But by Lemma 2 again the

image of this group is cyclic, so a commutator has trivial image.

If D
2

is an accessory disc, then it shares its intersection point with

a Whitney disc. By Lemma 1 a product of the linking circles is a commutator in

11"1 (N - C
l,

j) • By the above the linking circle of the Whi tney disc is a conunu

tator, so the link of D2 is also, and vanishes in 1T 1 (M - C, , j-l) •

Now we begin the development of transverse spheres. Recall (3] that a

transverse sphere for an immersed surface is a framed immersed 2-sphere which

intersects the surface transversely in exactly one point. Recall also that a

~~ on a disc consists of pushing a little bit of the disc along an arc

which comes back through the disc. This introduces a pair of selfintersection

points, with an obvious Whitney disc.

LEMMA 3. Suppose C1 C M is a l-stage tower t and C2 is a partial col

lection of (not necessarily disjoint) Whitney and (errant) accessory discs for

intersections in C
1

• Suppose N C M is a submanifold which intersects each
J.

disc in a connected set. Suppose there are transverse spheres C1 in N which

intersect C
1

in only the canonical points. Then the discs C2 can be changed

to Ci by Casson moves in N so that all the discs have transverse spheres in

N, which intersect C, \) Ci in only the.canonica~ points.

ADDENDUM. The Ci transverse spheres have Whi tney discs in N- C1lJ- Ci
for all their intersections and self-intersections.

PROOF. Let D be a disc in c 2 ' and choose a point in 3D lying in C1•

Then the linking 2-sphere of 3D at that point intersects D in exactly one

point, intersects a C
1

disc in 2 points, and is disjoint from everything
.a.

else. We can make it disjoint from C
1

by connected sum with copies of C1•
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linking 52

This may introduce many intersections with C2 , but we have some control over

them.

A potential transverse sphere for D has a complete set ~ Whitney discs

if it is disjoint from C" there is one distinguished point of intersection

with D, and all other intersections (with everything, including itself) are

arranged in pairs with Whitney discs. At this point we are not concerned with

what the Whitney discs might intersect.

D is a Whitney or accessory disc for intersection points in c,. Begin

with a linking sphere near one of these intersection points, say p. As in the

picture above, the intersections with C, appear on opposite sides of aD.
Choose arcs along aD past p, then extend by parallel arcs to parallel copies

L
of c,. Do the connected sums along these arcs. Since these are parallel,

there are Whitney discs for all intersections occuring past p.

Whitney disc

accessory d;scs
passing through p
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The only intersection points which do not have such Whitney discs are inter

sections near p with other C
2

discs passing through p. Let On be the

last Whitney disc in C
2

(in the ordering which comes with errant accessory

discs). Then D
n

is attached to an intersection point with no other C
2

discs passing through it. Therefore it has a sphere with a complete set of

Whitney discs. Let An be the last accessory disc.

Whitney disc passing through its intersection point.

An has only the last

Therefore a sphere con-

structed for the An will have Whitney discs for intersections except an in

tersection with On. Remove this by connected sum with a copy of the sphere

for On. This introduces many new intersections, but they all have Whitney

discs (parallels of the ones for the sphere for On). Therefore An has a

sphere with a complete set of Whitney discs.

In a similar manner we can work our way down through C
2

' using spheres

for the later ones to remove intersections without Whitney discs. Therefore

we can conclude that C
2

has a set of spheres (in N- C,) with complete sets
~

of Whitney discs. Use the transverse spheres C
1

to make the whitney discs

disjoiAt from C,. Then these are also contained in N- C,.

The next step is to piCK one of these discs, call it 0" and use the

Whitney discs to remove excess intersections with its associated spheres, call

it S. Let W be one of the Whitney discs. If 01 intersects W then

choose an arc on W to the edye which lies on D,. Push a bit of 01 along

this arc. This is a Casson move, removes an intersection of 01 with W, and

introduces two selfintersections of D,. Repeat to obtain 0, disjoint from

W except for the boundary. Then push S across W (a Whitney move on S).

Since 01 n int(W) = ¢ this reduces SOD, by 2 points. It introduces inter

sections of S with everything which intersected W, but these occur in pairs

with Whitney discs. We therefore maintain our hypotheses.

Whitney disc (W)

the Whitney move, with discs for new intersection points.
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J.
Continuing in this way we can obtain a transverse sphere D, in N- C, ,

J.
still with a complete set of Whitney discs. Use D

1
to make all the candi-

date transverse spheres, all the c~, and all the Whitney discs, disjoint

from D,. As above sums of spheres with complete sets of Whitney discs again

have such complete sets. The hypothesis o,n N connected ensures that these

operations can be carried out inside N.

Now we proceed by induction. Suppose that discs D" ... ,Dk have trans

verse spheres 0i eN, disjoint from C, U D
1
u .•• U D

k
except for the canoni

cal points. The other discs in C
2

have nassociated" spheres with complete

sets of Whitney discs, in N- e,l) D,lJ ••• U D
k

• Let D
k

+
1

be one of the other

discs. Go through the process above changing D
k
+, by Casson moves to get a

J. J.
transverse sphere D

k
+

1
• D

k
+, is still disjoint from D" ••• ,D

k
so it can

be used to make everything disjoint from the new D
k

+
1

• This replicates the

induction hypothesis. When all of the discs have been improved we have the

conclusion of Lemma 3 (and the addendum).

As an application of Lemma 3 we show how transverse spheres and some

homotopy information can be used to add discs to a tower.

M- C, , j. Suppose s" ... ,Sk _are whi tney and

j stage intersections, and are nullhomotopic

COROLLARY. Suppos e C1, j C M

discs have transverse spheres in

accessory circles for some of the

is a stage tower, and the

in M- C" j_'. Then there are immersed Whi tney and accessory discs spanning

these circles, with interiors disjoint from each other and C',j_

ADDENDUM. If some Whitney and accessory discs are already given, and the

C~ are disjoint from them, then the new discs will also be disjoint from them.
J

Also, the new discs have transverse spheres in M- C',j' and algebraic self-

intersection o.
PROOF. By hypothesis we can span the discs by discs 'immersed in M- C"j_l.

Discs on Whitney circles can be spun [3] to correct the framing_ Then copies

of C: can be added to make them disjoint from C, ,. Call these discs) ,J
E" ••• ,Ek -

We apply Lemma 3. The discs E* are changed by Casson moves, and acquire

transverse spheres disjoint from C, . U E* except for the canonical points.
,]

Further these spheres have a complete set of Whitney discs for their inter-

sections and se~f-intersections.

J.
If the algebraic self-intersections of E* are not zero, this can be cor-

J.
rected by sums with the E* (note algebraic intersections of the E

i
are 0).

This ruins the spheres, so repeat the last step. This does not change alge

braic intersection since the discs are changed by Casson moves_

Add copies of E~, i > 1, to E, to obtain Ei disjoint from E
i

I

i > 1. Ei has excess intersections wi th E~, but there are Whi tney discs for

these intersections. We can change E, further by Casson moves to be disjoint
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~

from the Whitney discs. Then push E, across the discs to remove the extra
.L

intersections_ This gives a transverse sphere (E l ) disjoint from E
i

, i > 1.
~ ~

Use (Ei' to make all the Ei and Whitney discs disjoint from Ei.
As in the proof of Lemma 3 we can repeat this process, improving the E

i
,

E~ one at a time. The end result satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.
1

The next lemma is the main step in the proof.

LEMMA 4. Suppose C1,s C l-1 ~S-stage tower with first stage pure.

Then there is a 6-stage tower in M with first stage pure, and with the same

first three stages as e1,S-

ADDENDUM. (a).!!. C1 . C M is a j stage tower wi th j ~ 5 and first
,J

stage pure, then we can get a j + 1 stage tower. (b) The attaching circles

for the fourth stage are also the same as in el,s- (c) There are transverse

spheres for the top three stages, intersecting ei,s in only the canonical

points_

Notice that (a) can be used to get towers of arbitrary height. These are

not very useful to us because the accessory discs are errant.

PROOF. Let N be a neighborhood of

the 5th stage intersections by induction.

C2,4 in M- C,. We will improve

The induction hypothesis is that

there is a tower ei,s satisfying:

1) The first three stages and the circles for the fourth stage are

the same as e l ,5' Ci,4C N, and the first stage is pure.

2) The 4 th and 5th stage discs in Ci,5 have transverse spheres

contained in N, and intersect el,S in only the canonical
~

points. The spheres (CS) have Whitney discs for their

self-intersections.

3) The 5th stage intersections are in two groups: one with

Whitney and (standard) accessory circles contained in N,

and the others.

First note that if there are no "other" intersections, then we can obtain

the conclusion of Lemma 4 and the addendum. The corollary to Lemmas , and 2

shows that 1f 1 (N) + 1f 1 (M - C1 ,3) is trivial. Therefore all the Whi tney and

accessory circles given in (3) are nullhomotopic in M- C1,3. Span the circles

by immersed discsin M- Ci ,3- The transverse spheres to C4 can be used to

get discs in M:"" Ci ,4 Now the corollary to Lemma 3 applies, to give a 6th

stage.

The next thing to note is that we can remove one "other" intersection
~

point by connected sum with a transverse sphere (Cs) .
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This introduces new 5th stage intersections, but by the hypothesis on (e;) J,

these have Whi tney and accessory circles in N. Therefore the "other" inter

sections are reduced. Unfortunately this operation ruins the transverse sphere

hypothesis. If this hypothesis can be restored then the induction step will be

complete.

What we have to prove, then, is that if el,s satisfies the induction hy

pothesis except for the transverse sphere hypothesis (2), then there is tower C~,5

satisfying all the hypotheses and which has the same number of "o ther n inter

sections.

Because of the purity hypothesis, the first stage will not be involved.

Therefore let D2,5 be one of the second stage discs, together with the upper

stages built on it. Let N2,i be a regular neighborhood of D2,i in M-(open

regular neighborhood of e
l
). Then D2,5 is a 4-stage tower in N2,5' with

upper stages disjoint from the boundary. Also N2,4 C N.

The first step is to obtain transverse spheres for the D
3

discs. By

Lemma 2, the image of lT 1 (N 2,3 - 02,3) + lT 1 (N 2,4 - 02,3) is cyclic. Therefore,

if we show that the linking circles of the 03 are commutators in the first

group, they will vanish in the second group. There is an ordering on the

Whitney discs in 03 from the errant condition on the accessory discs.

Shuffle in the accessory discs by letting the kth one immediately precede the

kth Whitney disc. Then for each disc there is a 02 intersection point,

through which it passes exactly once, and such that only later discs also pass

through it. Assume as induction hypothesis that linking circles of later discs

are commutators. Then Lemma 1 shows that the product of the current linking

circle and a bunch of commutators is a commutator. The linking circle itself

is therefore a commutator. Therefore by induction they are all commutators.
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We conclude that the D3 discs have transverse spheres in N
2

,4 inter

secting D
2

,3 in only the canonical points: the nullhornotopies of the linking

circles glue to transverse discs to give transverse maps of spheres. Approxi

mate by immersions, then they are f~amed because N
2

,4 is contractible in M.
J.

Now apply Lemma 3 to modify D
4

to 04 I and get transverse spheres (D4).
This introduces new 4th stage intersections_ We have to find Whitney and ac

cessory discs for these, and Whitney and accessory circles in N for all new

5th stage intersections.

Lemma 3 changes the 04 discs by Casson moves along arcs in N2,4 from

a D
4

disc to itself. Therefore the new intersections occur in pairs, with
J.

Whitney discs disjoint from everything except °4 - Further these arcs lie in

N
2

,4 - C
2
,4' except for their endpoints. Since N

2
,4 is a regular neighbor

hood of C
2
,4' we can use the mapping cylinder structure to extend the arcs to

embedded discs, with the rest of the boundary on C
2
,4. This giv~s errant ac-

.cessory discs for the new Whi tney discs (when they are put after the old ones in

the order ing) •
Whitney disc

accessory disc

We add these to the old discs to get 0S, a complete set of 5 th stage Whi tney

and accessory discs. This is not quite a tower, since the new 5th stage discs

may not be disjoint from the old ones.

Next we apply Lemma 3 again, to get transverse spheres for the 5th stage.

First note that the discs in D5 either intersect N2,4 in an annulus (the

old ones) or are contained in N2,4 (the new ones). Therefore the connectivity

hypotheses are satisfied to get transverse spheres contained in N
2

,4-

These transverse spheres also have complete sets of Whitney discs for their

intersections and self-intersections. We can therefore use them as in the proof
thof Lemma 3 and its corollary to make the new 5 stage discs disjoint from the

old ones, and each other.

We observe that all the new intersections in DS are good ones. The new

intersection in the old 05 discs corne from Casson moves inside N
2

,4. The new
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D; discs lie entirely in N2,4' and they have Whi tney and accessory circles

because they were constructed from embedded discs by adding transverse spheres

with complete sets of Whitney discs, and then some Casson moves. In particular

we have the same number of "other" intersection points that we started with,

and the induction step is complete.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Suppose C
1

,6 is a pure 6-stage tower. Consider

it as a bunch of 5-stage towers attached to c,. Apply Lemma 4 to each of

these ,(inside disjoint neighborhoods) to get 6-stage towers. All together we

get a 7-stage tower Cl ,7 with first two stages pure, and first four and

attaching circles of the fifth equal to those of C,,6.

Let Ni , j denote a regular neighborhood of Ci, j in M- Ci ,i-1 The

first errant discs occur in c6. Choose standard accessory circles for the

Whitney circles in Cs. By the corollary to Lemmas 1 and 2,

1T 1 (N3 , 5 - Cj, 5) + 1T 1 (N2,6 - C2,5) is zero. This means first of all that we can

get transverse spheres for Cs (by gluing nullhomotopies in N2,6'- C2,5 on

boundaries of transverse discs). Second, it means that all the Whitney and

accessory circles are nullhomotopic in N 2,6 - C2,s. Therefore the corollary

to Lemma 3 applies to span these by disjoint immersed discs. This gives a pure

6-stage tower, Ci,6' with 6
th

stage discs with transverse spheres inside

N2,6·
Now we repeat this argument. The corollary to Lemmas 1 and 2 implies that

1T 1 (N 2,6 - Ci, 5) + 1T 1 (N 1,7 - Ci ,5) is tr ivial. Therefor e we can get nullhomo

topies of the Whitney, accessory, and linking circles. At first these may in-

tersect C6' but they can be made disjoint by adding transverse spheres
...

(C6) · Then we have the data required to apply the corollary to Lemma 3.

Again this yields disjoin·t immersed discs, which give a pure 7-stage tower.
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SMOOTH STRUCTURES ON 4-MANlFOLDS

Frank Ouinn

ABSTRACT. The purpose of this note is to record the main points of
the current (end 1982) understanding of structures on topological
4-manifolds. The results are contrasted with higher dimensional
analogs to emphasize the ~eculiarities of dimension 4. As background
we recall that every 3-manifold has a smooth structure, unique up to
isotopy. Therefore the existence and uniqueness questions considered
here are all relative to the boundary. Also recall [5] that smooth
and PL structures are the same (up to isotopy) up through dimension
6, so we do not distinguish between the two types of structures. It
is customary to refer to smooth structures, but in a number of ways
the PL ones are more b~sic and might be more appropriate.

1. EXISTENCE

Suppose M

to smoothing M

is a topological 4-manifold.

is a class k E: H4 (M, aM; ~/2) •

The Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction

Mx It is smoothable if and

only if k =0, but unlik e higher dimensions (5 ,p. 3] this does not imply that

M itself is smoothable.

If M is not compact the obstruction group is trivial. The high dimen

sional theory therefore predicts M should b e smoothable. This much, at least,

does hold.

1.1 THEOREM. [8,2.2.3] Let MO be obtained from M by deleting an in

terior point from each compact component. ~ MO has a smooth structure.

Unfortunately, extending the structure across these remaining points in

volves more than the Z/2 obstruction. The following was announced by s.
Donaldson (August 1982):

1.2 THEOREM. [2] Suppose M is a cl~sed 1-connected smooth 4-manifold

whose quadratic form on H2(M;~) is positive definite. Then the form is

equivalent over ~ to. the form given by the identity matrixe

The 8 x 8 matrix Ee is unimodular, symmetric and positive definite,

but not equivalent over ~ to ISe Freedman [4] has shown that there is a

closed 1-connected manifold with this form. This manifold was already known

to be nonsmoothable since the high dimensional obstruction k(Ea) is ~ O. How

ever Donaldson's theorem also applies to 2ES' even though k(2ES) =0. To

explore the gap between 1.1 and 1.2 we introduce some notation. An almost
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smoothing of M is a smooth structure in the complement of a discrete set.

The exceptional points are referred to as the singular points. Note that by

collapsing topologically flat arcs ~oining singular points we can arrange that

there is only one in each compact component (the MO of 1.1). This is often

required in the definition of an almost smoothing, but we will find the slight

additional generality useful.

A singular point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to :R
4, wi th the s ingu

lar point corresponding to O. The almost smooth structure induc~s a smooth

structure on s3 x (O,~), which we refer to as the ~ of the singularity. Two

ends are equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism of the smooth structures

tl near s3 x {O}"; diffeomorphism of open sets containing some s3 x (0, £), £ > o.

Some useful examples of ends and singular points can be obtained this way:

the complement of the standard 52 C cp2 is :R
4 (with the standard smooth

structure). Let 52 denote the image of s2 under a homeomorphism cp2+cp2
d 2

which is topologically isotopic to the identity. (We call Sd a displacement

of 52). The complement is still homeomorphic to :R~ and has a smooth

structure since it is open in cp2. However the smooth structure may no longer

be standard. We say that a singular point is resolvable if its end is equiva

lent the end of one of th~se structures on E~ The terminology is inspired by

the resolution of slngularities of algebraic geometry: if P€ M is a resolv

able singular point then there is r:N+M defined by using the equivalence of

ends to glue together M-: p and a neighborhood of 5~ C cp2. N is smooth,
-1 -1 2r is a diffeomorphism away from r (p), r (p) =S, and a neighborhood of

r-
1

(p) is diffeomorphic to a neighborhood of a displacement s~ C cp2. Top

ologically N::: M# cp2.

1.3 THEOREM. A compact connected 4-manifold has an almost smoothing such

(a) if k (M) =0, all the singular points are resolvable.

(b) if k (M) # 0, all but one are resolvable, and the exceptional

one has end isomorphic to Freedman's fake 53 x :R [3 J •

This will be proved in Section 3. Combined with Donaldson's theorem it

implies an observation of Freedman.

1.4 COROLLARY. There is a smooth structure on :R
4

not diffeomorphic to

the standard one: There is a compact set K C R
4

which is not contained in a

compact contractible submanifold smooth in the strange structure.

The contractible manifold property shows that the structure is strange,

since a compact set is contained in a ball in the standard structure. By con

trast, in every other dimension a smooth structure on ~4 is not only diffeo

morphic to the standard structure but isotopic to it.
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Cp2 so that U. - s~ is diffeo
1 1

cp2 - U. is a compact subset of
1

a compact contractible smooth sub-

aw. c u - S~, and its image under
1 1

1 submanifold of the almost smooth-.

PROOF OF 1.4: As noted above, (4) implies that there is a closed 1-con

k (2Ea) = 0 so by 1. 2 it has a

the singular points, wi th ends

S~ C Cp2. We claim that one of the
1

nected 4-manifold with quadratic form 2ES•

resolvable almost smoothing. Let {Pi} be

equivalent to complements of displacements

complements Cp2_S~(.. ~4) satisfies 1.3.

Let U. be a neighborhood of S~ in
1 1

morphic to a neighborhood of the end at Pi-

cp2 - S~. Suppose that for all i there is
1

manifold W., cp2 - u. c W. C cp2 - S~ • Then
111 1

the diffeomorphism is a smoot~ codimension

ing of 2E
S

• The image of aW
i

bounds an acyclic submanifold of 2ES con

taining the singular point Pi. Replacing this acyclic manifold with Wi gives

a smooth l-connected closed 4-manifold with form 2Ea . Since 2ES ,is positive

definite this contradicts Donaldson's theorem. Therefore for at least one i

such a contractible submanifold does not exist.

We remark that 1.3 shows that smoothability of M cannot be determined

from the ends near the singular points: the same ends occur in almost smooth

ings of S4(= Cp2/s2). Further, by taking connected sums with these almost
d

smoothings we can introduce "arbitrarily bad" singular points into a manifold.

Finally, call an end "Euclidean" if it is equivalent to the end of a smooth

structure on R
4

• By joining the singular points of an almost smoothing (di

viding out flat arcs between them) we get from 1.3: ..ll. k (M) :: 0 then M ~

an almost smoothing with one singular point, which has a Euclidean end.

The proof of 1.4 from 1.2 was given to emphasize the commonness of

Euclidean ends. A proof somewhat closer to basic facts is obtained this way:

The Kummer surface K
3

is a smooth manifold which topologically is a connected

sum M# 3S2
x 52 [4]. Use 2.1 (b) to identify smooth structures near the

. 2 2
skeleta 3(5 vS) as neighborhoods of displacements of the standard

s2vs2cs2xs2. Since s2xS2_S2vs2 ~ R4, the proof given above shows that at

least one of these displacements has complement which does not have the smooth

contractible manifold property.

2. UNIQUENESS

Suppose f:M+N is a homeomorphism of smooth manifolds, and suppose

WOCWCM are locally flat polyhedra with f smooth on a nei9hbor~ood of Woe

Then we say !. ~ be smoothed~ Wrel Wo if there is an isotopy of

frel Wo to a homeomorphism which is smooth on a neighborhood of W.

We recall that if the dimension is 3, f can be smoothed near any w.
If the dimension of M is ~5 and dim w~ 5 then f can be smoothed if and

3only ~f the Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction k(f) £ H (W,WO;~/2) is zero [5].
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M:::>W:::>W
O

a)

b)

(k(f) measures the obstruction to making f PL, without any restriction on

the dimension of W).

Unfortunately this is false in dimension 4. To explain what is true,

some weaker notions are needed. A displacement of W(relWO) is the image of

W under homeomorphism of M ambient isotopic (reI Wo) to the identity.

Therefore we can speak of smoothing f near a displacement of W. This is not

completely unnatural. For example a smoothing of f near a displacement of

w trivially gives a smoothing of £-1 near a displacement of f(W). The cor

responding statement without "displacement" is false in dimension 4, and in

hi9h~r dimensions requires the use of a deep theorem.

Weaker yet is the idea of sliced concordance. A sliced concordance is a

smooth structure on M x I s.uch that the projection P: M x I + I is a smooth sub

mersion. This can be thought of as a continuous family of smooth structures,

since each p-l(t) has a smooth structure. ~ sliced concordance of f to a

map~~ W is an isotopy F:MxI + N together with a sliced concordance

(a structure on M x I) so that F
O

=f, the structure on Mx{O} is the origin

alone, and' F, is smooth near W with respect to the structure on Mx{l}.

Notice that a topological isotopy defines a sliced concordance simply by pul

ling back the smooth structure; (F,l): M x I + N x I.

2.1 THEOREM. Suppose f;M+ N is a homeomorphism of smooth 4-manifolds,

locally flat polyhedra, and f is smooth near WOe

If dim W< 1 then f can be smoothed near W, rel Vb.
If dim W=2 then f can be smoothed near a displacement

W
d
~ W(rel W

O
). Generally f cannot be smoothed near W

itself.

c) If dim W=3 and the high dimensional obstruction in
3
H (W,Wo;~/2) vanishes, then f is sliced concordant to

a map smooth near W(rel Wo). Generally f cannot be

smoothed near a displacement of W.

Statements ~ and bare [8,2.2.2]. Statement c is a result of Lashof

and Taylor [7]. We give a proof of this result in Section 3.

The negative results come from contradictions of Donaldson's theorem. If

we could smooth near 02
CD

2
xR

2
+M then Freedman's 2-handles could be smoothed,

and all of [4] would work'smoothly. In particular we would obtain a smooth

manifold with form 2ES- Similarly it is shown in (4] that the Kummer surface

is a topological connected sum K3 ~ N'(3S
2

x 82) reflecting the decompositionaf

the quadratic form as 2E
S

19 3 [~ ~]. There is an embedding S3x "R" K
3

sepa

rating the components of the connected sum. If this could be smoothed on a

displacement of S3 x {O} C s3xR, then this could be used to glue the 2E
S

side

of the displacement to one side of s~cs4 and obtain a smooth manifold with
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form 2ES•

The high dimensional obstruction arises in the following way. First there

is the theorem that concordance implies isotopy (which fails in dimension 4).

Then there is a very general formal result from immersion theory which states

that on an open manifold, sliced concordance classes of structures correspond

bijectively with homotopy classes of reductions of the tangent microbundle to

a vector bundle (6). The topological tangent microbundle of an n-manifold de

termines a classifying map M+ Btop (n) • A reduction corresponds to a map to

80 (n) so that the diagram

M-----+ Btop(n)

homotopy commutes. Obstructions to existence and uniqueness of such maps in

volve the fiber top(n)/O(n). Specifically uniqueness obstructions are given by

Hi(M;w.(top(n)/o(n»). This theory applies in dimension 4.
J

The final ingredient is the stability result that top(n)/O(n) + top/O is

n-connected (n ~ 5), and that up to dimension 5 top/O is a K(~/2,3).

These ingredients together give the obstruction to isotopy in H3(M;~/2). The

concordance statements of 2.1 together with the immersion theory result extends

the stability theorem to dimension 4:

2.2 THEOREM. top(4)/O(4) + top/O ~ 4-connegted.

That this is 3-connected is [S,2.2.3], the n2,n3 results are in [7].

This result implies 1.1, via the existence aspect of the immersion theory (for

open manifolds).

We remark that 2.2 shows that the nonsmoothability.of 2ES cannot be de

tected by the bundle constructions which work in higher dimensions. The new

phenomenon is therefore considerably more subtle than what we are used to, and

presumably will require further developments in differential geometry to be

understood in more detail.

3. PROOFS OF 1.3 and 2.1c:

The first step in 1.3 is to reduce to the k. 0 case by int·roducing a

singularity if k- 1. If M is a compact connected 4-manifold then k(M) can

be measured this way: take an almost smoothing of M, with singular points

Pi • The end at Pi is a smoothing of 5
3

)( R. Perturb the projection to R to

be smoothly transverse to 0, and let N
i

be the inverse image. N
i

is an

orientable 3-manifold, so bounds a framed smooth 4-manifold, say Wi. Then

k(M) = f t index Wi' mod2.
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Now suppose k (M) ~ o. Use the smoothing of s3 XR given in [3] to define

an almost smoothing of a neighborhood of p € M, with p corresponding to the

+ 00 end of s3 xR• As above make the projection to :R transverse to o. Let

N denote the inverse image of 0, and M' the complement of the inverse
p

image of (0,00). M' is a compact 4-manifold. An ,almost smoothing of M'

fits together with the almost smoothing of the neighborhood of p to give an

almost smoothing of M. By the description of k(M) given above, we have

k (M') = k (M) - -8' index W , where W bounds N as above. But for thep p p
example of. [3], index W =8. Therefore k(M') = O. A resolvable almost

p
smoothing of M' will extend to an almost smoothing of M satisfying the

statement of 1.3b.

Suppose k (M) ::. 0, and use 1. 1 to obtain a smooth structure on M - p.

Let 04 denote a disc with center p. The product structure on
1 4

(M -"2 D ) x R C (M-p) xR extends to a smooth structure on all of Mx:R (because

k (M) =0). The projection MxR + R is smoothly transverse to 0 on
1 4(M - "2 0 ) x:R. Approximate it reI this set to be transverse to 0 on all of

The inverse image N is a smooth manifold which is topologically M' P
4 1 4 1 4 .

since it still contains D -"20 C M- 2 0. By dOl.ng 0 and 1 surgeries

(smoothly) we may assume P is l-connected. Next note index p=o (this is

because N x Cp2 is bordant to (a smooth structure on M) x cp2 , so index N

= index M). By [4], P ~ #ks2xs2 for some k. We therefore have a smooth

structure on M#kS2
xS

2, for some k.

Since s2x t#cp2 is diffeomorphic to 2Cp2#(_Cp2), N#Cp2 ~ M#iCp2#j(-CP~.

This almost defines a "resolution" since N#cp2 is a smooth manifold mapping

to M= M#iCp2#j(-Cp2)/(i+j)S2. The only ingredient missing is the identifica

tion of the smooth structure near the copies of S2 as neighborhoods of dis

placements of the standard s2 Ccp2. This however can be obtained by applica

tion of 2.1 (b).

This completes the proof of 1.3. Note we could also use displacements of

S2 VS 2 C S2 x S2 as models for the singular points.

PROOF OF 2.1c. This is essentially the argument given in [7]. Given 2.1

a,b, the immersion theory formulation shows 2.1c is equivalent to: the kernel

of w3toP(4)/0(4) + n3top/O is trivial. Again by immersion theory an element

of w
3
top(4)/O(4) is represented by a smooth structure on 03 X (0,1) which is

standard on the boundary. Take the union over the boundary with the standard

structure to get a structure on S3 X (O,1) = (int0
4

) - (OJ. Since the homotopy
3 . 3

class is trivial in top/O, the stabili zation S)( (0,1 ) , S_ )( (0,1) + top (5) /0 (5)

extends to a map of int04 • As above this implies that the product structure
314on (5 x(2' l)x:R extends to a smooth structure on (intO )xR. As above make

the projection to R transverse to 0, make the inverse image 1-connected,
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and recognize it as homeomorphic to
k 2 2

(I S x.S ) - p. This gives a thlrd smooth

structure on the end. The first structure is the possibly exotic one, which

by construction extends to a smooth structure on Clk S2xS2
) -p. The classify

ing map comparing the first and third structures therefore factors through the

skeleton v
2ks2•

Since top(4)/O(4) is already known to be 2-connected, this implies that

these two structures are concordant. The proof is completed by showing that

the second and third structures on the end are also concordant. The second
3structure was a standard structure on S x(D,l). Both it and the third

structure extend across the singular point, so again the classifying map com

paring the two is nullhomotopic.
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CONCORDANCE OF LINKS IN S4

Daniel Ruberman

COncordance of links is known to involve more than simply concordance of

the individual components1 it is not known, for instance, if every even-dimen

sional link is slice. Null-concordance of even-dimensional links would follow

if one knew that every link were concordant to a boundary link. (See (1) or

apply Kervaire's argument (3) that C
2n

= 0 to the disjoint Seifert surfaces.)

N. Sato (4) has defined an invariant S(L) such that L concordant to a bound

ary link implies S (L) trivial, however, no example of a link wi th B(L) ~ 0 is

known in other than the classical dimension. He observes that S(L) can be

defined for some links for which the components aren't spheres~ the condition

is given below. B(L) lies in nn+2(S2)1 Sato constructs non-spherical links

to realize any element of nn+2(S2). In s4, his construction yields a link

with both components genus two surfaces. In this note we construct an example

of a link of a 2-sphere and a torus with non-trivial S~ this is either best

possible or next-best.

S is defined for oriented links L = {L
1

,L
2

} in s"+2 for which

lk (H
1

L. ,H L.) = 0 (i~j), where lk denotes linking number between cycles in
1 . n J

n+ 2 tho • n+ 1 t1 '.l' (nS In 16 case, L. = aM. , M. n L. = 'P (1rJ), and we set S L)=(M
1

M
2

,F)
2 1 1. 1. J

in 1I'n+2 (5 ) = the framed cobordism group. Here F is the framing of v (M, nM2)

given by the normals to M, and M
2

restricted to M
1

nM
2

- Sato shows this is

well-defined and indeed an invariant of concordance, since it clearly vanishes

for boundary links, S (L) =0 for L concordant to a boundary link.

Construction of the example.

Start with the arc and closed curve y C B
3 as pictured in Figure 1.

Define an isotopy y& of y by rotating y by & in the direction given by the
44211arrow in Figure lb. Then (S ,K,T) = (8 ,S ,S x S) is defined to be

1 3 1 2ni& 2 2 2
(8 x B , S x <:1, U e x y&) U (D x S , D x aa,fI). y& has the obvious genus

~ 2ni&
one Seifert surface F&1 then M=~e xF& is a Seifert surface for T.

Let G~ be the surface in Figure 1c), where the tube goes along y 3o' and <5

is a fixed arc in aB
3• Then N= U e 21Ti

3o x G U 02
x <5 is a Seifert surface for

~ 8-
K; note that N n T =M n K= ~ so that B(L) is defined.
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a)

DANIEL RUBERMAN

b)

Figure

by e

c)

~ ~(L)~O

2
PROOF: In 1T

4
(5 ) =~2' the non-trivial elem.ent is represented by a

torus with the Arf-invariant one framing; i.e. the induced framing is non-triv

ial on both members of a symplectic basis for H1• To show 8(L)~O, it suf

fices to identify B(L) with this -element. No~ M() N = U e
21fi

& x (F JIG) is
.& & ..

°1 1 1 l' b · f (1""\)' • bcerta1.n y 5 )( 5. A symp ect1.C aS1S 0 H
1

M I IN 1S glyen y
21Ti&

a= ~ e x P&' b= 1 x FO rlGo ' where p.. is a point on F&("lG& that doesn't

move during tne isotopy.
3

The framing on a is the suspension of the framing of F0 n GO in 1 x B ;

this latter is the framing +1"in W
3

(S2) (this is shown by Sato and demon

strates that S(Whitehead link): 1) and hence its suspension is non-trivial.

The no~-trivial framing on a circle in 54 is the one which differs from the

framing extending over a-disc by a single rotation as you go around the circle,

so to calculate the framing ~Ib we first see the trivial framing on b. But
3

this is given by a fixed fram~ (relative to B) at P&' for we can certainly

extend that over a disc. The framing ~ is pictured in Figure 2; ~& is just

~O rotated bv 2n&. W~ _conclude that B;' o.

Figure 2

REMARK. One might wonder whether this example could be improved to give a

spher ical link in S4' wi th S "# 0, perhaps by surger ing the torus T in the

complement of M and N. A result of T. Cochran (2) precludes this: he shows

that a(L) =0 for L a spher ical link wi th an unknotted component. Since K
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in our link is the unknot (being simply the spin of the unknot), but 8 ~ 0,

such a surgery is not possible.
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CONSTRUCTIONS OF QUASIPOSITlVE KNOTS AND LINKS, II

1
Lee Rudolph

1. INTRODUCTION

A~.)

A positive band in Artin's braid group B
n

is any conjugate of the stan

dard generator 01. (On the interpretation of B
n

as the "knot group" of the

discriminant locus ~ in the space En of unordered n-tuples of complex num

bers, a positive band is simply a positively-oriented meridian of

quasipositive braid in B
n

is any product of positive bands. A quasipositive

~ braid in (an unknotted solid torus in) 53 or R
3

is the closure of a

quasipositive braid: these are precisely the closed braids naturally associated

[Ru 1,2,3) to n-valued (complex) algebraic functions without poles. Finally,

a quasipositive link is an oriented link which has some representation as a

quasipositive closed braid.

Many such links can be constructed as boundaries of "quasipositive braided

surfaces" in 53. (These are the models in s3 of those surfaces S(b) of

[Ru 2] for which
-+

is an "embedded representation n
•b quasipositive band They

are also the quasipositive O-braided surfaces of Part I of this paper [Ru 3] ,

with 0 denoting the braid axis, an unknot; since here we won't consider more

general K-braided surfaces, K a fibred knot other than 0, we drop a from

the notation.) By such a construction, we see in Section 2 that many doubled

knots are quasipositive. Then, returning to the braid-theoretical description,

we see in Section 3 and Section 4 that the link used to describe a closed

oriented 3-manifold as an irregular 3-sheeted branched cover of 53 (respec

tively, as the boundary of a 4-dimensional (O,2)-handlebody) may always betaken

to be quasipositive~

These constructions were conceived of as further evidence for the ubiquity

of quasipositive links (see Part I). It would be interesting now to see whether

the process can be turned around, and something proved -- say, about 3-manifolds

-- from the knowledge that an auxiliary link in some construction can be

assumed to be quasipositive and consequently tinged, however lightly, with com

plex algebraic. geometry.

lResearch partially supported by NSF Mes 76-08230.
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2. MANY DOUBLED KNOTS ARE QUASIPOSITlVE

Given a knot K and an integer t, there are four oriented knot types

(a priori distinct in non-trivial cases) which can be called I'a double of K

with t twists u
• They are constructed as follows: let At be an annulus in

83 with core circle of the type of K, and so that the linking number of the

two boundaries, identically oriented, is t; let B± be an annulus with un

knotted core and linking number ±1 (a Hopf band so-called); and let 5± be

the once-punctured torus in 53, unique up to isotopy, obtained by uplumbing"

At and B± together. Then the boundaries of S±' with their two orientations,

are the doubles of K with t twists.

PROPOSITION 1. For ~~ K, there~ t(K) E ?l U {-co} such that

~ of the orientations of the positive double as+ of K with t twists is !.

quasipositive~ whenever t>t(K).

PROOF: This follows from an inspection of Figure 1, and an application

of the next, more general, proposition. iii

Let S be an oriented surface in (oriented) 53, given with a handlebody

decomposi tion S =h0 u ... u h0
U h1U ••• U h1 wi thout 2-handles. Or ient the

1 n 1 k
core arc of each l-handle. Then, given integers t 1 , ..• ,t

k
, it is clear how

to define a reimbedding of S which is the inclusion on the O-handles and

which "inserts t , twists in h ~tI for j = 1, ••• , k. This reimbedding is
J ]

well-defined up to isotopy relative to the O-handles. In particular, the vari-

Ous positive (resp., negative) doubles of K can be obtained by inserting

twists into the 1-handle AO- lnt B+ wi th core arc of knot type K, of the sur-
_ 0 1 1 0- - 1_ _ 1 __

face S± - h, U h, U h2 ' h, - AO () B± ' h 1 - B± lnt AOJ h2 - AO IntB±

PROPOSITION 2. Given 5 ~~' there ~ t 1,.. 0. ,t*k e: ?l l) {-CXl} so

~' if t. > t~ for j = 1, ••• ,k, ~ the surface obtained~ S ~ lE.,
J J

sertin2 t
j

twists in h~, j= 1, ••• ,k, is bounded ~~ quasipositive link.

PROOF (sketch): Use the method of Part I [Ru 3, Sections 2-3] first to

"braid U S and then to do the requisite "twist insertion" in a braided manner.

(An upper bound for the "modulus of quasipositivity" t. is the number of neg
J

ative bands involved in h~ once S has been braided; for changing each such
J

to a positive band, in each l-handle, makes S a quasipositive braided surface,

while inserting as many twists as there are changes of sign. Additional posi

tive twisting is, of course, possible without losing quasipositivity of the

surface once it is attained.)

REMARKS. (1) The given method of proof can never produce as a "modulus

of quasipositivity", and one may well doubt that all the positive doubles of

any knot can be quasipositive; but it is not clear how this could be proved.

(2) Likewise, the given method of proof seems ill-adapted to obtaining

either negative double (with any number of twists), or the oppositely-oriented

double to that constructed. This raises the interesting questions, as yet
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untouched, of invertibility and amphicheirality of quasipositive knots and

links (but see Part I, Section 5, for a remark on amphicheirality).

(3) In a sense, the more "positive" the knot K is, the more negative

t(K) can be. The following is true.

SCHOLIUM. ~ Be Bn !2!.!. ~.2!!. n strings, ~ exponent sum e,

and closure a=K. ~ in Proposition ..!. ~ may~ t (K) =n - e-1 • Hi

Figure 2 illustrates the case of 8 =o~ £ 8
2

• (If S includes negative

letters, the procedure becomes slightly more complicated at the negative cross

ings. )

3. QUASIPOSITIVE BRANCH LOCI.

The theorem of Alexander (A], that every (closed, connected, oriented)

3-manifold is a branched covering space of the 3-sphere, branched over a link,

has in recent years been reproved and improved, it is now known that the cover

ing may be taken to be three-sheeted, and the branch locus in 53 taken to be

a knot, (H], [M).

PROPOSITION 3. If M ~~~, connected oriented 3-manifold then M

~!. representation f:M+S
3

as a 3-sheeted covering branched ~~

quasipositive~ K.

PROOF: We make a straightforward application of the basic move used in

[M] to reduce the number of components of the branch locus until it becomes a

knot; we will phrase the move in braid-theoretical terms.

Let B £ B be a braid, L =Bits closure in S1
x a: C 53 ,

1 n ·3
p: S x<r ... [O,2nl x R: (e 1 ,x+iy)'" (&,x) the standard projection, p(L) a braid

diagram for B (assumed to be in general position). An admissible 3-coloring

of peL) is an assignment of one of 3 colors to each of the over-arcs of p(L),

in such a way that at each crossing either one or three colors are present, and

of Course for j= 1, ••• ,n the same color is assigned to the jth string at the

top of the diagram as to the jth string at the bottom. Then it is well-known

that admissible 3-c010rings of p(L) correspond to dihedral 3-sheeted cover

ings of 8
3

branched over L. Suppose given an admissible 3-coloring of peL),

so that for'some j, the colors of the jth and (j+l)st strings at the bottom

of peL) are different. Then if L' is the closure of ao~3, and p(L') is
J

the obvious braid diagram with three new crossings at the bottom and no other

changes, evidently there is a unique admissible 3-coloring of peL') which

"extends" the given coloring of peL); and it is not hard to prove that the

corresponding dihedral cover of 53 branched over L' is homeomorphic to the

original cover branched over L. Note that the number of components of Land

of L' differ by exactly one.

Now take any representation of M as a 3-sheeted dihedral cover of 53

branched over a link L. We will first perform basic moves until L becomes
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quasipositive, then if necessary perform more until it becomes a knot without

losing quasipositivity.

Orient L arbitrarily, then represent it as the closure of some braid a
in some B. Let b= (b (1 ) , ••• , b (8» be a band representation of B in B

(f [ 2nl) h . f . 1 b(')--(') e:(j) C' -1 f (,n)c. Ru : t at 15, or ) = , ••• ,8, ) =W J. (J i (j ) W J) or some W J

£ B
n

, l~i(j) ~ 0-1, e:(j} ±1, and B=b(1)···b(s). Let NCb) be the number

of negative bands in b, that is, the number of indices j with e: (j) = -1.

Then if N(b) =0, b and so L are quasipositive. Suppose NCb) F o. Then by
+ -1

conjugating band S, if necessary, we may assume b(s) =01 without chang-

ing the link type of L. (The number n of strings is at least 2 since M is

connected.) There are now two cases. The easier case is that, in an admis

sible 3-c010ring of peL), the first and second strings at the bottom of the

braid diagram are of different colors. In this case, the direct application of

the basic move replaces b with b' = (b(1), ••• ,b(s-1),ol'0,), with

N(b') = NCb) - 1 ..

Suppose, on the contrary, that the first and second strings at the bottom

of the braid diagram are of the same color, say, red. Since M is connected,

there must be at least one more string at the bottom, of a different color, sa~

blue. Again conjugating if necessary, we may assume this to be the third

string. A sketch will aid the reader to confirm that two basic moves (with an
. . -1 -1 -1

intervening application of the brald relat10n 01 (12 = 020102 (11 J replace
+ + -1 -1 ,... +
b with btl (b(l), ••• ,b(s-l), 02'01 ,°

2
0102 ,°

2
°

1
°

2
,(

2
), N(b ll

) = N(b) - 1.

Thus in either case L may be made quasipositive. Clearly, more basic

moves will convert it to a quasipositive knot.

4. QUASIPOSITlVE SURGERY INSTRUCTIONS.

Again, we use the braid-theoretical description of quasipositivity to show

that by applying basic moves of the "calculus of framed links" [K], [Cr], one

may convert the link in a(n integral) surgery description of a 3-manifold to a

quasipositive link: even the framings may be taken to be "natural" in a sense.

--A more complete account of the translation of the link calculus into a "braid

calculus" will be postponed to a later date.

PROPOSITION 4. If M is ~~, connected, oriented 3-manifold, ~

~ is ~ quasipositive braid B in~ Bn s~ ~ M ~ be represented

~~~ of performing surgery ~~~ S, ~ "naturally".

(The "natural" framing on a closed braid in the solid torus Sl x ¢ C 53

is that induced by a constant vectorfield in the ~ factor.)

PROOF (sketch): Here, the two basic moves are the introduction (or sup

pression) of an unknot, split from the rest of the framed link, feamed by ±1;

and the '-band moves", corresponding to handle-sliding, which proceed by first

taking the twisted longitude of one component of the framed link (twisted
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according to its framing), then joining this by a band to a second component,

and finally adjusting the framings of the resulting link. It is well-known

these moves, in combination, allow one to "change crossings", at the expense of

adding a new component, linked but unknotted. The reader should have no

trouble ver ifying that, if a e B
n

has band representation b= (b (1) , ••• , b (8) ) ,

-1
b(s) = 0n_1' and a (with suitable framings) gives surgery instructions for

M, then (again with suitable framing) the braid with band representation

bI = (b (1 ) , ••• , b (s-1 ), (1 , (J 1 ' a , a 1 ' a )n n- n n- n
instructions for M. Thus, framing aside,

in B
n

+
1

also qives surgery

M has quasipositive surgery in-

structions. As to the framing, it is readily verified that the "natural"

framing of a component of a closed braid is the self-winding of that component

(in the language of Laufer (Ll), that ls, its exponent sum after all other

components are erased. Therefore it is easy to increase the natural framing of

a component, by increasing the number of strings and joining them to that com

ponent by Markov moves which do not change the link type. But it is not much

harder to decrease the natural framing, at the expense of adding extra com

ponents and performing band moves. m
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lA - generic

v") insert
~ 3 twists

(a quasipositive braided surface)

18 - K • trefoil

FIGJRE 1
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(an annulus with
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AN INTRODUCTION TO SELF-DUAL CONNECTIONS*

Clifford Henry TaUbes t

I. GAUGE THEORIES

The Yang-Mills equations are differential equations for connections on

principal Lie group bundles over 4-dimensional manifolds. The equations have

been a sUbject for study for less than ten years, principally by physicists [1],

but in the last five years or so, by mathematicians interested in their geo

metric (2] and analytic aspects [3]. There has now appeared an intimate rela

tionship between the topology of 4-dimensional Riemannian manifolds and the

Yang-Mills equations, see S. Donaldson's lectures. In order to help you to

follow Donaldson's lectures, my lectures will introduce you to the concepts and

terminology that are minimally necessary to communicate with a "gauge theorist",

The lecture naturally splits into two parts. The first part contains a brief

introduction to the mechanics of principal bundles, connections and curvature.

This material is, hopefully, a review of your graduate course on differential

geometry. Good references are Steenrod (4), Husemoller [5), and the recent

article by Atiyah & Bott [6]. You may also find Kobayashi & Nomizu [7] useful.

The second part of the lecture is an introduction to the recent results of

Atiyah, Hitchin & Singer [8] and myself [9] on the self-duality equations - a

special case of the Yang-Mills equations. An excellent new reference is [10].

In these lectures, M will denote a smooth, oriented, compact 4-manifold

without boundary_ I will assume that M has a fixed, Riemannian metric, m.

Because M is smooth, I am doing differential geometry. The smoothness of M

allows me to utilize many additional tools Nhich are naturally applicable upon
00

the choice of a C structure. This smooth structure is to be fixed once, and

for all.

The first consequence of having a smooth structure on M is that we can

define the notion of a smooth fibre bundle, or prinicpal Lie group bundle

n:P + M •
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494 CLIFFORD HENRY TAUBES

There are some elegant difinitions around, but let me fol~ow Steenrod since he

was a topologist.

Let G be a simple, compact Lie group. (Much more general Lie groups are

also allowed.) Then a principal G-bundle is defined by specifying the follow

ing data:

tions (transition functions)

PRINCIPAL G-BUNDLES: (1) An open cover {U } of M.
Q

(2) Clutching func-

such that (3) in

(4) By necessity

u nun U
a B a

the cocycle condition

1 •

gao. = 1 •

So we are to think of a point

and h £ G.
a

If then

P £ P as a pair

h is related to
a

p= (x,h )
(l

he by

where x£U
a

hex = gaB he ·
It is important to note that for x £ M, 1T-1 (x) =p I is diffeomorphic to G,

x
but not canonically so. However, P admits a smooth G action by right mul

-1
tiplication: (p,g) + pq Thus if P = (x,h

a
) then pg = (x,ha9). This is

consistently defined, as for x e: Uo. n Us '

pg = (X, h
ex9) = (x, (9aBha)9) = (X,gaa( h s9» •

Along with the notion of a princtpal bundle, there is also the notion of

an associated bundle. Let V be a vector space on which G acts via a rep

resentation p. Then the associated vector bundle,

"
1T : V (:: P xp V) -+ M ,

is defined by

'"
V = Px V/- where

(p,V') - (pg,p(g)v) •

The cohomological data is as follows: A point

when 1T(V)=X e: Ua • In Ua nuS' Va=P(gaB)VS•
G-bundle is

v£ V is given by v= (x,va )

Schematically, a principal

P:

G

M
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while an associated vector bundle is

495

,.
V: \ \ ! I I I \

: : . . ." . :

v

M

For example, M being a differentiable manifold, its tangent~,

1T:T + M •
M

a vector bundle with fibre 1T-
1

(x) R
4

• The Riemannian metric is a smooth
-1

choice of metric mx C·'·) on n (x).

Let FMl
x

denote the set of orthonormal frames in TMl
x

with positive

orientation as defined by the metric m
x

and the given orientation of M. It

is a fact that FM'x is diffeomorphic to the Lie group 50(4). Indeed, the

set

F =
M

makes T
M

its associated vector bundle.

frame bundle of M.-------

can be readily given the structure of a principal SO(4)-bundle in a way that

The bundle FM.... M is called the

F
M

."

M • x

frame

point

A concrete, hands on example of a principal bundle is given as follows:

Take M= 54 and G= 5U(2) = .the group of unit quaternions. As a manifold

5U(2) == 53. Cover s4 by U = 54
_5 and U = 54_n where s = south pole and

+
n =north pole. Take 9+: U n u .... S3 tobe the projection map U rJ U = 53 x (0, 1T)

- + + -
.... 53. (This is the identity map on 8

3
·s of constant latitude.) We call this

bundle Pl' As a manifold, P1= 57, Then 5
7
.5

4
is the Hopf fibration.

Another useful notion is that of the pull-back bundle. Let cp: M.... N be a

smooth map, and let 1T:P"" N be a principal G-bundle. The pUll-back bundle

cp*P+M is the principal G-bundle over M that is defined by the cohomological

data {ql -1 (U
CI

) I ql*9
C1B

: ql-l (U
CI

) n ql-1 (U
B

) • G},

'"cp*p •• T•• >p

M ~ N

Note, there is a natural map ~: ~*p+ P which covers cp:
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,(x,h ) = C,Cx),h )
a a

for

Note also that ,Cpg) = ~(P)9 for 9£G.

This introduces the notion of a ~~: Let p .... M, and p' .... N be

principal G-bundles. A bundle map is a commutative diagram

p pi

defined by a smooth pair of maps (~,,): (P,M) + (P',N') such that ~ com

mutes with the G actions on P and pl.

It is logical to define two bundles P -+- M and P' + M to be isomorphic,

p ..... p' , when there exists a bundle map ~: p .... P' which covers the identity

map from M to itself. Suppose that P is given by data {U
a

,9aa } and P

is given by {U~, g~S}. By taking a refinement of the covers {U
a

} and {U~}

of M, we may assume that U = U·. A~ isomorphism ~: P -+- P' is given
a a

by data {Ua;'a:Ua"" G} which satisfies in each Un nuS'

~a gaS = g~B ~s ·
Principal G-bundles over M are usually classified up to isomorphism. A

theorem on the subject is

THEOREM 1.1: ~ M be a compact, oriented, smooth 4-manifold without

Any two

~: p .... Pi i.e. it is given
-1

by data {Ua , CPa.: Ua-+-G}, where in Ua nUB' q>a=9aB q>f3 gaS- The set of

automorphisms of P is a group, in fact, it can readily be given the structure

boundary. Every principal SU(2)-bundle over M is isomorphic to the pull-back

of p 1 .... S4 by a degree k map CPk: M"" 54 for some integer k e: 7l.

degree k maps from M to 54 pull-back isomorphic bundles.

A~ automorphism is a bundle isomorphism

of a smooth, infinite dimensional Lie group_ [11]

Aut p =~(P) = "group of gauge transformations",

Note that 5 is the set of sections of the associated bundle of groups

P x AdG G (Prove this.)

What is Lie alg. ~ ? This is the space of sections of the vector bundle

Here , denotes Lie alg G. Thus a € f(,) is given by data {U
a'

cr : U .... ,1
a a __

where in Uan Us '
-1

a gaB aS 9 a6a

Notice that 5 acts on , and hence on fe,) • For (cp,o) £ rJ x f (9) we have

{U
-1

Ua + II} r(').~(J = a ' <Pa
(J CPa : e:

a
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Principal bundles, associated bundles, bundle maps etc. can be defined in

the topological category. However, the notions of connection and curvature
2are essentially C phenomena. There are many equivalent ways to define a

defines a vector field

connection, c.f.

CONNECTIONS:

lows: For a C'

[6], [7].

If v £ " then v
function f: P + :R ,

- d I(vf) (p) :: dt f(p· exptv)
t=O

Von P as fol-

and in

where exp: ,+G is the exponential map. Note that 1f*v=O, hence v is

called a vertical vector. For 9 e: G, we observe that the right action of G

on P induces

-I ~I(R *)v = (Adg v)
g P P

Let V C T p denote the sub-bundle of vertical vectors. There exists the

exact sequence of vector bundles

o ... V ... T ... ~*T ... 0
pM·

A connection, A, on P is a G-equivariant splitting of this sequence.

From the cohomological point of view, a connection A is given by speci

fying the following data:

A = {U , a e: r (T* I )x , } ,
a a Ua

we require the cocycle relation

-1 -1
aa = gaS as gaB + gaS d(9aB )·

Since g:~ : Ua n Us ... G, we can think of g:~ as a G-valued function and the

exterior derivative d(9:~) makes since in this context.

Let ~ = ~(p) be the set of connections on P. The set ~ is naturally

an affine space; one can see from the above cocycle relation that for A,A' £~,

,,* 1 "
a=A-A' = {Ua ' aa=a~} £ r<,9T ) = 0 <,> •

A connection A defines a horizontal sub-bundle of Tp called H
A

I and

HA is isomorphic to lI*TM, Let P E: P and X E: TMI ' The isomorphism
n(x)

lI*T
M

- HA defines the horizontal~ of X at p, XA E: Tpl
p

which is the

unique vector in Tpl
p

satisfying both X
A

E: HA and 1I.XA= X.

When H
A

is an integrable sUb-bundle, the connection A is called flat.

The product bundle M)( G wi th the connection A=0 (all aa z: 0) gives an.ex

ample of a flat connection. By Frobenious' theorem, H
A

is integrable iff

for all vector fields X
A

I Y
A

£ HA ,
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where

We see that the obstruction to the integrability of H
A

at p £ P is measured

by

where X,Y £ Tff(p). The above notation implies the fact that Vert([·,·])
* 2 Aactually defines a two form, FA £ r(2T ~?) = 0 <,), which is called the

curvature of A.

When A is represented by data {U(l ~ aa}' then

FA = {Ua , (FA)a = daa + aa A as}

is the exterior product on l-forms. This is often written

1
FA = dA + '2 [A, A] •

-1
In Ua n uS' (FA) a = gaS (FA) 8 gaB· By definition, A is flat iff FA:: O.

The following schematic might help.

Since FA measures how much H
A

fails to be integrable, it is an interesting

object for study.

As W acts on P, '6 acts on ~ as well. Indeed, if 9 = {Ua. ' gal £ rg

and A = {U , a } E: W, then
a a

Now suppose that

for each 9 €., gAflat
flat connections on P.

and
-1

F A = {U , g (FA) g } •9 a a a a.

p ..... Mx G, so P admits a flat connection, Aflate Then

is still flat so there exists an infinite number of

It is silly to consider these flat connections as dis-

tinct. In fact, if M is simply connected, or if Hom(ff, (M),G) = (0), then

{[A] e: <if/5: A is flat}

contains one element. We see that when ff
1

(M) = (0), there exists, up to

equivalence, a unique, natural connection on the product bundle.

Suppose that P ',f M x G, so P has no flat connections. Is there still

a natural choice of orbit in the infinite dimensional space ~~ If we mimic
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the preceding example, we will look for connections which in some sense mini

mize FA-

But in what sense? First of all, we want to minimize FA in a • in-

. th t . t m' · t n2(~) = r(A2T*n~). NotJ.·cevar1ant way, a 1S, we wan a ~ 1nvar1an norm on q ~q

that for each p € (0, ••• ,4), AT* Q, has a natural inner product. The Cartan
p

form on , gives a.-invariant metric on " while the Riemannian metric on

T
M

defines metrics on pT·. The product metric is well defined, andW-invar

iant. We see that 02 (,> has a natural, 5-invariant norm given by

110011
2

:: JdvoR. lool
2

(Xl
2 M

where I· I (Xl is the aforementioned norm on (2T*9?l I . The above norm has
x

the distinct advantage that A is flat iff II FA 11 2 = o.
For A£: W<P) , define the Yang-Mills functional by

1 2
~(A) = --2 II F

A
II

2
- (1.1)

321T

As per the previous discussion, ~~.) is a reasonable way to measure the

non-integrability of the horizontal sUbspaces. Note also that if P is not

isomorphic to M)( G, then

~I{(A) > 0 for all A £: ~(P) •

We shall see that there is an estimate for the lower bound of ~.) on <if( P)

which is obtained from the Pontrjagin~ of the bundle j.
The Pontrjagin class, Pl<') is a characteristic class in H4(M~~) = ~

which can be computed using any connection on P by the Chern-Weil prescription

[7), [12)

P1!?l =c(,l ftr (FAAFA),
M

where c<,> is a group theoretic constant (c.f. [8]) and tr

(1 .2)

is the trace

that the Cartan form on 9 defines. We see using the triangle inequality that

for every A £ ~(P),

(1.3)

When G= 8U(2), Pl <,> =8k, and k € 7l is the degree of the map f:M+ s4

such that P - f*P1 (c. f. Theorem 1. 1 • ) The integer k is also minus the
2

Chern class of the complex vector bundle P x 5U(2) It. Thus, when G=8U(2),

~J(A) ~ Ikl .

Equation 1.3 is described by the following diagram:
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~ J-~
~

-~---_ .._--

~
o 1 2 3

k--+

Motivated by the case of the flat connection on the trivial bundle, we

hope that the set [A] £ ~/. which minimize ~.) forms a nice, finite

dimensional space. The first question to ask is: What conditions on A£~P)

are necessary and sufficient for Eq. (1.3) to be an equality? In order to

answer this question, we must digress to define self-duality_ Recall that for

each p £ (0, ••• , 4 )

the given metric on

as follows:

has a Riemannian metric, m, that is induced from

Define the Hodge duality operator

*:AT* "+ 4~ T*
P -p

(1 )

(2)

*dvot = 1 -and *1 = dvoi..

For w,n £ AT*, *n is defined uniquely by the requirement that
p

w~*n = m(00, 11) • dvot.

This is a differential form version of duality.

linearity.

In 4-dimensions,

Extend * to ~T* 69, by
P

and If
1 4

e", ••• ,e are a local, orthonormal basis for *T , then

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4*(e ~ e ± e A e ) = ±(e ~ e ± e A e ) ,

etc. Thus *
n: <,> en: <1-> •

l ' .. A * n A) trio <AT* n A)sp ~ts 2T fib, ,..,(~T w, + W 2 w,_
For example, 00 € 0: (,> iff at each

*001 =. +wI.
x x

and hence

X £ M,

n2
(,)

We observe the following equalities:

and



1
where P±."2 (1 ± *)

is evident tha~ ~(.)
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are the projections onto the ± ,eigenspaces of *.
achieves the lower bound of Eq. (1.3) at Acfit(P)
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It

iff

FA-±*FA

with the + occurring only if Pl e,> > 0, and the - only if

connection whose curvature satisfies Eq. (1.4) with the +(-)

(1.4)

P
1

(,) < O. A

sign is said to

be (anti) self-~ (an "instanton tf in the physics literature.)

self-dual connections leads us to Part II of the lecture.

II. SELF-DUALITY

The study of

I argued in the first lecture that the self-duality condition arises

naturally in the study of principal bundles on Riemannian 4-manifolds. One

hopes that the set of self-dual connections on a bundle P+M is somehow nice.

In this section, I will describe some of the properties of this set.

Because self-dual connections pull back under bundle isomorphisms, it is

sufficient to restrict attention to one representative bundle from each iso

morphism class of principal G-bundles over M. Given one self-dual A £ ~(P),

one can generate an infinite number through the action of.. For this reason,

it is natural to investigate the~ space of self-dual connections on P,

I only discuss self-dual connections, as opposed to anti-self dual connections

- the two cases are interchanged by reversing the orientation of M. The

questions that arise are

(1) What are necessary and sufficient conditions on M, the metric me,)

and P + M in order that v/{(P) yl ¢?

(2) If vK1 {lS, what is its structure?

Immediately, we observe

PROPOSITION 2.1: A necessary condition for ~(P) to admit a self-dual

connection is that p, (,> ~ O.

PROOF: Indeed" if A £ Cif(P) is self-dual, then

2 -1 Ao<~A) = (32," c <,) ) P, (,) ..

Some sufficient conditions for ~1¢ are given by

THEOREM 2.2 ([9]): Suppose that the intersection form,

w:H2(M;~) ~ H2(M;~) + ~ is positive definite. Let P+ M be a principal

G-bundle where G is a simple and simply connected compact Lie group. If

P, (?) ~ 0, then ul(1 ¢.

Since the conference, the author has proved additionally [13]
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THEOREM 3.3 (C. H. Taubes): Let w be the intersection form of M and

1 k' ) Let b . . T~ n:: '2<ran w- slgnature w. m e a generic metrlc on M- Let

P+ M be a principal G-bundle where G is a simple and simply connected Lie

group. Let k=1/8Pl<'> . .!!. n£(0,1,3) ~ k>n, ~cAi(P)#~. If

n ~ (0,1,3) and if k~ n, ~ .Af(P)., ~.

S. Donaldson has proved that principal G-bundles over elliptic surfaces

admit self-dual connections, and G. 't Hooft has considered self-dual connec

tions on T4
(14] • Self-dual connections also exist on s2 x R

2
[15],

The condition in Theorem 2.2 that the intersection form w be definite

appears in [9] as the condition that P H
2
DeRh

(M) = (0). Let me explain. The
- am

DeRham cohomology of M is the cohomology of the complex

co d 1 do + C (M) + n (M) ..

where d = exter ior der ivative.

The signature matrix, W:H2(M;~)

matrix which is defined by

* *The DeRham theorem states that H
OR

= H (M:~).

$ H
2

(M;Z) + Z is a symmetric, unimodular

are generators. In the DeRham complex, U + "': For

JXl " X2 ," .
M

Furthermore, every symmetric matrix over ~ is diagonalizable. This is accom-

plished for the signature matrix by choosing an L
2
-orthonormal basis,

2for H
DR

• Thus

Ix: .....x. = .s •.
M 1 J 1)

By diagonalizing w, we observe that

{x. }
1

i ij
w(X.,X.) = £ 6 where

1 J

and

iff w.
1

£i = -1 iff Col).
1

-*w.
1

Thus P_H~R 0 iff w is definite.

In" order to discuss the structure of the moduli space, I need to intro

duce the notion of a reducible bundle and connection. Let H C G be a proper

subgroup. The principal G-bundle P+M is reducibl~ to a principal H-bundle

P' +M iff there exists a G-bundle isomorphism

p - p' x H G ·
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P + M could be reducible to a U (1)

222
S. Take U+ =5 - s, U =S - nandbundle. The simplest case is over

Here H acts on G by left multiplication. The reducibility of a bundle P

is a homotopy condition, and it is equivalent to the fibre bundle PxG(G/H)

admitting a global section. The idea is that p = {U
a

' gaB} is reducible iff

there exists cp = {U
a

' ({)a :U
a

.. G} such that in U
a

n Us '

-1
CPagaS({)a haa:Ua n Us .. H C G

A connection A on a G-bundle P which is reducible to an H bundle

p' is a reducible connection iff there exists AI £~(P') and A= (J)*A ' where

cp:p .. P' xHG is the reduction.

For example, an SU(2) bundle

(:is e~ie)9+-

where e is longitude on s2.

It is a fact that irreducible connections are dense in ~(P). Whether or

not the moduli space contains irreducible connections can be determined too:

THEOREM 2.4 [9]: Under the same conditions that Theorem 2.2 requires,

there exists irreducible self-dual 5U(2) connections on P+M when

Pl <9) > o. These connections are constructable.

I remark that the self-dual connections of Theorem 2.3 are irreducible

too.

A theorem similar to Theorem 2.4 holds with 5U(2) replaced by G, a

simple and simply connected compact Lie group [9].

The local structure of ~ is described in (8], [10], [16] whose exposition

I follow. There are certain preliminary facts to establish [11].

FACT: Cit and W can be completed as infinite dimensional, paracompact

Banach manifolds such that

(1) '6 is a smooth Lie group.

(2) The action of 5 on 'if is

(a) smooth

(b) free away from PR = {reducible connections}

(c) ~= fe-6lJ/W is a smooth, paracompact Banach manifold,

and the projection: 0 +'(J +~-PJl + 'i is a pr incipal

bundle.

Schematically,
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I
orbit of <'6

{{II.I' (I
reducible connection

As an exercise, I compute the vertical vector fields for this principal bundle.
o A

Let A€~ and gt=exp(tu) with U€n <,) and t£:R. Thus g€~. Next, I

represent A = {Ua. I aa.} and u = {U
a

I ua }. Then

9
t

A = {Ua.' exp(tua)aaexp(-tua) + exp(tua)d exp(-tua ) ,

:t g tAl t=O = {Ua ' - (d Ua + [aa ' Ua I )} - {Ua' ( VAU) a)

Here we have defined the covariant derivative

VA : Q (I) + n 1 (,) •

Recall that T~ I = nl~). The preceding calculation tells us the vertical

A

vector fields are

v I := VA (g (,» c n
1 <,) ·

CfJ1A

EXERCISE. A £ W is a reducible connection if :3: U ~ 0 in nO (,) such

that VAU = o. Alternatively, iff the stabilizer of A in W is a subgroup

of dimension > O.

For G= 5U(2) I the space ~/. is singular at reducible connections; as the

vertical vector space'~rops dimensiorr'at Ae8r.

THEOREM 2.5 ([9]): In a neighborhood of the connections constructed in

Theorem 2.4,vltnti is a cC» Hausdorff manifold with the induced C(» struc

ture from tI. When G=SU(2),

dim vIi= 8k - 3/2 (X (M) - T (M» ,

8k - 3 (1 - h 1 + h~) •

Here X (M) =Euler characteristic of M: T (M) =signature of M; h
1

= dim H~R

d h 2 . 2 k 1 ."
an _=d~mP_HDR =gPl(').

2
For the remainder of my lecture, I set k =1, h _ =0 and I assume that

1T 1 (M) =0 so h
1

= o. Under these circumstances I where cAt is smooth,
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dim ~ n~ = 5. The preceding theorem states that there exists an open set

:Y{~vII which is a smooth S-manifold:
,,,

(I:;:---:J " Jt

~------

What else do we know about 3{?

THEOREM 2.6: ([16]~[10]) There is a diffeomorphism

t:M x (0,1) = X

THEOREM 2.7: ([16] , (10]) Every sequence {(Ai]} £ vii either

(1) Has a limit point in.At n ~/., QL

(2) (Ai] e 3( for all i sufficiently large.

~, vfi has a natural, collared boundary, 3cA(= M.

The proofs of these theorems are rather detailed. The map t of Theorem

2.6 is actually constructed during the existence proof of Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.5 is proved using information acquired in proving Theorem 2.2 and

the Atiyah-Singer Index theorem. The arguments to prove Theorems 2.4, 2.5 are

slight generalizations of arguments in [8]. The fact that ~~ M requires

two crucial theorems of K. Uhlenbeck [17],(18],

I will outline the formal strategy for the proof of Theorem 2.2. Consider

the map T:~ + o~ (#) defined by

The space CC is a smooth Banach manifold and the tangent space to ~ at A,

I 1 A 1 A
T~ A = 0 (,>. (I must complete ~, 0 (j) so they have compatible Banach space

structures, but allow me to skip these technicalities.) The differential

T*I : nl
(,I + n: (il of the map T at Ae~, is the first order differential

ope~ator T.IAv =~Av = {Ue' P_(dve + ae " ve + va "ae )}, where A" (Ue , ae)

an~ v= (Ua,val e 0
1
(,). If T.IA is a surjection, then I can use the im

plicit function theorem to conclude that there exists a neighborhood ~~ O~(,),

of P_FA' in the image of T:

----~(---~-----
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If T.I
A

is not surjective, then I have to work much harder to conclude any

thing:

A

~ T

_________________ 02 ( .. )
_/I

When T.IA is surjective, there will be some radius pIA) such that for

all

a e: {a E: n~ <,): III P_ FA - aIII < p (A)} ,

there exists A'€Wwith T(A')=a and IIIA-A I Ili small. The number peA)

determines the size of the neighborhood of A in ~ that the tangent plane

to ~ at A approximates. The following picture gives the idea:

___ A ~W-r----........---

~T

peA) large

Here is the strategy to prove Theorem 2.2:

. )

peA) small

(1 ) Determine sufficient conditions on A € W such that

surjective.

(2) Estimate peA) for such A.

(3) Find AE'if such that both T.IA is surjective and lip_FA II < p(A).

Then the implicit function theorem implies that T- 1 (0) ; rd.
Parts (1 ) and (2) require a reasonable amount of analysis. To give you the

results, I define two new operators: Define 2 ~
+ 0

3
(,) byDA:O_(/I)

DAB {Ua' (DAB)a = dB + a ~ B - e ~ a }
a a a a a

I can now form the second order, elliptic operator
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The answer to (1) is

THEOREM 2.7: (9)

the lowest eigenvalue,

is surjective at

is strictly positive.

A whenever

The answer to (2) is

THEOREM 2.8: [9] For A£~, define

II (AI = II PJ A 112 + ~ (AI -~ II PJ A 114/ 3 (1 + II FA 114 ) •

There exists constants )f. < <lC) , £ > 0 depending only on (M,rn) such that when

6(A
O

) < £, there exists a self-dual ·connection A£~ with

In fact, this last theorem gives somewhat more, if you study the proof

carefully you observe that

COROLLARY 2.9: Let £,K be the constants of Theorem 2.8. Define

~ = {A £~: <5 (A) < £}. For each A
O

£ Cif£ ' there exists a self-dual connection,

A(A
O

) e: ~ with

(1) II A(Ao) - A
O

II < )to (A
O

)

(2) The assignment A
O

+ A(A
O

) is a cC» map from C(fF; !£ ~.

(3) The map A(A
O

) is ~-equivariant.

(4) If AO is sufficiently far from being reducible, then A(AO) ~

irreducible.

The Corollary paints the following picture:

---------------t-------vI(

In a very standard way, the implicit function theorem for T implies that

if ~E: ~ t6, then vI(~ r6 and that ~/Cif is a tubular neighborhood of c...II c ~/~.

In the proof that We;;IE r6, the map 4>: Mx (0,1) + vi( is constructed. Let

me outline this construction. Recall that P is isomorphic to the pull back

f
+

4by a degree 1 map, f, of the bundle P, +8. Since connections pull bac~

also, we can do the following. Find a self-dual connection W on Pl + s4 and

attempt to find f:M + s4 such that f*W is close to self-dual. This requires

us to first understand self-dual connections on P, +s4.
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THEOREM 2.10: [8] The moduli space ..At.f2L P, + 54 is a smooth manifold,
5 4 5 1234diffeomorphic to the 5-~ B (Note that S = aB .) ~ x ,x ,x IX de-

note stereographic coordinates on U =s4 - s (Cartesian coordinates on E.
4

• )
+

Look at :R
4 as the vector space of quaternions, H. ~ A £ (O,eo). Then up

to isomorphism, and rotations of 54, the self-dual connections on Pl +s4

are given by W= (u+, W±(A», ~

Ix(2 x x
W+ TXT d (TXT) x £ U

A
2+lx1 2 +

A2
x x

W
).2+ lxI 2 TXT d (TXT) x £ U-

The facts to notice are that

following extreme behavior:

2 2 2-2
IFW(l) I (x) -- ). (Ix I +l) , and it has the

S4 Behaviorof IF
W

().)I as ).+0

Note also that 50(4) rotations of 8
4

(rotations which fix nand s) leave

the isomorphism class [(P,W(A»] of bundle and connection invariant.
4

TO construct the map f:M+ S, I utilize the observation that self-duality

is a condition which involves the metric, not its derivatives. This suggests

that the following procedure will be successful:

(1) Pull-back WeAl from 84 using Gaussman Normal Coordinates, in the

neighborhood of a point p £ M.

(2) Choose ). very small, so that most of the pulled-back curvature is

situated in a small neighborhood about p where the metric is close

(in the CO norm) to the flat metric.

Schematically the strategy is

........... I
p

f

~ --M

Gaussian coordinates
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It is not surprising that the diffeomorphism, t:Mx (0,1) +~ is given by

speci.fying the point p £ M for the Gaussian coordinate system, and a scale size

A for W(A).

exists a 'coordina~e chart,

P EM,

Let me remind you about Gaussian Normal COordinates [7]. Given a point

and an ortho-normal frame, e £ PMI (the frame bundle at p), there
p

is the geodesic ball of radius p about p

4 4
'P ( ):B (p) .. Bp Cn) C:R =: S /sp,e p

uniquely specified by requlrlng that

(1) CPcp)=oe:R
4

4
(n £ R ).

is

The

'Pcp,e)The coordinates chartM and the metric m.

B
p

(p) (B
p

(n) )

P depends on

where

radius

(2)

(3)

I e = {..L 1 1- 2 1..- 3 L 4
CP'lt P ax' ax ' ax ' ax }

* i * j ij 2m(cp Cdx), 'P (dx» =~ +f}Clxl) for i,j· (1, ••• ,4)

(4)

(5)

* i • jdm (cp (dx ), cp (dx » = t't1 xl) -for i, j = (1, ••• ,4)

-1 xi a .
cp. ClXfax 1) is a unit speed, geodesic vector field.

Schematically, we have

/'L--_-r+------...J7

M

To avoid' singular i ties, let S (x) be the bump function

1 .....---.........
6( f xl)

o 1 2

Ixl +

Define, for AO« P a map t':FM x (O,A
O

) + ~-61 by

* -1

( '~p,el
w+(X) in cP (SIX (0) ,

t' (Pie,A)
-1

(f)(p,e) S(x/IX )W_()') in M-cp (B
1

/
2

,,). (0» •

It is rather easy to check that t'(p,e,A)

which has Pontrjagin index k = 1.

is a connection on a bundle p
(p,e
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Now, when one project t l into ~/fJ one observes that because W(~) is

SO(4) equivariant on s4, one obtains the following commutative diagram:

F
M

x (o,~o)
t' ) ~-M

... 80(4) "''IJ (2.2)

M x (O,A
O

)
~n

~i

The above diagram defines the smooth map til:

80(4)

o
M

One can establish the following facts:

FACTS:

(1) Imt'n/R =s2S

(2) t' is an embedding

(3) If M has definite intersection form, then for ~O sufficiently

small, Imt' C ~£.'

From the above facts, one concludes that '-"IF~. Because of Fact (3) above,

Imt' C domain of A:~ +cAt Define the map
E:
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by t(p,A) = [A(t' (p,e,A»]. Because of the commutative diagram in Eq. (2.2)

and the fact that A is 5-equivariant, the map t makes good sense:

!
------------- ----- M x (O,A

O
)

~ A

The map t, as the composition of smooth maps, is itself smooth. The map ttl

is an embedding, in fact, the quantity IFttl(p,A) I has its supremum on M at

p with value A-2 which demonstrates that til is 1-1. The map t is an

embedding also. The proof uses the fact that ttl is an embedding, and

Statement (1) of Corollary 2.9.

Therefore, t establishes a diffeomorphism between an open subset 3( C .At

and Mx ( 0 , A0) •

At the end, one must prove that every sequence {[Ai]} C~ with no con

venient subsequences enters 3(. The proof of this fact uses the removable

singularities theorem and the weak compactness theorem of K. Uhlenbeck [17],

[18]. An application of K. Uhlenbeck's theorems in a similar context can be

found in a short paper by S. Sedlacek [19J. I understand that S. Donaldson

gives some details in his lectures.

Thank you.
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4-MANIFOLD PROBLEMS

edited by Rob Kirby

We begin by updating the 1976 list of 4-dimensional problems in [R. Kirby,

Proc. Sym. Pure Math., 32(1978), 273-312], as well as a few slice knot theory

problems. This update starts with a brief review of the theorems of Freedman,

Donaldson and Quinn which have affected the subject so greatly. Next follows

a list of new problems, Nl.52 -Nl.57 on knot theory and N4.41-N4. 68 on 4-mani

folds, which is based on problem sessions in July 1982 in Durham N. H. and in

August 1983 in Santa Barbara, California

Much of the progress on the old problems depends on the work of

Freedman, Donaldson and Quinn. Much of their work has appeared remarkably

quickly in journals: [Freedman, J. Diff. Geom., 17(1982), 357-453],

[Donaldson, Bull. AMS 8(1983), 81-83] and [Quinn t J. Diff. Geom. 17(1982),

503-521] (Quinn's handwritten manuscript was ready 10 days after the proof of

the annulus conjecture on 7 Ju1Yt 1983 -is that a record for such a paper?).

We summarize some of the more useful (to us) theorems here:

[Freedman, op.cit.] THEOREM. To each even (odd), symmetric, unimodular,

integral bilinear form, there corresponds exactly one (two), closed, simply

connected, 4-manifo1d. The two 4-manifolds in the odd case are distinguished

by their Kirby-Siebenmann invariants.

THEOREM. A proper 5-dimensional h-cobordism is a topological product.

THEOREM. "Surgery works" in dimension 4 for simply connected topological

manifolds.
4[Donaldson, op.cit.] Let M be a smooth, closed, simply connected

4-manifoid with positive definite intersection form of rank n. Then the form
n 4 n 2

is isomorphic to • <1>. Using [Freedman], M 1s homeomorphic to # CP .

[Quinn, op.cit.] A thin h-cobordism theorem gives the following applica

tions:

(1) Zero and I-handles can be smoothed (this includes the annulus con

jecture), and any 4-manifo1d is smooth off a point,

(2) map transversality holds in the missing 4-dimensional cases.

(3) any 5 -manifold is a hand1ebody.

~ 1984 American Mathematical Society
0271·4132/84 SI.oo + $.25 per page
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A remarkable corollary of [Freedman] and [Donaldson] is the existence of

exotic structures on R4 [R. Gompf, J. Diff. Geom. 18(1983), 317-328], [notes by

D. Freed of lectures by K. Uhlenbeck, et al., Berkeley MSRI. 1983], [R. Kirby,
4An exotic structure on R and the work of Freedman and Donaldson, 1983].

THEOREM. R4 has an exotic differential structure e (in fact, at least

two [Gompf, op.cit.]) satisfying

(1) R: does not smoothly imbed in any smooth structure on 54, but it
2 2does smoothly imbed in S x S •

(2) R4 contains a compact set K such that K is not in the bounded
e 4

complement of any smoothly imbedded 3-sphere in Rs ' i.e. K is not sur-

rounded by a smooth S3.

orfor which h() IT'L d i h hi h"R4~Re43 ~uere oes not ex st a omeomorp sm ~

is COO •

Since the above works, progress has been made by Freedman in the non-simpq

connected case. As of June 1984, he can prove the topological s-cobordism

theorem and do non-simply connected surgery for fundamental groups in the col

lection G; G contains all finite groups, the integers Z, and is closed

under the operations of forming short exact sequences (if A, B £ G and

0-+ A-+ C-+ B-+ 0 then C e: G), taking quotients, subgroups, and ascending unions.

Thus G contains all virtually solvable groups (groups with a solvable group

of finite index). Also, a group belongs to G if all its finitely generated

subgroups do.

In the remainder of the text, a reference to Freedman, Donaldson, or Quinn

will refer to the above work, and all other references will mention a journal

or preprint title.

OLD KNOT THEORY PROBLEMS

Problem 1.25. A proof that vio = 2(4) for branching curves in the

p-fold irregular cover of a knot is given in these proceedings by Cappell and

Shaneson. A framed link description of the irregular branched cover of the

4-ball along a complex (extending the above cover of 53) is given in

D. Schorow's thesis, University of California, Berkeley, 1983.

Problem 1.30. The classical PL (=DIFF) and TOP knot concordance groups

are different since (see Problem 1.36 update) there exist Alexander polynomial

one knots which are not smoothly slice, but are topologically slice.

Problem 1.36. Not all Alexander polynomial one knots are slice in the

smooth case. Casson gives an example as follows: choose an Arf invariant zero

knot K for which ±l surgery gives a homology 3-sphere bounding a smooth

definite 4-manifold; thus the homology 3-sphere cannot bound a smooth
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contractible 4-manifold so K cannot be smoothly ±1 shake slice (see

Problem 1.41). But Casson shows that K is ±l shake concordant to an

Alexander polynomaal one knot (see Problem 1.46A) which then cannot be smoothly

slice.

However, in the topological category, Freedman has proven that all such
4knots are slice (by a topological 2-ball in B having a trivial normal bun-

dle) •

Problem 1.37. First note that the figure is drawn incorrectly - the top

three right half twists should be left half twists. The knots are topologi

cally slice as remarked above in the update of Problem 1.36.

Problem 1.38. The untwisted double of a knot K is always topologically

slice (Freedman) but it is still possible that it is smoothly slice iff K is.

is not topologicallyThe Whi tehead lInkProblem 1.39. @
~

slice. If the link Wz is obtained by doubling one strand (in an untwisted

fashion), then W2 is not topologicaliy slice for it has non-zero signature.

Doubling one strand again gives W
3

which is unknown to be slice. W
4

is top

ologically slice (Freedman) by ad hoc methods. Wkt k~5, is topologically

slice as are ramified versions of W
k

(i.e. components of W
k

may be re-

peated) .

Problem 1.40 (B). The statement attributed to L. Rudolph is incorrect.

He showed [Rudolph, Topology 22(1983), 191-202] that the "links" of algebraic

functions without poles are precisely the quasipositive closed braids (a co~

position of conjugates of positive braids). So the natural question to ask

now is: which knots or links are quasipositive closed braids? All of them???

2 2Problem 1.42. It is easy to represent (m,n) e: H2(S x S ;z) by a smooth-

ly imbedded S2 if Iml ~ 1 or Inl ~ 1. K. Kuga [Not. AMS 4(1983), 401;

83T-57-347] "has shown that these are the only cases when (m,n) is so repre

sented. For if E2 represents (m,n) when Iml or Inl > 1, then

r 2 2wn Cp1 has zero self-intersection in S2 x S2 2wn<_cpZ), and surgery on it

gives a smooth 4-manifo1d with non-trivial definite intersection form, con

tradicting Donaldson.

In the topological case we can represent (m,n) if m and n are rela

tively prime.
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Problem 1.43. This is true for torus knots and others [A. J. Casson and

C. MeA. Gordon, Inv. Math. 74(1983), 119-137].

Problem 1.46. Let K be a knot in 83 with Arf invariant zero. Then

there is a (-1,-1) twist changing K to an algebraically slice knot [Sa J.

Kaplan, Pac. J. Math., 102(1982), 55-60]. K is also concordant to a knot

which can be (-I,-I)-twisted to an Alexander polynomial one knot (A. J.

Casson, 1978), which is then topologically slice (Freedman). K cannot always

be (-l.-l)-~isted to a ribbon knot, for +1 surgery on the (2,7)-torus knot,

N3 , bounds a definite,index 16,4-manifo1d V; if some (-1,-1) twist of this
3knot was ribbon, then N would bound an acyclic 4-manifold W with

11'1 (N) -4+ 1f1 (W) so that V U Wwould contradict Donaldson's Theorem.

OLD 4-MANIFOLD PROBLEMS

Problem 4.1. All such forms are realized by TOP 4-manifolds (in the case

of an odd form, by two 4-manifolds), (Freedman). In the smooth case, definite

forms other than ± - <1> are ruled out by Donaldson. Perhaps the next most

interesting case is to find a smooth, simply connected, closed 4-manifold with

x/a < 3/2 where X= Euler class and a = index.

Problem 4.2. All homology 3-spheres bound contractible TOP 4-manifolds

(Freedman). A homology 3-sphere does not bound a smooth contractible 4-mani

fold if it also bounds a smooth 4-manifold with definite intersection form

other than ± $ <1> (Donaldson).

Note that the figure should have four left half twists, not right.

Casson and Harer [Pac. J. Math. 96(1981), 23-36] show that

E(p,ps-1,ps+1) for p even, s odd and E(p,ps±1,ps±2) for p odd, S

arbitrary, bound contractible manifolds. Stern [Not. AMS, 25(1978), p. A448]

shows that the following classes bound contractible manifolds:

L(2,2s±l, 4(2s±1) + 28+1) for s odd, and for any s,

L(3,3s~l, 6(3S±l) + 3s±2) and E(3 t 3s±2, 6(3s±2) + 3s±1).

Problem 4.3. Those homology 3-spheres which botmd smooth contractible

4-manifolds do not botmd smooth definite 4-manifolds (Donaldson). Note that all

homology 3-spheres bound TOP contractible, hence even, definite 4-manifolds.

Problem 4.6. Surgery worksin dimension 4 in the topological case (i.e.

the answer to the (A) part of this problem is yes) when 71'1 =0 (by Freedman's

published work) and for the class of fundamental groups described in the intro

duction under Freedman's later work.
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Problem 4.7. lllere is such an index 8 4-manifold. e.g. the Poincare

homology 3-sphere bounds both a TOP contractible 4-manifold and plumbing accor

ding to the Ea diagram. IncidentallYt TOP map transversality now holds in

all cases; the heretofore missing case when the expected preimage is dimension

4 is due to Freedman, and the case when the domain 1s dimension 4 1s due to

Quinn.. Still unknown however is whether two submanifolds of a 4-manifold can

be made transverse if the expected intersection would have dimension > 1.

Problem 4.8. Yes, there exist exotic smooth structures on 53 x R. The

first example [Freedman, Ann. Math. t 110(1979), 177-201] is fake because it

has a "transverse" smooth imbedding of the Poincare homology 3-sphere, but

not 83• There is a growing list of other examples (check with R. Gompf) which

have in various combinations: ends like the fake R4,s and/or imbedded homol

ogy 3-spheres with Arf invariants 0 or 1.

Problem 4.11. Freedman givaa a complete answer to the homeomorphism

question (yes, if their triangulation obstructions are equal). The smooth case

is still wide open; as yet there are no known exotic smooth structures on

simply connected, compact 4-manifolds. Candidates for exotic smooth manifolds

abound, e.g. the Gluck construction on a knotted 52 1n 84 (see Problem 4.24),

the boundary (homotopy 4-sphere) of the 5-manifold built according to a IInon

trivial" presentation of the trivial group (see Problem 5.2), logarithmic trans

forms of elliptic surfaces (see [J. Harer, A. Kas and R. Kirby, Handlebody

structures for complex surfaces, Memoirs A.M.S., 1984]).

Problem 4.12. From Freedman's classification, we have that Ml is homeo

morphic to M~ iff they have the same triangulation obstruction, and this

answer is not affected by connected summing with copies of ± Cp2.

Problem 4.13. Freedman shows that any homotopy Rp4 1s homeomorphic to

Akbulut and Kirby [Topology t 18(1979), 1-15] only prove that the double

cover of one of the Cappell-Shaneson fake RP4,s is homeomorphic to 54 (the

error was found by and is explained in [I. Aitchison and J. H. Rubenstein,

these Proceedings]); they also show that the double cover is the Gluck con-
4struction on a certain knotted 2-sphere t 1s homeomorphic to S ~ and has a

particularly simple handle decomposition [A-K, A potential smooth counterex

ample in dimension 4 to the Poincare conjecture, the Schoenflies conjectur~

and the Andrews-Curtis conjecture, Topology, 1984].
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R. Fintushel and R. Stern [Ann. Math. 113(1981), 357-366] give a different

description of an exotic smooth involution on S4.

Problem 4.14. The answer to part (A) is yes; this is essentially a sur

gery problem for nl = Z/2 and this case falls into the collection of groups

for which Freedman's methods work (see Introduction).

For part (B)t Akbulut shows (these Proceedings) that the homotopy equival

ence is exotic for the (T
3 - B3)-bundle over 51 of Cappell and Shaneson (he

shows the manifold is diffeomorphic to 8
2

x RP
2

) •

Problem 4.16. Every diffeomorphism (or homeomorphism) of the boundary

extends to a homeomorphism of the contractible manifold (use Freedman's

h-cobordism theorem); whether or not it extends to a diffeomorphism is wide

open.

Problem 4.18. Trace has two relevant papers concerning 3-handles in

simply connected, closed 4-manifolds: [B. Trace, Proc. AMS 79(1980), 155-156]

and [B. Trace, Pac. J. Math. 99(1982), 175-181]. An interesting example to

study is a logarithm transform of the "half Kummer" surface which is simply

connected and appears to need one I-handle and one 3-handle [J. Harer, A. Kas,

and R. Kirby, Hand1ebody structures for complex structures, Memoirs AMS 1984].

Problem 4.19 (B). Yes, for simply connected manifolds. For, by the two

old remarks, it suffices to consider the case of 4-manifo1ds with definite

intersection form' but Donaldson has shown all such manifolds have inter-
k '

section form ± $ <1> and these have a characteristic element a (the sum of

the generators) such that a e a = index. The topological case remains open.

A reference for the Remark (iii), that M4 smoothly imbeds in R6 ~M is spin

and index M=O, is [D. Ruberman, Math .. Proc. Cam. Phil. Soc. 91(1982),

107-110]. For codimension one imbeddings, see Problem N4.63.

Problem 4.20. No in the orientable case. R. Herbert [Memoirs AMS Vol. 34,

number 250] and J. White [Proc. 8ym. Pure Math. XXVII (1975), 429-437] proved

that the number of triple points of a generic immersion (counted algebraically

in the preimage) is -Pl(M4) = -3 index(M4). Also Pl(TM $ vM) =
2 4 2PI (1"M) + X ('VM) =0, so -PI (M ) = X ('JM)· But the double point set is an io-

4 2tegral dual ~ to w2 (M), so ~. ~ = index M (mod 8), and X ("M) = ~. ~. Thus

-3 index M = index M(8), so PI and the number of triple points is even.

Yes in the non-orientable case [J. Hughes, Quart. J. Math.~ 1983]. Immerse

RP2 x RP
2 as Boy 1 s surface cross itself, which has an odd number of triple

points (see last paragraph). By ambient surgeries one can remove pairs of
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triple points to get immersed with a single triple poinL

Problem 4.22. Either (B) is false or there exists a curve in the boundary

of the contractible 4-manifold which does not bound a PL disk [A. J. Casson and

c. MeA. Gordon, lnv. Math. 74(1983), 119-137].

Problem 4.23. A locally ~lat 8
2 in Cp2 which represents the generator

of H
2

(Cp2 ;Z) is unknotted, i.e. (CP2 ,S2) is pairwise homeomorphic to

(Cp2; Cpl). The 4-dimensional topological Poincare conjecture (Freedman) im

plies this.

Problem 4.24. The "Gluck construction" on a knotted 2-sphere in 8
4

gives a homotopy 54 which is then homeomorphic to S4 (Freedman). This

problem is open in the smooth case; also see the remarks about Problem 4.13.

Problem 4.29. Examples of surfaces F ~ S4 with H
2

(n l (s4- F); Z) ~ 0

have been given by [T. Maeda, Math. Sem. Notes, Kwansei Gakuin Univ., 1977],

[A. Brunner, E. Mayland Jr., and J. Simon, Pac. J. Math., 103(1982), 315-324],

[C. McA. Gordon, Math. Proc. Carob. Phil. Soc. 81(1979), 113-117], and

[R. Litherland, Quart. J. Math. 32(1981), 425-434]. In particular, Litherland

shows that if A is an abelian group with 2g generators, then there is a

closed surface of genus gt F ~ and a smooth imbedding F ~ S4 such that
4 g g

H2 (1f1 (8 -Fg); Z) = A.

Problem 4.31. A locally flat surface in a 4-manifold has a normal bundle;

the proof uses Quinn's work and Freedman's s-cobordism theorem for n1=Z.

Problem 4.32. The smooth Schoenflies conjecture is known if there exists

a smooth function £:84 ~ R whose restriction £/5 3 is Morse with k

O-handles and < k+l I-handles (then the middle level has genus ~ 2).

[M. Scharlemann, Topology, 1984].

Problem 4.33. An 83 in 52 x 82 bounds a topological 4-ball because of

the topological h-cobordism theorem (Freedman).

Problem 4.40. (A): The conjecture is true; an algebraic proof is given

in [We Fulton, Ann. Math. lll(1980)t 407-409], and a geometric version in

[P. Deligne, Sem. Bour. 1979/80, Lect. Notes Math. v. 842, Springer, 1-10].
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Problem 5.3. Every 2-comp1ex imbeds topologically in R4• Any abstract

4-dimensional regular neighborhood N of the 2-complex has boundary a homology

3-sphere S which then bounds a contractible 4-manifold W4 (Freedman).

Since n1 (S) ~ nl(N) is onto, it follows that N U W is a homotopy 4-sphere,

hence 84 .

PROBLEMS IN KNOT THEORY

These new problems are numbered N1.52 - N1.57 following the numbered prob

lems 1.1 - 1.51 in the earlier problem list.

Problem Nl.52 (L. Kauffman). Conjecture: If K is a slice knot in 83

and F2 is an orientab1e Seifert surface for K, then there exists a simple

closed curve a in F such that

1) a is null (meaning that the linking number of a is zero

and 0+ a € H
1

(F;Z»,

2) the Arf invariant of a is zero.

If true, can one then find a null a which is slice?

Problem Nl.53. Does mutation preserve the concordance type of a knot in

S3? (Mutation is the operation on a knot which removes a tangle, twists it

180°, and glues it back in).

Problem Nl.54 (Hillman). When is the result of surgery on a knot in S4

aspherical?

Remark: The knot group must be an orientable Poincare duality group of

formal dimension four (Hillman~ Houston J. of Math., 6(1980),67-76),

but is this condition sufficient?

Froblem Nl. 55 • (A) If a smooth 2-sphe re K in 54 h as group TT 1 (54_ K) =Z

(this implies that 84 _ K ~ 81). is it smoothly unknotted?

Remark: K is unknotted in the topological category (Freedman). Also,

see Problem N4.4l.

(B) Let L be a link in S4 with unknotted components and let
4nl(S -L) be free on a set of meridians. Is L trivial (topologically or

smoothly)?

Remark: A. Swarup [J. Pure App. Alg., 11(1977), 75-82] has shown that the

exterior 54 _ L has the right homotopy type reI boundary. However, the homo

topy type reI boundary of a knot exterior does not in general determine the

homeomorphism type of the knot exterior [8. P10tnick t Homotopy type of

4-dimensional knot complements, Math. Z. 183(1983), 447-47lJ.
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(C) When is a 2-link splittable? In particular, is it sufficient that

the group be a free product with each factor normally generated by a meridian?

Problem Nl.56. Are all 2-links slice?

Remarks: All 2-knots are slice [Kervaire, Bull. Soc. Math., France

93(1965), 225-271]. All boundary links are slice ([Kervaire, op.cit.],

[Gutierrez, Bull. AMS, 79(1973), 1299-1302], [Cappe11 and Shaneson, Comma Math.

He1v. 55(1980), 30-49), so the problem is to show that every 2-1ink is con

cordant to a boundary link. Note that L is a boundary link iff there exists
4a homomorphism tp:1Tl (8 -L) ... Fl! (= free group on number of components) taking

meridians to generators [Gutierrez, op.cit.]. More generally, it is sufficient
4to find ~:1Tl(S -L) ~ P where the normal closure of image ~ is P, P is a

higher dimensional u-component link group, and H3(P;Z/2) ~ H4 (P;Z) • 0,

[T. Cochran, Slice links in the 4-sphere, 1981J,

An easier problem is: does the Z/2 invariant of Sato-Levine [N. Sato,

Concordances of manifold links, 1981] vanish for all 2-links? It vanishes for

'certain classes of 2-component links, e.g. when one of the components is un

knotted [T. Cochran, On an invariant of link cobordism in dimension 4, 1981].

Problem Nl.57. (A) Is the center of a 2-knot group finitely generated?

Remark: The only known centers are Z, Z. Z/2 , Z. Z and are realized

by twist spun trefoil knots, [J. Hillman, Comma Math. Helv. 56(1981), 465-473J.

(B) Is the center of the group of a 2-link with more than one component

trivial?

Remark: The argument of Hausmann and Kervaire may be readily modified to

show that any finitely generated abelian group is the center of the group of

some ~-component n-link for each ~ ~ 1, n > e. In the classical case, n=l,

the center must be 0,%, or Z $ Z.

PROBLEMS CONCERNING 4-MANIFOLDS

These new problems are numbered N4,4l - N4.68 following the numbered prob

lems 4.1 to 4.40 in the earlier problem list,

Problem N4.4l. There exists a smooth. proper imbedding of the Poincare
4homology sphere P minus a point in R with a possibly e~otic smooth struc~

ture [Freedman]. Exhibit this smooth imbedding, or (easier) ignore the differ

entiability and construct a locally flat imbedding into R4 • Is there a smooth

proper imbedding of P-pt. into R
4?

Remark: If yes, that would give an example of a smooth 52 in 54 which

is topologically unknotted, but smoothly knotted since it would have the punc

tured Poincare homology sphere as "Seifert surface",
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coordinate charts?

of R
4?
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Problem N4. 42. rB :a {XER41Ixl r}
.

Let < and give rB the smooth
4 R4,structure inherited from Re ' one of the fake s. .

(A) What is the largest value of r, say p, for which rB is diffeo-

morphic to R
4

, and what happens at S3? (This depends on fixing an atlasp •

representing e.)
(B) Is rB diffeomorphic to R: or to sB for any p < r < s?

Remark: If so, then a furling argument gives an exotic structure on

S3 x Sl. If not, then the reals inject into the moduli space of s~oth

structures on R4 •

(C) Does every smoothly imbedded 8
3

in R~ bound a smooth B4 ? Or,

avoiding the smooth 4-dimensional Schoenflies conjecture, can it be engulfed

in a standard R
4

in R:.

(A) Can any exotic R4 be covered by a finite number of

In particular, can an exotic R4 be the union of two copies

(B) Find a handlebody decomposition of an exotic R4 .

(C) Describe in some usable way a complete Reimannian metric on an exotic

R4. What can be said about the topology of the cut locus for this metric?

(D) Does there exist an exotic R4 which cannot be split by a smooth

proper R3 into two exotic pieces?

Problem N4.44. (A) Can every homeomorphism of R4 be approximated by a

Lipschitz homeomorphism?

(B) Does Donaldson's theorem hold in the Lipschitz category?

Remark (Sullivan): If the answer to (A) is yes, then every topological

4-manifold has a Lipschitz structure, (see [D. Sullivan~ Prac. 1977 Georgia

Conf., ed. J. Cantrell~ 543-555]), negating (B). Recall that in higher dimen

sions the answer to (A) is yes; in fact Lipschitz can be replaced by PL or DIFF

[E. H. Connell, Ann. Math. 78(1963), 326-338] in (A), and furthermore,

TOP = Lipschitz in dimensions +4 [Sullivan, op.cit].

Problem 4.45. Does there exist an exotic differentiable structure on S4?

On S3 x Sl? On any other closed orientable, smooth 4-manifold?

Remarks: There are plenty of candidates. E.g. the Gluck construction on

any knotted 82 in 84 gives a homotopy 4-sphere (for a specific example with

out 3-handles, see [Akbulut and Kirby, A potential smooth counterexample in

dimension 4 to the Poincare conjecture, the Schoenflies conjecture and the

Andrews-Curtis conjecture]), or any presentation of the trivial group which

cannot be trivialized by Andrews-Curtis moves gives a smooth homotopy 5-ball

whose boundary may be fake. For possible fake S3 x Sl,s, see Problem N4.42.
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The existence of many fake smooth structures on non-compact 4-manifolds

makes an affirmative answer seem likely.

Exotic smooth structures on non-orientable 4-manifolds abound; several

topologists have found isolated examples, and M. Kreck [Some closed 4-manifolds

with exotic differential structure] has found large classes.

Problem N4.46 (Freedman): Is a positive untwisted double of the Borromean

rings topologically slice?

Remark: This is a simple case of the kind of slicing problem one runs

into with some approaches to the topological s-cobordism conjecture. The

answer is yes if either non-simply connected surgery or the proper s-cobordism

theorem holds.

Problem N4.47 (Freedman): Let X be the cone on the unlink of n com

ponents in 8
3• Suppose X is imbedded properly in B

4 and is locally flat

except at the cone point * Suppose the local homotopy at * is free. Does

this imply that the imbedding is "flat", i.e. has a neighborhood homeomorphic to

a neighborhood of the standard imbedding of X in B4?

Remarks: If yes, then topological non-simply connected surgery works and

we "almost" get the s-cobordism theorem; conversely, the s-cobordism theorem

for all 'JT1 would imply "yes". Note that each disk in X is flat by itself t

Problem N4.48 (Freedman): Find a homotopy theoretic criterion for when

M3/y C R4 has a one-sided mapping cylinder neighborhood, where Y is an

acyclic set in the 3-manifold M.

Remarks: [Quinn] has such a criterion when Y is a CE set.. A "reasonable"

criterion would give the topological s-cobordism theorem. An interesting

acyclic set is obtained by starting with a genus two handlebody Yo; get Y1

by reimbedding YO in itself according to any two distinct words in the commu

tators of the two generators of TIl(YO); get YZ by reimbedding YO in Y
l

according to the same two words, or any other such pair. Continue, and let

y = () Y
k

•
k=O

Problem N4.49. If M3 is a homology 3-sphere, does M # (-M) bound a

smooth contractible 4-manifold?

Remarks: It bounds a topological, contractible 4-manifold [Freedman] and

it smoothly bounds M3 x I ..
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Problem N4.50. Is each simply connected t smooth, closed 4-manifold (other

than 54) realized as a connected sum of complex surfaces (with or without

their preferred orientations)?

Remark: Probably the answer is no, but Donaldson's work makes "yes" a

bit more likely. Furthermore, yes is indicated by analogy with dimension 2

where every orientable closed 2-manifold is a complex curve.

Problem N4.5l (Akbulut): (A) If Mi and M; are simple homotopy equi

valent, closed, smooth 4-manifolds, can we pass from MI to M2 by a series of

Gluck twists on imbedded 2-spheres?

Remarks: No for certain lens spaces cross 81 (5. Weinberger). Yes in

a few examples. e. g. Ml = 54 • M2 = double cover of a Cappell-Shaneson fake RP4

(Akubulut-Kirby, see update to Problem 4.13).

(B) Same question for a generalized Gluck twist, which is defined as
4 3follows: split M along a smooth submanifold N with closed complements

WI and W2 - In WI' find a properly imbedded, smooth 2-ball DI - Twist Dl
by removing 01 x B2 and sewing back by spinning 01 k-times while traversing

aB
2 • Then find a d02 with d02 = aOl and twist back by -k. Thus N re

mains unchanged and we can reglue along N.

In this way, a Cappell-Shaneson fake RP4 can be changed to Rp4 by

splitting Rp4 = Sl x B3 U RP2 x B2 and twisting RP2 x B2 along * x B2 to

RP2
x B

2 (k=l) and then cwisting back by a strange B2 in Rp2 x B2

[5_ Akbulut, these Proceedings).

Problem N4.52. Given MID and ~ imbedded in Q4, is there an isotopy

making ~ topologically transverse to NO when m= 3 J n= 2 or m= 3 , n = 3?

Remark: The answer is yes for other m and 0 [F. Quinn, J. Diff. Geom.

17(1982),503-521]. When Q is higher dimensional, see [A. Marin, Ann. Math.,

106(1977), 269-294].

Problem N4.53 (Mandiebaum). What (m1nimanknowledge of homotopy groups,

intersection pairings, etc. determines the homotopy type of a closed, compact

4-manifold?
4

Remarks: For 1T
1

(M) =O~ the intersection form determines. For
4n 1(M) = zIp, p prime, chen n

l
and the intersection pairing

n
2

(M) ~ ~2(M) ---+ Z[n l ] determine, [C. T. C. Wall]. Is this theorem true for

a larger class of fundamental groups? Give an example where nl and the

intersection form do not suffice.
4 f

Let a generalized Lefschetz torus fibration M ~ F be a map which
g

is a torus bundle off a finite number of points in F (= surface of genus g)
g
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and over those points f-l(p) is an immersed 2-sphere with one transverse

double point. Examples of these are complex elliptic surfaces with no multiple

fibers, and (Y. Matsumoto) simply connected, smooth 4-manifolds without one

and 3-handles. R. Mandlebaum and J. Harper have shown that the homotopy type

of 'a generalized Lefschetz torus fibration is determined by the genus g and

the intersection pairing H2(M;Z) 8 H2(M;Z) ---+ Z.

4
Problem N4.54. Find a geometric proof that 0 i • z.

4 sp n
Remark: There exists such a proof that 0 =- Z ([P. Melvin, 4-dimensional

oriented bord1sm, these Proceedings and his references)], but it is not clear

how to modify it to get the spin case.

Problem N4.55. Describe the Fintushel-Stern involution on S4 in

"equations". (See their paper in [Ann. Math., 113(1981), 357-366]).

Problem N4.56 (Melvin). Let M4 be a smooth closed orientable 4-mani

fold which supports an effective action of a compact connected Lie group G.

(A) Suppose that ~lM is a free group. Is M diffeomorphic to a con

nected sum of copies of S1 x 83 , 52 x 82 and S2 x82?
1 2Remark: The answer to both questions is yes for G, S or T; also for

G=T2 provided the orbit space of the action (a compact orientable surface)

is not a disc with ~ 2 holes [Melvin, Math. Ann. 256 (1981) 255-276].

Problem N4.57. Classify closed 4-manifolds which fiber
1(A) over a circle with fiber an S -manifold,

(B) over a surface.

Remark: If (in (A)) the monodromy is periodic and equivariant. then M
2supports a nonsingular T -action and is generally classified by ~lM [Orlik-

Raymond. Topology 13(1974) 89-112]. Exceptions arise when nlM/center 1s
1finite, e. g. for S x L, L a lens space.

Problem N4.58 (Melvin). Let P C 84 be the standardly embedded mP
2

(e.g. P=q(:RP2), where q:o:p2 -. 84 is the quotient map by complex conjuga

tion) and K C 84 be an odd cwist spun knot. Denote by (S4, P#K) the pair
444wise connected sum (8 .P) # (S ,K). Is (8, P#K) pairwise diffeomorphic to

(S4~p)?

Remarks: (i) They have the same 2-fold branched covers, namely (G: p2 , :R;)

(Melvin), so a negative answer yields an exotic involution on Ip2 with fixed
2 4point set lU' and quotient S.

(11) 111 (S4 - P#K) '"' ZZ' so S4 -N(P#K) is s-cobordant re1 boundary to

S4_ N(p) (T. Lawson), where N( ) denotes an open tubular neighborhood.
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Problem N4.59 (Hillman). Minimize the Euler characteristic over all
4

closed 4-manifolds M with n1(M) = G given.

Remarks: Hopf's Theorem gives H2(M) ~ H2(M) ~H2(~1(M» ~O which puts

a lower bound on the rank of H
2

(M), given n1 (M). But this minimum is not

always achieved (Hillman), e.g. let G = Z$ Z so that H2 (ZeZ) = Z, but

X(M) = -1 is not possible by an Euler characteristic argument on the equi

variant homology of the universal covering space. Note that this problem gen

eralizes the problem of which which groups are the fundamental group of a

homology 4-sphere.

Problem N4.60 (Hass). Let M
4

be closed, smooth and satisfy 1I'2(M) =0
1 . 3

but 11" 3 (M) :1 0, i.e. L(p ,q) x S. Is there a smooth imbedded 3-manifold L ,

with finite cover 53. representing a non-zero element of 1f 3(M)?

Problem N4.61 (Hughes). (A) Find representatives for each regular

homotopy·class of immersions of Sn in Rn+k •

Remarks: This is trivial for k > n and solved by Whitney-Graustein for

8
1 in R2 • For n = k. Smale's solution is to add double points to ge t Z for

n even or one, and Z/2 otherwise. For 8
2 in R

3
, Smale's famous theorem

n n+k 3(that Imm(S,R ) = 1, (V +k » shows there is just one class. For S inn n .n
R4 , Hughes [thesis, Berkeley 1982J gives two generators gotten by capping off

2 3the track of an eversion of S in R, and capping off twice an eversion. The

inclusion of the first of these solves the case 8
3 in R

S
• The next inter

esting case is 54 in R5 .

(B) Find representatives for all bordism classes of immersions of n-mani

folds in Rn+k .
s

Remarks: This group is ~n+k(MSO(k» (assuming orientability) [R. Wells,

Topology 5(1966), 281-294]. This has been solved for n=l, all k, and

2-manifolds in R3 [J. Hass and J. Hughes, Immersions of surfaces in 3-mani

folds, 1982]. Several bordism invariants have been developed ([J. 5. Carter,

thesis, Yale 1982] gives a good summary of n-tuple point invariants).
3(C) For a surface in R, a neighborhood of a double curve 1s an

immersed B1
x B1 _ bundle over 51. In general a k-tul?le set will have an im

mersed BO
v .~. v Bn-bundle. Does the multiple point set with this structure

determine the bordism class of the immersion?

Remarks: Yes for 2-manifolds in R3. The codimension one case is investi

gated in [Eccles, Math. Proc. Carob. Phil. Soc. 87(1980)t 312-220] and [J. S.

Carter, op.cit.].

(D) Call one find explicit coordinates for Boy's surface, i.e. find a

smooth function from S2 to R3 taking 52 onto Boy's surface as a 2-1 cover.
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Q wi th dn =0 for

H2 (M4 ;R) contain an

Remark: Morin and Francis [Not. AMS 25 (1978), A-7lB] have a complicated

function whose image is not the standard Boy's surface.

(E) The number of quadruple points of an immersed 8
3

in R
4 is a Z/2 .

s
invariant under regular homotopy. Is it a Z/24 (= n 3) or even a Z invari-

ant?

Problem N4.62. (A) Do the cyclic branched covers of 2-spheres in 54

imbed in 55?

(B) Does every mapping torus at a 3-manifold imbed in 8
5

?

Remark: If a knot K is doubly null concordant (the slice of an un-
3 5' 5

knotted S in S) then all of its cyclic branched covers imbed in S, so

(A) concerns an obstruction to K being doubly null-concordant.

Problem N4.63. (A) Find a smooth, closed, spin, index zero 4-manifold

x4 which does not imbed punctured in. S5.

(B) Find an x4 such that X# kS2x S2 imbeds smoothly in 55 but X

does not.

Remarks: X smoothly imbeds in 55 if its fundamental group is simple

enough, e.g. H1(X;Z) is the direct sum of no more than two cyclic groups

[T. Cochran, Imbedding 4-manifolds in S5, Topology]. However there are ex

amples with TIl = zip e zIp $ zIp, p odd where X does not smoothly imbed

in 8
5 , does not imbed stably (#kS2

x 52), and sometimes is known to imbed

punctured [T. Cochran, 4-manifolds which imbed in R6
but not RS, and

Seifert manifolds for fibered knots].

Problem N4.64. (A) What 4-manifolds have a symplectic structure?

Remarks: A symplectic structure is given by a 2-form

which Q A n is a volume form. Thus it is necessary that

element n with nAn:/: o.
(B) Does every contact structure on a 3-manifold M3 extend to symplec-

tic structure on a bounding 4-manifold?

Remark: A contact structure is a I-form a such that aA da is nowhere

zero. We would require that a(v) = n(v,n) for n an outward pointing normal

to M
3 = aw4 and v e: TM.

Problem N4.65. (A) Find a differential geometric invariant which dis

tinguishes the ends of smooth non-compact 4-manifolds. For example, if x4 is

a simply connected topological manifold with a definite intersection form,. then

X4-point is smooth but its end is not standard; can this be detected in a direct

di.fferential geometric way?
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(B) Find a differential geometric proof of Rohlins theorem.

Remark: There is such a proof using the A genus, and Taubes has found

a nice proof by getting the quaternions to act on the sequence

o dA 1 p_dA 2
n (,) ---+ n (,)~ n_( /1_) from Donaldson's work, but maybe there is a

proof more in the spirit of (A).

Problem N4.66. How do metrics (e.g. Riemannian, Lorentz, constant curva

ture) behave under standard topological constructions such as connected sum,

plumbing, handle addition? Same question for n-invariants, moduli spaces, etc

Problem N4.67 (Hopf). Does there exist a metric of strictly positive

sectional curvature on S2 x 82?

Problem N4.68. (A) There exists a self-dual Einstein metric on the

Kummer surface. Describe it explicitly.

Remark: Its existence follows from Yau's proof of the Calabi conjecture

[P. N. A. C. 74(1977), 1798-1799].

(B) If M4 is compact, closed and has an Einstein metric t then

X(M) > 3/21 index HI (N. Hitchin, J. Diff. Geom. 9(1974), 435-441). Are there

any other topolo~ical restrictions?

(C) Does ~ Cp2 ~(Cp2) have an Einstein metric?

Remarks: If p > 3 and q =0, then no. If p =1 then yes because the

manifold fs complex.

An Einstein metric has the property that sectional CU1~atures are equal

on orthogonal 2-planes. A good reference is [J. P. Bourguignon, Inv. Math.

63(1981), 263-286].
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